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Preface

The application of exercise as a preventive and therapeutic medium was once largely limited to patients with pulmonary or cardiovascular disease, mainly those who had recently sustained a myocardial infarction. Over the last three decades, many resources and guidelines have been published that have been directed toward the application of exercise evaluation and therapy in cardiovascular and pulmonary disease. The range of individuals for whom appropriately prescribed exercise has documented benefits has broadened considerably in recent years. This text was written in response to the need for guidance among exercise clinicians working with patients with a broad range of chronic diseases and disabilities beyond cardiovascular and pulmonary disease, including orthopedic, neurologic, metabolic, musculoskeletal, neoplastic, and immunodeficiency conditions—populations that have been largely underserved. It is intended to complement and extend existing ACSM publications, including ACSM’s Guidelines for Exercise Testing and Prescription and ACSM’s Resource Manual for Exercise Testing and Prescription.

The ACSM Registered Clinical Exercise Physiologist (RCEP) pilot examination, initiated in 1999, was designed to establish the existence of appropriate knowledge, skills, and abilities for healthcare professionals working with individuals with a broad range of chronic diseases and disabilities. Ten years later, the RCEP has become established as a standard certification for individuals working in clinical settings among patients with chronic diseases and disabilities. The ACSM has defined the RCEP as a “healthcare professional who works in the application of exercise and physical activity for those clinical and pathological situations where it has been shown to provide therapeutic or functional benefit. Patients for whom services are appropriate may include, but are not limited to, those with cardiovascular, pulmonary, metabolic, musculoskeletal, neuromuscular, neoplastic, immunologic, and hematologic diseases and conditions. The RCEP applies exercise principles to groups such as geriatric, pediatric, or obstetric populations, and to society as a whole in preventive activities. The RCEP performs exercise evaluation, exercise prescription, exercise supervision, exercise education, and exercise outcome evaluation.” For each of the conditions covered in this text, the chapters are therefore organized by epidemiology, pathophysiology, diagnosis, medical and surgical treatments, exercise/fitness/functional testing, and exercise prescription and programming. Where appropriate, case studies are included to underscore the role of exercise in managing individuals with a particular condition.

Although this text is intended to be a resource for individuals preparing for the RCEP examination, it is also an appropriate resource for any individual trained in the exercise sciences working in the clinical setting among persons with chronic conditions and disabilities beyond cardiovascular and pulmonary disease. It should serve as a reference for physical therapists, nurses, physicians, and other rehabilitation specialists who deal with the conditions addressed in these chapters. These resources generally apply to patients with chronic disease who, in the opinion of their physician provider, are clinically stable and have sufficient functional capabilities to participate in individually prescribed exercise that is aimed at improving fitness, function, physical work potential, and quality of life, and which reduces exercise-related risk factors that have an impact on progression of their disease. Much recent research has been performed related to the benefits of exercise for patients with the wide variety of conditions described in this text. Many physicians and other health professionals have embraced the use of exercise in the diagnosis, prevention, and treatment of various chronic health problems. However, similar to cardiovascular disease, exercise as an intervention is greatly underutilized for most of these conditions. The multitude of disorders associated with a sedentary lifestyle applies to individuals with chronic disabilities just as it applies to those without such disabilities. An important goal must be to better convey the value of appropriately applied exercise therapy for these patients so that it is an integrated part of the healthcare paradigm. This text represents another step, however small, in bringing this research to the public and the medical community to foster a greater appreciation of the value of the therapeutic benefits of exercise across a broad spectrum of patients.

In this new edition of the RCEP resources, chapters from the first edition have been updated and a section has been added on Clinical Practice Issues for the RCEP. The Clinical Practice Issues section includes chapters on the evolution of the clinical exercise physiologist, demonstrating functional outcomes for health and fitness, legal and ethical considerations, and client referral and consulting relations with allied professions. The latter section was included to help provide the RCEP and other healthcare professionals with a better the understanding of their role and how they can have an important and
integral place in today's healthcare environment. Included in the Appendix are the updated knowledge, skills, and abilities that have been developed to address the role of the clinical exercise physiologist in the exercise management of patients with chronic diseases and disabilities. We hope that this text serves not only as resource for credentialing by ACSM, but also to help further define the important role of the exercise physiologist in the clinical setting, as well as to extend the principles and recommendations of exercise programming to a broader spectrum of the population.
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CHAPTER 1

STROKE

Epidemiology and Pathophysiology

Definition and Prevalence

The primary cause of stroke is an interruption of blood flow and oxygen delivery to the brain (1,2). Some experts refer to it as a brain attack to relate its symptoms and sequelae with a heart attack. It is also known as a cerebrovascular accident or CVA. Because of the significant improvements in stroke emergency medicine and acute management of stroke, most individuals survive, recover, and experience only a modest decrease in life expectancy (3).

Stroke is the most common cause of adult disability in the United States as well as in many other industrialized nations throughout the world, with the incidence approximately doubling each decade after the age of 55 (4). In the United States alone, the annual rate of stroke prevalence is approximately 700,000; 500,000 of these are first stroke and 200,000 are recurrent stroke (2). Stroke is the second most common cause of death worldwide and the third most common cause of death, behind coronary heart disease and cancer, in Europe and the United States (5). However, most strokes are not fatal and the common occurrence is physical and cognitive impairment that affect daily functioning (6). The health and economic consequences of stroke impose a substantial economic burden on the individual, family, and society at large. In 2004, the medical costs in the United States alone was estimated at $33 billion (1).

Current estimates are that there are 4 million stroke survivors living in the United States (2). Although all segments of the population are affected by stroke, blacks have nearly twice the risk than whites or Hispanics and are more likely to be disabled from a stroke (2). Men have a 30% greater risk of stroke than women in earlier life, whereas women have a greater risk in later life. Despite advances in medical treatment for stroke, it remains the leading cause of disability in adults (2). Although the incidence of severe stroke has decreased, milder stroke incidence has increased, reflecting the important need to maintain health and function through exercise training programs after rehabilitation (7,8).

Classification

A stroke is considered a heterogeneous disorder that can involve the rupturing of a large blood vessel in the brain, or the occlusion of a tiny blood vessel that may affect a certain area of the brain (9). Cell damage and impaired neurologic function associated with strokes results from a restricted blood supply (ischemia) or by bleeding (hemorrhage) into the brain tissue. As such, strokes are classified as hemorrhagic or ischemic. The injury to the brain affects multiple systems, depending on the site of injury and the amount of damage sustained during the event. These include motor and sensory impairments and language, perception, affective, and cognitive dysfunction (10). Strokes can cause severe limitations in mobility and cognition or can be very mild with only short-term consequences that are often not permanent.

Hemorrhagic strokes are subclassified as intracerebral (bleeding directly into the brain) or subarachnoid (bleeding into the spaces and spinal fluid around the brain), depending on where the injury occurs. Ischemic strokes are usually divided into two types: thrombotic and embolic. Hemorrhagic strokes constitute approximately 15% of all strokes, whereas the ischemic type make up the remainder of strokes (10–12). Risk factors for stroke are listed in Table 1.1.

Pathophysiology

A hemorrhagic stroke results in blood leaking into the extravascular space within the cranium or into the brain tissue itself. This bleeding damages the brain by cutting off connecting pathways and by causing localized or generalized pressure injury to brain tissue. Biochemical substances released before and after the hemorrhage can also adversely affect vascular and brain tissues (9).

Ischemic strokes result from some type of thrombosis or embolus. Thrombosis refers to an obstruction of blood flow owing to a localized occlusion within one or more blood vessels (9). Thrombotic infarction occurs when a thrombus or clot forms on an atherosclerotic plaque. Embolic infarction results when a material (embolus) formed elsewhere in the vascular system occludes an artery or arteriole (10). Infarcts resulting from occlusion of the carotid artery or proximal middle artery have the worst prognosis (10).
FUNCTIONAL CONSEQUENCES OF STROKE

The injury that occurs as a result of a stroke affects multiple systems, depending on the site of injury and the amount of damage sustained during the event. These include motor and sensory impairments and language, perception, affective, and cognitive dysfunction (10). Strokes can cause severe limitations in mobility and cognition or can be very mild with only short-term consequences that are often not permanent.

COMORBIDITY, SECONDARY CONDITIONS, AND ASSOCIATED CONDITIONS

The loss in function that often accompanies a stroke affects both physical and psychological function (14,15). The magnitude of impairments or activity limitations will vary depending on the severity of stroke. Poststroke depression (PSD) is a very common condition experienced by approximately 30% of stroke survivors (11). Those with PSD have increased risk of second strokes, cardiovascular events, increased mortality, and increased healthcare costs (11). In efforts to decrease the risk of recurrent stroke, it is critical that risk factor modification, lifestyle modification, and compliance with prescribed pharmacologic therapy are adopted (8).

Many stroke survivors require moderate to extensive care after rehabilitation (16). Comorbid conditions, which occur independent of the primary condition, include coronary artery disease (CAD), obesity, hypertension, type 2 diabetes, and hyperlipidemia (17). Secondary conditions, which occur as a direct or indirect result of the primary condition, include a higher incidence of injury from falls, pain, fatigue, stress, depression, and social isolation. Associated conditions, which occur simultaneously with the stroke and directly result from it, include spasticity, weakness (hemiparesis, quadriplegia), paralysis (hemiplegia, tetraplegia), impaired balance, memory loss, aphasia, and sleep apnea (17). The combination of a loss in physical function and an exacerbation of one or more comorbid conditions or secondary conditions severely compromises the functional independence and quality of life of many stroke survivors (18). Additionally, persons dealing with the combination of physical limitations and fatigue are even less likely to participate in social and leisure-time activities (19). These conditions add complexity to the design of the exercise prescription for this population. A list of comorbid conditions, and secondary and associated conditions can be found in Table 1.2.

CLINICAL EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY

ACUTE RESPONSES TO EXERCISE

Many factors associated with stroke negatively affect daily living and functioning (20–23). These factors may be classified as direct medical consequences impacting function, such as the ability to walk or dress independently, or as secondary responses to the degree of impairment or disability, including reduced functional aerobic capacity and activity intolerance (24–29). At discharge

1A comorbidity exists before having a stroke (e.g., obesity, hypertension). A secondary condition is the direct result of having a stroke (e.g., pain, fatigue).
from rehabilitation, most stroke survivors regain their ability to walk independently, but only a small percentage have sufficient functional (aerobic) capacity to ambulate outside of their homes and function effectively within their community (30–33). Furthermore, multiple comorbid conditions associated with stroke, including hypertension, CAD, diabetes, depression, and obesity, worsen recovery and compound the loss in movement and overall function (27–29,34).

Most strokes are caused by vascular disease resulting in physiologic limitations during acute exercise (35,36). The few studies that have assessed the peak oxygen uptake ($V_{O2}$) of stroke survivors have reported very low peak $V_{O2}$ levels in this cohort (37). Most studies reported cardiorespiratory fitness levels (peak $V_{O2}$) in stroke populations between 12.0 mL kg$^{-1}$·min$^{-1}$ and 17.0 mL kg$^{-1}$·min$^{-1}$ (37–39). As a comparison, nondisabled, sedentary individuals with stroke will be able to perform a greater volume of daily physical activity at a lower percentage of their maximal functional capacity (45–47). The 3.77 $V_{O2}$ peak metabolic equivalent (MET) level reported in one study (48) is well below the threshold (energy cost) required to perform various BADL and IADL. This suggests that a given task will require a higher percentage of peak oxygen uptake, making it difficult or impossible to perform these common household chores necessary for independent living.

Muscular strength and endurance are also deficient in stroke survivors. Rimmer et al. (43) evaluated the strength levels of a relatively young group of male and female stroke survivors (Mean age = 53 yr). Mean strength scores 10 repetitions maximum (10-RM) on two LifeFitness machines were 26 lb on the bench press and 147 lb on the leg press. Grip strength on the nonaffected side was 30.7 lb, and on the affected side, 20.4 lb. Considering the average weight of the subjects ($M = 200$ lb), scores on both of these measures would be less than the tenth percentile according to data reported on nondisabled individuals of the same age and gender (49). Other studies have confirmed low strength scores in this population (50).

### Physical Examination

The extent of damage occurring from a stroke can be physical and cognitive. Left-hemisphere lesions are typically associated with expressive and receptive language...
deficits compared with right-hemisphere lesions. The motor impairment from stroke usually results in hemiplegia (paralysis) or hemiparesis (weakness). When damage occurs to the descending neural pathways, an abnormal regulation of spinal motor neurons results in adverse changes in postural and stretch reflexes and difficulty with voluntary movement. Deficits in motor control can involve muscle weakness, abnormal synergistic organization of movements, impaired regulation of force, decreased reaction times, abnormal muscle tone, and loss of active range of motion (ROM) (51).

EXERCISE TESTING AND SCREENING CRITERIA

SCREENING PROTOCOL

Before conducting a graded exercise test, persons with stroke should be screened by their primary care physician. Although no published guidelines exist on the type of screening that should be conducted before a graded exercise test, taking the utmost precaution is critical because many stroke survivors are older and have cardiovascular disease. The screening should include a fasting blood draw, resting electrocardiogram (ECG), resting heart rate, resting blood pressure (standing, seated, supine), and basal temperature. To be approved for peak VO2 testing, participants’ blood screening tests (i.e., complete blood count [CBC], enzymes, protein levels) should be within normal limits. If the preliminary blood work is acceptable, the participant can be scheduled for testing. Participants who successfully complete the graded exercise test can be recommended for an exercise program. Individuals who have adverse cardiovascular changes during exercise testing should be advised for further follow-up and may need to begin an exercise program in a closely supervised setting, such as cardiac rehabilitation.

EXERCISE TESTING

Peak Oxygen Uptake (Cardiorespiratory Fitness)

Cycle ergometer testing with stroke survivors is considered safe and feasible when a medical prescreening is performed and the participant’s exercise response is closely monitored to minimize risk (52). Determination of aerobic exercise capacity is an important component for developing appropriate exercise programs and evaluating the effectiveness of the programming (52). Because of a significant loss of muscle function resulting from hemiparesis or hemiplegia, stroke survivors have a severely reduced maximal or peak oxygen uptake (37,52). Because many stroke survivors also have cardiovascular comorbidity (e.g., hypertension, CAD), graded exercise tests are often symptom-limited, thus not allowing the person to achieve high peak capacities. Additionally, limited data are available on the test-retest reliability of peak exercise testing among stroke survivors and it is recommended that at least one preliminary testing trial be performed to minimize the possible practice effect (53). In the postacute stage, a symptom-limited graded exercise test (peak VO2) can be performed on a stationary bike or treadmill, or in persons with severe hemiplegia, with an arm ergometer. Although it may be necessary to perform the exercise test with an arm ergometer, performance will be limited because of the limited amount of muscle recruitment and a greater strain on the cardiac system per unit of peripheral muscle mass recruited (53). Typically, arm-cranking yields a peak VO2 30%–35% less than treadmill performance. The two most preferred exercise modes are the stationary cycle and treadmill. For individuals with balance difficulties or severe hemiplegia where walking on a treadmill is difficult or not possible, the stationary cycle is preferred because it eliminates the risk of falls.

Ramp Cycle Protocol

There are several different testing protocols that have been used with persons with stroke. Rimmer et al. (43) measured peak VO2 in 35 stroke survivors using a ramp cycle ergometer testing protocol. Participants began cycling at a workload of 20 W at a target cadence of 60 revolutions per minute (rpm) and increased by 10 W every minute until maximal effort was achieved. Heart rate and blood pressure were recorded every 2 minutes. Tests were terminated if one of the following criteria was observed: (a) respiratory exchange ratio (RER) ≥1.1, (b) peak heart rate within ±10 beat per min−1 of age-predicted maximal value, (c) abnormal blood pressure or ECG response, or (d) unable to continue pedaling above 50 rpm. Potempa et al. (22) used a similar ramp cycle ergometer protocol with stroke survivors. Testing began at 10 W and increased 10 W each minute until maximal effort was attained.

Macko et al. (26) performed several exercise testing and training studies with stroke survivors using a treadmill protocol. They recommended that a treadmill test at 0% incline be conducted before the maximal exercise test to assess gait safety and walking velocity. As a safety measure, individual wore a gait support belt. Participants who successfully completed at least 3 consecutive minutes of treadmill walking at .22 m/s or faster (0.5 mph) were allowed to have a maximal exercise stress. After a 15-minute rest, the participants performed a constant velocity, progressively graded treadmill test to volitional fatigue or peak effort and were continuously monitored (ECG and vital signs) during testing.

Tang et al. (32) conducted exercise testing on stroke survivors who were in the subacute (<3 months) stage of recovery. They used a semirecumbent cycle ergometer (Biodex) to perform the exercise test. The ramp protocol...
included a 2-minute warm-up at 10W at a cadence of 50 rpm, followed by progressive 5 W increases in work rate every minute. The test lasted 8–10 minutes and heart rate, blood pressure, and ECG were monitored during testing. The investigators reported that 89% (31 of 35 participants; 2 participants were excluded because of blood pressure or ECG abnormalities) completed the graded exercise test without incident. Details on criteria for stopping the test are reported in the study and included such things as participant choice, breathing effort, generalized fatigue, or nonaerobic issues such as leg discomfort. Based on the successful completion rate by most of the subjects, the investigators stated that exercise testing is feasible and safe in those in a subacute stage provided pretest medical screening is conducted and ongoing monitoring is performed during testing. It is also recommended that at least one practice trial is conducted before testing to familiarize individuals with the protocol and minimize the potential for confounding training-related benefits.

Based on the studies that have been conducted with this population, several recommendations can be made. First, blood pressure should be measured on the unaffected (nonparetic) arm. Testing time in most of the studies ranged from 4 to 12 minutes. The use of the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) test termination guidelines with a more conservative blood pressure endpoint (systolic ≤210 mm Hg) is considered appropriate for patients in the subacute and postacute stages (52).

**Strength**

Strength testing has been shown to be reliable in stroke populations. Weiss et al. (54) and Ouellette et al. (55) both used 1-RM testing in stroke survivors and found it to be a safe procedure with this population. Rimmer et al. (43) used the 10-RM method on two exercise machines, one measuring upper body strength and one measuring lower body strength in stroke survivors. A handgrip dynamometer was also used to measure grip strength on the affected and nonaffected sides. Strength can be assessed in a number of ways using standard exercise machines, free weights, or dynamometers. Instruction on proper lifting technique must be conducted before testing. Persons with cognitive impairments or severe mobility limitations may require more time to perform the test correctly. Adaptive gloves or Velcro may be necessary to secure a hand to the weight or bar. During the strength assessment, it is important to evaluate each limb separately to determine the disparity in strength between the hemiparetic and nonhemiparetic side. It is also important to ascertain whether the affected limb(s) has sufficient residual innervation to allow strength gains. This is typically determined by manual muscle test of the muscles to be strengthened to see that they can contract and cause movement against gravity or greater than ‘fair grade’ strength. If that is the case, then the individual can begin gradual use of weights or related resistance devices. Surface electromyography (EMG) may be helpful as well.

**Flexibility**

Hamstring and low back flexibility are important muscle groups to evaluate in stroke survivors participating in exercise testing because of the increased spasticity on the hemiparetic side. These muscle groups can be assessed using a modified version of the sit-and-reach test. If sitting on the floor is difficult, a modified version can be performed using a bench. The patient is asked to sit on a bench with legs fully extended and feet placed against the sit-and-reach box. Participants extend their arms and reach in the direction of their feet. The distance from the middle finger to the center of the box is recorded.

A good measure of functional shoulder flexibility is to have the person put one hand over the shoulder (slide the hand down the back) and the other hand behind the back (slide the back of the hand up the middle of the back). The participant is asked to bring the fingers as close as possible to each other. The distance between the two middle fingers of each hand is recorded. Record scores on both sides of the body by reversing the position of the arms. A more comprehensive evaluation of flexibility can be performed with a goniometer.

**Body Composition**

Body composition measurements should include height, weight, skinfold measures, body mass index (BMI), and waist-to-hip ratio (WHR). The sum of skinfold measurements can be used in place of an estimated percent body fat if the skinfold calipers do not open sufficiently wide to obtain an accurate skinfold measure at certain sites (e.g., thigh). Because it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between subcutaneous fat and muscle tissue on the hemiparetic side, it is recommended that skinfold measurements be taken on the noninvolved side.

**PRESCRIPTION AND PROGRAMMING**

The emphasis in working with stroke survivors traditionally has been directed at rehabilitation during the first 6 months of recovery (16,57). Relatively few studies have been conducted on improving the fitness in stroke survivors after rehabilitation (38). The small number of training studies that have been completed, however, have supported the use of exercise in improving mobility and functional independence and in preventing or reducing further disease and functional impairment in persons with stroke (38,55,59–65). Research data provide evidence that physical activity for stroke survivors is beneficial by
documenting reduced risk factors and reduced risk for mortality from cardiovascular disease and stroke (8,66).

Most people with stroke go through a significant recovery period during the first 6 months after having had a stroke, whereas others will see significant recovery for up to a year or longer (8). The goal of resistance training is to maximize recovery and sustain and improve fitness throughout the lifespan (35). The clinical exercise physiologist should work closely with the client's physician or therapist in developing a safe and effective program. Stroke survivors who return home from a hospital or rehabilitation facility shortly after their injury will need greater attention to ensure that cardiovascular adaptations are conducted in a safe environment with timely and appropriate supervision.

CARDIORESPIRATORY ENDURANCE TRAINING

Cardiorespiratory fitness training is of critical importance to stroke survivors. Cardiovascular-related morbidity and mortality remains high after stroke and cardiovascular deconditioning places added risk on the individual (38). Stroke survivors often vary widely in age, severity of disability, motivational level, and number and severity of comorbid conditions, secondary conditions, and associated conditions (Table 1.2). Although gait training and use of the affected side (arm, leg) are major components of stroke rehabilitation, several important studies have suggested that aerobic exercise training should be a critical part of the recovery process (26,38,44,63). Aerobic exercise training can result in improved tolerance performing ADL and allow more physical activity to be completed at a lower submaximal threshold, thus reducing myocardial oxygen demand (67).

FREQUENCY AND DURATION

The goal of the exercise program for stroke survivors should be to have each participant engage in a tolerable level of physical fitness depending on their overall health and function. Thirty to 60 minutes a day most days of the week is ideal, but if the individual has substantial barriers to participating in physical activity (68,69), a lower volume of exercise is also beneficial given their high rate of deconditioning. If the individual is at a higher risk because of cardiovascular comorbidity or falls, suggestion is that the person exercise under the supervision of a qualified staff person, preferably trained in rehabilitation or clinical exercise physiology. Hospital wellness centers are excellent places for stroke survivors to exercise because staff are usually trained in working with individuals who have various types of disabilities. These programs, however, are usually located in only a few select communities.

The cardiovascular exercise program should consist of a warm-up and cool-down. Participants should have their blood pressure checked at regular intervals before, during, and after the training session. The cardiovascular exercise can be continuous or accumulated over the day to total 20–60 minutes (8). Obviously for individuals who are older and more severely deconditioned, smaller doses of physical activity may be necessary (i.e., 5–20 min/day). After the comprehensive screening has been completed according to ACSM guidelines (49), the first 2–4 weeks of the program should be used to train participants in using the equipment and becoming accustomed to the program. Individual goals should be established for each participant to ensure that he or she is exercising within his or her comfort zone and achieving the desired training effect.

INTENSITY LEVEL

When possible, the intensity level of the cardiovascular exercise should be established for each participant from the graded exercise test. The American Heart Association scientific statement on physical activity and exercise recommendations for stroke survivors recommends training at an intensity of 40%–70% of peak VO₂ or heart rate reserve (HRR) while also monitoring rating of perceived exertion (RPE) (8). In the few studies that have been conducted on stroke survivors, intensity was set at different levels. Rimmer et al. (43) based the intensity level on the participants' peak VO₂ measure. The heart rate that the participant reached at a respiratory quotient (RQ) of 1.00 was used to set the target heart rate range (THRR). Five beats per minute was subtracted from this value, and the THRR for the participant was then set from this heart rate to 10 bpm below this heart rate. For example, if a participant's heart rate was 130 bpm at an RQ = 1.00, subtracting 5 bpm from this value would put the THRR at 115–125 bpm.

In the work by Potempa et al. (42), initial training for stroke survivors was set at 40%–60% of measured peak VO₂ for a duration of 30 minutes of continuous or discontinuous exercise. The emphasis during the early stages of the program was on duration as opposed to intensity. Once the person was able to exercise for 30 minutes, training intensity was progressively increased to the highest workload tolerance without cardiac symptoms. It is important to note that the investigators used telemetry monitoring with their subjects and were thus able to be more aggressive in their training intensity.

Macko et al. (26,36,63,67) have done a substantial amount of treadmill training with stroke survivors. Their training protocol started at low intensity (40%–50% HRR) for 10–20 minutes and increased approximately 5 minutes every 2 weeks as tolerated until participants were able to train at 60%–70% of HRR. Teixeira-Salmela et al. (50) used an intensity of 70% of the maximal heart rate attained from an exercise test with a higher functioning group of stroke survivors. Chu et al. (41) developed an 8-week, water-based program for 12 poststroke survivors.
using shallow water walking, mild running, and various other activities and increased training intensity from 50%–70% HRR (weeks 1–2), to 75% (weeks 3–5), and finally to 80% HRR (weeks 6–8). This is the only study in the published literature that trained stroke survivors at such a high intensity level (80%), although it was only for a couple of weeks. Interestingly, they reported the highest increases in peak \( \text{VO}_2 \) (22%) after an exercise intervention with stroke subjects.

In the study by Rimmer et al. (43), participants who had an abnormal blood pressure response during the exercise test (systolic \( \geq 220 \text{ mm Hg}, \) diastolic \( \geq 110 \text{ mm Hg} \)) had a modification to their exercise prescription. They were instructed not to exceed a rate pressure product (RPP) of 200. The RPP was calculated by multiplying heart rate times systolic blood pressure, divided by 100. For example, if a participant's blood pressure response during an exercise session was 180 mm Hg at a heart rate of 130 bpm, the RPP would be \( 180 \times 130/100 \) or 234. Because the value is more than 200, the participant would not be allowed to exercise on that day or had to wait until RPP dropped below 200.

Resting diastolic blood pressure (DBP) should be less than 100 mm Hg to begin exercising. If resting DBP is greater than 100 mm Hg, ROM exercises should be performed until the DBP drops below 100. Exercise should be terminated if blood pressure is elevated to 220/110 mm Hg or higher and should only be resumed when blood pressure drops below this value.

Participants should begin with intermittent exercise during the first 4 weeks of the program. At the end of 4 weeks, most participants should be able to complete 30 minutes of continuous or discontinuous exercise in their THRR. However, it is important that participants have approval from their physician before participating in the training program and that physicians are updated on their patient's performance at regular intervals.

**TRAINING MODALITIES**

Examples of cardiovascular training modalities for stroke survivors include stationary cycling (recumbent and upright), over-ground walking, or walking on a treadmill (provided the patients have adequate balance, are closely supervised, and do not experience joint pain), elliptical cross-training, and recumbent stepping (especially useful for those with severe hemiplegia). Participants should be given the opportunity to select their own equipment as long as it is considered safe and does not cause adverse cardiovascular (i.e., excessive rise in blood pressure or heart rate) or musculoskeletal complications (i.e., pain, injury). Individuals with balance difficulties and a high risk of falls should use a sitting modality such as the recumbent stepper or stationary or recumbent cycle.

Several training advantages are seen to using a treadmill for improving cardiorespiratory fitness, gait, and strength (70). Treadmill training allows the individual to practice walking, which is critical to overall function; handrails and body weight support (BWS) system (i.e., harness) allow professionals to load or unload some of the body weight, depending on the patient's strength and balance; and grade can be used to adjust intensity, allowing a comfortable speed to be maintained (63).

**STRENGTH TRAINING**

Muscle weakness has been recognized as a major symptom following stroke (71). Research has also demonstrated that the torque generated by the knee extensors, ankle plantar flexors, and hip flexors is correlated to gait performance in stroke survivors (72). Poor levels of strength can also be a major factor contributing to significant functional limitations, reduced walking speed and endurance, impaired stability, and increased postural sway (73–75). The primary goal of strength training is to increase independence in function, which can include walking, prevention of falls, and performing BADL and IADL (76).

**TRAINING INTENSITY**

No published guidelines exist for developing resistance training programs for persons with stroke. Based on the research, several studies have demonstrated significant improvements in strength using various levels of resistance (73). Training intensity varied from 30%–50% of maximal strength (77), to as high as 80% of 1-RM after a 2-week adjustment period (30,78). One study also found significant improvements in strength using a circuit training program that involved persons with stroke using their body weight as the overload by performing sit-to-stand from various chair heights; stepping forward, backward, and sideways onto blocks of various heights; and performing heel raises.

Rimmer et al. (43) initiated a strength training protocol for stroke survivors at 70% of each participant's 10-RM for one set of 15–20 repetitions. When participants were able to complete 25 repetitions for 2 consecutive sessions with proper lifting technique (i.e., proper biomechanical motion, without Valsalva maneuver), the weight was increased by 10% of their 10-RM. Participants trained using a variety of exercises, including the bench press, leg press, leg curl, triceps push-down, seated shoulder press, seated row, lateral pull-down, and biceps curl.

A general strength training prescription should use a minimum of one set of 8–10 lifts using the large muscle groups of the body, lighter weights, and higher repetitions (e.g., 10–15 repetitions), and perform them 2–3 days a week. Blood pressure and RPE should be recorded at the completion of each set until the person adjusts to the program. Adaptive gloves and other types of assistive aids may be necessary to ensure that the participant can safely hold or grasp the weight.
TRAINING VOLUME

A major determinant of training volume is the amount of muscle mass that is still functional. Persons with paralysis, hemiplegia, impaired motor control, or limited joint mobility have less functional muscle mass and, therefore, will only tolerate a lower training volume. For individuals who cannot lift the minimal weight on certain machines, resistance bands or cuff weights are recommended. If bands and cuff weights are too difficult, use the person’s own limb weight as the initial resistance. For example, lifting an arm or leg against gravity for 5–10 seconds may be the initial starting point for those with very low strength levels.

Training volume will also depend on the patient’s health status. Many individuals with stroke have been inactive for much of their lives and will need only a small amount of resistance exercise during the initial stage of the program to obtain a training effect. How responsive individuals with stroke will be to resistance exercise during the conditioning stage depend on their current health status and the severity of their stroke. For individuals who start out at very low levels of strength, significant improvements can be made with very light resistance.

TRAINING MODALITIES

Certain muscle groups need strengthening in persons with physical disabilities (including stroke survivors) to maintain the ability to perform BADL (e.g., dressing and undressing) and IADL (e.g., lifting and carrying items, walking up and down stairs). Lifting any type of resistance requires good trunk stability and may be difficult to perform for individuals who have severe limitations in motor control and coordination. Modes of resistance exercise fall into four general categories: free weights, portable equipment (i.e., elastic bands, tubing), machines, and person’s own body weight. Any of these modalities is acceptable for improving strength levels in stroke survivors, provided the person is not at risk for injury. When an instructor feels that the resistance mode presents a concern to the person, the exercise routine should be either adapted (e.g., securing the weight to the hand, changing the movement) or substituted with a safer piece of equipment.

In persons with very low strength levels, gravity-resistance exercise (lifting limbs against gravity) may be all that the person is capable of performing. Abducting an arm or extending a leg for several repetitions may be a good entry point. These exercises can be used for persons who are extremely weak after a stroke, whereas other modes of resistance exercise can be used those who are stronger. Once an individual is able to complete 8–12 repetitions of a gravity-resistance exercise, the person could progress to free weight, bands, or machines. If an individual is unable to move a limb against gravity because of extreme weakness, the instructor could place the limb in a certain position (e.g., shoulder abduction) and have that person hold the position isometrically for a few seconds, gradually increasing the time. Horizontal movements and aquatic exercises can be performed with gravity eliminated, thus allowing the limb to move more freely.

Rehabilitation professionals are also recommending the use of treadmill training for improving functional strength in stroke participants. A recent study found that BWS treadmill training increased gait speed and strength in individuals with stroke.

Active-assistive exercise may be required for certain individuals who do not have sufficient strength to overcome the force of gravity. The instructor can assist that person in performing the movement by providing as much physical assistance as necessary. At various points in the concentric phase, the instructor may have to assist the person in overcoming the force of gravity. During the eccentric phase, the instructor may need to control the movement so that the weight or limb is not lowered too quickly. In many instances, active-assistive exercise can be used with severely weak musculature whereas active exercise can be used with stronger muscle groups.

FLEXIBILITY TRAINING

Participants should be taught a variety of stretching exercises targeting both upper and lower body muscle groups. Participants should stretch at the beginning of each exercise session, at the end of the cardiovascular exercise session, between strength exercises, and at the end of the exercise session. Stretches should be held with mild tension for 15–30 seconds, being careful not to cause pain. A particular emphasis should be made to stretch the tight (spastic) muscle groups on the hemiparetic side, which include the finger and wrist flexors, elbow flexors, shoulder adductors, hip flexors, knee flexors, and ankle plantar flexors. The primary goal of flexibility training for stroke survivors is to increase ROM and prevent joint contractures.

GENERAL PROGRAM GUIDELINES

STAFF SUPERVISION

Exercise sessions should be supervised by a clinical exercise physiologist with guidance and support from the patient’s physician. It is helpful to have an assistant who can be trained to monitor blood pressure, heart rate, and vital signs, especially if several stroke survivors are exercising in the facility at the same time. A recommended staff-to-client ratio will depend on the functional level of the client, number and type of comorbid conditions, associated or secondary conditions, and the expertise of the fitness professional in working with stroke participants.

FACILITY PREPARATION

An emergency contact number should be posted in the exercise facility. If possible, physician pager numbers of stroke survivors are needed in case a patient has a problem during an exercise session.
survivors should be available. An automated external defibrillator is a good safety device to keep in the fitness center. An infectious waste container for blood specimens should be available for clients who must check their blood glucose level. Blood specimens should be performed in a sterile setting away from equipment and high-volume traffic areas.

**CLIENT MONITORING**

Given the higher level of comorbid and secondary conditions associated with stroke, it is important for the clinical exercise physiologist to monitor the exercise session closely until the client adjusts to the exercise bout and does not show signs of discomfort or exhibit any unusual symptoms (e.g., fluctuations in blood pressure, dyspnea, light-headedness). One way that many clinical exercise physiologists monitor their client’s progress is with a SOAP form. S stands for Subjective, which is a client self-report of his or her current state (e.g., how much sleep they had, do they feel well, did they eat breakfast, did they take their medication(s), symptoms). O stands for Objective, which is the clinical staff’s evaluation of the participant’s current state and quantitative performance during the exercise session (i.e., modality, workload, blood pressure response, physiologic signs). A stands for Assessment, which is how the clinician interprets the exercise prescription in the next session (e.g., trying a new exercise, increasing resistance). P stands for Plan, which refers to the prescribed or recommended treatment plan, including modifications that need to be made to the exercise prescription in the next session (e.g., trying a new exercise, increasing resistance).

At the end of each session, blood pressure and heart rate should be recorded to ensure that the participant returns to resting values before departure from the fitness center. The instructor should attempt to provide a program that is appropriate in intensity, mode, duration, frequency, and progression to minimize the likelihood of developing prolonged or unusual fatigue and delayed-onset muscle soreness. Although this occasionally can be a common side effect of any new training regimen, it could present a problem for persons with stroke if the soreness prevents them from conducting their normal BADL or IADL. Although a client with stroke may aspire to make rapid gains in strength and can train at a moderate-to-high intensity level, the clinical exercise physiologist should be cautious not to overwork the muscle groups. Use light resistance for at least the first 2 weeks of the program (50% of 1-RM), and only proceed to higher training loads if muscle soreness and fatigue are not evident and no other side effects are evident. A verbal evaluation of the previous session should be conducted with the patient on return for the next session. If it is determined that some soreness in certain muscle groups prevented the person from performing routine daily activities, the exercise should be discontinued until the soreness improves.

On continuation of the program, the clinical exercise physiologist may need to reduce the training volume or avoid certain exercises that result in pain or fatigue. If prolonged bouts of pain or soreness occur 24–48 hours after exercise, the client should consult with his or her physician to determine the cause.

It is worth repeating that blood pressure must be monitored closely in persons with stroke. Because hypertension is a common comorbidity, follow the guidelines in ACSM’s *Guidelines for Exercise Testing and Prescription* for working with persons with hypertension (49). It is especially important for the person’s blood pressure to be under control before initiating the program. During the first 4 weeks of the program, monitor blood pressure frequently to ensure that complications or adverse changes are not occurring. If blood pressure continually fluctuates, contact the patient’s physician. Under no circumstances should a person who has had a stroke and continues to have difficulty maintaining a stable blood pressure be allowed to exercise.

Persons with type 1 diabetes should bring their own portable glucometer to the fitness center and take a blood glucose measurement before and after each exercise session. Orange juice and other high carbohydrate snacks should be available for those who become hypoglycemic (<50 mg · dL⁻¹). Participants should be encouraged to drink adequate amounts of water during the exercise session to avoid dehydration.

Many individuals with stroke will exhibit asymmetria weakness or will have a disproportionately greater degree of weakness to the flexor or extensor muscle groups. It is important to evaluate individual muscle groups on both sides of the body, including both agonists and antagonists, to isolate the degree of weakness in key muscle groups. Individuals with asymmetric weakness will often “hike” their body toward the weaker side to compensate for this weakness while performing resistance training. Make sure that each person is performing the activity with proper form. If there is a tendency to “hike” the body, lower the resistance and emphasize good form.

An important goal of the clinical exercise physiologist is to teach the client how to measure his or her own RPE, how to use the equipment safely, and to understand the warning signs when to stop exercising. A sample checklist of safety guidelines for self-regulating exercise is shown in Table 1.3. Stroke survivors should also be taught the warning signs for when they should stop exercising. Table 1.4 provides a list of items that should be reviewed with each person. Once the persons understands these warning signs and can repeat them back to the instructor, both parties should sign the form. This assures the instructor that the client has a basic understanding of how to exercise safely.

**EDUCATION AND COUNSELING**

The clinical exercise physiologist has an important responsibility to teach stroke survivors the importance of good
Structured lectures that address questions and misconceptions should be an integral part of the program. Participants must learn new ways to think about changes in their lives following a stroke and thus facilitate healthier living.

Group discussions about stressful events related to stroke (e.g., change in family roles) can be an important part of the educational component and can be used to facilitate development of peer support relationships. Through these peer relationships, participants can help each other develop new ways to think about coping and adapting following their stroke and identify ways to incorporate exercise, healthier health promotion practices (mind–body relationship) where clients and their caregiver can learn about various strategies to enhance their health. Limited access to healthcare and healthcare follow-up, combined with lack of health education and health awareness, presents formidable barriers to effective health promotion in this population. Subsequently, many stroke survivors do not understand the importance of good health maintenance (e.g., diet, exercise, health behavior) in preventing a recurrent stroke and the educational component is an extremely important part of the exercise plan.

### TABLE 1.3. SAMPLE CHECKLIST FOR TEACHING CLIENTS TO PERFORM EXERCISE SAFELY

**Client Name:** ______________________________________  **Staff Name:** ____________________________________  **Date:**______________________

Before participation in an exercise program, you must be able to competently execute the tasks listed below. If you have difficulty performing any of these tasks, you will receive additional training before participating in the program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Training Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Able to monitor target heart rate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able to use the rating of perceived exertion (RPE) scale.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knows the warning signs to stop exercising.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able to safely operate the treadmill.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able to program the treadmill.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able to safely operate the upright bike.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able to program the upright bike.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can record aerobic and strength activities on assigned log sheet.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display knowledge of the goals of strength training.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know what a set is.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know what a repetition is.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can adjust the bench press to fit him or her.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can display proper form when using the bench press.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can display proper breathing (lack of Valsalva maneuver) when using the bench press.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can adjust the leg press to fit him or her.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can display proper form when using the leg press.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can display proper breathing (lack of Valsalva maneuver) when using the leg press.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can adjust the shoulder press to fit him or her.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can display proper form when using the shoulder press.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can display proper breathing (lack of Valsalva maneuver) when using the shoulder press.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can adjust the triceps push-down to fit him or her.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can display proper form when using the triceps push-down.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can display proper breathing (lack of Valsalva maneuver) when using the triceps push-down.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can adjust the biceps curl to fit him or her.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can display proper form when using the biceps curl.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can display proper breathing (lack of Valsalva maneuver) when using the biceps curl.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can adjust the front row to fit him or her.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can display proper form when using the front row.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can display proper breathing (lack of Valsalva maneuver) when using the front row.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can adjust the lat pull-down to fit him or her.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can display proper form when using the lat pull-down.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can display proper breathing (Lack of Valsalva maneuver) when using the lat pull-down.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can adjust the hamstring curl to fit him or her.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can display proper form when using the hamstring curl.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can display proper breathing (lack of Valsalva maneuver) when using the hamstring curl.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 1.4. GUIDELINES FOR SELF-REGULATING EXERCISE IN STROKE PARTICIPANTS

You understand that you are being asked to exercise within your own comfort level. During exercise, your body may give you signs that you should stop exercising.

These signs include:
- Lightheadedness or dizziness
- Chest heaviness, pain, or tightness; angina
- Palpitations or irregular heart beat
- Sudden shortness of breath not due to increased activity
- Discomfort or stiffness in muscles and joints persisting for several days after exercise

Call your doctor if you experience any of these sensations.

Please call your exercise instructor at (111-1111) if you experience any of the following signs:
- A change in your medication.
- A change in your health, such as:
  - An increase or change in blood pressure, resting heart rate (just sitting around), or other symptoms related to your heart
  - Hospitalization for any reason
  - Cold/flu
  - Emotional stress or upset at work or at home
  - Any other change that you feel is important

Your doctor advises you to stop exercising for any reason

I realize that it is my responsibility to report any of these signs/symptoms to my DOCTOR. Once the situation is resolved, I must contact MY INSTRUCTOR, Clinical Exercise Physiologist, at 111-1111.

Signature of Participant __________ Date __________
Signature of Instructor __________ Date __________

It should be noted that in all cases, physical, occupational, and speech therapists had seen these patients and completed programs in these allied healthcare disciplines. Physician care included primary management by an internist and a neurologist, with other specialty consults, as needed. A psychiatrist, cognitive psychologist, or both were also involved in patient care where needed for depression and deficits in task processing were noted.

BARRIERS TO EXERCISE

Rimmer et al. (79) examined barriers to exercise in persons with stroke and other physical disabilities. Data were collected through an in-depth telephone interview using an instrument that addressed issues related to physical activity and the subjects’ disability (Barriers to Physical Activity and Disability Survey–B-PADS). Subjects were asked questions pertaining to their participation or interest level in structured exercise. The four major barriers were cost of the exercise program (84.2%), lack of energy (65.8%), transportation (60.5%), and did not know where to exercise (57.9%). Barriers commonly reported in nondisabled persons (e.g., lack of time, boredom, too lazy) were not observed in this cohort. Interestingly, only 11% of the subjects reported that they were not interested in starting an exercise program. Most subjects (81.5%) wanted to join an exercise program, but were restricted by the number of barriers reported. The investigators noted that black women with stroke and other physical disabilities were interested in joining exercise programs, but were limited in doing so because of their inability to overcome several barriers to increased physical activity participation.

In a more recent study (69), researchers reported that the five most common barriers reported by a cohort of stroke survivors in rank order were (1) cost of the program (61%), (2) lack of awareness of fitness center in the area (57%), (3) no means of transportation to get to a facility (57%), (4) don’t know how to exercise (46%), (5) don’t know where to exercise (44%). Least common barriers were (1) lack of interest (16%), (2) lack of time (11%), and (3) exercise will make my condition worse (1%).

To increase exercise adherence among stroke survivors, the clinical exercise physiologist must first assess and subsequently work with the individual and other support systems to problem-solve removing as many of the actual (i.e., transportation) and perceived (i.e., exercise will not improve condition) barriers as possible. Available resources should be utilized, such as the National Center on Physical Activity and Disability (www.ncpad.org, 800/900-8086), which is a federally funded information center that contains many useful physical activities for people with stroke, including ways to reduce or remove barriers to participation by providing home exercise videos and a listing of organizations and facilities that provide specialized programs for people with disabilities. The website also provides access to the aforementioned B-PADS instrument, which a useful way to systematically identify and remove barriers to participation for stroke survivors.

CASE 1

RM: 55-year-old married businessman, retired because of a cerebrovascular accident, which left him with partial left hemiplegia (hemiparesis). Chief complaint at the time of visit was tightness of the left shoulder and reduced grip strength, especially notable when golfing. There was also a longstanding history of recurrent low back pain with x-rays showing degenerative joint disease.
in the spine. Medications: Plavix, Bayer ASA, Procardia, Zocor, MVI, vitamins B₆, B₁₂, and folic acid. With patient upright, his posture showed a left shoulder droop relative to the right side. Rhomberg sign was negative. Gait up to 2 miles/hour was normal. He was unable to walk on a narrow straight line for 10 feet without making a side balance error. He was able to do a partial squat. Spine ROM showed blocking of movement with side tilt to the right side. The shoulder ROM was limited to 90 degrees for abduction and 100 degrees for forward flexion, 50 degrees of 90 degree abducted-external rotation. There were no one-sided sensory, position sense, or one-sided sensory neglect deficits detected. Babinski sign was absent and muscle stretch reflexes were normal. Cranial nerves showed a mild left facial paresis. A program with the exercise physiologist was conducted for 20 sessions over a 9-month period. Initially, he was able to walk 2 mph for 10 minutes, and reached a heart rate of 130 bpm. He could hold a 2 lb. weight in the left hand, although was unable to use the thumb. He could not control a coffee cup full of fluid without spilling it. Exercises to establish a neutral spine posture were initiated. Isometric program for the left scapular muscles was initiated with feedback from a take-home electrical muscle stimulation device. He was able to progress to diagonal pattern upper extremity exercises and some grip movements of the left thumb. His endurance improved to 4 mph for 20 minutes at a heart rate of 140 bpm. The low back pain became more evident as the patient became more active and played golf 3 times per week, completing 18 holes, using a golf cart for transportation. X-rays showed osteophytes and degenerative joint changes in the facets, sacroiliac, symphysis pubis, and hip joints, no change since x-rays taken 5 months earlier. Fluoroscopically guided injection was done to the left sacroiliac joint, which reduced pain and interference from guarding of that area during sessions with the exercise physiologist.

**Problems to Consider**

*Left hemiparesis* primarily involved the left upper extremity, the most common form of hemiparesis. Usually some muscles are spared, but it is rare to see complete sensorimotor hemiplegia of every muscle group on the left side. Deficits on the left side sometimes are more obvious with fatigue after a period of ambulation at a given speed, or after an increased challenge to coordination, such a line-walking.

*Low back pain*, which may lateralize to the side of poorest function, but the presence of pain alerts the healthcare practitioner that the individual is aware of affected side. The biomechanical deficits associated with low back pain in this case are questionable. X-rays show a long history of low back cumulative wear that probably extends before the onset of the stroke. X-rays without findings of unstable conditions, such as stress fracture (spondylolysis), osteoporotic fracture, or tumors, will not interfere with the exercise program. It is important to address motor control of the oblique muscles of the lumbopelvic girdle, emphasizing spine posture and avoiding fatigue to those muscles. Isometric exercises, while maintaining the neutral spine (the most relaxed midposition between full spine flexion and full spine extension), will be beneficial. Weakness and increased tone of the muscles on the hemiplegic side should be noted.

*Golfer*. The fact that the client is still able to golf demonstrates an ability to swing right-handed. Assistive devices, such as the tube device hooked to a glove for the left hand, may minimize grip deficits and optimize the individual’s ability to coordinate the movements of the upper extremity. He was also able to sometimes golf in the 90s score range because of focus on ball direction instead of distance. The emphasis in this program was first normal trunk control, then head position and retraining of the scapular movement with the golf swing.

The *electromuscle stimulation machine* was prescribed to increase muscle contraction beyond the individual’s ability to do it simply by his own volition. Such devices are used in disorders of the central nervous system to (a) compensate for loss of maximal contraction owing to loss of central nervous system input and (b) provide increased feedback to the brain by the sensory input from the electrical impulse to the muscle. It is important to know the difference between this device and other devices, such as a transcutaneous stimulation machine. The latter only stimulates skin sensors to try to block pain, but does not have the proper electrical settings to reach muscle.

**CASE 2**

DK: 46-year-old woman with juvenile onset diabetes mellitus (type 1), smoker, suffered a cerebrovascular accident at age 17 and has a history of seizures. This left her with a spastic type of hemiparesis of the right upper and lower extremities and aphasia (expressive type). Her chief complaint is of difficulty with sustained daily activities and exercise because of the hemiplegia. In addition, she complains of tender points in the left hand over the thenar (thumb) muscle pad in the palm along with pain and numbness into her fingers of that hand, the left tensor fascia lata, and the left heel. Her lifestyle was basically self-care, community errands, and a long-term relationship with a boyfriend. She finished high school, but never developed a career. She smoked one-half pack per day. Medications: Tegretol, Dilantin, Provera, Valium, metoprolol, gabapentin, cyclobenzaprine, alendronate, and Insulin pump (implantable device for infusion of insulin instead of injection needles). On physical examination, she was an alert, oriented person who understood and obeyed either simple or multistep instructions. Her speech was markedly limited by nonfluent use of single words and phrases and she often corrected
herself. Naming of simple objects, such as a pen or watch, resulted in mispronunciations and nonwords. She could communicate during most routine conversation if allowed to self-correct. Sensation was decreased, but present for the right side, no neglect or sensory extinction was noted. The presence of the trigger points in the areas of tenderness supported the absence of neglect on the right side. Increased tone was noted in the right lower extremity with a knee-extended gait. Posturing of the foot was partially masked by previous ankle/tendon surgery for equinovarus ankle posturing. Increased tone was noted in the right hand in the form of a grip posture. Range of motion was otherwise, normal. Pressure over any of the trigger points caused a sudden spastic response. Reflexes were increased for the right upper and lower extremities, Babinski sign was positive on the right, but negative on the left side. Strength and motor control were evaluated. Volitional movements tended to follow flexion or extension synergy patterns on the right side. Movement could be isolated for the scapulothoracic and hip muscles. The individual could assume upright posture with cuing. The individual entered a clinical exercise physiology program for a period of 6 months. The first 3 months involved every-other-week visits for endurance and a home exercise program. She was independent and safe in the community at the time of initial visit, however her speed of gait was approximately 1.5 mph and very labor intensive with aerobic level heart rates greater than 130 bpm. She was unable to progress in the program initially, owing to the painful trigger points described. Phenol blocks were performed twice over the treatment period, which provided marked relief of symptoms and reduction in spasticity. The second 3 months of the program was done in an exercise class setting. She made marked progress in the ability control the right lower extremity during the swing phase of gait. She also was prescribed a plastic ankle-foot brace. The right upper extremity function improved with the combined effect of improved scapulothoracic and electrical muscle stimulation and the use of a wrist-hand brace to help positioning for gross grip of objects during daily activity and weight training. She initially avoided use of the right upper extremity, but by the end of the treatment session she was able to use it as an assist in two-handed activities with the left upper extremity. Throughout the program, blood glucose levels were monitored and low blood sugars less than 60 mg · dL\(^{-1}\) were treated with a high glucose content beverage. High blood sugars were addressed with increased water ingestion. Dietary adjustments and insulin pump (physician or nurse adjusted) dosage changes were made in response to increased physical activity, blood glucose and glucometer readings, and physical symptoms. The program is now focusing on help toward further education and career pursuits.

Problems to Consider
In insulin-dependent diabetes, even with an implantable device, wide fluctuations of blood sugar can occur, resulting in loss of consciousness or lethargy. Lethargic mood can be misinterpreted as fatigue, lack of enthusiasm, or poor ability to follow instructions.

*Aphasia* is a broad family of classifications to describe communication deficits in relationship to organic brain disorders. They can be considered most simply as primarily disorders of comprehension or disorders of expression. Disorders of comprehension aphasias are the most difficult to address during exercise programs. This individual was primarily in the expressive disorders category. Aphasia should not be confused with *apraxia*, in which the individual can appropriately name objects and converse, but has difficulty with the formation of words. Also, *paralysis* of facial muscles or the tongue, such as an injury to a nerve, is not aphasia. If a patient has an aphasia, then communication through a very few written words and pictures can improve exercise comprehension and compliance.

*Spasticity and increased tone* in the spine and extremities must be addressed by first working with muscles that do have near normal function. Then, progression extends to the next group of muscles, usually spine-related muscles first, followed by more distal muscles, in the hope of sequential spread of motor control. Spasticity is usually stimulated an undesirable increase in response to fast movements or sudden large loads for resistance training. Single sustained submaximal contractions, rather than fast repetitions may be better. *Proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation* is used to describe various forms of feedback through either tapping or light pressure during use of the muscle desired. The individual should be positioned in a lying or sitting position to avoid excessive spasticity response. Electrical muscle stimulation may have a biofeedback effect in combination with a voluntary contraction of a given muscle.

*Contracture* of the hemiplegic ankle received *tendon lengthening surgery* to relieve the contracture. Contractures can respond at least in part to single prolonged stretching, sometimes in excess of 2 minutes. If surgery is done, then the contracture will be relieved, but anticipate weakening of that muscle as a side effect of the surgery.

*Tender points and trigger points* are specific mapped out areas where tenderness can be greatest in a muscle. The tenderness can cause a noxious (pain) response that may lead to muscle guarding and spasticity. Phenol blocks either to a trigger point or to the actual nerve or its junction in the muscle may reduce the spasticity and pain.

One-sided neglect was not present in this individual. This is important in stroke because brain injury can affect sensory processing areas. The patient can sometimes feel the paralyzed side; however, neglect is when both sides are stimulated at the same time with the individual stating that she can only feel one side.
Smoking history is part of the risk factor profile that accompanies stroke. In this case, her pulmonary function may be a limiting factor during exercise. An inquiry regarding her pulmonary function is important, especially if she is short of breath.

Pharmacologic issues: Be aware of reduced patient arousal because of the somnolence side effects of her medications (e.g., muscle relaxant [cyclobenzaprine], antiseizure medications [carbamazepine]). Metoprolol is a β-blocker that reduces maximal heart rate and may limit her exercise endurance.

Nerve conduction studies and needle electromyography testing were used to discover the slowed median nerve conduction across the wrist called carpal tunnel syndrome, explaining the numbness and pain in the nonhemiplegic left hand. Electrical stimulation by a recording device measures the speed and size (amplitude) of nerve conduction to determine if the nerve is healthy or injured. She has both a nerve pinch (i.e., carpal tunnel syndrome) and diabetes, which will also show abnormal results on nerve conduction study. The needle form of electromyography is also used to assess for loss of motor nerve function or muscle disease by observing the electrical muscle membrane and muscle contraction potentials heard and viewed on a screen.

CASE 3

JP: 72-year-old man suffered a cerebrovascular accident 2 years before his visit. He was a depressed gentleman, a retired successful businessman, and he had a history of participation in competitive sports. His chief complaint was lack of improvement from a left hemiparesis after the stroke and lack of energy. Extensive medical work-up uncovered sleep apnea and a home airway (CPAP) device was implemented through an affiliated sleep laboratory. He needed help in bathing, dressing, and for community walks greater than household distances (i.e., 50 feet). He could eat, but not cut his own food. A wheelchair was used for community mobility pushed usually by his wife. His wife would state that he had several falls at home while ambulating, none with any injury. Medications: Dilantin, Coumadin, Synthroid, Prozac, Zocor, MVI, Digoxin. The physical examination noted a tall slender man with clear speech and communication, but with wandering of thoughts during his responses and slowed responses. He showed a left facial hemiparesis. He could repeat five of seven numbers in forward order, but was unable to repeat them in reverse order. He also would tend to avoid looking over to his left side and would not pay attention to his left arm hanging off of the wheelchair. He displayed minimal movement of the proximal scapula-related muscles and no voluntary motor response in the more distal upper extremity. The lower extremity strength was graded fair in the proximal muscle of the hip and knee and poor in more distal muscles of the ankle and foot. Sensation was partially decreased on the left side, with sensory extinction on simultaneous (left and right tested at the same time) light touch. Grafeesthesia was also impaired but present on the left side. Reflexes were decreased on the left side, with a positive Babinski sign on the left and right sides. Cranial deficits were noted in facial muscles on the left side. No aphasia was present. He needed several attempts to arise from a sitting to a stand position. However, with a quad cane he did ambulate at less than 1 mph with no deviations at that speed on noncarpeted surface. He had a foot drop and would have difficulty clearing his toe during swing phase of gait. He entered the clinical exercise physiology program to improve both safety in ambulation and focus on details as they related to a home exercise program. The goal was also to facilitate maximal use of the left upper extremity and attention to his left side. Throughout the program he displayed interruption in ambulation, reaching tasks, and therapeutic exercises, accompanied by random conversations about issues that concerned him. He would also periodically bump his left side in the doorway or other obstacles. The program was adjusted to raise his awareness by having him navigate various obstacle courses and objects to reach another point. He was noted to not bump into these obstacles when asked specifically to walk around them. He also gradually responded to verbal cues to the left side. Resistance exercise for the right side involved lifting the left extremities. Electrical muscle stimulation pulsed to turn on every 5 seconds for 5 seconds duration was used to cue muscles of the left shoulder, and left hip- and knee-related muscles. No gait training was done on the treadmill, because his speed of ambulation was initially 0.6 mph and never faster than 1.5 mph. He was successful in the cessation of any falls at home. His speed of ambulation increased, and he could discontinue his left plastic ankle foot orthosis without a foot drop at the end of 6 months of the program, on an every-other-week basis. His left upper extremity became functional for arm swing during ambulation. He was successfully connected with psychological support care, as well as support counseling for him and his wife.

Problems to Consider

One-sided neglect is a problem most common to individuals who have had a stroke to the right (or dominant side) hemisphere with left hemiplegia. They will ignore the left side of the body, often as if it did not exist. Setting up safe challenges that requires the individual to become aware of that side, such as an obstacle course, is one form of cuing to that side. Other strategies are to use the recognized extremities to find and use the neglected side in bilateral two-extremity exercises. Biofeedback, such as electrical stimulation with activities, can be useful.

Sensory extinction is the absence of recognition of a sensory stimulus to one extremity when both are touched. For example, if both extremities recognize a sensory
stimulus when touched or pin-pricked one at a time, one side will not be recognized if both are simultaneously touched. This sensory extinction is considered a sign of a one-side brain injury or disease. *Graffesthesia*, or the recognition of numeric signs gently traced (no marker or inks), is another organic brain function test.

**Depression and distractibility** appear the same, but are different in the underlying cause. Depression is a disorder of the mind, with feelings of helplessness and hopelessness. People with depression may not be very arousable and will appear distractive. Organic brain diseases will often have distractibility without depression because of lack of arousal. In this case, depression played a significant role in the individual’s distraction. **Flaccid hemiparesis** is distinct from the *spastic hemiparesis* in that the muscles show decreased activity, both with voluntary and sudden involuntary movement. The hemiparesis described above was of the flaccid type. For muscles that do function, repetitive movement exercises are not a problem as they would be with the spastic form.

**Domestic falls** are considered a functional concern, even if the individual is noted to have strength and coordination adequate for ambulation and arising from a sitting position. The problem may be distractibility, fatigue, or desire to move to another location faster than is safe to move with a hemiparesis. Challenges in the clinic, such as fast ambulation and obstacle courses, help to deter further falls. Other causes, such as vertigo, heart failure, medication side effects, and an unsafe household with throw rugs, uneven surfaces, and slippery bathrooms must be addressed as well.

---
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CHAPTER 1 Stroke


EPIDEMIOLOGY AND PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

In 1959, cerebral palsy (CP) was viewed as an unchanging disorder of movement and posture that appeared early in life and was caused by a nonprogressive brain lesion (1). With advancements in the understanding of CP, the view has expanded and it is now considered an umbrella term that encompasses a group of nonprogressive, but changing motor impairments that affect muscle tone and occur secondary to early development lesions or anomalies in the motor control areas of the brain (2). It is important to note that, although the brain lesion is static, the resultant movement disorder many times is not, and symptoms may improve or become worse (3). Nelson and Ellenberg (4) found that half of all children diagnosed with CP and two-thirds of those diagnosed with spastic diplegia by their first birthday had “outgrown” the motor signs of the condition by age 7. Other studies have shown that the motor skills of children diagnosed with dystonic and athetoid CP can continue to worsen for years (4,5).

The overall incidence of CP in the United States is 1.5–2.5 per 1,000 live births (3). The incidence is higher among black children in the United States (7) and among ethnic minority children in other parts of the world (8,9). The Metropolitan Atlanta Developmental Disabilities Surveillance Program reported in 2000 that the prevalence of CP in the five-county metropolitan area of Atlanta was 3.1 per 1,000, with a higher prevalence among males and blacks (10). Sinha et al. (11) reported incidences of CP among Asian families in the Yorkshire region of Britain of between 5.48 and 6.42 per 1,000 live births. The Surveillance of Cerebral Palsy in Europe reported an increasing trend in the prevalence of CP in Europe from 1.7 per 1,000 live births in the 1970s to 2.4 per 1,000 live births in the 1990s. Also, a strong association was noted between socioeconomic status and the occurrence of CP. In the United Kingdom, the prevalence of CP was 3.33 per 1,000 in the poorest socioeconomic quartile compared with 2.08 per 1,000 in the most affluent quartile. This was true for both children of normal birth weight as well as low birth weight children (12).

The most readily identified cause of CP is the combination of prematurity and low birth weight (13). The diagnosis of CP has been associated with several prenatal factors, including viral infections, maternal substance abuse, multiple births, congenital brain malformations, and certain genetic conditions. In addition, certain perinatal factors, such as anoxia from traumatic delivery, hemorrhage with direct brain damage from birth trauma, and kernicterus, may all cause CP. Postnatal factors occurring before the age of 2, such as viral and bacterial meningitis, traumatic head injury, anoxia, and toxin-induced encephalopathy, are also considered risk factors for CP (13). According to Stanley et al. (14), CP is the result of a causal pathway rather than a single event. This pathway identifies multiple causal factors that lead to the child developing CP. For example, multiple births may lead to preterm delivery, and preterm delivery can lead to neonatal cerebral damage and, ultimately, CP. These factors increase the child’s vulnerability to other causal factors, such as intrauterine growth restriction, which may decrease the child’s capacity to cope with intrapartum stress.

Classification of CP may be done using physiologic (Table 2.1) or anatomic (Table 2.2) categorization, or by predominant movement disorder (Table 2.3). Classification allows the categorization of CP into subtypes that display certain specific characteristics. For each person with CP, the type and degree of motor impairment, combined with other effects of diffuse brain damage, ultimately determines functional level and the need for a variety of intervention services, regardless of classification.

The prevalence of other conditions related to CP has also been noted in the literature. Saito et al. (15) reported a 68% incidence of scoliosis in those diagnosed with spastic CP. Scoliosis usually started before the age of 10 and progressed rapidly during the growth period. Risk factors for progression of scoliosis in this population included having a spinal curve of 40 degrees before the age of 15 years, having spasticity which involved the total body, being bedridden, and having a thoracolumbar curve.

Odding et al. (12) also reported an increased incidence of CP-related impairments. Motor impairment in some form was found in 100% of children with CP. The incidence of musculoskeletal impairments increased in those with spastic type of CP and included hip luxations (75%), joint contractures (73%), and scoliosis (72%).
They also reported cognitive impairments in 23%–44% of cases. Sensory impairments included decreased stereognosis and proprioception, speech impairments, and dysarthria. Ophthalmic abnormalities were seen in 62% of children with CP. Urogenital impairments were also noted in 25% of children with CP having primary urinary incontinence. Endocrine impairments noted in this population included feeding problems, silent aspiration, growth disturbances, body mass issues, and reduced bone mineral density. Del Giudice et al. (16) reported that 92% of children with CP in their sample had clinically significant gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms. These included swallowing disorders, regurgitation and vomiting, abdominal pain, chronic pulmonary aspiration, and chronic constipation. They concluded that most of these GI clinical manifestations were the result of motility disorders and were not related to any specific brain damage.

CLINICAL EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY

Limited research has been conducted on exercise responses in individuals with CP. This may be related to the fact that participation in exercise programs has been limited in this population. This lack of participation should not be construed as a lack of desire to participate. In many instances, lack of participation is related to a paucity of programs designed for, or accessible to, persons with disabilities.

In some individuals with CP, impaired motor function can cause a decrease in daily activity and diminished function associated with physical activity (17–18). Persons with CP have also been reported to have increased adiposity (17), low muscle force (19), lower aerobic and anaerobic power (18,20), decreased mechanical efficiency (20), and decreased respiratory function (21). All of these factors are signs of poor overall fitness. It has also been reported that fatigue and stress associated with a strenuous exercise program can cause a transient increase in spasticity and discoordination in persons with CP (22).

Exercise testing of individuals with CP may be difficult because of their spasticity and dyskinesia, and the inefficient nature of their mobility often leads to higher than expected exercise response values. Studies examining

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SITE OF INJURY</th>
<th>PRESENTATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pyramidal</td>
<td>Cortical system</td>
<td>Spastic, hyperreflexia,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“clasp-knife” hypertonia,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>susceptible to contractures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrapyramidal</td>
<td>Basal ganglia and cerebellum</td>
<td>Athetosis, ataxia, “lead-pipe”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rigidity, chorea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Combination of above</td>
<td>Combination of above</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>PRESENTATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hemiplegia</td>
<td>Unilateral involvement; upper extremity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplegia</td>
<td>Bilateral involvement; legs generally more involved than lower extremity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetraplegia</td>
<td>Total body involvement, including cranial nerves; frequently with mental retardation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monoplegia</td>
<td>Single limb involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraplegia</td>
<td>Legs only involved; arms normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triplegia</td>
<td>One limb unaffected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASSIFICATION</th>
<th>PRESENTATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spastic cerebral palsy</td>
<td>Present in ~65% of those with CP; diplegia most common; typically greater lower extremity involvement than upper (diplegia, hemiplegia, extremity; involves flexors, adductors, and internal rotators greater than their antagonists; hypotonia at birth progressing tetraplegia, paraplegia, to spasticity after infancy; increased DTR; clonus; abnormal postural reflexes, monoplegia, triplegia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyskinetic cerebral palsy</td>
<td>Atetosis (slow, writhing motions of the appendicular musculature; present in ~25% of those with CP; impairment of dystonia, chorea, ataxia) postural reflexes; nonrhythmic involuntary movement; dysarthria; dysphagia; signs increase with anxiety, absent during sleep. Dystonia (sustained muscle contractions that result in twisting and repetitive movement or abnormal posture; present in 15%–25% of those with CP; persists throughout life, but no joint contractures or deformities owing to continuous movement. Chorea (state of excessive, spontaneous movements, irregularly timed; nonrepetitive and abrupt; unable to maintain voluntary muscle contraction; present in ~25% of those with CP. Ataxia (uncoordinated, voluntary movements; wide-based gait with genu recurvatum; mild intention tremors; in the infant, generalized hypotonia; normal DTR; in its mildest form, called apraxia, which is an inability to perform coordinated voluntary gross and fine motor skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed cerebral palsy</td>
<td>Present in ~20% of those with CP; both spastic and dyskinetic components</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
heart rate, blood pressure, expired air, and blood lactate have shown that individuals with CP respond with higher heart and respiratory rates, as well as elevated blood pressures and blood lactate levels for a given submaximal work rate than those without CP. Peak physiologic responses are also lowered (10%–20%) in persons with CP. Physical work capacity has been shown to be 50% that of able-bodied subjects (22). Bowen et al. (23), however, reported no statistically significant differences in the percentage of variability of oxygen cost, oxygen consumption, or physiologic cost index between subjects with and without CP at free-walking velocity.

**PHARMACOLOGY**

Pharmacotherapy for the movement disorders of CP has focused on the dyskinesia that most affects the person’s functional level. Several main drugs are used to treat the types of involuntary movements found in CP, specifically dystonia, myoclonus, chorea, and athetosis, and spasticity (24).

The main categories of drugs used to treat dystonia, myoclonus, chorea, athetosis, and spasticity are listed in Table 2.4. Up to 50% of patients with dystonia positively respond to anti-Parkinsonian drugs and less than 23% respond positively to antispasmodic, dopaminergic, or anticonvulsant drugs. Anticholinergic drugs may be helpful in controlling the drooling in CP and may be delivered via a transdermal patch. Drugs used for myoclonus typically are anticonvulsants which facilitate the action of $\gamma$-aminobutyric acid (GABA), the principal inhibitory neurotransmitter in mammalian brain. Benzodiazepines are often used to treat chorea and athetosis, but are subject to development of tolerance. Neuroleptics, which block dopamine receptors, are effective drugs for chorea and athetosis, but they are also associated with the most permanent side effects and are the most problematic with chronic use. Spasticity may be of either cerebral or spinal origin, and each requires a specific drug therapy. Baclofen, however, has been shown to be effective in controlling both cerebral and spinal spasticity (24).

Continuous intrathecal baclofen is perhaps the first highly effective medical treatment of spasticity in persons with CP (25) and it has been used for more than 15 years (26). The first double-blind study on the use of intrathecal baclofen for spinal spasticity reported that lower extremity spasticity was significantly reduced and that muscle tone on the Ashworth scale was decreased from 4.0 (considerable increased tone–passive movement difficult) before treatment to 1.2 (slight increased tone) after treatment (27). Baclofen has no direct effect on improving function, although it improves the effectiveness of other treatments, such as physical therapy (28).

General indications for continuous intrathecal baclofen infusion are to improve function, to facilitate care, and to retard or prevent the development of contractures. Another uncommon indication is to decrease pain associated with involuntary muscle spasms. According to Albright (26) and Bodensteiner (29), continuous intrathecal baclofen is indicated for treating spasticity in four distinct groups: (a) those whose gait and lower extremity movements are impeded by spasticity, but whose underlying strength is poor; (b) individuals older than age 16 with spasticity of the lower or both the upper and lower extremities that is interfering with gait or lower extremity function; (c) nonambulatory persons with spastic quadriparesis whose spasticity interferes with their activities of daily living (ADLs), comfort, and endurance; and (d) nonfunctional persons in whom the goal is to enable their care.

Almeida et al. (30) described a case study in which the reflex status, range of motion (ROM), strength, and motor performance of an 11-year-old boy with spastic diplegia were assessed before and following implantation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISORDER</th>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>EXAMPLES</th>
<th>SIDE EFFECTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dystonia</td>
<td>Anti-Parkinsonian, anticholinergic, anticonvulsants, dopaminergic, antispasmodics, antidopaminergic, and antidepressants</td>
<td>Baclofen, carbamazepine, clonazepam, levodopa/, carbidoa lorazepam, reserbe tetrabenazine, trihexyphenidyl</td>
<td>Drowsiness, dizziness, weakness, fatigue, skin rash, bone marrow suppression, ataxia, nausea, hepatotoxicity, depression, psychosis, dry mouth, blurred vision, and nervousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myoclonus</td>
<td>Anticonvulsants</td>
<td>Clonazepam, valproate, phenobarbital, baclofen, piracetam, lorazepam</td>
<td>Drowsiness, dizziness, weakness, ataxia, fatigue, sedation, dry mouth, and hyperactivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chorea/ Athetosis</td>
<td>Anticonvulsants, neuroleptics</td>
<td>Baclofen, clonazepam, fluphenazine, haloperidol, pimozide, reserbe tetrabenazine, valproate</td>
<td>Drowsiness, dizziness, weakness, dizziness, weakness, fatigue, skin rash, bone marrow suppression, hepatotoxicity, ataxia, sedation, extrapyramidal reactions, and depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spasticity</td>
<td>Muscle relaxants, antispasmodics</td>
<td>Baclofen, dantrolene, diazepam</td>
<td>Drowsiness, fatigue, hepatotoxicity, ataxia, and diarrhea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of an intrathecal baclofen pump. They showed that spasticity, Babinski reflexes, clonus, strength, and coactivation of antagonist muscles during voluntary movement were decreased following baclofen administration. They also reported an increase in hip and ankle ROM and upper extremity movement speed, as well as improved independence in dressing and transfers and elimination of orthoses. Gerszten et al. (31) reported that continuous intrathecal baclofen for the treatment of spastic CP reduces the need for subsequent orthopedic surgery for the effects of lower extremity spasticity. They further recommended that in people with spastic CP, spasticity should be treated before orthopedic procedures are performed.

Continuous intrathecal baclofen has no effect on athetosis, ataxia, and chorea, and is contraindicated for choreathetoid CP, ataxic CP, and for individuals with severe contractures. It may be effective in treating extensor rigidity that occurs after anoxic episodes and appears to improve generalized dystonia. Children receiving continuous intrathecal baclofen have demonstrated insignificant increases in plasma baclofen (32). Excessive dosages of baclofen result in patient listlessness, apathy, urinary hesitancy, or leg weakness, but these symptoms respond readily to lowering the dosage (23). Complications owing to the intrathecal catheter occur in approximately 20% of patients, and infection requiring the removal of the pump occurs in approximately 3% of patients (33).

Physicians have used neuromuscular blocking agents, such as 43% ethyl alcohol, 4%-6% phenol, local anesthetics, or botulinum A toxin to treat the muscle imbalance, spasticity, and joint deformities associated with CP for over 30 years. The neuromuscular blockade may be used to interrupt the function of the nerve, the neuromuscular junction, or the muscle. The blockade is used to balance agonist-antagonist muscle forces by (a) diminishing stretch reflexes through neural destruction and blocking of nerve transmission (phenol, alcohol, local anesthetic); (b) preventing or decreasing muscle fiber contraction by direct muscle fiber destruction (alcohol or phenol); or (c) blocking neuromuscular junction activity (botulinum A toxin). The goal is complete or partial paralysis of the agonist muscle while leaving antagonist muscles unaffected. All neuromuscular blockade procedures are contraindicated in the presence of fixed contractures (34).

Local anesthetics can be used diagnostically to differentiate between dynamic deformity and fixed contracture or to evaluate the performance of antagonist muscles and to determine the potential functional effects of longer-acting agents. Injection of the drugs within the target muscle in the vicinity of the myoneural junction produces the maximum blockade effect. No well-controlled studies have documented the effectiveness of alcohol injection in modifying spasticity in those with CP. Reports in peer-reviewed literature indicate that the clinical effects of alcohol vary in duration and that there are occasional complications, including the need for anesthetic because of the pain. Phenol, which produces a functional and clinical effect for 3–18 months, depending on the concentration and duration of exposure, may also be extremely painful if injected in the vicinity of a sensory nerve. However, phenol has been reported as safe, simple, and economically advantageous in children with CP (34).

The use of botulinum A toxin, although widely used as a neuromuscular blockade, is a bit more controversial. Botulinum A toxin was first introduced to treat strabismus and blepherspasm and is now being used in an increasing number of conditions, including involuntary tremor, focal dystonias (e.g., spasmodic torticollis), and autonomic disorders (e.g., focal hyperhidrosis of the palms) (35). Botulinum A toxin has been used in persons with CP to diminish paravertebral spasticity, to facilitate positioning and hygiene, to improve ambulation, as an alternative to serial casting, diagnostically to determine the efficacy of surgery, as an adjunct to further therapy, to facilitate or replace bracing, to delay surgery, and to improve upper extremity function (34–38). Following injection, the onset of weakness is usually detectable in 2 or 3 days. Generally, weakness wears off by 3 months, but functional improvement may last considerably longer (37). Treatment may be given at periodic intervals, as long as continued efficacy is documented. A positive response rate of 70% has been reported in appropriately selected ambulatory patients (34). Massin and Allington (39) demonstrated that botulinum A toxin was effective in reducing the energy cost of movement and in improving the endurance of spastic muscles in children with CP.

Postoperative pain in children with CP is often a problem and may be difficult to manage with traditional analgesics, such as opiates and benzodiazepines. Barwood et al. (40) conducted a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled clinical trial looking at the analgesic affect of botulinum A toxin in children with CP following surgery. They found that botulinum A toxin reduced mean pain scores by 74%, reduced mean analgesic requirements by 50%, and reduced mean length of hospital stay by 33%. They concluded that an important part of postoperative pain in this population was caused by muscle spasm, which can be effectively managed by preoperative injection of botulinum A toxin.

Few adverse effects from botulinum A toxin injection have been reported, and when they have occurred, they are generally mild. The most common complaints were excessive weakness in the injected muscle or unwanted weakness in adjacent muscles (37). Other side effects may include pain around the injection site, frequent falls from balance problems, and generalized fatigue (41). Contraindications for the use of botulinum A toxin include fixed contracture, the presence of certain neuromuscular diseases (e.g., myasthenia gravis), treatment with medications that may exaggerate the neuromuscular
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The controversy that exists regarding the use of botu-

linum A toxin relates to a perceived lack of scientifically 
rigorous studies on the efficacy of the treatment. Forsss-

berg and Tedroff (43) reviewed the literature on botu-

linum A toxin and found scientific rigor lacking in the 
published studies. Lannin et al. (44) conducted a system-

atic review of the effectiveness of therapy for children 
with CP after botulinum A toxin injections and concluded 
that insufficient evidence existed to either support or re-
fute the use of therapy interventions after this treatment. 
Reeuwijk and Van Schie (45) also concluded that insuffi-
cient evidence existed to support the use of botulinum A 
toxin injections to reduce spasticity or increase ROM and 
upper limb function in people with CP. In addition, a 
Cochrane review published in 2007 (46) reported that 
there was not strong evidence to either support or refute 
the use of botulinum A toxin injections for the treatment 
of leg spasticity in children with CP. However, consensus 
is that more, well-designed and well-controlled studies 
are needed to better evaluate the efficacy of botulinum A 
toxin, inducing functional improvements in people with 
CP.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

In children with CP, movement disorders become appar-

ent as the nervous system matures and new motor skills 
are learned. This produces what appears to be a progres-
sive rather than a static disorder. The extent of the disor-
der may not be recognized until the child reaches age 2 or 
3 years or even later. A definitive diagnosis of CP is rarely 
made before age 6 months and many times much later, 
but certain clinical findings should arouse suspicion of 
the diagnosis (47).

Children with CP commonly exhibit tonal abnormali-
ties, such as hypotonia, hypertonia, or a combination of 
both. Hypotonia may be identified by increased ROM of 
the shoulders and hips. Hypertonicity of the lower ex-
tremities may be present if the infant displays a scissoring 
posture of the legs. Asymmetry of movement or posture 
between the right and left sides of the body should be 
evaluated for possible dysfunction (47). Prechtl (48) re-
ported that even at very early infancy, distinct movement 
patterns called general movements are predictive of neu-
rologic outcome over 2 years, in particular the presence 
of CP.

Persistence of primitive reflexes and the delayed ap-
pearance of postural reflexes are consistent with a diag-
nosis of CP. Asymmetry of reflex response should also be 
regarded as significant. Both hyperreflexia of the deep 
tendon reflexes and ankle clonus should signal further 
evaluation. Abnormal behavioral characteristics, such as 
irritability, irregular sleep patterns, continuous gross 
motor activity, delayed speech, and diminished attention 
span, are more subtle, but may signify central nervous 
system dysfunction. Additional behavioral signs include 
delayed achievement of motor milestones, which is often 
the first recognized sign and primary complaint (47).

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL TREATMENTS

Conservative treatment of people with CP is directed at 
improving overall function and facilitating care. Besides 
traditional physical and occupational therapy, a number 
of different approaches have been used. Traditional ther-

apy has focused on improving strength and ROM to pro-
mote improved function through a combination of ther-
apeutic exercise, neurodevelopmental treatment (NDT), 
and motor learning approaches (49). The efficacy of such 
treatments alone has been questioned. Law et al. (50) 
found no significant differences in upper extremity func-
tion, quality of movement, or parents’ perception of func-
tional performance in children with CP between a group 
receiving intensive NDT and casting, and a group receiv-
ing regular occupational therapy programs. Weindling 
et al. (51) found no difference in functional outcomes be-
tween infants at high risk for CP receiving NDT and a 
group whose therapy was delayed until abnormal signs 
were present. Bower et al. (52) reported that, in children 
with CP, the use of specific measurable goals directed at 
motor skill acquisition was more strongly associated with 
the actual skill acquisition than either conventional 
amounts or intensive amounts of physical therapy alone.

Several studies have demonstrated the positive effects 
of various conservative interventions. Normal movement 
with emphasis on weight bearing in children with spastic 
CP has been shown to significantly increase femoral neck 
bone mineral content and volumetric bone mineral den-
sity (53). Carlson et al. (54) showed that using an ankle-
foot orthosis during gait training provided biomechanical 
benefits with more efficient gait in children with spastic 
diplegia, whereas using supramalleolar orthoses ap-
peared to have little measurable effect. No differences in 
walking speed, energy cost, and perceived exertion have 
been shown when using anterior versus posterior walkers 
among children with CP who were familiar with both 
walkers, and most children preferred the posterior walker 
(55).

Exercise can also be viewed as a treatment to improve 
physical functioning in this population. Damiano and
Abel (56) showed that children with spastic diplegia and spastic hemiplegia could have significant strength gains in targeted muscles following a 6-week strength training program. In addition, they demonstrated that, with increased strength, these children had higher gait velocities with increased cadence, as well as an increase in the Gross Motor Function Measure with no increase in energy expenditure. Swimming has been shown to improve baseline vital capacity in children with CP (21). Van den Berg-Emons et al. (18) looked at the effects of two 9-month sports programs on level of daily physical activity, fat mass, and physical fitness in children with spastic CP. They found that the children involved in the training had no increase in fat mass compared with the control group who showed an increase. Also noted, were a favorable increase in muscle strength and peak aerobic power in those involved in the training program.

Surgical intervention in persons with CP is designed to improve function by relieving spasticity or by correcting deformity. Selective dorsal (posterior) rhizotomy (SDR) is the surgery used to treat spastic diplegia and quadriplegia in children with spastic CP. Numerous studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of this procedure (57). Wright et al. (58), Steinbok et al. (59,60) found that SDR in combination with physical, occupational therapy, or both leads to significantly greater functional improvement at 1 year following surgery than either physical therapy or occupational therapy alone. The functional improvement was achieved through reduced knee and ankle tone, increased ankle dorsiflexion ROM, and more normal foot-floor contact during gait. Buckon et al. (61) compared SDR and orthopedic surgery outcomes using the Gross Motor Performance Measure, the Gross Motor Function Measure, and the Pediatric Evaluation and Disability Inventory. They found that both surgical interventions demonstrated multidimensional benefits for ambulatory children with spastic diplegia. Subramanian et al. (62) reported that SDR alleviated spasticity resulting in lasting functional benefits as measured by improved gait in children with spastic CP.

Postoperative weakness following SDR has been reported (63), but it is not consistently confirmed. For example, Engsberg et al. (64,65) found no loss of hamstring or ankle plantar flexor strength following SDR.

Abbott (63) reported various complications, either immediately postoperative or at long term follow-up after SDR. Besides postoperative hypotonia, other complications include persistent sensory loss, postoperative urologic dysfunction, cerebrospinal fluid leakage around the wound, subdural hematomas, and headache. Long-term complications include changes in postural spinal alignment, low back pain, spondylolisthesis, soft tissue contractures, hip dislocation, and persisting neurogenic bladder. Buckon et al. (61) found no significant decrease in upper extremity muscle tone at 1 year following SDR in ambulatory children with spastic CP.

Stereotactic surgery of the basal ganglia for the improvement of rigidity, choreoathetosis, and tremor in persons with CP is another option (66). The surgery involves placing a well-planned lesion either in the ventrolateral nucleus of the thalamus or ventroposterior pallidum and the site is chosen based on the predominance of individual symptoms. Speelman and van Manen (67) conducted a 21-year follow-up on people who received stereotactic surgery for CP and found subjective improvement in function in 44% of the sample, with 64% reporting side effects, such as hemiparesis and speech impairments. In persons with unilateral dystonia, tremor, and choreoathetoid symptoms, it is the consensus that this surgery is very successful (66).

Surgery to correct upper and lower extremity deformity in persons with CP generally falls into one of three categories: (a) soft tissue releases; (b) tendon transfers; or (c) bone/joint stabilization. Table 2.5 describes these procedures with specific examples of how each is used in the upper and lower extremity (68,69).

Hip problems, such as subluxation or dislocation, are commonly seen in children with CP and they are usually related to the severity of involvement. The incidence of hip displacement ranges from 1% in those with spastic hemiplegia to 75% in those with spastic quadriplegia (70). These hip problems can lead to significant morbidity in terms of pain, soft tissue contractures, and problems with sitting, standing, or walking; fractures, skin ulceration, difficulty with perineal care, pelvic obliquity, or scoliosis (71). Soft tissue release, such as adductor, iliopsoas tenotomy, or psoas release has been shown to be effective in preventing hip dislocation, particularly in those children who were ambulatory before surgery and in those with spastic diplegia (72,73). Dobson et al. (74) and Hagglund et al. (71) reported that early screening through radiological hip examination of all children with bilateral CP is an effective way to prevent future hip problems in this population. Screening should begin at 18 months of age and be performed at 6- to 12-month intervals thereafter, with appropriate surgical or pharmacologic management implemented to reduce the chance of hip dislocation.

Van Heest et al. (68) observed significant improvement with regard to upper limb function following surgical intervention for upper extremity dysfunction in people with CP over a 25-year period. Subjects were rated before and after surgery on a Classification of Upper Extremity Functional Use Scale from 0 (does not use) to 8 (spontaneous use, complete) developed by House et al. (75). The average functional use score was 2.3 before surgery (range, 0–7) and 5.0 after surgery (range, 2–8). The average change of 2.7 levels of improvement in functional use scores was significant (68).

Davids et al. (76) suggest that orthopedic clinical decision-making regarding surgery to optimize the walking ability of children with CP should be based on
five sources of information, which are then plugged into a diagnostic matrix. These include clinical history, physical examination, diagnostic imaging, quantitative gait analysis, and examination under anesthesia. Their indications for common orthopedic surgical interventions (iliopsoas recession, femoral rotational osteotomy, medial hamstring lengthening, rectus femoris transfer, and gastrocnemius lengthening) are presented in Table 2.6.

Persons with CP commonly develop deformities of the spine, such as scoliosis, kyphosis, and lordosis. Kyphosis and lordosis are usually treated conservatively unless tendon lengthening of the hip flexors or extensors is required to correct the deformity. Conservative management of scoliosis in persons with CP is usually ineffective in stopping the progression of the deformity. Surgical intervention is indicated if the scoliosis curve exceeds 40%–50% and the spine will not be severely shortened by arrest of its further growth. Spinal arthrodesis with internal fixation is the definitive treatment of progressive scoliosis in persons with CP. This procedure should produce a balanced spine over a level pelvis to facilitate sitting balance, improve sitting endurance, facilitate care and personal hygiene, and improve patient outlook (69). Both Teli et al. (77) and Vialle et al. (78) report positive outcomes following surgical stabilization for scoliosis in those with CP, including a reduction of the scoliosis with correction of the pelvic obliquity, as well as an improvement in quality of life.

### DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES

Along with the risk factors of prematurity, low birth weight, and maternal history of smoking or drug abuse, delayed motor milestones are often the first recognized signs and primary complaint that eventually may lead to the diagnosis of CP (79). The Early Motor Pattern Profile is an effective instrument to identify children in their first year of life who are at greatest risk for the development of CP. This profile, consisting of 15 items related to variations in muscle tone, reflexes, and movement and organized into a standardized format, may be incorporated into a routine health screening. The format only adds minutes to the routine screening and has high sensitivity and specificity (80). A number of tests and measures are useful in documenting and quantifying the outcomes of intervention for children with CP. These tests may be categorized in a variety of ways, including tests for assessing ADLs (e.g., Canadian Occupational Performance Measure and Pediatric Evaluation of Disability Inventory); tests of motor function (e.g., Pediatric Evaluation Disability Inventory, Gross Motor Function Measure, and Peabody Developmental Motor Scales); and measures of functional ability (Table 2.7) (81,82).

---

**TABLE 2.5. COMMON SURGICAL PROCEDURES TO CORRECT DEFORMITIES ASSOCIATED WITH CEREBRAL PALSY (68,69,79)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROCEDURE TYPE</th>
<th>UPPER EXTREMITY</th>
<th>LOWER EXTREMITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soft-tissue releases</td>
<td>Tendon lengthening; tendon release; aponeurosis release</td>
<td>Biceps lengthening for elbow flexion contracture; Biceps aponeurosis release for pronation contracture; Adductor pollicis flexion and first dorsal intersosseus release for thumb in palm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tendon transfers</td>
<td>Tendon rerouting; tendon transfer for muscle substitution</td>
<td>Pronator teres rerouting for pronation contracture; Flexor carpi ulnaris transfer to extensor digitorum communis for finger deformity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone/Joint stabilization</td>
<td>Rotational osteotomies; arthrodesis; capsulodesis</td>
<td>Rotational osteotomy of the radius for pronation contracture; Wrist arthrodesis with proximal row carpectomy for wrist flexion/ulnar deviation deformity; Palmar plate capsulodesis for finger deformity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Given the varied presentations of CP in terms of physical attributes, cognitive abilities, communication abilities, visual and hearing deficits, and chronological age, it is not possible to provide a simple recipe for exercise testing in this population. In addition, limited research is available to support the application of the able-bodied exercise adaptation model, testing protocols, principles, and techniques among people with CP (22,83–85). Therefore, it is up to clinicians to use their experience, common sense, the details provided in this chapter, and the basic principles of exercise testing as published by the American College of Sports Medicine (86,87) to devise the most appropriate individualized exercise testing. To assist in the assessment of needs, goals, and objectives, it is suggested that the clinician utilize the Cerebral Palsy—International Sports and Recreation Association’s Functional Classification System (see Table 2.8) (84,88). This classification system, although developed for sports, can be used as a tool to help the clinician gain insight into a person’s functional abilities. With this information, the clinician will be better prepared to recommend specific exercise test protocols and recognize the need for adaptations that will help ensure the success of the testing session.

**CARDIOVASCULAR**

Cardiovascular fitness can be evaluated in wheelchair uses with CP using a wheelchair or arm-crank ergometer. In wheelchair ergometry, allowing persons to push their own chair on a roller system provides the most functional assessment. A disadvantage of the wheelchair uses...
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## TABLE 2.7. MEASUREMENTS OF FUNCTIONAL ABILITY (81,82)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMPAIRMENT</th>
<th>MEASUREMENT TOOL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Involuntary Movement</td>
<td>Motion analysis&lt;br&gt;Position and orientation of multiple joints and body segments&lt;br&gt;Biofeedback training to reduce unwanted movements or to measure changes following intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed/Progression of Movement</td>
<td>Motion analysis&lt;br&gt;Position and orientation of multiple joints and body segments&lt;br&gt;Measure changes following intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spasticity</td>
<td>Ashworth scale&lt;br&gt;Measure resistance to passive movement following intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postural Control/Alignment</td>
<td>Gross motor performance measure&lt;br&gt;Quantifying impairment in postural alignment, weight shifting, coordination, and select activation of specific joints or segments during gross motor skill performance&lt;br&gt;Assessment of behavioral components&lt;br&gt;Capture disordered postural alignment in children with cerebral palsy (CP) using illustrated criterion referenced postures in children&lt;br&gt;Sitting assessment scale&lt;br&gt;Ratings of postural control of the head, trunk, and feet during performance of reaching and various functional tasks in addition to functional performance measures of these skills&lt;br&gt;Melbourne assessment of unilateral upper limb function&lt;br&gt;Quality-of-movement scale addressing trunk control and alignment, fluence and range of movement, and quality of grasp and release during 12 fine motor and reaching activities&lt;br&gt;Examination of a child with mild neurological dysfunction&lt;br&gt;Measures balance, coordination, posture, and motor function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force</td>
<td>Hand-held dynamometry or isokinetic dynamometry&lt;br&gt;Useful measures of outcomes of strength training programs for children with CP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of Motion</td>
<td>Goniometry or electrogoniometry&lt;br&gt;Goniometry lacks satisfactory reliability in the presence of spasticity; electrogoniometry shown to be more reliable than traditional approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance</td>
<td>Functional reach test&lt;br&gt;Assess ability to reach forward in standing without losing one’s balance—simple, fast, and reliable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Cost</td>
<td>Physiological cost index&lt;br&gt;Indicates biological cost of ambulation using heart rate during walking minus resting heart rate divided by speed of walking; owing to inefficient gait of persons with CP, this measure is only an estimate of energy cost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## TABLE 2.8. OVERVIEW OF THE CEREBRAL PALSY—INTERNATIONAL SPORTS AND RECREATION ASSOCIATION’S FUNCTIONAL PROFILES FOR ATHLETES WITH NONPROGRESSIVE BRAIN INJURIES (22,84,88)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>FUNCTIONAL PROFILE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Moderate to severe spasticity—severe involvement of all four limbs. Poor trunk control and functional strength in upper extremities (UE).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (Lower)</td>
<td>Moderate to severe spasticity—severe involvement of upper extremities and trunk. Poor functional strength and control of UE. Propels wheelchair with legs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (Upper)</td>
<td>Moderate to severe spasticity—severe involvement of lower extremities and trunk. Poor functional strength and control of lower extremities. Propels wheelchair poorly with arms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Fair functional strength and moderate control in UE. Almost full functional strength in dominant UE. Propels wheelchair slowly with one or both arms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Moderate to severe involvement of lower limbs. Functional strength and minimal control problems in UE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Good functional strength; minimal control problems in UE. Usually ambulates with an assistive device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Moderate to minimal involvement of all four limbs and trunk (typically athetoid); competes without an assistive device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Moderate to minimal hemiplegia. Good functional ability on nonaffected side. Ambulates well.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Minimally affected or monoplegic. Good coordination and balance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
roller ergometer is the difficulty in accurately calculating, controlling, and progressing the rolling resistance. Often, the persons are asked to wheel at progressively faster cadences during each stage of the test protocol. Spasticity and athetosis may be aggravated, however, by the increased speed of movement. Ultimately, coordination and, therefore, performance may be limited.

Various forms of arm-crank ergometers have been used to assess cardiovascular function in this population (83). Starting power outputs range from 0–15 W at 30–50 rpm and increasing in 5–10 W increments every 2 minutes during typical arm-crank ergometry tests to volitional exhaustion (83,89), but the specific resistance or cadence will depend on the person’s functional abilities and the presence of any concomitant secondary conditions. Individual should be positioned so that during the pedaling action their forearms do not rise above the horizontal plane and their elbows do not fully extend. Their stability in the seated position is critical. An axiom in rehabilitation is that one cannot achieve distal mobility without proximal stability. Participants with CP typically present with increased muscle tone in the extremities and decreased tone in the trunk. Using the participant’s own wheelchair or some other stable seating system, with or without strapping of the trunk, pelvis, and lower extremities may be necessary.

The clinician must also consider the handle position of the ergometer. It is preferable to use handles that are in the vertical versus the horizontal plane. If the handles are grasped in the horizontal plane, the shoulder is forced into marked internal rotation, thereby increasing the risk for impingement and rotator cuff overuse syndromes (22). Caution is warranted when considering strapping the client’s hand to the handle. This type of strapping is most commonly done for those with hemiplegia or marked weakness of the hands. If the affected limb that is strapped does not have sufficient ROM to complete the same pedal stroke as the unaffected side, serious injury could result to the wrist, elbow, or shoulder. A final consideration is the distance between the individual and the arm-crank ergometer. The typical setup described above works primarily the upper-extremity musculature, with the trunk muscles co-contracting for proximal stability. The clinician may choose to increase the distance between the ergometer and the patient to force the trunk to move through a greater ROM during the exercise (22).

Many wheelchair users, although not functional for ambulation, will have some level of lower extremity use. Exercise modalities, such as the Schwinn Air-Dyne and the NuStep Recumbent Stepper, both allow for the use of all four extremities. Utilization of all four limbs in a dynamic rhythmic movement pattern will help control the spasticity or athetosis experienced by the patient. This form of exercise will also maximize the number of muscle groups involved in the exercise. The clinician may choose to perform a graded exercise test on a Schwinn Air-Dyne; however, the only way to increase the resistance is to increase the cadence. Increasing the cadence often increases the spasticity in the participant with moderate to severe resting spasticity, thus significantly increasing both the person’s perceived effort and absolute energy expenditure at any given workload. The NuStep Recumbent Stepper allows the user to maintain a constant cadence while resistance is increased, minimizing the velocity of movement-related increases in spasticity (22).

The treadmill will optimize the exercise test response for those with CP who are ambulatory (22,88,90). The clinician should note that, as the participant fatigues, the spasticity of the hip adductors might increase (22,88), leading to an increase in the genu valgus (knocked knees). This may cause the individual to hit his or her knees together and fall. Using a treadmill protocol that allows the participant to choose a self-selected pace and increase only the incline has been demonstrated to be the most appropriate for those with mild to moderate spasticity or athetosis. Because of the increased risk of falls in this population (even those experienced with treadmill use), a spotter should always be in place. For persons with minimal motor deficits, any of the typical able-bodied treadmill protocols would be appropriate (22,83,88).

Limitations in balance and coordination among ambulatory individuals with CP may dictate use of a cycle ergometer or some other form of ergometry (e.g., arm-crank), or use of an unweighting system (90). Studies on cycle ergometry in this population have employed power outputs varying from an initial 25–50 W at 50–60 rpm and increases in resistance from 15–25 W every 2 minutes until volitional fatigue (22,83). The clinician will find that cage-type toe clips are invaluable for keeping the participant’s feet on the pedals of a cycle ergometer, especially with moderate to high resistances and cadences. As previously mentioned, fatigue can lead to an increase in the genu valgus (knocked knees) and cause the individual’s knees to hit against the frame of the ergometer.

Research has documented high reliability coefficients for testing maximal aerobic capacity using wheelchair, arm-crank, and cycle ergometry in people with CP (88,91–93). Determination of anaerobic threshold in wheelchair athletes with CP using a discontinuous protocol has demonstrated poor reliability. Bhamhiani et al. (92) suggested that the poor reliability in this type of exercise may be owing to the protocol used or inconsistencies related to the effect of spasticity and lactate diffusion from the working muscles into the blood.

Clinicians who elect to collect metabolic data should be aware that the mouth often develops abnormally in a person with CP. The long-term effects of increased tone of the facial muscles and tongue result in a very acute mandibular angle. This results in oral deformities that may make the use of the typical mouthpiece difficult in
MUSCULAR STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE

Muscular strength and endurance testing in individuals with spasticity or athetosis has often been considered inappropriate and invalid (94–96), but this is not well substantiated and several researchers have found these tests to be appropriate in people with CP (95, 97–99). Strength testing is a measurement of the capacity of the person to activate a specific muscle or group while inhibiting the antagonist. Bohannon et al. (95,97,100) present a body of evidence that not only highlights the appropriateness of muscular strength and endurance testing in this population, but also demonstrates the predictive traits between the initial and final clinical evaluations. Other research has documented high test–retest reliability coefficients for both upper and lower extremity one repetition maximal (1-RM) strength testing (83). The clinician must remember that, as a result of spasticity, the involuntary contraction of the opposing muscle group during a manual muscle test may result in a situation of co-contraction. The co-contracting muscle groups may both be “strong,” but net little functional muscle strength during the manual muscle testing procedure.

Before muscular strength and endurance testing, the appropriate ROM measurements should be performed. These measurements will help the clinician determine if there are substantial side-to-side differences and if contractures exist. With substantial side-to-side differences, the case can be made to test muscle strength and endurance unilaterally versus bilaterally. Both active and passive measurements should be made. If the passive ROM is substantially greater than the active ROM, then the difference is likely caused by increased tone or spasticity of the antagonist or weakness of the agonist. If both the passive and active ROM are equally clinically less than the expected normal limits, then the loss is most likely owing to a permanent contracture (79,82,101).

The main considerations for muscular strength and endurance testing are stability, coordination, ROM, and timing (75,96,101). The forms and protocols for testing do not necessarily need to be modified from the able-bodied model. Typically, an 8-RM muscular strength testing protocol can be used. This protocol will adequately estimate approximately 80%–85% of the individual’s 1-RM. Using a protocol that utilizes moderate resistances will help to minimize the risk of increased spasticity resulting in decreased coordination and functional movement. The goal for this protocol is to reach volitional fatigue (6–10 repetitions) in no more than three sets. When assessing muscular endurance, a resistance in the order of 50%–60% of the predicted 1-RM should be used (83). The clinician must pay particular attention to the participant’s technique. Any deviation from the prescribed technique or cadence would be reason to discontinue the test even if the patient does not reach volitional fatigue. Fatigue-related increases in spasticity and in coordination should be expected (22,79,101).

As mentioned previously, proximal (trunk) stability is critical for the optimal performance of the extremity movements. Wide benches, low seats (so the participant’s feet can rest on the floor), and trunk and pelvic strapping are potentially necessary adaptations for the person with CP. Given the potential for altered coordination and balance, it would be preferable to use selectorized weight machines for this population. With the movements guided, the participant can focus on muscular effort, the learning curve of the task is diminished, and ultimately the participant’s performance is optimized. Persons with athetosis can especially benefit from the guided movement that the weight machines offer. Free weights, although more functional, may pose a safety threat to all but the most experienced individual (79).

Using a metronome or other timing system to ensure slow, controlled movements will help optimize the participant’s performance. Slow, controlled movements will facilitate coordination of movement and lessen the impact of spasticity. Another consideration when testing for muscular strength and endurance is the use of large, nonslip hand grips to help those individuals with weak or dysfunctional handgrip. The clinician may also consider the use of gloves, tension wraps, or other hand-strapping systems to augment grip.

It is not uncommon for participants with CP to report short-term increases in spasticity, athetosis, and incoordination during testing (79,82,101). After the testing session, provide them with plenty of time to recover and be prepared to assist those whose function has been significantly impaired. Individuals often express that one of the most profound changes that they observe when performing a regular exercise program is a decrease in their long-term neurologic symptoms (83). When documenting the testing session, be sure to record this and other behavioral observations, such as changes in gait pattern and function or independence.

Regardless of the exercise mode and test protocol used, provide adequate practice and make the necessary adaptations to the equipment to help ensure a successful testing session. At the very least, the clinician must provide participants with adequate time to familiarize themselves with the equipment and testing protocol. This learning period may be substantially longer than the time needed for the able-bodied population because of differences in cognitive ability, previous experience, and the amount of spasticity or athetosis and incoordination (79,82,96).
EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION AND PROGRAMMING

People with CP typically have low levels of physical fitness and are at extremely high risk for secondary conditions (83,102–104). These low levels of physical fitness relate to perceptions of poor quality of life, difficulties with ADLs, and limited abilities to gain and retain employment. Although the research is limited, it has been documented that people with CP incur positive adaptations to both muscular strength and cardiovascular exercise programs (22,83,85,88,102). There are resources to help guide the clinician in developing exercise programs for this population (86,87). Selection of the specific exercise modes, frequency, intensity, duration, and progressions will be individualized and will require the clinician to be observant and request client feedback on a regular basis. As discussed in the exercise testing section, a comprehensive initial evaluation will help identify the needs and goals of clients, their activity preferences, specific precautions, potential barriers to the exercise program, as well as considerations for equipment modification and setup.

In general, the exercise program should be simple and easy to follow. Initially, it is better to underestimate the capabilities to the client. The clinician must remember that the exercise program is just one component of the person’s day and if unable to complete daily activities because of an exercise program that was too demanding, that person might stop participating in the program (83,85).

The detrained ambulatory client will be used as an example of an initial exercise program. This initial exercise program should start with a cardiovascular activity such as 10–15 minutes on the treadmill or cycle ergometer at a self-selected cadence. The activity should be at a conversational pace (50%–65% of the maximal age-predicted heart rate) and the desired health benefits may be gained by continuous and discontinuous exercise (86). Because many ambulatory persons with CP have limited dorsiflexion owing to spasticity of the plantar flexors, it is best to keep the inclination of the treadmill relatively flat. A few generalized stretches (3–5 repetitions for 15–20 seconds each) for the upper and lower extremities should be completed after the cardiovascular component of the program. The clinician must be aware that spastic muscles respond best to slow, controlled movements, therefore, stretching is best performed once the person has completed a warm-up and is in a stable, safe seated or supine position. After stretching, strength training can be undertaken and typically 1–2 sets of 10–12 repetitions per exercise are sufficient. To help the participant’s technique and to maximize the functional nature of strength exercises, an emphasis is placed on a slow, controlled eccentric phase (count of two concentrically and a count of four eccentrically) (22,83,85–86). Initial strength exercises could include chest press, seated row, lateral pull-down, seated leg press, seated leg curl, and abdominal curls. Progression of these exercises and the addition of new exercises would be at the discretion of the clinician and the desire of the participant.

Another consideration when trying to determine the appropriate resistance for a given strengthening exercise is whether or not the antagonistic muscle presents with increased muscle tone. If this is the case, then the working muscle must not only overcome the resistance provided by the exercise, but also the resistance to movement being created by the spastic antagonist. To minimize this effect, ensure that the participant is well supported and the exercise is being performed in a relatively slow, controlled manner. Many people with CP present with altered or nonfunctional movement patterns. These movement patterns have developed because of the neurologic involvement of the condition or the client has developed substitution strategies. When using strapping, avoid direct contact with the skin and watch for reddened areas.

Because CP is a condition that must be addressed across the lifespan, the clinician must take into account the client’s chronological age, and activities should be age-appropriate and related to the individual’s interests, needs, and goals. In addition, we have found that these persons often have limited opportunities for social engagement, therefore, group-oriented programs that facilitate social interaction are helpful in maintaining adherence to the program. Frequent positive feedback and routine supervision are also important to promote exercise adherence (56,79,82–83,85).

EDUCATION AND COUNSELING

Clinicians can educate people with CP by developing a rapport with each patient and facilitating adherence to a program. The congenital nature of CP results in a population that often has a long history of contact with the medical and allied health professions. They may also have lived very sheltered, protected lives. For many, instead of a childhood of play-related recreation and sport, their experience with exercise is one of regimented stretching, positioning, and rehabilitation. This scenario has dramatically changed with the advent of early intervention programs and the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act legislation (79,82,88). However, the adult population may have a very jaded and negative opinion of exercise and health professionals, hence the need for patient education and participant-driven, goal-oriented programming. The participant may need to be educated in areas such as role of exercise in preventing secondary chronic disease, the effects of exercise on depression, exercise as a component of weight management, and the ways in which exercise may facilitate improvements in
ADLs and quality of life. Table 2.9 summarizes some of the primary reasons why a person with CP might be motivated to exercise. Because of communication disorders, this information may have to be provided in a variety of formats and repeated numerous times. In addition, education can be reinforced by introducing participants with CP to an appropriate support network that includes other involved healthcare professionals (79, 82).

The primary educational objective of the clinician is to inform the participant about the benefits of a lifelong health-oriented exercise program. The clinician could also present information regarding the recreational and sporting opportunities that are available to those with CP. Besides the obvious easily integrated recreational activities of walking, cycling, and swimming, numerous sporting opportunities are available to people with CP. Clinicians should familiarize themselves with the variety of local, regional, statewide, national, and international organizations that provide sporting opportunities for these individuals (79, 82). DePauw and Gavron (88) published an excellent resource that provides an overview of the variety of options and the appropriate contact organizations. Rehabilitation centers, school districts, community fitness facilities, and city parks and recreation departments are also potential sources for information regarding recreation and sporting opportunities for people with disabilities (79).

A variety of barriers, including communication, physical limitations, medications, limited prior exposure to participating in an exercise program, social and environmental isolation, embarrassment to be in public, difficulty with accessing and using public transportation, unsupportive caregivers, and financial considerations are potential barriers to exercise that must be taken into consideration when working with participants with CP. As such, attendance at the initial evaluation may be a significant step for the participant (22, 79, 82) and this is an important opportunity for the clinician to use his or her knowledge, experience, and creativity to encourage and motivate the participant.

### REFERENCES


### TABLE 2.9. PRIMARY BENEFITS OF AN EXERCISE PROGRAM FOR PEOPLE WITH CEREBRAL PALSY (22, 79, 83, 88)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefit</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Risk reduction for secondary chronic diseases</td>
<td>22, 79, 83, 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Maintain and improve bone health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Maintain and improve muscular strength</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Maintain and improve cardiovascular fitness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Maintain and improve flexibility and mobility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Maintain and improve balance and coordination</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 May facilitate a decrease in spasticity or athetosis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Facilitate weight management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Reduce anxiety and stress</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Provide a sense of well-being</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Increased participation in individual pursuits and community engagement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a common neurologic disease that affects women at a rate two to three times greater than men (1). It is estimated that approximately 400,000 individuals in the United States have MS, with a worldwide estimate of 2.5 million (1). Studies of migrating populations have indicated that where a person resides in relation to the equator before the age of 15 appears to determine the likelihood of developing MS (2). The incidence of MS is nearly 3/100,000 in temperate zones, and below 1/100,000 in tropical areas (3). The initiation of MS, either propensity for the disease or the disease itself, begins in childhood. A variety of mild viral infections, such as measles and upper-respiratory infections, are thought to be etiological (4). A threefold increase in the incidence of exacerbations of MS is seen following an upper-respiratory infection (5,6). Exacerbation rate is reduced during pregnancy and is increased threefold in the postpartum period up to approximately 3 months (7). The onset of MS usually occurs between the ages of 20 and 40; however, it is often possible to obtain a history of transient neurologic deficits, such as numbness of an extremity, weakness, blurring of vision, and diplopia, in childhood or adolescence before the development of more persistent neurologic deficits. The latter often lead to a definitive diagnosis (8,9). It is possible that viruses causing upper-respiratory infections may be responsible for sensitizing the brain to subsequent autoimmune insult, producing inflammatory demyelination.

Several distinct courses of the disease are now recognized, as well as the prevalence rate associated with each type: Relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS; 85%), primary progressive MS (PPMS; 10%), and progressive relapsing MS (PRMS; 5%). After an initial period of RRMS, many develop a secondary-progressive (SPMS) disease course, characterized by a more steady decline in function with or without flare-ups and remissions. Of the 85% of those initially diagnosed with RRMS, more than 50% will go onto to develop SPMS within 10 years. Furthermore, 90% of patients with RRMS will develop SPMS within 25 years. These statistics, however, are based on data collected before the widespread use of newer disease-modifying agents that may delay or reduce the progression of RRMS to SPMS. An overview of the course of each pattern and related disability is presented in Figure 3.1 (10).

For decades scientists have speculated about a “genetic predisposition” for MS; however, only recently has the presence of two specific genes been identified that could be related to the increased susceptibility (11). Patients who have a definite diagnosis of MS are more likely to have a variety of other illnesses of an autoimmune nature, such as systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), rheumatoid arthritis (RA), polymyositis, myasthenia gravis, and so forth (12). Studies have shown that if a first-degree relative has MS, there is a 12- to 20-fold increase in the likelihood of having MS (13). In monozygotic twins there is a 33% increase in the incidence of MS, whereas in dizygotic twins the incidence is about 8%, or that found in the normal population (14,15).

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

Multiple sclerosis is a disease of the central nervous system in which there are multiple areas of inflammatory demyelination with a predilection for distribution around the ventricles and vascular spaces. Multiple mechanisms are involved in producing damage to central nervous system myelin, as well as axons (16,17). An immune reaction to myelin (myelin basic protein [MBP]) and myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG) occurs. Activated T cells attach to the endothelium of capillaries within the brain and migrate into the brain parenchyma, where activated macrophages attack and digest myelin. A number of cytokines, including tumor necrosis factor (TNF), and interferons, as well as IgG, are involved in the immune attack. B cells produce IgG directed at MOG. There is increased production of IgG and an increased prevalence of specific IgG moieties, some of which represent antiviral IgG. Recent studies of total brain N-acetylaspartate (NAA)-to-creatine ratios have provided evidence for loss of axons, as well as evidence for membrane damage (demyelination) as an increase in choline-to-creatine ratio (18).

Lesions representing local areas of inflammatory demyelination can be present in the cerebral hemispheres, brainstem, and spinal cord. For a definite diagnosis to be established, two or more areas of demyelination (white matter lesions) must be established. Furthermore, there must be two or more remissions of neurologic deficits.
This must be accompanied by paraclinical evidence of disease seen as the presence of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) T2-weighted lesions in white matter, as well as evidence of increased IgG synthesis with positive oligoclonal bands (OCBs) in the spinal fluid (20). OCBs result from a reduction in the number of different migrating species of IgG obtained on electrophoresis. Other conditions, such as bacterial or viral infection, autoimmune diseases, such as SLE, and vasculitis, may also produce increased IgG or oligoclonal bands.

**CLINICAL FEATURES**

Long-fiber pathways or tracts are more likely to be involved in the process of demyelination. For example, it is very common for patients to have posterior column signs, such as loss of vibration sense, and pyramidal signs early in the course of the disease when the disease is virtually asymptomatic. A common feature of MS is profound fatigue often with a diurnal pattern. This is characterized as malaise or a lack of motivation for the performance of any physical activity, as well as motor fatigue, which develops with continued physical inactivity (19,20). Another extremely interesting phenomenon is a marked decrease in heat tolerance (internal and external), which is sometimes accompanied by the development of neurologic signs (21). Blurring of vision in one or both eyes may occur with physical exertion (Uhthoff’s phenomenon). Demyelination reduces the efficiency of axonal conduction so that less current is available for depolarization at nodes of Ranvier. With demyelination and reduction of current density, the safety factor for conduction can be exceeded.

Common signs and symptoms of MS include painful blurring or loss of vision in one eye with evidence of deafferentation (the Marcus-Gunn pupil) occurring as the result of optic neuritis. Eventually, there will be marked loss of visual acuity. Most patients will begin to recover vision within 6 weeks, with more rapid recovery and reduced pain when treated with methylprednisolone (22,23). Various other visual complaints include blurring of vision with rapid eye movements, difficulty with visual fixation, diplopia (double vision), decreased night vision, and an inability to ascertain contrast. The patient may complain of facial numbness or pain typical of trigeminal neuralgia. Numbness of the tongue and loss of taste may occur. Patients rarely complain of difficulty swallowing, although the prevalence of dysphagia is higher than commonly appreciated. Often, weakness and loss of coordination affect first the lower extremities and then the upper extremities, sometimes in a typical hemiparetic pattern. Spastic paraparesis along with ataxia is a common combination referred to as the “spastic ataxic syndrome.” Early in the illness, neurogenic bladder manifests itself as an inability of the bladder to hold an adequate volume of urine. Consequently, urinary frequency and urgency exceeds six times per day, often with incontinence. Nocturia is common. There is a high incidence of urinary tract infections. Greater than 50% of

---

**Figure 3.1** Graphic illustration of the four clinical subtypes of MS. **A.** Relapsing-remitting. **B.** Primary progressive. **C.** Secondary progressive. **D.** Progressive relapsing (10).
early diagnosed patients complain of urinary urgency and frequency (24,25).

Sexual dysfunction is common, with loss of sensation, lack of the ability to have an orgasm, and impotence being very common (26). Adynamia (i.e., a loss of strength or vigor) of the colon is also common with most patients experiencing severe constipation (25). Some patients require partial colectomy secondary to obitation (intractable constipation).

A variety of skin sensations and loss of sensation occur, most commonly vibration sense loss in both feet with position sense preserved until vibration sense loss is severe. Dysesthesias, characterized as abnormal sensations produced by touching or stroking the skin, are also very common. These sensory disturbances do not occur in a distribution characteristic of involvement of a peripheral nerve. Abnormal sensation over the trunk, particularly a bandlike sensation around the abdomen or chest, is also characteristic. Most patients, however, do not complain of severe pain in the extremities, but this does sometimes occur (27,28).

Cognitive difficulties develop along with cranial, motor, and sensory symptoms (29–31). The patient may complain of an inability to function in the workplace when he or she is required to monitor two or more activities at the same time. Attention is decreased so that the patient may be unable to register information accurately in memory. Emotional lability is also common in association with subfrontal demyelination, which produces a pseudobulbar palsy. Studies have shown that cognitive deficit is greater in individuals with prominent signs of pseudobulbar palsy or excessive emotional lability (32).

**MEDICAL AND SURGICAL TREATMENTS**

Exacerbations of MS are usually treated with high-dose adrenocortical steroids customarily administered intravenously at a dose of 1000 mg/day for 3 to 5 days, followed by a prednisone taper over approximately 6 weeks (22,23). It has been demonstrated that patients with monosymptomatic MS initially treated with methylprednisolone defer the development of more typical MS when they are treated with methylprednisolone (22). Development of two or more deficits, marked weakness and incoordination, loss of sensation in both lower extremities, or all of those are indication for treatment with adrenocortical steroids.

Prophylactic treatments include interferon beta-1a (Rebif, Avonex) and -1b (Betaseron), which reduce lymphocytic invasion of the brain, induce a suppressor immune reaction, provide an antiviral action, reduce the number of exacerbations over time, and preserve brain mass (32–34). Glatiramer (copolymer I or Copaxone), a peptide consisting of four amino acids—glycine, alanine, lysine, and tyrosine—act by inducing immune tolerance to myelin basic protein (35). This is also effective in reducing the number of exacerbations and preserving brain mass over time. Chemotherapy, such as methotrexate and mitoxantrone (Novantrone), are also recommended for patients with chronic progressive disease (36,37).

Symptomatic management includes the treatment of neurogenic bladder with anticholinergic medications, such as oxybutynin, for urinary frequency and urgency. Regimens for treating obtipation include psyllium preparations, laxatives, suppositories, and physical activity. Spasticity, particularly flexor and extensor spasms, is treated with either y-aminobutyric acid (GABA-b-ergic) compound (baclofen), which increases spinal inhibition, or Tizanidine, which increases supraspinal inhibitors of spinal reflex activities (38,39).

**DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES**

If the patient’s history is highly suggestive of MS, then an MRI of the brain, often combined with imaging of the spinal cord are obtained. Sometimes, to establish the existence of another lesion characteristic of MS, evoked potentials of the visual systems (visual evoked potential [VEP]), the brainstem, or somatosensory (SSEP) systems are obtained. In MS, there is a marked delay in conduction of the action potential. Evaluation of the spinal fluid during an exacerbation early in the disease may reveal a mild pleocytosis of usually less than 100 cells consisting predominantly of lymphocytes and a mild elevation of protein, usually less than 100 mg%. An increase in IgG synthesis and decreased variability of the different moieties of IgG are also characteristic. In the first few months of the disease, spinal fluid findings may be normal, but repeat examination a year or so later may reveal increased IgG synthesis and OCBs. Early definitive diagnosis is important so that prophylactic treatment can be instituted to prevent injury to the central nervous system (40).

**CLINICAL EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY**

**ACUTE EXERCISE RESPONSE**

Studies have shown that persons with MS have a lower maximal aerobic capacity than the average age- and gender-matched, nondisabled adult without MS (38,39). Furthermore, maximal aerobic capacity appears to be inversely related to level of disability (39) as measured on the Kurtzke Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) (40). Individuals with a higher EDSS score, indicative of more neurologic impairment as derived from a clinical examination, have a lower maximal and submaximal aerobic exercise capacity. Despite the variability in performance, one common effect of acute exercise in individuals with MS is an overwhelming sense of fatigue during postexercise recovery. No scientific evidence, however, suggests that the postexercise fatigue is reflective of an exacerbation of existing or new MS symptom. Furthermore, recent
evidence shows that the level of self-reported postexercise fatigue as measured by the Modified Fatigue Impact Scale (MFIS) can be reduced following training (40,41). To understand basic physiologic responses to an acute bout of exercise, it is helpful to use the two directions commonly taken in the literature: (a) as it relates to muscle performance (i.e., strength and endurance) and (b) cardiovascular responses (i.e., heart rate, blood pressure, oxygen utilization).

**MUSCLE PERFORMANCE**

In the absence of documented spasticity or use of antispasmodic drugs, several studies have reported that muscle endurance for persons with MS during a sustained isometric contraction (e.g., 30% of maximal voluntary contraction [MVC]) is similar to that of a nondisabled, healthy adult (42). Although these findings are in direct conflict with other studies of acute muscle response (43–47), it is important to consider that in none of the these other studies was the presence of spasticity or the use of antispasmodic drugs controlled in the design. Both Chen et al. (46) and Ponichtera et al. (44) hypothesized that spasticity of antagonistic muscles may decrease concentric agonist force production. In contrast, antagonists are not stretched during an eccentric contraction, whereas the agonist receives additional stretch to facilitate its contraction. Ponichtera et al. (44) suggested that, although spasticity in 44% of their sample may have contributed to a significantly lower force production during concentric knee extension, force production during eccentric knee extension for the MS patients was normal. Thus, spasticity and or co-contraction of opposing muscle groups may be one factor that can reduce concentric muscle performance in this population.

To believe that spasticity is the sole contributor to differences in muscle performance observed between MS and non-MS persons would be naïve. Other contributors to observed differences have been attributed to conduc-

**ACUTE CARDIORESPIRATORY RESPONSES**

Physiologic responses to an acute bout of submaximal aerobic exercise appear to be normal for many persons with MS. Heart rate (HR), blood pressure (BP), and oxygen uptake (VO₂), and minute ventilation (V'E) have been shown to increase in a linear fashion to increments in workload (38,39). Normal metabolic and cardiovascular responses are consistent over a wide range of impairment levels (i.e., EDSS). In contrast, when HR response to incremental exercise is examined in the context of metabolic cost (i.e., oxygen pulse-VO₂/HR), Tantucci et al. (53) reported a significantly lower oxygen pulse for those with MS compared with healthy controls. These findings are consistent during both submaximal and maximal aerobic exercise. A higher HR at a given VO₂ might imply that stroke volume is insufficient to support the metabolic demand. However, in a case study by Vaz Fragoso and associates (34), right and left ventricular ejection fraction were recorded at rest and at anaerobic threshold showed normal cardiac output and O₂ saturation levels; implicating an abnormality in peripheral O₂ distribution or utilization. A reduction in O₂ extraction during exercise could be related to a diminished sympathetic outflow to arterial smooth muscle. Cardiovascular autonomic dysfunction, both sympathetic and parasympathetic, has been well-documented in the MS population (55–58). A deficiency in O₂ utilization is suggestive of peripheral muscle pathology, which has already been supported in earlier research findings (49–51). Future research should focus on the question of peripheral issues, such as oxygen extraction during exercise. Furthermore, whether oxygen pulse (i.e., reduced HR) can be improved with increased stroke volume following training is certainly an important question to be answered.

From a clinical perspective, using HR as an index of exercise intensity presents a twofold problem. First, if oxygen pulse is significantly lower in this population, then absolute workloads will need to be lower during training. With exercise intensity being lower, smaller absolute gains in aerobic capacity are probable. Second, in the presence of diminished cardioacceleration, the application of either the Karvonen method or the standard practice of calculating HRmax as 220-age, from which a training HR is calculated, should be done so with caution. Perceived exertion scales would be better suited for this population with the use of the Category-Ratio Rating of Perceived Exertion (59) possibly being the best choice. This scales uses perceived stress
level in three categories: peripheral, central, and integrated. This alternative scale appears to represent a potentially useful tool for obtaining information in lieu of the present unreliability of input from "central" (e.g., HR) sources and has been used successfully with the MS population (38).

Maximal aerobic power ($\text{VO}_2\max$), when measured using indirect calorimetry, varies greatly based on the degree of physical impairment and neurologic symptoms present (38,39,52–55,60). When compared with that of healthy adults, even minimally impaired MS clients will perform more poorly (i.e., lower $\text{VO}_2\max$), regardless of whether the test is performed using leg, arm, or combined arm-leg exercise (39,53). Comparison of $\text{VO}_2\max$ (mL/kg/min) of 20 minimally to moderately impaired sedentary persons with MS against normative fitness standards showed that 73% fell into the “low fitness” range, whereas 15% and 10% were “fair” and “average,” respectively (61).

Aerobic exercise endurance (i.e., time to fatigue) has been measured using various modes of ergometry, and does not appear to be directly related to the level of physical impairment. At a moderate level of exercise (i.e., 50% $\text{VO}_2\max$), patients have been able to exercise for as little as 15 minutes to as long as 60 minutes (38). Correlational analysis found no relationship between endurance time and the level of physical impairment (EDSS).

### CHRONIC EXERCISE RESPONSE

The body of research documenting the effects of training on muscle performance in persons with MS has grown over the past decade. Current literature confirms that MS patients have the capacity to improve muscle strength following a supervised program of resistance (i.e., weights) and aerobic training. Preliminary studies by Petajan et al. (62) and Ponichtera-Mulcare et al. (63) reported modest improvements (e.g., 11%–17%) following 15 weeks of training and more substantial improvements (29%) after 24 weeks of training in muscle performance, respectively. Although direct comparison among studies is impossible because of the numerous differences in protocols, there appears to be a trend toward greater levels of improvement in functional outcome measures as the length of the training protocols increased (68,70–74).

### EXERCISE/FITNESS/ FUNCTIONAL TESTING

General principles of fitness testing as outlined by the American College of Sports Medicine (67) can be appropriately applied to many persons in this population. When evaluating fitness in the person with MS, it is important, however, to consider special needs related to the specific symptoms experienced by the client.

### FLEXIBILITY

Because many MS patients experience lower-extremity spasticity, flexibility may be restricted in the hip, knee, and ankle joints. Hip flexor, hamstring, and gastrosoleus tightness is particularly problematic and should be evaluated in the sitting position (e.g., Sit-and-Reach Test). Use of this particular test will serve to eliminate any problem with balance during testing. Lateral trunk flexibility should also be evaluated from a sitting position or, if standing, the clinician may place his or her hands on the client’s waist to prevent loss of balance.

### BALANCE

To truly appreciate how balance deficits might affect the MS client’s ability to perform exercise safely, balance should be evaluated under both static and dynamic conditions. A fairly short and easy battery of tests can be found...
using the Berg Balance Scale (75). This test is valid for neurologic conditions such as MS and takes approximately 15 minutes to administer. The results of this test will provide a better understanding of the client’s ability to exercise safely using standard equipment. A home-based program of balance training that challenges sensory systems as well as dynamic and static postural control has been shown to result in significant improvements (76).

**AEROBIC FITNESS**

Often persons with MS experience problems with balance as well as foot drop. The latter is commonly associated with weakness of the tibialis anterior, which can be improved with appropriate resistance training (77,78). Foot drop can appear during both weight-bearing and non-weight-bearing exercise. For safety purposes, aerobic fitness is best evaluated using a bicycle ergometer. Even so, this mode of exercise testing can also present challenges. Ankle clonus (i.e., spasmodic alternation of contraction and relaxation of muscles) and sensory abnormalities (e.g., numbness, tingling, deficits in joint proprioception) can make it difficult for the client to keep his or her feet on the pedals. The use of standard toe clips and Velcro-secured heel straps can reduce or eliminate this problem.

The general procedures for submaximal testing of cardiorespiratory endurance using a cycle ergometer published by the American College of Sports Medicine can be applied to this population; however, workloads suggested in standard tests, such as the YMCA Cycle Ergometry Protocol or the Astrand-Rhyming Test, may need to be reduced. Modification of these protocols can be accomplished simply by beginning with a warm-up phase of no-load pedaling, followed by fixed rate pedaling (determined by the patient’s ability level) at 50 W for 6 minutes or by proceeding with increments of 0.25 kp at 50 rpm until the appropriate HR response is achieved. Of these two protocols, the latter may be more appropriate with extremely sedentary MS clients (male and female), who may have maximal workload capacities less than 50 W. Treadmill testing and training has been used in fairly nondisabled MS clients (68,73), but harness support is recommended with more severely disabled individuals (74).

**MUSCULAR STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE**

The general procedures for measuring muscle strength and endurance suggested by the American College of Sports Medicine can be applied to this population (67). Again, to proceed safely, any reduction in joint range of motion, sensory loss (upper and lower extremity), coordination deficits, ataxia, and spasticity needs to be considered before testing. Suggestions for activities and special considerations during testing, training, and counseling are summarized in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.

### TABLE 3.1. GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR PRESCRIBING PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND EXERCISE PROGRAMING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODE OF EXERCISE/ACTIVITY</th>
<th>GENERAL GOALS</th>
<th>INTENSITY/FREQUENCY/DURATION</th>
<th>SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Activity</td>
<td>• Increase daily activity energy expenditure</td>
<td>• 30 minutes of accumulated physical activity each day on most days</td>
<td>• Strategies for energy conservation may be necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerobic and Endurance Exercise</td>
<td>• Increase cardiovascular function reduce risk for coronary artery disease (CAD)</td>
<td>• 60%-70% heart rate (HR) peak/50%-65% VO2peak</td>
<td>• Air temperature should be kept cool; fans are helpful; therapeutic swimming pool water is often too warm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength Training</td>
<td>• Increase general muscle strength</td>
<td>• Perform on nonendurance training days</td>
<td>• With upper-extremity sensory deficit, free weights should not be used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility (Stretching)</td>
<td>• Hold strength 30-60 sec for mild/mod tightness</td>
<td>• Positional stretching with assistance of gravity up to 20 min for contracture</td>
<td>• Should be performed from a seated or lying position.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 3.2. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS WHEN PRESCRIBING PHYSICAL ACTIVITY EXERCISE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONSIDERATION</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Heat Sensitivity              | There is ample research documenting the presence of heat sensitivity in most persons with multiple sclerosis (MS). The exact mechanism of how either external (e.g., environmental) or internal (e.g., metabolic) heat affects these individuals remains unknown. The resulting sequelae, however, can include any one or all of the following: general or severe fatigue, loss of balance, foot drop, visual changes (e.g., blurred vision), speech changes (e.g., slurred speech), and muscle weakness or paralysis. Sweating has also been shown as being abnormal in as much as 50% of the population (52). The absence of sweating may contribute to a perception of being overheated as capillary skin blood flow increases in an effort to dissipate heat generated from exercising muscles. As such, the perception of overheating coupled with heat-related fatigue may preclude the exercise session before the desired time. Use of fans, wet neck wraps, and spray bottles may help reduce the perception of overheating. Surface cooling has been shown to improve aerobic endurance slightly (84). Others have shown that precooling before exercise also has a beneficial effect on performance (85). Exercise is also recommended to occur early in the day. This is when circadian body temperature is at its lowest. Subjective reports from most individuals with MS indicate a decline in energy level occurs during the afternoon hours, with the occurrence of fatigue and other MS-related symptoms.
| Bladder Dysfunction           | Bladder dysfunction is an MS symptom that can indirectly affect exercise performance. Because of symptoms such as bladder urgency and exertional incontinence, clients with MS may limit their daily intake of liquids. This is also a common practice observed during exercise. Recommendations for proper hydration before exercise and rehydration following should be addressed when working with this population.
| Sensory Deficits              | Subtle losses in tactile and proprioceptive sensation may make using some equipment difficult and even dangerous. Deficits may be reflected in an inability to grasp and control free weights, as well as to perceive muscle and joint position. Visual feedback by training in front of a mirror or performing rhythmic counting during repetitions can provide alternate forms of input to ensure proper performance. When possible, the use of machines, such as the LifeCycle Series, is recommended because it reduces the amount of control and coordination needed by the client and provides visual feedback regarding range of motion and force produced for each repetition.
| Incoordination                | Safety is also an issue for persons who have coordination deficits. The presence of spasticity, ataxia, or tremor can result in uncoordinated movement patterns in the affected extremities. Therefore, use of equipment that requires coordinated movement (i.e., free weights) is contraindicated. Use of synchronized arm or leg ergometers may improve exercise performance by allowing the arms to assist the less-coordinated legs.
| Cognitive and Memory Deficits | Subtle cognitive changes and memory deficits may require a modified approach to instructing the client with MS. This might include providing information in both written and diagrammatic format, and reminders of proper form, repetitions, and use of equipment. In addition, providing an easy form of recording exercises will eliminate the need for accurate recall.
| Neurologic Impairment Level   | Depending on the level of neurologic impairment, it may take longer for some persons with MS to experience notable improvements in muscle strength, endurance, and aerobic fitness. In more extensively impaired clients, this may be related to any or all of the following: the need to (a) begin with very low levels of resistance, (b) reduce the number of weekly sessions because of a protracted recovery time, and (c) disperse the daily exercise time into two to three smaller bouts.

EDUCATION AND COUNSELING

Many people with disabilities (79), particularly those with MS (80), believe that they do not possess the knowledge and skills needed to exercise safely. Because of these beliefs, it is not surprising to find that preliminary evidence shows that persons with MS are less active than the average, nondisabled American (81). However, before the person with MS can be counseled regarding exercise and physical activity, it is important to understand the perceived barriers that may be present.

In disabled populations, the major barriers to participation in an exercise program have been reported as financial cost, lack of energy, transportation, and not knowing where to exercise (82). Other barriers that have been cited include not having someone to exercise with, childcare responsibilities, lack of confidence, and lack of encouragement from healthcare providers (81,82). These factors, some more than others (e.g., lack of energy, lack of confidence), are more than likely real issues for the person with MS. Such barriers need to be overcome before successful participation in a program of regular exercise can be facilitated.

At the foundation, counseling should focus on the basic principles of training (i.e., frequency, intensity, duration, and mode). Special emphasis on how to modify each principle specific to the client’s lifestyle and physical impairments is very important. Advice related to dealing
with spasticity, tremor, incoordination, balance deficits, and general fatigue, when appropriate, will set a tone of "understanding" that will help to promote a level of confidence for these individuals. These issues have been outlined in the section "Special Considerations."

Although evidence related to the efficacy of surface cooling for improving exercise performance is equivocal, previous research has shown that persons with MS perceive exercise to be less stressful when surface cooling is present (38,52). As such, strategies to promote surface cooling may improve exercise tolerance and adherence. These include (a) selecting water exercise instead of land, (b) using a bicycle ergometer with a fan-style flywheel, (c) wearing a presoaked neck scarf, (d) ingesting ice chips before exercise, and (e) skin surface misting with cool water. Prehydration and drinking during exercise should also be discussed.

Providing information to the client regarding cost, accessibility, and scheduling of local exercise opportunities sponsored by community recreational facilities, senior citizen centers, universities, and hospital outreach programs can reduce or eliminate several other barriers. However, if clients feel sufficiently confident in their general knowledge base, they may prefer to exercise at home. This will require the clinician to provide basic information regarding appropriate choices of home equipment, particularly as it relates to safety, cost, and ease of use.

Finally, an important key to successful counseling and education for persons with MS, or any other disability, is the building of confidence to practice self-advocacy. A candid and comprehensive discussion of basic exercise responses, training principles, modifications related to symptomatology, safety issues, and programming can provide a solid foundation for this to occur.

CASE STUDY

HISTORY

Patient is a 67-year-old woman with a 30-year history of relapsing-remitting and secondary progressive MS. Her current medications include Rebif and Baclofen. She is retired, and uses a four-wheeled walker for mobility in the home setting but has begun using an electric scooter outdoors following a recent fall. This patient was referred to a hospital-based wellness center after formal physical therapy for instruction in a community-based exercise program.

EVALUATION FINDINGS

**Height:** 5’4”; **Weight:** 152 lb; **BMI:** 26; **BP:** 128/83; **RHR:** 85

**Muscle Performance:** Manual muscle testing reveals the following; both upper extremities and the right lower extremity are grossly 4/5. Left ankle dorsiflexion and knee flexion are 2+/5, left knee extension and hip flexion 3+/5. **Endurance:** 6-Minute Walk—90 m (normal 512–640 m) with an ending HR of 124 bpm.

**Functional Measures:** 30-Second Sit to Stand—four repetitions (normal 12–18). **Timed Up-and-Go—47 sec** (normal <10 sec), **Berg Balance Test—37** (normal 54–56). **Range of Motion:** Mild hip flexion contractures of 10° bilaterally and a 5° plantarflexion contracture in the left ankle. **Tone:** Moderately increased extensor tone in left lower extremity with two to three beat clonus in the left ankle. **Sensation:** Moderate loss of vibration sense in the left LE distal to the knee, light touch and sharp dull are mildly impaired. **Gait:** The patient ambulates with a four-wheel walker with excessive trunk flexion with decreased step length and occasional toe drag on the left. She also demonstrates knee hyperextension on the left during stance.

INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS

This patient demonstrates deficits in muscle performance as evidenced by her manual muscle grades and her 30-Second Sit to Stand Test. The results of her 6-Minute Walk Test demonstrate a significant impairment in walking endurance and speed. Her Berg Balance and Timed Up-and-Go indicate a higher risk for falls and her lack of sensation and increased tone will have an impact on selection of appropriate and safe exercises.

EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION

**Cardiorespiratory Endurance**

Use of NuStep recumbent stepper beginning with 5–10 minutes at 60%–75% of predicted max heart rate and progressing to 30 minutes, 3–5 days a week.

**Rationale:** Provides reciprocal upper and lower extremity movement similar to walking while distributing work to all four extremities to reduce chances of local muscle fatigue limiting exercise time. Seated position is safe for persons with balance deficits and large platform pedals are easier to use for persons with coordination and sensory deficits.

**Strength and Muscular Endurance**

Circuit training of leg press, seated knee flexion, standing hip and knee flexion, latissimus pull-downs and seated rows starting with 1 set of 12–15 repetitions at 60%–70% 1-RM progressing to 2 sets of 8–12 repetitions at 70%–80% 1-RM twice a week.

**Rationale:** Seated leg press will improve strength of muscles used for activities such as sit to stand transfers. Seated knee flexion to increase hamstring strength and
counter extensor tone bias. Standing hip and knee flexion to improve toe clearance during swing phase of gait. Lateral pull-downs and seated rows to increase strength of postural extensor muscles to reduce effects of prolonged sitting and improve antigravity muscle control during functional activities.

Flexibility

- Stretching of pectoralis major or minor and iliopsoas to improve trunk and hip extension.
- Stretching of gastrocnemius or soleus to improve ankle dorsiflexion. Perform two repetitions holding each stretch for 60 seconds twice a day.
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Parkinson’s Disease

CHAPTER

EPIDEMIOLOGY

Parkinsonism is a progressive, degenerative neurological disorder. The pathology of Parkinson’s disease (PD) is associated with the dysfunction of the central nervous system resulting in the decrease, or abnormal activity, of neurotransmitter systems. The resulting neurotransmitter imbalance is exhibited by abnormal movements of the body.

Parkinsonism is ranked as one of the most common neurological syndromes affecting individuals older than age 50 and includes a variety of disorders that consist of varying degrees of resting tremor, bradykinesia (slowness of movement), rigidity, and impaired postural reflexes (15,64,146)(Marttila, 1983). Primary or idiopathic Parkinson’s disease (IPD) is the most common type of parkinsonism with the median age of onset being 56 years (119) and most often presents itself between the ages of 50 and 79 years (75,104).

IPD is thought to occur worldwide, and to date, no population has been found immune to the disease (15,85). It is the most common neurodegenerative movement disorder in the world and effects 1% of individuals older than age 60 and increases in prevalence with increasing age (105,119). Races are affected differently by the disease; crude prevalence ratios in the Caucasian population vary from 84 to 270 per 100,000 people (85), while African Americans and Asians appear to have lower prevalence rates, ranging from 4 to 85.7 per 100,000 (Marttila, 1983). The ratio of African Americans to Caucasians is reported to be 1:4 (85). In the United States alone, based on a population of 250 million and using an average prevalence ratio of 160 per 100,000, the number of persons affected by IPD would be approximately 400,000 (104). In the United States, it is also estimated that 1 million Americans are impacted by PD (119).

The incidence of PD has been studied less often than prevalence, with rates varying from 5 to 24 per 100,000 (85). Because the incidence of PD increases with age, after the age of 50, age-specific incidence is said to sharply increase varying from 53 to 229 per 100,000 (Marttila, 1983; 82).

Because prevalence and incidence are closely related, changes in one can affect the other. Prevalence is “the proportion of individuals in a population who have the disease at a specific instant” (45), whereas “incidence quantifies the number of new events or cases of disease that develop in a population of individuals at risk during a specified time interval” (45). Since the advent of levodopa (L-dopa) therapy in the late 1960s, the incidence of PD has remained relatively constant, although the prevalence has increased. This increase in prevalence has been attributed to an increase in the age at time of death—the result of the success of L-dopa therapy (Marttila, 1983; 75). Consequently, individuals with IPD are living longer with the disease.

Prevalence and/or incidence rates between males and females vary depending on whether crude or sex-specific calculations are determined. In studies where sex-specific prevalence and incidence calculations were used, no differences between the sexes in PD affliction have been shown (80,103). Other studies have found that the prevalence and incidence are lower in women versus men (60–62,116).

As with prevalence and incidence, mortality rates associated with PD vary between studies. Prior to L-dopa therapy, mortality related to PD was reported to be 2.9 times higher than in the general population (50). With the advent of L-dopa therapy, this rate has decreased to 1.3 to 1.9 times higher than that in the general population (Marttila, 1983; 21,81,129,145). Because coding and reporting of diseases on death certificates can be inconsistent and often times inaccurate, the underlying cause of death due to complications related to the PD is thought to be underestimated (45). Respiratory and urinary infections are the leading causes of death in individuals having PD (116,123).

CLASSIFICATION

Parkinsonism is a complex of neurological syndromes characterized by clinical symptoms consisting of varying degrees of tremor, bradykinesia, rigidity, and impaired postural reflexes (64). Idiopathic Parkinson’s disease (IPD) is classified as such because the damage to the dopaminergic nigrostriatal pathway is unknown and because there is the distinct presence of Lewy body inclusions found in the substantia nigra and locus ceruleus (39,54,102). In contrast, secondary parkinsonism is a
neurological syndrome displaying similar motor symptoms as IPD, but the cause of damage to the nigrostriatal system has been identified (40). This secondary classification includes postencephalitic, drug-induced, toxic, traumatic, metabolic, and neoplastic causes (40,54). A third classification includes parkinsonism due to multiple system degenerations or atrophies and has also been labeled parkinsonism-plus syndromes (40). This classification includes striatonigral and pallidonigral degenerations, olivopontocerebellar atrophy, progressive supranuclear palsy, and Shy-Drager syndrome (40,64). This category also includes various degenerative diseases and disorders of the nervous system that are inherited, all of which can present with or cause parkinsonianlike symptoms (54). Approximately 10% of all patients with parkinsonism have “secondary” parkinsonism, and 15% of all patients seen in specialized clinics are diagnosed with multiple system degenerations (54).

For purposes of this chapter, emphasis will be placed on IPD. As much as 75% to 90% of parkinsonian syndromes are thought to be IPD (54,116). Within this classification, distinct clinical pictures occur with the descriptive subgroups labeled depending on which authority one reads (40,54,64).

Clinical symptoms for IPD may be categorized within three subgroups (64): (i) tremor predominant; (ii) postural instability-gait difficulty (PIGD), and (iii) akinetic-rigidity predominant. In addition, there are differentiating features dependent upon age of onset, mental status, and clinical course of the disease. The age of onset is typically broken down into juvenile, younger than 40 years, between 40 and 75 years, or older than 75 years. Classification of mental status is dependent upon dementia being present or absent. The clinical course of the disease can be classified as benign, progressive, or malignant.

As a means to classify the severity of the disease, one of the historical scales, which continues to be used by neurologists today, is the Hoehn and Yahr Staging Scale (50). This original scale stages the progression or severity of the disease from I to V. The scale is based upon symptoms being unilateral or bilateral (I), one’s impairment of balance (II), one’s functional capability in relation to normal activities (III), employment status (IV), and level of independence (V). In the original version, the descriptives under each stage lack congruity and allow for extreme subjectivity when trying to rate an individual (Table 4.1). Although modified scales have been developed that are more congruent and less ambiguous (such as the United Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale [32]), they still allow for subjectivity when rating an individual. The latter scale is frequently used clinically and in research as a means of classifying patients according to the severity of their disease. Despite its measurement limitations, when reference is made to a particular stage these scales, permit some concept of where an individual is in the possible progression of the disease.

### TABLE 4.1. HOEHN AND YAHR STAGING OF PARKINSON’S DISEASE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 1</th>
<th>Signs and symptoms on one side only</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2</td>
<td>Symptoms mild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3</td>
<td>Symptoms inconvenienced but not disabling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 4</td>
<td>Usually present with tremor of one limb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 5</td>
<td>Friends have noticed changes in posture, locomotion, and facial expression</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

As stated previously, IPD is a neurodegenerative process that can result in movement disorders. In addition, these symptoms of dysfunctional movement are often accompanied by nonmotor abnormalities, such as cognitive changes and mood disturbances. The anatomical structure within the central nervous system known to be a primary area affected by the disease is the basal ganglia. Collectively, the basal ganglia are thought to control the more complex aspects of motor planning. In addition, parts of the thalamus and reticular formation work in close association with the above structures and are, therefore, considered to be part of the basal ganglia system for motor control. Furthermore, the basal ganglia is anatomically linked to other parts of the brain that control not only motor and sensory programs, but cognitive and motivational aspects of the human body and psyche as well. Therefore, any disease of the basal ganglia can result in various movement disorders as well as nonmotor abnormalities.

Although it is not the only area affected by the disease, the structure within the basal ganglia most vulnerable to the pathological process of IPD is the substantia nigra. Widespread destruction of the pigmented neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta is associated with IPD, and as a result of this destruction, the nigrostriatal tract degenerates. The degeneration of the dopaminergic...
nigrostriatal pathway has been recognized as the primary pathological event resulting in parkinsonian syndromes (40,42,144). This degeneration results in the loss of dopamine normally secreted in the caudate nucleus and putamen, resulting in the classic motor symptoms. The cause of the destruction within the substantia nigra in IPD remains to be answered.

As mentioned previously, there are numerous nonmotor difficulties that can be equally debilitating for those with IPD. These include autonomic dysfunctions, neuropsychiatric problems, sleep disorders, and sensory disorders (119). Some of these problems are thought to be associated with the length of time having had the disease, the severity of the disease, and/or the use of antiparkinsonian medications.

The presentation of autonomic dysfunction appears to be associated with the duration and severity of the disease or the use of antiparkinsonian medications. Structurally, there have been lesions found within the hypothalamus and the locus ceruleus that are both involved in the central control of the autonomic nervous system (74). In addition, abnormalities within the dorsal nucleus of the vagus nerve, a disturbed metabolism of catecholamines, as well as Lewy bodies found within the enteric system have been implicated in autonomic nervous system dysfunction (79,99,129,140–142).

**ETIOLOGY**

Although the cause of IPD is currently unknown, there are two main theories that have been frequently studied and debated. These involve genetic predisposition and environmental etiology.

Early twin studies lead researchers to believe that genetics did not provide a significant contribution in the cause of IPD (25,65,78,84,143). Even as recent as the mid-1990s, it was thought that there was no genetic link in the development of PD. Re-examinations of some of the old studies as well as design of newer studies have brought investigators back to reconsidering IPD as a genetically inherited disease. The results of more recent research indicate that genetics may indeed be a causative factor in the development of PD (43). Although the links between the genetic markers to sporadic cases of PD are still unclear, it has generated a significant increase in research examining a genetic cause to PD. The goals of this research have been to determine whether there is indeed a connection and then to determine whether early genetic testing and counseling will impact the development and prognosis of PD, if detected.

As support for an environmental cause, a bizarre outbreak of parkinsonism in northern California in 1983 led to the theory that environmental factors play a role in the etiology of IPD. The victims of this outbreak were drug abusers and had been inadvertently exposed to 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP). MPTP can result as a by-product during the synthesis of the narcotic, 1-methyl-r-phenyl-r-propionorypiperidine (MPPP), a synthetic form of heroine. The drug abusers were exposed to the MPTP as a result of injecting contaminated MPPP and later developed rapid and severe parkinsonian symptoms that included bradykinesia, rigidity, weakness, severe speech difficulties, tremor, masked faces, seborrhea, festinating gait, drooling, flexed posture, as well as a fixed stare and decreased blinking (121). L-dopa/carbidopa treatment was initiated in all patients and improved symptoms, but within a few weeks drug-related side effects of dyskinetias and clinical fluctuations ensued. Thus, an earnest endeavor to search for an environmental cause of IPD began.

Currently, there are no definitive data clearly supporting a genetic or environmental cause. Some believe that it is likely a combination of both. Consequently, the search goes on.

Two other theories that have been suggested as possible mechanisms contributing to the pathogenesis of the disease include mitochondrial dysfunction and free-radical toxicity. Several studies currently suggest that nigral mitochondrial Complex I is abnormal in those with IPD (11,12,108,130). This abnormality appears to be specific to the brain because other studies looking at tissues, such as platelets and muscle (as well as other components of the electron transport chain), have been less consistent in their results. Consequently, more research is needed in this area.

Another body of evidence that is growing suggests that free-radical toxicity causes nigral cell degeneration in those with IPD (27,47,56). This theory suggests that free radicals are produced in the basal ganglia and lead to the progressive degeneration and eventual cell death of neurons in the substantia nigra, although more research is also needed in this area. Unfortunately, there are currently no definitive recognizable risk factors for the development of IPD.

**FUNCTIONAL IMPACT**

The functional problems that a person with PD displays are dependent upon the symptoms with which they present. Some of the common motor problems related to function in those with PD include gait and balance deficits and difficulty getting out of bed, out of a car, or arising from a chair. Other problems include difficulties with getting dressed (especially fastening buttons), writing, and speech or swallowing problems. Nonmotor problems that can result in functional difficulty and decline include sleep disorders, sensory disorders, and neuropsychiatric problems. In general, the person with PD has trouble doing more than one task at a time. As the disease progresses, these problems usually become more pronounced and the person will eventually lose their ability to perform activities of daily living (ADL). In the last stage of the disease, the person is usually wheelchair- and/or bed-bound.
FUNCTIONAL DIFFICULTY RELATED TO MOTOR SYMPTOMS

In general, problems associated with PD can be categorized into either motor or nonmotor problems. The classic gait pattern displayed by the person with PD is a decrease in step length and foot clearance. The heel-toe pattern is lost, and there is a tendency to shuffle the feet. Posture is flexed forward out of the base of support, which causes the person to take quicker and quicker steps with an inability to stop. This propulsion forward with quick steps is called festination. The person often has difficulty stopping and may eventually fall. In addition, the natural arm swing with gait is greatly decreased or absent.

Balance deficits are also common in those with PD. Because postural reflexes are absent (if the person is perturbed outside the base of support), he or she is often unable to recover and will fall. Falls are a major concern in those with PD and should be kept in mind when prescribing any kind of exercise program.

In addition to gait and balance deficits, segmental movements in the joints (especially in the vertebrae) are greatly decreased if rigidity is present. As a result, the person will have difficulty isolating movements such as rolling from side-to-side as is required when getting out of bed, or being able to rotate the trunk when getting out of a car. In general, movement can be very difficult due to the rigidity and bradykinesia.

Another phenomenon that can greatly impact function is called “freezing.” This most typically occurs during gait. The person will be unable to initiate gait or while walking will suddenly become “frozen” in place, as if the person’s feet have become glued to the floor. Various techniques such as taking a step backward, marching in place, or visualizing stepping over a line on the floor can bring the person out of the “freeze.”

It is important to remember that the functional problems experienced by those with PD are extremely variable from person to person. This requires that an individualized approach be taken with each person afflicted with PD.

FUNCTIONAL DIFFICULTY RELATED TO NONMOTOR SYMPTOMS

As mentioned previously, there are numerous nonmotor problems associated with PD. These include autonomic dysfunctions, neuropsychiatric problems, sleep disorders, and sensory disorders (119). These problems are linked to increased morbidity and mortality, decreased independence, and increased cost of care for those having PD (1,34).

Associated difficulties linked with autonomic nervous system dysfunction include drooling, gastrointestinal problems (constipation, dysphagia), urinary problems (urinary frequency), orthostatic hypotension, erectile dysfunction, dysphagia, excessive sweating, and hypohydrosis (119).

The neuropsychiatric problems linked to PD include mood disorders, anxiety disorders, psychotic hallucinations or delusions, cognitive decline, and dementia. Depression is thought to be relatively common in those having PD although the exact estimate varies widely (13). The estimated range of those suffering from depression is reported to be 7% to 76% (67,119). In addition to depression, mood fluctuations and anxiety are also common and appear to be associated with motor fluctuations, most frequently occurring in the “off” state (3). The presentation of psychosis is most commonly in the form of hallucinations or delusions. These disturbances are thought to be due to secondary illness, medications, underlying dementia, or all of these (119). Many individuals, especially the elderly, experience visual hallucinations that are most common during the evening hours. When asked about these hallucinations, many individuals say they see people or animals and recognize them for what they are and are not usually threatened by them. The importance of recognizing psychosis is that has been associated with nursing home placement and increased mortality (31).

Sleep disorders are estimated to exist in 67% to 88% of individuals having PD (19,92). The cause of these problems is not known, but seems to be linked to how long one has had the disease. Sleep problems occur most frequently in the later stages of the disease process (119). These problems include difficulty falling asleep, difficulty in maintaining sleep or sleep fragmentation, hypersomnia (especially during the day), rapid eye movement sleep disorders, restless leg syndrome, and obstructive sleep-breathing disorders (76,120).

Sensory disorders experienced by those with PD include pain, akathisia, anosmia, and hyposmia. A common musculoskeletal disorder associated with PD is adhesive capsulitis of the shoulder (“frozen shoulder”). Frozen shoulder can cause extreme pain with or without movement of the involved arm and most often occurs in the upper extremity most affected by the associated motor symptoms rigidity and bradykinesia. In addition, pain is often associated with dystonia, which occurs most frequently in the feet or toes during the “off” state. This pain with dystonia can be so severe that the individual may not be able to walk until it subsides.

FUNCTIONAL PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH COGNITIVE DECLINE AND DEMENTIA

Dementia is common in those with PD. Although the etiology is unclear, dementia is associated with a more rapid functional decline compared to those who do not experience dementia (77). In addition, dementia in those with PD is associated with greater caregiver burden, increased likelihood of nursing home placement and increased mortality. Research has found that in those individuals having even mild cognitive impairment of memory, language, or executive function have a greater likelihood of developing
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dementia (49,55). In addition, individuals having more severe motor symptoms, as seen in those having the PIGD subtype, have been found to have a greater risk of a more rapid cognitive decline and the eventual development of dementia (4,14). Both have a significant impact on quality of life for the PD patient, as well as for family and friends.

OTHER PROBLEMS THAT MAY AFFECT FUNCTION

Other problems that are less well-studied in those with PD are weight loss and subjective complaints of fatigue. It was suggested by a series of studies spanning 5 years that one-third or more of individuals participating in these studies complained of fatigue (2,30,37,38,46,58,73,113,114). These complaints were found to be more frequent than in age matched healthy controls. The specific impact of this fatigue factor on function for those with PD is not yet clear.

CLINICAL EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY

Research on the effects of exercise for individuals with PD has been directed toward interventions that would most likely impact the motor control problems associated with the disease. Typical treatment protocols that might be used include range of motion (ROM) and flexibility exercises, balance and gait training, mobility, and/or coordination exercises (7,18,41,35,52,85,97,124). Little research has been conducted assessing the aerobic capacity of, or the impact that aerobic exercise might have on, those with IPD. Likewise, there have been few studies assessing strength or using strength training as the intervention for IPD patients.

Most studies have found no difference in maximum or peak oxygen consumption VO2peak in those with IPD compared to healthy normals. Stanley et al. (122) had 20 men and women with IPD and 23 healthy men and women perform a one-time exercise bout using a stationary bicycle. It was determined that there was no difference in VO2peak between those with IPD and the healthy group. The only significant difference found was in time to maximum exercise in the male subjects. Those with IPD reached VO2peak sooner than the healthy group. An additional notable finding between groups was a different response to submaximal exercise. Men and women with IPD appeared to have higher submaximal VO2 levels for each stage of exercise. These authors concluded that those with IPD might be less efficient during exercise. Koseoglu et al. (66) also found an impairment in maximum voluntary ventilation and exercise tolerance in those with IPD when compared to a healthy control group. Following a 3-week exercise program involving unsupported upper-extremity exercises (specifics not explained), they found improvement in some respiratory measures as well as an increase in exercise tolerance and a decrease in rating of perceived exertion.

In a study by Reuter et al. (105), patients with PD and age-matched healthy controls were tested using a ramped cycle ergometer protocol. Heart rate variability and lactate levels were measured during exercise with the assumption that these would be impaired if a deficit in the respiratory chain was present. Other variables measured included systolic and diastolic blood pressure and heart rate. They found that heart rate variability was abnormal in those with PD compared to the control group for all tests. The increase in heart rate during exercise was not significantly different between groups, nor was diastolic blood pressure. Systolic blood pressure was lower in those with PD at submaximal and maximal levels of exercise and lactate levels tended to be lower at higher rates of exercise for those with PD but were not statistically significant. These researchers concluded that those with PD can be tested for aerobic capacity and would be expected to achieve changes in aerobic capacity with appropriate exercise intervention.

As with studies addressing aerobic capacity, the research looking at strength issues in those with PD is also limited. Kakinuma et al. (57) found that lower-extremity strength in those with PD was lower on the affected side compared to the unaffected side and that this difference increased as the speed of movement increased. Nogaki et al. (89) have also shown that muscle weakness increases as performance velocity increases. Other studies that have compared strength when the IPD patient has been either on or off antiparkinsonian medications have shown strength to be significantly less when the patient was off their medications (20,69,96).

PHARMACOLOGY

Pharmacologic treatment is the primary therapeutic intervention for the problems associated with IPD. This treatment is based on what is currently known about the neurochemical imbalances that exist in the neurotransmitter concentrations within the basal ganglia of individuals having IPD. Treatment modes have been classified into two general categories by Berg et al. (9), which are: (i) a reduction of the functional excess of acetylcholine with anticholinergics, and (ii) an alleviation of the pathological deficiency of dopamine with drugs that act on the dopaminergic system. In more recent years, protective therapy aimed at slowing the progression of this disease has been introduced (86).

The most common drug classifications used for treatment of IPD include dopaminergics, anticholinergics,
monoamine oxidase type “B” (MAO-B) inhibitors, and catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) inhibitors. In addition, there are various other drugs that are often prescribed depending on signs and symptoms of the disease (i.e., baclofen, clozapine). The most common medications for each of the above classifications include the following:

1. Dopaminergics (levodopa, levodopa/carbidopa, amantadine, pergolide, bromocriptine)
2. Anticholinergics (benztropine, trihexyphenidyl)
3. MAO-B inhibitors (selegiline)
4. COMT inhibitors (entacapone, tolcapone)

The acute and long-term side-effects can be considerable for all medications taken for PD. Peripheral side effects include gastrointestinal upset, orthostatic hypotension, bradycardia, tachycardia, arrhythmia, dry mouth, blurred vision, and headaches. Central side effects include motor disturbances, insomnia, ataxia, vivid dreams, cognitive/psychiatric disturbances, and edema.

Some of the most debilitating side-effects are those that occur after long-term use of L-dopa. These side-effects are motor disturbances that include dyskinesias, dystonias, and clinical fluctuation (end-of-dose wearing off and predictable or unpredictable “off time”). These frequently appear approximately 5 to 7 years after L-dopa therapy was initiated, although more recent studies suggest that these side-effects may occur as early as 1 to 2 years (94,95). Consequently, newer drugs have been introduced in efforts to address some of these side-effects related to long-term use of levodopa. These include the combination drug Stalevo (levodopa/carbidopa/entacapone) and drugs that utilize different delivery modes, such as Rotigotine (transdermal patch) and Selegiline orally disintegrating tablets. Clinical trials have shown that all of these medications can potentially reduce end-of-dose wearing off and/or “off time” (44,59,69,70,117).

Consideration should be taken when exercising an individual who exhibits any of the above mentioned side-effects. The abnormal movements may interfere in any physical activity that the person attempts to perform. For considerations to be taken during exercise testing and training, please refer to Protas (102).

**PHYSICAL EXAMINATION**

When examining an individual with PD, it is important to take a thorough history, as well as perform a complete neurological exam and an orthopedic screen. It is also important to determine how the individual is responding to the antiparkinsonian medications, especially if they are beginning to experience any of the long-term side effects.

During the neurological exam, rigidity, tremor, bradykinesia, and postural reflexes must be examined. To illicit rigidity, the examiner can grasp one or both wrists and shake the hand(s) up and down. Looseness and ease of the movement is normally observed. Flexing and extending the forearm repetitively while feeling the ease of movement can also be done to assess rigidity. The same can be done with examination of the lower extremities at the hip, knee, and ankle. The neck and trunk must also be examined by moving the body segment through all planes of movement. Ease of movement and the degree of range will determine the extent of the rigidity. When assessing for rigidity, the movement should be passive, with the individual relaxed. Unlike spasticity, rigidity is not affected by speed of movement (91).

To assess for resting tremor, one should have the patient sit with his/her hands resting in the lap. Then, have the individual recite a specific sentence or count backwards by 2s or 7s. The stress of this activity will allow the tremor to become obvious. The movement is often seen in the hands and is similar to rolling a pill between the fingers (referred to as “pill rolling”). Although resting tremor is the most recognized type of tremor associated with IPD, it is not uncommon that postural tremor and/or intention tremor will present as the disease progresses. Postural (static) tremor can be elicited by having the individual hold a limb against gravity, such as holding one or both arms out in front of the body parallel to the floor. Look for slow up-and-down movement of the arm(s) as the individual maintains this position. In addition, postural tremor can be seen when the individual is asked to maintain a standing position. A slow oscillatory back-and-forth movement will be seen (112). Intention tremor is elicited by having the individual move a limb voluntarily, such as reaching for a cup of water on a table, picking it up, bringing it to the mouth to take a drink, and then returning the cup to the table. An alternative action is to have the individual repetitively bring the forefinger from resting in the lap to his/her nose and then watching for tremor during the course of the movement.

One can assess bradykinesia by having the individual sit with both hands in his or her lap. Ask the patient to supinate and pronate the forearm as fast as possible for at least 30 seconds. If bradykinesia is present, the quality of the movement will begin to break down after a few seconds. There may be a slowing of the movement, a decrease in range of motion, or decreased coordination of the movement.

Postural reflexes can be examined by having the individual stand with his/her back to the examiner. The individual is told to keep their eyes open while the examiner reaches around to the front of the shoulders and pulls quickly and firmly posteriorly. The examiner is observing for recovery from the pull test. Does the individual: (i) stay in place, (ii) step or stagger backwards but recover independently, (iii) step or stagger backwards requiring assistance from the examiner to recover, or (iv) fall straight back without any attempt to recover? It is important that the examiner be behind the individual during this test in order to prevent the individual from falling.
In addition to these tests, a general coordination, sensory, and cognitive examination should also be performed. The Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) is a comprehensive examination administered by a health professional (32). The UPDRS examines cognition, ADL, motor behaviors, complications of therapy, and also provides a disability rating.

Because the person with IPD can have significant postural changes, a postural screen should be performed. This should be done in both sitting and standing positions. The examiner observes for a forward head, rounded shoulders, kyphosis/scoliosis, decreased lordosis, and/or excessive hip and knee flexion.

To determine responsiveness to the antiparkinsonian medications, certain questions should be asked. To determine whether the individual is having dyskinesias or dystonias, the examiner should ask whether the patient is having any abnormal involuntary movements or postures. If the answer is yes, they should ask when these movements occur in relation to taking his/her dose of medication. The examiner should also ask if there are times after taking his/her dose that the medication does not seem to work and if their symptoms worsen. If this is the case, the individual may be having clinical fluctuations, also known as “on/off” phenomenon. All of this information can be important in determining the best time for the person to exercise.

Numerous outcome measures have been developed that can be used to evaluate the above mentioned problems associated with IPD and the impact that the disease has on the individual's quality of life. These tools can be helpful in being able to objectively document the problems and how they impact one's daily life. Some of the tools that have been developed specifically for those with IPD or have been psychometrically tested with those having the disease include the UPDRS mentioned above, the Parkinson's Disease Questionnaire (PDQ-39), the Timed Up and Go (TUG), Functional Reach, the Berg Balance Scale, the Tinetti Gait and Balance (POMA), the Gait and Balance Scale (GABS), the Functional Independence Measure (FIM), and the 6 Minute Walk Test (6MWT) (8,24,98,110,133,135,136).

**MEDICAL AND SURGICAL TREATMENTS**

As stated previously, drug therapy is the primary means of medical management for IPD. Secondary lines of treatment include sophisticated brain surgeries. Surgical procedures have historically included thalamotomy, pallidotomy, and deep brain stimulation (6,51). For the thalamotomy and pallidotomy, neuroablation procedures or lesions are made to specific areas in the thalamus or globus pallidus. The procedure is an irreversible disruption of the abnormal functioning structure that eliminates the undesired movement disorder such as tremor, leaving other volitional movement intact. Thalamotomy has been performed to correct drug-resistant tremor, and pallidotomy to decrease rigidity, bradykinesia, tremor, muscular spasms, and off-state dystonias.

Currently the most common surgical procedure used for the treatment of symptoms related to IPD is deep brain stimulation (DPS). In this procedure, a programmable pulse-generating device is implanted in the brain. Like a heart pacemaker, the device can be adjusted telemetrically. The theory behind DPS is that by providing a high-frequency electrical stimulation to specific regions in the brain, it will mimic the effects of creating a lesion as done in the above mentioned surgeries. The advantages over creating permanent lesions are that it is safer, reversible, adaptable, and can be performed bilaterally. Because of these features, DPS has essentially replaced the use of ablative stereotaxy except in special cases. The most common areas within the brain that are targeted for DPS are the subthalamic nucleus (STN) and the internal segment of the globus pallidus (GPI). Studies that have applied stimulation to the STN or the GPI areas have resulted in a decrease of the cardinal motor symptoms related to IPD, improvements in ADL, a decrease in the “off” time related to medication use, and improvements in the “on” time without dyskinesias (106,139). Some studies indicate that stimulation of STN is superior over that of the GPI (132).

Those individuals considered to be candidates for DPS may experience intractable tremor or long-term complications from L-dopa therapy (139). These complications include severe motor fluctuations and dyskinesias (138).

Considerable interest has been generated over the use of stem cell transplants as a means of replacing the lost dopaminergic cells in IPD. Three types of cells have been studied for neural transplantation: neural stem cells, embryonic stem cells, and other tissue-specific types of stem cells (e.g., bone marrow stem cells) (87). The strategy is to produce dopamine precursor cells for transplantation that are functional in the host brain without increasing the risk for tumor formation (87). The results so far have been disappointing. Two double-blind clinical trials have not demonstrated improvements. Some of the subjects had problems with nausea and vomiting or developed graft-related involuntary movements (87). Future work may provide greater insight into this approach and offer another treatment option for people with IPD.

**DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES**

One important line of research related to IPD is the identification of a potential biomarker for early diagnosis of the disease. Currently, the diagnosis is based on a number of clinical symptoms. However, it is currently difficult to differentiate between IPD, various parkinsonianlike syndromes that are distinct from IPD, and other conditions, such as dementia with Lewy-body disease. Patients with IPD and their families often go years without a definitive
diagnosis because of this problem. Clearly, early diagno-
sis would be helpful in terms of treatment alternatives and in understanding the course of the disease.

Some research has led to the identification of my-
cardial sympathetic denervation in individuals with
IPD. A technique using a radiolabeled tracer, I-123-
metaiodobenzylguanidine–single photo emission to-
mography (MIBG SPECT), displays the myocardial den-
ervation through decreased uptake of the MIBG in
individuals with IPD and other Lewy-body diseases,
such as dementia with Lewy-body disease. Although
most people with IPD have this problem, it is not in-
digenous to IPD. In other words, the technique is sensi-
tive to the condition, but not exclusive to IPD (i.e.,
specificity) (88). Future work in this area may improve
the specificity of the test and provide an early diagnosis.

**EXERCISE AND PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE TESTING**

Before exercise testing is performed, it is recommended
that balance, gait, general mobility, range of motion
(ROM), and manual muscle testing be performed. Results
of these tests will provide guidance on how to safely test
the individual for functional capacity and performance.

Both static and dynamic balance while in sitting and
standing positions should be performed. Clinical balance
tests that can be used with those having IPD include the
Functional Reach (24), the Berg Balance Scale (8), the
Gait and Balance Scale (133), or sensory organization
testing (72).

Gait can be observed while the individual walks a 20-
to 50-foot pathway. The examiner observes step length,
stride width, and heel strike. Because those with IPD
have trouble turning, the examiner should observe the
individual changing directions. Continuity of steps and
coordination during the transition phase are noted. It is
also important to observe the person coming to a sudden
stop while walking and looking for ease of stopping the
momentum. Does the individual stop easily, have to take
several steps, stagger or stutter step, or possibly fall?
Also, have the individual step over an object in the path.
The examiner should take note of any freezing episodes
that occur. If balance and gait are seriously compromised,
it is not recommended that the treadmill be used for ex-
ercise testing without some safety devices, such as safety
harnesses and support systems (101,126).

General mobility can be tested by using a tool like the
Duke Mobility test (125). Although the scoring of this
test uses an ordinal scale, it incorporates several of the
above tasks, such as walking, turning, and stepping over
an object, as well as reaching, bending down, chair trans-
fers, stairs, and static sitting and standing. It takes only
about 10 minutes to administer. Even though mobility
may appear to be greatly compromised, the person may
still be able to perform an exercise test using a stationary
bicycle or arm ergometry protocol. The activity should be
tried before assuming the individual cannot undergo ex-
ercise testing.

For the rehabilitation specialist, the standard way of
testing muscle strength is by manually testing specific
muscles or muscle groups. More objective measures in-
clude using devices such as hand-held dynamometers,
cable tensiometers, handgrip dynamometers, and isoki-
netic equipment. Because this area has not been well re-
searched, there are no recommendations as to which
strength testing protocols should be used. Therefore, rec-
ommendations as outlined by the ACSM should be fol-
lowed for testing muscle strength and endurance (5).

When deciding to test for aerobic endurance, the abso-
late and relative contraindications for exercise testing
outlined by the ACSM should be followed (5). In addi-
tion, precautions should be taken if the individual is ex-
periencing severe dyskinesias or dystonias. The results
of the physical and functional exam should guide the exam-
iner in what exercise protocol is safe to use. Further re-
search is needed with regard to strength and aerobic test-
ing for those with IPD.

**EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION
AND PROGRAMMING**

When prescribing exercise for the person with IPD, an
overall, individualized program should be the goal. Be-
cause the disease is chronic and progressive, an exercise
program should begin early when the disease is first diag-
nosed and be maintained on a regular long-term basis.
The program should be updated and revised as the dis-
ase progresses and the needs of the individual change.
Each of the following areas should be addressed: flexibil-
ity, aerobic conditioning, strengthening, functional train-
ing, and motor control.

To address flexibility, slow static stretches should be
performed for all major muscle groups. In addition, ROM
exercises should be prescribed for all joints. The upper
quadrant and trunk should be emphasized early because
the disease affects these areas first and because frozen
shoulders and loss of segmental movements in the spine
are common as the disease progresses.

Although the optimal frequency for flexibility and
ROM exercises for IPD has not been established, suggest-
tions range from once a week to daily. Schenkman et al.
(111) conducted a randomized, clinical trial with 51 peo-
due with IPD. Twenty-three people participated in a 10-
week, 3 times per week program focused on spinal flexi-
bility. This program resulted in improvement in trunk
flexibility and functional reach (a measure of balance)
but did not result in improvement in the time to move
from a supine to a standing position. Even though mov-
ing from supine to standing may be limited due to re-
duced trunk flexibility, increased trunk movement did
not result in improved function in this particular study.
Because few studies conducted have used aerobic conditioning or strength training for those with IPD, specific guidelines for prescribing exercise are lacking. Guidelines as outlined by the ACSM should be followed for frequency, intensity, duration, and progression (5, 101, 102). The mode of exercise should depend on the problems the individual exhibits. As mentioned previously, caution should be taken in placing someone on a treadmill if he/she has gait or balance problems or a history of falls. A stationary bicycle, recumbent bicycle, or arm ergometer may be safer. If walking is used, a level surface with minimal obstacles, such as a walking track, is recommended. Mall walking may be feasible if the person walks when pedestrian traffic is at a minimum. Anecdotal reports from those with IPD indicate that swimming can be a good mode of exercise. Some report that the water enables them to move more easily. When prescribing a strength training program, exercise machines may be safer than the use of free weights because the movement can be better controlled. If a person has severe intention tremor or dyskinesias, free weights may not be as safe as resistive machines. Several small studies suggest that high resistance strength training is safe and effective in individuals with IPD (22, 47).

Functional training often includes gait and balance training, as well as fall prevention and specific training in ADL. Again, little research supports the efficacy of these interventions. One small study suggested that gait and step perturbation training on a treadmill can improve gait and balance and reduce falls in individuals with IPD (101). A more recent study supported the use of speed-dependent treadmill training to improve gait speed in people with IPD (16). Training the patient to use visual and auditory cues demonstrates improvements in gait and a reduction in freezing (126, 131). There is some evidence that treadmill walking improves walking in people with IPD because the treadmill acts as an externally cued pacemaker (36). One synopsis of the literature related to external cueing and gait in patients with IPD concluded that the best evidence showed strong support for improving walking speed with the help of auditory cues. This study also suggested that there is insufficient evidence for the effectiveness of visual and somatosensory cueing (71).

Motor control strategies emphasize slow, controlled movement for specific tasks through various ranges of motion while lying, sitting, standing, and walking. Dietz & Colombo (23) reported that using a body-weight support system while those with IPD walked on a treadmill improved some gait parameters. Another intriguing approach is training people with IPD to increase the amplitude of movements. One small, nonrandomized study demonstrated improvements in reaching and walking with a 4-week amplitude training program (33).

In a study by Viliani et al. (137), physical training was given to those with IPD that included active mobilization for the lower and upper extremities, spinal mobility exercises, limb coordination exercises, and postural and gait exercises. Specific motor tasks were measured that included supine to sitting, sitting to supine, rolling to supine, and standing from a chair. All the variables showed significant improvement following the intervention. These researchers concluded that specific motor task training can improve movements through which individuals with IPD have problems. Another study investigated the outcomes of a physical therapy program with multiple modes and also demonstrated the effectiveness of this approach (29).

Because of the potential demands of an exercise program, the participant needs to understand and follow instructions in order to safely complete the requirements of the program. Cognitive changes for those with IPD can range from mild to severe; consequently, it is important that the instructor determine whether the person is able to safely follow the program. Ways to ensure this include providing both verbal and written instructions, giving repetitive demonstrations, closely observing the individual while performing all tasks, and instructing the spouse, friend, or other caregiver so that support and direction can be given as needed when at home.

For the older person with IPD, comorbidity can be an issue. Cardiopulmonary disease as well as coexisting arthritis and related musculoskeletal abnormalities should be considered and included in patient screening. Some of the cardiac abnormalities that may be present on the electrocardiogram include frequent premature ventricular contractions, ST-segment depression, a blunted heart rate response (similar to those on B-blockade), and sinus tachycardia during peak dose–related dyskinesias.

As mentioned previously, it is important to have a clear understanding of how the individual responds to his/her medications. Although timing the medication so that the individual is at his/her best during the exercise session is important, precautions should be taken if the person is having dose-related dyskinesias during his/her peak time. Depending on the severity of the dyskinesias, exercise during this time may be contraindicated. For those having “on/off” phenomenon, exercising during an “off” time may be difficult or impossible.

Depending on the severity of the disease, supervision during exercise may or may not be required. For those more involved IPD patients or those with cognitive deficits, group exercise may be more beneficial in order to ensure safety, adherence, and socialization.

Recently published evidence-based practice guidelines suggest that four intervention strategies are based on evidence from two or more controlled trials (63). These strategies include: (i) the application of cueing strategies to improve gait, (ii) the application of cognitive movement strategies to improve transfers, (iii) specific exercises to improve balance, and (iv) training of joint mobility and muscle power to improve physical capacity. Clearly, there is much more research needed on clinical interventions for individuals with IPD.
EDUCATION AND COUNSELING

Because the person with IPD may decrease his/her activity level as it becomes more difficult to move or the tremor becomes an embarrassment, it is imperative that the individual and his/her family be educated about the importance of maintaining an active lifestyle. Parkinson’s support groups are organized in larger cities. These groups can be very important in educating the individual and family about the disease, as well as encouraging continued socialization. Exercise groups are often available through these organizations and often include educational presentations. In geographical areas where support groups may not be available, the World Wide Web may be of assistance for those with personal computers in finding virtual support groups and/or information through the various PD associations.

The barriers to exercise can be many for the person with IPD, but the number one barrier may well be the inability to do the activity because of the movement difficulties. When prescribing exercise, careful consideration should be given to the ability of the person and the complexity of the program being prescribed. The more complex the program, the less likely the individual will adhere and exercise compliance may become a problem.

THE FUTURE OF PARKINSON’S DISEASE RESEARCH

GENETICS AND NEUROBIOLOGY

Rapid progress has recently occurred in our understanding of the genetics and neurobiology of IPD. Research has identified several genetic mutations, called PARK mutations, that are related to genetic rather than sporadic or idiopathic forms of IPD. One mutation to the α-synuclein gene may be related to neurotoxicity and is a major constituent in Lewy bodies seen in IPD. Another mutation in PARK 2 suggests that the ubiquitin-proteosome pathway may be involved in IPD. Other mutations implicate oxidative damage and mitochondria in the pathogenesis of IPD (10). This research has led to agents that deal with oxidative stress and the mitochondria, such as coenzyme Q10 (115). New insights provided by genetic forms of IPD and the neurobiology of the disease promise to offer new directions and possible biological interventions in the future.

NEUROPROTECTION

Because IPD is a progressive neurodegenerative disease and current treatment does not stop or delay the disease progression, an important question is whether interventions can be found that will protect against the neural degeneration seen in the disease. To date, no treatment that provides neuroprotection has been found; however, research that examines the role of an intervention as a neuroprotective agent is fraught with difficulties (10). One early issue in this research is that loss of more than 80% of the dopaminergic cells in the striatum occur before clinical symptoms arise. Enrolling patients with even mild, early symptoms may provide a population who still have significant loss of neural cells. Another issue is that interventions that are currently available do offer symptomatic relief. Clinical trials can imply neuroprotection when, in fact, only symptomatic improvements occur. Improvements in clinical trial designs, such as a delayed start, have addressed some of these concerns. Other issues are the variability and the slow progression of the disease. There are insufficient methods to categorize variations in the disease. For example, those who develop IPD in their 80s often have mild symptoms that progresses very slowly, while those who have a young onset in their 30s often have more severe symptoms that progress more rapidly.

With the above limitations in mind, the Committee to Identify Neuroprotective Agents for Parkinson’s (CINAPS) was established by the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke. This evidence-based assessment of various drugs and agents has identified a number of promising candidates (Ravina et al., 2003). Drugs such as amantadine, cyclooxygenase I and II inhibitors, and Ropinirole, as well as agents such as ascorbic acid, caffeine, and nicotine were included. Interestingly, epidemiologic studies have suggested that both caffeine and nicotine use may have neuroprotective effects for developing IPD.

There is also evidence from animal studies of a number of mechanisms that may be neuroprotective (147). An interesting line of this research is whether physical activity can have a neuroprotective effect (118). In an animal model that uses neurotoxin exposure to produce Parkinson-like symptoms, moderate treadmill exercise attenuated the neurochemical loss and produced behavioral sparing (134). Obviously, similar studies on the effects of moderate exercise in people with early IPD will require large clinical trials and significant resources. Indeed, we may see such a trial (or trials) in the near future.

NEURAL IMAGING

Recent advances in neural imaging techniques have allowed studies that could provide images of the brain areas affected by IPD. Clearly, these approaches are important to examine not only responses to intervention but also possible neuroprotection of these interventions. With functional magnetic resonance imaging, human locomotor centers in the brainstem and cerebellum can be studied during brain mental imagery of standing, walking, and running in healthy individuals (53). Although this technique has not been used with people with IPD, the methodology does have promise for future research. Radiotracer-based imaging of nigrostriatal dopamine function may also be a method of monitoring the progression...
of the disease (28). Another method, spatial covariance analysis with \(^{18}\)F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography, detects abnormal patterns of brain metabolism in people with IPD (28). Another radiolabeled methodology, \(^{18}\)F-fluoropropyl-\(\beta\)-CIT, quantifies the dopamine transporter binding in the caudate and putamen—an index of presynaptic nigrostriatal dopaminergic function (28). These methodologies may provide a biomarker to diagnose IPD and related disorders, determine sensitive measures of neuroprotection, and/or identify mechanisms underlying some of the interventions such as exercise.
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In this chapter, the term “spinal cord dysfunction” (SCD) will represent either acquired spinal cord injury (SCI) or spina bifida (SB), both of which involve lesions on the spinal cord. It will not include poliomyelitis, postpolio, or postpolio syndrome (see Chapter 6). Also, because of the continuity of the spinal cord and cauda equina in the spine, SCD will include both injury to the spinal cord itself (part of the central nervous system) and to the cauda equina (part of the peripheral nervous system). The resulting damage to the neural elements within the spinal canal results in impairment or loss of motor and/or sensory function in the trunk and extremities. Depending on the neurologic level and severity of the lesion, SCI may result in (a) “tetraplegia or paresis” (formerly “quadriplegia or paresis”—paralysis or weakness of upper and lower extremities) or (b) “paraplegia or paresis” (paralysis or weakness of the lower extremities).

Spinal cord injury is acquired after birth by trauma to, or disease in, the spinal cord. The resulting compression, contusion, or severance of the spinal cord or the associated spinal arteries cause spinal cord necrosis and dysfunction. This is in contrast to SB, which is a congenital neural tube defect in which the posterior arch of the spine fails to close during the first month of pregnancy. The most severe type of SB with functional consequences is “myelomeningocele,” (1) where the spinal meninges and nerves herniate through an opening in the lumbar or sacral vertebrae, damaging the spinal cord (Fig. 5.1).

EPIDEMIOLOGY

SPINAL CORD INJURY

Most SCIs are acquired from trauma, with approximately 10,000 new SCIs each year in the United States. The incidence of SCI is approximately 30–40/million people in the population, with another 20/million (5,000/yr) not surviving the initial injury. The highest per capita rate of SCI occurs between ages 16 and 30. An estimated 250,000–400,000 people with SCI live in the United States, with about 80% being male. Mean age at time of injury is 33 years (median 26, mode 19).

Causes of traumatic SCI in the United States include motor vehicle accidents (44%), violence (24%), falls (22%), and sports (8%). An undetermined number also acquire SCI from diseases such as tumor, infection, and thrombosis. Approximately 50% of SCIs involve the cervical spine, 25% thoracic, 20% lumbar, and 5% sacral. About 45% of SCIs are “complete” with total loss of sensorimotor and autonomic function below the injury level. The remaining 55% are “incomplete” with partial loss. This proportion is increasing with improved emergency medical treatment. Approximately half of all SCIs result in tetraplegia, and this proportion increases with the age at onset (2,3).

SPINA BIFIDA

In the United States, SB occurs in about 0.6 per 1,000 live births and is steadily declining. At least 2,000 children with SB are born annually in the United States. Incidence is greatest among Hispanic Americans, lower among white Americans, and lowest among African Americans. About 80% of SB cases involve myelomeningocele (1).

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

SPINAL CORD INJURY

Spinal cord injury results in impairment or loss of motor, sensory function or both in the trunk or extremities owing to damage to the neural elements within the spinal canal. Injury to the cervical segments (C1–C8) or the highest thoracic segment (T1) causes tetraplegia/paresis, with impairment of the arms, trunk, legs, and pelvic organs (bladder, bowels, and sexual organs). Injury to the thoracic segments T2–T12 causes paraplegia/paresis, with impairment to the trunk, legs, and/or pelvic organs. Injury to the lumbar or sacral segments of the cauda equina (L1–S4) impairs the legs and/or pelvic organs. The neurologic level and completeness of injury determines the degree of impairment. See Figure 5.2 for an illustration of spinal cord segmental innervation of muscles and other organs (4,5). The American Spinal Injury Association (ASIA) Impairment Scale in Table 5.1 is used...
to grade the degree of impairment or completeness at a given level (6,7).

Physiologic impairment from either acquired or congenital SCI can include sensory loss, muscular paralysis, and sympathetic nervous system impairment. These frequently have an impact on the magnitude and quality of acute physiologic responses to exercise and the ultimate trainability of the person with SCI. Basic anatomic and physiologic impairments and residual functions are often summarized by physicians on the form shown in Figure 5.3 (6,7).

**FIGURE 5.1:** Lumbar myelomeingocele with spinal nerves and meninges protruding from the newborn's spine.

**FIGURE 5.2:** Segmental innervation of some key muscles and organs in spinal cord dysfunction.

**TABLE 5.1. AMERICAN SPINAL INJURY ASSOCIATION (ASIA) IMPAIRMENT SCALE FOR ASSESSING THE SEVERITY OF SPINAL CORD INJURY (6,7)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Complete. No sensory or motor function is preserved in the sacral segments S4-S5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Incomplete. Sensory but no motor function is preserved below the neurologic level and extends through the sacral segments S4-S5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Incomplete. Motor function is preserved below the neurologic level, and most key muscles below the neurologic level have a manual muscle test grade &lt;3 out of 5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Incomplete. Motor function is preserved below the neurologic level, and most key muscles below the neurologic level have a manual muscle test grade ≥3 out of 5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Normal. Sensory and motor function is normal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Six major SCI syndromes are recognized (7), usually associated with incomplete SCI or low-level paraplegia.

- **Brown-Sequard syndrome** is an incomplete spinal cord lesion resulting in relatively greater ipsilateral proprioceptive and motor loss and contralateral loss of sensitivity to pinprick and temperature.

- **Central cord syndrome** results from cervical cord lesion, spares sacral sensory function, and produces greater weakness in the upper limbs than in the lower limbs.

- **Posterior cord syndrome** is caused by a posterior lesion to the spinal cord and produces loss of pinprick and temperature sensation, but largely preserves motor function and proprioception.

- **Anterior cord syndrome** is a condition where blood supply to the anterior spinal cord is reduced and results in profound motor loss, but may spare light touch and pressure sensation.

- **Conus medullaris syndrome** is an injury to the sacral cord (conus) and lumbar nerve roots within the spinal canal, usually resulting in an areflexic bladder, bowel, and lower limbs.

- **Cauda equina syndrome** is an injury to the lumbar-sacral nerve roots within the neural canal, resulting in an areflexic bladder, bowel, and lower limbs.

**Immediate Neurologic Consequences of SCI**

1. Sensorimotor and autonomic function: (a) normal function above neurologic level of lesion, (b) impaired function (flaccid paralysis) at the level of lesion, (c) impaired function (spastic paralysis) below the level of lesion—according to myotome and dermatome diagrams (Figs. 5.2 and 5.3).

2. Expected levels of functional independence varies by level of lesion (8):
   - **Tetraplegia**: impaired lower and upper body function, impaired cardiac and adrenal sympathetic
innervation, vasomotor paralysis, susceptibility to hypotension and autonomic dysreflexia, impaired cough.

- Paraplegia: impaired lower body function.

3. Spastic or flaccid bladder requires catheterization or urinary collection system for emptying and management; risk of urinary incontinence.

4. Bowel constipation; risk of bowel incontinence.

5. Bone demineralization or osteoporosis; risk of fracture.

Secondary Conditions and SCI

Secondary medical conditions may further compromise the health and function of persons with SCI as they age. These conditions generally increase with time since SCI. The most prevalent secondary conditions are chronic pain, problematic spasticity, depression, obesity, urinary tract infections, and pressure sores (9–12). Many years of dependence on the upper extremities for daily activities (wheelchair or crutch use, and transfers) makes the shoulders, elbows, and wrists susceptible to overuse injury; tendon inflammation, joint degeneration, and pain. Severe spasticity can cause joint contractures and loss of range of motion. Paralysis of abdominal (expiratory) musculature impairs cough and increases susceptibility to respiratory infections. Frequent bladder infections and use of antibiotics can lead to kidney damage and systemic infection. Inactivity, dyslipidemia, insulin resistance, and hypertension put long-surviving persons with SCD at risk for cardio- and cerebrovascular disease.

Exercise-related Consequences of SCI

Spinal cord injury can result in two major exercise-related problems: (a) reduced ability to perform large-muscle group aerobic exercise voluntarily (i.e., without using functional electrical stimulation leg cycle ergometry [FES-LCE] with paralyzed leg muscles), and (b) the inability to stimulate the autonomic and cardiovascular systems to support higher rates of aerobic metabolism (15,16). Therefore, catecholamine production by the adrenal medullae, skeletal muscle venous pump, and thermoregulation (17) may be impaired, which restricts exercise cardiac output (CO) to subnormal levels. Hopman et al. (18) examined the properties of the venous vasculature in the lower extremities in persons with paraplegia. Compared with non-SCI subjects, they noted lower venous distensibility and capacity and higher venous flow resistance. They attributed these to vascular adaptations to inactivity and muscle atrophy rather than the effect of an inoperable leg muscle pump and sympathetic denervation.

Common secondary complications during exercise, especially in persons with tetraplegia, may include limited positive cardiac chronotropy and inotropy, excessive venous pooling, venous atrophy, orthostatic and exercise hypotension, exercise intolerance, and autonomic dysreflexia. This latter condition is a syndrome resulting from mass activation of autonomic reflexes causing extreme hypertension, headache, bradycardia, flushing, gooseflesh, unusual sweating, shivering, or nasal congestion.

Tetraplegia usually results in a sedentary lifestyle with profound deconditioning of many physiologic systems. This exacerbates mobility impairment, bone demineralization, myocardial and skeletal muscle atrophy, and changes in body composition, such as decreased lean body mass, body water content, blood volume, and increased percentage of body fat (19).

SPINA BIFIDA

Immediate Neurologic Consequences of SB

Infants with SB generally have surgery within 24 hours of birth to close the spinal malformation to minimize the risk of infection and prevent further neurologic damage. About 80% of SB affects the lumbosacral nerve roots (1), resulting in damage to the lumbar or sacral segments of the cauda equina from L1 to S4. As with SCI at the same neurologic level, SB usually results in sensorimotor and autonomic impairment to the legs, pelvic organs (bladder, bowels, and sexual organs), or both. The exact neurologic level and completeness of injury determines the degree of impairment (Figs. 5.2 and 5.3). Also as with SCI, the ASIA Impairment Scale in Table 5.1 can be used to grade the degree of impairment or completeness in SB at a given level.

A frequent complication of SB is “hydrocephalus” (an abnormal accumulation of cerebrospinal fluid [CSF] in the cavities of the brain, which can lead to increased intracranial pressure and progressive enlargement of the head, convulsion, and mental disability) occurring in about 90% of individuals with SB (1). SB impairs proper absorption and drainage of CSF and allows excessive accumulation of CSF in the ventricles of the brain. If ineffectively treated or left untreated, hydrocephalus compresses the brain and causes brain damage and permanent cognitive impairment and learning disabilities. Most people with SB have a plastic shunt implanted to drain CSF from the ventricles of the brain under the skin into the chest or abdomen. Shunts will fail if they become obstructed; people with SB typically have their failed shunt replaced twice in their lifetime.

Presence of the Arnold-Chiari malformation, a displacement of the cerebellar tonsils and the medulla through the foramen magnum, may result in compression of the brainstem and cerebellum (1). Symptoms in children or adolescents may include neck pain, changes in sensorimotor function, or problems with swallowing, speech, or breathing. The only treatment is surgical decompression. Some may exhibit cerebellar dysfunction with dysmetria, fine motor incoordination, tremors, nystagmus, and ataxic gait. These individuals may experience difficulty with fine motor skills.

Spinal cord function must be closely monitored in people with SB. Changes in muscle tone or strength,
rapidly progressing scoliosis, or changes in bowel or bladder function may indicate the presence of “hydromyelia” or “tethered cord” (1). In hydromyelia (or syringomyelia), a fluid cavity develops in the central canal of the spinal cord that further impairs neurologic function. It could develop at any time or level, requiring surgical shunting of fluid. Spinal cord tethering is stretching of the spinal cord with longitudinal growth of the spine or with movement or exercise. When this occurs, surgical correction of tethering is necessary to prevent further spinal cord damage and loss of neurologic function.

**Secondary Conditions and SB**

Unlike most people with SCI, SB survivors endure their condition over their entire life span. By the time children with SB reach adulthood, they usually have had multiple orthopedic and neurologic surgeries that can compromise long-term functional status. If children with SB have walked with assistive devices for years, stress and strain on spinal and lower-extremity joints may require several orthopedic surgeries to correct deformities, such as scoliosis, hip subluxation or dislocation, Achilles tendon contracture, and muscle imbalance (1). Scoliosis is reported to occur in 80% of people with SB and is treated often with spinal fusion. Similarly, lifelong wheelchair users may acquire upper-extremity overuse syndromes, such as carpal tunnel syndrome, tendinitis, and arthritis, further impairing their mobility. Osteoporosis is common in children and adults with flaccid paralysis of the lower extremities who use wheelchairs. Thus, they are vulnerable to painless fractures with symptoms, such as local redness, deformity, or fever.

As with those with SCI, many people with SB need to pay close attention to skin care and hygiene. If the skin over the ischial tuberosities, greater trochanters, or sacrum is insensitive, then frequent weight shifts, push-ups, seat cushioning, pressure relief, and cleanliness are necessary to prevent pressure sores on these areas. Also, chronic urinary tract infections over a lifetime may cause renal damage and failure, especially if bacteria become antibiotic-resistant.

Obesity is particularly prevalent as children with SB reach adolescence. Many children with SB are highly mobile with weight-bearing ambulation using braces and crutches. However, during adolescence, weight gain frequently interferes with, and precludes, efficient upright ambulation, forcing the person to use a manual wheelchair for mobility. This encourages further weight gain, inactivity, and the vicious cycle of deconditioning and declining health and functional independence. Wheelchair use also exposes the person to unusually high upper-extremity stresses, increasing his or her susceptibility to upper-extremity repetitive motion disorders. Special attention should be paid to weight management throughout adolescence and adulthood.

About 30% of persons with SB frequently have mild-to-moderate cognitive and learning disabilities necessitating special education (20). Many have low self-esteem, immature social skills, lack of initiative, and depression that make independent living difficult. Lifelong guidance, support, and medical or therapeutic follow-up may be necessary to maintain independence in the community.

**Exercise-related Consequences of SB**

If extensive lower-extremity paralysis is present, SB can result in reduced ability to perform large-muscle-group aerobic exercise voluntarily. Consequently, FES will not reactivate flaccidly paralyzed gluteal, hamstring, and quadriceps muscle groups; therefore, FES is not usually an option unless the neurologic level of lesion is above L1. During aerobic exercise testing and training, ambulatory people with SB can probably walk or jog on a treadmill. On the other hand, people with SB who primarily use wheelchairs for mobility will require an exercise mode involving wheelchair treadmill exercise, wheelchair ergometry (WERG), arm-crank ergometry (ACE), upper body ergometry (UBE), or combined arm and leg ergometry to elicit maximal physiologic responses.

Therapeutic exercises are recommended to maintain balanced strength and flexibility in the upper extremities. These are intended to help prevent upper-extremity overuse syndromes, such as nerve entrapment syndromes and degenerative joint disease, in lifelong wheelchair or crutch users (21).

About 70% of people with SB have an allergic hypersensitivity to latex (natural rubber) (1). Therefore, they should not touch exercise, clinical, or research equipment made of, or covered with, latex (e.g., elastic bands or tubing, rubber-coated dumbbells, latex gloves, blood pressure cuffs). If latex touches their skin or mucous membranes or enters their circulation, they react with watery eyes, wheezing, hives, rash, swelling, and, in severe cases, life-threatening anaphylaxis.

Poor fitness and low physical activity have been documented among adults and youth with SCD (22,23). Compared with peers with disability, adolescents with SCD have 27% lower handgrip strength, 47% greater skinfold thicknesses (i.e., higher body fatness), 65% lower VO2 peak (16 versus 40 mL/kg/min), and very slow long-distance mobility times (24,25).

**CLINICAL EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY**

**ACUTE RESPONSES TO EXERCISE**

**Spinal Cord Injury**

Table 5.2 summarizes representative physiologic responses during rest and peak arm ergometry (ACE or WERG) in two relatively large samples of adults with SCI. The data from Morrison et al. (26) are from subjects...
TABLE 5.2A. MEAN ± SD PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF 94 (ASIA CLASS A-B) ADULTS WITH SPINAL CORD INJURY, 6 WEEKS AFTER DISCHARGE FROM REHABILITATION, DURING REST AND PEAK ARM ERGOMETRY (25)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rest</th>
<th>Tetraplegia</th>
<th>High Paraplegia</th>
<th>Low Paraplegia</th>
<th>Peak Arm Ergometry</th>
<th>Tetraplegia</th>
<th>High Paraplegia</th>
<th>Low Paraplegia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HR (bpm)</td>
<td>83 ± 16</td>
<td>92 ± 19</td>
<td>97 ± 14</td>
<td>117 ± 16</td>
<td>152 ± 29</td>
<td>161 ± 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBP (mm Hg)</td>
<td>98 ± 16</td>
<td>104 ± 12</td>
<td>119 ± 13</td>
<td>95 ± 22</td>
<td>107 ± 30</td>
<td>140 ± 19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP (mm Hg)</td>
<td>66 ± 13</td>
<td>72 ± 11</td>
<td>79 ± 11</td>
<td>65 ± 14</td>
<td>67 ± 13</td>
<td>81 ± 15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\dot{V}O_2) (mL/kg/min)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>8.3 ± 2.9</td>
<td>8.9 ± 2.6</td>
<td>13.5 ± 3.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V_e) (L/min)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>30 ± 12</td>
<td>36 ± 11</td>
<td>46 ± 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPE (6–20)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>17 ± 2</td>
<td>17 ± 2</td>
<td>17 ± 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO (W)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>34 ± 11</td>
<td>51 ± 15</td>
<td>63 ± 16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean age = 30 ± 10 yr (range = 16–58): M, male; F, female.
Tetraplegia (C6–C8): n = 24; 20 M, 4 F; mean ± SD body mass ± 71 ± 13 kg
High-lesion Paraplegia (T1–T5): n = 15; 15 M, 13 F; mean ± SD body mass ± 79 ± 10 kg
Low-lesion Paraplegia (T6–L2): n = 55; 42 M, 13 F; mean ± SD body mass ± 71 ± 18 kg

TABLE 5.2B. MEAN ± SD \(\dot{V}O_2\)peak (mL/kg/min) FOR 72 WOMEN AND MEN WITH LONG-STANDING SCI (26)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Females</th>
<th>Males</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TETRAPLEGIA (C5–C8)</td>
<td>HIGH PARAPLEGIA (T1–T6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\dot{V}O_2)peak</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\dot{V}O_2)peak</td>
<td>14 ± 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

who were 6 months after discharge from SCI rehabilitation. Notable differences among groups with different lesion levels are (a) blunted tachycardia in subjects with tetraplegia, (b) lack of pressor response and very low \(\dot{V}O_2\)peak in subjects with tetraplegia and high-lesion paraplegia, (c) inverse relationship between lesion level and peak power output (PO), and (d) substantial variability of most responses. Also in Table 5.2, the data of Hjeltnes and Jansen (27) are from persons with long-standing SCI i.e., 4–16 years after SCI. Mean \(\dot{V}O_2\)peak was substantially higher than in the Morrison et al. study (26). Higher \(\dot{V}O_2\)peak was also strongly associated with higher functional mobility and lower incidence of secondary conditions, such as chronic pain, spasticity, urinary tract infection, and osteoporosis.

Stewart et al. (28) completed a factor analysis of physiologic and functional data on 102 subjects with SCI from the study by Morrison et al. (26). They concluded that the predominant fitness factor was “aerobic fitness and muscle strength/endurance” as indicated by high loadings on several peak physiologic responses, followed by “blood pressure” (maintenance) and “general health.”

Raymond et al. (29) compared cardiorespiratory responses during ACE to those during combined ACE and FES-leg cycle ergometry (FEC-LCE) (“hybrid exercise”) in seven subjects with T4–T12 paraplegia. FES-LCE involved 18% (35 versus 30 W) higher PO than ACE alone. Compared with ACE alone, submaximal steady-state ACE + FES-LCE elicited 25% higher \(\dot{V}O_2\) (1.58 versus 1.26 L/min), 13% lower heart rate (HR) (132 versus 149 bpm), and 42% higher \(O_2\) pulse (\(\dot{V}O_2/HR\), 12.2 versus 8.6 L/b), with no differences in \(V_e\) expired ventilatory rate or respiratory exchange ratio. These results demonstrate that during submaximal or maximal exercise, a greater metabolic stress is elicited during combined arm and leg ergometry compared with arm ergometry. The higher cardiac stroke volume (SV) observed during submaximal combined arm and leg ergometry in the absence of any difference in HR implies reduced venous pooling and higher cardiac volume loading. These results suggest that training incorporating both arm and leg muscles may be more effective in improving aerobic fitness in people with paraplegia than ACE alone.

Haisma et al. (30) critically reviewed the literature on physical capacity in people with SCI who use wheelchairs. Weighted means were calculated for various fitness parameters in subgroups. In tetraplegia the mean \(\dot{V}O_2\)peak was 0.89 L/min for WERG and 0.87 for ACE or hand-cycling.
The PO_{peak} was 26 W for WERG and 40 W for ACE. In paraplegia the mean VO_{2peak} was 2.10 L/min for WERG and 1.51 for ACE, and the PO_{peak} was 74 W for WERG and 85 W for ACE. In paraplegia, muscle strength of the upper body and respiratory function were comparable to that in the general population. In tetraplegia, muscle strength varied greatly and respiratory function was reduced to 55%–59% of predicted values for the general population matched for age, sex, and height. Physical capacity in SCI is clearly reduced and varies greatly by population and methodologic differences. Haisma et al. (30) contend that standardized measurement of physical capacity is needed to further develop comparative values for clinical practice and rehabilitation research.

Paraplegia

In persons with paraplegia, the primary neuromuscular effect is paralysis of the lower body, precluding exercise modes, such as walking, running, and voluntary leg cycling. Therefore, the upper body must be used for all voluntary activities of daily living (ADLs) and exercise: arm cranking, wheelchair propulsion, and ambulation with orthotic devices and crutches. The most common clinical exercise modes for exercise testing of persons with paraplegia are ACE and WERG. ACE is believed to be the more general exercise stressor and less likely to be influenced by the specific wheelchair skill of the user. It is the most available and standardized instrumentation for upper body exercise testing. WERG is specific to wheelchair propulsion, and if the person’s own everyday or sports or racing wheelchair can be used for testing, it is also highly specific to the wheelchair task. WERGs are constructed by research laboratories and can take the form of a standardized wheelchair linked with a flywheel or rollers (31–33), or a wheelchair on a wide treadmill (34).

In paraplegia, the proportionally smaller active upper body muscle mass typically restricts peak values of PO, VO_{2}, and CO to approximately one-half of those expected for maximal leg exercise in individuals without SCI (16). Additionally, “circulatory hypokinesis,” a reduced CO for any given VO_{2}, has been reported by several investigators. Presumably, this condition is caused by a lack of the leg muscle pump to assist venous return during exercise, excessive venous pooling owing to vasomotor paralysis, excessive skin perfusion to aid thermoregulation (35), or subnormal blood volume (36). The effect of this condition would be to impair delivery of O_{2} and nutrients to, and removal of, metabolites and CO_{2} from working muscles, facilitating muscle fatigue.

The most active people with SCI can achieve high upper body fitness levels. Veeger et al. (37) reported that the average PO_{peak}, HR_{peak}, and VO_{2peak} of 17 elite adult wheelchair athletes (basketball and track and field) were 93 W, 184 bpm, and 2.8 L/min (40 mL/kg/min) during maximal wheelchair treadmill exercise.

Tetraplegia

In persons with tetraplegia, the pathologic effects on neuromuscular and autonomic function are more extensive than with paraplegia. The active upper body muscle mass will be partially paralyzed, and the sympathetic nervous system may be completely separated from control by the brain. Upper body PO, VO_{2}, and CO are typically reduced to approximately one-half to one-third of those levels seen in individuals with paraplegia (38–40). In the upright sitting posture, peak HR, CO, SV, and arterial blood pressure (BP) are often subnormal for given levels of VO_{2} (41–43). Furthermore, strenuous exercise may not be tolerated because of orthostatic and exercise hypotension, which may produce overt symptoms of dizziness, nausea, and so on (44,45). Peak HRs for persons with tetraplegia typically do not exceed approximately 125 bpm owing to small exercising muscle mass, impaired sympathetic adrenal and cardiac innervation, and vagal cardiac dominance (16).

Posture of subjects with tetraplegia affects peak hemodynamic and metabolic responses to ACE. Figoni et al. (46) compared peak physiologic responses in supine versus upright sitting postures in 11 subjects with tetraplegia. Supine posture produced higher PO by 39%, VO_{2} by 26%, CO by 20%, and SV by 14%, although mean arterial pressure was lower (75 versus 83 mm Hg). Pitetti et al. (34) observed higher peak VO_{2}, pulmonary minute ventilation (V_{E}), and PO during ACE and higher VO_{2peak} during treadmill wheelchair exercise in 10 men with tetraplegia using an anti-G suit to compress the abdomen and legs. Hopman et al. (47) also found 12% higher VO_{2peak} during supine ACE in five men with tetraplegia. These support the concept that excessive lower body venous pooling limits maximal arm exercise performance in this population with severe autonomic impairment.

Ready (48) studied acute responses of athletes with tetraplegia during prolonged ACE at 75% VO_{2peak} and found no changes in HR or skin or rectal temperatures across 10 exercise stages. They attributed the surprising lack of “cardiovascular drift” to lack of adequate muscle mass to increase body temperature and lack of skin vasodilation to compete with CO, thus maintaining a more stable SV.

Hooker et al. (49) compared acute physiologic responses of eight subjects with tetraplegia performing moderate-intensity voluntary ACE, FES-LCE, and hybrid exercise. Although each mode elicited a VO_{2} of 0.66 L/min separately, the POs used to elicit this metabolic response were very different (arms 19 W versus legs 2 W). This indicates markedly lower efficiency of FES-LCE compared with voluntary ACE. Compared with ACE or FES-LCE, hybrid exercise elicited higher levels of VO_{2} (by 54%), V_{E} (by 33%–53%), HR (by 19%–33%), and CO (by 33%–47%). Total peripheral vascular resistance during hybrid exercise was also lower (by 21%–34%). Compared
with ACE, FES-LCE and hybrid exercise produced higher SV by 41%–56%.

Takahashi et al. (50) investigated hemodynamic responses during isometric exercise in 6 men with ASIA A (complete) tetraplegia using a Modelflow method simulating aortic input impedance from arterial blood pressure waveform. CO increased during exercise with no or slight decrease in SV. Mean arterial pressure increased one-third above the control pressor response, but total peripheral vascular resistance did not rise at all during static exercise, indicating that pressor response is determined by the increase in CO. They concluded that sympathetic decentralization causes both absent peripheral vasoconstriction and a decreased capacity to increase HR, especially at the onset of exercise, and that the cardiovascular adjustment during voluntary static arm exercise is mainly accomplished by increasing cardiac pump output by means of tachycardia controlled by intact cardiac vagal outflow.

**Spina Bifida**

Few investigators have reported physiologic responses to exercise in children or adults with SB. Krebs et al. (51) observed the cardiorespiratory and perceptual or cognitive responses to a 6-minute bout of moderate calisthenics in a small group of children 9–12 years of age with SB. Besides normal increases in HR, \( V_{E} \), respiratory rate, and tidal volume, they noted acute improvements in peripheral vision, learning, and memory. Agre et al. (52) conducted aerobic and strength testing on 33 children and adolescents, ages 10–15 years, with SB of various functional levels. As shown in Table 5.3, peak \( V_{O2} \), HR, and \( V_{E} \) during walking or wheeling treadmill exercise varied inversely with functional level. Overall, the data suggest that people with SB respond similarly to people with SCI with comparable functional status.

**TRAINING RESPONSES**

**Spinal Cord Injury**

Activities of daily living for (self-care and mobility) those with SCI have been shown to require only 15%–24% of their \( H R_{res} \). This level of exertion is insufficient for developing physical fitness in people with SCD (53,54). The exception was propulsion of a manual wheelchair up inclines or crutch walking, which elicited 50% \( H R_{res} \), the equivalent to moderate to high exercise intensity. After acute inpatient SCI rehabilitation (mean of 76 days for paraplegia, 96 days for tetraplegia), the mean aerobic fitness (\( V_{O2peak} \)) plateaued and remained stable for at least 8 weeks (27).

Arm exercise training adaptations are believed to be primarily peripheral (muscular) in nature and may include increased muscular strength and endurance of the arm musculature in the exercise modes used. These may result in 10%–60% improvements in peak PO and \( V_{O2} \) and an enhanced sense of well-being. Central cardiovascular adaptations to exercise training, such as increased maximal SV or CO, have not yet been documented (55), however, suggesting that increases in \( V_{O2peak} \) are probably not caused by central cardiovascular limitations, but increases in muscular strength, anaerobic metabolism, and \( O_2 \) absorption or utilization by trained muscle tissue. Physiologic effects of exercise training in SCI subjects are well summarized by Devillard et al. (56). Valent et al. (57) attempted a meta-analysis of upper-body exercise on the physical capacity in SCI. In 14 articles of acceptable quality, the mean ± SD increase in peak \( V_{O2} \) and PO following training was 17.6 ± 11.2% and 26.1 ± 15.6%, respectively. Representative training studies are discussed below.

**Arm Ergometry**

Since 1973, several investigators have reported a variety of training effects of ACE or WERG in persons with SCI. Knutsson et al. (58) trained one group of SCI patients during initial rehabilitation with ACE 4–5 days/wk for 6 weeks. A second similar group trained with calisthenics. Both groups increased ACE \( PO_{peak} \) by about 40%.

Nilsson et al. (59) trained 12 people with paraplegia for 7 weeks with both ACE and resistance training. Subjects increased their \( V_{O2peak} \) significantly by 0.20 L/min (10%), muscular strength by 16%, and muscular endurance (bench press) by 80%.

Davis et al. (55) compared training responses of nine men with SCI paraplegia in those with five controls without SCI. After 16 weeks of ACE exercise, HRs of trained individuals were 9 bpm lower during isometric handgrip effort (30% of maximal voluntary contraction for 3 minutes), with a substantial (20%) and decrease of rate-pressure product. Despite a significant increase of \( V_{O2peak} \) (19% and 31% after 8 and 16 weeks, respectively), left ventricular mass and dimensions and indices of left ventricular volumes and function were unchanged (55).

**TABLE 5.3. MEAN ±SD PEAK PHYSIOLOGIC RESPONSES AND USUAL WALKING SPEED OF CHILDREN WITH SPINA BIFIDA DURING TREADMILL WALKING OR WHEELING (48)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FUNCTIONAL LEVEL</th>
<th>( V_{O2} ) (mL/kg/min)</th>
<th>HR (bpm)</th>
<th>( V_{E} ) (L/min)</th>
<th>USUAL SPEED (km/hr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L2 and above (n = 6)</td>
<td>17.7 ± 3.8</td>
<td>167 ± 9</td>
<td>32.6 ± 6.7</td>
<td>1.9 (n = 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3-L4 (n = 7)</td>
<td>20.2 ± 3.8</td>
<td>172 ± 9</td>
<td>36.4 ± 6.7</td>
<td>3.5 ± 0.6 (n = 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L5-S (n = 17)</td>
<td>29.6 ± 2.2</td>
<td>186 ± 5</td>
<td>49.1 ± 3.8</td>
<td>3.9 ± 0.3 (n = 16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No motor deficit (n = 3)</td>
<td>41.6 ± 5.3</td>
<td>202 ± 12</td>
<td>63.6 ± 9.4</td>
<td>4.8 ± 0.7 (n = 3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ventricular performance at rest were unchanged by training. SVs were increased by 12%–16% after training during submaximal and maximal ACE, with a trend toward higher COpeak. A short period of arm training was apparently insufficient to induce cardiac hypertrophy. An increase in SV with a decreased rate-pressure product, but no change in indices of left ventricular performance, implies improved myocardial efficiency. Possible explanations are a greater strength of the trained arms and increased cardiac preload.

Davis and Shephard (60) examined cardiorespiratory responses to four patterns of ACE training (50% or 70% VO2peak, 20 or 40-min/session, 3 sessions/wk, 24 weeks) in 24 initially inactive subjects with paraplegia. Training was associated with a significant increase of the VO2peak during ACE tests, except in control subjects and those combining a low intensity (50% peak) with short-duration training (20 min/session). There were also increases in SV during submaximal exercise. They suggest that the performance of inactive wheelchair users is limited by a pooling of blood in paralyzed regions, with a reduction of cardiac preload.

Based on the demonstrated hemodynamic advantages of arm exercise in the supine posture for people with tetraplegia (44), McLean and Skinner (61) conducted a 10-week training study to compare training responses in each posture. Seven subjects with tetraplegia used ACE in the upright sitting posture, whereas another seven subjects used the supine posture. Both posture groups improved comparably: 0.08 L/min increase in V. O2peak, 20 or 40-min/session, 3 sessions/wk, 24 weeks) in 24 initially inactive subjects with paraplegia. Training was associated with a significant increase of the VO2peak during ACE tests, except in control subjects and those combining a low intensity (50% peak) with short-duration training (20 min/session). There were also increases in SV during submaximal exercise. They suggest that the performance of inactive wheelchair users is limited by a pooling of blood in paralyzed regions, with a reduction of cardiac preload.

Several studies have documented physiologic training effects of FES-LCE. Hooker et al. (63) trained 18 subjects with SCI for 12 weeks with FES-LCE and noted higher posttraining peak PO (+45%), VO2 (+23%), V̇E (+27%), HR (+11%), and CO (+13%) and lower total peripheral resistance (−14%). Nash et al. (64) trained eight subjects with tetraplegia using FES leg cycle ergometry for 6 months and noted reversal of echocardiographically determined myocardial atrophy with the increased volume load during exercise (65). Faghi et al. (66) reported FES-LCE training responses on seven subjects with tetraplegia and six subjects with paraplegia. Twelve weeks of LCE training resulted in a 270% increase in 30-minute training PO (4.6 versus 17.3 W). Resting HR, SBP, and SV increased in subjects with tetraplegia (suggesting more cardiovascular stability), whereas they decreased in subjects with paraplegia. SBP, DBP, and MAP responses decreased during submaximal exercise in both groups. Janssen et al. (67) have summarized the training effects and clinical efficacy of FES-LCE. Although many studies have documented physiologic training effects, no randomized, controlled clinical trials have been conducted to determine efficacy or effectiveness of FES-LCE for improving health or functional status.

**Combined Arm and Leg (Hybrid) Ergometry**

Two groups have trained SCI subjects using voluntary ACE combined with FES-LCE (hybrid exercise). Figoni et al. (68) trained 14 subjects with tetraplegia for 12 weeks on a hybrid ergometer and observed the following increases in peak responses: PO by 18% (40 versus 47 W), VO2 by 18% (1.28 versus 1.51 L/min), and V̇E by 36% (49 versus 66 L/min). No changes in peak cardiovascular responses (HR, SV, CO, or BP) were observed. Thijsen et al. (69) studied arterial adaptations resulting from 6 weeks of hybrid FES training in 9 subjects with SCI. They found increases in resting and peak blood flow, resting arterial diameter, and flow-mediated diameter in the femoral artery. Six weeks of detraining reversed changes in blood flows, vascular resistance, and femoral diameter (but not flow-mediated diameter) within 1 week.

**Resistnace Training**

Cooney and Walker (70) trained 10 SCI subjects (with tetra- or paraplegia) with hydraulic resistance exercise (3 sessions/wk, 9 weeks, 60–90 HRpeak). Mean peak PO and VO2 during ACE increased 28% and 37%, respectively. Also, Jacobs et al. (71) tested the effects of circuit resistance training on peak upper-body cardiorespiratory endurance and muscle strength in 10 men with T5–L1 SCI paraplegia. Subjects completed 12 weeks of training, using isoinertial resistance exercises on a multistation gym and high-speed, low-resistance ACE. Peak ACE tests, upper-extremity isoinertial strength testing, and testing of upper-extremity isokinetic strength were all performed before and after training. Subjects increased peak VO2 and PO by 30%. Increases in isoinertial muscular strength ranged from 12% to 30%. Increases in isokinetic strength were also observed for shoulder internal rotation, extension, abduction, adduction, and horizontal adduction.

Improper upper-extremity resistance training can induce or aggravate shoulder pain in SCI persons. However, Nash et al. (72) reported both increases in upper-body muscular strength, endurance, and anaerobic power and decreases in shoulder pain resulting from 4 months of circuit resistance training in 7 middle-aged men with thoracic paraplegia. The training involved alternating high-resistance exercises and high-speed, low-resistance arm exercises. Two randomized controlled trials (73,74) have demonstrated the efficacy of therapeutic shoulder exercises for decreasing shoulder pain.

**FES Leg Cycle Ergometry (FES-LCE)**

Several studies have documented physiologic training effects of FES-LCE. Hooker et al. (63) trained 18 subjects with SCI for 12 weeks with FES-LCE and noted higher posttraining peak PO (+45%), VO2 (+23%), V̇E (+27%), HR (+11%), and CO (+13%) and lower total peripheral resistance (−14%). Nash et al. (64) trained eight subjects with tetraplegia using FES leg cycle ergometry for 6 months and noted reversal of echocardiographically determined myocardial atrophy with the increased volume load during exercise (65). Faghi et al. (66) reported FES-LCE training responses on seven subjects with tetraplegia and six subjects with paraplegia. Twelve weeks of LCE training resulted in a 270% increase in 30-minute training PO (4.6 versus 17.3 W). Resting HR, SBP, and SV increased in subjects with tetraplegia (suggesting more
in adults with SCI and SB. Both programs involved home-based exercises to stretch anterior shoulder musculature and to strengthen posterior shoulder musculature.

**Mixed Fitness Training**

Hicks et al. (75) conducted a randomized controlled trial of mixed fitness training (aerobic and resistance exercises for 9 months, twice weekly) with a diverse group of 23 men and women (ages 19-65 years, SCI levels C4-L1, ASIA A-D). The training intervention primarily used ACE, pulley and free weights, and accessible Equalizer weight machines. Compared with an educational intervention control group (n = 13), the exercise training group significantly increased submaximal ACE power output by 81% and 1-RM strength in upper body muscle groups (19%-34%). The training group also reported less pain, stress, and depression after training and scored higher than the control group on indices of satisfaction with physical function, perceived health, and quality of life.

**Body Weight Supported Treadmill Training (BWSTT)**

Early animal studies examining recovery of hindlimb stepping after complete low thoracic SCI have evolved into human trials. An experimental training method for persons with SCI involves manual positioning of the legs by therapists or robotic devices while subjects perform limb-loaded stepping movements on a treadmill with their body weight partially suspended by a harness, with or without electrical stimulation of paralyzed muscles. Several reports describe subjects with complete and incomplete SCI recovering therapeutic or functional levels of ambulation (76,77). Nash et al. (78) demonstrated in a case report that robotically assisted BWSTT can induce slight acute increases in metabolic rate (by 2.4 metabolic equivalents [METs]) and HR (by 17 bpm). The potential for BWSTT to improve fitness and health in selected SCI individuals is largely undocumented. Dobkin et al. (79) reported a recent clinical trial to compare the functional outcomes of BWSTT with conventional ambulation training and concluded no differences between the interventions in persons with incomplete SCI.

**Spina Bifida**

**Arm Ergometry**

Ekblom and Lundberg (80) trained 10 adolescents (7 SB and 3 SCI, mean age 17 years, 6 female and 4 male) with wheelchair exercise (30 min/session, 2-3 sessions/wk, 6 weeks). Although VO_{2peak} (1.1 L/min) did not change, PO_{2peak} increased by 5.5 W (10%) to 60 W.

**Resistance Training**

Although no resistance exercise training studies are published that utilized adults with only SB, a few small-scale studies have documented training responses of children or adolescents with SB. Andrade et al. (25) found that a 10-week exercise program significantly increased cardiovascular fitness, isometric muscle strength, and self-concept in eight children with SB compared with control children. Also, O’Connell and Barnhart (81) resistance-trained three children (ages 4, 5, and 16) with thoracic SC. Training consisted of seven upper body exercises using free weights: 30 min/session, 3 sets × 6-repetition maximum (RM), 3 sessions/wk for 9 weeks. All children improved 6-RM muscular strength by 70%-300%, 50-m dash time by 20%, and 12-min wheelchair propulsion distance by 29%. Thus, similar to youth without SCD, resistance training improves strength and general fitness.

**PHysical Examination**

To design a program for the participant with SCD adequately, a systematic neurologic examination of the sensory and motor function is required. A well-defined sequence is provided in the International Standards for Neurological and Functional Classification of Spinal Cord Injury (6). Beyond motor and sensory evaluation, attention must be paid to joint range of motion (ROM), spasticity status, and skin integrity. Programs will need to be tailored depending on contracture status, severe spasticity or flaccidity, and the presence of open pressure sores in weight-bearing areas. Some people with SCI require comprehensive pain management for chronic dysesthetic, spinal, or upper-extremity overuse syndromes. These and other functional tests (82,83) may include joint flexibility or ROM; manual muscle testing to determine muscle imbalance and risk of contracture; testing of reflexes, muscle tone, and spasticity; equipment evaluation (wheelchair and cushion, assistive and orthotic devices); home evaluation for accessibility and modification; and psychological evaluation to promote adjustment or coping and to assess or control depression and substance abuse. Because of susceptibility to pressure sores, people with SCD also need to perform frequent inspections of insensitive weight-bearing skin areas to assess skin integrity.

**Medical and Surgical Treatments**

Multiple medical, nursing, and allied health professional services are utilized during SCD rehabilitation (84). Shortly after injury, neurosurgery, orthopedic surgery, or both are usually necessary to stabilize spinal fractures and dislocations. Internal fixation devices and fusion (rodding, plating, screws, bone grafts) are often necessary to accomplish this after traumatic SCI. The instrumentation and postsurgical healing must be adequate to withstand exercise demands. External spinal orthoses, such as halo, and other spinal orthoses are common for several weeks after surgery to stabilize the healing spine. Other orthopedic injuries often acquired during traumatic SCI include limb fracture and closed head injury.
Physiatrists usually coordinate the rehabilitation team (84). Typically, physical therapists, occupational therapists, clinical exercise physiologists, or kinesiotherapists mobilize patients as soon as possible after SCI to restore tolerance of upright posture, joint flexibility and RON, muscular strength, and independence in ADLs (bed and mat mobility, transfers, wheelchair propulsion, ambulation, or thotic self-care activities, such as dressing, eating, grooming). They also provide adapted driver education and training, home exercise programs, referral to community fitness programs, and prescribed self-care equipment and assistive technology, including a wheelchair with cushion. Nursing coordinates inpatient personal care, education, and follow-up, especially bowel, bladder, and hygienic concerns. Therapeutic recreation contributes to community reintegration through leisure counseling, social activities, and sports. Other rehabilitation team members include (a) the dietician for nutrition assessment and education and (b) the social worker for planning about financial, discharge, placement, and family and social support issues. A vocational rehabilitation specialist will deal with reemployment training and education. A urologist will treat bladder dysfunction with medications or surgery to improve bladder filling and emptying and urinary drainage (85). Further, a careful history of adequate bowel and bladder management should be obtained. These programs should be well managed before initiation of exercise therapy. A detailed history of the patient’s autonomic dysreflexia status should be investigated, including identification of known stimuli to prevent exacerbating the condition with exercise. Also, any implanted device, including cardiac pacemakers, intrathecal pumps, and FES devices, should be checked for adequate functional status and to be sure that the system or device does not preclude exercise interventions.

**TABLE 5.4. COMMON MEDICATIONS IN PEOPLE WITH SCD (72)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRAND NAME</th>
<th>GENERIC NAME</th>
<th>DAILY DOSAGE</th>
<th>ACTION</th>
<th>THERAPEUTIC PURPOSE</th>
<th>EXERCISE SIDE EFFECTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spasmolytics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dibenzyline</td>
<td>Phenoxybenzamine</td>
<td>20–40 mg, BID/TID</td>
<td>Long-acting adrenergic alpha-receptor blocking agent</td>
<td>Relax bladder smooth muscle, prevent autonomic dysreflexia</td>
<td>Tachycardia, hypotension, palpitations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditropan</td>
<td>Oxybutynin hydrochloride</td>
<td>5–15 mg</td>
<td>Direct spasmolytic and antimuscarinic (atropinelike) effect on bladder smooth muscle</td>
<td>Facilitate bladder filling and emptying</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lioresal</td>
<td>Baclofen</td>
<td>20–80 mg</td>
<td>Centrally acting GABA agonist</td>
<td>Decrease spasticity</td>
<td>CNS depression, hypotension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valium</td>
<td>Diazepam</td>
<td>15–30 mg</td>
<td>Centrally acting, facilitates postsynaptic effects of GABA</td>
<td>Decrease spasticity</td>
<td>Transient CV depression, sedation, dizziness, incoordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dantrium</td>
<td>Dantrolene sodium</td>
<td>50–400 mg</td>
<td>Decrease calcium release from sarcoplasmic reticulum at neuromuscular junction in spinal cord</td>
<td>Decrease spasticity</td>
<td>Sedation, dizziness, weakness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catapres</td>
<td>Clonidine hydrochloride</td>
<td>1–2 mg</td>
<td>Centrally acting alpha-2 adrenergic antagonist</td>
<td>Decrease spasticity</td>
<td>Hypotension, bradycardia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zanaflex</td>
<td>Tizanidine hydrochloride</td>
<td>8 mg/8 hr</td>
<td>Alpha-2 adrenergic antagonist</td>
<td>Decrease spasticity</td>
<td>Mild sedation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antithrombotic/Coagulants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coumadin</td>
<td>Warfarin</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Blood anticoagulation</td>
<td>Prevent/treat blood clots</td>
<td>Hemorrhage, bruisability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heparin</td>
<td>Heparin sodium</td>
<td>100 units/kg/4 hr via IV</td>
<td>Blood anticoagulation</td>
<td>Prevent/treat blood clots</td>
<td>Hemorrhage, bruisability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antibiotics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bactrim</td>
<td>Cotrimoxazole (sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim)</td>
<td>800 mg tablet PO q 12 hr × 14 days</td>
<td>Inhibits formation of dihydroflucaric acid from PABA</td>
<td>Prevent/treat urinary tract infections</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*BID, twice daily; CNS, central nervous system; CV, cardiovascular; GABA, y-aminobutyric acid; PABA, para-aminobutyric acid; PO, orally; TID, three times daily.*
antithrombics (anticoagulation, e.g., warfarin), and antibiotics (e.g., Bactrim). Neurogenic bladder treatment may require alpha-blocking agents that induce hypotension, especially in persons with tetraplegia (86). Persons with a history of deep venous thrombosis may be taking warfarin, which leads to easy bruising. Aging persons with SCD are at risk for cardiovascular and metabolic disease and may take medications for hypertension, diabetes, dyslipidemia, dysrhythmia, and congestive heart failure.

**DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES**

The physician will judge the necessity and extent of initial diagnostic procedures that will depend on the prospective participant’s documented medical history and physical examination. If FES-LCE exercise will be utilized in exercise programming, the participant’s file should include baseline radiographs (including plain x-rays, scans for osseous tissue, and magnetic resonance imaging [MRI] for soft tissues) showing adequacy of spinal alignment and integrity of internal stabilization. Baseline pulmonary function tests are desirable for those with tetraplegia or tetraparesis. The nature and extent of the changes in ventilatory function and cough depend to a great extent on level of neurological injury or dysfunction. If the client is middle-aged or older or if sufficient coronary risk factors exist, electrocardiograms (ECG) and myocardial perfusion tests should be obtained as baseline evaluations of the participant’s cardiac status. Also, laboratory analysis of baseline hematologic and metabolic status would be useful, including a complete blood count, electrolytes, renal indices, thyroid and liver function, lipid panel, fasting blood sugar, and glucose tolerance. Urodynamic evaluation is necessary to assess bladder responses to filling and emptying (e.g., voiding cystourethrogram). Finally, because osteoporosis is common below the level of injury in SCD and, with immobilization in other conditions, consider evaluation of bone mineral status (bone densitometry) as part of the initial workup.

**EXERCISE/FITNESS/FUNCTIONAL TESTING**

**GUIDELINES**

During rehabilitation of persons with SCD, functional testing takes priority over physiologic testing to promote functional independence at the fastest rate possible. For example, rehabilitation goals usually include independent mobility via weight-bearing or wheelchair ambulation, transfers, and self-care with or without assistive devices. The fitness requirements of these tasks are specific to the functional tasks themselves. The cardiovascular and metabolic demands of walking and wheelchair ambulation are the greatest of all functional tasks, hence, the importance of exercise tolerance and capacity during rehabilitation. Aerobic fitness is necessary for long-distance mobility, some recreational activities, competitive sports, and long-term cardiovascular health. Neuromuscular coordination and skill, balance and stability, and muscular strength and endurance are necessary to various degrees for safe standing, ambulation, transfers, driving, and other self-care activities.

Table 5.5 lists relative and absolute contraindications for cardiovascular exercise testing of persons with SCD. These are the same as for people without disabilities and include several disability-specific conditions.

Advice from the person with SCD concerning exercise modes and proper positioning or strapping is often useful. Adapt the exercise equipment, as needed, and provide for the following special needs (87):

---

**TABLE 5.5. DISABILITY-SPECIFIC RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE CONTRAINDICATIONS FOR EXERCISE TESTING OF PERSONS WITH SPINAL CORD INJURY (SCI) AND SPINA BIFIDA (SB)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATIVE / ABSOLUTE</th>
<th>SCI</th>
<th>TETRALEGIA</th>
<th>PARAPLEGIA</th>
<th>SB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asymptomatic hypotension</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle and joint discomfort</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ABSOLUTE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomic dysreflexia</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe or infected skin pressure sore on weight-bearing skin areas</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptomatic hypotension (dizziness, nausea, palor, extreme fatigue, visual disturbance, confusion)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illness caused by acute urinary tract infection</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncontrolled spasticity or pain</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unstable fracture</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncontrolled hot humid environments</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inability to safely seat and stabilize the person on well-cushioned or padded ergometers or equipment</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient range of motion to perform exercise task</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

X, special relevance to SCI or SB.
AEROBIC EXERCISE TEST PROTOCOLS

A. Field Tests

1. University of Toronto Arm Crank Protocol (15,88): This field test is a discontinuous submaximal protocol to predict VO2peak from submaximal arm-crank ergometry. Subjects performed three 5-minute exercise stages at approximately 40%, 60%, and 80% of age-predicted HRpeak with 2-minute rest periods between stages. HR was monitored continuously and recorded during the last 10 seconds of each stage. Based on laboratory assessment of VO2peak in 49 subjects with lower-limb disabilities, including tetraplegia and paraplegia, the following regression equations were developed to predict VO2peak in L/min; for males: VO2peak = 0.018 × (ACE PO in watts) + 0.40 (r = 0.88, SEE = 0.20 L/min); for females: VO2peak = 0.017 × (ACE PO in watts) + 0.37 (r = 0.85, SEE = 0.15 L/min). The coefficient of variation of individual differences between direct and predicted values was 12.5% for males and 14.5% for females.

2. Franklin et al. (89) developed a wheelchair field test to estimate VO2peak. Thirty male adult wheelchair users (mean age 34 years) performed an arm-crank VO2peak test in a laboratory and a 12-minute maximal wheelchair propulsion test for distance using a standardized light-weight wheelchair (Quickie II) on a 0.1-mile indoor synthetic track. The mean peak PO, VO2 and wheelchair propulsion distance were 89 W, 22 mL/kg/min, and 1.11 mile, respectively. The following regression equation was developed to predict VO2peak in mL/kg/min: VO2peak = (distance in miles − 0.37) / 0.0337; r = 0.84.

3. Pare et al. (90) developed a regression equation to predict VO2peak from submaximal wheelchair ergometry PO in 35 adults with SCI paraplegia: VO2peak in L/min = (0.02 × POpeak in watts) + 0.79; r = 0.80, SEE = 0.22 L/min. Prediction improved slightly when predicted VO2peak, %HRpeak, and body mass were included in the equation, but they admitted great variability among subjects.

B. Laboratory Tests

Generally, graded exercise testing for people with SCD involves discontinuous arm-crank ergometry protocols with five to six stages/test, 2–4 min/stage, and an initial stage of 0–20 W (warm-up). PO increments must be appropriate for the individual, depending on his or her functional level of SCI, muscular strength, and conditioning level. Most persons with tetraplegia require very small PO increments (5–10 W/stage). People with paraplegia may require PO increments of 10–20 W/stage. If deconditioned, PO increments may be lower. Allow 2- to 3-minute rest periods between stages to prevent premature fatigue and to allow monitoring of HR, ECG, BP, RPE, and symptoms. After the test, allow several minutes for cool-down and recovery, especially if the subject experienced symptoms of hypotension or severe exhaustion (87). Similar protocols have been utilized by Glaser et al. (91,92), Kofsky et al. (88), Franklin et al. (89), and Morrison et al. (26).

FITNESS TESTING

Winnick and Short (24) have published detailed physical fitness assessment protocols and standards for youths with SCD, ages 10–17 years. The recommended test items include the “Target aerobic movement test” (93); triceps skinfold or triceps + subscapular skinfolds for body composition; reverse curl, seated push-up, and dominant handgrip; modified Apley and Thomas tests; and target stretch tests adapted for specific joint motions for musculoskeletal functioning. No such standardized tests exist for adults with SCD, but the above items could be adapted for adults. The field tests of Kofsky et al. (88) and Franklin et al. (89) can also be useful for estimating VO2peak from arm-crank ergometry or wheelchair propulsion performance.

FUNCTIONAL TESTING

During rehabilitation, the Functional Independence Measure (8,94) is used most often to assess functional independence. Different versions exist for adults and children with SCD. A variety of other functional outcome measures in SCI rehabilitation are discussed by Cole et al. (95). HR responses and timed performances of various daily living functional tasks such as mobility and transfers are also used to reflect functional status (26,51,52).
EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION AND PROGRAMMING

GENERAL GUIDELINES

Rimaud et al. (96) reviewed 25 cardiorespiratory training studies involving SCI subjects that varied greatly in program parameters and outcomes. As a starting point and on the basis of proven efficacy and specificity to daily activity patterns, they recommended interval WERG training at ≥70% \( \text{HR}_{\text{peak}} \) for 30 minutes per session, three sessions per week for 8 weeks. The following general guidelines can contribute to the development of safe, effective, and standardized methods for rehabilitative exercise evaluation and treatment and long-term fitness services and sports programming for people with SCD:

1. Exercise modes: Aerobic cardiopulmonary training modes may include ACE, WERG, wheelchair propulsion on extra-wide treadmill or rollers; free wheelchair over ground; swimming and other aquatic exercises; vigorous sports, such as wheelchair basketball, quad rugby, and wheelchair racing; arm-powered cycling; seated aerobic exercises; FES-LCE with or without combination with voluntary ACE; and vigorous ADLS, such as ambulation with assistive devices.

2. Regulation of exercise: In general, using HR to gauge exercise intensity for the SCD population is problematic because of the poor relationships between \( \text{HR} \), \( \text{VO}_2 \), and symptoms (98,99). Discrepancies are attributable to varying amounts of active muscle mass, completeness of spinal cord lesion, levels of spinal neurologic function, and autonomic control of \( \text{HR} \) and hemodynamics. However, within individuals, the relationship between \( \text{HR} \) and \( \text{VO}_2 \) is likely to be more predictable and may be useful to guide exercise training intensity. Janssen et al. (53) and Dallmeier et al. (54) have used percentage of \( \text{HR}_{\text{reserve}} \) successfully to gauge the relative exercise intensity (physical strain) of various daily activities and exercise performance relative to individually determined \( \text{HR}_{\text{peak}} \) values. With continuous HR monitoring, \%\( \text{HR}_{\text{reserve}} \) can be calculated as follows: \%\( \text{HR}_{\text{reserve}} = (\text{HR}_{\text{peak}} - \text{HR}_{\text{observed}}) / (\text{HR}_{\text{peak}} - \text{HR}_{\text{rest}}) \times 100 \). Hayes et al. (100) used HR from a maximal ACE test to predict energy expenditure (EE) during five ADLS in a diverse group of 13 nonambulatory SCI persons (ages 35–72, levels C5-L5, ASIA A-D, \( \text{HR}_{\text{peak}} \) 96–216 bpm). The ADLS included desk work, washing dishes, transfer between wheelchair and beds, wheeling on tile, and laundry tasks. In general, HRs derived from individualized regression equations explained 55% of the variance in measured EE. However, EE from calibrated HR consistently overestimated the actual EE by about 25%. Therefore, HR can be used only as a gross estimate of EE during higher-intensity ADLS.

   If accurate HR monitoring is not possible, the Borg CR-11 RPE scale (101) can be used to obtain a reliable estimate of relative exercise intensity. Therefore, “moderate”-intensity exercise would be perceived as RPE = 3, “strong” as RPE = 5, “very strong” as RPE = 7, “extremely strong” as RPE = 10, and “absolute maximum” as RPE = 11. As exercise tolerance and fitness improves through training, the exerciser performs at higher POs while reporting the same RPE values.

3. Environment: For training, use an environmentally controlled, thermoneutral or cool gym, laboratory, or clinic for persons with tetraplegia. Individuals with impaired thermoregulation can exercise outdoors if provisions are made for extreme conditions. If necessary, drink fluids before, during, and after exercise. Exercise only in thermally neutral environments such as in a laboratory or clinic with air-conditioning to control temperature and humidity, especially for persons with tetraplegia.

4. Safety:
   - Always supervise persons with SCD, especially those with SCI tetraplegia.
   - If they are not exercising in their wheelchairs, two people may be necessary for manual transfer of large individuals to and from exercise equipment.
   - A person with tetraplegia may need assistance to perform an exercise, to adjust machines and selected weights, and to perform flexibility exercises.
   - Follow all disability-specific precautions concerning skin, bones, stabilization, handgrip, bladder, bowels, illness, hypo- or hypertension, pain, orthopedic complications, and medications. For individuals with tetraplegia who are susceptible to orthostatic and exercise hypotension, monitor BP and symptoms regularly. Be prepared to reposition a symptomatic hypotensive person with tetraplegia to a more recumbent posture, and apply support stockings and abdominal binder to help maintain BP. The latter may influence exercise options.
   - To prevent and treat upper-extremity overuse syndromes, vary exercise modes from week to week, strengthen muscles of the upper back and posterior shoulder (especially shoulder external rotators), and stretch muscles of anterior shoulder and chest.
   - Emptying the bladder or urinary collection device immediately beforehand may prevent dysreflexic symptoms during exercise. People with tetraplegia should not “boost” (i.e., self-induce “controlled” autonomic dysreflexia) during exercise to improve exercise tolerance (i.e., prevent hypotension) because of the danger of stroke and renal infection or damage.

5. Follow-up: Consult a physician and appropriate nursing or allied health personnel to answer specific questions concerning medical complications to which the persons with SCD may be susceptible.

6. Training principles: Following the universal training principles is necessary for achieving training outcomes.
   - Specificity: Focus exercise training activities on functional tasks to improve mobility and increase
general lifestyle physical activity for health. Include all components of fitness: flexibility, muscular strength and endurance, aerobic fitness, and coordination for high-skill functional or recreational tasks. For aerobic training, the greater the exercising muscle mass, the greater the expected improvements in all physiologic and performance parameters. Arm training may prevent profound deconditioning, but will probably only induce peripheral training effects in the arm muscles. Combined arm and leg ergometry or exercise may induce both muscular and central cardiopulmonary training effects.

- Overload: Perform exercise at a higher intensity, duration, or frequency than that to which the person is accustomed. Fine-tune these according to feedback from the exerciser’s subsequent soreness, and so forth.
- Progression: Expect small absolute (peak PO or VO₂) improvements. Health maintenance and prevention of secondary conditions are essential for progressing to high levels of fitness for sports and optimal functional performance. Increases in exercise duration are more likely to be seen in persons with SCD before absolute improvements in peak PO or VO₂.
- Regularity: Exercise every week for at least three sessions per week as per American College of Sports Medicine/American Heart Association (ACSM-AHA) recommendations (102). Plan to continue the exercise training program indefinitely. Fulfill the recommendation of at least 30 minutes of daily moderate, and varied physical activities.

**EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION**

Useful exercise prescriptions specify the modes, frequency, intensity, and duration of exercises for an individual with known abilities and needs. Because of the diverse functional presentations of SCD and varying fitness goals, it is impossible to specify these parameters. However, approximations for beginners and advanced exercisers with SCD are listed in Table 5.6.

### TABLE 5.6. COMPONENTS OF THE BEGINNING AND ADVANCED EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION FOR PERSONS WITH SPINAL CORD DYSFUNCTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPONENT</th>
<th>BEGINNING (MINIMUM)</th>
<th>ADVANCED (MAXIMUM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flexibility</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modes</td>
<td>Static or dynamic stretching, standing frame, Partner stretching, PNF stretching (contract-relax, and so forth), standing frame</td>
<td>Joint motions Scapular adduction, shoulder horizontal abduction and extension, elbow extension, hip extension, knee extension, ankle dorsiflexion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Twice daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>30 s/stretch, 10 min/session</td>
<td>30 s/stretch, 30 min/session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Muscular Strength</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modes</td>
<td>Active assistive, dumbbells, wrist weight, body weight resistance, elastic bands or tubing</td>
<td>Resistance machines, barbells, Smith machine, medicine ball, high-speed isokinetics, plyometrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle groups</td>
<td>Scapular depressors, elbow extensors, latissimus dorsi, and so on. (all innervated muscle groups in balance, if possible)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>2 ×/wk</td>
<td>Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>15-RM</td>
<td>1–10-RM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>1 set × 15 repetitions/exercise × 5 exercises</td>
<td>2–3 sets × 1–10 repetitions/exercise × 15 exercises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Muscular Endurance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modes</td>
<td>Same as above for muscular strength, aquatics</td>
<td>Same as above for muscular strength, circuit training, medicine ball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle groups</td>
<td>Same as for muscular strength</td>
<td>Same as above for muscular strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>2 ×/wk</td>
<td>Daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>Moderate (RPE = 4/11)</td>
<td>Maximal (RPE = 10/11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>1 set × 1 min/exercise</td>
<td>2–3 sets × 2–5 min/exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aerobic/Cardiopulmonary Fitness</strong></td>
<td>Walking, wheeling, seated or standing aerobics, sports, interval training, fartlek</td>
<td>Fast walking, jogging, wheeling, arm or leg cycling, swimming, racing, rowing, arm or leg cycling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>2–3 ×/wk</td>
<td>1–2 daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>Moderate (RPE = 3/11)</td>
<td>Moderate–extremely strong (RPE = 3–10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>5 min/session</td>
<td>60+ min/session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coordination/Skill</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modes</td>
<td>Skill-specific</td>
<td>Skill-specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Twice daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>Low (avoid fatigue)</td>
<td>Low (avoid fatigue)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>20 min/session</td>
<td>60+ min/session</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PNF, proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation; RM, repetition maximum; RPE, rating of perceived exertion.
**EDUCATION AND COUNSELING**

Coyle and Kinney (103) indicated that leisure satisfaction was the most important and significant predictor of life satisfaction among adults with disability. Edwards (104) noted that the leading two services desired but not received by individuals following SCI were planning an exercise program (43%) and providing a referral to a fitness center (26%). Moreover, the ability to meet the physical and psychosocial needs of the person affected by SCI is critical to the pursuit of independent productivity (105). Figoni et al. (106) identified multiple physical barriers and inaccessibility of fitness facilities and services. Scelza et al. (107) surveyed 72 people with SCI about perceived barriers to exercise. The most frequently cited concerns fell into three areas: (a) intrapersonal or intrinsic (e.g., lack of motivation, lack of energy, lack of interest), (b) resources (e.g., cost of an exercise program, not knowing where to exercise), and (c) structural or architectural (e.g., accessibility of facilities and knowledgeable instructors). More individuals with tetraplegia reported concerns over exercise being too difficult and that health concerns kept them from exercising. Greater number of concerns were significantly related to higher levels of perceived stress. These findings underscore the need for rehabilitation and exercise providers to promote lifelong fitness, to provide instruction and guidelines, and to refer to accessible fitness centers to assist in meeting the identified needs of this population.

**TABLE 5.7. FACILITATING FACTORS AND INTRINSIC/EXTRINSIC ALTERABLE/UNALTERABLE INHIBITING FACTORS AFFECTING ADHERENCE OF PERSONS WITH SPINAL CORD DYSFUNCTION TO EXERCISE PROGRAMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACILITATORS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dedication to specific goals, intention to exercise</td>
<td>Not currently ill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief that benefits will outweigh costs/risks</td>
<td>Access to lots of exercise equipment at home or facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved function, health, and so on</td>
<td>Free accessible parking available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliable transportation to facility</td>
<td>Accessible facility entrances and halls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good weather/driving conditions</td>
<td>Accessible scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowels/bladder managed OK today</td>
<td>Appropriate accessible equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean exercise clothes</td>
<td>Appropriate adaptations to equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoy fun physical activity/exercise</td>
<td>Assistance available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfortable with (accepted by) other people at facility</td>
<td>Expert staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attendance has priority over other competing activities</td>
<td>Social activity (meet friends at facility)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expectation of staff and peers to attend</td>
<td>Service charges covered by project (affordable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean, safe, air-conditioned facility</td>
<td>Culturally sensitive environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can participate year-round indoors</td>
<td>Child care available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition, adherence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INHIBITORS OR BARRIERS**

**INTRINSIC (DISABILITY, PERSONALITY, BELIEFS, ATTITUDES, PREFERENCES, INTERESTS)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alterable</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exercise is boring</td>
<td>Listen to music, keep mind occupied, wheel/bike outdoors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle or joint soreness</td>
<td>Initial soreness will go away in a few days, build up gradually, stretch after activity, analgesics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear of injury</td>
<td>See staff/healthcare provider, education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequent temporary illness (cold, flu, allergy, UTI, sores)</td>
<td>See healthcare provider, education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of goal orientation</td>
<td>See staff/healthcare provider, education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonexistent concerns over exercise being too difficult</td>
<td>See staff/healthcare provider, education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannot stick with it (low self-efficacy/will-power)</td>
<td>Try it, improve confidence/success/discipline, social support, rewards, benefits, record-keeping, adherence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the decline in the duration and reimbursement of (re)habilitation services (108) and the scarcity of frequent adapted physical education in schools, more and more people with SCI are seeking community-based exercise and fitness opportunities (109). Because many people with SCI are marginally independent, deconditioning and activity-related secondary conditions will make independence more difficult or impossible. Along with physical education and fitness education that all students should receive, people with SCI need physical activity and exercise counseling to learn about benefits of activity, to identify and remove barriers to exercise, and to solve problems related to accessibility or availability of adapted fitness services (110). In particular, the many barriers to physical activity and exercise for people with SCI may not be readily apparent to professionals.

Adherence to physical activity and exercise programs is as important as the programs themselves. People without SCI report that their main barriers (111) are lack of social support, unavailability of facilities, time constraints, and cost. Persons with SCI may face additional barriers, such as muscle paralysis, secondary medical conditions and symptoms, need for physical assistance, inaccessibility of facilities, and inappropriateness of equipment and services (106,111). Table 5.7 summarizes many of these barriers and some potential solutions. One recent publication makes many suggestions for accessibility or universal design of fitness facilities and adaptation of exercise programs and equipment for people with SCI (112).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INHIBITORS OR BARRIERS</th>
<th>STRATEGY TO REMOVE BARRIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alterable</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer outdoors to indoors</td>
<td>Do outdoor activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural insensitivity of staff/participants</td>
<td>Staff training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowel/bladder accident before attendance</td>
<td>See healthcare provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No previous experience or sport history</td>
<td>Start hobby or enjoyable activity that gets you moving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not enjoy exercise</td>
<td>Do not “exercise,” try different activities, Do not focus on discomfort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncomfortable with (not accepted by) other people</td>
<td>See healthcare provider (psychology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Like to be alone</td>
<td>Be tolerant of diversity (race, gender, level of SCI, athletes), change location of exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise has low priority</td>
<td>See healthcare provider or see healthcare provider (psychology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never see anyone else exercising</td>
<td>Attend a fitness facility or our program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No friends or family who exercise</td>
<td>Find a partner who will exercise, meet other participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not know how to exercise or what to do</td>
<td>See healthcare provider, education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too old to exercise</td>
<td>See healthcare provider, education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare provider said not to exercise</td>
<td>See healthcare provider, education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never had P.E., sport, or activities when I was younger</td>
<td>Never too late to learn and benefit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unalterable</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paralysis</td>
<td>Exercise innervated muscles, FES for paralyzed muscles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incoordination, spasticity</td>
<td>Use simpler/slower exercises, practice skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low pain threshold</td>
<td>Build up gradually, analgesics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occasional illness</td>
<td>Be patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive impairment, ADD, mental illness</td>
<td>See healthcare provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alterable</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medications make me drowsy</td>
<td>See healthcare provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No clean exercise clothes</td>
<td>Do laundry more often, plan ahead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood safety</td>
<td>Bring friend, move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child care unavailable</td>
<td>Plan ahead, have alternatives, bring child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family demands</td>
<td>Plan ahead, bring family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No role models present</td>
<td>Find one, Big Brothers, Big Sisters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unreliable transportation to facility, can’t drive</td>
<td>Plan ahead, learn to drive, hand controls, repair car, public transport, alternative means of transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad weather/driving conditions</td>
<td>Exercise at home, have alternate plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of time, takes time from family/job responsibilities</td>
<td>Time management, shorter exercise sessions, watch less TV, make exercise a high priority, exercise improves function and job performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconvenient facility times</td>
<td>Expand facility hours, change facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise is hard work and takes too much energy</td>
<td>Build up gradually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic pain</td>
<td>See healthcare provider (education)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exacerbates an existing medical condition</td>
<td>See healthcare provider (education)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours conflict with work/school</td>
<td>Plan accordingly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music is too loud</td>
<td>Lower the volume, change facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility is too far away</td>
<td>Make time for commute, find closer facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise costs too much</td>
<td>Benefits outweigh costs, find less expensive facility, exercise at home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy work schedule</td>
<td>Plan accordingly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unalterable</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency, death in family, disaster (tornado, flood, fire)</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility closes down, research project ends</td>
<td>Change facilities, have alternate facility and long-term plan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ADD, attention-deficit disorder; FES, functional electrical stimulation; P.E., physical education; SCI, spinal cord injury; UTI, urinary tract infection.
Less motivated people with or without SCD need structured exercise plans that include behavioral supports to promote adherence. Frequently used supports include self-monitoring (daily activity or exercise log to which they are held accountable), frequent reassessment and tracking of progress with reinforcement, social support (from staff, exercise partner, or fellow members of an exercise group or wheelchair sports team), and provisions for relapse prevention.

All exercise professionals need to be psychologically supportive of efforts made by people with SCD to exercise and remain physically active. They can help them assess their need for specific exercises and activities, set realistic goals, and use effective training methods. Improvements in health, fitness, and function may have profound effects on the lives of people with SCD that professionals may not see in the clinical or fitness setting. If the person with SCD does not seem to be coping with his or her disability, the exercise professional should refer that person to a clinical psychologist for evaluation. Anxiety, depression, and chronic pain are common in the SCD population (113).

Recommended are several excellent practical guidelines on fitness and exercise education and training of people with SCD (96,97,109–122). Additionally, exercise professionals should be aware that competitive wheelchair sports opportunities are available for potential athletes with SCD. They would fit best in events organized by Wheelchair Sports USA with a classification system based on neurologic level of spinal nerve function (123).

---

**CASE STUDY**

John sustained a complete spinal cord injury at C8 from a gun shot wound 5 years ago at age 17. His trunk and leg musculature are paralyzed, with marked spasticity in the hip and knee flexors and ankle plantarflexors. The muscle strength of his upper extremities is normal, but his finger extensors and intrinsics, wrist flexors, pectorals, and latissimus dorsi muscles are weak. John is 180 cm tall and weighs 110 kg (BMI = 34 kg/m²), with a triceps skinfold of 25 mm. He has gained 50 pounds over the past 5 years since his discharge from rehabilitation. He uses a manual wheelchair and lives independently in the community and drives an adapted van.

**Subjective Data:** John complains of arm muscle fatigue, shoulder pain, dizziness, and shortness of breath when propelling his manual lightweight everyday wheelchair and especially up inclines. He considers himself overweight and out of shape. His posture appears kyphotic with rounded shoulders, forward head, and protruding abdomen.

**Objective Data:** John’s resting HR and BP were 65 bpm and 90/60 mm Hg, respectively. During a graded arm-crank exercise test, his VO₂peak was 45 W. He became progressively more light-headed during the test as his systolic blood pressure (SBPO decreased to 70 mm Hg and his diastolic blood pressure (DBP) was inaudible. His HR peaked at 125 bpm just before extreme arm muscle fatigue or exhaustion (RPE = 8 on the Borg CR-11 scale). John takes 20 seconds to push his chair up a standard (12:1) 4-meter ramp. During a 6-minute wheeling test, he traveled a distance of 600 meter on a flat, smooth indoor surface. In addition to his daily activities, the only formal exercise that John performs on his own is daily stretching.

**Assessment:** John is physically deconditioned. He needs improved physical fitness to accomplish his daily activities without exhaustion or pain. Specifically, he needs decreased body fat weight, increased triceps and shoulder depressor strength and endurance, and balanced shoulder muscle strength and flexibility. John needs lifestyle modification education, including exercise and nutrition behavior change to manage his body weight over time. John needs medical evaluation to remediate his symptomatic hypotension. He has substantial upper body muscle mass and strength, but profoundly impaired autonomic vasomotor and autonomic control over his cardiovascular system.

**Plan:** John will consult a registered dietician to implement an appropriate diet to lose 20 kg of unnecessary fat weight. John will consult his physician to rule out heart disease and a physical therapist concerning his shoulder pain. He will try using an elastic abdominal binder, support stockings, leg elevation, or supine posture to maintain his BP during exercise. John will continue all normal daily activities with his manual wheelchair. When tolerable, John will increase his general physical activities to help with weight management. John will exercise under the guidance of a Clinical Exercise Physiologist at an accessible fitness facility at least three sessions per week. Assistance will be necessary for postural stability.

John’s beginning exercise prescription is as follows.

1. **Warm-up** (general upper body calisthenics and seated aerobics, dynamic flexibility exercises for upper extremities)
2. **Shoulder Balance:**
   a. Therapeutic exercises to strengthen the external shoulder rotators and scapular retractors, and stretch the anterior chest and shoulder muscles
3. **General Arm Strength, Endurance, and Anaerobic Power Training:**
   a. Rickshaw exercise (similar to dips, but on a wheelchair-accessible machine). Two exercises:
      1) With bent elbows (for triceps)
      2) With straight elbows (for shoulder depressors)
b. Lateral pull-downs (pulleys)
c. Rowing (pulleys)
d. Incline press (against light machine weights)
e. Bench press (weight machine)

Day 1: Assessments:
- Determine 10-RM for each exercise.
- Perform Wingate anaerobic power test.

Maximal-effort, high-intensity exercise:
- Perform Wingate anaerobic power test (maximal work performed during maximal-effort, high-intensity exercise) for 30 seconds.

Progress according to principles of progressive resistive exercise and principles of overload, progression, specificity, regularity, and so forth.

4. Aerobic Exercise:
Choose two to three acceptable accessible available modes (e.g., arm-crank ergometry):
- Find workload (≈20–30 W) that elicits RPE = 4/11 for at least 5 minutes or until arm muscle fatigue or dizziness.
- Perform at least two assessments on different days to establish training baselines. Example:
  1) Maximal work performed during 6-minute period
  2) ACE field test
- Progress over time to 30–60 minutes per workout.
- Vary direction of cranking (forward versus backward).
- Vary intensities and durations of workouts (i.e., shorter durations with higher intensity [intervals] versus long, slow distance).
- Watch videos or find partner to combat boredom.
- Repeat assessments every 2 weeks.
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Postpolio syndrome is more prevalent and more intense in the muscles of the legs (5). It is also prevalent in the back and arms, but to a lesser degree than the legs (6). The increased stress on progressively weakening and wasting muscles heightens joint instability. PPS is hastened when original paralysis affected all four limbs, a ventilator was required, hospitalization was necessary during acute stages, or the polio virus was contracted after the age of 10 (7).

In addition to physical fatigue and weakness, difficulty in concentration, memory, and attention span have been reported (4). The brain fatigue generator (BFG) model has been used to explain the cognitive and motor activity problems. The BFG model suggests that viral damage to the reticular formation, hypothalamus, thalamic nuclei, and dopaminergic neurons diminishes cortical activity, thereby reducing information processing as well as inhibiting motor processing. Lower levels of dopamine have been found in individuals with PPS, suggesting that depleted dopamine can contribute to cognitive and motor activity problems in PPS. Credibility for this finding was gained when fatigue, attention span, and memory were improved in PPS patients when treated with dopamine receptor agonist medication.

GUILLAIN-BARRÉ SYNDROME

Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS) is an autoimmune-mediated process that can result in a self-limiting period (8–16 months) of motor, sensory, or autonomic dysfunction. GBS is usually described as an acute inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy characterized by progressive symmetric ascending muscle weakness, paralysis, and hyporeflexia, with or without sensory or autonomic symptoms (8). Peripheral nerves and spinal roots are the major sites of demyelination, but cranial nerves also may be involved. GBS is believed to result from an autoimmune response, both humoral and cell mediated, to antecedent infections (bacterial, viral) or immune challenges (rabies, flu, tetanus vaccinations). The identification of various antiganglioside antibodies that crossreact with the ganglioside surface molecules on the myelin sheath of peripheral nerves suggest that molecular mimicry may serve as a possible mechanism for the disease. Recovery is usually associated with remyelination.
Several pathologic and etiologic subtypes exist:

- Acute inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy (AIDP)
- Acute motor axonal neuropathy (AMAN)
- Miller-Fisher syndrome (MFS)
- Acute panautonomic neuropathy

Acute inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy subtype of GBS is the most common form in the United States. It is generally preceded by an antecedent bacterial (40% of patients are seropositive for *Campylobacter jejuni*) or viral infection (e.g., acute cytomegalovirus mononucleosis syndrome, herpes simplex). Sensory symptoms often precede motor weakness. About 20% of patients develop respiratory failure. The hallmark of classic AIDP is progressive weakness that usually begins in the feet before involving all four limbs. At presentation, 60% of patients have weakness in all four limbs. Weakness plateaus at 2 weeks after onset in 50% of patients and by 4 weeks in more than 90%. Improvement in strength usually begins 1–4 weeks after the plateau. Mortality rate ranges from 2%–6% with death usually caused by complications of ventilation. More than 75% of patients have complete or near-complete recovery with no deficit or only mild residual fatigue and distal weakness. Almost all patients with GBS who required ventilation report severe dysesthesias (unpleasant, abnormal sensations) or moderately severe distal weakness as residual symptoms and about 13% of these patients end up with significant neurological residuals. Treatment for AIDP, as well as the other subtypes, includes intravenous immunoglobulin or plasma exchange treatment.

Whereas most forms of GBS are AIDP in western countries, an axonal form of GBS, termed acute motor axonal neuropathy (AMAN), has been recognized in northern China and in other Asian countries. It is suggested that AMAN is associated with pure motor axonal involvement.

Miller Fisher syndrome (MFS) is a variant of Guillain-Barré syndrome characterized by the triad of ophthalmoplegia, ataxia and areflexia without significant motor or sensory deficit in the limbs. MFS usually results in complete recovery without specific treatment. Unlike GBS, MFS involves descending paralysis (i.e., paralysis that begins in the upper body and gradually spreads downward). Specifically, in MFS, paralysis starts in the head, affecting eye muscles and balance and slowly descends to the neck, arms, and so on. MFS does not generally have the life-threatening aspects of GBS, but can be very difficult to live through with double vision, nausea, and weakness.

Acute panautonomic neuropathy is among the rarest of all variants and involves both the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems. Cardiovascular involvement is common, and dysrhythmias are a significant source of mortality in this form of the disease. Recovery is gradual and often incomplete. Cardiovascular signs may include tachycardia, bradycardia, wide fluctuations in blood pressure and postural hypotension.

**CLINICAL EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY**

**POSTPOLIO SYNDROME**

Studies using a stationary bicycle protocol have reported that aerobic capacity (\(\dot{V}O_2\text{peak}\)) was significantly related to muscle strength in the lower extremities (LEs) for persons with “late effects” of polio (9) or “late sequelae” of PPS (10). This strongly suggests that poor exercise performance on the stationary bicycle was limited by weak muscle function and, therefore, low \(\dot{V}O_2\text{peak}\) was secondary to poor leg strength. In addition, a similar but weaker relationship of leg muscle strength and maximal walking speed has been reported (9). Consequently, the American College of Sports Medicine (11) advocates the use of an ergometer that involves both upper and lower extremities (e.g., Schwinn Air-Dyne ergometer) when evaluating the aerobic capacity of persons with PPS rather than a stationary bicycle or treadmill protocol. For persons with PPS whose condition prevents the use of their legs, arm-crank ergometry is recommended to evaluate exercise capacity (11).
Aerobic capacity for persons with PPS was found to be lower than their able-bodied peers or their peers with polio but without PPS (12). Significant increases in VO$_{2\text{peak}}$ have been observed following exercise programs of stationary bicycling, walking, and arm cranking (6). These increases occurred in aerobic exercise training programs that ranged from 8 to 22 weeks. No adverse effects were reported from participation in these training programs. A recent study found that walking in daily life was more demanding than being tested under standardized conditions and heart rate was 11 bpm less at self-selected testing speed than compared with daily activities (5). Thus, those with PPS tend to have greater cardiovascular stress with everyday walking, do physically less than healthy adults and only somewhat more than those with congestive heart failure.

Concern exists that resistance training of the LEs for persons with PPS could result in loss of strength owing to overtaxed motor neurons. Studies that involved persons with PPS in resistance training regimens of the LEs for a period of 6–12 weeks, however, showed significant increases in LE strength and some participants became less asymptomatic (13–15). Neither muscle nor joint pain was increased, and evidence of weakness was not seen although exercise intensity was classified as “moderate to hard.” Considering the results of these studies (13–15), it is recommended that when initiating LE resistance training programs for persons with unstable PPS, a conservative approach should be taken. That is, the person with PPS should begin at a low intensity and gradually (i.e., over 4–6 weeks) increase to a moderate intensity. It is not recommended that high-intensity LE resistance training be performed by persons with PPS (12).

Recent research has also identified impairments of upper extremities secondary to PPS (16,17). In a study by Allen et al. (16), 172 of 177 polio patients reported new generalized PPS symptoms and 16 (9%) and 52 (30%) of the 172 demonstrated reduced elbow flexor strength and function, respectively. Whether these impairments in upper extremity strength can be improved was the focus of a study by Chan et al. (17). This study (17) introduced a moderate intensity isometric exercise program with PPS patients who demonstrated reduced hand strength. Outcomes were consistent with findings of LE studies in that hand strength was improved with no adverse affect to the remaining motor units. An important secondary finding of this study (17) was that the strength increases were primarily attributed to voluntary motor drive (central), suggesting that PPS may involve central motor drive as well as motor unit transmission defects (peripheral).

**GUILLAIN-BARRÉ SYNDROME**

Guillain-Barré syndrome is a significant cause of long-term disability for at least 1,000 persons per year in the United States. The age-specific incidence of GBS increased with age from 1.5/100,000 in persons <15 years of age to 8.6/100,000 in persons 70–79 years of age (18). Given the young age at which GBS can occur and the relatively long life expectancies following GBS, it is likely that from 25,000 to 50,000 persons in the United States are experiencing some residual effects of GBS. Approximately 40% of patients who are hospitalized with GBS will require inpatient rehabilitation. Issues that affect rehabilitation are dysautonomia (i.e., orthostatic hypotension, unstable blood pressure, abnormal heart rate, bowel and bladder dysfunction), deafferent pain syndrome (pain originating peripherally, not centrally), and multiple medical complications related to length of immobilization, which include deep venous thrombosis, joint contracture, hypercalcemia owing to bone demineralization, anemia, and decubitus ulcers.

Rehabilitation strategies are similar to those for other neuromuscular illnesses and diseases. (See ref. 19 for a summary of clinical treatment and inpatient rehabilitation therapy for GBS.) Patients with GBS can display such diverse findings as significant involvement with tetraparesis, or isolated weakness of the arm, leg, facial muscles, or oropharynx. Extreme care should be taken not to overfatigue the affected motor units during therapy. In fact, overworked muscle groups in patients with GBS have been clinically associated with paradoxical weakening.

Motor weakness in GBS has been associated with muscle shortening and resultant joint contractures and can be prevented with daily range-of-motion exercises. Depending on the degree of weakness, exercise can be passive, active-assistive, or active. Initial exercise should include a program of low-intensity strengthening that involves isotonic, isokinetic, manual-resistive, and progressive-resistive exercises carefully tailored to the severity of the condition. Orthotics should be incorporated to properly position the limbs during exercise and optimize residual function.

Proprioceptive losses (i.e., vibratory sensation and joint position) expressed by patients with GBS can cause ataxia (i.e, loss of ability to coordinate muscular movements) and incoordination. Repetitive exercises that involve whole body movements (i.e., picking up an object on a table and placing it onto a shelf) will help improve coordination.

Patients with GBS who enter inpatient rehabilitation are not usually threatened by cardiac arrhythmias; however, 19%–50% will have evidence of postural hypotension. Prevention of hypotensive episodes involves physical modalities, such as compression hose, abdominal binders, and proper hydration. Patients who experience long periods of immobilization will find progressive mobilization on a tilt table to be a useful therapeutic tool for treating orthostatic hypotension.

A patient with GBS is still in the recovery phase during inpatient rehabilitation. Changes in the patient’s condition should be monitored by nerve conduction velocity and muscle strength testing.
**PHARMACOLOGY**

**POSTPOLIO SYNDROME**

Medications, such as nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and muscle relaxants, are prescribed for persons with PPS to reduce symptoms and do not usually restrict acute or chronic exercise performance. Medications prescribed for reduction of pain and fatigue include tricyclic antidepressants and serotonin blockers. These medications are not only used to reduce pain but to facilitate anxiety reduction, thus enhancing overall relaxation and restful sleep. Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (serotonin blockers) have little overall effect on exercise performance, but tricyclic antidepressants have been shown to increase heart rate and decrease blood pressure during rest and exercise. Tricyclic antidepressants can cause ECG abnormalities, resulting in either false-positive or false-negative exercise test results, T-wave changes, and dysrhythmias, particularly in persons with a cardiac history.

Medications such as prednisone, amantadine, pyridostigmine, and bromocriptine mesylate have also been used to diminish fatigue and weakness and enhance physical performance. Prednisone, a corticosteroid, has not significantly increased muscle strength in PPS, and amantadine has not significantly decreased muscle fatigue (20). Pyridostigmine, an anticholinesterase inhibitor that prolongs the effectiveness of acetylcholine on neuromuscular signal transmission, has been investigated and showed muscle fatigue was not significantly diminished in those with PPS (21,22). However, there may be a limited but beneficial effect on walking distance (22). That is, quadriceps strength, walking duration and maximum voluntary activation improved significantly after a dose of 60 mg of pyridostigmine, four times/day for 14 weeks. However the benefits were only found in normal-sized motor units with transmission defects (i.e., subjects who did not show “new weakness” symptoms). In those subjects (n = 23) who did display PPS symptoms (confirmed motor unit abnormalities/changes), pyridostigmine showed no benefit to physical performance. Bromocriptine mesylate, a postsynaptic dopamine receptor agonist, did not show effects on diminishing fatigue, but was found to enhance attention, cognition, and memory (5).

These four drugs (prednisone, amantadine, pyridostigmine, and bromocriptine mesylate) should not negatively affect exercise performance. However, chronic use of prednisone can weaken muscle tissue and cause deposition of fat in the muscle cells, and lead to edema.

**GUILLAIN-BARRÉ SYNDROME**

Topical analgesics and/or nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs has not been shown to afford sufficient pain relief. During the critical phase (i.e., intensive care) of GBS, gabapentin (seizure medication) and carbamazepine (anticonvulsant and mood stabilizer) are used for acute treatment of pain and along with tramadol and mexiletine may assist in the long-term management of neuropathic pain. Side effects for gabapentin and carbamazepine include dizziness, drowsiness, and motor coordination impairment (23).

**PHYSICAL EXAMINATION**

**POSTPOLIO SYNDROME**

An initial physical exam should include medical history of the person with PPS and a description of both central and peripheral complaints and symptoms, particularly new and/or increased overall fatigue and specific muscle(s) weakness or pain. It is important to understand initial polio problems and to determine whether the new and/or increased fatigue, weakness, and pain are associated with areas of the body affected by the initial polio. Symptoms should be analyzed with reference to type, intensity, duration, and frequency of all physical activities (leisure or recreational), including occupational tasks. Daily body postures and positions should also be analyzed, with specific attention to spinal, pelvic, knee, and ankle areas, to determine any abnormal joint mechanics. Since atrophy will likely be presented as an end stage of new neuromuscular deterioration, girth measurements with a tape measure are suggested to determine the extent of tissue lose. Ideally, sequential or at least a baseline girth measurement of a limb can be used for comparison.

The amount of rehabilitation after the initial polio onset and whether assistive devices were used or are still being used for balance and ambulation is important information to more accurately determine the extent of muscle fatigue and weakness. Also, the length of the functional stability period (see Epidemiology and Pathophysiology section), the highest level of physical function achieved during the stability period, and any psychosocial exacerbating factors are important to note.

An extensive neuromuscular exam should begin with a structural/postural evaluation to determine any adverse structural relationships caused by increased fatigue and weakness. The exam should also evaluate muscle size to indicate atrophy in symptomatic areas and test for light touch, sharp/dull touch, vibration, and temperature. Sensory testing of the symptomatic regions will facilitate determination of possible peripheral nerve dysfunction. Reflex testing should also be included in order to differentiate the extent of lower motor neuron involvement, since decreased responses are indicative of increased flaccidity. However, a hyperactive reflex suggests muscle spasm associated with early poliomyelitis.

The motor portion of the exam should include observation of gait and balance testing, including both static and dynamic challenges. Rapid or alternate movement of symptomatic and asymptomatic limbs should be tested.
for coordination and timing with the evaluator looking for tremors and/or unsteady movements and visual signs. A goniometer is suggested to assess range of motion (ROM) for all symptomatic limbs and joints, including both active range of motion (AROM) and passive range of motion (PROM). Strength can be measured subjectively by manual muscle testing (MMT) to detect gross motor weakness (24). MMT is isometric exercise with the subject required to exert fully to generate sufficient opposing force and activation of muscle fibers to maintain no movement. Isometric exercise more recently has been more widely used for assessing muscle strength in PPS since differentiation of new, weak joint angles are more accurately determined (25). MMT has five grades corresponding from 0, with no contraction, to 5, which is normal strength. MMT should not be used to differentiate nonfunctional contractions, since this musculature has most likely lost a critical number of motor neurons and will not be involved in exercise programs. The MMT should include either several repetitions and/or single repetitions held for a longer period of time because single-effort maximal contraction will not typically show any strength loss, but repetitive contractions will show additional weakness. Consequently, MMT should involve at least 3, and up to 10, repetitions of near-maximal effort at midrange for the symptomatic musculature. Residual fatigue of the tested muscles should be checked within 30 minutes of the initial test and up to 48 hours posttest. This subjective question assessment provides clinical data relevant to the assessment of PPS for the symptomatic musculature. These physical portions of the exam for symptomatic areas should be performed after the less fatiguing portions of the overall exam to avoid possible confounding effects of exertion.

GUILLAIN-BARRÉ SYNDROME

During inpatient rehabilitation, GBS patients can have a relapse of the disease (~10%), so close supervision during inpatient rehabilitation is warranted. Detailed daily physical exams should occur involving motor (i.e., strength), sensory, and autonomic tests to identify relapses and/or complications.

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL TREATMENTS

POSTPOLIO SYNDROME

Medications, as described under Pharmacology have not been shown to significantly reduce fatigue or weakness associated with PPS; therefore, management of PPS is based largely on treating symptoms. Soft tissue, joint pain, and fatigue have been treated with various local medications and systemic medications such as selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors and tricyclic antidepressants. Success of these medications to modify pain and fatigue has varied. Intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg) has recently been studied as a method to reduce inflammation in the spinal cord, in a pilot study of 20 people with PPS (26). Tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) was increased in the cerebral spinal fluid of the subjects with PPS. TNF-α is a potent pro-inflammatory cytokine. The level of TNF-α is influenced by the inflammation. TNF-α was significantly reduced as was pain after the 3 months of treatment, but whether IVIg was directly responsible for the TNF-α reduction was difficult to ascertain due to differing baseline values. Two other key outcomes, muscle strength and fatigue, were not changed. It could be argued that since muscle strength didn’t further diminish during the study that there was a therapeutic effect from the IVIg especially on weight-bearing musculature. But, these results although provocative, can’t be termed conclusive secondary to the small number of subjects in this pilot study.

Orthotic devices have been successfully used to decrease abnormal, excessive force and motion on LE joints. Certain neuromuscular and orthopedic deficiencies, such as dorsiflexor muscle weakness (i.e., drop-foot), genu valgum (i.e., knock-knee), and genu recurvatum (i.e., hyper-extended knee) impose movements that overstretch both noncontractile and contractile tissue. For example, ankle-foot orthoses (AFOs) have been fitted to reduce drop-foot and avoid loss of balance and inefficient walking. Gait can be improved with simple heel lifts or shoe inserts, which decrease the amount of dorsiflexion. Knee orthoses, knee-ankle-foot orthoses (KAFOs), and bracing can facilitate balanced compressive forces on the tibia while walking with genu valgum and recurvatum conditions. Abnormal chronic forces on the knee secondary to chronic drop-foot can result in overstretched connective tissue and cartilage shearing. These abnormal changes result in decreased mobility and increased joint-related pain. A KAFO can also spare the other leg from becoming prematurely fatigued and overworked. Orthosis should be made of carbon fiber which are lightweight. The lightweight carbon fiber orthoses should increase walking ability (27). There are also lightweight nylon knee braces can be a benefit and less conspicuous. Orthotic devices use and compliance for persons with PPS need a strong rationale due to early unpleasant memories associated with braces during the acute polio stage.

GUILLAIN-BARRÉ SYNDROME

In terms of the progression of GBS, only plasma exchange therapy (i.e., plasmapheresis) and intravenous immune serum globulin (IVIG) has proven effective. Oral corticosteroids (e.g., methylprednisolone) alone do not produce significant benefit or harm (23). Side effects caused by plasma exchange therapy include vagus nerve syndrome (low or high blood pressure) and impaired hemostasis (i.e., hypocoagulable state). With IVIG, incidence of generalized reactions occur during and/or immediately
after (30–60 minutes) administration are mild and self limiting and include: 1) pyrogenic reaction; 2) minor systemic reactions such as headache, myalgia, chills, nausea and/or vomiting; and 3) vasomotor and cardiovascular manifestations are marked by changes in blood pressure and tachycardia.

DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES

POSTPOLIO SYNDROME

PPS is diagnosed by exclusion of multiple sclerosis, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, myasthenia gravis, chronic infection, hypothyroidism, collagen disorders, neuropathies, and depression. Exclusion or differential diagnosis of painful conditions such as bursitis, tendinitis, myalgias, osteoarthritis, and poliomyelitis must also be made because many of these conditions can occur at the same age as late symptoms of polio. Therefore, aging and its effects on the body must also be ruled out when diagnosing PPS. Significant muscle atrophy is a discerning factor since it is not common in aging and is most suggestive of PPS (1).

There are no laboratory procedures that significantly identify PPS, but procedures can rule out other medical conditions. Viral assays can identify the continuance of the polio virus and have been positive in more than 50% of individuals with PPS, but whether the long-term existence of the virus is linked to a progressive onset of PPS is not clear (28). Further evidence has suggested that if the virus remains active, it may not affect the cerebral cortex, and this suggests that fatigue is not of central origin (29).

Electromyography (EMG) and nerve conduction velocity (NVC) assessments have been used to rule out neuropathies and myasthenia gravis and to identify different phases of PPS. EMGs can identify late changes, such as fasciculations, fibrillations, and increased motor unit amplitude and duration (Fig. 6.2) (1). Although nonspecific, these motor unit alterations indicate overall damage to the motor unit. EMG has differentiated new and more severe pathology in PPS and subsequent compensation of the motor unit (30). Even surface EMG has shown good correlation with invasive EMG in identifying enlarged, overburdened motor units (23). While EMG may differentiate new motor unit pathology, it appears to be a poor predictor of muscle strength loss and impaired muscle endurance (31).

Maximal voluntary activation, another type of EMG being used more recently, has been assessed by the twitch interpolation technique, which is to have the limb (often the arm) attached to a myograph at the wrist, and performing three maximal isometric voluntary contractions of 2–3 secs. duration (32). During each maximal effort, a supramaximal electrical stimulus is delivered through surface electrodes over the muscle which is the primary mover of the joint, such as the biceps brachii of the elbow, and the distal tendon. Increments of torque evoked by the stimuli are measured by an amplifier and computerized software.

Biochemical markers showing muscle function decline have gained some attention in diagnosing PPS. Levels of somatomedin C (IGF-1) and serum creatine kinase have been utilized to determine muscle force and muscle strength and endurance, respectively (33). Although decreased levels of IGF-1 may be consistent with a central deficit which could reduce muscle force in PPS, two studies have found no correlation between muscle force and IGF-1 (33). Creative kinase was related to declining elbow flexor muscle endurance after 45 minutes of submaximal exercise, and positively correlated with elbow flexor strength (33). Yet neither IGF-1 or creatine kinase markers were related to current symptoms, which were negative. Increase use of IGF-1 and serum creatine kinase with greater numbers of people with PPS, appears warranted before either marker can be used as an adjunct in the workup of diagnosing PPS.

![FIGURE 6.2. EMG responses of: A, normal muscle fiber; B, motor neuron disease (PPS) muscle fiber with chronic denervation.](image-url)
Subjective complaints of pain, particularly in the hip, are the best correlation to new muscle fatigue and dysfunction (34). Since the hip and pelvis are major weight-supporting structures, it follows that pain in this region could present greater estimation of dysfunction than any other area. Diagnostic techniques such as an EMG can be helpful in diagnosis of PPS, but diagnosis is dependent, at least partially, on a good patient interview.

**GUILLAIN-BARRÉ SYNDROME**

Typical clinical findings such as rapidly evolving flaccid paralysis, areflexia, absence of fever, and a likely inciting event (e.g., bacterial or viral infection, vaccination) are usually followed up by the following laboratory studies. The following laboratory studies are useful in ruling out other diagnoses and to better assess functional status and prognosis. However, because of the acute nature of the disease, they may not become abnormal until 1–2 weeks after onset of weakness.

Typical findings for lumbar puncture and cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) analysis include an elevated protein level (>400 mg/dl) without accompanying pleocytosis (increased cell count). An elevation in CSR cell count may indicate an alternative diagnosis such as infection.

Electromyography (EMG) and nerve conduction study (NCS) may show prolonged distal latencies, conduction slowing, conduction block, and temporal dispersion of compound action potential in demyelinating cases. In primary axonal damage, the findings included reduced amplitude of the action potential without conduction slowing. Rarely EMG and NCS are normal in patients with GBS. This is thought to be due to the location of demyelinating lesions in proximal sites not easily accessible.

Forced vital capacity (FVC), measured by spirometry, is useful in guiding therapy. Patients with an FVC less than 15–20 mL/kg, maximum inspiratory pressure less than 30 cm H₂O, or a maximum expiratory pressure less than 40 cm H₂O generally progress to require prophylactic intubation and mechanical ventilation (35).

**EXERCISE/FITNESS/FUNCTIONAL TESTING**

The basic principles for exercise testing stated in ACSM’s Guidelines for Exercise Testing and Prescription (36) provide the foundation for this section and the next section, “Exercise Prescription and Programming.” When not otherwise stated, these basic principles will apply. In addition, the basic principles for exercise testing and exercise management outlined for polio and postpolio syndrome in ACSM’s Exercise Management for Persons with Chronic Diseases and Disabilities (11) also provide a foundation for this section and the next section. Special situations created by PPS and GBS will be addressed in these sections.

**POSTPOLIO SYNDROME**

Evaluation of aerobic capacity for persons with PPS should be performed with an ergometer that involves both upper and lower extremities (e.g., Schwinn AirDyne ergometer) (11). A discontinuous protocol should be performed, with initial workloads of 10–25 W and incremental increases of 10–25 W every 2 minutes. Rest periods of 2–4 minutes are recommended between each stage. Persons with PPS whose condition prevents the use of their legs should use an arm-crank ergometer, with an initial workload of 5–10 W, incremental increases of 5–10 W every 2 minutes, and rest periods of 2–4 minutes between each stage. Validity and reliability of a functional ability assessment of PPS, using an effort-limited treadmill walk test, has recently been established (37). Subjects walked at their determined speed, on a treadmill, for as long as it took until an rate of perceived exertion (RPE) of “15” or “hard” or pain level of 7/10, was expressed. The distance achieved was a reproducible measure over the 3 trials on the treadmill and was significantly associated with the timed “get up and go” test. There was also a good correlation between distance walked on the treadmill and pain with activities of daily living (ADLs). That is, the greater the pain the less the distance walked and ADLs performed.

The guidelines established for GBS (see below) are applicable to persons with PPS for muscle strength, endurance, and range-of-motion evaluations. Additionally, and as mentioned earlier, isometric exercise whether for evaluation or training has gained popularity (17). Isometric exercise while taking longer to perform has advantages in that it facilitates greater control of intensity, duration, rest periods and angle of work. These advantages reduce the likelihood of overtraining, possibly sparing some over extended neuromuscular units, but still facilitating training effects for the remainder of the muscle groups.

Muscle strength measurements are used to assess muscle dysfunction, but muscle strength has not been shown to have a good correlation with functional performance (i.e., ADL tasks) (19,27–29). Consequently, recommendations for evaluating functional performance of such ADL activities as walking, rising from a chair, and rising from supine to standing include: (1) walking capacity—timing a distance of 300 feet with at least three changes in direction and two different grades; (2) stepping capacity—timing the ascent and descent on a flight of 10 steps, twice, using conventional 7–8 inch household steps; and (3) orthostatic capacity—timing 10 repetitions of sit-to-stand from a conventional chair (i.e., 52 cm in height). These functional tests can be difficult for persons with PPS who have MMT scores of less than 3/5 for knee
extension and/or hip abduction for one leg, and extremely difficult for individuals with MMT scores of less than 3/5 for both legs. When persons with PPS are using orthosis or assistive devices, these devices should be worn during functional evaluation.

GUILLAIN-BARRÉ SYNDROME

It is important to recognize two distinct phases of rehabilitation for persons with GBS. Testing procedures for inpatient rehabilitation are covered in the sections on clinical exercise physiology and diagnostic techniques. This section and the next section, “Exercise Prescription and Programming,” address the “outpatient” phase of rehabilitation and recovery. The outpatient phase is when the patient has been released from a rehabilitation center and is no longer under direct medical care.

The study by Pitetti and colleagues (38) reported methodologies for cardiovascular and strength testing of a GBS patient. Pitetti et al. (38) evaluated the cardiovascular fitness and muscle strength of a 58-year-old male GBS patient, 3.5 years after being released from the hospital. At the time of his discharge from the hospital, this patient had severe muscle atrophy and was unable to ambulate without crutches and ankle orthoses. He also had significant weakness, bilateral foot drop, and some sensory loss in the hands. Three and one-half years later, at the time of exercise evaluation, this patient was able to ambulate with the assistance of one crutch and experienced minimal weakness in the hands and feet.

This patient’s peak exercise capacity was evaluated using three different modes of exercise: a Schwinn Air-Dyne ergometer (SAE), an electrically braked bicycle ergometer (BE), and an arm-crank ergometer (ACE). The testing protocol for the SAE and BE was similar, with each exercise starting at an initial workload of 25 W for 2 minutes and increasing workload 25 W every 2 minutes until volitional exhaustion. The protocol for the ACE started the participant with arm cranking at 10 W (30 rpm) for 2 minutes, increasing workload by 10 W every 2 minutes until volitional exhaustion. The peak physiological parameters measured were peak oxygen consumption (\( V_{\text{O2peak}} \), mL·min\(^{-1} \) and mL·kg\(^{-1} \)·min\(^{-1} \)), heart rate (HR, bpm), ventilation (\( V_{\text{E}} \), L·min\(^{-1} \)), and respiratory exchange ratio (RER, \( V_{\text{CO2}}/V_{\text{O2}} \)). Peak work capacity (in watts) and length of test time were also measured on the BE. The highest peak physiological parameters were seen using the SAE followed by the BE. The highest work level reached (175 W) was also achieved on the SAE followed by the BE (100 W). Arm-crank ergometry produced the lowest work level (75 W) of all parameters measured. Blood pressure responses (taken 2 min before, 2 min after exercise, and the last minute of each work level) throughout all three tests were normal.

Knee extension and flexion were evaluated using the Cybex 340 dynamometer. It was the opinion of these authors (30) that, given the physical capacities of this GBS participant, he was capable of performing most any test of flexibility, muscle strength and endurance, or cardiovascular fitness that could be performed by able-bodied individuals, with the exception of a treadmill protocol.

Upper body measurement techniques used to assess range of motion, as well as upper body strength and endurance test protocols used to evaluate able-bodied individuals, should be applicable to most GBS patients. Variations for lower-extremity testing protocols depend on the residual weakness of the lower limbs. Knee flexion and extension and hip measurements (e.g., flexion, extension, adduction, abduction) used to evaluate able-bodied individuals are applicable to GBS patients. As with upper body measurements, GBS patients should be sitting (as with knee or hip flexion and extension measurements) or prone (as in leg press) in order to maintain balance. Standing test measurements, like a squat, should be performed with caution and in the presence of an assistant.

EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION AND PROGRAMMING

POSTPOLIO SYNDROME

Five classifications of PPS have been developed to facilitate safer and more effective exercise programs (39). If a person is not correctly classified, the exercise program could injure unstable motor units.

Classification I (no clinical polio) is the highest functional and least symptomatic. Individuals with this classification have no history of recent muscle weakness. Their physical exam shows good to normal strength, sensation, and reflexes and no muscle atrophy. EMG and NCV results are normal. Persons in Classification I should be able to exercise aerobically at intensities of 50%–70% heart rate reserve (HRR), rating of perceived exertion (RPE) of 12–14 (on the 6–20 scale), or MET levels in the 6–9 range; durations of up to 30 minutes; with frequencies of 3–5 days/week. It is recommended that the mode of exercise involve both upper and lower body muscle (i.e., Schwinn Air-Dyne, swimming).

Classification II (subclinical polio) shows no new weakness but a history of weakness with full recovery. EMG and NCV testing should exhibit chronic denervation or large polyphasic motor unit action potentials but no acute denervation. Exercise for this classification includes similar MHRR and RPE intensities as Classification I, but MET levels should be in the 5–8 range. However, exercise duration should include intervals of 5 minutes, with a “rest” period of 1 minute between intervals. Exercise days should alternate with 1 day of rest, and the suggested exercise mode is the same as Classification I.

Classification III (clinically stable polio) shows a history of weakness with variable recovery and no new weakness. Physical exam results include poor to good...
strength, normal sensation, normal to decreased reflexes, and possible muscle atrophy. EMG and NCV results indicate chronic denervation. Exercise intensity should include an MHRR of 40%-60%, RPE of 11-13, with MET levels in the 4-5 range. Duration should be up to 20 minutes total, with intervals of no more than 3 minutes and recovery time of 1 minute. Frequency and modalities are similar to Classification II.

Classification IV (clinically unstable polio) shows a history of weakness with variable recovery and a recent history of new weakness. The physical exam and EMG/NCV results are similar to Classification III. Exercise activities should include durations of 2-3 minutes followed by a 1-2 minute recovery for a total exercise time of 15 minutes, 3 times per week. Intensity level should be HRR of 40%-50%, RPE of 11-12, and MET levels at 3. Nonfatiguing resistance exercise can be supplemented.

Classification V (severely atrophic polio) is the lowest functional and most symptomatic, with new weakness and little recovery from the acute stage. The physical exam results show poor muscle strength, normal sensation, areflexic and severe limb atrophy. EMG and NCV tests show decreased insertional activity with few to no motor unit action potentials and acute denervation. Exercise is generally contraindicated. ADL should be the extent of exercise programming. Orthotic and bracing devices are indicated, and often a wheelchair is required for mobility.

Significant increases have been shown in muscle strength of elbow and knee extensors in persons with PPS using concentric contraction training, 3 nonconsecutive times/week, with 3 sets of 20, 15, and 10 repetitions (14). Resistance intensity was 75% of 3-RM with 90 seconds' recovery between sets and 3 minutes' rest between exercises. Another study (13) reported strength gains using isokinetic training that consisted of 3 sets, 12 repetitions each, a week on nonconsecutive days. Initial weight or resistance was at a differentiated RPE of 13-14.

Recent studies have focused on the effects of climate and water on training efficacy. Warm climate has been shown to decrease pain, health related problems and depression (40). However, differences in walking were not reported between the warm and colder climate groups (40). Warm water exercises were found to reduce pain and improve cardiovascular conditioning (41). It should be noted that both studies (40,41) used exercise regimens of moderate intensity and duration.

**GUILLAIN-BARRÉ SYNDROME**

The course of illness can be more prolonged in adults, particularly older adults, than in children. Improvement can continue for up to 2 years after onset, with rate and variability of neurological recovery related to age, requirement for respiratory support, and rate of progression. The course of illness can also result in chronic-relapsing GBS.

Questions regarding the usefulness of exercise to help maintain health for patients with GBS remains unanswered because of the dearth of research regarding the effects of exercise on GBS. The “Medical News” section of the *Journal of the American Medical Association* (42) reported a paper written by Dr. Bensman, who at that time was an assistant professor at the University of Minnesota Medical School. The paper discussed the clinical course of eight GBS patients who were adversely affected by “excessive physical activity” that was part of their inpatient rehabilitation. The phrase “excessive physical activity” was never defined. Three of the eight patients were placed on a nonfatiguing program including passive range-of-motion exercises, which quickly resulted in an increase in muscle strength and no more periods of functional loss. Another three of the eight patients had already been discharged, but loss of function due to weakness and/or paresis reappeared after “exercising too strenuously.” These three GBS patients improved after bedrest and limitation of activity, but relapses continued “to be associated with fatigue.” The two remaining patients returned to the hospital because of a recurrence of GBS 1 year after the onset of symptoms.

Steinberg (43) noted that excessive exercise, especially fatiguing activity, often causes abnormal sensations for various periods of time. Steinberg (43) suggested that GBS patients be allowed to engage in physical activity up to the point where muscle ache/fatigue begins. Fatigue declined after their activity was “carefully controlled.”

The GBS participant in the study by Pitetti et al. (38) performed 40 exercise sessions during a 16-week period on an SAE following initial cardiovascular and strength testing. The GBS participant exercised for 20–30 minutes per session at 70% of peak heart rate as determined by a pretraining exercise test on the SAE. The GBS participant increased cardiopulmonary capacities, peak work level, total work capacity, and isokinetic leg strength following this supervised exercise regimen without any GBS-related complications.

Karper (44) reported the effects of a low-intensity aerobic exercise regimen on a female (18 yr) with chronic-relapsing GBS. The exercise regimen consisted of a 10-week walking phase followed by a 15-week cycling phase. The GBS patient exercised 3 days a week for 20 to 37 minutes as a walking phase and 15 to 32 minutes as a cycling phase. The GBS patient was not allowed to exercise over 45 percent of her HRR (220 – age) reserve. During cycling, the participant stopped every 5 minutes and rested for 2 minutes. No rest periods were reported for the walking phase. Following both exercise phases, the GBS patient improved in walking distance, speed of walking, and riding time (cycle ergometer) without any GBS relapse or side effects.

Given the above reports, a very conservative approach should be taken for both inpatient and outpatient rehabilitation. Once the disease begins to stabilize, inpatient
rehabilitation should begin using short periods of nonfatiguing activities (i.e., passive range of motion and active range of motion). As the patient improves (noted by increase in muscle strength and nerve conduction), light muscle strengthening exercises should be initiated. As the patient continues to improve, more exercises and activities for physical therapy and occupational therapy, as well as training for ADL can be added to the overall rehabilitation plan. During the first 3 to 6 months after onset of the disease, the medical staff should be vigilant to signs of fatigue in their patients, and it is important for the patient to know his/her own limitations and be able to exercise without causing fatigue.

No exercise regimens involving flexibility and muscle strength and endurance exercises, have been reported for GBS patients. However, the GBS patient in the study by Pitetti et al. (38) showed increases in leg strength and the patients in the study by Karper (44) showed improved grip strength following their aerobic exercise regimen. This suggests that an exercise program involving not only aerobic exercise but also resistance training would be beneficial for GBS patients.

In addition to cardiopulmonary improvement, work and strength improvements were seen in the GBS patient in the study by Pitetti et al. (38). The patient also reported subjective improvements in activities of daily living. Housework and yardwork activities had been expanded following the exercise regimen. For instance, the GBS patient was able to mow his yard (self-propelled mower) without rest periods and returned to gardening because weeding, digging up roots, and rototilling were feasible again. He also reported being able to walk up stairs without the use of railings plus an overall reduction in daily fatigue. That is, following the exercise regimen, he seldom took naps, whereas before training, they were daily necessities.

Undoubtedly, a significant number of patients discharged from inpatient rehabilitation who return to their homes could benefit from outpatient rehabilitative services or individualized exercise programs at community health clubs who have someone, if the least, certified as a Health Fitness Instructor by the American College of Sports Medicine. A certified Exercise Specialist or Registered Clinical Exercise Physiologist would be preferred for working with these clinical populations.

**EDUCATION AND COUNSELING**

**POSTPOLIO SYNDROME**

Persons with PPS experiencing new and/or increased weakness could employ several strategies to slow further debilitating decline. First, education about ADL and physical activities is important to minimize effects of fatigue, including the pace used in task completion. Depending upon new weakness and fatigue, physical work simplification skills and frequent rest periods should be learned and practiced (45). Second, the use of orthoses can reduce stress and possibly decrease pain and fatigue. Accepting the need for orthoses or accepting the need for assistive devices such as wheelchairs or scooters may require counseling. Assistive devices are particularly helpful when long periods of standing or walking are necessary and when recovery from fatigue has been slow.

If breathing becomes more difficult, especially with exertion, respiratory muscle training is recommended (46). These exercises of the upper trunk musculature should facilitate greater chest expansion, tidal volume and exhalations. Also, if pulmonary problems become prevalent, pursed lip and diaphragmatic breathing techniques should be practiced. These techniques will assist more oxygen delivery to the lungs and greater carbon dioxide expiration.

A person with PPS can have many adverse problems that surface after many years of status quo. Abrupt changes affecting ADL, mobility and independence usually result in increased stress. Consequently, individuals with PPS can be candidates for anxiety and depression. Counseling may be needed along with adequate family support to overcome the changes brought on by PPS.

**GUILLAIN-BARRÉ SYNDROME**

Psychological variables such as symptoms of mild depression occurring after initial disease onset are common. Research is needed to determine the severity of psychological and social issues with severely involved GBS patients (i.e., months to years of ventilatory dependence with chronic-relapsing GBS).

Additionally, the extent and duration of the physically disabling sequelae in GBS has not been adequately described. That is, with regard to motor function and the loss of the active number of motor units with aging, polymyelitis and GBS have similar clinical issues.

Of note to this issue, a study by Burrows (47) reported on the residual subclinical impact of GBS in four military personnel (3 males and 1 female; ages 19, 21, 58, and 27 years, respectively) who were medically pronounced “totally recovered” from the syndrome. Prior to the onset of GBS, all four individuals exceeded requirements to pass the Army Physical Fitness Test (APFT). The APFT includes performing 15 push-ups and 40 sit-ups in 2 minutes and completing a 2-mile run in 21 minutes. All four soldiers were unable to pass the APFT 1 to 3 years following onset of GBS.

Other studies have reported residual long-term disabilities. Melillo and colleagues (48) studied the course of 37 patients following discharge and reported that 13 developed long-term disability. Bernsen et al. (49) reported that 3 to 6 years after onset of Guillain-Barré syndrome, 63% of 122 patients showed one or more changes in their lifestyle, work, or leisure activities due to loss of muscle strength and poor coordination. And Soryal and
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EPIDEMIOLOGY AND PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

Myopathies encompass a wide range of disorders that can be broadly considered as either congenital, inherited, or acquired. The congenital forms include the muscular dystrophies, congenital myopathies, channelopathies, and metabolic myopathies (Table 7.1). The acquired myopathies include endocrine myopathies, inflammatory myopathies, toxic myopathies (including drugs), and primary infectious myopathies (Table 7.2). The incidence and prevalence of muscle disorders vary widely, with myotonic dystrophy and Duchenne dystrophy (DMD) occurring in about 1 of 3,500 live births (DMD only in men), whereas other disorders, such as MELAS 3271 (mitochondrial myopathy), is present in only about 40 people in the world (10,42).

Most of the genetically based myopathies are caused by mutations in structural or metabolism linked proteins. These can be categorized as autosomal dominant (AD), autosomal recessive (AR), X-linked recessive (XR), maternally inherited (MI, mitochondrial disorders), or sporadic spontaneous mutations. In general, the dystrophies often result from abnormalities in the cytoskeleton (e.g., dystrophin in DMD), whereas the metabolic myopathies are caused by mutations in the energy transduction enzymes (e.g., carnitine palmitoyl transferase deficiency [CPT-2]). Some exceptions to this general rule exist, such as calpain-3 deficiency (a proteolytic enzyme) seen in a form of AR limb girdle dystrophy. The inheritance pattern and gene product of many of the inherited myopathies are presented in Table 7.3.

The acquired myopathies encountered in North America are usually inflammatory, endocrine, or toxic. Acute viral myopathies, which are frequently encountered with a wide spectrum of severity, are most commonly caused by influenza or coxsackie viruses. The most common toxic myopathies are those caused by lipid-lowering agents, primarily the statins (hydroxymethylglutaryl-coenzyme A [HMG-CoA]-reductase inhibitors) (36). Fungal and bacterial myopathies rarely occur in first-world countries, but should be considered in recent immigrants or those with travel histories to developing countries (Table 7.2).

SYMPTOMS AND FUNCTIONAL CONSEQUENCES

Progressive muscle weakness is the most common symptom of structural myopathies, and episodic fatigability is the most common symptom of the metabolic myopathies and channelopathies. Most of the congenital myopathies or dystrophies start with weakness in the proximal muscles that eventually spreads more distally. Notable exceptions are fascioscapulohumeral dystrophy (FSHD), where facial weakness may be a prominent and early sign, myopathies with distal weakness including the “distal myopathies,” and myotonic muscular dystrophy. In general, the disorders of fat metabolism and mitochondrial cytopathies present with impairment in endurance-type activities, whereas glycogen storage diseases present with symptoms during higher-intensity muscle contractions.

A common outcome from prolonged weakness is joint contracture and secondary bony abnormalities, including osteoarthritis, osteoporosis, and scoliosis. Contractures are most commonly seen at the shoulders, elbows, ankles, knees, and hips. Several of the myopathies can also affect cardiac muscle with conduction block (e.g., myotonic dystrophy) and cardiomyopathy (dystrophinopathy, Emery-Dreifuss) (Table 7.4).

In general, because most myopathies initially affect proximal limb muscles, early in the course of the disease individuals with these conditions will often experience difficulty arising from a low chair, climbing stairs, or rising from a kneeling position or from the ground (e.g., after a fall). As weakness progresses, gait disturbance and limitations in functional mobility become more problematic. Most children with DMD become wheelchair dependent for mobility by 10 to 12 years of age. The requirement for power mobility is extremely variable in other forms of acquired and inherited myopathy.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

As stated above, most people with myopathy will have significant proximal weakness without any sensory signs or symptoms as primary manifestations of their disorder. Mental status is usually unaffected, with the exception of some children with DMD, myotonic muscular dystrophy...
Somnolence is very common and cognitive impairment is seen in more severe forms), and congenital myopathy with central nervous system involvement. Cranial nerve examination findings are usually normal. Facial weakness, however, is manifested in FSHD and some cases of central nuclear myopathy and myotonic dystrophy. Proximal muscle bulk is reduced in later stages of myopathies, with the exceptions noted previously. Some of the inherited myopathies have very specific patterns of weakness, for example, high riding scapulae, horizontal clavicles, and accentuated pectoral creases are typical of FSHD.

Muscle weakness follows a proximal to distal pattern with the notable exceptions above. As such, the shoulder abductors, shoulder internal and external rotators, abdominals, paraspinals, hip girdle muscles, and knee extensors and flexors are usually affected early in varying degrees. Muscle stretch reflexes are normal in the early stages of disease but are suppressed later as weakness progresses.

Sensory examination is usually normal. Significant sensory abnormalities prompt investigation into possible concurrent acquired causes of neuropathy (e.g., compression or entrapment, mononclonal gammopathy of uncertain significance, diabetes, autoimmune disease, vitamin B12 deficiency, thyroid abnormalities, toxins, drugs), as opposed to a myopathic etiology. Orthopedic deformities of the foot and ankle (e.g., equinovarus ankle deformity) can be seen in the congenital myopathies owing to intrauterine weakness. Secondary orthopedic manifestations include knee, ankle, and hip contractures as weakness progresses. Dermatomyositis and Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy are susceptible to elbow joint contractures, and the former may also result in subcutaneous calcifications. Scoliosis is common in many of the congenital myopathies. The gait abnormalities associated with myopathies include a compensated Trendelenberg gait pattern owing to hip abductor weakness whereby the trunk bends laterally over the hip during the stance phase of the gait cycle, hyperlordosis because of abdominal and hip extensor weakness, and knee hyperextension through midstance resulting from quadriceps weakness.

**TABLE 7.1. OVERVIEW OF THE COMMON INHERITED MYOPATHIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Muscular Dystrophies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Congenital muscular dystrophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dystrophinopathies (Becker’s and Duchenne)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limb girdle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal dystrophies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hereditary inclusion body myositis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myotonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emery-Dreifuss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oculopharyngeal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channelopathies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Myotonia congenita (Thomsen’s and Becker’s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malignant hyperthermia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperkalemic periodic paralysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypokalemic periodic paralysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium sensitive myotonia congenita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paramyotonia congenita</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Congenital Myopathies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nemaline rod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centronuclear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minicore/multicore</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metabolic Myopathies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glycogen storage disease (GSD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatty acid oxidation defects (FAOD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatty acid transport defects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitochondrial myopathies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myoadenylate deaminase deficiency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(osomnolence is very common and cognitive impairment is seen in more severe forms), and congenital myopathy with central nervous system involvement. Cranial nerve examination findings are usually normal. Facial weakness, however, is manifested in FSHD and some cases of central nuclear myopathy and myotonic dystrophy. Proximal muscle bulk is reduced in later stages of myopathies, with the exceptions noted previously. Some of the inherited myopathies have very specific patterns of weakness, for example, high riding scapulae, horizontal clavicles, and accentuated pectoral creases are typical of FSHD.

**TABLE 7.2. ACQUIRED MYOPATHIES**

**Endocrine**
- Hypothyroidism
- Hyperthyroidism
- Vitamin D deficiency
- Cushing’s syndrome-hypercortisolism
- Hypocortisolism (Addison’s disease)
- Acromegaly (growth hormone excess)

**Inflammatory Myopathies**
- Polymyositis
- Dermatomyositis
- Inclusion body myositis
- Myositis with connective disease
- Transient viral myositis
- Bacterial/fungal myositis

**Drugs**
- Zidovudine (AZT)
- Adriamycin
- Chloroquine
- Corticosteroids
- Statins (HMG-CoA Reductase Inhibitors)

**DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES**

The approach to a patient with suspected myopathy involves a very careful history, physical examination, and family history. Acute and subacute conditions coming on later in life are often acquired. Some of the metabolic myopathies may, however, initially present rather acutely in midlife (e.g., McArdle’s disease). The pattern of weakness, absence of sensory symptoms, presence or absence of muscle cramping, pigmenturia, and onset of symptoms with endurance or high-intensity exercise are all helpful in the evaluation. More often than not, the tentative diagnosis can be made from the history and physical examination. For example, a classic history of distal weakness, frontal balding, cataracts, hypoxia, and somnolence would prompt genetic testing for the diagnosis of myotonic dystrophy type 1 (DM1), and further testing would not be required to establish the diagnosis. In less
classic cases, further testing is required, including serum chemistries for creatine kinase (CK) activity, electrolytes, and thyroid function as an initial screen. The finding of rash, joint involvement, or other autoimmune features would prompt further investigation for underlying connective tissue disease as part of the initial investigation of a potential inflammatory myopathy. In suspected metabolic myopathy, forearm ischemic testing may be helpful in showing absence of lactate rise with normal ammonia rise (a classic glycogen storage disease pattern), or normal lactate rise with absent ammonia rise (myoadenylate deaminase deficiency). Evaluation of suspected free fatty acid (FFA) oxidation defects, FFA transport abnormalities, and mitochondrial cytopathy requires referral to tertiary and quaternary centers that are skilled in the assessment of these disorders (e.g., Institute for Exercise and Environmental Medicine, Southwestern Medical Center, University of Texas, Dallas, Texas; Neuromuscular and Neurometabolic Clinic, McMaster University Medical Center, Hamilton, Ontario).

Most people with a suspected acquired myopathy should have a number of routine investigations, including a complete blood count, CK, creatinine, liver enzymes, thyroid function (thyroid-stimulating hormone [TSH]), antinuclear antibody (ANA), and an erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR). With any suspicion of respiratory involvement, both sitting and supine pulmonary function studies and oximetry are of value. People with suspected cardiac involvement or with possible conduc-

**TABLE 7.3. MUSCULAR DYSTROPHIES/CONGENITAL MYOPATHIES/CHANNELOPATHIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INHERITANCE PATTERN</th>
<th>GENE PRODUCT</th>
<th>SYMBOL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duchenne muscular dystrophy</td>
<td>XR</td>
<td>Dystrophin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becker’s muscular dystrophy</td>
<td>XR</td>
<td>Dystrophin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limb girdle muscular dystrophy</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Dysferlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limb girdle muscular dystrophy</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>α-sarcoglycan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limb girdle muscular dystrophy</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>β-sarcoglycan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limb girdle muscular dystrophy</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>γ-sarcoglycan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limb girdle muscular dystrophy</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Calpain-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limb girdle muscular dystrophy (dominant)</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Caveolin-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limb girdle muscular dystrophy (dominant)</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Laminin A/C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal Muscular Dystrophy</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Dysferlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myotubular myopathy</td>
<td>XR</td>
<td>Myotubularin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central core</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Ryanodine receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nemaline myopathy</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>α-tropomyosin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emery-Dreifuss</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Nebulin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Poly(A) binding Protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital Myopathy/Dystrophy</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Laminin A/C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myotubular myopathy</td>
<td>XR</td>
<td>Emerin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central core</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nemaline myopathy</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emery-Dreifuss</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fascioscapulohumeral</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Myotonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myotonic muscular dystrophy–1</td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Zinc finger protein 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital muscular dystrophy</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>α-2 laminin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital muscular dystrophy</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Integrin α 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital muscular dystrophy</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Fulminatin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CHANNELOPATHIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MYOPATHY</th>
<th>CARDIAC ABNORMALITIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dystrophinopathies (Becker’s and Duchenne)</td>
<td>Cardiomyopathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myotonic dystrophy, types I &amp; II</td>
<td>Cardiac conduction block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy</td>
<td>Cardiac conduction block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nemaline rod myopathy</td>
<td>Cardiomyopathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centronuclear myopathy</td>
<td>Cardiomyopathy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 7.4. MYOPATHIES ASSOCIATED WITH CARDIAC ABNORMALITIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MYOPATHY</th>
<th>CARDIAC DEFECT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dystrophinopathies (Becker’s and Duchenne)</td>
<td>Cardiomyopathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myotonic dystrophy, types I &amp; II</td>
<td>Cardiac conduction block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy</td>
<td>Cardiac conduction block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nemaline rod myopathy</td>
<td>Cardiomyopathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centronuclear myopathy</td>
<td>Cardiomyopathy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tion defects (e.g., DM1 and myotonic dystrophy type 2) require annual screening with electrocardiography (ECG), echocardiography (e.g., DMD, Becker's), or both.

Electrodiagnostic investigation or electromyography (EMG) is often helpful in the initial investigation of a potential myopathic disorder. EMG is perhaps most helpful in cases where the clinical presentation is not clear cut and when attempting to distinguish between disorders affecting the motor neurons or axons versus muscle. The classic findings on needle EMG studies of early recruitment and brief- or low-amplitude polyphasic motor unit action potentials would almost point toward a potential myopathy (7). Spontaneous activity (fibrillation potentials and positive sharp waves) are usually indicative of muscle fiber necrosis and functional denervation. These findings are typically present in inflammatory myopathies, but can be seen in inherited forms as well (e.g., DMD). The presence of myotonia on EMG testing can help to confirm the suspicion of DM1 or DM2. It is important to note that for many of the inherited myopathies, especially in milder disease or early presentations, needle EMG findings can be completely normal, even in clinically weak muscles. Abnormalities on nerve conduction testing indicating sensory involvement, presence of demyelinating features on motor nerve conduction testing, and neuropathic motor unit action potentials on needle EMG testing would almost point toward a primary neurogenic disorder or, in some cases, an associated focal neuropathy (e.g., ulnar nerve entrapment related to pressure from arm rest and prolonged seating).

The muscle biopsy is an essential part of the workup in many myopathies. We routinely use a modified 5-mm Bergstrom needle with a custom-made apparatus, such that a 60-mL syringe can provide airtight suction via a plastic hose inserted into the end using a pipette tip. We routinely obtain sufficient muscle for histochemistry (~40 mg), electron microscopy (~10 mg), and another piece (~60–100 mg) for enzyme and genetic testing. Light microscopy allows for the assessment of morphometry, accumulation of substrates (i.e., glycogen), fiber type, and immunohistochemistry can be used to assess proteins (Table 7.5). Electron microscopy can be useful in the assessment of ultrastructural details, such as mitochondrial morphology, Z-disc streaming, and inclusions.

We have found cranial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to be particularly helpful in assessment of mitochondrial cytopathies and also in the evaluation of the hypotonic (floppy) infant, particularly if there are developmental delays in more than one sphere. 31-phosphorus MR spectroscopy is also helpful, particularly when combined with exercise, and it may show delayed phosphocreatine resynthesis rates with fatty acid oxidation defects and mitochondrial cytopathy (4). Near-infrared spectroscopy can contribute significantly to a diagnosis by showing characteristic patterns in metabolic cytopathies (46).

### Table 7.5. Common Microscopy Techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Histochemical Analyses</th>
<th>Utility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adenosine triphosphatase (ATPase)</td>
<td>Fiber typing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematoxylin and eosin</td>
<td>Central nuclei, inflammatory cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified gomori trichrome</td>
<td>Mitochondria, nemaline rods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodic acid Schiff</td>
<td>Glycogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil red-O</td>
<td>Lipid content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myoadenylate deaminase</td>
<td>AMPD1 deficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cytochrome c oxidase</td>
<td>COX deficiency, ragged red fibers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NADH tetrazolium</td>
<td>Reductase NADH deficiency, ragged red fibers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Succinate dehydrogenase</td>
<td>Complex II deficiency, ragged red fibers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic Van Giesson</td>
<td>Connective tissue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Aerobic exercise testing can be helpful in determining physical fitness of individuals for exercise prescription and is also very useful in the evaluation of people with suspected metabolic disorders. A low VO2 peak is seen in patients with mitochondrial cytopathies. For example, in our recent study with predominantly MELAS participants, the mean VO2 peak was approximately 10 mL/kg/min (39). The respiratory exchange ratio also increases rapidly and to a very high level in participants with mitochondrial cytopathies (39). A recent review of exercise testing for the mitochondrial cytopathies is found in reference (40).

### Exercise, Fitness, and Functional Testing

Most physicians and physiotherapists use the Medical Research Council scale to semiquantitatively categorize muscle strength during manual muscle testing (Table 7.6). Manual muscle testing is relatively quickly and easily carried out in the clinic by a trained examiner and is sensitive to major changes in strength (e.g., reduction from the ability to apply resistance to the examiner, grade 4, to antigravity strength, grade 3). Although useful clinically, this testing is often not helpful in evaluating an experimental therapeutic substance in a clinical trial (i.e., delazacort or creatine monohydrate) owing to insensitivity of the categorical scale and the wide range of strength that accompanies grade 4.

More objective strength outcome measures include isokinetic and isometric dynamometry (i.e., Cybex, Biodex,) as well as hand-held dynamometry. In our experience, we have found these to be very helpful in making treatment decisions, such as tapering corticosteroids in inflammatory myopathies, and in following individuals on a prescribed exercise regimen to ensure that they are not overtraining and losing strength.

Forearm ischemic testing is helpful in the evaluation of suspected myoadenylate deaminase deficiency or glycogen
storage disease (GSD). This test requires basal lactate and ammonia determination (both immediately placed on ice and transported to the laboratory). Following this, a sphygmomanometer cuff is inflated to 20 mm Hg beyond the arterial pressure, and the individual performs rhythmic isometric exercise with a 9:1 exercise-to-rest duty cycle. After 60 seconds of exercise, the manometer cuff is released and recovery samples are taken at 1, 3, and 5 minutes postexercise. Most tests suggest a 10- or even 20-minute recovery. However, we have found that this does not add to the sensitivity and specificity of the test. The recovery samples must be taken and placed immediately on ice and analyzed rapidly to avoid false elevations in lactate and ammonia from red blood cell metabolism. It is critically important when performing this test to terminate immediately if the individual develops a painful muscle contracture, and not to proceed with this type of testing if the individual has had definite myoglobinuria with high-intensity exercise in the past. Under these circumstances, semi-ischemic protocols have been developed, although in reality the muscle is highly ischemic because of the isometric nature of the contractions and all precautions regarding a painful contracture and termination of the test must be assessed and followed.

Submaximal aerobic activity on the cycle ergometer (3) can be helpful to determine the efficacy of a given intervention (i.e., frequent glucose meals for carnitine palmitoyl transferase deficiency, type 2).

PHYSICAL INTERVENTIONS

Physical therapeutic interventions for most myopathies consist minimally of moderate exercise, regular static stretching, and range-of-motion exercise. Stretching and range-of-motion exercises may be of benefit in preventing contractures. When contractures are emerging, serial casting, preventive bracing, and more intensive stretching with a physiotherapist are warranted. If this fails, a surgical procedure, such as tendon lengthening, may become necessary. People with myopathies are very sensitive to the immobility associated with surgery or other forced periods of immobility, which can cause a rapid step-wise decline in motor function.

Gait aids, such as canes and walkers, can be of benefit for those with myopathies by improving balance and overall endurance. In many cases, however, it is difficult for those with myopathic gait patterns to utilize these devices, because their use often requires substantial upper body strength and excessive trunk or hip flexion.

Bracing is a challenge for those with proximal weakness because the weight and complexity of these devices (e.g., knee-ankle-foot orthoses) often results in poor compliance. Some patients with weakness in the knee extensors benefit from knee stabilizing ankle-foot orthoses, but in our experience, simple knee orthoses are usually poorly tolerated and not helpful functionally for those with myopathies. Power mobility devices (wheelchairs and scooters) require individualized consideration and prescription. When functional mobility limits the individual from taking part in activities of daily living (ADL) or becomes a barrier to full participation in vocational or avocational pursuits, it is very reasonable to prescribe a power mobility device. When possible, this is best done through a specialized seating clinic with experience in neuromuscular disorders or through referral to a community-based occupational therapist with appropriate training and expertise. Regular standing or walking should be encouraged for those still able to do so.

PHARMACOLOGIC INTERVENTIONS

Most children with DMD and Becker’s muscular dystrophy will be treated with corticosteroids (prednisone or deflazacort), which have become an accepted mainstay of treatment in patients with dystrophinopathies (32). Side effects of long-term (weeks to months) corticosteroid use are weight gain, elevated blood pressure, insulin resistance and elevated blood glucose, elevated serum lipids, cataract formation, and osteoporosis (1). Despite their negative side effects, studies show that corticosteroids lead to an overall improvement in muscle strength and function in this population (1). Nevertheless, each child must be treated on an individual basis, and we recommend objective and subjective evaluation and follow-up in a tertiary care center familiar with the use of corticosteroids in dystrophinopathy.

Although limited evidence of functional benefit exists, some people with FSHD are prescribed B-2 agonists, which can produce side effects of tachycardia and possibly cardiac dysrhythmia. Many people with myopathies are also taking creatine monohydrate, which probably has a positive effect on exercise capacity (25,43). A recent Cochrane review has also concluded that creatine monohydrate is of some clinical utility in the muscular dystrophies (25). Another study found that creatine monohydrate supplementation enhanced function in people with polymyositis and dermatomyositis. Alph-lipoic acid and coenzyme Q10, in combination with creatine monohydrate...
drate, appear to confer some efficacy on surrogate markers of disease severity, including lower serum lactate and urinary oxidative stress markers. Currently, however, few other pharmacologic treatment options have been shown to alter progression of the major manifestations of inherited myopathies (muscle wasting and weakness).

Acetaminophen and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatories are useful for musculoskeletal pain associated with immobility or secondary degenerative joint disease. Some people with more severe joint pain require the use of narcotic analgesics. Immunosuppression is the mainstay of treatment for the inflammatory myopathies (polymyositis, dermatomyositis). For these disorders, treatment is usually initiated with high-dose prednisone, which is tapered following initial treatment response. Azathioprine and methotrexate are commonly used as steroid-sparing immunosuppressive agents for inflammatory myopathies. Currently, no benefit is demonstrated of immunosuppression for inclusion body myositis.

**EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION AND PROGRAMMING**

The goal of any therapeutic intervention for patients with progressive disorders involving the neuromuscular system is the maintenance of independence and the ability to perform typical ADL, including vocational and avocational pursuits, to as full an extent as possible (23,48). The means of achieving these goals include (a) the maintenance of maximal muscle mass and strength within the limitations imposed by the disease process, and (b) the prevention or slowing of secondary complications, including disuse weakness and atrophy as well as the development of contractures that lead to the premature loss of ambulation and functional independence. The extent to which exercise therapy is able to improve skeletal muscle strength and function will be reviewed in the following sections.

The hallmark of any progressive myopathy is muscle atrophy and associated weakness. In addition to strength losses associated with the underlying disease, most individuals with neuromuscular disorders lead sedentary lifestyles that likely contribute significantly to their degree of impairment and disability (23). The reasons for this are multifactorial and include (a) concern among parents, educators, physicians, and therapists that exercise may be detrimental to children with progressive myopathic disorders; (b) limited opportunities for children and adults with progressive myopathies to take part in activity owing to lack of available, accessible programming in many communities; (c) lack of early development of adequate motor skills in typical sports and games during childhood that limits participation later in life; and (d) minimal positive reinforcement associated with sport and physical activity in these populations. As a result, lack of physical activity likely contributes significantly to the overall disability in patients with progressive neuromuscular disorders and, specifically, myopathies. Thus, there has been interest in examining the extent to which exercise therapy can reverse or delay some of the maladaptive changes associated with inactivity.

**GENERAL ISSUES IN EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION IN MYOPATHIC DISORDERS**

**Muscular Dystrophy and Congenital/Inflammatory Myopathies**

Individuals should first be screened for evidence of cardiac conduction defects (i.e., myotonic dystrophy) and cardiomyopathy (i.e., DMD). We recommend stress testing and echocardiography in all individuals in whom cardiac pathology is known to exist (Table 7.5). It is very important that individuals stretch and warm up before exercise. With weight training, we encourage a higher number of repetitions and low percentage (40%-50%) of one-repetition maximum (1-RM) for the first few weeks, with individuals gradually increasing their percentage (1-RM) as they adapt to the activity (no more intense than 3 sets of 10 repetitions) (24). It is very important that each person “listen to his or her body” and report any abnormal muscle or joint pain. We recommend that a muscle group be exercised with resistance training no more frequently than every 48 hours. With endurance exercise, most structural myopathies, and well-treated inflammatory and recovering endocrine myopathies, can follow a standard exercise prescription similar to that for individuals without disabilities starting an endurance exercise program.

A special concern for both endurance and strength training is the individual with a recently diagnosed inflammatory myopathy whose condition is not yet well controlled with corticosteroids or other therapies, or has just undergone an exacerbation of his or her condition with increased weakness and elevated CK. We usually have these individuals reduce their training or delay the initiation of onset, and perform gentle static stretching until the CK values are returning toward normal, and the individual feels subjective improvements in his or her strength (Table 7.7). All individuals who are taking corticosteroids should be taking vitamin D and calcium and, under some circumstances, bisphosphates.

**Channelopathies**

Many people with channelopathies, for example the periodic paralyses, are at risk for malignant hyperthermia (MH). Although the main trigger for malignant hyperthermia is exposure to anesthesia with succinyl choline, volatile halogenated anesthetic agents, or both, individuals harboring malignant hyperthermia may also have episodes of potentially fatal hypermetabolic crisis precipitated by prolonged or severe exercise in very hot and humid conditions.
People with myotonia congenita develop extreme muscle hypertrophy. Most of these individuals avoid resistance training because of precipitation of extreme hypertrophy that can be so extensive that it is disfiguring. Rapidly initiating exercise results in myotonia, and slowly warming up helps to prevent the myotonia. These individuals tolerate endurance exercise quite well, which does not result in muscle hypertrophy. In persons with paramyotonia congenita, the main issue with exercise is severe symptomatic exacerbation when exposed to the cold. For this reason, these individuals should not perform winter activities when the potential for hypothermia or a severe cold exposure exists. Under no circumstances should these individuals participate in swimming sports in open water, where cold-induced myotonia could be fatal. In paramyotonia and hyperkalemic periodic paralysis, profound muscle weakness can occur in the minutes to hours following exercise. This is exacerbated with complete inactivity (i.e., driving home in a car after activity). For this reason, we recommend that these individuals try to perform a gentle warm-down and keep their legs moving at low intensities following exercise to avoid the paralysis.

**Metabolic Myopathies**

It is of primary importance for those with fatty acid oxidation defects to avoid fasting and never exercise during a period of concurrent illness. Most patients should start the consumption of carbohydrates at approximately 1 g/kg/h in the hour before exercise and consume at least 0.25 g/kg at 15-minute intervals during endurance exercise. Persons with CPT-2 deficiency and other fatty acid oxidation defects should adopt a high carbohydrate diet (27). If muscle cramping, shortness of breath, or tachycardia occurs in patients with fatty acid oxidation defects, they should stop their activity, continue to consume fluids with high carbohydrate content, and if symptoms persist, (44) the clinical exercise physiologist should implement the facility’s emergency procedures protocol. In our experience, we have found that these exercise and dietary strategies have allowed most of our patients with CPT-2 to perform endurance-type activities, some even at rather surprising intensity or duration.

For the person with GSD, it is imperative to perform a long warm-up period to increase the delivery of blood-borne substrates, such as glucose, FFA, and proteins, to “bypass the defect” and get into the “second wind” (50). Most people with this condition report a very idiosyncratic feeling of “getting their second wind” when the body can aerobically utilize lipids. Studies have shown that persons with McArdle’s disease (GSD, type 5) may also benefit from frequent sips of carbohydrate during exercise as the glucose bypasses the metabolic defect (27,28). Carbohydrate intake before and during exercise in patients with GSD type 7 (Tarui’s disease) inhibits fatty acid mobilization and utilization, and significantly improves exercise performance (14). Avoidance of carbohydrates before and during exercise is also prudent for those with other glycogenoses affecting glycolysis (i.e., phosphoglycerate mutase, phosphoglycerate kinase). Several studies have demonstrated the benefits from slowly progressive endurance exercise training programs in people with McArdle’s disease (15).

### SPECIFIC CONCERNS DURING EXERCISE TRAINING

**Overuse Weakness**

Overuse or overwork weakness, a concern first identified in those recovering from the effects of poliomyelitis, is a major concern among patients, their parents, clinicians, and therapists. There have been anecdotal case reports of increased weakness following strengthening exercise in people with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, peripheral nerve lesions, and DMD (6,16,26). Additionally, overuse was suggested in several family members with FSHD based on asymmetric weakness in the upper extremities (21). The affected family members showed greater weakness on that side. This description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEAKNESS</th>
<th>MRC GRADE</th>
<th>EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None to mild</td>
<td>4, 4+ 5</td>
<td>May perform moderate to high intensity resistance exercise with appropriate monitoring (8–12 repetition maximum sets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>3, 4−</td>
<td>May perform moderate intensity exercise with appropriate monitoring (15–20 repetition maximum sets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
<td>Passive and active assisted range-of-motion exercise to maintain range and prevent contractures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
is obviously anecdotal and uncontrolled. Additionally, it fails to take into account the common observation of significant asymmetry in the pattern of weakness typically found in people with FSHD. In one controlled study, participants with DMD performed submaximal knee extension exercise for 6 months and showed no evidence of overuse weakness in comparison to the nonexercised control leg (19). Thus, no definitive evidence currently exists to support overuse weakness in persons with myopathic disorders (see later). It is most prudent, however, that exercise programs be appropriately adapted to individual needs and that adequate supervision and monitoring is in place.

**Resistance Exercise in Rapidly Progressive Myopathies**

In DMD, there is rapid and progressive loss of strength and functional capacity. Boys are typically dependent on wheelchairs for mobility between the ages of 8 and 12 years (48). Because of this rapid progression, these boys are limited in the extent to which they can participate with their peers in normal age-appropriate physical activity and play. There is, therefore, considerable risk of isolation and lack of social interaction, as well as the aforementioned additive problems of disuse weakness and atrophy, as well as obesity from inactivity, potentially complicated by corticosteroid use (23). Thus, considerable interest exists in the treatment and, when present, control groups. Additionally, any intervention trial directed toward DMD may have been influenced by the high proportion of subjects in each with severe disease progression. Two-thirds of the patients in both studies were using wheelchairs for mobility. It has been suggested that, by the time patients with DMD are wheelchair dependent, they have lost half of their muscle mass (48). Additionally, contractures were present in most subjects, which further reduces the ability of the muscle to respond optimally to resistance exercise training.

Watney (32) provided a home-based, unsupervised exercise program for 73 people with muscular dystrophy (most with DMD) between the ages of 12 and 16 years. The program consisted of arm and leg exercises against gravity for an unspecified length of time within a 3-year period. No gains in strength were reported; however, it was suggested that a program of this nature may prevent disuse atrophy and maintain range of motion.

Vignos and Watkins (49) attempted to improve on these earlier studies and examined the effects of a 1-year, home-based, higher-intensity resistance-training program in a group of still ambulatory persons with muscular dystrophy (14 DMD, 6 LGMD, 4 FSHD). The DMD participants were compared with a nonexercised control group of age, strength, and functional ability matched people with DMD. As determined by manual muscle testing, measurable increases in strength were reported for all three groups. In all three forms of dystrophy, the strength gains occurred in the first 4 months; however, the gains were maintained during the subsequent 8 months. In general, participants with less severe disease improved more so and greater gains were noted in muscles that were initially stronger. The muscle strength had declined in both the exercised and nonexercised subjects with DMD in the year before the study. The control subjects continued to decline during the second year. The exercised group showed no loss in strength and exhibited a minimal increase, thus suggesting some longer term benefit.

Finally, DeLateur and Giaconi (8) isokinetically (Cybex) trained the quadriceps of one leg in four participants with DMD four to five times per week for 6 months. The nonexercised leg served as a control. All five subjects were ambulatory at the onset of the study and had at least grade 3/5 strength in the knee extensors. One subject, however, with rapidly progressive disease became nonambulatory during the study. Strength was...
tested on the same device at monthly intervals during the 6-month training period and for the first 6 months after training, and at 18 and 24 months after training. Increases in maximal strength in response to this program were modest, and strength was greater in the exercised leg at only the 5- and 9-month test periods. It should be noted, however, that the maximal strength of the exercised leg was equal to or stronger than the control leg for all months of follow-up except for 2 years. Additionally, one of the subjects appeared to have deteriorated rapidly during the course of the study, which likely biased this small data set. An important additional conclusion of this study was the lack of any evidence for overuse weakness in the trained legs as compared with the control legs.

In summary, it can be concluded that little evidence supports overuse weakness in response to controlled resistance training programs, at least in cases of DMD. For the most part, studies have shown either maintenance of strength and, in some cases, modest improvements. In general, the most significant gains have been noted in people with less disease progression and in their less severely affected muscle groups. These latter points may indicate the need to intervene as early as possible to obtain maximal benefits. Further investigation into the potential benefit of resistance exercise in DMD is required. These studies will require adequate sample sizes, matched controls, carefully designed and monitored programs, and sensitive strength and functional outcome measures. In addition, as noted earlier, most boys with DMD are now treated with either oral prednisone or deflazacort. The additive effect of well-controlled resistance training programs in conjunction with corticosteroids has not yet been assessed.

**Resistance Exercise in Slowly Progressive Myopathy**

In more slowly progressive myopathies, such as myotonic dystrophy (DM1), LGMD, FSHD, and most of the congenital myopathies, the goal of resistance exercise programs has been to improve strength and function rather than simply slow the pace of disease progression. Most studies in this regard have grouped people with different disorders to achieve adequate sample sizes.

McCartney and coworkers (30) dynamically trained the elbow flexors of one arm and the knee and hip extensors bilaterally in five persons with slowly progressive neuromuscular disorders (three with spinal muscular atrophy, one with LGMD, and one with FSHD) three times per week for 12 weeks. A healthy control group was studied for comparison. Training loads were designed to be moderate in intensity and ranged from 10%–40% of maximum (except handgrip at 100%). The authors expressed concern that a program of this nature may be harmful to persons with neuromuscular diseases because a number of the isokinetic indices for the elbow flexors failed to show any statistical improvement. It should be noted, however, that the healthy control subjects also failed to show improvement in most of the isokinetic elbow flexion variables, perhaps related to the lack of similarity between the training regimen and testing condition (isotonic versus isokinetic). Therefore, the expressed concern over higher-intensity training by the authors in this study may not be valid. More recently, Tollhåck et al. (45) reported the effects of a supervised high-resistance training program in a small group of persons with myotonic dystrophy type 1 (DM1). Subjects performed supervised unilateral knee extension exercises three sets of 10 repetitions at 80% of 1-RM three times per week for 12 weeks. In the trained leg, the 1-RM load increased significantly by 25%. No significant improvements were noted in isokinetic concentric or eccentric values. Muscle biopsy revealed no change in the degree of histopathology, and a trend noted toward increased type I fiber cross-sectional area. These authors stressed the importance of supervision during programs of this nature to ensure compliance.
Finally, Lindeman and coworkers (29) reported the results of a study that examined the effects of a 24-week strength training program in persons with DM1 and hereditary motor sensory neuropathy. Matched subjects were randomly assigned to either a training or control group. The training group performed knee extension exercise three times per week with loads increasing gradually from 60% to 80%. Maximal isometric and isokinetic strength, functional tasks, ADL questionnaires, and serum myoglobin were measured before and after training. Subjects with DM1 showed no deleterious effects of training, and all subjects progressed with regard to their training loads. None of the less-specific strength or timed functional tasks, however, exhibited any significant improvement. Myoglobin levels were not significantly changed from pretraining levels.

In summary (Table 7.7), although not all studies have shown consistent positive effects, moderate- to high-intensity resistance training generally has been found to maintain or improve strength in people of a variety of myopathic disorders. As with DMD, strength gains tend to be greatest for muscles with mild-to-moderate weakness and are minimal in muscle groups with severe weakness. Strength training programs for these populations should be designed by experienced, trained personnel, and the program must be specifically tailored to the needs and limitations of the participants. Programs should be supervised, at least during their initial stages, and objective monitoring should be in place. High-intensity resistance training has no advantage over moderate-intensity resistance programs and may lead to a greater likelihood of joint pain, injury, and, possibly, overtraining. Training the major muscle groups two to three times per week with intensities allowing 12–15 repetitions maximum is appropriate. The required frequency and intensity for maintenance of strength gains have not been adequately addressed in these patient populations.

Future high-quality studies are required to better define minimal and optimal training intensities and volumes (13,24). Ideally, these studies should include randomized control groups, completely supervised training programs, blinded assessors, and homogeneous training groups. The latter may require a multicentered approach. Functional, person-centered outcomes are crucial to examine the potential impact of these interventions on disability, participation, and quality of life.

Resistance Exercise in Inflammatory Myopathy

Exercise therapy in inflammatory myopathies has traditionally been confined to range-of-motion exercises and stretching in an attempt to prevent contractures and restricted joint motion. Traditional teaching has promoted rest and energy conservation in these disorders, because it was felt that exercise would potentially harm inflamed muscles. Although this may still hold true for the initial stages of treatment in inflammatory myopathies, evidence now indicates that a more active approach is safe and of potential benefit in the overall management of these disorders (18).

A single case report was the first indication that resistance exercise could be of potential benefit in the rehabilitation of polymyositis (17). In this case, a 42-year-old man with a stable course of at least 4 months’ duration performed isometric resistance exercise (6- × 6-second maximal isometric contractions) for the biceps and quadriceps for 1 month. There was a gradual and significant increase in peak isometric force over the course of the study and, if anything, a slight decrease in the postexercise CK activity. Thus, there was evidence to support potential strength increase and no indication of increased muscle damage.

Escalante et al. (11) similarly reported a small case series of five subjects with stable polymyositis or dermatomyositis who underwent successive 2-week periods of generalized rehabilitation and resistance exercise. Four of the five subjects had significant increases in strength associated with the periods of resistance exercise. A small and likely clinically insignificant 7.7% mean rise in CK was seen postexercise.

Wiesinger et al. (53) reported the results of a randomized, controlled trial of progressive bicycle ergometer and step aerobic exercise in a group of individuals with stable inflammatory myopathy. As with the resistance training programs described above, significant gains were achieved in peak isometric strength, and additionally improvements in an ADL questionnaire and maximal oxygen consumption in the trained group in comparison to controls. No evidence was seen of any deleterious effects with this type of program.

Finally, Spector et al. (37) examined the potential efficacy and safety of resistance training in five people with inclusion body myositis (a chronic inflammatory myopathy that typically affects older adults with quadriceps weakness as initial manifestation). Four men and one woman trained 3 days per week for 12 weeks with a program consisting of concentric exercises for the knee flexors and extensors and the elbow flexors. Following the 12-week program, no significant increase was seen in MRC scores or the Barthel Index. Three subjects, however, reported improved function as a result of the program. Mean 3-RM values were significantly improved for all muscle except the right knee extensors. Strength gains were greatest for the initially stronger muscle groups. Serum CK, B cells, T cells, and natural killer cells (all markers of inflammation) remained unchanged. These results were interpreted as suggesting that resistance exercise was safe and may be functionally beneficial for people with this diagnosis. This is an important finding because, as opposed to polymyositis and dermatomyositis, there is no proved benefit of immunosuppression or other medical therapy at this point for inclusion body myositis.
In summary, reasonable evidence indicates that resistance training and general conditioning are safe and potentially beneficial in people with inflammatory myopathy. As with the dystrophies, need exists for appropriate monitoring and follow-up. Participants should be exposed to active exercise programs only when they have been stable for 3 or more months, and programs should initially be supervised. In general, training should be approached very cautiously in muscle groups with less than antigravity strength. If these muscle groups are trained, it is best done with the supervision of a trained therapist. There is a considerable need for future well-designed studies.

**Respiratory Muscle Training in Myopathies**

Although limb and trunk muscle weakness is responsible for much of the functional limitation in progressive myopathies, deterioration of respiratory muscle function is primarily responsible for the high mortality rate among these individuals (31). Respiratory insufficiency and associated hypercapnia, loss of lung volume, impaired cough, and pneumonia are leading causes of morbidity and mortality among people with DMD (31). Thus, along with appropriate respiratory therapy and support, there has been interest in the potential benefit of inspiratory muscle training to improve respiratory muscle force and endurance in this population. As with other muscle groups, concern exists over the possibility of overuse weakness with inspiratory muscle training and the extent to which improvement on pulmonary function indices may translate to decreased morbidity.

The results of studies that have assessed the effectiveness of inspiratory muscle training are varied. DiMarco et al. (9) examined the effects of inspiratory muscle resistance training on inspiratory muscle function in 11 patients with muscular dystrophies (DMD, LGMD, FSHD). After 6 weeks of training with inspiratory resistive load, improvements were noted in the maximal inspiratory resistance that could be tolerated for 5 minutes and maximal sustainable ventilation. The degree of improvement with training, as noted previously for limb muscles, was directly related to the person’s baseline vital capacity. Wanke et al. (51) studied the effects of a 6-month inspiratory muscle training program on 15 subjects with DMD in comparison to a DMD control group. The authors found that the 10 subjects who completed the training protocol had improvements in force as measured by maximal transdiaphragmatic pressure and maximal esophageal pressures. No changes were reported, however, for vital capacity, forced expiratory volume in 1 second, or maximal voluntary ventilation. Again, persons with the most severely reduced function responded less or not at all.

Gozal and Thiriet (12) examined the effects of a 6-month respiratory muscle training program on respiratory muscle strength and respiratory load perception in 21 children with DMD and spinal muscular atrophy type III. They were compared with 20 matched controls. Subjects were randomized to undergo incremental respiratory muscle training against inspiratory and expiratory loads, or against no load. In controls, no change in maximal static pressures or load perception was found. Respiratory training in the neuromuscular patients, alternatively, was associated with improvements in maximal inspiratory and expiratory pressures. Additionally, respiratory load perception improved in the group that trained against higher inspiratory and expiratory loads. Static pressures returned to baseline values within 3 months, whereas respiratory load perception was still improved after 3 months.

In general, as with the limb muscles, some evidence indicates that respiratory muscle training can improve some measures of maximal respiratory muscle function and may decrease the perceived respiratory effort. Those with high pretraining values tend to improve more so, which as with limb muscle training may support the role for early intervention. No definite evidence at this time suggests that respiratory muscle training is able to decrease incidence of chest infection and associated morbidity.

**Aerobic Training in Muscle Disease**

Although most exercise studies for myopathies have addressed the cardinal features of weakness and muscle wasting with resistance exercise, a few studies have also addressed the potential benefit of aerobic or endurance exercise (47). Olsen et al. (34) reported improved maximal oxygen uptake and training workloads in a group of people with FSHD in response to a 12-week cycle training program of moderate intensity (heart rate corresponding to 65% of \( \dot{V}O_2 \)max). Similar results were reported for groups with LGMD, DM1, and mitochondrial myopathy (20,35,38). In some cases, the improvements in endurance translated to improvement in performance of ADL and quality of life. Based on these studies, it would appear that endurance or aerobic exercise training is safe and effective for patients with moderately severe myopathies. In general, the relative improvements in aerobic capacity are similar to controls. Whether endurance training is safe and effective for those with severe weakness has not been addressed in the literature.

**EDUCATION AND COUNSELING**

With careful monitoring and appropriate treatment, many people with myopathies live a normal, or only a minimally reduced, life span. For these reasons, a healthy lifestyle with respect to nutrition and physical education is important, and general guidelines are not much different than for those without disabilities with the caveats described.
above. Barriers to participation are much higher for those who require assistive devices, ranging from orthoses and canes to scooters and wheelchairs. Many universities and fitness facilities, however, are now wheelchair accessible. Many of these individuals, however, still feel embarrassed or different when going to a public gymnasium, although these barriers are also falling. A major factor we have encountered, particularly in children with DMD and most patients with myotonic dystrophy, is disinterest and poor compliance with exercise programs. Therefore, to improve compliance, it is important to make the activities enjoyable and age-specific.
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PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

Pain is a common experience, and the capacity to sense pain plays a protective role in warning of current or potential tissue damage. Response to tissue injury (as well as painful stimuli) includes adaptive changes that promote healing and avoid further irritation to the injured tissue.

Peripheral neuropathy is defined as deranged function and structure of peripheral motor, sensory, and autonomic neurons (outside the central nervous system [CNS]), involving either the entire neuron or selected levels (1). Pain and other sensory changes can be produced in a variety of ways and, in peripheral nerves, motor or sensory fibers may be preferentially affected, but in most neuropathies both are involved, leading to various patterns of sensorimotor deficit (2). Pain is not always associated with peripheral neuropathy. Painful neuropathies are usually a result of damage to the axon, in contrast to demyelinating neuropathies that tend, with some exceptions, to cause pronounced motor or sensory loss without pain (3).

The two basic mechanisms by which the experience of pain can be evoked are somatic tissue injury (nociceptive) or nerve injury (4). In the typical process of nociceptive pain, stimulation of tissue nociceptors (found throughout the musculoskeletal system) causes action potentials to be propagated along nociceptive axons that ultimately enter the limbic sectors of the cerebral cortex where the pain is perceived. Nociceptive pain is typically described by patients as deep, tender, dull, aching, and diffuse (4). Pain induced by nociceptive pain mechanisms is the most common variety seen in clinical practice (5).

In contrast to nociceptive pain syndromes that are typically related to musculoskeletal damage or injury, damage to the peripheral or CNS produces a different type of pain. This type of pain is known as neuropathic pain. Often neuropathic pain is chronic and persistent, and patients are more likely to use adjectives such as shooting, stabbing, lancinating, burning, and searing to describe it and often complain of pain worsening at night (6). Patients with neuropathic pain may appear to have continuous or paroxysmal pain without any detectable relationship to stimulus (7). The symptoms can be divided into those that are unprovoked and those that are provoked by maneuvers such as skin stimulation, pressure over affected nerves, changes in temperature, or emotional factors (2).

One key diagnostic feature of neuropathic pain is the presence of pain within an area of sensory deficit (2). Allodynia is also a commonly seen hyperpathic state in neuropathic pain, in which a normally innocuous stimulus produces a sensation of pain whose quality is inappropriate for the stimulus. An example of this is the patient who cannot tolerate a blanket resting on an affected extremity.

Another feature suggestive of neuropathic pain is summation, which is the progressive worsening of pain evoked by slow, repetitive stimulation with mildly noxious stimuli, for example, pinprick (8).

Neuropathic pain can be classified on the basis of the cause of the insult to the nervous system, the disease or event that precipitated the pain syndrome, or the distribution of pain. Certain medical conditions are associated with neuropathic pain, and these commonly include diabetes, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection or acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), multiple sclerosis, cancer chemotherapy, malignancy, spinal surgery, alcoholism, herpes zoster, and amputation (6). Cancer patients can develop neuropathy from tumor invasion and also are at higher risk for neuropathic pain following chemotherapy or radiation therapy.

Diabetes is associated with peripheral neuropathy and radiculopathy (9,10). HIV is associated with a variety of neuropathies and myelopathies. Multiple sclerosis is associated with neuralgia and neuropathy (11). Failed spine surgery is associated with radiculopathy. Amputation is associated with neuroma and phantom limb pain (6).

Trauma can lead to the development of entrapment neuropathies, as well as partial or complete nerve transection, plexopathies, and painful scars. Entrapment neuropathies, such as carpal tunnel syndrome, are usually characterized in the early stages by paresthesia and pain (2).

CLASSIFICATION

A variety of disease processes can cause, or contribute to, peripheral neuropathy and the possible pain associated with it (12). A working knowledge of these is needed to help identify or establish a specific cause or underlying process and develop a prognosis and treatment plan.
accordingly. Despite a thorough investigation into the cause of peripheral polyneuropathy, the cause often remains unknown in 25%–50% of cases (13). It is then the goal of treatment to lessen the patient’s symptoms or dysfunction.

Based on anatomic distribution, there are four main types of peripheral nervous system disease. It is useful to know their clinical patterns for diagnosis and treatment (14):

1. Symmetric polyneuropathy: affects mainly the distal extremities, usually affects the feet with altered sensation. It is the most common chronic type of peripheral polyneuropathy. Diabetes, metabolic causes, or toxin exposures often cause this type of neuropathy.

2. Mononeuropathy: affects a single nerve and is also a common cause of acute or chronic peripheral neuropathy. This type is often from a local compression of the nerve, but is often found with chronic disease states, such as diabetes, which make the nerve more susceptible.

3. Plexopathy dysfunction in the nerve plexus: is often the result of injury, but can result from an underlying endogenous process, such as might develop after radiation treatment for a tumor. It may affect several peripheral nerves in a non-dermatomal pattern with weakness or sensory changes.

4. Radiculopathies: result from involvement or injury to a nerve more proximally (toward the spinal cord) causing nerve root dysfunction, often with weakness, pain, and peripheral sensory deficit in a specific dermatomal pattern (15). Nerve encroachment from spondylitic degenerative changes or disk herniation can commonly cause this.

5. Facial neuralgias: although not classically considered  in a discussion of peripheral neuropathies, must also be considered when discussing pain in the peripheral nervous system.

**CLINICAL EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY**

Basic information about nociception and pain has not received systematic coverage in either exercise science textbooks or the sports medicine literature (16). The patient with a chronic pain problem typically has a complicated medical and psychological history. An adequate comprehensive treatment of the problem requires a careful and multidisciplinary assessment. The goal of the assessment is to identify nociceptive factors that may be correctable, psychological factors that can be addressed (pharmacologically or behaviorally), the contribution of disease to the pain problem, and the socioenvironmental context in which the pain problem is maintained (17).

Physical exercise is widely used in the treatment in patients with chronic pain. Patients with chronic pain have demonstrated highly significant improvements in aerobic fitness measures following a short (4-week) course of exercise intervention (18). Outcomes assessed have included VO₂ max and metabolic equivalents (METs), and lower body power output. Possible mechanisms underlying such dramatic improvement include improved physical fitness, learning, or desensitization to symptoms associated with exertion, and improved effort. Patients with chronic pain related to peripheral neuropathy have displayed lower health-related quality of life, and patients placed on a 6-week home exercise program demonstrated slight improvements in this measure as well as increases in muscle strength (19).

Patients with peripheral neuropathy involving the median nerve at the wrist (carpal tunnel syndrome) have been treated with nerve and tendon-glid ing exercises. A significant number of patients reported excellent results and were spared the morbidity of a carpal tunnel release procedure (20). Other studies have shown that various exercise interventions may prevent or decrease the incidence of carpal tunnel syndrome and other painful cumulative trauma disorders (21,22).

Physical activity, including appropriate endurance and resistance training, is a major therapeutic modality for type 2 diabetes. Too often, however, physical activity is an underutilized therapy. Favorable changes in glucose tolerance and insulin sensitivity usually deteriorate within 72 hours of the last exercise session; consequently, regular physical activity is imperative to sustain glucose-lowering effects and improved insulin sensitivity (23). Modifications to exercise type and intensity may be necessary for those who have complications of diabetes. Autonomic neuropathy affects the heart rate response to exercise. As a result, ratings of perceived exertion (RPE) may need to be used instead of heart rate for moderating intensity of physical activity. Patients with diabetic neuropathy causing sensory loss in the lower extremity may have to alter exercises to focus on the use of non-weight-bearing forms of activity (23).

Exercise has been demonstrated to improve several measures of balance in diabetic patients with peripheral neuropathy (24). This study involved a short (3-week) intervention designed to increase lower-extremity strength and balance. Significant improvement was found in unipedal stance time, tandem stance time, and functional reach. Additional studies are needed to determine if this decreases fall frequency in this population.

Pain can be modulated at peripheral sites by opioids, and peripheral blood concentrations of β-endorphins are increased during exercise (16). Therefore, exercise may play a beneficial role in reducing pain in certain cases, but further research is warranted to understand the specific mechanisms. Also, additional research is needed to understand the conditions (e.g., mode, duration, and intensity of exercise, whether or not the exercise itself is painful, and the nature of the noxious
stimulus) under which exercise-related analgesia is produced (16).

PHARMACOLOGY

A variety of pharmacologic approaches to the management of neuropathic pain are in use, although no current consensus exists on optimal strategy. Pharmacologic management is based on the response of the patient and careful titration of dosage to achieve positive results while minimizing side effects. Pharmacologic treatments have generally been selected on the basis of evidence for efficacy in randomized, placebo-controlled trials conducted in disease-based groups of patients, notably in postherpetic neuralgia and diabetic polyneuropathy (25). These studies demonstrate efficacy of tricyclic antidepressants, standard and newer anticonvulsants, and opioids. Evidence for efficacy is less for selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), antiarrhythmics (mexiletine), and capsaicin. Nonopioid analgesics (aspirin, acetaminophen, and other nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs [NSAIDs]) are often used by patients with neuropathic pain, but they are typically more effective for mild to moderate nociceptive pain. Emerging treatments include pharmacologic blockade of specific ion receptors, ligand-gated channels, and nicotinic receptors, and increasing spinal inhibition (26).

Many patients with mild to moderate pain are helped by the use of aspirin, acetaminophen, and NSAIDs. Acetaminophen is often used initially because of its lower incidence of gastrointestinal toxicity when taken chronically. It has no anti-inflammatory effect and is not appropriate as a primary therapy for an inflammatory process.

A wide variety of NSAIDs are in use, and many patients respond better to one over another, although this is unpredictable in advance of starting on the drug. NSAID use is associated with an increased incidence of gastrointestinal toxicity and should be avoided in patients with peptic ulcer disease or bleeding abnormalities (27). NSAIDs should also be avoided in patients older than 70 years of age and as unsupervised long-term treatment (28). Patients with neuropathic pain will typically be engaged in low-level exercise programs, but it is important to acknowledge a recent study that demonstrated that use of NSAIDs was found to be a risk factor in exercise-associated hyponatremia in high-level physical activity (29).

Many patients with neuropathic pain experience relief with the use of antidepressants. Pain relief is often achieved at doses that are subtherapeutic for the treatment of depression. The analgesic effects of these agents may result from their ability to block reuptake at presynaptic nerve endings of neurotransmitters, such as serotonin and norepinephrine, which are involved in pain and depression (30). Tricyclic antidepressants remain the class most commonly used, and their use has been documented in a variety of pain-related conditions, including postherpetic neuralgia, diabetic neuropathy, arthritis, low back pain, myofascial pain, cancer pain, migraine and tension-type headaches, central pain, and psychogenic pain (30). Common side effects include sedation and dry mouth. In light of recent reports of sudden death in children being treated with desipramine (tricyclic antidepressant), three of which were associated with physical exercise, the effects of this drug on exercise were evaluated (31). Desipramine was found to have only minor effects on the cardiovascular response to exercise, and the effects did not appear to be age related (31). The authors stated that desipramine may increase the risk of exercise-associated arrhythmias in some individuals.

When the previously described drugs are not sufficient, the addition of an anticonvulsant drug to the antidepressant may be useful (32). Anticonvulsants are generally considered to be first-line agents for the treatment of neuropathic pain with a predominantly paroxysmal or lancinating quality, such as trigeminal neuralgia (30). The mechanisms by which anticonvulsants relieve pain may be related to stabilizing neuronal membranes (phenytoin), altering sodium channel activity (carbamazepine), and modulating γ-aminobutyric acid activity (clonazepam and valproate) (30). Carbamazepine (anticonvulsant) produced a significant delay in pain increase in patients with peripheral neuropathy that was previously mediated by spinal cord stimulation (33). In this study, the pain-relieving spinal cord stimulation was inactivated before introduction of medication. Anticonvulsant medication demonstrated better delay in return of pain compared with an opioid analgesic.

The role of opioid analgesics is controversial in the management of neuropathic pain. Most patients do not respond to these drugs and should not receive them (32). Many patients need detoxification from opioids, sedative-hypnotics, and muscle relaxants (32). Some evidence indicates that some patients with neuropathic pain do function well while taking low-dose, regularly scheduled opioids (32).

Neuropathic pain with a major cutaneous component may respond well to topical therapy with the substance P depletor, capsaicin, to reduce elevated prostaglandin levels (32). Animal studies are demonstrating a rationale for the selected use of topical capsaicin in the treatment of pain (34).

Chronic pain and depression are often found to coexist. The use of tricyclic antidepressants in higher therapeutic doses is indicated in these cases. SSRIs, such as fluoxetine (Prozac), paroxetine (Paxil), and sertraline (Zoloft), have generally replaced tricyclic antidepressants for the treatment of depression (30). Although they are typically well tolerated with fewer side effects, SSRIs have not shown significant efficacy for treatment of pain. Sometimes, patients with chronic pain and depression are placed on bedtime dosing of tricyclics and concomitant daytime dosing of SSRIs. Caution is required because
some SSRIs can significantly increase tricyclic antidepressant serum levels (30).

**HISTORY AND PHYSICAL EXAMINATION**

The history the patient gives can be a very important guide toward diagnosis. Specific attempts should be made to determine the following:

1. The time course of the patient's symptoms: When did they start (acute, subacute, chronic, or relapsing)? Was there a specific event associated with onset? What age did symptoms first occur? How fast have the symptoms progressed?
2. What type of distribution or pattern are the symptoms: symmetric or asymmetric, proximal or distal, single nerve, multiple nerves, or diffuse?
3. What type of nerve fibers are affected more: motor (weakness), sensory (pain or anesthesia), or autonomic symptoms (blood pressure, pulse rate, and rhythm changes)?
4. What is the quality and quantity associated with pain or sensory change (dull ache, sharp, burning, numb) and its effects on daily functions or activities.
5. Does it seem to start in a given area and then radiate?
6. Is there anything the patient can identify that causes the symptom to be worse, or that helps alleviate it (body positions, use, rest, movement)?
7. Is there a certain time of day or night when it worsens or improves?
8. Family history: Attempt to search for possible genetic patterns or links to other family members.
9. Social history: Illicit drug use, alcohol use, job history (repetitive strain, toxic exposure, heavy lifting or labor), travel history (exposures and subsequent illnesses), diet changes or patterns (with exposure to toxins or illnesses), and vitamin ingestion (deficiency or toxicities).
10. Medical history: illnesses or conditions affecting organ systems (infections, diabetes, thyroid or endocrine disease, tumors, kidney disease, connective tissue diseases, metabolic diseases or defects, prior disease treatments or prior medications).
11. Current medications
12. Allergies

Many other conditions can mimic the pain or dysfunction of neuropathy, such as myopathy, arthropathies, musculoskeletal pain, myofascial pain, visceral conditions, infections, neoplasms, psychological causes, and pain or weakness from CNS conditions.

Peripheral neuropathy affects lower motor neurons, and the neurologic physical examination may uncover any of the constellation of findings that typically result from this. Neurologic findings may include weakness, atrophy, loss of sensation, hypersensation, paresthesia, and decreased deep tendon reflexes in the distribution of the affected nerve or nerves (14). In acute neuropathy, there may be nerve tension signs (e.g., a positive straight leg raise in lumbar radiculopathy) and splinting of muscles, or antalgic body postures. There may be changes in gait due to weakness, pain, or loss of distal sensation. Position sense may be impaired in the extremities and muscles may be atrophied in more chronic nerve disease. In suspected peripheral neuropathy, each of the areas of the neurologic physical examination should be evaluated.

It is important, especially with suspected mononeuropathy or radiculopathy, to compare physical examination findings from the affected side of the body with the unaffected side, looking for objective differences or asymmetry in sensation, reflexes, strength, size, and body position.

In peripheral polyneuropathy, usually a more symmetric neurologic involvement is seen in the distal limbs. The physical examination will often show decreased deep tendon reflexes, decreased or increased sensation (in a nondermatomal stocking-type distribution), and possible weakness in the distal extremities (12). The lower extremities are usually most affected in earlier states of involvement, but eventually all extremities may be affected.

Sensory testing for smaller fiber involvement can be performed by pinprick and ice touching. Larger fibers can be tested better with a tuning fork for vibration, two-point discrimination at the fingertips, or by position sense (by lifting a toe or fingertip slightly superiorly or inferiorly with the patient's eyes closed and then asking them to identify what they felt) (33). Strength can be tested manually with resisted joint range of motion (ROM) against the examiner's own resistance, and with maneuvers that test strength in the lower extremities that the patient can perform (e.g., heel-toe walking, squatting, step-ups, or toe raises). Reflexes should be checked with a reflex hammer with the patient's joint in a neutral, relaxed position. To help facilitate a reflex in an areflexic limb, the patient may clasp his or her hands together in front of the torso and attempt to pull them apart while the reflex is retested. Nerve tension or compression signs may be checked by applying traction to the nerve, by applying focal pressure, or by mechanically tapping over the nerve. Examples would be (a) the straight leg raise test to stretch the sciatic nerve and lumbar nerve roots in evaluating for suspected lumbar radiculopathy; (b) Spurling's (maximal foraminal compression) test in the cervical spine to check for nerve encroachment in the intervertebral foramen; or (c) compression or tapping over the median nerve at the wrist to reproduce symptoms of carpal tunnel syndrome (median neuropathy at the wrist).

**MEDICAL AND SURGICAL TREATMENTS**

Treatment of neuropathy of any etiology should be aimed at treating or correcting any underlying identifiable
cause, if possible (12,14,36). Because many etiologies exist for peripheral neuropathies, numerous approaches also exist to their treatment, whether acute or chronic. Immediate goals of therapy are generally to achieve acceptable pain levels, minimize any functional deficits, and protect from risk of ongoing damage or hypoesthesia.

Acute, painful neuropathies (e.g., acute radiculopathy or acute peripheral nerve trauma) are often treated, depending on severity and cause, with analgesic medications (narcotic and nonnarcotic); appropriate limitations of activity, physical therapy and pain-modulating modalities; appropriate assistive or supportive devices (e.g., upper-extremity sling support, cervical or lumbar support, or functional or static limb bracing); anesthetic nerve blocks; or surgical correction (37,38). Conservative treatments should be implemented first when possible before attempting more invasive measures. Examples: First, lancinating sharp pain of trigeminal neuralgia may be treated conservatively with baclofen or anticonvulsant medications (12,39,40) (starting at a low dose to minimize more common side effects of drowsiness, dizziness, or gastrointestinal problems), or by more invasive surgical or regional anesthetic techniques (including trigeminal nerve anesthetic block, glycerol gangliolysis injections, or surgical decompression of the trigeminal ganglion). Second, acute lumbar radiculopathy may often be treated conservatively with relative rest (up to 2–3 days); oral or intramuscular narcotic and nonnarcotic medications (which may include Tylenol, NSAIDs, antispasmodics or muscle relaxants, tramadol, or antidepressants, which may augment other medications effects); intermittent orthotic splinting with a lumbosacral corset; active and passive physical therapy techniques (often with modalities to minimize pain, dysfunction, disuse, spasm, endocrine dysfunction or irritation); transcutaneous electrical stimulation; oral steroids; epidural injections with steroids, opioids, anesthetics, or a combination of these drugs; or surgical decompression of the nerve (in severe cases).

In more chronic causes of neuropathy or neuropathic pain that may not be correctable, some of the same techniques and medications may be used, but there is a shift toward more chronic or long-term treatment approaches to help manage the disorder. With a chronic underlying disease state causing or contributing to the neuropathy, the initial goal is medically manage that condition to the best degree possible, because it may often have a positive effect on the neuropathy process and the patient’s symptoms (14). Examples include: (a) improvement in peripheral polyneuropathy with tight control of blood glucose levels in diabetes mellitus, or (b) appropriate therapeutic control of hypothyroidism with replacement hormone. If the chronic neuropathy has no known underlying cause or cannot be improved by medical intervention, the management of the symptoms or dysfunction is the focus. Often, medications for chronic neuropathic pain may be implemented to help control symptoms (14,39,40). These often include sympatholytics; oral an-ticonvulsants; tricyclic antidepressants or sometimes se-lective serotonin reuptake inhibitors; baclofen; topical medications (26,41) (anesthetics, nonsteroidal drugs, capsaicin, or other neuromodulating medications that are often used orally, alone, or in combinations with each other), which are less proven, but may be tried alone or with oral medications to lessen their side effects; corticosteroids; oral or intravenous anesthetics; and, less often, narcotics (usually only used when other methods to control pain have failed).

Anesthetic approaches may be used transiently or more permanently to block sympathetic or somatic nerve transmission. Techniques include infiltration of involved nerves, perineurally, in the epidural space, or intraspinally, with local anesthetics, corticosteroids, sympatholytics, narcotics, or a combination of these drugs, and sometimes neurolytic substances (42,43). They may be given by single injections or by continuous type of infusion by catheter in patients who fail to obtain sufficient pain relief with less-invasive measures. Examples: (a) lumbar epidural steroid injection for radiculopathy; (b) continual morphine intraspinal infusion for failed low back syndrome. Radio-frequency nerve ablation, cryolysis, or neurosurgical interruptive procedures may also be used as neurodestructive procedures of last resort (44).

Neurostimulatory techniques for neural afferent sensory pathway modulation are other approaches to painful neuropathy. Counter-irritation (rubbing) of the painful area, transcutaneous electrical stimulation, spinal cord stimulation (requires electrode implantation), and acupuncture are examples. Many patients may achieve analgesia soon after implementation of these techniques, but often fewer obtain lasting relief (15).

Physical medicine and rehabilitation are often important in patients with significant dysfunctions from neuropathies for their overall outcome and management. Rehabilitation techniques are used in both acute and chronic neuropathies. They help the patient to accommodate or compensate for deficits; improve strength, coordination, and self-confidence; appropriately use assistive devices (if needed); reduce pain; and help maximize overall functional ability (45). A vast array of active and passive therapy modalities and techniques may be implemented, based on the state and severity of the patient’s disease, the degree of dysfunction or pain, comorbid conditions, and the goals for rehabilitation. Generally speaking, passive therapies are used early in the course of treatment, moving to greater use of active therapy as treatment continues. Passive therapy may include various cold or heat techniques, electrotherapies and stimulation, traction, massage, mobilization, manipulation or manual therapy, and compression. Active therapy may include implementation and training with specific orthoses, therapeutic exercise, gait training, adaptation or training for
activities of daily living, vocational adaptation or conditioning, and ergonomic considerations (37). Multiple disciplines may be needed to fully assess and implement many of these strategies to best serve the patient’s needs (depending on the disease process). These may include the physician, physical therapist, chiropractor, occupational therapist, orthotist, clinical exercise physiologist, kinesiotherapist, recreational therapist, social worker, and psychologist.

**DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES**

Diagnostic imaging studies, such as computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) may help detect abnormal causes contributing to an entrapment neuropathy, such as bony encroachments, soft-tissue masses, tumors, infections, vascular lesions, or cysts (46–48). MRI is the study of choice for imaging most soft-tissue types of suspected lesions, whereas scanning visualizes many bony processes better (48). These tests provide an anatomic “picture” of the tissues in question and are best used as an extension to a good history and physical examination to provide further information of an already clinically suspected lesion or process. If not used in this manner, their results are less meaningful toward providing accurate diagnostic information and can sometimes mislead the true diagnosis.

Electrodiagnostic studies are physiologic tests performed on the specific nerves and muscle they innervate. They are often very valuable in objectively confirming the diagnosis of neuropathy and documenting the type of nerve pathology involved (49–52). They can help classify whether the neuropathy is local or diffuse, sensory or motor, or axonal or demyelinating types of processes. This helps guide a more accurate diagnosis and treatment. Electrodiagnostic nerve conduction studies do have some limitations. These studies test the larger-diameter nerve fiber conduction which may be completely normal in patients with painful diffuse peripheral neuropathy involving only the smaller nerve fibers. Electromyographic findings may also be complicated by the process of reinnervation (53).

Laboratory studies are appropriate with undetermined causes of peripheral neuropathy to help further narrow the diagnosis and appropriate treatment (54). Treatment of neuropathies is usually aimed at correcting deficiencies, removing insulsive agents, and treating contributing systemic illnesses. Studies of blood, urine, spinal fluid, antibody assays, and sometimes nerve biopsies are needed to help determine a cause (54). Blood, urine, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) tests may need to be done to assess for the following conditions: diabetes, liver or thyroid disease, autoimmune processes, collagen-vascular disease, vitamin deficiency or toxicities, toxin exposures or ingestions, prescription and nonprescription or illicit drug use, infections, neoplasms, or hereditary causes.

Anesthetic approaches, such as regional analgesia, may be implemented in neuropathy to help with diagnosis, prognosis, prophylaxis, or for therapeutic measures (42). Neural blockade (anesthetic) injection procedures may be used to block transiently the somatic or sympathetic nerves for diagnostic analysis, or may be used to block these nerves more permanently to abolish the pain (42,43). Diagnostic (temporary) blocks are directed to affect the afferent pathways involved with pain. They may also be used to prognosticate the affect of a more permanent neurolytic or ablative procedure. Nerve blockade may be performed peripherally in direct proximity of the affected nerve as used with the trigeminal or intercostal neuralgia or sympathetic blocks of the lumbar plexus or stellate ganglion. Regional blockade may be performed intraspinally in the epidural space for conditions such as radiculopathy, or may be performed intrathecally. Repeated blocks may be used therapeutically for patients who obtain relief from an initial trial (42,43).

**PAIN MEASUREMENT**

Pain measurement is important to monitor effects of treatment. Measurement of pain poses some difficulties because of the subjectivity of the experience and variations in cognitive and emotional factors from person to person. One of the most common ways to measure and document pain is the use of the visual analog scale (VAS) (55). The patient marks or points to a mark on a 10-cm line that corresponds to his or her level of pain with one end point corresponding to “no pain” and the other end point corresponding to “worst pain.” The distance in centimeters from the low end of the VAS to the patient’s report is used as a numerical index of the severity of pain. High reliability and validity have been reported with this commonly used scaling device (55–59).

Another commonly used instrument is the McGill Pain Questionnaire (60). This questionnaire is designed to assess the multidimensional nature of pain experience and has been demonstrated to be a reliable, valid, and consistent measurement tool (60). A short-form McGill Pain Questionnaire is also available when time limitations are present and a need exists to obtain more than just pain intensity. This questionnaire is widely used and is available in many different languages.

Ongoing assessment of outcomes is vital when dealing with a patient with chronic pain, and quantification of pain is an important part of this process. Providers should periodically assess patients relative to the beginning of care, not just on a visit-by-visit basis. In this way, the risk of losing sight of the overall progress goals in lieu of palliative management can be avoided (61).
EXERCISE/FITNESS/FUNCTIONAL TESTING

Before starting on an exercise program, all patients with peripheral neuropathy or neurogenic pain syndromes should undergo a medical evaluation and graded exercise test to determine their general state of health, the presence and degree of long-term complications, and any limitations or contraindications to exercise. The patient with a chronic pain problem typically has a complicated medical and psychological history. An adequate comprehensive treatment of the problem requires a careful and multidisciplinary assessment. The goal of the assessment is to identify nociceptive factors that may be correctable, psychological factors that can be addressed (pharmacologically or behaviorally), the contribution of disuse to the pain problem, and the socioenvironmental context in which the pain problem is maintained (62).

Exercise tolerance testing in patients with neuropathic pain should be performed only after medical clearance is obtained. Increased activity and exercise may aggravate and increase pain in these patients, so it is important to pay attention to patients having exercise testing and evaluation. Documentation of specific aggravating activities or movement is important.

Muscle weakness, joint contractures, and muscle shortening can occur in patients with peripheral neuropathy. Active and passive ROM of the trunk and extremities should be evaluated using goniometer or inclinometer assessment. Strength of the trunk and extremities can be evaluated manually or with the use of isokinetic testing equipment. Documentation of pain provoked by active and passive movement, as well as pain produced with resisted ROM or strength testing, should be noted, including a description of location and character of pain.

EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION AND PROGRAMMING

Therapeutic exercises represent an important part of the treatment program for most patients with pain, keeping in mind that most patients will have varying degrees of deconditioning that can range from mild to severe. Exercises are utilized to increase flexibility, improve strength and endurance, and stabilize weak or lax joints.

Patients with pain often decrease their level of physical activity because of concern that they may exacerbate pain or produce tissue damage. The consequences may include reduced flexibility, decreased muscle strength, muscle wasting, and overall deconditioning (30). Intervention should include exercises specific for the painful area, in addition to general aerobic exercises. The exercises should encourage flexibility and strength improvement while demonstrating to the patient that no harm is being produced.

As discussed above, muscle weakness, joint contractures, and muscle shortening commonly occur in patients with peripheral neuropathy. This should be addressed with ongoing range-of-motion exercises performed both passively and actively. Graded mild resistance training is added as tolerated, keeping in mind that stress on the affected area can produce a hyperpathic pain response or reports of exaggerated pain intensities following exercise or activity.

Exercise guidelines for the patient with chronic pain differ from those of the acutely injured. Often, medical practitioners use pain as a guideline, telling the patient, “If it hurts, don’t do it.” This may be appropriate with an acute injury, but not with a chronic condition. As a general rule, exercises that induce more peripheral pain should be avoided, and exercises that centralize the pain should be continued (63).

Prescribed exercises will depend on patient interest and motivation and should minimize risk of exacerbating pain. Examples of appropriate exercises include walking, rapid walking, running, aerobic dance, bicycling, swimming, rowing, and cross-country skiing. The program should be graduated, starting with exercise to tolerance as determined by pain, weakness, or fatigue. Initially, brief daily periods of exercise should be encouraged, with a goal to exercise 15–30 minutes at least three times per week. The following specific walking program has been recommended as appropriate for patients with chronic pain (30).

1. Achieve activity level of walking 2,000 feet (e.g., 10 laps of 200 feet each) without interruption. If necessary, this goal may be attained by increasing the distance walked by 200–400 feet each day.
2. Increase the distance walked to 2,400 feet at previous pace, or decrease time to walk 2,000 feet by 30 seconds.
3. When this quota is reached, increase distance another 400 feet, or decrease time another 30 seconds.
4. Continue reduction in time quotas until upper speed limit is reached, as determined by repeated time quota failures.
5. Increase time quota to level previously achieved, and expand distance walked on successive days.
6. Provide positive reinforcement for achieving these goals by documenting increments in speed and distance on performance graphs.

Patients with chronic neuropathies (either focal or diffuse) or with neurogenic pain syndromes may not respond positively to increased exercise. With this group of patients, it may be beneficial to prescribe physical activities not clearly defined as exercise (64). Increased walking may be a useful goal for these patients. Increase in recreational activities, such as gardening, may also have some beneficial effects in this group of patients. In addition, these patients will often require formal programs to
maintain ROM, improve aerobic conditioning, prevent deconditioning, and enhance strength.
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EPIDEMIOLOGY

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) refers to the primary and secondary neurologic consequences of an insult to the brain resulting from the application of an external force. These forces can result from various injury scenarios, such as, falls, direct blows to the head, acceleration-deceleration injury, crush injuries, gunshot wounds, explosive blast injuries, or motor vehicle collisions. TBI is a significant public health issue in that it results in death or long-term disability for many people. In the United States, the incidence of TBI is approximately 100–300 per 100,000 people per year. This amounts to a total of 1.5 million people injured yearly (61). Approximately 50,000–75,000 of these will die from their injuries and 80,000 will acquire long-term disability in any or all of the cognitive, behavioral, or physical function domains (15). It is important to realize that the total number of disabled is cumulative and currently up to 2% of the United States population has disability resulting from TBI (9). In adults, TBI typically has two main incidence peaks: those aged 15–24 years and those more than 75 years of age. Most studies report the top three mechanisms of injury as being motor vehicle collisions, falls, and assaults (61). Transportation-related causes account for most of injuries in the 15–24 year-old age group and falls are the primary mechanism of injury in those more than 75 year of age. In the younger group, males account for about 2 of 3 TBI cases, whereas men and women tend to be more equally represented in the older age group. Overall, TBI is the leading cause of death and disability in young adults, despite the primary causes of injury being eminently preventable (38).

During the last decade, the incidence of TBI in military personnel engaged in the war zones has increased considerably owing to explosions, accidents, and other causes (http://www.tbindc.org). Blast injuries as a result of improvised explosive devices and military ordinance, such as artillery, mortar shells, and aerial bombing, are an increasingly significant cause of TBI in both military personnel and civilian populations. Explosions produce three types of injuries. Injuries owing to the blast wave-induced changes in atmospheric pressure primarily affect areas of the body with air-fluid interfaces, such as the lungs, bowels, and middle ear. It is still not clear whether the brain is vulnerable to the blast wave. It is thought, however, that concussion, hemorrhage, edema, axonal injury, and infarctions caused by the formation of gas emboli are possible consequences of exposure to explosions (58). The other two forms of blast injuries, being struck by objects propelled by the blast and being thrown into a stationary object by the shock wave, have similar consequences as penetrating brain injuries, and automobile accidents, or falls, respectively.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

Traumatic damage to the brain can be thought of in terms of both primary and secondary injuries. Primary injury refers to the immediate damage to brain tissue caused by the actual application of force. This may be a shearing, tearing, or laceration wound caused by a knife, bullet, or other object entering the brain; or it may refer to shearing along tissue planes of differential density or fiber tracts caused by rotational torque forces within the brain itself. Widespread disruption of axonal fiber tracts and the gray–white matter interface caused by these torque forces is called diffuse axonal injury and can result in widespread brain dysfunction. Injury to brain tissue can also result from cavitation or pressure wave phenomena in situations, such as high-velocity gunshot injuries, or blast-type injures, as in an explosion. These initial applications of force can also disrupt blood vessels and result in conusions (bruises), hematomas (large blood collections), or ischemia (oxygen deficiency) to areas supplied by the affected blood vessels. Besides direct trauma, the brain can also be widely affected by reduced perfusion or oxygenation failure resulting from other concurrent injury, such as shock, pneumothorax, and circulatory collapse. This occurs particularly in cases of high-speed motor vehicle collisions, industrial accidents, and other scenarios that result in a high probability of thoracic injury.

After the initial trauma, secondary causes of injury to the brain evolve over the minutes, hours, and days following the injury. These secondary injuries refer to events such as, cerebral edema (brain swelling) or a cascade of neurotoxic events at the cellular level triggered by the initial injury. Edema is particularly worrisome as the brain is encased in a rigid box (the skull) and there is
usually equilibrium in pressure among tissue, blood, and cerebrospinal fluid compartments. Should any one of these compartments enlarge, the intracranial pressure will increase and there is a risk of decreasing cerebral blood flow, as well as tissue injury taking place as the swollen brain attempts to squeeze across or through rigid tissues or bony areas (herniation). The disruptive events at the cellular level include the release of excitatory neurotransmitters (so-called “excitotoxins”), free radicals, lipid peroxidases, and a variety of other proinflammatory mediators that can cause widespread, ongoing neuronal death for a period of time after injury. Current acute treatment for TBI is generally based on interventions directed toward limiting these secondary consequences by controlling intracranial pressure, evacuating space-occupying blood collections, or inhibiting the toxic cellular cascade with treatments such as hypothermia (5,10). Despite many promising animal laboratory findings, there are no currently available, clinically effective, drug treatments available to limit the secondary injury cascade.

**SEVERITY OF INJURY**

Traumatic brain injury severity is typically graded according to the degree of compromise of neurologic function resulting from the injury. This grading can be done in reference to the person's degree of responsiveness and ability to interact with the environment, or the duration of the characteristic period of anterograde amnesia that accompanies TBI. The most common way of grading responsiveness is the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS). Initially developed to allow accurate and reliable communication of functional state (59), the GCS score ranges from 3 to 15 on three subscales based on eye-opening, best motor response, and best verbal response. A GCS score of 8 or less constitutes coma and represents severe brain injury, an score of 9–12 constitutes moderate brain injury, and a score of 13–15, mild brain injury. Some controversy remains surrounding the accepted definition of mild TBI (52), perhaps because disabilities associated with this condition are often subtle and difficult to diagnose. It is commonly accepted that injury to the brain may occur without loss or significant alteration of consciousness. About 80% of TBI falls into the mild category, with the remaining 20% representing moderate to severe injury. Mild TBI frequently occurs in contact sports, such as ice hockey, football, boxing, and soccer. These injuries have been reported to alter the acute cardiovascular responses (autonomic control) during exercise (5). Research has indicated that even mild TBI can cause premature fatigue, thereby affecting the person’s ability to perform routine (43,73) activities of daily living (ADL).

The duration of posttraumatic amnesia (PTA) has also been used to grade injury severity, with mild TBI defined as PTA lasting longer than 1 month (43). Both the initial GCS score and the PTA duration are correlated (although not perfectly) with functional outcome following brain injury. In general, lower GCS scores and longer durations of PTA are associated with poorer outcomes and increased disability. It should be noted that 10%–15% of even mild TBI survivors have persisting symptoms and impairments (52).

**DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES AND NEUROIMAGING**

A variety of techniques have been developed to assess structure and function of the brain. Perhaps the most widely available and useful neuroimaging technique is computed tomography or CT scanning. CT is relatively inexpensive and, because CT images clearly show bone, acute blood collections, fluid-filled spaces, and brain tissue, it is very useful in initial trauma evaluation and surgical decision-making. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a nonionizing radiation technique that has great capacity to show structural details, but has two disadvantages that limit its usefulness in the acute situation: it requires longer scan acquisition times and more complex technology. The greater spatial resolution and range of image manipulation available with MRI does mean, however, that it is more effective than CT in situations where structural injury may be more subtle, diffuse, or earlier in evolution. Other techniques, such as CT angiography, conventional angiography, magnetic resonance angiography (MRA), or radionuclide scanning (single photo emission computed tomography [SPECT]) may be used in some cases to evaluate the integrity of blood vessels and cerebral perfusion (16). These imaging techniques are limited, however, in assessing structure and giving little information about function of the neural tissue. Functional brain imaging may be done with positron emission tomography (PET) or functional MRI (fMRI), but these remain largely research techniques and are not presently in widespread clinical use (39). The electrical activity of the brain can also be used to assess brain function (71). Recording of the minute electrical signals across the skull (electroencephalography [EEG]), or recording stimulus-locked brain electrical activity (evoked potentials [EP]) for different sensory systems (e.g., auditory evoked responses, visual-evoked responses, soma-to-sensory evoked responses) can provide at least some crude assessment of functional activity and the integrity of sensory pathways. EEG also has a more specific application in the evaluation of brain death.

Other diagnostic and evaluation techniques rely on behavioral responses to assess brain function. Some of these techniques (e.g., the coma recovery scale-revised) (23) or the Wessex head injury matrix (30) can be applied in the case of the very low functioning patient. In the more alert
and higher functioning patient, a comprehensive neuropsychological assessment may be used to obtain a profile of perceptuomotor, cognitive, and behavioral strengths and weaknesses (30). Recently, near infrared spectroscopy, a noninvasive optical technique had been demonstrated to be reliable and useful in evaluating neuronal activation during maximal, rhythmic handgrip contractions in individuals with moderate to severe TBI (6).

**MEDICAL CONSEQUENCES AND TREATMENT RELATED TO BRAIN INJURY**

**SEIZURES**

Seizure disorders may complicate long-term recovery in up to 50% of penetrating brain injury survivors (53). Risk factors for posttraumatic epilepsy include severe brain injury, intracranial hemorrhage, the presence of hematomas, and injury in which the dura mater is penetrated. Early seizures (within the first week) are considered minor risk factors for the development of later seizures. Most of the later seizures (75%–80%) will occur within the first 2 years after injury and may require long-term treatment with anticonvulsant medications. Current guidelines, however, suggest no role exists for prophylactic anticonvulsant treatment in prevention of epilepsy (60). The primary concern related to anticonvulsant drug treatment of seizure disorders is the potential for side effects associated with the anticonvulsant drugs (40). These may include cognitive impairment, sedation, balance dysfunction, impairment of liver function, and serious hematologic consequences. In general, if seizure medication is needed, attempts should be made to choose the least-impairing medication.

**HYPOTONIA AND SPASTICITY**

Excessive muscle tone and exaggerated muscle stretch reflexes may accompany injury in the brainstem, cerebellum or midbrain to motor control pathways as part of the upper motor neuron syndrome. This syndrome can result in poor muscle coordination, flexor or extensor motor patterns, co-contraction, spastic dystonia, or even joint contracture (57). Spasticity, defined as a velocity dependent increase in resistance when a joint is passively moved through its available range of motion (ROM) typically is more pronounced in the flexor muscles of the upper extremities and the extensor muscles of the lower extremities. Increases in tone not only affect the muscles of the limbs but also those in the trunk, neck, and face and may be sufficiently severe to interfere with, or prevent, day-to-day motor activities, such as, speech, feeding, ambulation, and dressing. In some instances, the increased muscle tone can be of functional benefit in some ADL; for example, increased extensor tone may assist in learning to perform independent transfers and walk with an adaptive device. However, not all increased motor tone and dyssynergia is spastic in nature. Motor dysfunction may also result from drug side effects, injury to subcortical motor areas, or impairments in motor planning and execution (dyspraxia). Treatment for excessive motor tone is focused on a number of goals: improving specific functions, such as, gait or transfers; relieving painful spasm; facilitating self or assisted care, such as dressing; improving seating; and preventing joint contracture. A variety of treatments have been proposed (26), including drugs, cryotherapy, hydrotherapy, stretching, exercise, casting and splinting, and electrical stimulation. Drugs can be delivered orally, intrathecally, or focally targeted to specific muscle groups (e.g., botulinum toxin or phenol). Concerns exist regarding the effectiveness and potential for side effects of centrally acting drugs, such as baclofen, diazepam, and tizanidine, and because of this some health professionals prefer more peripherally acting agents, such as dantrolene sodium, as first-line drug treatment. Typically, treatment modalities would be combined to enhance effectiveness (54).

**HYPOTONIA**

Hypotonia is not as common as increased tone in the people with TBI. When it occurs it is typically associated with injury to the cerebellum. Often, when patients are admitted to rehabilitation, they may exhibit low tone in one or more limbs. In extreme cases, the muscles involved may be described as flaccid. Over time, usually tone increases and treatment is required to prevent the problems associated with high tone, such as the development of contractures. As seen with hypertonia, hypotonia can also affect muscles in the trunk, neck, and face. This can impair motor control of the extremities, balance, and gait, which in turn affects functional activities such as ADL.

**HETEROTOPIC OSSIFICATION**

Heterotopic ossification (HO) refers to the poorly understood phenomenon of ectopic growth of bony tissue in tissue planes around major joints, such as the shoulders, hips, and knees, following major insults, such as, brain injury, spinal cord injury, burns, or joint replacement (62). Not surprisingly, HO can severely limit joint range and, in extreme cases, prevent joint movement, thus making active or passive use of the joint difficult or impossible. In addition, the ectopic bone can compromise neurovascular structure around joints, leading to such problems as peripheral neuropathy, weakness, or paresis. In the early stages, HO can present as a painful or increasingly range limited joint with x-rays showing the ossified tissue only later in the course of the condition. Early detection for treatment requires a reasonable index of suspicion and the use of radionuclide scanning. Treatment is generally with nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory...
drugs and sodium etidronate. Once ossification has occurred, the only treatment is surgical resection of the bony overgrowth.

**BALANCE DISORDERS**

Difficulty with balance is very common after TBI (18). This may relate to motor problems, impaired postural control reflexes, or impaired central processing of balance and stability cues, such as, proprioceptive, visual, and kinesthetic feedback. Central or peripheral damage to the vestibular apparatus may also occur and the patient should be carefully evaluated for easily treatable causes of balance dysfunction, such as benign positional vertigo (49).

**MUSCULOSKELETAL INJURIES**

Events such as motor vehicle accidents, falls, and artillery blasts where the body is subjected to violence can result in significant musculoskeletal injuries in addition to the brain injury. Fractures, dislocations, tissue lacerations, limb loss, and organ contusions are examples of the types of injuries that can occur. Damage can occur to the median, ulnar, and radial nerves as well as the brachial plexus when musculoskeletal damage involves the upper extremities and neck. The sciatic nerve or lumbosacral plexus may also be damaged when injuries occur to the pelvis and lower extremities. Damage to the spine can result in injury to the spinal cord or the nerve roots innervating associated organs and muscles. Damage to the central and peripheral nervous systems can contribute to impairment in both the motor and sensory systems and negatively affect involvement in rehabilitation efforts. Poorly united fractures of the pelvis and bones of the legs can result in leg length discrepancies affecting gait and the sites of fractures may be painful when stressed during activity.

**NEUROCOGNITIVE FUNCTION, SENSORY FUNCTION, SPEECH, AND COMMUNICATION**

Behavioral psychiatric disturbance is common after TBI (2). For example, some estimates have placed the incidence of depression as high as 60% after brain injury (37) and newly acquired psychiatric diagnoses, such as anxiety and mood disorders, are common (2). Many individuals experience personality changes, particularly those with frontal lobe damage. Behavioral disturbance can also take the form of agitated behavior, aggressive behavior, or socially inappropriate behavior resulting from impairments in judgment, temper control, planning and problem-solving, and self-awareness. Cognitive problems can include deficits or delays in executive functioning, memory, attention, concentration, information processing, and speech (e.g., word retrieval). Speech and communication disturbances can also occur because of damage to the motor areas of the brain that control physical production of speech. Sleep disturbances, chronic pain, and headaches are commonly reported after TBI and can negatively impact cognitive functioning. Individuals who become neurocompromised as a result of TBI often experience changes in sensory systems that can range from heightened sensitivity and difficulty filtering sensory input, to sensory losses in vision, hearing, taste, and smell (2). The importance of these behavioral, psychiatric, speech, and sensory consequences cannot be underestimated because they may be the primary reason for failure of successful community reintegration after brain injury (41). In addition, many people with TBI have multiple symptoms, each of which can exacerbate the effects of another. For example, someone with TBI from a bomb blast may have chronic tinnitus, difficulty articulating, poor concentration, depression, and difficulty self-regulating. The individual gets frustrated because he or she knows what to say during a conversation and understands dialog, but his or her rate of speech is slow. As a result, the person becomes frustrated, which causes trouble with self-regulation and increases depression. Also, the chronic tinnitus can lead to sleep problems, which increase fatigue and have a negative impact on the ability to concentrate, which can also increase depression.

Treatment may consist of psychotherapeutic interventions, behavior modification techniques, speech therapy, cognitive therapy, psychotropic pharmacotherapy, assistive devices (e.g., hearing aids), or a combination of methods. The use of psychopharmacologic agents is somewhat controversial because some of the commonly used drugs have been associated with side effects, such as excessive sedation, cognitive impairment, or even the potential for delaying or retarding functional recovery (24).

**IATROGENIC AND TREATMENT-RELATED ISSUES**

A number of complications of severe TBI are related to non-neurologic consequences. In cases of extended decreased consciousness, some problems can simply be related to the prolonged periods of bedrest and immobility (42). These complications can include significant loss of lean muscle mass (and associated strength loss) and overall body weight, impaired skin integrity, joint contracture, peripheral neuropathy (intensive care unit [ICU] polyneuropathy or focal pressure palsies), marked loss of cardiovascular reflexes, and decreased general aerobic fitness. These consequences may occur regardless of the extent and type of neurologic injury, and may compound the functional impairments resulting from the brain injury itself.

**RISK OF SUBSEQUENT BRAIN INJURY AND SECOND IMPACT SYNDROME**

One concern with regard to return to activity after brain injury is the risk associated with possible additional brain
ASSESSING THE FUNCTIONAL CAPACITY IN TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY

Individuals with TBI present with a wide range of physical abilities, depending on the nature and location of their injury. Often, a significant gap exists between what the individual can do, and what he or she believes is possible to do or wants and needs to do. One of the aims of rehabilitation services is to reduce this occupational gap, which persists in those with TBI, even several years after injury. The Functional Assessment Measure (FAM) is a tool that is used by rehabilitation therapists to evaluate the ability of individuals with TBI in the following six areas: mobility, transfers, self-care, cognition, psychosocial, and communication. The individual is evaluated on specific skills pertaining to each of these areas that are essential to performing routine ADL. Physical therapy, occupational therapy, and other support services are provided on the basis of their performance on the FAM. The individual’s progress can be continually monitored during the course of rehabilitation using this instrument. Examples of the utility of the FAM are provided in the case studies presented at the end of this chapter.

FOCUS OF REHABILITATION: IMPORTANCE OF EXERCISE

Although there is an element of spontaneous recovery from even very severe TBI, this can be enhanced with treatment in a coordinated comprehensive rehabilitation program (32). Spontaneous recovery can take any number of forms, ranging from rapid to slow insidious improvements over multiple years. Emerging evidence suggests that rehabilitation activities may take advantage of the inherent plasticity of the human brain to either restore neurologic function, or facilitate the acquisition of compensatory strategies (12). Factors that influence rehabilitation outcomes include type and severity of injury, age at time of injury, time after injury at rehabilitation entry, duration and intensity of rehabilitation, and support systems (e.g. family, quality of care, community resources) (72). Even those with very severe TBI may benefit from rehabilitation, particularly if rehabilitation can be provided over an extended period (28). Human cerebral tissue is highly dependent on aerobic metabolism to maintain ionic balance and membrane stabilization, neuronal activation, and synthesis of numerous structural components. It has been reported that the mitochondrial oxidative capacity in patients with TBI in the acute stages of recovery is suppressed (64). Whether this is evident in the chronic stage of rehabilitation is not known. Increasing cerebral blood flow as a result of dynamic exercise may be one way of restoring mitochondrial function in cerebral tissue. Furthermore (63), regular exercise can positively influence some aspects of recovery from TBI by elevating the brain-derived neurotrophic factor, which is known to stimulate the proliferation of cells in the central nervous system.

In one retrospective study (25), it was found that individuals with TBI who exercised regularly experienced less depression than nonexercising individuals with TBI. No differences were noted between the two groups of individuals with TBI on measures of disability. In patients with severe head trauma who were in the chronic stages of rehabilitation, it has been demonstrated (35) that a comprehensive rehabilitation program that includes cognitive and perceptual remediation, problem-solving learning, personal counseling, physical exercise and relaxation, social skills, and prevocational training over a 30 week period induces significant improvements in the psychomotor tests of attention, visual information processing, memory, and complex reasoning. Changes in manual dexterity, verbal IQ, and basic academic skills were not, however, evident subsequent to the rehabilitation program. Participants with damage to the motor system gained cognitively as much as those whose motor system was intact. More importantly, these improvements were sustained 3–12 months after rehabilitation. A randomized, controlled trial (3) that examined the effects of 12 weeks of aerobic training in patients with recent TBI demonstrated significant improvements in exercise capacity in the training compared with the control group. These changes, however, were not matched by greater improvements in functional independence, mobility, or psychological function, at either 12 weeks or follow-up.

Participation in group exercise programs and sports or leisure activities also offers the added advantage of social interaction with other participants, which could enhance their chances of successful reintegration into society. Although the importance of regular exercise cannot be overemphasized in this population, it should be recognized that individuals with disabilities face numerous barriers for participation. In one survey conducted in the United States (48), lack of transportation, financial circumstances, lack of energy, poor motivation, uncertainty about suitable fitness facilities for individuals with disabilities, what exercises to perform, fear of leaving home and going into a new environment, and engaging with strangers were reported as barriers to participation.
MEASUREMENT OF PHYSICAL FITNESS IN TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY

AEROBIC POWER AND CAPACITY

Selecting the Exercise Mode

The primary physical consideration for implementing an exercise testing and training program for those with TBI is establishing the functional capacity of the participant. Individuals with TBI present with a wide range of functional abilities, depending on the location, nature, and magnitude of the injury. Preliminary screening using the FAM with specific reference to the ambulatory score is a useful starting point. Typically, the exercise mode for measurement of aerobic fitness should incorporate as large a muscle mass as possible so that the cardiorespiratory system can be maximally stressed. This, however, is usually not possible in those with TBI because most of these individuals experience premature fatigue well before their cardiorespiratory system is fully stressed (4,7,31). Individuals with TBI can be tested for aerobic fitness using the following exercise modes: treadmill walking or running (31), upright and recumbent cycle ergometry (4,7,31), arm-cranking (7), wheelchair ergometry, a combination of arm and leg ergometry, and stair climbing (31). Although treadmill walking or running is the most logical choice for testing because it utilizes the largest muscle mass and has the potential for transfer to ambulation and other ADL, the mode may not be feasible and safe for all individuals with TBI. For example, although a participant with TBI may be able to walk independently, he or she may experience balance problems while exercising on the treadmill, which could compromise safety. In such cases, cycle ergometry may be a more appropriate mode for testing and training the individual. Participants who are nonambulatory and are wheelchair dependent can be tested on an arm-crank ergometer or a specially designed wheelchair ergometer. Both these types of ergometers can quantify the power output generated and can be used to monitor the progress of the participant. Wheelchair ergometry is a more valid method of evaluation, however, because it is specific to their mode of ambulation.

Modifications to Exercise Testing Equipment

Many individuals with TBI have sensorimotor impairments and experience a high degree of spasticity, which could affect their ability to exercise on the different devices. In such instances, it may be necessary to make some modifications so that the participant can safely complete the exercise (13). For example, a person who is unable to apply consistent force with the hands or feet on the pedals of the arm-cranking and cycle ergometers, respectively, can be assisted by using Velcro straps to secure the limbs to the pedals. Differences in muscle function between the two limbs should also be considered when selecting the suitability of exercise machines for enhancing muscle strength and endurance.

Modifications to Exercise Testing Protocols

Although the testing protocols for assessment of various fitness parameters have been standardized for able-bodied individuals, this is not the case for individuals with disabilities, including those with TBI (13). Therefore, it is recommended that existing protocols for the able-bodied population be modified when evaluating participants with TBI. For example, if the goal of the test is to determine the peak oxygen uptake (peak \( \dot{VO}_2 \)) during cycling, then an incremental protocol with low power output increments should be used when assessing the participant. Most of the cycling protocols for able-bodied individuals utilize power output (PO) increments of 25–30 Watts each minute at a pedaling cadence of 60 revolutions/minute. This may not be suitable for participants with TBI because of their low cardiorespiratory fitness and reduced muscular strength and endurance. Designing a protocol with lower PO increments and pedaling cadence will delay premature fatigue and increase the chances of obtaining a more valid measure of the aerobic fitness of the individual. The same principle can be applied to arm-cranking or treadmill tests that are designed to measure the peak \( \dot{VO}_2 \) of the participant.

MUSCLE STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE

Likely, the extended periods of bedrest, sedentary lifestyles, and other barriers to physical activity in those with TBI will result in muscle atrophy, thereby reducing muscle strength and endurance (17). As well, muscle weakness, hypertonicity, or the loss of ability to perform isolated movement can occur as a result of the TBI. In the able-bodied population, computerized dynamometers, such as the Cybex and Biodex, have been used to quantify the peak torque, total work done, and fatigue index of various muscle groups under isokinetic, isotonic, and isometric conditions at various limb velocities. Although no compelling neurologic reason exists to why this method of testing cannot be used on people with TBI, some important factors should be considered when using such instrumentation. The participant should: (a) have sufficient cognition to fully understand the test requirements; (b) be completely familiarized with the exercise mode, especially if isokinetic measurements are required because this is not a natural movement; and (c) be tested at the slow to moderate speeds to minimize the risk of injury.

Resistance training machines, free weights, and hand grip dynamometers can also be used to evaluate the muscle strength and endurance of people with TBI. Caution should be used when using free weights because TBI can often result in an imbalance in strength and ROM.
between the left and right sides of the body. Evidence from studies that have used circuit training \((7,31,36)\) indicates that individuals with TBI can safely participate in such activities. Resistance training does not increase the muscle tone in people with TBI and hypertonia. Therefore, this method of training should be used to restore the deficits in muscle strength and endurance that occur in this population. Velcro straps should be used to secure the limbs to the machines as required. Seat belts should also be used to stabilize the torso, if necessary. When using the hand grip dynamometer, a record should be kept of the hand position and joint angle at which the measurements are taken. Abdominal muscle strength and endurance can be measured using the modified curl-up test to the point of fatigue or over a fixed duration \((22,36)\). The latter study \((36)\) reported that TBI participants scored in the eighth percentile on this particular test. Because motivation plays a very important role in strength measurement, it is important that the participant is motivated to a similar degree when these assessments are taken.

### FLEXIBILITY

Flexibility is necessary to perform many of the ADL without undue stress. Individuals with TBI could have limited joint flexibility because of a variety of reasons including: 

(a) trauma to one or more joints which could restrict the range of motion,   
(b) muscle weakness,   
(c) hypertonia,   
(d) heterotopic ossification in the joints, and  
(e) increased incidence of arthritis.  
The ROM of various joints can be reliably measured using a hand-held goniometer. The sit-and-reach test can also be used to assess the flexibility of the hamstrings and lower back in this population \((44)\). When assessing flexibility, the movement should be performed in a slow and sustained manner to minimize the effects of increasing muscle tone, which could influence the measurement.

### BODY COMPOSITION

Individuals with TBI who have been hospitalized for extended periods undergo profound changes in body composition owing to extended periods of bedrest. As well, most of these individuals lead sedentary lifestyles because they may be in-patients in a rehabilitation center where the opportunities for physical activity, unless specifically undertaken as part of their therapy, are often limited by the time demands of therapies addressing other deficits. Those living in the community also face several barriers to participation in physical activity programs. It is likely, therefore, that these individuals will demonstrate an increased proportion of body fat with lower levels of lean body mass. In addition, some people with TBI who have damage to the hypothalamus may have problems in regulating food intake. This could result in ingestion of excessive number of calories and significantly increase the proportion of body fat. One study \((29)\) demonstrated that people with TBI who were in the chronic state of recovery tended to eat larger meals and consume significantly more calories per day than their able-bodied counterparts. The presence of other individuals during the meal influenced the meal size of patients with TBI, but not that of the controls. Whether this is due to alterations in hypothalamic control of food intake in this population is currently unclear. It is well documented that a sedentary lifestyle and excessive amount of body fat can increase the overall risk of cardiovascular disease. It is important, therefore, that the body composition of individuals with TBI be monitored at regular intervals during the rehabilitation program.

The body composition of individuals with TBI has been assessed using simple measurements, such as body weight and the body mass index (BMI). The BMI values calculated can be compared with expected values for nondisabled adults so that an overall index of their health risk is obtained. Conventional methods of measuring body fat, such as densitometry and skinfold thickness, have not been validated for the TBI population. The latter can be influenced by both hypertension and hypotonia over the measurement sites in this population. Nevertheless, despite these limitations, some researchers \((22)\) have used the sum of skinfolds at selected sites to examine the changes in body composition as a result of exercise training programs in individuals with TBI. The reliability of the bioelectrical impedance technique to measure total body water and estimate body fat in the TBI population has been documented \((51)\). Another study \((7)\) has utilized this technique to examine the changes as a result of a circuit training program in participants with moderate to severe TBI.

### VALIDITY OF INCREMENTAL EXERCISE RESPONSES

Participants with TBI usually demonstrate the normal cardiovascular and respiratory responses to exercise, unless specific damage has occurred to the medulla oblongata, which alters their autonomic control. As observed in the able-bodied population, the oxygen uptake (\(\text{VO}_2\)) and heart rate (HR) increase linearly during dynamic incremental exercise until the point of fatigue on the treadmill or cycle ergometer \((8,19)\). Alterations in blood pressure during exercise have not been systematically examined in this population. Because of their low levels of aerobic fitness, participants with TBI usually do not meet the American College of Sports Medicine \((1)\) criteria for attaining the maximal aerobic power (\(\text{VO}_2\max\)). In other words, these participants demonstrate a peak \(\text{VO}_2\) and not a true \(\text{VO}_2\max\). No published research exists pertaining to the lactate (ventilatory) threshold in those
with TBI. Testing conducted by the authors indicate that TBI participants with sufficient exercise capacity demonstrate the exponential changes in the ventilation rate (Ve), carbon dioxide (VCO2) production and respiratory exchange ratio (RER) that occur at this intensity during incremental cycling, similar to that observed in able-bodied subjects.

**RELIABILITY OF PEAK CARDIORESPIRATORY RESPONSES**

**Laboratory Tests**

Research (8) has demonstrated that the PO and the associated physiologic responses during incremental cycling to voluntary fatigue can be reliably determined in participants with moderate to severe TBI. Significant test–retest reliability coefficients of 0.96, 0.98, 0.97, 0.82, 0.96, and 0.81 were reported for the peak values of the PO, absolute VO2, relative VO2, HR, Ve and oxygen pulse (O2 pulse) respectively, during repeated tests conducted within a 1-week period. The reliability of the submaximal and maximal responses of HR, VO2, V̇E, and RER in participants with TBI has also been demonstrated during treadmill walking (47). The intraclass correlations for the submaximal responses ranged between 0.80 and 93, whereas those for the peak responses were between 0.77 and 0.92. The authors reported strongest correlations between the third and seventh minutes of exercise, with the values during the early and later stages of the exercise test being less than optimal for HR and Ve. These observations have important implications for evaluating the training responses of participants with TBI.

**Field Tests**

Direct measurement of VO2 requires specialized equipment and technical expertise that may not be available at all rehabilitation centers. Several researchers have therefore designed field tests to evaluate the VO2 of participants with TBI. One study (45) reported high test–retest reliability of a 6-minute walking test in male and female participants who were assessed 7–38 months after injury. The participants, who were clients in a postacute rehabilitation facility, completed two 6-minute walks on a rectangular track within a 10-day period. Significant intraclass correlations of 0.94, 0.65, and 0.89 were reported for the distance traveled, HR, and the physiologic cost index (ratio between HR and distance traveled). Another investigation (65) demonstrated the reliability of a 20-m shuttle walk or run test in adults with TBI. The participants performed a progressive walking or running shuttle course until the point of fatigue twice within a 1-week period. The intraclass correlations for the number of levels completed, total walk or run test time, and the maximal HR were 0.97, 0.98, and 0.96, respectively. These observations indicated that simple field tests can be used with confidence to evaluate aerobic capacity in those with TBI.

**AEROBIC FITNESS AND ENERGY EXPENDITURE IN TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY**

Several studies have indicated that the aerobic capacity of participants with TBI is well below that of their age- and gender-matched counterparts. According to the published literature (4,7,31,35) the peak VO2 of individuals with TBI before participation in a conditioning program ranged from 67% to 74% of the value predicted for their able-bodied counterparts. It has been reported that the peak PO during incremental cycling is associated with quadriceps muscle strength in participants with moderate to severe TBI (20). This suggests that besides aerobic capacity, the premature fatigue observed during cycling in those with TBI may also be limited by localized muscle strength of the quadriceps muscles. The low levels of aerobic fitness in persons with TBI are also evident during submaximal exercise. In participants recovering from TBI, the O2 pulse was significantly lower and the Ve/V̇O2 ratio was significantly higher in the TBI participants when compared with a convenience sample of age- and gender-matched controls (46). The lower O2 pulse suggests that cardiac stroke volume was also reduced in the TBI subjects while the higher Ve/V̇O2 ratio implies that they had a greater energy cost of ventilation. Because most of the ADL performed by these individuals are usually submaximal in nature, these observations have important implications for the rehabilitation of this segment of the population.

The energy expenditure during walking, measured by the amount of oxygen consumed, is significantly higher in people with TBI when compared with that of their able-bodied counterparts (31). Factors such as (altered) muscle tone, spasticity, lack of coordination, reduced ROM, and poor postural control can account for this increase. As well, patients with TBI who ambulate in a wheelchair perform this task with a considerably smaller muscle mass when compared with normal walking. Methods of propulsion include (a) use of both arms or both legs, (b) one arm and one leg typically on the same side of the body, (c) one leg or the use of specialized wheelchairs that enable the use of one arm where the drive wheel on the individual's affected side is mounted inside of the handrim of the unaffected side, or (d) a lever drive mechanism. Where funding is available (sources may include insurance, litigation or private), power wheelchairs can be used and, although these machines significantly improve mobility and community
EXERCISE TRAINING IN PARTICIPANTS WITH TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY

AEROBIC TRAINING

Research (34) has indicated that individuals who have recently acquired a brain injury can participate in an exercise training program during early in-patient rehabilitation. Some of them, however, may take longer to attain the prescribed training intensity corresponding to a HR >60% of the age predicted maximum and a duration of 30 minutes per session that is required to induce aerobic fitness improvements. In participants who have recently acquired a severe TBI (4), 24 sessions of cycle ergometer training for 30 minutes per session at 60%–80% of the age-predicted maximal HR has been reported to induce a significant increase in the peak PO (34%) with a slight decline in the peak HR (4.2%). Moreover, only a slight decline occurred in the peak PO when the participants were reevaluated 12 weeks after the cessation of training. This study did not report the changes in the cardiorespiratory responses of the participants. Another investigation (70) examining the effects of 12 weeks of cycle ergometer training at 60%–80% of the maximal HR for 30 minutes per session in participants with chronic TBI demonstrated significant increases in exercise time to fatigue (59.6%), peak PO (82.7%), and $V_E$ (12.3%). The large increases were most likely due to the low levels of initial fitness of the participants.

CIRCUIT TRAINING

Circuit training is a method of conditioning in which participants exercise at various stations during the session. This type of training is designed to improve the main fitness parameters, such as aerobic capacity, anaerobic capacity, muscle strength and endurance, flexibility, and body composition. In one investigation (35), 16 weeks of circuit training during which the chronic TBI participants completed three 2-hour training sessions per week induced 15.4% increase in the peak VO$_2$. The aerobic training component was performed at 70% of the age-predicted maximal HR. These findings were corroborated in another study (31) that demonstrated significant increases of 21.2% and 14.1%, respectively, in the peak PO and peak VO$_2$ subsequent to a 12-week circuit training program during which the participants trained five times per week for 50 minutes per session. These investigators also reported that the HR after 4 minutes of exercise was significantly reduced subsequent to training, which is similar to the bradycardia observed in able-bodied subjects. A more recent study (7) examining the effects of circuit training on patients with moderate to severe TBI reported significant increases in the peak values of the PO (41.3%), absolute peak VO$_2$ (33.3%), relative peak VO$_2$
were observed in the peak values of the $V_E$ and the $V_E/\dot{V}O_2$ ratio. The improvement in the $O_2$ pulse suggests that cardiac stroke volume was significantly enhanced, whereas the decline in the $V_E/\dot{V}O_2$ ratio indicates an overall improvement in the efficiency of ventilation. The delta values of blood lactate were also significantly reduced as a result of the training program, suggesting less dependency on anaerobic metabolism. The significant improvements in peak physical fitness resulting from exercise training in patients with TBI have been attributed to improvements in localized muscular strength, cardiorespiratory fitness, and mechanical efficiency. The relative contribution of each of these components, however, is difficult to establish because none of these studies measured all these components. Overall, these observations provide sufficient evidence that circuit training can significantly enhance the aerobic fitness of participants with chronic TBI.

**CHANGES IN MUSCLE STRENGTH AND ENDURANCE**

The effects of regular exercise on the muscle strength and endurance of the major muscle groups in TBI participants have not been systematically researched. One study (33) reported a 92% increase in the number of sit-ups (curls) that TBI participants were able to perform in 1 minute following a 16-week circuit training program. These participants were at least 1 year after injury and performed a variety of aerobic (stationary cycling, jogging, skipping, and stair climbing) and neuromuscular rehabilitation (weight training, shooting, baskets, ring toss, three pin bowling, calisthenics, and dribbling) activities.

**CHANGES IN BODY COMPOSITION**

A limited number of studies have examined the effects of exercise training on the alterations in body composition in TBI participants. One investigation (4) reported a significant increase in the BMI of participants with recently acquired TBI following 12 weeks of cycle ergometer training. Another study (35) reported no significant changes in body mass and percent body fat (%BF) estimated from skinfold thickness before and following 16 weeks of circuit training in 14 chronic TBI participants. Examination of the individual data indicated that participants increased their body weight between 1.5 and 4.5 kg during this time interval with two of them showing increases in %BF of 3.9% and 3.6%. These observations were supported by a subsequent study (7) that reported no significant changes in the body mass, BMI and %BF measured by bioelectrical impedance in individuals with moderate to severe TBI subsequent to 12 weeks of circuit training. A tendency was noted for each of these variables to increase during this period, however, despite the increase in energy expenditure resulting from the training program. Closer examination of their individual data revealed that 9 of the 14 participants showed increases in all these variables. Two male and one female participant gained considerable body mass (21.5 kg, 11.3 kg, and 11.3 kg, respectively) with concomitant increases in %BF (8.1%, 6.3%, and 6.7%, respectively). This was a very large increase for the relatively short duration of the study. Thus, the overall evidence suggests that (a) regular exercise training performed three times a week for 12–16 weeks is ineffective in reducing the body weight and %BF in patients with TBI, and (b) some patients can increase their body mass, BMI, and %BF during this training period if the caloric intake is not controlled.

**AMBULATION TRAINING WITH PARTIAL WEIGHT BEARING**

A relatively new method of testing and training individuals with TBI is the use of a weight-supported harness system for treadmill walking. Depending on the participant’s functional capacity, a percentage of their body weight is supported by the harness while they are walking on the treadmill. As the functional capacity of the participant improves with time, the amount of weight that is supported by the harness is decreased so that the participant ambulates more independently. Although research has demonstrated that this method of training can enhance ambulatory parameters, such as gait velocity, step width, and step length of participants with TBI, some evidence indicates that it offers no added advantage when compared with conventional physical therapy that focuses on gait training (11,69).

**GUIDELINES FOR IMPLEMENTING AN EXERCISE PROGRAM**

**EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION**

On initial consultation, the exercise specialist must understand the many obvious and subtle global impairments that are consequent to TBI. It is important to gather as much information about the participant beforehand to better address medical, mobility, communication, behavioral, and cognitive needs. Speech and communication difficulties are common in this population, so the exercise specialist will need to be patient in allowing time for delayed responses to inquiries (e.g., slowed information processing), difficulties in speech production (e.g., slurred words, poor pronunciation), and difficulty with expression (e.g., poor word retrieval). Sensory impairments, such as hearing or vision loss, can also have an impact on communication. Alternate methods of communication using written materials and demonstrations may be necessary to augment interaction and understanding. In addition, speech and communication difficulties should
not be automatically associated with a cognitive deficit. In many cases, the motor ability to produce speech is impaired, not cognition.

Many individuals with TBI have impaired neurocognitive function that could result in difficulty in understanding simple instructions pertaining to exercise testing and training. Before initiating any exercise program in these individuals, it is imperative that the participants understand what the expectations are. The TBI participant should be oriented to the training facility and be familiarized with the different exercise stations. The exercise specialist or therapist should demonstrate each exercise to the participant or provide other visual cues to ensure that they understand what the requirements are. Techniques, such as maintaining a simple visual tracking system using bar graphs to show progress and set future goals, displaying personal best scores for variables such as HR and exercise time, should also be employed to increase the attention and motivation of the participants during these activities. The risks and potential benefits associated with participation in an exercise program should also be reviewed with the participant and, if present, any legally appointed surrogate decision maker.

The team member supervising the exercise program may choose to provide more individualized training to the participant who lacks sufficient cognition and judgment. On the other hand, a participant who is not motivated to participate in an individual exercise program may be more encouraged to participate in a group setting. Participants who are easily distracted, outwardly aggressive, and overly impulsive could be scheduled to exercise in the facility during nonpeak hours or in areas where the chances of interacting with other clients is minimized.

When conducting exercise rehabilitation programs for individuals with TBI, it is important that each training session be supervised by a qualified person. Because many participants with TBI have special needs, the person supervising the training program should have the expertise in working with individuals with disabilities. As well, experience in adapting equipment and modifying testing and training protocols to suit the individual needs of the participant is an asset.

The use of simple tools such as wrist straps or Velcro fasteners to secure the limbs to weight machines, cycle ergometer pedals, and so on can facilitate exercise performance in these individuals. Care should be taken, however, when using such tools in areas with increased sensation as they can cause discomfort during participation. Similarly, areas of decreased sensation may be subject to injuries, such as blisters or scrapes. During the first few sessions, the participants should be closely monitored to ensure that they can perform the exercises safely (13).

The primary variables that should be considered in implementing an exercise program are the frequency, intensity, and duration of the training sessions, as well as the overall length of the training program. Each training session must be structured to include the following three phases: warm-up, training, and cool-down. The following recommendations for aerobic training are made on the basis of the available evidence (4, 7, 31, 35) on patients with TBI: frequency, three times/week; intensity, 60%–90% of the maximal HR or 60% of the HR reserve; duration, minimum of 30 minutes per session. The overall length of the training program should be at least 12–14 weeks. One study (7) reported that, although some improvement was seen in the peak PO and peak VO2 during incremental cycling after 18 training sessions, the values were statistically significant only after the participants had completed 32 sessions. If the individuals with TBI are participating in a circuit training program, then the length of the training session can be increased so that all the stations can be completed. The circuit training stations should include resistance exercise to enhance muscular strength and endurance of the major muscle groups, flexibility training, and balance training, if necessary. A shorter duration of 20 minutes at the aerobic station may be used to avoid undue fatigue and increase compliance. Studies have demonstrated that circuit training sessions for TBI participants can last from 30 minutes (31) to 2 hours (35). The flexibility and balance training can be completed during the warm-up or cool-down phases of the training session. The neurologic and physical effects of TBI often cause the individual to fatigue quickly, and it is likely that some participants, particularly those who are in the early stages of rehabilitation, may not be able to attain the prescribed training intensity for enhancing aerobic fitness (34). These participants should be allowed to rest when necessary and encouraged to resume training after adequate recovery. In addition, at certain times of day the individual may be more alert and function better, depending on sleep patterns, medication administration, and so forth. Attempts should be made to schedule sessions during these periods of optimal arousal. During the aerobic training session, it is important that the HR be monitored at regular intervals so that a record of the training intensity is obtained. However, it has been reported (66) that some individuals with TBI may have difficulty in monitoring their pulse rate during exercise and tend to underestimate it. In such cases, it is advisable that a wireless HR monitor be used to record the training intensity.

It is imperative that the principle of progressive overload be incorporated in the training program for continual adaptation to occur. Usually, changes to the training load are made on the basis of alterations in the training HR and the subjective rating of perceived exertion (RPE). It should be noted, however, that participants with TBI may not be able to provide an accurate estimate of the RPE during exercise (21). Hence, the judgment should be based primarily on the objective HR measurements. The participants should be closely supervised when changes
are made to the training loads to ensure that they can perform these exercises safely and are able to cope without premature fatigue. The supervisor should record any mishaps that may occur during training and take the necessary remedial measures. If the TBI participants are involved in a group exercise program, then they should be encouraged to interact with each other after the training session. This could have a positive influence on the mood, psychological well-being and social skills of the participant. It should be recognized that if music is used in a group exercise situation, this could be annoying and distracting to some participants with TBI.

**CASE STUDIES**

The following two case studies are actual examples of individuals who incurred a moderate to severe TBI. They were admitted into a long-term brain injury rehabilitation program (BIRP) in Alberta, Canada. This in-patient program offers rehabilitation services, including physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech language, recreation therapy, psychological counseling, nutrition counseling, and other support services as required (27,28). These two individuals participated in a research study conducted by the authors (7). Typically, participants in this BIRP arise at approximately 7 AM and complete their morning hygiene, often with nursing assistance, before having breakfast, which is scheduled at 8 AM. Most scheduled therapies begin at 9 AM, although occupational therapy sometimes schedules bathing and dressing training as early as 8:15 AM. The therapy services listed above vary on a daily basis, but are usually offered between 9 AM and 4 PM.

**CASE 1**

**Demographics and Etiology**

C, a 23-year-old man, experienced two major accidents. At age 16 he was involved in an accident between a snowmobile and a car. It was reported that he experienced a short bout of unconsciousness. His medical history also suggested that he may have had other concussions as a result of sports, including hockey and boxing. He led an active social life which included weekend parties and reported use of alcohol, marijuana, and other recreational drugs. Seven years later, C incurred a severe TBI as a result of a collision between an all-terrain vehicle, which he was operating, and an automobile. He was assigned a GCS rating of 5/15 at the scene and was airlifted to a major trauma center. The duration of coma was approximately 5 days. CT scans revealed intracerebral hemorrhages to the right cerebral peduncle and in the left parietal lobe, and bilateral frontal lobe subdural and intracerebral hematomas. Blood was seen in both the lateral and fourth ventricles. Musculoskeletal injuries included fractures of the right fibula and right sacrum as well as small diastosis of the left sacroiliac joint. At the time of this second injury, C was unemployed and receiving government social assistance for persons with severe handicaps. He was living with his parents but was independent with respect to all areas of his personal care.

**Physical Limitations**

On admission to the BIRP, C was independently able to self-propel to and from his therapy programs and to attend recreational and social activities in a manual wheelchair. His admission score on the FAM for mobility was 6 for wheelchair ambulation, indicating that he was able to self-propel independently in his wheelchair distances greater than 50 m and negotiate turns and ramps. He experienced difficulty with high level balance tasks. At the time of admission, he could walk with aids (walker, cane), with one-person assistance and negotiate stairs with two-person assistance.

**Cognitive Limitations**

Neuropsychological testing completed over the first month of his admission revealed low borderline performance in organization, information processing speed, memory, behavioral control and awareness of his deficits.

**Time Course of Rehabilitation**

C was admitted 5.5 months after injury into the BIRP where he received treatment for 6 months. The details of the program have been previously reported (27,28). During this period, he participated in a circuit training program conducted by the authors. This program was in addition to the regular physical therapy, occupational therapy, and other treatments that he received as an inpatient. The specific goals of the circuit training program were to (a) increase aerobic capacity to avoid undue fatigue, (b) improve muscular strength and endurance of major muscle groups, (c) minimize weight gain during the rehabilitation program, and (d) be able to walk 50 m independently.

C completed 33 circuit training sessions over a 14-week training period. During each training session, he wore a wireless heart rate monitor to record his training intensity. Each session lasted 1 hour and was divided into three phases: 10 minutes of warm-up, 45 minutes of training, and 5 minutes of cool-down. The supervising therapist demonstrated each exercise to him so that he could perform them safely without assistance. During
the warm-up, C completed several stretching exercises of the major muscle groups of the upper and lower body. These exercises were designed to improve his flexibility. During the training phase, C completed 20 minutes of aerobic training on the cycle ergometer, treadmill, or both. He trained at a HR equivalent to 60% of his HR reserve. This was calculated on the basis of the initial cycle ergometer test that was designed to measure his peak VO₂. C had no difficulty in attaining his prescribed training HR of 138 bpm during the training sessions. During the first few sessions, he could not complete the entire 20 minutes without a break.

He was allowed to rest as required (usually 1–2 minutes) and then complete the required 20 minutes of aerobic training. C then completed the rest of the exercise stations, which were primarily designed to increase his muscle strength and endurance. These exercises were performed on the Total Gym and Hydrafitness equipment. Each exercise was demonstrated to him and he was encouraged to perform them to the best of his ability. Initially C required some assistance because of muscle weakness due to his TBI and sedentary lifestyle. However, he seemed to enjoy these exercises and showed considerable improvement as the training progressed. After completing these circuits, C completed a cool-down phase, which included stretching of the muscle groups that were previously exercised. The supervisor recorded the HR during the various phases of the training session.

The changes in peak exercise capacity and body composition that C demonstrated as a result of the circuit training program are summarized in Table 9.1 and Table 9.2, respectively. He demonstrated increases in all the peak cardiorespiratory responses that were characteristic of an untrained able-bodied subject: PO, 50%; absolute peak VO₂, 23.1%; relative peak VO₂, 16.2%; HR, 9.8%; VE, 37.4%; O₂, 16.7%; Vₑ/VO₂ ratio, 12%. The increase in O₂ pulse suggests that C also experienced an increase in cardiac stroke volume during exercise. These results indicate that C was able to tax a greater proportion of his cardiovascular reserve subsequent to the circuit training program. Despite the increase in energy expended as a result of the circuit training program, C gained 7.3 kg in body mass. His %BF increased from 14.0% to 18.0% during this 14-week period, and this was not a healthy development in his program. This increase in body mass would increase the energy cost of weight-bearing activities, such as walking, and cause premature fatigue. This was an activity that he was having considerable difficulty with as a result of the TBI.

### Discharge from Rehabilitation Hospital

C was discharged from the hospital 6 months after his admission. The FAM scores assigned 2 weeks after his admission to the rehabilitation program and at discharge are summarized in Table 9.3. These results indicate that, despite his increased body mass, his walking steadily improved and, at discharge, he was able to walk 50 m in 2 minutes independently using a cane. C was assigned a FAM score of walking — 6 for locomotion. His FAM score for stairs improved from a 2 to a 5, indicating that at discharge it was recommended that he be supervised but not assisted on stairs. His Berg balance score improved from 31/56 on admission to 41/56 at discharge. Throughout his stay in the rehabilitation program he experienced increased tone in his right side affecting both his upper and lower limb. A right elbow contracture limited extension by 15–20 degrees. At discharge, FAM scores for adjustment to limitations and safety judgment had improved from a 2 to a 4 and from a 3 to a 5, respectively. This represents very limited self-awareness of the significant cognitive deficits he was aware of the significant cognitive deficits he was
CASE 2

Demographics and Etiology
M, a 34-year-old woman, incurred a TBI as a result of a motor vehicle accident. At the time of her injury, she was married to a farmer and had two school-aged children. For the previous 9 years she worked primarily as a homemaker and mother and assisted with farming activities. Before that, she was employed as a designer for a monogram company. Her GCS rating was 3/15 at the scene, implying a very severe brain injury. Her GCS was between 5 and 7/15 in the emergency department and subsequently dropped to 3 again. A CT scan the day after her accident revealed petechial hemorrhages in the frontal lobes bilaterally and in the left parietal lobe extending into the left basal ganglia. A brainstem contusion was also queried. A second CT scan, 4 days after the injury indicated diffuse axonal shearing. The duration of coma was approximately 5 days. She also sustained a depressed fracture in the left parietal area and a fracture of the zygomatic bone of the right orbit. She also inurred fractures of the left ribs and scapula. A CT scan performed approximately 6 months after injury was indicative of minimal atrophy in the frontal lobes bilaterally and showed minimal attenuation peripherally in the right occipital lobe consistent with traumatic atrophy. At the time of admission, she presented with cognitive deficits, visual disturbances thought to be related to cranial nerve injuries, decreased balance, right foot drop, poor balance, and dysmetria on reaching tasks. She was occasionally incontinent of both bowel and bladder.

Physical Limitations
On admission to the rehabilitation program M used a manual wheelchair for mobility and walked only when supervised by staff. Her initial Berg balance score was 36/56. At discharge she was walking with a four-wheeled walker with supervision and her Berg balance score had increased to 39/56. Transfers to and from a bed, chair, and toilet had improved from minimal one-person assistance to independent using grab bars and transfer poles. Tub transfers improved from needing one-person physical assistance to needing supervision and cuing only. Her Clinical Outcome Variables Scale (COVs) scores improved from 47/91 at admission to 72/91 at discharge. Her average speed measured while completing a 2-minute walk test improved from 0.3 m/sec to 0.46 m/sec.

Cognitive Limitations
Neuropsychology testing completed approximately 4.5 months after injury revealed moderate to severe impairment in all aspects of cognitive functioning.

Time Course of Rehabilitation
M was admitted into the BIRP 89 days after injury. She was enrolled in the program for a total of 410 days (13.5 months). During this period, she participated in the
same circuit training program that C participated in, approximately 6 months after her accident. The overall goals for her training were similar to those of C. M completed 28 training sessions during the 14-week training period. During the aerobic training phase, the prescribed target HR was 105 bpm based on her initial incremental exercise test. However, M had considerable difficulty attaining this HR during training, which is consistent with previous research (34) that has demonstrated this in patients with acute TBI. She was unable to complete the required 20 minutes continuously and had to take several breaks. M had difficulty motivating herself to participate in the circuit training program and completed an average of only two training sessions per week.

The changes in peak aerobic fitness and body composition as a result of participating in the circuit training program for M are presented in Tables 9.1 and 9.2, respectively. Although M did show some improvement in peak VO2, the magnitude of the improvement was considerably lower that that observed in C. This is most likely because of the difficulty that M had in attaining the aerobic training prescription based on her initial fitness level. However, M demonstrated a large decrease in her peak HR after the circuit training program, despite the increase in the peak power output. It is likely that her ability to attain a higher peak power output after training was owing to increased quadriceps muscle strength and endurance rather than an increase in aerobic fitness.

**Discharge from Rehabilitation Hospital**

As can be seen in the chart of FAM scores in Table 9.3, M demonstrated a great improvement in her ability to ambulate. At admission, she was ambulating in a wheelchair, whereas at discharge she was able to walk a distance of 50 m independently. She also demonstrated good improvement in the ability to transfer from the bed, chair, and wheelchair and in some other areas of self-care. M demonstrated significant changes in her cognitive skills, particularly in the area of reading and writing. At discharge, her FAM scores for adjustment to limitations and safety judgment remained unchanged from admission. This represents very limited self-awareness of the significant cognitive deficits she was experiencing and their impact on her ability to live independently. At discharge, M returned to live with her family. Family members, including her mother and mother-in-law, provided assistance and supervision with household and child-rearing activities. Referrals were made to the appropriate community services to provide ongoing support to M and her family.

Although these two individuals completed 33 and 28 circuit training sessions, respectively, over a period of 14 weeks, this moderately high level of participation was owing to the structure and routines established within the rehabilitation hospital. The circuit training sessions were scheduled three times per week and copies of the patient’s schedules were posted on their units, made available to the patient, and were also accessible to therapists on-line. As with the regularly scheduled therapy programs, such as occupational and physical therapy, staff sought out patients who did not keep their appointments and encouraged them to participate in treatment and exercise sessions. Even when a patient initially refused, efforts were made to verbally persuade them to attend and often they would. People with TBI who live in the community would not have the same degree of external support and encouragement to attend exercise programs. Members of the rehabilitation team should include participation in regularly scheduled exercise in their discharge planning and make special efforts to facilitate access to fitness programs for individuals with TBI. Caregivers should be educated about the importance of exercise and the health implications in the TBI population.
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More than 100 rheumatologic conditions are considered forms of arthritis. Osteoarthritis (OA), rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and fibromyalgia syndrome (FM) are three of the most common forms. Each is a very distinct condition. Although there is no cure for OA, RA, or FM, each condition can be medically and pharmacologically managed with some success. Surgical procedures have been successful, especially for patients with OA and RA. Patient education programs, including exercise, nutritional counseling, and behavior modification techniques, have also had therapeutic benefits for certain patients. These types of arthritis typically result in long-term disability to the patient. In fact, arthritis is the leading cause of disability in the United States (1). Additionally, rehabilitative exercise has been shown to have a significant impact on decreasing the impairment and disability of arthritis.

EPIDEMIOLOGY AND PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

OSTEOARTHRITIS

Osteoarthritis (OA), also known as degenerative joint disease or osteoarthritis, is the most common type of arthritis and one of the most common chronic diseases in the United States (3), affecting approximately 27 million people (4). It is the second most common cause of long-term disability in the adult population (3,5). Contrary to popular myth, it is not a normal characteristic of aging, yet it is strongly related to age. Clinical signs and symptoms of OA are estimated to be present in 12% of people 25–75 years of age (3). OA is characterized by localized degeneration of the articular cartilage (the major pathology) and synthesis of new bone at the joint surfaces or margins. It typically affects the hips, knees, feet, spine, and hands. Risk factors for OA are age, gender, race, occupation (i.e., repetitive trauma, overuse), obesity, history of joint trauma, bone or joint disorders, genetic mutations of collagen, and a history of inflammatory arthritis (3).

The prevalence of OA differs, depending on which joints are considered and how the disease is assessed. The prevalence of OA also differs among different populations. Many individuals may show OA on x-ray, but have no symptoms. Therefore, the prevalence of OA when assessed by x-ray is much higher than when determined by the symptomatology. Of the population, 90% shows evidence of degenerative changes in weight-bearing joints (hips, knees, feet) by age 40; however, symptoms are generally not present (6). These x-ray changes and the incidence of symptomatic OA continue to progress with increasing age. OA occurs more frequently in women than men after age 50, with evidence of an increase in disease severity and the number of joints affected (7,8). This disparity becomes larger with age. Under the age of 45, however, the prevalence of OA is about the same for men and women. The incidence of OA is not well defined; however, for hip, knee, and hand OA, the incidence rises with age and is greater in women than men (9). Older women are more often diagnosed with OA of the hand and finger joints and the knees. Knee OA is more prevalent in black women than white women (10,11), as well as obese persons, nonsmokers, and those who are physically active (12). Women are more susceptible than men to the inflammatory type of OA.

Osteoarthritis is classified into two major types, primary OA and secondary OA (6). Primary or idiopathic OA, the most common type, is diagnosed when no cause is known for the symptoms. Secondary OA is diagnosed when there is an identifiable cause (e.g., trauma or underlying joint disorders). Each type is further classified into subtypes. For more information on the types and subtypes of OA, see Chapter 105 by Moskowitz in Arthritis and Allied Conditions: A Textbook of Rheumatology (6). Specific classification criteria have also been developed by the American College of Rheumatology for OA of the hand (13), knee (14), and hip (15). The common major criterion for each is the presence of pain. Because there is no nerve supply to the articular cartilage, pain may be caused by inflammation of the synovium, medullary hypertension, microfractures in the subchondral bone, stretching of periosteal nerve endings by the osteophytes (spurs), or stretching of ligaments and spasming of muscles around the inflamed joint capsule (16).
Two hallmark symptoms of OA are pain during joint use and short-term stiffness or gelling in inactive joints. For the common signs and symptoms of OA, see Table 10.1. Inflammation is not a typical sign of OA, but mild synovial inflammation may be present in some cases. Specific joint symptoms are instability and buckling of the knees with knee OA, groin pain and radiating leg pain with hip OA, decreased manual dexterity with hand OA, and radiating pain, weakness, and numbness (nerve root compression) in neck and low back OA (3). As pain increases on joint loading or weight bearing, physical activity and joint mobility decreases. It is not unusual for joint contractures, especially of the weight-bearing joints, to occur secondary to the decrease in joint mobility. This leads to an increase in the energy expenditure needed to participate in functional and physical activities. Inactivity because of OA may consequently lead to an increased risk of other co-morbid conditions, such as heart disease, hypertension, diabetes, depression, obesity, and some cancers.

RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic, systemic inflammatory disease affecting the synovium of diarthrodial joints. Synovitis or inflammation of the synovial membrane is the dominant pathology. The prevalence of RA is approximately 1%–2% in the population, affecting women two to three times more often than men (3,17,18). RA affects all ethnic groups. RA is most often diagnosed between the ages of 30 and 60 years, although prevalence increases with age (3). In addition, RA tends to shorten life expectancy (19). The incidence of RA is 0.5 per 100 people per year (3). The etiology of RA is unknown; however, the progression and pattern of inflammation are both related to genetic and environmental factors (3). For example, first-degree relatives of patients with RA are at 1.5 times higher risk of developing RA than the general population. Overall heritability of RA is estimated to be 50%–60% (3).

RA can be classified in terms of the functional status of the patient. Functional status is divided into four classes (20). Please refer to Table 10.2 for a description of the RA functional status classes. When prescribing exercise for an individual with RA, functional status must be considered.

With RA, it is typical to observe symmetric and bilateral joint involvement, marked over time by structural damage and deformities (3,21). Inflammatory synovitis may result in reversible (morning stiffness, synovial inflammation) and irreversible (structural joint damage)
signs and symptoms of RA. With synovial inflammation, patients commonly experience prolonged morning stiffness (>1 hour). This is unlike the morning stiffness that is experienced in OA, which typically lasts up to 30 minutes. With a remission of inflammation, the patient with RA has a decrease in morning stiffness. During active inflammatory synovitis, the affected joints are usually warm, red, and swollen. A linear relationship exists between the time of active, uncontrolled synovitis and the progression of joint structural damage (3). Joint destruction usually begins within the first 1–2 years of the disease. Prognostic variables have been identified that predict a poor outcome for patients with RA. Some of these are being female, having a strong family history of RA, a large number of swollen and tender joints, a high rheumatoid factor (RF) titer (in 75%–85% cases of RA), high anticyclic citrullinated peptide (anti-CCP) titer, persistent pain, increased erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) and C-reactive protein (CRP) levels, and low socioeconomic status (3).

Common signs and symptoms of RA are joint pain, swelling, stiffness, and contractures, with concomitant muscle weakness and fatigue. The muscles and tendons that surround the inflamed joints tend to spasm and shorten, whereas the ligaments are weakened by the enzymatic breakdown of collagen. The most common joints affected are the hands, wrists, elbows, shoulders, cervical spine, hips, knees, ankles, and feet. Other nonarticular symptoms that may occur include low grade fever, malaise, myalgias, and decreased appetite and weight loss because of the systemic inflammation (3). In approximately 40%–50% of patients with RA, inflammation of other organ systems occurs. Some of these extra-articular manifestations are skin (e.g., rheumatoid nodules), ophthalmologic (e.g., keratoconjunctivitis sicca), respiratory (e.g., pleuritis), cardiac (e.g., pericarditis), gastrointestinal (e.g., gastritis, peptic ulcer), renal (e.g., interstitial renal disease), neurologic (e.g., cervical spine instability, peripheral nerve entrapment), vascular (e.g., vasculitis), and hematologic (e.g., normocytic normochromic anemia) (3). The most common extra-articular condition is Sjögren’s syndrome (dry eyes and mouth), which occurs in approximately 35% of patients (3). Patients with RA have a higher incidence of myocardial infarction and stroke than the general population because of accelerated atherosclerosis as a result of chronic inflammation (3). For the common signs and symptoms of RA, see Table 10.1.

FIBROMYALGIA

Fibromyalgia (FM) is a rheumatic syndrome that presents as chronic diffuse nonarticular musculoskeletal pain, yet it does not appear to be an inflammatory process (3). It is not considered a true form of arthritis. FM is not associated with the development of joint deformities or joint disease (22–24). It is the most common rheumatic cause of chronic widespread pain (3) and affects approximately 5 million Americans (4). FM is predominantly diagnosed in women between 30 and 50 years of age (3,25). The approximate prevalence of FM in population-based studies indicates rates from 3% to 5% in women and 0.5% in men (4,26). The prevalence of FM appears to increase with age. It presents in approximately 15% of rheumatology patients and 5% of general medical patients (3). Individuals with autoimmune disease are at a higher risk of developing FM (26). The incidence of FM is unknown. FM has previously been known as fibrositis, psychogenic rheumatism, nonarticular rheumatism, primary fibromyalgia (no underlying or concomitant condition), and secondary fibromyalgia (other concomitant conditions). In 1990, however, criteria for classifying patients with FM were published by the Multicenter Committee of the American College of Rheumatology (ACR) (27) and the classifications were abandoned.

The etiology of FM is unknown. Studies have been conducted that suggest possible factors for the development of FM, however, none are conclusive. It has been suggested that the pain of FM may be caused by (a) genetic factors, including a genetic susceptibility to microtrauma of the musculature or neurohormonal dysfunction, and polymorphisms that affect the metabolism or transport of monoamines, which are important for sensory processing and responding to stress; (b) peripheral mechanisms, such as muscle tissue abnormalities and microtrauma; and (c) central mechanisms, including electroencephalographic (EEG) abnormalities during sleep, neuroendocrine abnormalities (i.e., hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, low blood serum levels of serotonin, high cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) levels of substance P and low levels of somatomedin C), immunologic factors (i.e., viral infection, Lyme disease), physical trauma, psychological distress or psychiatric disorders, regional pain conditions, and abnormalities in central nervous system (CNS) structures (i.e., thalamus and caudate nucleus) (3,25,28).

Common symptoms and features of FM are diffuse nonarticular (soft tissue) pain, multiple tender points, fatigue and morning stiffness, and sleep disturbance (3). For the common signs and symptoms of FM, see Table 10.1. Fatigue, the most limiting feature, affects 75%–80% of patients with RA, inflammation of other organ systems occurs. Some of these extra-articular manifestations are skin (e.g., rheumatoid nodules), ophthalmologic (e.g., keratoconjunctivitis sicca), respiratory (e.g., pleuritis), cardiac (e.g., pericarditis), gastrointestinal (e.g., gastritis, peptic ulcer), renal (e.g., interstitial renal disease), neurologic (e.g., cervical spine instability, peripheral nerve entrapment), vascular (e.g., vasculitis), and hematologic (e.g., normocytic normochromic anemia) (3). The most common extra-articular condition is Sjögren’s syndrome (dry eyes and mouth), which occurs in approximately 35% of patients (3). Patients with RA have a higher incidence of myocardial infarction and stroke than the general population because of accelerated atherosclerosis as a result of chronic inflammation (3). For the common signs and symptoms of RA, see Table 10.1.

FIBROMYALGIA

Fibromyalgia (FM) is a rheumatic syndrome that presents as chronic diffuse nonarticular musculoskeletal pain, yet it does not appear to be an inflammatory process (3). It is not considered a true form of arthritis. FM is not associated with the development of joint deformities or joint disease (22–24). It is the most common rheumatic
aging process, the risk does increase with age. Modifiable risk factors are obesity, joint injuries, infections, and certain physically demanding occupations (especially those that require repetitive knee-bending) (30).

**CLINICAL EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY**

Many studies have shown that patients with OA, RA, or FM have lower neuromuscular and cardiorespiratory function, as well as physical functioning (flexibility, functional performance), than nondiseased individuals. In a very general sense, this is due to the effect that pain has on the ability of the patient to exercise and even perform activities of daily living (ADLs). These patients are less active because of the pain on movement. This leads to a neuromuscular deconditioning, followed by a generalized cardiorespiratory deconditioning, and ultimately, difficulty in performing their everyday activities. This downward spiral (loss of physiologic reserve) will continue unless appropriate treatments are given.

Many studies have shown that significant declines occur in joint range of motion (ROM) or flexibility (31–33), neuromuscular function, including EMG activity, muscle strength, muscle endurance, and muscle contraction speed (31,33–49), cardiorespiratory function, including VO$_2$ peak, heart rate (HR), blood pressure (BP), and exercise capacity (32,35,38,40,50–55), functional performance, including walking, climbing stairs (31,32,42,47,49,52–53,57–64), physical fitness (65), and physical activity (47,66–69). In addition, increases in arthritis symptoms, including pain, have been documented (31,32,42,49,50,52,55–63). In general, they also show that pain and inflammation limit physical activity and performance on all physiologic and functional tests. This is most likely because of motor unit or muscle inhibition (70,71). For patients with OA, RA or FM, incorrectly prescribed or performed exercises may exacerbate arthritis symptoms, especially the pain associated with the microtrauma to the joints and/or musculature.


It is important for the exercise technician to accurately assess physiologic function and functional performance in the arthritis patient to prescribe an exercise progression that would focus on improving the patient’s physiologic and functional limitations. When prescribing exercise for patients with arthritis, it is critical to carefully assess baseline exercise capacity (cardiorespiratory, neuromuscular, flexibility, and so forth) and functional performance or status to prescribe individually the most beneficial program for each patient. Individually prescribed progressive programs, based on physiologic and functional deficits, are necessary to ensure that the patients do not fail in the early stages of an exercise program. For the arthritis patient, it is useful to begin the exercise progression slowly, to allow the patient to adapt physiologically, prevent early exacerbation, and reduce the potential for noncompliance.

**PHARMACOLOGY**

Pain reduction or relief is the primary reason for pharmacologic treatments in OA, RA, and FM. Usually the first line of treatment for OA is simple analgesics, such as acetaminophen. At times, topical analgesics, such as capsaicin cream, may provide pain relief as well. The second line of medications for OA and the first line for RA are nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). NSAIDs inhibit the synthesis of proinflammatory prostaglandins (3). Examples of these are aspirin, celecoxib, ibuprofen, naproxen, and indomethacin. Although they generally provide good pain relief, this class of drugs also is known for their increased risk of upper gastrointestinal, renal, hepatic, and central nervous system toxicity (177). Not much evidence exists that indicates that NSAIDs are effective for FM (24).

Low dose oral corticosteroids, such as prednisone, may be used. With local, severe inflammation or a joint effusion, intra-articular corticosteroid injections may be indicated for relief of the painful joint in OA and RA. Because of the high toxicity of corticosteroids, they are not used as often, and should only be used as an adjunct to other pharmacologic or nonpharmacologic therapies. Adverse reactions to corticosteroids include osteoporosis, myopathy, cataracts, hypertension, and diabetes mellitus (3,177). Intra-articular injections of hyaluronan may reduce the symptoms of early OA (3). Another class of medications is disease modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs). DMARDs are more often indicated for patients with RA and are used aggressively early in the disease process (usually within 3–6 months of
disease onset) to prevent disability. Effectiveness of the DMARDs for RA is determined by their ability to change the course of RA by increasing physical function, decreasing inflammatory synovitis, and slowing structural damage. Examples of DMARDs are methotrexate, leflunomide, sulfasalazine, hydroxychloroquine, and injectable gold. Methotrexate, the most common DMARD, has been used successfully in combination with other DMARDs and biologics. As with the other arthritis medications, each DMARD has its related toxic effects. For example, long-term methotrexate use typically results in liver function complications, whereas sulfasalazine can result in gastrointestinal and CNS toxicity. Biologics, which are also considered DMARDs, specifically target the pathogenic mediators of joint inflammation and damage (e.g., tumor necrosis factor [TNF] antagonists, anti-IL-1 receptor antagonists). Common biologic agents include the TNF inhibitors (i.e., etanercept, infliximab, and adalimumab), which specifically inhibit the proinflammatory cytokine, TNF-α, and anti-IL-1 receptor antagonists (i.e., anakinra). For more severe RA, the biologics abatacept and rituximab may be needed. Side effects of the TNF inhibitors may include an increased risk of lymphoma and other malignancies, heart failure, and demyelinating disorders (3). No evidence exists that suggests that any DMARDs are effective or can modify OA.

Popular treatments for arthritis, especially OA, are glucosamine, chondroitin sulfate, or the combination of both. Their effectiveness for relieving pain is equivocal (178). It appears that they are most effective for moderate to severe knee pain (179). Currently, research is being conducted to determine the use of vitamins C and D for reducing the risk of progression of knee OA.

Specific to FM, medications are used to improve restorative sleep and mood, and decrease pain to reduce fatigue and decrease the symptomatology of FM. Some of the pharmacologic agents used for sleep include amitriptyline, cyclobenzaprine, zolpidem, and pramipexole. Medications for pain include amitriptyline, tramadol, duloxetine, and the anticonvulsants gabapentin and pregabalin. Medications prescribed to improve mood include tricyclic antidepressers (amitriptyline and cyclobenzaprine), selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), such as fluoxetine and sertraline, and serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs) (venlafaxine and duloxetine) (3). Recently, pregabalin was the first drug approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for treating FM after research showed that it decreased pain and improved restorative sleep in patients with FM (180). As is typical with any medication, their effectiveness is not the same for all patients. A meta-analysis of the efficacy of treatment outcomes for FM indicates that nonpharmacologic treatments, especially exercise in combination with cognitive behavioral therapy, give the best outcomes (181). However, these can be supplemented by pharmacologic treatments to reduce pain and sleep disturbances. See Table 10.3 for the common pharmacologic treatments for OA, RA, and FM.

Each pharmacologic agent for arthritis has side effects and toxicity levels that can have an impact on different physiologic systems. In general, there does not appear to be

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 10.3. SOME COMMON PHARMACOLOGIC TREATMENTS FOR OSTEOARTHRITIS (OA), RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS (RA), AND FIBROMYALGIA (FM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analgesics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetaminophen (Tylenol)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capsaicin (Capzasin-P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSAIDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celecoxib (Celebrex)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibuprofen (Advil)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naproxen (Aleve)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corticosteroids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prednisone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosupplementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyaluronan (Euflexxa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hylan G-F 20 (Synvisc)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DMARDs, disease modifying antirheumatic drugs; NSAIDs, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs; SNRIs, serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors; SSRIs, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors.
any more risk of these medications having an impact on exercise testing and training than any other class of medications. To find out the specific impact of each drug and its interactions, the reader is referred to the PDR (Physicians’ Desk Reference) (182). For OA, RA, and FM, it is always recommended that the pharmacologic management be used in combination with nonpharmacologic treatments.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

Osteoarthritis is typically diagnosed by a history and physical examination (3). Several characteristics that may be present on physical examination (i.e., joint palpation) in a patient with OA are localized symptomatic joints, pain on motion (joint capsule irritation), tenderness at the joint margins and capsules (bony enlargements), decreased range of joint motion (ostearthritic formation, contractures), joint instability, joint locking (loose bodies or cartilage fragments in joint), crepitus (irregular joint surfaces), joint malalignment (varus or valgus deformity), and local signs of inflammation (warmth, soft tissue swelling). Blood tests and synovial fluid are typically normal. A diagnosis of OA is confirmed by radiographs of the affected joints. Osteoarthritic formation (bony proliferation) at the joint margins is a typical finding on x-ray of a patient with OA. Other findings that indicate OA on the x-ray are asymmetric joint space narrowing, subchondral bone sclerosis, and possibly subchondral cyst formation. If bone demineralization (periarticular osteoporosis) and erosion of bone at the joint margins is visible on x-ray, the diagnosis is more likely RA than OA (3).

Rheumatoid arthritis is difficult to diagnose early on in the disease process because of the lack of definitive characteristics that are typically present. It generally takes several weeks to several months for RA to be present before it can be diagnosed. The onset is insidious. The American College of Rheumatology has described the seven criteria for classifying an individual with RA. To have a diagnosis of RA, the patient needs to have at least four of the seven criteria, and criteria one through four need to be present for a minimum of 6 weeks. See Table 10.4 for the RA classification criteria (3,183). Of palpation of surface joints (fingers, elbows, knees, ankles) joint deformities may be evident. Deformities of the deeper joints (shoulders, hips) may only be evident by ROM limitations. Usually joint deformities occur in the upper extremity, especially the fingers and wrist, first, as the patient can still function adequately even with a reduced ROM and less mobility.

For a diagnosis of FM to be made, certain criteria must be met. See Table 10.5 for the FM diagnostic criteria (27).

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL TREATMENTS

Medical management of patients with OA, RA, or FM must use a multidisciplinary approach. In general, the

### TABLE 10.4. RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS (RA) CLASSIFICATION CRITERIA

1. Morning stiffness lasting a minimum of 1 hour in and around the joints.
2. Soft tissue swelling or fluid in at least three joint areas (especially hands, wrists, elbows, knees, ankles and feet) simultaneously.
3. At least one swollen hand or wrist joint.
4. Concurrent involvement of the same joint area bilaterally.
5. Rheumatoid nodules (subcutaneous nodules that typically are located over bony prominences or extensor surfaces).
6. Abnormal amount of serum rheumatoid factor.
7. Radiographic evidence of structural changes typical of RA, such as bone erosion or decalcification in or adjacent to the involved joints (especially the hand and wrist).

*For a diagnosis of RA, 4 of 7 criteria must be present. Criteria 1-4 need to be present for a minimum of 6 weeks.*

### TABLE 10.5. FIBROMYALGIA (FM) DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA

1. Patient must have a history of widespread pain (i.e. pain on both sides of the body and above and below the waist) for at least 3 months. Patient must have pain in the axial skeletal region (i.e. cervical spine, anterior chest, thoracic spine, or low back).
2. Patient must have pain in 11 of 18 tender points (9 bilateral points) on digital palpation of approximately 4 kg or by using a calibrated dolorimeter. Tender point sites are:
   a. Occiput, at the suboccipital muscle insertions
   b. Low cervical, at the anterior aspects of the intertransverse spaces of C5-C7
   c. Trapezius, at the midpoint of the upper border
d. Supraspinatus, above the medial border of the scapular spine
e. Second rib, at the second costochondral junctions
f. Lateral epicondyle, 2 cm distal to the epicondyle
g. Gluteal, at the upper outer quadrants of the buttocks
h. Greater trochanter, posterior to the trochanteric prominence
i. Knee, at the medial fat pad proximal to the joint line
stimulation of the tender areas, coupled with heat (ultrasound or whirlpool), may be therapeutic for patients with FM. For patients with FM and RA, it is important to treat their underlying depression. This can typically be treated by tricyclic antidepressants, patient education, or both. It has been shown that patients who are younger and have less severe disease have better outcomes (3).

Cognitive behavioral therapies have been shown to reduce pain and disability in patients with OA, RA, and FM (24,74,167,185–189). Some of these therapies include relaxation training, activity pacing, coping skills training, reinforcement of healthy behaviors, and pain management techniques.

Surgery for OA and RA is usually not considered a treatment alternative until the patient cannot get pain relief from other methods and has significant functional impairments. Several surgical options are available for different joints. For the knee, arthroscopic debridement, lavage with meniscectomy, or both may be performed to increase joint function and decrease pain by removing loose fragments of cartilage, bone and menisci (3). Osteotomies for the knee (high tibial) and hip (femoral) may be performed to realign the joints and redistribute the loading on the joints (3). For very advanced disease, arthrodesis or joint fusion may be performed to decrease pain, and increase stability and joint alignment. This procedure is more frequently performed for the spine (cervical and lumbar), wrists, ankles, and hand and foot joints (3). Joint fusion is not typically recommended because it completely eliminates joint motion and may increase loading on the unfused joints. A surgical treatment that is successful in reducing or eliminating arthritis pain is total joint arthroplasty. This procedure is performed routinely for knees and hips. Total joint replacements, although usually successful, cannot exactly replicate natural articular cartilage and over time may need revision (3). No surgical techniques have been recommended for FM. The rate of recovery from surgery depends on the patient’s condition before surgery. Therefore, it is important to try to optimize presurgical functional status (122).

**DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES**

As mentioned in the *Physical Examination* section above, a diagnosis of OA is made by a history and physical examination and confirmed by radiographs of the affected joints. As a routine matter, standard laboratory tests are conducted; results are typically normal. In addition, tests for rheumatoid factor (RF) and erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) are conducted to exclude other joint diseases (3).

No one particular test confirms RA, although inflammatory synovitis must be present. This can be determined by leukocytes in the synovial fluid or evidence of joint erosion on x-ray. As mentioned previously, the history and physical examination are important procedures to help in the diagnosis. The main factor that indicates disease activity is the number of tender and swollen joints. Other factors include degree of pain and disability, radiographic progression, and serum levels of the inflammatory biomarkers (3). Laboratory tests to determine serum RF, anti-CCP antibodies, ESR, and C-reactive protein levels are typically ordered to assist with the diagnosis of RA. ESR and C-reactive protein are good indicators of synovial inflammation. Contrary to popular myth, RF is not a diagnostic test for RA (190). Some patients with RA are not RF positive, although approximately 85% of patients with RA have RF (3). For those patients who are RF positive, their disease is usually severe and they exhibit extra-articular manifestations of RA. Imaging techniques, such as x-ray, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and ultrasound, are common in RA to assess the degree of joint destruction (including articular cartilage, ligaments, tendons, and bones) and inflammation (3,190). Typical changes seen with imaging are symmetrical joint space narrowing, bony erosions on the joint margins, subluxation and joint malalignment, and laxity or rupture of the ligaments or tendons. Some clinical assessments include tender and swollen joint counts, ROM measurements, walking time, duration of morning stiffness, assessment of fatigue severity, and grip strength. Other diseases or conditions that may be confused for RA are psoriatic arthritis, lups, systemic sclerosis, Sjogren’s syndrome, and hepatitis C-associated polyarthritis (3).

In general, no standard diagnostic tests are available for FM. In addition to the classification criteria for FM outlined under *Physical Examination* (above), a sleep history is typically taken from the patient. The laboratory tests that may be done include a blood chemistry panel, complete blood count, liver and kidney function tests, and tests to determine levels of inflammatory markers (CRP and ESR), thyroid-stimulating hormone, and creatine kinase (3). These tests are frequently conducted to rule out other diseases, however. Several other conditions that can mimic FM include depression, regional pain syndrome, tapering of steroids, malignancy, drug-induced myopathy (from statins), diabetes, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), hepatitis C, metabolic myopathies, osteomalacia, lupus, RA, polymyalgia rheumatica, hyper- or hypothyroidism, sleep apnea, and chronic fatigue syndrome (3).

**EXERCISE/FITNESS/ FUNCTIONAL TESTING**

In general, it is important for the patient to perform the exercise or functional test protocols in the most pain-free manner possible. Therefore, the exercise technician must consider the positioning of the patient during the testing, as well as the order of the tests to ensure appropriate
recovery of the different systems (e.g., cardiorespiratory, neuromuscular) and muscle groups. It is not unusual for patients with OA and RA to have joint contractures and, therefore, reduced flexibility or ROM. Care must be taken with these patients to allow for recovery from fatigue between test protocols and to adjust testing equipment and protocols in case of pain or symptom exacerbation. If it is the judgment of the exercise technician that the risks of the testing outweigh the benefits derived from the exercise program, then the patient should not be tested.

Thoughtful planning of testing procedures is important for the different types of arthritis. Usually, there is some assessment of pain, physical limitations, physical function, flexibility, muscle function, and cardiovascular function. As mentioned earlier, taking into consideration the patient’s symptoms and exercise goals will allow the exercise scientist to measure the appropriate variables.

*Pain and functional limitations* are often measured by self-report questionnaires, such as visual analog scales for pain or marking painful areas on a diagram of the body. Several specific assessments are valid and reliable for patients with arthritis. The two major assessment tools are the Arthritis Impact Measurement Scales 2 (AIMS2) for all types of arthritis and the Western Ontario and McMaster Universities (WOMAC) Osteoarthritis Index for OA (192). The assessment tool most often used for FM is the Fibromyalgia Impact Questionnaire (FIQ) (193).

*Physical function or performance* can be measured in many ways, including a 6-minute walk (distance) plus pulse and rating of perceived exertion, low back flexibility (sit and reach), rising from a chair for 1 minute, climbing stairs, and a measured walk for speed. Besides the sit and reach test, flexibility can be measured with a goniometer as the subject moves the desired joints through their ranges of motion. For shoulder flexibility, a forward reach test has been shown to be valid.

*Muscle function* (strength, endurance, contraction speed, power) can be measured isometrically, isotonically, or isokinetically. When conducting these tests, it is important to consider the effect that a painful joint will have on the ability to produce a maximal muscle contraction. Pain will result in neural inhibition, thereby leading to a much lower measure of muscle function. In some cases, EMG activity (surface or invasive) may also be measured.

*Work capacity or aerobic function* is measured in multiple ways as well. In some cases, depending on the severity of the disease, it may be more practical to estimate aerobic power from a submaximal test (194). Generally, most patients with OA, RA, or FM will be able to accomplish a symptom-limited graded exercise test, where the major symptoms are pain and peripheral muscle fatigue. It is important to consider the testing equipment that will be used to conduct the test. Using a weight-bearing activity, such as walking on a treadmill, may result in an abbreviated test because of joint pain in any of the weight-bearing joints. Performing a nonweight-bearing activity, such as on a cycle ergometer, may allow a more accurate measurement of cardiovascular function if patients can perform to a higher level before they experience pain and stop the test. Because of the possibility of comorbid conditions, especially cardiovascular diseases, it is recommended that all patients be continuously monitored (ECG, heart rate, and BP) throughout the cardiovascular testing (resting, work, and recovery). For patients with FM, it is usually standard to assess their pain threshold over their tender points using a dolorimeter.

### EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION AND PROGRAMMING

As has been shown throughout this chapter, OA, RA, and FM are very different forms of arthritis. Therefore, it is important to understand the type of arthritis, the characteristic symptoms and limitations, prognosis of the disease, and other comorbid conditions that the patients have when prescribing exercises. Because of the pain, inflammation, fatigue, and limitations in joint movement, these patients are usually more deconditioned peripherally than centrally. This means that the limitations to exercise are usually in the peripheral musculature. Many arthritis patients will stop an exercise test protocol because of muscle fatigue or joint pain, not usually because of dyspnea, angina, or other acute cardiorespiratory events. Therefore, the type of exercise program should focus initially on the primary limitation of each type of arthritis and then progress to more general exercises. For example, if a patient has OA of the knee joint, has pain on weight bearing, and quadriceps muscle atrophy, nonweight-bearing resistance exercises would be more appropriate than aerobic exercises initially.

In general, patients with arthritis can participate in many different types of exercises. With a properly designed program, they will reap the same benefits as anyone who exercises. When designing an exercise program for individuals with arthritis, it is important to distinguish between exercising to improve functional capabilities and exercising to achieve a level of physical fitness. It is essential for the exercise specialist to provide exercises to increase the patient’s functional capabilities first and then, increase physical fitness. The goal of many patients with arthritis is to engage in their normal everyday activities without undue fatigue or pain. In many cases, they may be more focused on this outcome than achieving a level of physical fitness.

Previous research has shown that patients with OA, RA, and FM can benefit from aerobic exercises, including walking, stationary cycling, and water exercise (53, 54, 64, 77, 78, 86, 92, 99, 100, 102, 107, 114–117, 121, 122, 129, 131–141, 143–146, 149–151, 153–158, 165, 166, 168, 172, 174, 176, 195), but the benefits over time may be
relatively short-lived (86,131,196) or sustained above baseline measures for several months (53,64,85,100,115, 116,123,125,134,139,142,151,157,159,171,174,175). Although there may be aerobic benefits (e.g., increase in peak oxygen consumption) and reduction in pain (53,54,64,77,92,114,116,121,129–132,139,140,144,145, 149–151,154,156,158,165,166,168,172), generally there is not as much improvement accrues in muscle strength and muscle endurance or flexibility from aerobic programs (139). Warm water exercises are recommended for patients with arthritis. Some scientific evidence has shown that they improve the patients’ aerobic capacity, muscle strength or endurance (89,115,126,150), joint flexibility and overall physical function, pain, quality of life, disease symptoms, self-efficacy, and mood (63,85,91,113,124, 139,141,150–154,157,159,161,165,166,171,174).

In patients with OA, RA, and FM, research focusing on resistance exercises has shown that these patients have dramatic improvements in muscle strength, muscle endurance, and contraction speed of the muscles that support the active joints (34,39,45,52,56–58,60–62,78,86, 88,94–101,103–106,110,113,122,123,125, 127–129,133,134,143,145). This type of exercise has also been shown to provide pain relief (45,52,56–58, 60–62,88,92,93,95–97,103,106,108,109,113,122,123, 127–130,133,134,143,145,146,148,149,158,163,164,169, 174) and increases in muscular efficiency, exercise capacity, and cardiovascular performance (39,52,86,88,99, 106,110,130,133–136,143), thereby allowing patients to perform aerobic exercises at a level where they can achieve a cardiovascular and aerobic benefit. In most cases, evidence indicates that arthritis patients who participate in resistance exercises can sustain their improvements above baseline measures for several months or more after the completion of the exercise programs (34,57,100,113,120,123,125,134,149).

The best exercise prescription for individuals with arthritis appears to be a progression from flexibility exercises, especially of affected joints (to prevent contractions), to muscle function exercises (focusing on muscle strength, endurance, and contraction speed), to aerobic exercises (including nonweight-bearing and weight-bearing alternatives). Built into this prescription may be functional activities (e.g., climbing stairs, rising from a low chair, walking) and relaxation activities (e.g., Tai Chi, yoga). This same type of progression would be useful for prescribing exercise for arthritis patients to improve their everyday function, as well as for improving fitness. Using this rehabilitative strategy, the approach may be more conservative initially in order to monitor any exacerbation of symptoms, determine the rate of physiologic adaptability to the exercise, and to encourage exercise compliance and program adherence.

Table 10.6 provides a general outline of progressive exercise prescriptions for individuals with OA, RA, and FM. The prescription is basically the same for OA and RA. However, for RA, it is critical to build an appropriate rest and recovery time into the protocol so as not to cause a flare-up, exacerbation, or undo inflammation because of an intense acute bout of exercise. Appropriate rest is also critically important for FM patients.

### TABLE 10.6. GENERAL AND PROGRESSIVE EXERCISE PRESCRIPTIONS FOR OSTEOARTHRITIS (OA), RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS (RA), AND FIBROMYALGIA (FM)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE OF ARTHRITIS</th>
<th>EXERCISE</th>
<th>PROGRESSION</th>
<th>FREQUENCY</th>
<th>INTENSITY</th>
<th>DURATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OA</td>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>• ROM</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Active/gentle</td>
<td>10–15 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Strength</td>
<td>2–3X/wk</td>
<td>10%–80% max</td>
<td>5–10 reps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Endurance</td>
<td>2–3X/wk</td>
<td>10%–80% max</td>
<td>90–120 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Speed</td>
<td>2–3X/wk</td>
<td>10%–80% max</td>
<td>5–10 reps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerobic</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Endurance</td>
<td>3–4X/wk</td>
<td>60%–80% peak HR</td>
<td>30–60 min (cumulative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Activities</td>
<td></td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td></td>
<td>1–5 reps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>• ROM</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Active/gentle</td>
<td>10–15 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Strength</td>
<td>2–3X/wk</td>
<td>10%–80% max</td>
<td>5–10 reps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Endurance</td>
<td>2–3X/wk</td>
<td>10%–80% max</td>
<td>90–120 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Speed</td>
<td>2–3X/wk</td>
<td>10%–80% max</td>
<td>5–10 reps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerobic</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Endurance</td>
<td>3–4X/wk</td>
<td>60%–80% peak HR</td>
<td>30–60 min (cumulative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Activities</td>
<td></td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td></td>
<td>1–5 reps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>• ROM</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Active/gentle</td>
<td>10–15 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Isotonic/isometric</td>
<td>2–3X/wk</td>
<td>5%–80% of max</td>
<td>5–30 reps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Endurance</td>
<td>2–3X/wk</td>
<td>5%–80% of max</td>
<td>30–120 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Strength</td>
<td>2–3X/wk</td>
<td>5%–80% of max</td>
<td>5–30 reps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerobic</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Endurance</td>
<td>3–4X/wk</td>
<td>40%–80% of peak HR</td>
<td>10–60 min (cumulative 30 min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Activities</td>
<td></td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Low–moderate</td>
<td></td>
<td>1–5 reps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Min, minutes; reps, repetitions; ROM, range of motion; sec, seconds.

*See text for explanation of progression.*
FLEXIBILITY EXERCISES

A general program of flexibility and stretching exercises is important for individuals with OA, RA, and FM (33,54,92,93,118,122,149,158,172,173). It is important to gently and actively move all joints through the ROM to prevent joint contractures and to stretch the surrounding musculature. This may be performed three to five times a day. To prevent injury, the joints should never be forced through their ROM.

RESISTANCE ACTIVITIES

Resistance exercise programs have become very popular for OA (34,52,56,60–62,88,92,93,95–97,122,123, 125,127–129,143,145,158,163,169,173,197), RA (39,78, 79,86,98–100,103–106,108,117–120), and FM (33,43–45, 94,109,110,112,113,130,149). When prescribing resistance exercises for patients with arthritis, it is important initially to assess each patient’s limitations. Whether using a strain gauge, isokinetic device, or the one repetition maximum (1-RM) technique, it is important to have a measurement of the patient’s maximal capability for any given muscle or muscle group before prescribing resistance exercise. Based on the symptomatology, the progression of resistance exercises may differ for patients with FM than for patients with OA and RA. Several types of resistance exercises can be prescribed for arthritics patients (i.e. isometric, isotonic, or isokinetic), which can be used in different ways to address deficits in muscle strength, muscle endurance, or muscle contraction speed.

Strength

For OA and RA patients who have direct joint involvement, it is important to begin the resistance training with maximal voluntary isometric contractions of the muscles that support the affected joints. An isometric contraction will maximally contract the muscle without joint movement. Ideally, there is no pain. To improve strength, three to five maximal contractions of each muscle group should be performed once a day. Each contraction should be held for 5–10 seconds (progression). Patients can perform isometric exercises using a variety of methods (e.g., resistance bands, overloaded weight bench, bicycle tire or surgical tubing, another person). Strength can also be improved by progressing to higher resistance, low repetition dynamic (formally known as isotonic contractions) muscle contractions. It is recommended that the progression for resistances begins very low (approximately 10% of the patient’s maximum) and progresses at a maximal rate of 10% per week. Although this may appear conservative, it allows the exercise technician to monitor the patient’s progress and ability to adapt to the exercise without an exacerbation of symptoms. Patients should perform the dynamic contractions or exercises three times per week. They do not need to do more than 5–10 repetitions with any muscle group per day. For patients with FM, the initial resistances may be lower and the progression slower than for the OA and RA patients because of the potential for more widespread pain and fatigue. For these patients, performing up to 30 repetitions would be advisable before increasing the resistance. If the patients have access to a clinic with isokinetic equipment, they can perform the isometric and isokinetic exercises with supervision. In all cases, regardless of where the patients go to exercise, they need to be taught the proper mechanics of performing each exercise so as not to become injured or progress at too rapid a rate.

Endurance

Several ways exist to improve muscle endurance. Traditionally, muscle endurance has been addressed using a low resistance, high repetition model. Although this may improve the endurance of the slow twitch or type I muscle fibers, it does not train all muscle fiber types equally within the muscle. To address multiple muscle fiber types, it is important to sustain a muscle contraction over time. One way to do this is by having the patient lift the prescribed resistance (beginning at 10% of maximal and increasing by 10% each week) and holding it for a period of time. Depending on the type of arthritis, the patient may progressively increase the amount of time the resistance is held or always hold it for a predetermined amount of time. For example, patients with OA and RA can sustain the contraction for 90 seconds at each training session, whereas the FM patients may initially hold the contraction for 30 seconds and eventually work up to 90 seconds using the same resistance before increasing to a higher resistance.

Contraction Speed or Rate of Force Development

Another aspect of muscle physiology that is frequently overlooked when exercising individuals with arthritis is their ability to contract their muscles quickly. It is important to improve their muscle contraction speed or rate of force development to improve their ability to do certain functional activities (e.g., cross the street before the traffic light changes) and to help prevent falls. In many people with arthritis, their gait becomes affected over time, either because of joint deformities, pain, fatigue, and possible contralateral limb compensation strategies. Contraction speed can be improved by having the patient lift the prescribed resistances as rapidly as possible in a controlled manner through the range of joint motion. If dynamic exercises are performed without supervision, it is extremely important to teach the patient how to lift the resistances in a controlled manner to protect the arthritic joint and to prevent muscle injury and undue pain. These exercises can also be performed safely using isokinetic equipment. Patients with FM will be able to add contraction speed exercises into their exercise progression earlier.
in their programs than patients with OA and RA because with FM, there is not as much concern for joint effusions. It is recommended that for patients with OA and RA, contraction speed exercises should be added to the progression last, after the muscles around the affected joints have begun to adapt and help support the joint. It is recommended that this higher impact activity be performed 3 days per week and using lower resistances initially. Within 6–12 weeks, the musculature should be trained to a level where the patient starts to notice significant improvements in function and, in many cases, a reduction in pain and fatigue levels.

**CARDIOVASCULAR ACTIVITIES**

Once the musculature has been trained sufficiently and the muscles can be used more efficiently, it is recommended that aerobic exercises and functional activities be added to the exercise progression. Again, if the potential exists to measure the patients’ maximal or peak aerobic power, this will provide the tools to prescribe the best aerobic program. An important consideration when prescribing an aerobic training program for persons with arthritis is to consider the types of aerobic activity they are comfortable doing. For instance, many individuals with OA and RA are overweight and will not do water exercises because they are uncomfortable in public wearing a bathing suit. It is also important to consider if a non-weight-bearing or weight-bearing aerobic exercise would be more appropriate. Generally, whatever exercise the patient is willing to perform regularly will suffice. It is recommended that the exercise progression begin conservatively by allowing the patient to adapt to aerobic activity by using lower target heart rate ranges and then progress up to the cardiovascular training ranges.

**FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITIES**

Functional activities can be defined as basic physical activities that an individual does to participate in personal daily leisure, recreational, family, and work activities. Examples of these activities are walking, climbing stairs, rising from a chair, and bending. As part of an overall exercise program, it is important to include functional activities. It has been shown that, although there is physiologic adaptation with the traditional types of exercise, it does not translate into better functioning unless individuals can use their improved physiology to increase the efficiency of their actual functional activities.

**EDUCATION AND COUNSELING**

Other than the medical, pharmacologic, and surgical management of the different types of arthritis, patient self-management is critical. It has been shown that arthritis patients with higher self-efficacy report less pain and impairment during physical activities (114,126,141,145,149,153,155,158,170,198). Group programs, combining strategies to improve fitness and flexibility with stress reduction techniques and support groups, seem to hold promise as community or outpatient programs for individuals with arthritis (114,149,150,155,167,174,199). Generally, any programs to promote physical activity and weight reduction with which the patient will comply are recommended. The Arthritis Foundation offers several community-based programs for individuals with arthritis. These include the land-based Arthritis Foundation Exercise Program (formerly known as the People with Arthritis Can Exercise [PACE] Program) (114) and the warm water-based Arthritis Foundation Aquatic program. Both programs focus on low-level flexibility, strength, and endurance activities. Other Arthritis Foundation programs include Tai Chi (Sun style) and the Walk with Ease Program, which are designed to increase quality of life and encourage regular physical activity. Another educational intervention is the Arthritis Foundation Self-Help Program. It gives the patients information on their disease, medications, and side effects, dealing with their physicians, pain management, energy conservation techniques, nutrition, and weight management, relaxation techniques, and exercise and physical activity (3,30). This program has been shown to reduce the costs associated with arthritis care as well as reduce the patients’ perceptions of pain by 20% (200,201). Infrequently, patients are referred to physical or occupational therapy, unless they experience an acute disease flare.
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Low back pain (LBP) is an enigma. It remains a common, complex, and controversial problem. It is one of the most widely experienced health-related problems in the world. It is incredibly costly in both human and economic terms, and its presentation and consequences are characterized by variability. LBP may be sudden or insidious in onset; result from major trauma or multiple episodes of microtrauma; have muscular, articular, nociceptive, and neuropathic components; involve single or multiple sites of pain; and persist for weeks, months, or a lifetime.

Some individuals experience an acute episode of LBP as a temporary, albeit uncomfortable, inconvenience that has little if any effect on their regular activity. Others with an apparently similar level of impairment enter a downward spiral of distress, disability, and dependence on the healthcare system (1). Most individuals with LBP adapt to, and cope with, persistent and recurrent symptoms of pain and temporary activity limitation (2). Clearly, LBP is a simple label for a complex multidimensional (biopsychosocial) problem that is managed rather than cured. Clinical guidelines now recommend that this management should be based on education, and advice to maintain or resume activity (3–8). This chapter reviews the problem of LBP and its management using an expanded conceptual framework and best available evidence.

DEFINITIONS

Impairment and disability are key terms in any discussion of LBP. In 1980, the World Health Organization (WHO) defined the terms as follows. Impairment is any loss or abnormality of psychological, physiological, or anatomical structure or function (e.g., decreased range of motion or strength). Disability is any restriction or lack (resulting from an impairment) of the ability to perform an activity in the manner or within the range considered normal (e.g., the inability to work) (9). Wang et al. (10) recognized the need for a concept that bridged impairment and disability, and proposed the term functional limitation. Functional limitation is defined as compromised ability to perform tasks of daily life. The authors proposed a model that illustrated the linkage from pathology, through impairment and functional limitation to disability.

Pathology → Impairment → Functional Limitation → Disability

A shortcoming of this model is the implied unidirectional and linear progression from pathology through to disability that is not entirely accurate. Rather, each of the constructs is complex and is influenced by a myriad of factors. Depending on when and how the different constructs are measured, and on the influence of mediating factors (e.g., psychosocial factors), the relationships among the constructs (pathology, impairment, functional limitation, and disability) may be trivial. Nevertheless, the disablement model provided an expanded conceptual framework for understanding, assessing, and managing LBP. This conceptual change to an expanded model of health and disability is in line with the WHO International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) (11).

The ICF “mainstreams” the experience of disability and recognizes it as a universal human experience. By shifting the focus from cause to impact, the ICF takes into account the social aspects of disability and does not see disability only as “medical” or “biological” dysfunction. By including contextual factors, in which environmental factors are listed, ICF allows to record the impact of the environment on the person’s functioning (12). Thus, the ICF is concerned with health and health-related domains in terms of body functions and structures, activities, and participation. Most evidence-based rehabilitation practices endorse the ICF and the application of the ICF framework and its principles has helped consolidate the expanded conceptual change in rehabilitation.

EPIDEMIOLOGY

The lifetime prevalence of LBP is between 58% to 70% in industrial countries (13–16) and the yearly prevalence rate is between 15% and 37% (15,17,18). Although interesting, these data do not provide much information about the nature or the effect of the problem. The data frequently do not distinguish between a single episode of mild backache that lasts less than a day and severe back pain that is permanently incapacitating. And although an
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TABLE 11.1. RED FLAGS FOR POTENTIALLY SERIOUS CONDITIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Features of cauda equine syndrome (especially urinary retention, bilateral neurologic symptoms and signs, saddle anesthesia)—this requires very urgent referral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significant trauma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intravenous drug use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steroid use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient over 50 years of age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe, unremitting nighttime pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain that gets worse when patient is lying down</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...and the contemporary conceptual maturity of the problem (i.e., a recognition of the problem of low back pain as a biopsychosocial problem not just a biomedical or impairment problem of the spine). Although, a gap remains between this knowledge, clinical guidelines based on this knowledge, and clinical practice (31–40). Outcomes are better when activity-based guidelines are followed (41).

RISK FACTORS

A myriad of personal, physical, and psychosocial factors are associated with the presence, the report, and the impact of LBP. This is evidence of the multidimensional nature of the problem. Personal factors associated with LBP include age and gender, some anthropometric characteristics (e.g., height and body build), spinal abnormalities, and previous history of low back problems. The latter remains one of the most reliable predictors of subsequent back problems. None of the foregoing factors are modifiable, whereas other personal risk factors (e.g., weight, physical fitness, and smoking) are. In a 1-year longitudinal survey of 2,715 adults, Croft et al. (42) reported that poor general health was the strongest predictor of a new episode of LBP. They also noted, however, that self-reported low level of physical activity was not consistently linked with subsequent LBP.

A number of social or work-related factors are also associated with LBP. These include physical factors such as heavy physical work, lifting and forceful movements, awkward postures, and whole body vibration. Work-related risk factors account for 28%–50% of the low back problem in an adult population.

Although no evidence suggests that psychological factors predict the initial occurrence of LBP, these factors do predict the impact of LBP and the response to treatment. Therefore, practitioners need to understand and address such treatment confounders. Overattention to the biopsychosocial domain at the expense of psychological and sociological domains is destined to lead to treatment failure and frustration for patient and practitioner. Factors predictive...
of disability or poor outcome include depressed mood, negative or passive coping strategies, catastrophic thinking (43), and fear of pain and reinjury (44). Social factors predictive of negative outcome include dissatisfaction with current work, low educational level, and solicitous behavior of significant others (44).

**TYPES**

Diagnostic terms used in LBP are usually descriptive, anatopathologic or physiologic, whereas classification of LBP is usually based on duration of trouble, signs and symptoms, treatment or consequences (45). A variety of diagnostic labels are applied to LBP (e.g., facetogenic, myofascial, discogenic, muscle strain, and sprain). The labels are based on hypothesized injuries or pathologies of specific structures. Most, however, are not verifiable owing to problems with the sensitivity and specificity of clinical assessment and imaging measures. Grazier et al. (45) estimated that of the 11 million outpatient visits made to physicians for LBP each year, 9 million were soft tissue problems, “diagnosed” as strains and sprains. However, Nachemson et al. (46) estimated that a specific verifiable diagnosis is possible in less than 5% of
TABLE 11.2. YELLOW FLAGS FOR POTENTIAL RISK OF CHRONIC INCAPACITY, DISTRESS, AND WORK LOSS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attitudes and Beliefs About Back Pain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Belief that pain is harmful or disabling, resulting in fear and avoidance of movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Belief that all pain must be abolished before return to normal activity or work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Expectation of increased pain with activity or work, lack of ability to predict capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Catastrophising, thinking the work, misinterpreting bodily symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Belief that pain is uncontrollable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Passive attitude toward rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behaviors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Use of extended rest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reduced activity level with significant withdrawal from activities of daily living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Irregular participation with physical exercise, poor pacing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Avoidance of normal activity and progressive substitution of lifestyle away from productive activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Report of extremely high intensity of pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Excessive use on the use of aids or appliances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sleep quality reduced since onset of back pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Smoking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compensation/Litigation Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Lack of financial incentive to return to work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Delay in accessing income support and treatment costs, disputes over eligibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• History of claims for other claims management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Previous experience of ineffective claims management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnostic and Treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Health professional sanctioning disability, not providing interventions that will improve function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Experience of conflicting diagnoses or explanations for back pain, leading to confusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Diagnostic language leading to catastrophising and fear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Dramatization of back pain by health professional producing dependency on treatments, and continuation of passive treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Number of visits to health professionals in the previous year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Expectation of a quick fix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lack of satisfaction with previous treatment for back pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Advice to withdraw from job</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emotions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Fear of increased pain with activity or work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Depression, loss of sense of enjoyment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• More irritable than usual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Anxiety about and heightened awareness of body sensations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Feeling under stress and unable to maintain a sense of control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Presence of social anxiety or disinterested in social activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Feeling useless and not needed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Overprotective partner or spouse, emphasizing fear of harm (usually well-intentioned)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Solicitous behavior from spouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Socially punitive behavior from spouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Extent to which family members support return to work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lack of support person to talk about problems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• History of manual work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Work history, frequent job changes, dissatisfaction, poor relationships with peers, lack of vocational direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Belief that work is harmful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Unsupported or unhappy work environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Low educational background, low socioeconomic status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Job involves significant biomechanical demands, such as lifting and handling heavy items, extended sitting, extended standing, driving, vibration, inflexible work schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Shift work or unsociable hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Minimal availability or unsatisfactory implementation of selected duties and graduated return to work pathways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Negative experience of workplace management of back pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Absence of interest from employer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regardless of such diagnostic or subgrouping issues, it is unlikely that injuries are as tissue specific as many diagnostic labels imply. Tissue injury leads to an increased sensitivity of both the injured and adjacent tissues, thereby impacting acute cases. A newer approach to “diagnosis and management” or at least subgrouping of patients with LBP has focused on pain experienced during specific movements (47–49).
confounding a tissue specific “diagnosis.” If significant or definitive spinal (e.g., fracture, spinal stenosis, nerve root compression) or visceral pathologies (i.e., “red flags”) have been ruled out, a generic term such as “nonspecific” LBP is probably the most useful and accurate diagnostic term. The term does not conjure worrisome images of spinal disintegration for patients, and does not provide a false sense of diagnostic knowledge to practitioners.

The U.S. clinical practice guidelines recommended the use of three categorizations based on medical history and clinical findings (3). These are (a) potentially serious spinal condition (e.g., spinal tumor, infection, fracture, or cauda equina syndrome); (b) sciatica: back-related lower limb symptoms suggesting nerve root compromise; and (c) nonspecific back symptoms, symptoms occurring primarily in the back that suggests neither nerve root compromise, nor a serious underlying condition. Nonspecific back pain includes, but is not limited to, pain of muscular origin.

Grouping individuals with LBP based on pain distribution and duration is the simplest and the most reliable classification method. Individuals are grouped according to whether they have (a) back pain alone, (b) back pain with radiating pain into the thigh, and (c) back pain with pain radiating into the leg below the knee (30). Pain distribution has been shown to influence levels of pain, disability, and physical performance (31, 52). In regard to duration of the problem, individuals are usually grouped as follows: (a) acute, <6 weeks; (b) subacute, 6–12 weeks; and (c) chronic, >12 weeks of continuous symptoms (50). Duration of symptoms can be a problematic basis for classification because of the recurrent, episodic nature of LBP. However, the problem can be ameliorated by the inclusion of a “recurrent” category. Thus the New Zealand LBP guidelines classify LBP as acute, chronic or recurrent. Recurrent LBP is defined as episodes of acute low back problems lasting less than 3 months but recurring after a period of time without low back symptoms sufficient to restrict activity or function (27). Bekkering et al. (53) examined many different prognostic factors for outcomes and used a variety of statistical modeling techniques. The most stable predictor of prognosis in LBP was the duration of the current episode (53).

PROBLEMS

The primary problems of individuals with LBP are pain, physical dysfunction, and concerns about pain and physical dysfunction. Treatment interventions usually include strategies to reduce pain, improve physical function, and correct any catastrophic misconceptions about LBP. It is axiomatic that optimal management is predicated on an adequate understanding of the fundamental problems.

PAIN

Pain is a multidimensional (biopsychosocial) experience that is one of the most misunderstood and mismanaged problems (1, 21, 25, 44). A comprehensive review of the complex physiologic mechanisms (e.g., transduction, central processing, modulation, and neural plasticity), psychological factors (e.g., personality characteristics, emotional states, and cognitive processes), and social circumstances (e.g., family and work interactions) involved in the pain experience is beyond the scope of this chapter. This chapter focuses simply on some of the key elements and common misconceptions about the pain of LBP, especially as this relates to the relationship—or lack thereof—between tissue injury, pain and physical dysfunction, and the ameliorating role of activity and exercise.

NEUROBIOLOGICAL FACTORS AND PAIN

An extensive plexus of nerve fibers supplies the spine (osseous and nonosseous tissues), the surrounding facet joints, soft tissues (muscle and ligaments), and the neurovascular tissues. The extensive plexus is one reason why the source of pain is frequently enigmatic. Any innervated structure can trigger a nociceptive signal, and most structures in the back are well innervated, relatively small, and in close proximity to each other. The sensory system that transmits nociceptive signals includes sensory receptors in the periphery, processing circuits in the dorsal horn and ascending pathways in the spine to the brain where the signal is interpreted.

Imaging studies implicate many brain regions involved in nociception (54). However, a nociceptive signal may or may not be interpreted as painful because a myriad of factors, such as past experience, current mood, expectancy, and social context all influence interpretation. Thus an important distinction exists between nociception and pain.

Nociception refers to neural events and reflex responses evoked by noxious stimuli that are potentially sufficient to cause tissue injury. Pain is more complex, it is an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience, usually (but not always) associated with actual or potential tissue injury (55). Tissue injury, nociception, and pain are not synonymous. Indeed, the relationship among them may be trivial, especially in chronic pain, because nociceptive signals persist even after tissue has healed. Moreover, the nociceptive signal is modified during transmission and the interpretation of the signal is influenced by a myriad of psychological and social factors, further weakening the relationship.

Nociception is usually initially triggered by actual or impending tissue injury. The noxious stimulus may be mechanical, electrical, or chemical. Regardless of stimulus type, acute tissue injury is followed by inflammation, which essentially involves an endogenous biochemical cascade. A variety of substances are released from the injured tissue, from blood vessels, and from primary afferent nerve fibers in the injured area (54). Many of these...
substances (e.g., prostaglandins, leukotrienes, bradykinin, histamine, substance P, calcitonin gene-related peptide) either sensitize or directly stimulate receptors involved in nociception, including “silent nociceptors.” Silent nociceptors are normally unresponsive to mechanical stimuli, but following tissue injury, they respond to mechanical stimuli (even very weak mechanical stimuli). Silent nociceptor sensitization accounts for the increased sensitivity (hyperalgesia) to noxious and non-noxious stimuli in the directly injured tissues and in adjacent tissues. Hence accurate location of specifically injured tissue is difficult and error prone. Although the area of injury can be identified with confidence, this confidence is misplaced in regard to the accurate location of a specifically injured tissue.

Persistent or intense noxious input also leads to sensitization of cells in the central nervous system. Nociceptive neurons in the dorsal horn are classified as nociceptive specific (NS) and wide dynamic range (WDR) neurons, based on their response characteristics. As their name suggests, nociceptive neurons respond to noxious input, whereas WDR neurons respond to both noxious and non-noxious input. Persistent noxious input to WDR neurons leads to a progressive increase in their response, whereas WDR neurons respond to both noxious and non-noxious input. Persistent noxious input to WDR neurons leads to a progressive increase in their response, whereas WDR neurons respond to both noxious and non-noxious input. Persistent noxious input to WDR neurons leads to a progressive increase in their response, whereas WDR neurons respond to both noxious and non-noxious input.

Central sensitization also leads to enhanced responses of spinal nociceptive cells in the central nervous system. In essence, peripheral nociceptive input results in a cascade of activity throughout the neural system. The threshold for nociceptive signals is decreased and, once generated, nociceptive signals can persist even after the initiating noxious stimulus is removed. This aberrant nociceptive sensitivity and enhanced nociceptive signaling makes it difficult to identify accurately the injured tissue based on location of pain or on specific provocative movements that may be used as part of a clinical assessment.

Finally, the neural system is plastic. Persistent nociceptive input leads to neuroplastic changes throughout the neural system and these changes help account for persistent or chronic pain that is no longer associated with ongoing tissue injury. Thus, chronic pain is not simply acute pain that lasts a long time. Indeed, chronic pain is a pathologic condition in and of itself (similar to epilepsy). Acute pain should be managed appropriately in an effort to inhibit neuroplastic changes that contribute to persistent and disabling chronic pain.

**Psychological Factors and Pain**

Clearly, the nociceptive signal that arrives at the cortex is distinctly different from that generated in the periphery. Whether the signal is enhanced or inhibited depends on the relative strength of the opposing neuromodulatory processes. Whether the signal is interpreted as painful or not, however, it is influenced by a myriad of psychological and social factors. The individual’s expectancy, mood, attention, sense of control, current activity, past experience, and the social and environmental context in which the signal is received influence the interpretation of that signal. Indeed, the meaning that the individual attaches to the pain will influence his or her emotional response and subsequent behavior and that behavior outlasts the sensory signal and contributes to disability (see the excellent review by Vlaeyen and Linton, on this topic [57]).

The beliefs that individuals have about their pain will influence what they do about it. Some individuals will consider the pain a minor inconvenience and attempt to ignore it, whereas others will worry about its meaning and even think the pain is catastrophic and immediately seek professional help. If pain is aggravated by activity, they may avoid activities that are painful and even those that they anticipate will be painful. Although this action may be appropriate in the short term for acute pain it is not appropriate for the long term and indeed will aggravate the problem.

An important point to consider in this context is that pain, mood, stress, and exercise or activity all have neurochemical bases. The interactions among these constructs are complex and not well understood, either at the molecular or the person level. It is intriguing to consider whether such central mechanisms account for the reported nonspecific effects of specific exercise regimens.

In summary, LBP is a multidimensional experience. It has sensory, emotional, cognitive, and behavioral components. The relative magnitude of each component helps determine how an individual’s problem should be managed (i.e., modify sensory input, address misunderstandings about the meaning of the pain and the relationship to injury, and address anxieties about pain and activity). The simple adage “let pain be the guide” belies the complexity of the construct.

For a significant acute back injury (where pain and injury are related) it is reasonable to reduce activity for a day or two, treat the pain (e.g., with analgesic medication a physical modality, such as ice, or both) and be guided by pain intensity and duration as normal activity is resumed (1–2 days). The period of inactivity should be limited by time not pain, however. An early return to normal activities should be encouraged and expected. Any advice to rest must be accompanied by advice on activity resumption.

For chronic or recurrent LBP, this approach is inappropriate and even harmful. Pain is not indicative of ongoing tissue injury and it is likely to persist, therefore it cannot be used to guide the amount of activity. Practitioners must be sensitive to the degree of pain and to its effect on an individual’s psychological and physical state.
Measurement of pain and disability caused by LBP using reliable and valid assessment tools is an essential component of LBP management. You cannot manage what you do not measure. This does not imply that practitioners should focus on pain and pain behavior. It does mean that practitioners should acknowledge the presence of pain, and address misconceptions or fears about pain, tissue injury, and activity. Most importantly, practitioners should provide appropriate reassurance (19) and advise patients on resumption of activity. The reassurance must include recognition and acknowledgement of the patient’s problems. Patronizing reassurance without perceived understanding or acknowledgement of the individual’s problems is likely to aggravate rather than alleviate the problem.

**Pain Assessment**

Pain is a subjective phenomenon, therefore self-report should be the primary form of assessment. Pain assessment should focus not only on pain intensity, but also on pain affect and pain distribution.

Pain intensity and pain affect can easily be measured using numeric rating scales (NRS) or visual analogue scales (VAS). Numerous studies provide support for the reliability, validity, and responsiveness of these measures (60). For a measure of pain intensity using an NRS, the individual is asked to select a number between 0 and 10 that best describes the intensity of the pain, 0 = no pain and 10 = most severe pain imaginable. A VAS consists of a 10-cm line with descriptors at the endpoints (e.g., 0 = no pain and 10 = most severe pain imaginable). The individual places a mark on the line to indicate the intensity of the pain. A pain intensity score is computed by measuring the distance from the 0 point to the mark made by the individual.

A second important dimension of the pain experience is pain affect. Pain affect refers to the unpleasantness of pain. It can be measured at the same time as pain intensity using 0–10 NRS or 10-cm. VAS, with different endpoint words. Endpoints for pain affect are, 0 = not at all unpleasant and 10 = most unpleasant pain imaginable. Pain intensity and affect are related but certain treatments, including some medications and physical therapies, can have their effect through a reduction in pain affect rather than pain intensity (61).

Pain location is most easily assessed using a body map, which is an outline of a human figure, on which the individual is asked to shade the painful area.

**FUNCTIONAL ASSESSMENT**

Low back pain can have a major impact on a person’s functional ability. Standard clinical assessments of LBP are traditionally limited to measures of impairment. Although restoration of function is one of the most common aims of treatment (62), function is not always directly assessed but is inferred from the level of impairment. In the last two decades it has become increasingly obvious that impairment does not have a strong or stable relationship with functional limitation or disability. This is partly because of the complexity of the constructs and partly because of the difficulties in measuring them. Functional measures assess at the level of the person, whereas impairment measures (e.g. range of motion, muscle strength) assess at the level of the “part.”

Traditional assessments based on impairment measures are now often complemented with functionally based measures. They assess the impact of any impairment and, in that respect, they are more meaningful to the patient. The assessment methods include patient self-report questionnaires and clinician measured tasks (63).

An advantage of questionnaires is that they sample a range of different activities, including mobility and the performance of household chores and other work-related activity. They can be relatively quick, simple, and practical to administer and score. They are widely used, norms are available, and clearly they have superior face validity when compared with health professionals’ estimates of function. The most commonly used self-report questionnaires for LBP are the Oswestry Disability Questionnaire (64), Roland and Morris Questionnaire (65), and the SF-36 (66). The SF-36 is a multidimensional measure of general health status, whereas the Oswestry and Roland and Morris Questionnaires are both LBP specific.

Simmonds et al. (67) developed, tested, and refined a comprehensive, but simple battery of performance tests to complement the functional assessment of individuals with LBP. Performance on the task battery is generally measured on the basis of how quickly a task can be performed, or how far a subject can reach forward (an indirect measure of spinal load) because individuals with LBP have difficulty withstanding spinal loads (compressive and shear), and velocity and acceleration of motion is generally slower compared with pain-free individuals (61,67,68). The timed tasks include repeated trunk bending, sit to stand, 50-foot speed walk; the distance tasks include a 5-minute walk and the distance reached forward while holding a 4.6-kg weight.

All measures have excellent inter-rater reliability. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC1,1) were all equal or greater than 0.95. Face validity, convergent, discriminant, and predictive validity have also been established (67). Noteworthy is that in 66 patients with LBP, physical performance measures outperformed impairment factors as predictors of disability (R2 = 0.61) compared with (R2 = 0.47) (69).

**EXERCISE AND ACTIVITY**

A consequence of LBP, regardless of its genesis, is a temporary or permanent reduction in activity. Physical inactivity can have a detrimental effect on the cardiovascular...
and musculoskeletal systems. It can also have a detrimental effect on psychosocial well-being (70). It has now been well established that deconditioning neither contributes to back pain nor indeed is it a consequence of it (71–74). It is also well established that physical activity is beneficial for those with or without back pain. Therefore, maintenance of, or early return to, normal activity is a fundamental aim of management. What is less clear is whether any particular exercise or activity regimen will facilitate resumption of normal activity and, if so, whether the specific mechanisms of effects are biological, psychological, sociological, or all of those.

Physical activity is an umbrella term that includes concepts such as fitness, exercise, training, and conditioning (75). Essentially any bodily movement that increases energy expenditure above the resting level is physical activity (76). Exercise is frequently used interchangeably with physical activity. However, exercise and exercise training is purposeful activity specifically designed to improve or maintain a particular component of physical fitness (e.g., flexibility, strength, or endurance—cardiovascular or musculoskeletal).

In the case of LBP, a variety of different treatment regimens and specific types and intensity of exercise have been used in clinical practice to prevent or treating LBP and its consequences. Most regimens have been based on a biomedical impairment model and have thus focused on improving specific trunk strength, endurance, flexibility, and aerobic fitness (59,62,77). The implied rationale of this assessment and management approach is that trunk muscles are weak and the spine is stiff. Trunk strength and mobility, however, neither predict LBP (77–80) nor disability (69,80). Moreover, these measures frequently do not discriminate between individuals with and without LBP because of the large range of interindividual variability (81).

Other treatment regimens focus on general exercises and aerobic conditioning. Jette et al. (62) reported that endurance exercises were included in 52% of treatment plans of 739 individuals with LBP. Again, the implied and the stated rationale (82) is that individuals with LBP are deconditioned or become deconditioned because of LBP. The evidence supporting that notion is weak and contradictory (76,83), however. In 1994, the Agency for Health Care Policy and Research (AHCPR) recommended the use of low-stress aerobic, endurance, and conditioning exercises (3). The report acknowledged, however, that the evidence supporting that recommendation was moderate to weak.

Although the AHCPR guidelines were associated with political and scientific controversy following their release, the guidelines served to shake clinical complacency regarding the evidence, or lack thereof, supporting common clinical practice for LBP. One result has been systematic investigations into the mechanisms of action, the efficacy, and the effectiveness of specific exercise regimens in acute, subacute, and chronic nonspecific LBP.

A serious review and critique of the literature on LBP is a daunting task, but a number of scientific groups have conducted systematically reviews of the literature (5,28,84–98). The literature is voluminous and highly variable in terms of scientific quality. Moreover, the natural history of the condition and the many methodologic differences among studies make it difficult to compare study outcomes.

For example, subjects are heterogeneous or are not well described; exercise interventions are often inadequately described in terms of type, intensity, or duration; and outcome measures vary from specific impairment measures (e.g., pain reduction) to social measures, such as return to work. Although the latter is a very important outcome, it is influenced more strongly by the individuals’ beliefs about their back problem, their education, and job skills, and by the unemployment rate than by the severity of their LBP. Finally, studies differ in their length of follow-up that may vary between immediate postintervention or up to 2 years postintervention. The length of follow-up is an important consideration in LBP because of its recurrent nature. Also, individuals seek healthcare when symptoms are at their worst, therefore natural history and regression to the mean favor early resolution, or at least reduction in symptoms, despite any treatment intervention. Long-term follow-up is difficult, but essential to establish the effectiveness of an exercise intervention.

Given the voluminous and variable nature of the literature, the lag between research and the clinical application of research findings is understandable. This is why government agencies, scientific societies, and research groups have formed task forces (clinicians and researchers) to appraise the evidence and publish treatment guidelines (7). Dissemination of findings to key decision makers, and consumers of healthcare services is expected to assist healthcare professionals and managers to ensure that their practice reflects best available evidence. Research, however, has shown problems with the implementation of guidelines in clinical practice. For clinical guidelines to be useful, they must be known by the target group and used. Many guidelines are not used after development and dissemination (32,40,98,99). Moreover, standard implementation activities frequently produce only moderate improvement (40) despite that adherent care is related to better clinical outcomes and lower costs (41,101). Research on guideline adherence has shown that for guidelines to be used, they must be meaningful to clinicians and they must be simple and easy to use. Ironically, it is also necessary that guidelines do not deviate too much from current clinical practice.

The final section of this chapter reviews the evidence and discusses the guidelines regarding exercise for nonspecific LBP. Acute and chronic LBP will be discussed because chronic LBP cannot be optimally managed without...
a good understanding of (a) how the condition became chronic and (b) whether the acute phase was managed appropriately. Moreover, all patients with chronic LBP will have recurrent episodes of acute LBP. Indeed, that may be the time at which they seek professional care. Therefore, practitioners must understand the role of exercise in all phases of nonspecific LBP.

**EXERCISE FOR ACUTE LOW BACK PAIN**

Acute nonspecific LBP is defined as symptoms <6 weeks in duration, with no evidence of serious pathology or nerve root irritation. The history rather than the physical examination provides the most useful categorization information to the clinician (3,101). Several investigative teams have examined the effects of rest, exercise, education, and other interventions in individuals with acute LBP (102–104). Others have conducted systematic or critical reviews of the evidence (29,105,106).

The AHCPR guidelines were published in 1994. They contained three recommendations against the use of bedrest for acute LBP (two of which were supported by moderate evidence), and six recommendations regarding exercise for acute LBP (all of which were supported by limited or no research evidence). The recommendations and the evidence that supported them are as follows.

1. Low stress aerobic exercise can prevent debilitation caused by inactivity and may help return patients to the highest level of function appropriate to their circumstances. **Strength of evidence: Limited (at least one adequate scientific study).**

2. Aerobic (endurance) exercise programs, which minimally stress the back (walking, biking, or swimming) can be started during the first 2 weeks for most patients with acute low back problems. **Strength of evidence: No research basis.**

3. Conditioning exercises for trunk muscles (especially back extensors), gradually increased, are helpful for patients with acute back pain. **Strength of evidence: Limited (at least one adequate scientific study).**

4. Back-specific exercises on machines provide no benefit over traditional exercise. **Strength of evidence: No research basis.**

5. Stretching exercises (of back muscles) are not recommended. **Strength of evidence: No research basis.**

6. Exercises using quotas yield better outcomes than exercises using pain as a guide to progression. **Strength of evidence: Limited (at least one adequate scientific study).**

Thus, consensus and evidence indicate that rest is detrimental for LBP. Based on that evidence, it seems reasonable to believe that exercise is beneficial for LBP. The guideline recommendations regarding exercise are primarily based on consensus rather than evidence. Subsequent systematic reviews (29,105,106), a report from the International Paris Task Force (107), and the European Guidelines (8) do not support the use of specific exercise regimens in acute LBP. They promote reassurance and advice to remain active but no specific exercise regimens. Faas et al. (106) identified four randomized, controlled trials on acute LBP that met the criteria for inclusion in their systematic review. They reported that the trials with the highest method score reported no efficacy of flexion or extension exercises. For example, Detorri et al. (59) compared outcomes in 149 individuals with LBP assigned to a trunk flexion exercise group, a trunk extension exercise group, or a no exercise group. They reported no differences in outcomes (impairment, pain and disability) at 8 weeks between the exercise groups. Moreover, no differences were seen in recurrence rates between any of the groups at 6 and 12 months. A finding that questions the value of exercise in preventing LBP albeit evidence suggests that physical activity mediates disability caused by LBP (108).

In contrast, Faas et al. (106) reported that the trials with the lowest method score reported positive results from McKenzie type exercise. In a later (2000) Cochrane review, Van Tulder et al. (109) reported that for acute LBP, strong evidence indicates that exercise therapy was not more effective than any inactive or other active treatments it had been compared with. Effectiveness was judged on the basis of reduction in pain intensity, increase in self-report of functional status, overall improvement, and return to work.

Although specific exercises are not useful, advice to continue ordinary activity is (102). The United Kingdom guidelines assert that there are “generally consistent findings in the majority of acceptable studies.”... that “...advice to continue ordinary activity can provide for a faster symptomatic recovery from an acute episode....”

Most people with nonspecific LBP are expected to recover within days or weeks, regardless of management strategy. Analgesics and anti-inflammatory medication are appropriate to control symptoms and allow people to remain reasonably active. An important component of acute care is to provide reassurance, promote self-care, and identify individuals at risk of disability (110). The New Zealand guidelines suggest that a preliminary screen for psychosocial yellow flags is appropriate at the time of initial presentation. Others suggest the screen be used for those individuals with LBP who still have significant pain and disability after about 4 weeks. Finally, excess disability can result from the attitude and beliefs of the treatment provider as well as those of the patient. “Reliance on a narrow medical model of pain; passive treatments, discouragement of self care strategies and failure to instruct the patient in self management; sanctioning of disability and not providing interventions that will improve function; and over-investigation and perpetuation of belief in the ‘broken part hypothesis’ will contribute to chronic disabling LBP” (27).
Exercise and Activity for Individuals with Nonspecific Back Pain

EXERCISE FOR CHRONIC LOW BACK PAIN

Chronic nonspecific LBP is characterized by the persistence of symptoms beyond 12 weeks. However, with the exception of sharing a minimal time of symptom duration, individuals with chronic LBP are characterized by heterogeneity. Most individuals with chronic and persistent symptoms of LBP do not seek healthcare, they have little disability, continue to work, and are generally not distressed about their back pain. Those who do seek professional care vary widely in terms of the total duration of symptoms, symptom severity, disability level, distress, and overall physical condition resulting from those symptoms. Clearly, the approach to management has to be individualized, holistic, and rational, with consideration given to biological, psychological, and sociological factors.

Clinical guidelines now address the assessment and management of chronic LBP (7). Also, in the United Kingdom, the Clinical Standards Advisory Group (4) has suggested that as LBP becomes chronic, psychological factors become more important and purely physical management should be avoided in favor of active exercise and multidisciplinary rehabilitation based on a biopsychosocial model. These recommendations are essentially concordant with the European Guidelines for the Management of Chronic Nonspecific Low Back Pain (7): education, cognitive behavioral therapy, supervised activity, and active multidisciplinary biopsychosocial treatment. Although the Guidelines suggest that a short course of mobilization can be considered, physical modalities (i.e., heat, cold, laser, transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation [TENS], massage, corsets) are not recommended. The 2000 report from the International Paris Task Force on Back Pain (107) recommends the prescription of physical, therapeutic, or recreational exercise in cases of chronic nonspecific back pain.

A number of randomized, controlled trials and systematic reviews have addressed exercise and activity in individuals with chronic nonspecific LBP. It seems clear that exercise and activity are beneficial for individuals with LBP because they can reduce the perception of pain and enhance the sense of well-being. It is less clear whether the type, intensity, frequency, or duration of exercise or activity is important. The Paris Task Force recommends that exercise programs should combine strength training, stretching and fitness, whereas other guidelines are less prescriptive. But perhaps the most effective exercise or activity regimen is that which is done.

In individuals with LBP, barriers to, and motivators of, physical activity are similar to those in the general population (e.g., lack of time, inclement weather, and family commitments) (111). However, it is interesting that back problems are identified as both barriers to, and motivators of, activity. In a qualitative study Keen et al. (111) interviewed 27 individuals who were participants in a randomized, controlled trial of a progressive exercise program. They reported that some individuals believed that being more physically active helped ease their back pain and made them feel better. They were worried about stopping exercise for fear that their back pain would return. Others did not exercise on a regular basis but resumed exercise when reminded to by their backache. Still others avoided physical activity for fear of an aggravation of their LBP. Although all subjects identified the avoidance of some physical activity (e.g., lifting and gardening), not all were fearful or anxious about such activity. It appears that those individuals in the latter category, reported that their confidence was restored over time through (a) reassurance and advice from health professionals, (b) modifying the way an activity was done (e.g., less vigorous), and (c) a progressive exercise program (111). It appears that a change in behavior led to a change in belief about the ability to be active.

Participation in exercise or activity is essential if benefits are to accrue, whether those benefits are physical or attitudinal. Friedrich et al. (112) conducted a double-blind, randomized study and evaluated the effect of a motivation program on exercise compliance (adherence) and disability. A total of 93 patients with LBP were randomly assigned to either a standard exercise program (n = 44) group or a combined exercise and motivation group (n = 49). The exercise program consisted of an individual submaximal gradually increased training session. Each patient was prescribed 10 sessions that each lasted about 25 minutes. The specific exercises were aimed at “improving spinal mobility, as well as trunk and lower limb muscle length, force, endurance, and coordination, thereby restoring normal function.” Flexibility exercises for the trunk and lower limbs preceded strengthening exercises for the trunk. The motivation program consisted of five sessions that included counseling, information about LBP and exercise, reinforcement, forming a treatment contract between patient and therapist, and keeping an exercise diary.

The combined exercise and motivation group increased the rate of attendance and reduced disability and pain in the short term (4 and 12 months). However, there was no difference in exercise adherence in the long term. Long-term adherence to exercise is an acknowledged problem in the general population and is no different in those with LBP. In the case of LBP, when exercise benefits may not be immediate or even apparent, and when recurrence of LBP is inevitable anyway, it is hardly surprising that adherence to exercise is problematic. For some individuals, encouraging and facilitating them to have a more active lifestyle may be more beneficial for them than prescribing a specific exercise regimen that they do not do. That no evidence supports the notion that specific regimens are differentially more effective for nonspecific back pain supports this position. Some evidence,
however, indicates that supervised activity is more effective than nonsupervised activity (103,104). The mechanisms through which supervision is effective are not established and may not be as obvious as they seem. Supervision, however, ensures that the prescribed exercises and activities are carried out. The nonspecific effects (e.g., reduction of anxiety) have not been ruled out.

A number of studies have shown that individuals in exercise programs do better than control subjects. No clear indication exists of any superiority of any specific exercise regimen. The Paris Task force reviewed 10 scientifically rigorous randomized, controlled trials of exercise for chronic LBP. Patients did better than control subjects in 7 of the 10 trials. However, the regimens were characterized by variability of type, intensity and duration. Moreover, some treatment programs included additional components, such as education or behavior modification.

For example, Frost et al. (103) tested a supervised general fitness program composed of 81 individuals with chronic LBP, who were randomized to a fitness program or a control group. Both groups were taught exercises and attended an educational program on LBP. The exercise group also attended eight sessions of a supervised fitness program that extended over 4 weeks. Cognitive behavioral principles and a normal model of human behavior rather than a disease model was followed. Participants were encouraged to compare themselves with sports participants who had been laid off from training and who needed to get back to previous activity level. They were also reminded that unaccustomed exercise might lead to muscle aches, and that pain and injury (hurt and harm) was not synonymous. Finally, participants were encouraged to improve their own performance record (not compete with others) and to complete an activity diary. The fitness program is included in Table 11.3. A mean reduction of 7.7% (pain and disability) was obtained in the exercise group compared with a 2.4% reduction in the control group. This difference was statistically significant and was maintained at the 2-year follow up. However, the authors note that the confidence interval of the differences between groups was large, indicating a wide variation in treatment effect. Moreover and mathematically, the use of percentage change always biases results in favor of individuals with an initial low level of pain and disability. It is not possible to determine from the article whether those who responded optimally were, in fact, those with a relatively low level of pain and disability at baseline.

It is not surprising that in studies comparing relatively active and relatively passive intervention, the active intervention appears more effective. However, in a recent Volvo Award Winning study, Mannion et al. (58) compared three active therapies for chronic LBP. In this study, 148 subjects were randomly assigned to (a) an active physiotherapy program, (b) a muscle reconditioning program using training devices, or (c) a low-impact aerobics program. Subjects attended their program twice a week for 3 months. All programs led to a reduction in pain and disability that were maintained at 6 months. That no differences were seen between groups suggested a lack of treatment specificity.

In summary, it appears that the specific type of exercise or exercise regimen is much less important than once thought. Although the notion may be an anathema to traditional thinking clinicians with a more narrow structurally focused biomedical (impairment) model, it is less surprising to those who recognize the biopsychosocial nature of chronic LBP. Exercises targeted at a specific biological or structural impairment may effect changes in impairment, but the actual impairment may contribute relatively little to the individual's LBP problem. Although speculative at present, it is plausible to suggest that exercise is beneficial for those with chronic LBP because it reduces psychosocial distress (70), leads to improvement in mood, reduces anxieties about the LBP, and changes the perception of self as disabled. Thus, the primary benefits of exercise or activity for individuals with chronic LBP are central rather than peripheral or structural.

### SUMMARY

The title of Waddell's book, “The Back Pain Revolution,” captured the profound change in the conceptualization and, thus, assessment and management of LBP that began in the last decade (25). Recognition of a broad psychosocial model of health, the positive role of activity, the reliance on clinical evidence, and the application of clinical guidelines has the potential to transform the assessment and management of LBP into one that has a more rational basis (113). Primary management of LBP must include education and advice on staying active. The approach should be individualized, holistic, and rational, with
consideration given to biological, psychological, and sociological factors.

Clearly it is not possible to recommend evidence-based specific exercise or activity regimens for individuals with nonspecific LBP. The exercise and activity principles are essentially no different from those applied to individuals without LBP. Perhaps the enigma of LBP is the enigma exists after all.
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CHAPTER 12

Osteoporosis

EPIDEMIOLOGY AND PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

Osteoporosis is the most common disease that affects the skeleton. It is estimated that 10 million women in the United States today have osteoporosis and approximately 34 million have low bone mass, placing them at increased risk for osteoporosis (77). It is estimated that >2 million osteoporotic fractures occurred in the United States in 2005. The distribution of fractures included 27% vertebral fractures, 19% wrist fractures, 14% hip fractures, 7% pelvic fractures, and 33% “other” fractures (14). Fractures of the hip and spine result in disability, decreased independence and quality of life, and increased risk of death (19). The incidence of osteoporotic fractures rises sharply in the fourth decade of life. A 50-year-old woman has a lifetime fracture risk of 54%. Her risk of sustaining a spinal fracture is 32%–35%, 16%–18% for a hip fracture, and 15%–17% for a wrist fracture. Most hip fractures are a consequence of traumatic falls, making falls the number 1 cause of accidental death in people over the age of 75. Approximately 50,000 deaths result from complications from hip fractures each year. Currently, osteoporosis-related fractures occurring in the United States cause a direct medical cost of $17 billion per year (14,20). Nonvertebral fractures account for 73% of the cost and 94% of the fractures. Currently, osteoporosis-related fractures account for 73% of the fractures (9). In 2020, it is projected that the number of fractures will surpass 3 million and the direct cost will increase to approximately $25 million (14). In addition, it is predicted that the nonwhite (mainly Hispanic) population will have a rapidly increasing share of the disease burden over time.

DEFINITION, CLASSIFICATION

Osteoporosis is defined as a disease characterized by low bone mineral density (BMD, also referred to as bone mass), microarchitectural deterioration of bone tissue with a consequent increase in bone fragility and susceptibility to fracture (83). The two categories of osteoporosis are primary osteoporosis and secondary osteoporosis. Primary osteoporosis is caused by a disruption in the normal cycle of bone turnover. Postmenopausal osteoporosis (type I) is categorized as primary osteoporosis. Other types of primary osteoporosis are senile osteoporosis (type II) and idiopathic osteoporosis. Secondary osteoporosis occurs when bone loss is a consequence of diseases such as Cushing’s disease, hyperthyroidism, and prolonged treatment with corticosteroids.

BONE PHYSIOLOGY

Bone tissue has three main functions. First, bones provide structural and mechanical support for soft tissues, serving as attachment points for skeletal muscle and acting as levers for locomotion. Second, the skeleton is responsible for maintaining calcium homeostasis, as well as serving as a storage site for phosphate, magnesium, potassium, and bicarbonate. Finally, the skeleton is the primary site of blood cell formation (97). The two types of bone tissue are cortical bone and trabecular bone. Cortical bone, also known as compact bone, is found in the shafts of the long bones and it comprises approximately 80% of the skeleton. Trabecular, or cancellous bone, constitutes the remaining 20% of the skeleton. Trabecular bone, which is arranged in a honeycomb pattern of trabeculae, is found in the flat bones, such as the pelvis and vertebral bodies, and in the ends of the long bones, such as the head and neck of the femur. Trabecular bone is more metabolically active with an annual bone turnover rate of 25% compared with cortical bone with an annual bone turnover rate of 2%–3% (16). Therefore, trabecular bone is more sensitive to changes in biochemical, hormonal, and nutritional status and thus more susceptible to being lost. For this reason, most osteoporotic fractures occur in areas with a large proportion of trabecular bone: the spine, proximal hip (femoral neck and greater trochanter), and distal radius and ulna.

The adult skeleton is a dynamic organ that undergoes a constant process of resorption and deposition, referred to as bone remodeling. Bone remodeling serves to maintain the architecture and strength of the bone, maintain mineral homeostasis, and prevent fatigue damage. Remodeling is also important during periods of growth when most of adult bone mass is laid down.

Bone resorption is carried out by osteoclasts, large multinucleated cells originating from stem cells in the bone marrow. Resorption involves the dissolving of a
predetermined volume of bone mineral over 1–2 weeks by proteolytic enzymes and organic acids released from the osteoclasts (16,45). The result is a cavity of approximately 60 μm within the surface of the bone. Deposition of new bone matrix in the cavity created by the osteoclasts is carried out by osteoblasts. Bone matrix is composed of collagen fibers and calcium salts known as hydroxyapatite. The complete remodeling cycle takes several months and leaves a new Haversian system in cortical bone and a new “packet” of bone in cancellous bone (16).

Osteoporosis results a disruption occurs at any point during the remodeling cycle of resorption and deposition. During young adulthood, these two processes are balanced and bone loss is minimal with peak bone mass being attained by the end of the second decade (16). During perimenopause, women lose bone mass at a rate of approximately 1% per year. At menopause, when ovarian function ceases, estrogen deficiency ensues and results in rapid bone loss for up to 5 years after menopause (29,52,52). Some age-related bone loss (approximately 0.5%–1.0% per year) is experienced by both men and women (36,37,37,52), although the exact age of onset of this loss is not really known.

**RISK FACTORS AND PATHOPHYSIOLOGY**

Several risk factors are associated with osteoporosis, some of which are immutable and others over which we have some control. Immutable risk factors include family history of osteoporosis, female sex, advanced age, race, menstrual history, hysterectomy, and nulliparity (never given birth). Risk factors that can be controlled to some extent include dietary factors, inadequate physical activity, smoking, gonadal hormone insufficiency, and use of certain medications.

As with many other diseases, including cancer and cardiovascular disease, osteoporosis tends to run in families. Peak bone density and rate of bone loss are dependent on genetic components as well as shared environmental factors. Women are at greater risk than men for developing osteoporosis. This is mostly because of the postmenopausal loss of estrogen, but also partly because women tend to be less physically active than men and most women also have inadequate calcium intakes. Women can lose up to 15% of bone mass within 5–10 years of menopause (40). Men do not experience the same rapid drop in testosterone, which is responsible for bone mass in males. In addition, it has also been shown that bone density in the femur declines 0.95% per year in women compared with only 0.5% per year in men (81). The continual expected loss of bone further increases the risk of osteoporosis as people age.

Currently, white, Asian, Native American, and Hispanic women are at risk for osteoporosis. The National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) III data indicate that the highest prevalence of osteoporosis is in older white women, followed by Hispanic women, then black women (70). However, the National Osteoporosis Risk Assessment (NORA) study found that Native Americans were similar to white women in terms of osteoporosis risk. It was also demonstrated that Asian and Hispanic women had increased risk of osteoporosis and black women had a decreased risk for osteoporosis compared with white women (109). Although the risk for osteoporosis is much higher in women than in men, the mortality rate after a fracture is higher in men, most likely because osteoporosis develops later in life in men (9).

A woman's menstrual history can affect her risk of osteoporosis. A late onset of the menstrual cycle (119) or an early onset of menopause can negatively affect the BMD related to the decreased amount of time estrogen circulates in the body. A woman who has a hysterectomy is also at an increased risk for the same reasons. It has also been found that women who are nulliparous have decreased BMD (111).

Dietary factors that can influence the risk of osteoporosis for an individual include inadequate calcium and vitamin D intake, excessive consumption of alcohol and caffeine, and consumption of colas. Adequate calcium intake is necessary for the attainment of peak bone mass as well as being effective in reducing postmenopausal bone loss. Vitamin D is required for calcium absorption from the gut and for the maintenance of bone calcium. A recent meta-analysis recommended minimum doses of 1,200 mg of calcium and 800 IU of vitamin D to aid in the prevention of osteoporosis in people 50 years of age or older (113). An early study determined that caffeine causes a short-term increase in urinary calcium loss and is associated with an increased risk of hip fracture in elderly women (57). Further investigation revealed that caffeine had no harmful effect on bone provided that individuals took the recommended daily allowances of calcium (46). A recent study concluded, however, that a daily intake of 330 mg of caffeine (4 cups of coffee) or more may be associated with a modest increase in risk of fractures (41). In addition, the increased risk of fractures was greater in women with lower intakes of calcium.

Similar to caffeine, alcohol is associated with increased urinary loss of calcium and excessive alcohol intake may reduce absorption of calcium from the intestine. Alcohol is also known to be toxic to osteoblasts (45). Recent studies have found that a moderate intake of alcohol has a positive effect on BMD in men and women (73,129). Excessive alcohol intake, however, continues to increase the risk of fractures, especially in men (73), and is still considered to be a risk factor for osteoporosis and fractures (53,75).

Intake of colas is also considered a risk factor for osteoporosis. A recent study determined that intake of cola by women, but not other types of carbonated beverages,
is associated with low BMD in the hip but not the spine (118). The findings were similar for diet colas but were weaker when the colas were decaffeinated.

Lower body weight is directly correlated to lower bone density (3,98) and is a determinant of bone density in adults (34). Smoking is associated with low BMD (91), an increased risk of fracture (54), decreased levels of vitamin D (121), and decreased calcium absorption (91). It is thought that smoking also interferes with estrogen metabolism (114). The gonadal hormones, particularly estrogen, are essential for maintaining bone mass. Estrogen directly affects bone turnover by binding to estrogen receptors on the osteoblasts. Estrogen also enhances calcium absorption from the intestines (16). Several medications, in particular the glucocorticoids, have adverse effects on the skeleton. These include increased urinary excretion and decreased intestinal absorption of calcium, reduced levels of gonadal hormones, inhibition of osteoblast function, and increased bone resorption (16).

Another risk factor for osteoporosis is decreased activity level. It is well known that increased activity level and exercise will aid in maintaining or improving BMD. In a recent study it was determined that among many lifestyle risk factors, high school sports participation appeared to have the greatest influence on BMD levels in the femoral neck (3). This supports the need for physical activity, especially during adolescence, for accruing and improving bone mass.

Several of these risk factors are interrelated. For example, peak bone mass is largely determined by genetic factors; however, failure to reach one's genetic potential is often the result of inadequate calcium intake and exercise (45). Also, risk of osteoporosis increases with advancing age, particularly after menopause in women, with early menopause, either natural or surgical, causing an even greater risk. Postmenopausal bone loss is largely the result of estrogen deficiency, but pharmacologic therapy can dramatically attenuate postmenopausal bone loss.

**CLINICAL EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY**

Bone density does not respond to acute exercise bouts and cardiovascular responses to acute exercise have not been well studied in osteoporotic populations. Lombardi et al. (69) examined physical capacity during exercise in women with osteoporosis, with and without vertebral fracture, and compared their responses with those of women without osteoporosis. Very few differences were found in measures of physical capacity during walking exercise at 3 or 4 mph (VO$_2$, metabolic equivalents [METs], heart rate) although energy expenditure was positively associated with the degree of kyphosis (69). The primary purposes of acute exercise testing are typically to aid in the diagnoses of coronary artery disease (CAD) and to determine appropriate levels of exercise training. Osteoporosis can sometimes mask the presence of CAD if it prevents an individual from achieving the adequate heart rate and blood pressure necessary for accurate diagnoses. In addition, severe thoracic kyphosis can impair respiration and limit the test (24). Nonetheless, no specific recommendations from the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) would suggest that osteoporosis is an absolute contraindication to exercise testing (1). If an exercise stress test is to be used in patients with osteoporosis, one utilizing a bicycle protocol would probably be the best choice, because that would involve the least trauma and impact on the bones. Caution, however, must still be taken when utilizing a bike protocol. An upright posture should be maintained by the patient at all times because spinal flexion is contraindicated in people with osteoporosis. Treadmill protocols can be utilized if need be, but a walking protocol should be used and care should be taken to ensure the patient does not trip or fall.

Bone mass responses to chronic exercise in the osteoporotic population and in postmenopausal women have been well studied (11,26,43,64,78,89,120). The primary purpose of prescribing exercise in these populations would be to increase both BMD and overall fitness and balance to aid in fall prevention (62). In this regard, most studies have shown positive results. A number of studies in postmenopausal women have shown that exercise can increase BMD or prevent further bone loss when compared with nonexercising controls (11,26,64,78).

Although bone mass responds positively to chronic exercise in adults, the use of exercise as a treatment for older adults with low bone mass is limited (61) because increases in BMD with exercise are generally small (2% or less). A better utilization of exercise may lie in prevention of osteoporosis by improving peak bone mass. Recent reviews of the literature highlight the importance of exercise in establishing optimal levels of bone mineral during the growing years when bone may respond better to chronic exercise (4,6). Further, the timing of exercise intervention in childhood has been demonstrated to affect bone mineral status in adulthood. Female tennis and squash players who started their playing careers before or at menarche were found to have a two- to threefold greater dominant arm bone mineral content than those who had started playing more than 15 years after menarche (55). So, the chronic responses of bone to exercise would appear to differ, depending at what point in life the exercise is initiated.

**PHARMACOLOGY**

Most women diagnosed with osteoporosis, and postmenopausal women in general, likely will be taking some form of calcium and vitamin D supplements. Other common drugs available that may be used for treatment of osteoporosis include estrogen alone or in combination with progesterone, bisphosphonates, calcitonin, and selective estrogen receptor modulators (SERM). Other less
common agents include isoflavones (natural and synthetic), sodium fluoride, and parathyroid hormone. The effects of any of these drugs or nutrients on exercise performance or cardiovascular responses to acute or chronic exercise have not been well studied, but any effect is likely minimal. In one long-term study looking at the interaction of alendronate and exercise on BMD, VO₂ and leg strength were not affected by alendronate (120). Calcitonin has been shown to increase β-endorphin levels, but any effect of that on exercise performance has not been evaluated. Estrogen has acute vasodilator action and has been shown to increase blood flow during exercise (59). Despite the increased blood flow, peak exercise responses (VO₂, total exercise time, heart rate) were not altered (59).

**PHYSICAL EXAMINATION**

The physical assessment of the patient with osteoporosis should include a detailed medical history with an inquiry about all medications, vitamins, and minerals taken. A pain history also provides useful information along with careful assessment of height and observation of posture.

**PAIN ASSESSMENT**

Although osteoporosis frequently presents with no pain until a fracture has occurred, pain history is an important part of the physical examination of the patient with osteoporosis. The most common fractures that occur in individuals with osteoporosis are hip, wrist, and vertebral fractures. Fractures of the hip and wrist are easily identified on x-ray film and usually occur as a result of a fall. Vertebral fractures, however, often cannot be visualized on x-ray film, and frequently occur during routine daily activity, such as lifting a grocery bag or sneezing. Sharp and persistent back pain may be the only physical finding to suggest vertebral fracture. Although a bone scan can be performed to confirm the fracture, the nature of the pain experienced and circumstances leading up to the pain are often considered sufficient to make the diagnosis of vertebral fracture. History of any previous fractures should also be noted, along with the mechanics and circumstances leading up to these fractures.

**ASSESSMENT OF STATURE**

Loss of height that may range from 1 inch to as much as 4 or 5 inches is an important physical finding because a loss of height occurs with each spinal compression fracture sustained by the patient with osteoporosis. In a compression fracture of the vertebra, the bone within the vertebral body collapses resulting in a loss of height of the vertebra. An individual can sustain multiple fractures to the same vertebra or fractures to multiple vertebrae that can result in several inches of lost height. These compression fractures may be accompanied by severe pain or little pain that may be ignored by the individual. In any case, loss of height is always a significant finding and should be monitored closely. The use of a stature board allows precise measurement of height and is useful in monitoring changes.

**POSTURAL ASSESSMENT**

Often, spinal compression fractures occur specifically in the anterior portion of the vertebral body. When the anterior portion of the vertebral body collapses, the loss in vertebral height anteriorly results in a wedge-shaped vertebra (hence the name, wedge fracture). Wedge fractures cause a change in the overall curvature of the spine that is seen as an increased thoracic kyphosis, sometimes referred to as “dowager’s hump.” As the thoracic kyphosis progresses, the head is thrust forward and the ribs approach the pelvic bones, resulting in further loss of height. Additionally, as the kyphosis progresses, there is less room for lung expansion. If the kyphosis is sufficiently severe, respiration will be affected. In this case, pulmonary function tests may be indicated; if these are unavailable, a simple tape measure assessment of chest wall expansion with full inspiration (taken at the 4th intercostal space) is useful for assessing baseline status and progression or reduction of the impairment (21,24,103). Standardized procedures for taking this measurement, as well as normative values for different age groups, are presented elsewhere (66). Degree of forward head, thoracic kyphosis, and lumbar lordosis should be noted in the postural assessment. Additionally, simple tools exist that can be used to obtain objective measurements of thoracic kyphosis and lumbar lordosis. A surveyor’s flexicurve provides a simple, inexpensive method of assessing thoracic kyphosis and lumbar lordosis (23). The flexicurve is a plastic “ruler” that bends in one plane and holds its shape. It can be molded to a subject’s spine, then lifted and laid on a ruled sheet to be traced. Objective measurements can then be obtained from the tracing.

**MEDICAL TREATMENTS**

Several nonpharmacologic and pharmacologic agents are available to increase, or slow the loss of bone mass. These include calcium and vitamin D supplementation, estrogen (or hormone) replacement therapy, SERMs, bisphosphonates, parathyroid hormone (PTH), and calcitonin. Pharmacologic therapies are shown in Table 12-1. A brief review of the approved therapies are presented here; more extensive reviews can be found elsewhere (38,68). Both calcium and vitamin D alone and in combination have been used in patients with osteoporosis, although their effectiveness for increasing BMD is equivocal. The evidence suggests that calcium is necessary for bone structure, but its role is more passive depending on
osteoporosis. Teriparatide is FDA approved for treatment of osteoporosis in postmenopausal women. All bisphosphonates have FDA approval for treatment of osteoporosis in men. Raloxifen is FDA approved for prevention and treatment of osteoporosis. Both randomized clinical trials and several meta-analyses have indicated the effectiveness of each of the bisphosphonates in reducing bone loss and decreasing fracture risk in postmenopausal women (10,28,73,80) and in men (72,74,92,94,95,102,115,127).

Calcitonin and SERMs are the other antiresorptive agents approved for treatment or prevention of osteoporosis. Randomized controlled trials and meta-analyses have shown antifracture efficacy for both calcitonin (18,23) and the SERM raloxifene (27,104) and each can increase bone mass, although typically not to the same extent as bisphosphonates. The advantages of SERMs are that they have favorable effects on lipids, but they do not have the stimulatory effect on breast or endometrial tissue as seen with estrogen (56). Calcitonin has been shown to reduce the back pain often associated with vertebral compression fractures (60).

Teriparatide, a derivative of parathyroid hormone, is currently the only FDA approved treatment that has an anabolic action on bone. Increases in BMD seen with the use of teriparatide are a result of increased bone formation (15). Both increased BMD and reductions in fracture risk have been demonstrated in studies with teriparatide (17,65). The increases in BMD are generally larger than those seen with antiresorptive medications (5%–6% vs. 2%–4%, respectively). The major drawback to teriparatide is that treatment requires daily subcutaneous administration and the cost is up to 10 times higher than bisphosphonates (68).

### Diagnostic Techniques

Diagnosis of osteoporosis involves the measurement of bone mineral density. Several methods for measuring BMD have been used in the past, including radiogrammetry, single-photon absorptiometry, and dual-photon absorptiometry. These techniques, however, lacked the precision and accuracy necessary for broad clinical use. Dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA), quantitative computer tomography (QCT), and ultrasound are now used for the measurement of BMD.

Dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry is the most commonly used technology for measuring BMD. DXA uses low dose x-ray to emit photons at two different energy levels. BMD is calculated based on the amount of energy...
Bone mineral density is reported not only in grams per square centimeter (DXA) or grams per cubic centimeter (g/cm³; QCT), but also in terms of standard deviations, or T-scores. The likelihood of sustaining a fracture increases 1.5 to 3-fold for each standard deviation decrease in BMD. The World Health Organization Consensus Development Conference has developed diagnostic criteria for osteoporosis based on this relationship (128). Normal BMD is that which is less than 1.0 standard deviation below the mean for young adults. A BMD that is between 1.0 and 2.5 standard deviations below the young adult mean is considered low bone mass or osteopenia. Osteoporosis is defined as BMD more than 2.5 standard deviations below the young adult mean is considered low bone mass or osteopenia. Osteoporosis is defined as BMD more than 2.5 standard deviations below the young adult mean is considered low bone mass or osteopenia. Therefore, use of the 1-RM assessment is attenuated by the body. DXA measurements are reported in grams per square centimeter (g/cm²), so they are not a true density, but rather area density measurements. DXA is capable of differentiating between bone and soft tissue and so can also be used to measure regional and total body composition. The advantages of DXA are that it is capable of measuring small changes in BMD over time, has a precision of 0.5%–2.0%, requires short examination times (5–10 minutes), and provides low radiation exposure.

Quantitative ultrasound measures the velocity and attenuation of sound waves as they pass through bone and soft tissue. In addition to providing a measure of bone mass, ultrasound assesses qualitative factors such as bone elasticity. The advantages of ultrasound are that it does not use radiation and ultrasound units are compact, making them ideal for use in field settings.

Bone mineral density is reported not only in grams per square centimeter (DXA) or grams per cubic centimeter (g/cm³; QCT), but also in terms of standard deviations, or T-scores. The likelihood of sustaining a fracture increases 1.5 to 3-fold for each standard deviation decrease in BMD. The World Health Organization Consensus Development Conference has developed diagnostic criteria for osteoporosis based on this relationship (128). Normal BMD is that which is less than 1.0 standard deviation below the mean for young adults. A BMD that is between 1.0 and 2.5 standard deviations below the young adult mean is considered low bone mass or osteopenia. Osteoporosis is defined as BMD more than 2.5 standard deviations below the young adult mean, and is considered “severe” if accompanied by one or more fragility fractures. These criteria were originally developed for diagnosis of osteoporosis at the proximal femur in postmenopausal women, and recent recommendations from the International Society for Clinical Densitometry (ISCD) suggest that T-scores not be used with all populations (67). Instead z-scores and other criteria should be used; z-scores indicate the number of standard deviations below the age-matched mean.

**EXERCISE, FITNESS, AND FUNCTIONAL TESTING**

Exercise recommendations for patients with osteoporosis or those who are at risk for developing osteoporosis generally include an aerobic weight-bearing program and a resistive exercise program to promote bone health (8,62,87). Additionally, if an individual has been diagnosed with osteoporosis, that individual is at increased risk for fracturing a bone. Because falls are associated with most hip and wrist fractures, and are a leading cause of injury in older adults, a balance training program (62,87) and a falls intervention program should be instituted in all older adults who are diagnosed with osteoporosis. The following exercise testing should be conducted to provide an individual with a safe, effective training program.

**AEROBIC FITNESS TESTING**

Although osteoporosis occurs in young amenorrheic women, it is still a disease that primarily occurs in older women and men. Currently, the American College of Sports Medicine recommends that anyone at high risk for cardiac disease who wants to begin a moderate or vigorous exercise program should have a medically supervised stress test (1). For osteoporotic adults not at high risk who simply want to begin a moderate intensity walking or resistance training program, this recommendation may be both impractical and unnecessary. Careful screening should be undertaken to identify which individuals might need further evaluation by a physician (79).

**MUSCLE STRENGTH TESTING**

Muscle strength testing is used to determine training intensity for the resistance exercise program. The one-repetition maximum (RM) is frequently used for strength assessment in the apparently healthy individual and has been used safely to assess and progress very elderly women on resistance training programs (32,78,93). No studies have yet investigated the use of 1-RM to determine training intensity in women who are known to have osteoporosis. Therefore, use of the 1-RM assessment is generally discouraged in the patient with osteoporosis because of safety concerns. Assessment of the 6, 8, or 10-RM is recommended for the osteoporotic patient, although no consensus exists on which is most desirable. A dose-response relationship between resistance exercise and bone health has not yet been determined (112).

Because deficits in lower extremity muscle strength are associated with an increased incidence of falls (39,125,126), maximal isometric muscle strength assessment is used to identify muscle strength deficits as part of the overall evaluation of fall risk. Handheld dynamometry provides an objective measurement of isometric strength and is useful for identifying muscle strength impairments as well as for monitoring change in muscle strength in response to an exercise program. Strength assessment of the hip flexors, extensors, and abductors as well as knee extensors and plantarflexors should be conducted (117).
BALANCE TESTING

A deficit in balance has also been shown to be a predictor of falls (39), and is therefore a critical component in the evaluation of fall risk. A simple test of static balance, such as timed ability to stand on one leg (single stance time), when compared with established performance norms can be used (13). Although force platform systems can provide more information about the nature of the balance impairment, single stance time has been shown to distinguish fallers from nonfallers among the elderly (22,35,44,47) and is a useful measure (47).

FALL RISK ASSESSMENT

Considerable evidence indicates that the most effective way to reduce falls is the use of systematic fall risk assessments with targeted interventions (33,100,101). No consensus, however, exists on a specific method for assessing fall risk and a discussion of the various tools designed to determine fall risk is outside of the scope of this textbook.

FLEXIBILITY TESTING

General flexibility tests, such as the sit-and-reach and shoulder elevation tests, are not performed in patients with osteoporosis. Primarily, flexibility of muscles that have the potential to adversely affect posture should be assessed. Decreases in length of muscles that cross more than one joint have the greatest potential to cause problems in posture (e.g., hamstrings and hip flexors). Insufficient length in the hamstrings or hip flexors will produce a posterior pelvic tilt or anterior pelvic tilt, respectively. Such postural alterations affect how weight is borne through the bones in the spine and lower extremities. Other muscles that frequently lose flexibility and can lead to postural problems include the pectoral muscles and the gastrocnemius muscles. Flexibility is assessed by measuring joint range of motion (ROM) when the muscle is fully elongated over each joint crossed by that muscle simultaneously. For example, flexibility of the gastrocnemius muscle is assessed by measuring dorsiflexion of the ankle when the knee is kept fully extended and hamstrings can be assessed by measuring hip flexion ROM when the knee is kept fully extended.

EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION AND PROGRAMMING

Although studies have shown that several forms of exercise training have the potential to increase BMD, the optimal training program for skeletal integrity has yet to be defined. Based on current experimental knowledge and recommendations from ACSM, it has been proposed that an osteogenic exercise regimen should have load-bearing activities at high magnitude (force) with a small number of repetitions, create versatile strain distributions throughout the bone structure (load the bone in directions to which it is unaccustomed), and be long term and progressive in nature (8,62,110,112). Resistance training (weightlifting) probably offers the best opportunity to meet these criteria on an individual basis; it requires little skill and has the added advantage of being highly adaptable to changes in both magnitude and strain distribution. In addition, strength and muscle size increases have been demonstrated following resistance training, even in the elderly (42).

No known studies have specifically examined cardiovascular adaptations in osteoporotic patients, but older adults can increase their cardiovascular fitness levels 10%–30% with prolonged endurance training (79). Many older women and men with osteoporosis will have some form of cardiovascular disease. Because exercise endurance training can decrease cardiovascular disease risk factors (e.g., high blood pressure and cholesterol), it should probably be recommended for the osteoporotic patient (79).

Thus, resistance training combined with some sort of cardiovascular training, stationary cycling or walking, is the best recommendation for an exercise program for a patient with osteoporosis. Walking is probably the preferred mode of aerobic exercise because it offers a greater weight-bearing component than does bicycling. Not only will such a program increase overall fitness and help maintain bone mass, it will aid greatly in reducing the risk of falling (79), which is one of the primary causes of fracture in osteoporosis.

Certain exercises are quite beneficial for the patient with osteoporosis. These would include exercises designed to help with balance and agility to reduce falls. Clear guidelines for the type of exercise and the frequency and duration of balance training are not available (79). Exercises that strengthen the quadriceps, hamstrings, and gluteal muscles should be helpful in that regard. Although squats with free weights should be avoided in some patients with osteoporosis, the squat is a functionally important exercise for older adults. A modification that is safe and effective for most individuals is to rise out of a chair without pushing with the hands. Another specific activity that is helpful is standing on one foot for 5 to 15 seconds while touching the hands to a counter for balance. This will help build hip and low back strength as well as improve balance. The osteoporotic patient should also be encouraged to do spine extension (but NOT spinal flexion) exercises (107). Spine extension exercises can be performed in a chair and can help strengthen the back muscles, which should help reduce the development of a dowager’s hump and possibly reduce the risk of vertebral fracture (108). These and all exercises done by patients with osteoporosis should be performed with slow and controlled movements and jerky, rapid movement should be avoided. More complete information on these and other exercises for the osteoporotic patient can be found elsewhere (106,107).
For patients with osteoporosis just beginning an exercise program, goals should include an increase in cardiovascular fitness, increased muscular strength and balance, and an increase (or at least no decrease) in BMD. Heart disease remains the number one killer of adults by a wide margin. So, the goal of all adults should be to increase their physical activity to reduce the risk of heart disease. The recent position stand by ACSM and the American Heart Association recommends at least 30 minutes of moderate intensity activity for a minimum of 5 days/week or 3 days/week if the activity is vigorous (79). This would be a worthwhile goal for all adults, including those with osteoporosis. If the patient with osteoporosis is just beginning an exercise program, however, multiple bouts of physical activity (≥10 min) as opposed to a continuous bout might be needed initially to allow time for adjustment to the exercise (79). As the person’s fitness level increases, the amount of time exercising can be increased. For the patient with osteoporosis, a walking program should provide the needed benefits along with being a safe mode of exercise.

For increases in muscular strength and bone density, weight training offers the most benefits in that regard. Current recommendations for older adults suggest a single set of 15 repetitions of 8–10 exercises performed at least 2 days/week (62,79) depending on the health of the individual. Again, this is a worthwhile goal for the person with osteoporosis, but a less strenuous program may be needed initially. Care should be taken to avoid exercises that are dangerous for individuals with osteoporosis. In addition, some resistance training exercises have a tendency to cause spinal flexion, especially those for the upper and lower extremities, so it is important that during resistance training all exercise be done in an upright posture.

A program to increase flexibility can also be useful to the osteoporotic patient because decreased flexibility can cause problems with posture. Muscles, such as the hamstring, that cross more than one joint are particularly important, although spinal flexion must be avoided when doing hamstring exercises. Little consensus exists on the optimal training program for increasing flexibility but good suggestions are available from many sources (123). Flexibility training has been shown to be beneficial (58) and ACSM recommends at least 10 minutes of flexibility training on most days of the week (79).

Participation in athletics also has the potential for increasing BMD in both young and older populations. Indeed, a number of studies, both cross-sectional and longitudinal, have found positive effects on bone health in all age groups from the training associated with sports participation (30,71,79,82,85,86). Sufficient evidence does not yet exist that suggests one type of athletic activity is better than another in regard to their osteogenic effect. It does appear that those sports which involve a high degree of impact (gymnastics or volleyball) are more beneficial to bone than those sports without impact loading (swimming or cycling) (30,84,110).

Thus, exercise may be useful both for increasing bone density to help prevent osteoporosis and using as a therapeutic modality for those patients in whom osteoporosis is already present. The major benefit of exercise for those with osteoporosis is probably more related to fall prevention than any major effect on bone density. Caution must be observed in the type of exercise program to be used and the specific exercises done. Persons with severe osteoporosis who are just beginning an exercise program should be supervised until it is determined that they can properly perform the exercises without danger to themselves. A suggested exercise program is summarized in Table 12.2, but keep in mind that no optimal training program for the skeleton has been identified.

### TABLE 12.2. SUGGESTED EXERCISE PROGRAM FOR CLIENTS WITH OSTEOPOROSIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRAINING METHOD</th>
<th>MODE</th>
<th>FREQUENCY, INTENSITY, AND TIME</th>
<th>PROGRESSION</th>
<th>GOALS</th>
<th>SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS/COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aerobic</td>
<td>Walking or stationary cycling</td>
<td>4–5 times per week at a moderate intensity; start at 20 min/session if the patient has a minimal history of exercise</td>
<td>Increase speed and distance gradually after initial 2 weeks</td>
<td>30–45 min at ≥3.0 mph for walking; ≥70 rpm for cycling</td>
<td>No jogging, avoid activities that increase risk of falling (e.g., step aerobics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength</td>
<td>Resistance training</td>
<td>Start at 1–2 days/week depending on the client; 15 repetitions of 8–10 exercise (may require less strenuous program initially)</td>
<td>Add a set after initial 2 weeks</td>
<td>3–4 days/week at 10–12 repetitions/set</td>
<td>Avoid spinal flexion during all exercises; use slow and controlled movements; target legs and back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of Motion</td>
<td>Stretching</td>
<td>5–7 days/week for 10–12 minutes; hold each stretch for approximately 15–20 seconds</td>
<td>Increase or maintain range of motion</td>
<td>Stretches exercises involving spinal flexion should be avoided</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONTRAINDICATIONS FOR EXERCISE

High-impact exercises, such as jumping, running, or jogging, are contraindicated in people who have osteoporosis (76). These exercises cause high compressive forces in the spine and lower extremities, and can cause fractures in weakened bones. High-impact exercises, such as two-footed jumping, however, have been shown to be effective for maintaining BMD in nonosteoporotic women and can be used to help prevent osteoporosis (3).

Another activity that absolutely should not be done by persons with osteoporosis is spinal flexion, especially when combined with a resistive or twisting movement (107). Spinal flexion and twisting motions at the waist drastically increase the forces on the spine, increasing the likelihood of a fracture (12). For this reason, exercises such as toe touches, sit-ups, or rowing machines, should be avoided in people with osteoporosis (76). Other activities that should be avoided are those that may increase the chance of falling, such as trampolines, step aerobics, skating (ice or in-line), or exercising on slippery floors (76). Resistive exercises are not contraindicated in people with osteoporosis, but resistance should be used cautiously when the osteoporosis is severe (79).

EDUCATION AND COUNSELING

ACTIVITY/EXERCISE

It is important to follow instructions in an appropriate exercise program, emphasizing the following points to encourage patient compliance with the recommended exercise program.

- Gains made in bone density will only be maintained as long as the exercise is continued (62).
- Approximately 9 months to 1 year are required to detect a significant change in bone mass (16,62).
- Whether or not significant gains in bone density are achieved, participating in a regular exercise program is still beneficial for reducing cardiovascular risk factors, improving muscle strength and balance, reducing the risk for falling, and improving posture.

SAFETY HAZARDS IN THE HOME

As mentioned, falls are a frequent cause of fracture and thus it is important to prevent them in the person with osteoporosis. The reasons falls occur are varied, but identified risk factors include environmental hazards, muscle weakness, poor balance, and medication-related side effects (126). By eliminating as many of these risk factors as possible, the danger of falling can be reduced. A discussion of safety hazards in the home and suggestions for removal of these hazards is an integral part of any falls prevention program. Filling out a fall risk assessment can help identify hazards in the home. The examiner may then make suggestions on how to remove the hazards or how to modify the home to make it safer. These suggestions may be as simple as moving a telephone to within reach of the bed to avoid falls when getting up in the dark to answer it. Other possible hazards, such as slippery floors or bathtubs, can also be eliminated (50,90). Although these efforts seem like common sense, many people may not recognize a telephone out of reach as a hazard until after an accident happens. Muscle weakness and balance can be improved at any age with the use of a properly structured exercise program. Educating persons on the side effects of medications, such as those that cause dizziness, is also an important step in fall prevention. Although many fall risk assessment tools are available and have been shown to be useful for identifying fall hazards (88), no consensus exists on which is most useful. Selection of a fall risk assessment tool should be based largely on the patient's characteristics (e.g., whether the individual is an active older adult residing in the community versus a frail adult residing in an institution) as well as prior determination that the assessment tool possesses diagnostic accuracy and reliability.

ACTIVITY MODIFICATION

Although proper body mechanics during lifting should be encouraged in all individuals, it is absolutely critical for those who have osteoporosis. Attempting to lift an object with the back flexed is a common mechanism of vertebral fracture in people with osteoporosis. Instructions must be provided on how to bend the knees and keep the back straight while reaching an object to be picked up from the floor.

Daily activities, such as sweeping, vacuuming, or mopping, can also present problems for people with osteoporosis because these activities are typically performed by using a lot of bending and twisting of the spine. These activities, however, can be modified to avoid spinal twisting and bending, and instead provide beneficial loading to the spine and hips. People with osteoporosis should be encouraged to mop, sweep, or vacuum by placing one foot in front of the other, and shifting weight from one foot to the other in a rocking motion (76). The knees are bent and the back is kept straight during this rocking motion. The rocking motion from one foot to the other takes the place of bending and twisting of the spine to reach forward when mopping, sweeping, or vacuuming.

DIETARY MODIFICATIONS AND CALCIUM SUPPLEMENTS

Individuals diagnosed with osteoporosis or osteopenia should be educated regarding dietary modifications and calcium supplementation. Education should begin with a review of foods that are a good source of calcium along
with instructions on how to read food labels. Food labels do not tell how much calcium is in a given food. Instead, labels tell you what percentage of the recommended daily requirement is provided by the food item. These percentages, however, are based on the inaccurate assumption that the recommended daily requirement is 1,000 mg for everybody, regardless of age or gender. Patients can be easily educated on how to convert the percentages to actual quantity of calcium in milligram by adding a zero to the end of the percentage number. For example, if a container of yogurt has 30% of the recommended calcium per serving, then there are 300 mg of calcium per serving.

Patients should also be instructed about which types of food provide the best source of calcium. Dairy products are the best source of calcium; however, some individuals cannot eat dairy products. Other types of food that are rich in calcium are dark green leafy vegetables, such as collard greens; almonds, and canned salmon with bones. In addition, many foods (e.g., orange juice and cereal) are now fortified with calcium. It has been shown that individuals can only absorb 500–600 mg of calcium at one time. Therefore, it is beneficial to instruct patients to eat calcium throughout the day rather than at just one meal.

Finally, a discussion of the different types of calcium supplements is valuable because people often take their supplements incorrectly and therefore reduce their effectiveness. Calcium comes in many different forms, but the two most common forms are calcium citrate (e.g., Citracal), and calcium carbonate (e.g., Os-Cal, Caltrate, Viactiv). Studies show that calcium citrate is more readily absorbed (48), but has less calcium per tablet than calcium carbonate. That means more tablets of calcium citrate must be taken per day to attain the recommended requirement of 1,200 or 1,500 mg. In any case, individuals who choose calcium carbonate because of being able to take fewer tablets per day, they should take part of their requirement after each meal. Taking calcium carbonate after a meal improves the absorption, but it still will not be absorbed as well as calcium citrate. Finally, it is important that calcium supplementation is taken in smaller doses (500–600 mg) throughout the day and not just once daily to aid in the ability of the body to absorb more calcium.

**CASE STUDY**

Jane is a 53-year-old white woman diagnosed with osteoporosis at the femoral neck (t = −2.53) and osteopenia at the lumbar spine (L2-4) (t = −1.48) in April, 1998. Jane has no family history of osteoporosis or history of amenorrhea; she has been physically active throughout childhood and adulthood and never abused alcohol or consumed excessive caffeine. She has never smoked, but as a flight attendant for 32 years she was exposed to secondhand smoke from 1967 to 1997. She has supplemented her diet with 1,000 mg of calcium for 20 years. At age 43, Jane initiated HRT after having a hysterectomy. Immediately following diagnosis, Jane increased her calcium supplementation to 1,500 mg daily. She also increased her walking program from 30 minutes, 3–4 days/week to 50 minutes, 7 days/week and began performing isometric exercises for the abdominals and upper back twice daily. Jane also began a resistance training program consisting of 10 free weight and machine exercises performed in two sets of 8–15 repetitions, 2–3 days/week. Six months after diagnosis, Jane began treatment with 10 mg alendronate daily. In 18 months of resistance training, Jane has experienced an average increase in strength of 250%. Follow-up bone density scans in October 1999, revealed an increase in BMD of 9.28% at the femoral neck (t = −1.99) and 10.49% at the lumbar spine (t = −0.88). Based on Jane’s outcome, it appears that the inclusion of an aggressive resistive and weight-bearing exercise regimen in the treatment of osteoporosis may be effective for increasing BMD above that expected from calcium supplementation and antiresorptive therapy.
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Clinical exercise practitioners may work with individuals who experience acute, subacute, or chronic spinal pain. Because the spine is critical in posture, movement, and protection, pain and loss of function hinders an individual's ability to perform routine activities. As with any complex structure, the potential for problems is great. Although “vertebral disorders” can occur in any part of the spine (cervical, thoracic, lumbar, sacral, and coccygeal), most vertebral disorders are lumbar. Lumbar disorders result in the highest medical, financial, legal, and psychosocial costs to society. Consequently, lumbar disorders have attracted international medical, scientific, economic, and popular attention. This chapter is not necessarily intended to help readers diagnose or treat back pain. Individuals experiencing new or worsening low back pain should be referred back to the appropriate clinician for diagnosis and treatment. This chapter, therefore, focuses on lumbar disorders, and specifically, on what is termed nonspecific, mechanical low back pain.

**EPIDEMIOLOGY AND IMPACT**

Low back pain is defined as “pain, muscle tension, or stiffness localized below the costal margin and above the inferior gluteal folds, with or without leg pain (sciatica)” (1, p. 134). Low back pain afflicts nearly everyone at some stage in life. Reported prevalence rates vary according to study methodology used, but a 60%–80% individual lifetime prevalence of low back pain is often reported (2–4). The prevailing notion is that episodes of low back pain are short-lived (<1 month). Evidence suggests, however, that 42%–75% of people still have symptoms after 1 year (5), although, these individuals are not necessarily seeking or receiving treatment. A disturbing statistic is that the recurrence rate after an episode of low back pain is estimated at 60% within the first year (6) and the lifetime recurrence rate may be as high as 85% (7). Consequently, low back pain is one of the most prevalent and costly health problems in industrialized countries. In 1990, direct medical costs for low back pain exceeded $24 billion. When disability costs are included, the total annual cost for low back disorders is estimated at $50 billion (8,9). Low back pain is among the leading reasons people seek healthcare and, coupled with neck problems, is the second leading cause of disability in the United States (10).

Despite that, by definition, nonspecific low back pain does not involve perceptible structural changes, it can cause limitations in function, activities, and participation as defined within the “biopsychosocial” framework of the World Health Organization’s (WHO) International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) (11). The ICF model can be used to visualize the impact of low back pain on both populations and individuals (12). An example of the potential impact of nonspecific low back pain on an individual using the integrated ICF model is shown in Figure 13.1.

**PATHOPHYSIOLOGY**

Pain is considered “an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage or described in terms of such damage” (13). Nociceptive nerve endings (pain fibers) are activated with mechanical, thermal, or chemical stimuli. Mechanical pain is caused by deformation of tissues and varies with physical activity. That is, certain movements or positions make mechanical pain worse and other movements or positions relieve mechanical pain. Specific low back pain has an identifiable cause, such as fractures, cancer, or infection. Approximately 90% of back pain has no identifiable cause and is termed nonspecific (1).

In general, pain can be somatic (arising from stimulation of nerve endings in a musculoskeletal site [joint, muscle, ligament, bone]), visceral (arising from a body organ), neurogenic (arising from irritation of the axons or cell bodies of peripheral nerves, spinal nerves, or nerve roots), or psychogenic. Pain resulting from irritation of spinal nerves or roots is more specifically called radicular pain. Furthermore, pain can be referred to, and perceived in, an area remote from the source of the pain. Pain referred elsewhere from the viscera is called visceral referred pain, and pain from somatic sources is described as somatic referred pain (14). An example of a visceral referred pain is the arm pain sometimes associated with a myocardial infarction. An example of somatic referred pain is diffuse pain in the buttock or leg associated with low back pain.
The etiology of spinal pain is frequently elusive. As Bogduk (14) points out, any structure with nociceptors is capable of producing irritation that manifests as the perception of pain. These structures in the spine include, but are not limited to, the intervertebral discs, zygapophysial joints, bone, muscles, ligaments, dura mater, dorsal and ventral ramus, and mixed spinal nerves. Of these anatomic sources of pain, the most common are likely the intervertebral discs and the zygapophysial joints (15,16).

Given the various anatomic sites that can be associated with spinal pain, a number of labels, or diagnoses, for vertebral disorders have evolved. Some frequently used diagnoses for specific and nonspecific vertebral disorders are as follows: low back pain, fractures, ligamentous sprains, spondylolysis, spinal stenosis, strain, zygapophysial joint locking, sacroiliac dysfunction, trigger points, zygapophysial osteoarthritis, disc degeneration, spondylolisthesis, scoliosis, instability, and herniated discs, or herniated nucleus pulposus. The latter, intervertebral disc lesions, have been further subclassified based on the extent that the nuclear material has herniated, or externalized. In one classification system, these disc pathologies have been called disc protrusions (bulges with no migration of nuclear material and no neural compromise), prolapses (migration of the nucleus, with no externalization, that can manifest with neural and dural signs), extrusions (externalized nuclear material with neurologic deficit), and sequestrations (extruded nuclear material fragmented into the spinal canal; the size and location of the fragment determines the clinical findings). Another classification system merely divides disc lesions into those contained within the outer layer of the disc (the annulus) and those not contained within the annulus. Contained lesions usually cause minimal neurologic deficits and uncontained disc lesions tend to demonstrate greater neurologic deficits (17).

Spinal pain is rarely the result of a single event or emanates from a single tissue-type. As Sahrmann (18) points out, the question is not the source of the pain, but what caused the tissues to become painful. Frequently, the precipitating event was preceded by accumulated incidents of microtrauma from sustained or repetitive loading. As noted, lumbar disorders are typically nonspecific and theoretically result from a combination of events leading to dysfunction. Degenerative changes have been associated with vertebral disorders. Biomechanical and biochemical changes and genetics have been implicated in the degenerative process, but the mechanisms are unclear. Kirkaldy-Willis (19) proposed a three-stage degenerative cascading process that begins with injury and cumulative trauma and leads to changes in the intervertebral disc, zygapophysial joints, supporting ligaments, joint capsules, and vertebral end plates that ultimately results in the pain and dysfunction. Stage 1 of this process (the stage of dysfunction) is characterized by joint synovitis, subluxation, early cartilage degeneration, radial and linear annular tears within the disc, local ischemia, sustained local muscle hypertonicity, and ligamentous strain. Stage 2 (the stage of instability) manifests in further cartilage degeneration and capsular laxity that permits increased rotational movement and further annular disruption and joint stress. Typical osteoarthritic changes, including joint space narrowing, fibrosis, osteophyte (bone spur)
formation, and loss of joint cartilage, characterize stage 3 (the stage of stabilization). These changes can contribute to central and spinal stenosis. This degenerative cascade model helps explain the age-related incidences of spinal disorders. Discogenic sources of pain are more common in the fourth and fifth decades (stages of dysfunction and instability), and stenosis is more common in the sixth and seventh decades (stage of stabilization).

Thus, a pathoanatomic diagnosis is often not possible. Indeed, the symptoms are frequently caused by movement disorders rather than structural, morphologic disorders. Because back pain is difficult to diagnose, various classification systems have evolved. Waddell (20) suggested a three-category triage system consisting of “simple backache,” “nerve root pain,” and “serious spinal pathology.” Simple (i.e., nonspecific, low back pain) includes a variety of disorders and is the most common type of back pain. Nerve root pain could be attributable to disorders such as disc prolapse or spinal stenosis and is present less than 5% of the time. Serious spinal pathology (and red flags) includes diseases such as tumors, infections, and inflammatory disorders, such as ankylosing spondylitis, and represents less than 1% of the persons presenting with low back pain. The value of further subclassifying low back pain will be discussed later in this chapter.

**RISK FACTORS**

Because low back pain is a multifactorial disorder with a number of potential causes, determining risk factors is difficult. Hence, a multitude of risk factors linked to nonspecific low back pain has been identified. None of these factors is considered causal and the strength of the evidence supporting each factor is variable, depending on the sources of the data. Overall risk factors can be divided into risk factors for primary occurrences and risk factors associated with chronicity. Risk factors can be further subclassified generally into individual, psychosocial, health behavior, and occupational risk factors. Table 13.1 lists commonly identified risk factors associated with low back pain (1,5,21–23).

**CLINICAL PICTURE**

Typically, individuals with vertebral disorders present with one or more of the following physical complaints: back pain, leg pain, stiffness, muscle tension, neurologic symptoms, and spinal deformity. Pain is usually the primary complaint.

According to Waddell (20) persons with “simple backache” are usually healthy individuals, between 20 and 55 years of age, who present with pain in the lumbosacral region, buttocks, or thighs. Pain varies in intensity and may be produced, aggravated, or relieved with general or specific spinal movements, activities, positions, and time.

**Morning stiffness or pain is common, and pain may worsen over the course of the day. A lateral spinal shift can be present, where the spine is pulled to one side, and the lordotic lumbar curve can be lost. Persons presenting with specific spinal conditions, such as “nerve root pain,” complain of unilateral leg pain that is worse than their back pain, pain that radiates below the knee, numbness or altered sensation in the same distribution, nerve root signs (e.g., a positive straight leg raise [SLR] test), and motor, sensory, or reflex changes in one nerve root. Frank nerve root compression signs are reflex changes, muscle weakness, muscle atrophy, and sensory loss over a defined area. Spinal stenosis is a condition where the spinal canal or nerve root foramina becomes narrowed (usually because of degenerative changes) and compresses the spinal cord or nerve roots. This compression, depending on location, can cause low back pain, leg pain in one or both legs, and weakness and numbness of the legs. These symptoms are characteristically aggravated by walking and relieved by sitting, lying and bending forward.**
TABLE 13.2. RED FLAGS POTENTIALLY SUGGESTIVE OF MORE SERIOUS PATHOLOGY AND NEED FOR MEDICAL CONSULTATION OR REFERRAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Red flags for “potential serious pathology”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saddle (anal, genital or perineum) anesthesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsteadiness, gait disturbances, fainting spells, or falling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary retention, bladder dysfunction, or fecal incontinence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive weakness or incoordination in arms or legs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor general health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Unexplained weight loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Loss of appetite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Unusual fatigue or general malaise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Chest pain or heaviness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Frequent or severe abdominal pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Nausea and vomiting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Severe headaches or dizziness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Shortness of breath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Unusual lumps, growths, or unexplained swelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Changes in vision, hearing, swallowing, or speech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onset before 20 or after 55 years of age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe trauma (e.g., falls, motor vehicle accidents)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant, progressive nonmechanical pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrelenting night pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thoracic pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of cancer, systemic steroids, osteoporosis, recent infections, rheumatologic disorders, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), intravenous drug use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major persisting spinal deformity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe spasm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe lumbar flexion limitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychologic overlay (yellow flags: prognostic of chronic disability)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflammatory disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Gradual onset before age 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Marked, prolonged morning stiffness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Persisting limitations in spinal movement in all directions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Peripheral joint involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Iritis, skin rashes, colitis, urethral discharge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Family history</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Urgent referral: combination of signs suggests cauda equina lesion.

*Urgent referral: suggests serious spinal pathology.

*May require urgent referral depending on findings (e.g., cardiac).

Early diagnosis of some inflammatory disorders (e.g., rheumatoid arthritis) is essential for effective treatment.

Pain involves more than the transmission of sensory input. In addition to one or more of the physical complaints, people with low back pain can also present with varying degrees of anxiety, fear, anger, frustration, preoccupation with bodily sensations, irritability, decreased concentration, fatigue, and depression secondary to the physical disorder and pain. These emotions are common and normal responses to pain. However, these same emotions can become harmful and perpetuate symptoms if they become prolonged or excessive. Pain, fear, anxiety, and depression seem particularly interrelated. Response to the stress of back pain often influences the response to intervention. Therefore, these emotions need to be considered and dealt with appropriately in any care plan. The Fear-Avoidance Beliefs Questionnaire (24) and the Beck Depression Inventory (25) may help identify the severity of the emotional response. Pain reinforced by secondary gain, inappropriate treatment, job dissatisfaction, pending litigation, and workers’ compensation can manifest in symptom-magnification behaviors and total disability.

Another important consideration is the stage of the disorder. Symptoms vary within the same low back pain episode over the course of time. “Acute” to the patient frequently means “intense.” To the healthcare provider, acute is usually defined in terms of the duration of symptoms in months, weeks, days, and even hours. Most commonly, acute typically describes pain lasting less than 6 weeks. Presumably, the acute stage reflects the characteristics of the inflammatory process accompanying the disorder. Acute pain may be present at rest, aggravated by most activities, and felt over a diffuse area.

The subacute stage is considered as the period of time between 6 and 12 weeks after the event. Pain in the subacute stage is more localized, associated with specific movements, and not present at rest. Notably, some clinicians do not distinguish between acute and subacute stages and consider the acute stage as lasting less than 3 months.

Chronic pain is defined as continuous pain lasting longer than 3 months, or beyond the expected recovery time. Some people have frequent recurrences, such that the condition appears chronic, but might be better classified as recurrent (26) versus chronic. “True” chronic pain is modulated differently within the nervous system and becomes dissociated from the original physical disorder. Chronic pain can be intractable and self-perpetuating. Chronic pain is usually not amenable to the same kinds of treatment interventions used in the acute, subacute, or recurrent stages. Patients with chronic pain can become depressed and manifest with symptom-magnification and chronic pain-related disability.

Considering the stage of the disorder is important when developing a treatment regimen. However, as noted, intermittent exacerbations of symptoms and recurrent episodes cloud the distinction among stages. An alternative approach may be to consider the irritability (ease or difficulty of provoking symptoms) of the condition rather than the length of time that the condition has persisted.

A distinction should also be made between pain with temporary dysfunction and pain with permanent, total disability. Disability is the inability or restricted capacity to perform activities and participate in life situations (11). Disability refers to patterns of behavior that have emerged over time during which functional limitations could not be overcome to maintain usual role performance (27). Persons seeking medical attention often present with at least temporary limitations in activities (including postures) or participation. Patients and some healthcare providers assume that functional limitations will be eliminated when the pain impairment is relieved. Notably, pain does not always lead to disability, nor does
the reported intensity of pain reflect the amount of perceived disability (28). Pain intensity does not necessarily signal that tissue damage is occurring (i.e., pain can occur in structurally normal tissues). Simply put, hurt does not always mean harm. Stretching one’s hamstrings can be uncomfortable, but is not typically harmful. Patients and clinicians need to make this distinction to help prevent chronic pain behavior and permanent disability by keeping patients generally active and functioning during their recovery or rehabilitation.

**DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES**

Accurate diagnosis is, of course, the cornerstone of effective intervention. But, as previously pointed out, in the case of low back pain, diagnosis rarely identifies the pathologic source of the pain (29,30). In addition, evidence suggests that using specific anatomic diagnoses does not improve outcomes for most patients (31). Waddell’s (20) triage system gives a broad clinical picture of low back pain and offers a screening system that can be used to guide in further diagnostic testing. A similar three-category initial triage was also recommended in a recent clinical guideline jointly developed by the American College of Physicians/American Pain Society Low Back Pain Guidelines Panel (31). In general the categories are “nonspecific low back pain,” “back pain potentially associated with radiculopathy or spinal stenosis,” or “back pain potentially associated with another specific spinal cause.” The key points in diagnosing low back pain are determining whether the pain is indeed coming from the spine, ruling out specific disorders and potentially serious disorders, and acquiring information necessary to develop a care plan. Diagnostic procedures always include a clinical examination and evaluation (31) and may include movement system, diagnostic imaging, electrodiagnostic, and laboratory testing when further information is needed. Each of these diagnostic techniques is discussed briefly in the following paragraphs.

**CLINICAL EXAMINATION AND EVALUATION**

The primary diagnostic procedure in the case of low back pain is the clinical examination and evaluation. The clinical examination consists of two parts, the subjective examination, or history, and the objective examination, or physical. Based on the results of the examination, the clinician evaluates (or assesses) the findings of the examination and either makes a diagnosis or determines the need for further testing. Typical components of a clinical examination are outlined in Table 13.3.

**HISTORY**

The history, or subjective examination, consists of gathering information from patient reports in five major

---

**TABLE 13.3. OUTLINE OF TYPICAL COMPONENTS OF A CLINICAL EXAMINATION OF A PATIENT WITH LOW BACK PAIN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLINICAL EXAMINATION</th>
<th>History (Subjective Examination)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present Condition</td>
<td>Mechanism and date of onset or duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of symptoms</td>
<td>Nature, quality and intensity of pain (assessed using a pain scale)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior of symptoms</td>
<td>(better and worse)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types of limitations/disabilities</td>
<td>(including use of a standardized, condition-specific outcome measure [e.g., Oswestry])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous Incidents</td>
<td>Including prior treatment and outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical and Surgical History</td>
<td>Including medications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Information</td>
<td>Demographic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occupational Social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Living environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Goals</td>
<td>Using the Patient Specific Functional Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Examination</td>
<td>(Objective Examination)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PART 1: SYSTEMS REVIEW/MEDICAL SCREENING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systems Review and Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General appearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication ability, affect and behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross symmetry, structure, and skin integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locomotion, balance, and transitional movements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart and respiratory rate and blood pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height, weight, body mass index (BMI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PART 2: REGIONAL TESTS AND MEASURES TO VERIFY LUMBAR SPINE INVOLVEMENT AND GENERAL NATURE OF INVOLVEMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Posture/Alignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Movement Examination: Active, Passive, and Resistive Lumbar Movements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity (range) of movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality and pattern of movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of movement on symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurologic Screening Lower Quarter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutaneous sensation in dermatomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myotome (groups of muscles supplied by a single nerve root) testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep tendon reflexes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper motor neuron screen (e.g., pathologic reflexes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurodynamic tests (e.g., straight leg raising, dural mobility tests)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular Screening of Lower Quadrant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulses, for example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral and Sacroiliac Joint Screening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As indicated, based on symptoms (e.g., prone instability test, active straight raise leg test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palpation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenderness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tissue condition: tension, texture, thickness, and so forth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervertebral Joint Movement Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Movement and end feel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Assessment Screening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task performance ability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Content and extent of the physical examination varies with the practitioner’s discipline, background, and experience, the results of the subjective examination, and the purpose of the examination.*
areas: the present condition, previous incidents, medical and surgical history, personal information, and patient goals.

Information about the present condition can be further subdivided into information about the mechanism and date (or time period) of onset, location of symptoms, nature and intensity of pain, behavior of the symptoms, and types of functional limitations. Each of these sources of information is discussed in the following paragraphs.

The onset of pain could be an injury or a gradual onset with no discernable precipitating event. A gradual onset might be triggered by predisposing activities, such as a change in habits, work duties, work environment, new chair, and so forth. The date or time frame suggests the stage of the disorder. The location (or anatomic distribution) of symptoms directs the extent and type of examination. Particularly important is whether the pain is centrally located (i.e., in the back), peripherally located (in the extremities, especially if below the knee), or both.

The nature, or quality, of the symptoms is helpful in determining the general source of the problem. Different sources of pain give rise to different types of sensation. For example, as noted previously, somatic referred pain is typically deep, diffuse, achy, hard to localize, and varying in intensity. Pain intensity, or severity, is typically assessed either verbally or diagrammatically using a pain scale. When using a numeric pain scale, the patient is asked to express the intensity of the usual pain from 0 to 10 with 0 being no pain and a 10 suggesting that the pain is as bad as it could possible be, or a need to go to an emergency room. A visual analog scale (VAS) of pain intensity can also be used. A VAS typically consists of a 100-mm line with the extremes of pain denoted at each end of the line (i.e., no pain to the worst possible pain). The patient is then asked to mark the pain intensity on the line, which can then be measured and "quantified" using a ruler. Alternatively, the patient may be asked to circle adjectives describing the nature of the pain.

The behavior of the symptoms is especially important in helping to rule out more serious pathology, in gauging the intensity of the physical examination, and in ultimately developing an intervention strategy. Specifically, the patient is asked to describe what eases the pain and what worsens it. When evaluating mechanical pain, the clinician is particularly interested in the postures, movements, and activities that affect the nature, location, and intensity of the pain.

Other information needed about the present condition is knowledge of any functional limitation or disability the patient is encountering because of the low back pain. The patient can simply be asked about his or her activity restrictions or a functional status questionnaire can be used. Typical assessment includes inquiry about bending, lifting, standing, walking, sitting, sleeping, dressing, sexual activity; traveling, and performing household chores, childcare, work, leisure, and social activities. Urinary incontinence has also been reported in women with low back pain (32). Two of the more widely used standardized, region-, or condition-specific measures of low back disability are the Oswestry (33) and the Roland-Morris (34) questionnaires.

The patient is also asked about the nature, duration, and frequency of any previous episodes of low back pain. Medical history questions are generally designed to identify red flags suggestive of more serious pathology and to alert the clinician to factors that may confound the problem or that need to be considered in treatment (e.g., diabetes). Personal questions include questions about age, occupation, leisure activities, and social history. Lastly, the patient is asked about his or her goals and expected outcome of care. The Patient Specific Functional Scale (PSFS) (35) is designed to complement condition-specific outcome measures. The scale is a useful and validated instrument to gather a patient’s current ability level and goals in a structured way and then to monitor the results of treatment. The patient is asked to identify three activities that he or she is having difficulty performing because of pain and to rate the ability to perform these tasks on a 0 to 10 scale (0 indicates an inability to perform the task and 10 indicates ability to perform the activity as before the vertebral disorder). The minimal detectable change (MDC) of the scale for use with a single activity score is “3.” That is, a positive change of greater than 3 units on the scale suggests improvement.

The examiner usually makes a preliminary diagnosis based on the history. In addition, the examiner judges the irritability of the disorder, that is, how easy or how difficult it is to provoke the symptoms (high, moderate, or low). A highly irritable condition will be easy to reproduce and may require a gentle physical examination. A less irritable condition can be difficult to evoke and may require a more extensive, vigorous physical examination.

Physical Examination

The second part of the clinical examination is the physical, or objective examination. The physical examination is used to confirm or refute the preliminary diagnosis by reproducing the “comparable, or asterisk, sign.” The comparable or asterisk sign is the collection of signs and symptoms that reproduce the pain or dysfunction that caused the patient to seek the services of a healthcare provider. The content and extent of the physical examination varies with the practitioner’s discipline, background and experience, the results of the subjective examination, and the purpose of the examination. A physician may need only to decide whether the patient has nonspecific low back pain, a specific spinal disorder, pain from a source other than the spine, or red flags signaling potential serious pathology. This may be sufficient information to decide on a course of action. However, a diagnosis of nonspecific low back pain (or one of the
many diagnostic labels suggesting essentially the same thing (e.g., sprain or strain, degenerative disc or joint disease) is insufficient for a physical therapist, for example, to initiate intervention. A physical therapist needs detailed information about the quality and quantity of active and passive movements and the effect of movements and positions on pain and function as well as the results of several selected special tests. Assessment of the movements and postures affecting the problem is used in conjunction with other information to direct treatment.

Potential components of a physical examination are outlined in Table 13.3. The examination consists of two parts. The first part is the systems review (also called, medical screening or scan examination), which is used primarily to confirm or refute any red flags suggested by the history. The second part of the examination is to determine the presence of signs of nerve irritation, decide whether the pain actually involves the lumbar spine, and obtain further clarifying information to make a differential diagnosis and develop a care plan. The general intent of the physical examination is to reproduce the comparable (or asterisk) sign through selected tests, measures, and patient responses, and to determine the nature and extent of impairments, function, and disability (activity limitations and participation restrictions).

**Evaluation**

Based on evaluation (interpretation) of the results of the history and physical examinations, the clinician can usually decide on one of two courses of action:

- Diagnose the disorder (see section entitled, The Medical & Clinical Diagnosis), make a prognosis, design and implement the care plan, or
- Tentatively diagnose the disorder and determine the need for further testing to confirm or refute this working diagnosis. Trial treatment, based on the tentative diagnosis, may or may not be initiated at this time.

If further diagnostic procedures are indicated, this testing might consist of more in-depth movement system testing, diagnostic imaging, electrodiagnostic testing, or laboratory testing to clarify the diagnosis. The tests depend on the discipline and background of the practitioner and on the needs of the patient.

**MOVEMENT SYSTEM TESTING**

Movement is a physiologic system with several contributing components. Movement system impairments are theorized to lead to pain, functional limitations, disability, and to pathology (36). Thorough movement system testing is performed when the systems review scan examination does not yield an adequate specific medical diagnosis or additional information on movement system impairments is needed to make a clinical diagnosis and develop a care plan. Impairments are defined as alterations in anatomic, physiologic, or psychologic structures or functions (27). For the purposes of this discussion, movement dysfunctions are as follows: reduced motion, excessive motion, aberrant motion, uncoordinated movement, or atypical recruitment patterns or timing. Movement dysfunctions can occur because of impairments in elements of the movement system at the base (musculoskeletal) level (e.g., extensibility, mobility, strength, endurance), modulator (nervous system) level (e.g., muscle recruitment, feedback, feed forward), biomechanical level (e.g., statics, dynamics), support level (e.g., cardiac, pulmonary, metabolic), or a combination (36). The movement system evaluation is used to determine which elements or which combination of these elements is causing or perpetuating the pain and dysfunction. Examples follow.

The routine clinical examination may have included screening of passive physiologic intervertebral mobility as listed in Table 13.3. If indicated by the screen, more in-depth and specialized testing of articular (joint) mobility (termed a biomechanical examination by Meadows [37]) may be needed. When restricted physiologic intervertebral movements are found, specific passive arthrokinematic (movement at the level of the joint surface) intervertebral movement tests are used to detect articular dysfunctions potentially amenable to manipulation or mobilization. When excessive or aberrant movement is detected with physiologic intervertebral movement testing, segmental stability is examined to test for articular integrity using one or more specific stability tests, such as a torsion test or the prone instability test. Clinical instability (38) is potentially amenable to stabilization exercises, which are discussed later in this chapter. Clinical instability can involve uncoordinated movement, aberrant movement, or movement with atypical recruitment patterns or timing (dynamic instability).

Movement system impairments occurring primarily at the musculoskeletal and neuromuscular levels (e.g., problems with muscle strength, muscle extensibility, muscle length-tension properties, endurance, mobility, alignment, stability, coordination, or muscle recruitment patterns) can also cause movement-related disorders. More in-depth movement system testing is likely to include examination and evaluation of the impairments hypothesized to relate to the patient’s functional limitations and disability. This testing might consist of traditional testing of muscle force or torque capacity, such as with a dynamometer, and mobility testing using goniometry, and so on (see section on Exercise, Fitness, and Functional Testing). Or, regional, integrated, standardized movement impairment assessment protocols, such as that developed by Sahrmann (39), can be used to identify interrelationships among systems that affect movement quality and to detect the offending “directional susceptibility to movement (DSM)”. Specific movement system disorders are corrected with individualized exercise and retraining programs.
DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING

Diagnostic imaging may be indicated in certain circumstances (e.g., in the presence of progressive neurologic deficit) and in recommended time frames. Imaging studies are not routinely, initially recommended in patients with nonspecific low back pain (31). Because anatomic anomalies and changes associated with aging will be present on diagnostic images, the patient’s clinical findings must be correlated with radiologic findings. Typical imaging used to assist in diagnosis and treatment planning might include one or more of the following: plain film radiography, myelography, computerized tomography, bone scans, discography, fluoroscopy, magnetic resonance imaging, and rehabilitation ultrasound imaging. Each of these procedures is briefly discussed.

**Plain film radiography** (x-ray) is a primary means of diagnostic imaging for musculoskeletal disorders. The main purpose of plain film radiography is to rule out fractures, infection, serious disease, and structural abnormalities. Disc space narrowing of the lumbar vertebra appears more strongly associated with back pain than other radiographic findings, such as degenerative disc disease and facet joint arthritis (40). Radiographs poorly differentiate most soft-tissue structures.

**Computed tomography (CT)** scans produce cross-sectional images taken at specific levels and axial projections. Based on the amount of radiation absorbed by different structures from multiple angles, 2- or 3-dimensional images are reconstructed. CT is particularly useful for visualizing bone and has good resolution of soft tissue structures, such as the paravertebral muscles. CT scans can detect disc protrusions, spinal stenosis, joint disease, tumors, epidural scarring after surgery, and fractures.

**Bone scans** (radionuclide imaging) consist of intravenous injections of radioactive tracers (isotopes) to localize specific areas of high level turnover of bone. These areas of high turnover are then detected, usually with radiographs, as “hot spots.” Bone scans are used to detect bone loss, active bone disease, fracture, infection, arthritis, and tumors. Bone scans are sensitive to bone abnormalities, but do not identify the specific abnormality.

**Discography** is an invasive and less common technique that involves injecting radiopaque dye into the nucleus pulposus of an intervertebral disc under radiographic guidance. Discography is used to determine internal disc derangement, especially when magnetic resonance imaging and myelography findings are normal. Discography is also used to determine whether the injection reproduces the patient’s symptoms.

**Myelography** is an invasive imaging procedure used to visualize soft tissues within the spine. A radiopaque dye is injected into the epidural space and allowed to flow to different levels of the spinal cord. A plain film or CT scan is then taken. The procedure is used to detect such disorders as disc herniation, spinal stenosis, osteophytes, tumor, and nerve root entrapment. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has largely replaced myelography, which can have a number of side effects. Myelography, however, is used as a surgical screen when the MRI or CT is equivocal.

**Fluoroscopy** is an infrequently performed technique used to show motion in joints using x-ray imaging. Fluoroscopy is frequently used, however, to direct the needle in injection therapy.

**Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)** is a noninvasive, multiplanar imaging technique that uses exposure to magnetic fields to image bone and soft tissue. MRI has the advantage of no exposure to x-ray. Delineation of soft tissues is greater with MRI than with CT. MRI is the preferred technique for imaging disc disease. MRI can be used to detect tumors, disc pathology, infection, and soft tissue lesions. MRI can also be used with contrasts, for example, to enhance imaging of intrathecal nerve roots. Emerging developments in MRI, including imaging in weight-bearing positions, such as standing, and use of cinematographic MRI, may yield even more sophisticated diagnostic capabilities for low back disorders, especially for identifying movement disorders.

**Rehabilitation ultrasound imaging (RUSI)**, or real-time or musculoskeletal, ultrasound imaging, is a radiation-free imaging modality that uses sound-wave technology to reflect off soft tissues. RUSI can be used to examine and measure selected structure and form properties of muscles. In patients with low back pain, RUSI has emerged as a tool useful for determining altered muscular control and function, particularly of the deep stabilizing musculature. RUSI can also be used as biofeedback in helping patients activate the stabilizing muscles.

ELECTRODIAGNOSTIC TESTING

Electrodiagnostic testing (e.g., electromyography [EMG] and nerve conduction velocity [NCV] studies) is sometimes indicated to localize dysfunction along lower motor neurons. Specifically, disease processes can be localized to the level of the anterior horn cell, nerve root, plexus, or peripheral nerve, neuromuscular junction, or muscle. Kinesiologic EMG can be used to determine the function and coordination of muscles during activities.

LABORATORY TESTING

Sometimes laboratory-screening tests, such as erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), blood count, or urinalysis, are requested when there are clinical red flags suggesting disease or infection. Otherwise, use of laboratory tests in the case of low back pain is not common.

THE MEDICAL AND CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS

A diagnosis, even one made on interpretation of the most reliable and valid tests and measures, is largely provisional.
and subject to change. A diagnosis is both a process and a product. A medical diagnosis is the identification of a patient’s pathology or disease from the symptoms, signs, and test results. Physicians diagnose and treat diseases and pathologies. Frequently, however, no significant underlying disease or pathology can be identified, or the identified disease or pathology may be insufficient on which to develop an intervention strategy. As noted, sometimes a diagnosis is simply “low back pain.” In these cases, a clinical diagnosis is made. A clinical diagnosis is a classification, or a label, encompassing a cluster of signs and symptoms commonly associated with a disorder, syndrome, or category of impairment, functional limitation, or disability (27). Subclassifying patients with nonspecific low back pain based on diagnostic classification paradigms is essential in determining appropriate interventions and outcomes.

CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS OR CLASSIFICATION OF LOW BACK DISORDERS

Because of the recognized need to develop classifications to characterize low back pain, a number of these systems have evolved. The Quebec classification system is one such diagnostic classification system (41). Sahrmann (39) proposed a movement impairment-based classification system for clinically diagnosing clusters of impairments in movement quality. Other efforts have been aimed at developing treatment-based, clinical diagnoses that direct interventions, such as specific exercises, stabilization exercises, and manipulation (42). Delitto et al. (43) published a treatment-based classification system specifically for conservative management of persons with low back syndrome that has been substantively revised and is being substantiated with a series of clinical prediction rule (CPR) studies (44–46). Results of these studies have produced preliminary evidence for clinicians to use in matching patient’s signs and symptoms to interventions that optimize chances for successful outcomes. Further information about the results of these clinical prediction rule studies is provided later in this chapter. Such classification systems are based on the concept that, although most patients with low back pain are without a specific diagnosis, they are not a homogeneous population. Clinically differentiating patients generally categorized with nonspecific low back pain is prerequisite to determining effective intervention and successful, cost-controlled outcomes. Otherwise, decisions about conservative intervention for low back pain are largely “hit or miss.” Despite the recent progress, much work remains in refining and validating treatment-based classification systems for low back and other vertebral disorders.

PROGNOSIS AND PLAN OF CARE

Once a diagnosis is determined, the expected optimal level of improvement in the desired outcomes is predicted, and the amount of time required to reach these outcomes is estimated. Based on the diagnosis, stage and severity of the disorder, prognosis, and patient goals, an individualized care plan is developed specifying the goals, outcomes, specific interventions, and the proposed timing for managing the disorder. The general anticipated goals and expected outcomes may be one or more of the following: affect pathology or pathophysiology, reduce function-related impairments (including pain), restore function, prevent disability, reduce risk, prevent recurrences, promote health, activity and participation, and satisfy patients, all accomplished in a measurable, timely, and cost-effective manner. Interventions can be generally classified as medical, pharmacologic, physical, educational and counseling, complementary and alternative, and surgical. Of course, several intervention strategies can be used concurrently, or specific interventions may follow the successful or unsuccessful outcome of previous interventions.

MEDICAL, PHARMACOLOGIC, PHYSICAL, EDUCATIONAL AND COUNSELING, COMPLEMENTARY AND ALTERNATIVE, AND SURGICAL INTERVENTIONS

Management of spinal pain depends on the presumed cause or clinical classification, severity, stage of the disorder, the presence of comorbidity conditions, practitioner experience and judgment, and individual patient factors (e.g., age, values, motivation, activity level, goals). A discussion of the management of nerve root disorders and serious spinal pathology (e.g., inflammatory diseases, cauda equina syndrome, spinal tumors) is beyond the scope of this chapter. The focus in this section is on intervention strategies for nonspecific, activity-related, or mechanical, back pain.

The strength of evidence for different intervention strategies varies; however, none of the evidence is overwhelmingly strong. Therefore, it should be noted that no intervention has been shown unequivocally effective in the treatment of nonspecific acute and chronic low back pain. Some of the people are helped, some of the time. As noted, part of the problem in determining effectiveness is lack of adequate methodology for subclassifying this large heterogeneous population of persons with nonspecific low back pain. To research the effectiveness of various interventions, more homogeneous groupings are needed. To expand on Kane (47), the ultimate key to successful intervention and patient outcome at all levels is to do the right things, for the right people, at the right time, and to do them well. We just do not yet know with certainty the right things, the right people, the right time, or perhaps, even the right way.

MEDICAL INTERVENTION

Medical intervention typically consists of dispensing information, advice, reassurance and psychological support,
making referrals, and managing pharmacologic intervention. Dispensing information, advice, reassurance, and psychological support are discussed in the subsection on educational and counseling interventions. Recognizing the need for appropriate referrals is essential for each practitioner dealing with persons with low back pain. Pharmacologic intervention is discussed in the next subsection.

PHARMACOLOGIC INTERVENTION

Pharmacologic intervention is common for reducing the symptoms of low back pain and for maintaining function. Drugs may be nonprescription or prescription, oral, topical, or injected. Medication types used in the treatment of low back pain are anti-inflammatories (nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs [NSAIDs], and steroids), muscle relaxants, analgesics (opioid and nonopioid), antidepressants, anticonvulsants, and anesthetics. Patients need to understand, however, that medications do not cure low back pain, but medications may be useful in assisting them in tolerating activity.

Commonly used nonprescription medications are acetaminophen (Tylenol), aspirin, Aleve, and ibuprofen (Motrin and Advil). Acetaminophen is a simple analgesic with strong evidence for effectiveness in relieving the symptoms of low back pain and promoting activity and participation (12). The other medications mentioned are anti-inflammatory analgesics (NSAIDs).

Widely prescribed for acute and chronic low back pain (48), NSAIDs purportedly reduce swelling and inflammation and promote healing. Examples of prescription NSAIDs are Dolobid, Naprosyn, Relafen, Ansaid, Voltaren, and Celebrex (Cox-2 inhibitor). NSAIDs have a number of potentially serious adverse drug reactions (ADRs), especially gastrointestinal tract irritation and renal effects. Cox-2 inhibitors have been associated with risk of stroke and myocardial infarction. Both prescription and nonprescription NSAIDs must be used with discretion. Even use of over-the-counter NSAIDs is not recommended for more than 10 days. NSAIDs are sometimes augmented with acetaminophen and a muscle relaxant (49) (e.g., Flexeril, Soma, Valium) to relieve muscle spasms in acute low back pain. Drowsiness is a common side effect of muscle relaxants. Oral steroids (e.g., Prednisone, Medrol) are strong anti-inflammatory medications and are occasionally used short term (1–2 weeks) for more severe inflammation. Ultram (tramadol) is a narcotic-like analgesic used to treat moderate to severe pain. A short course of narcotic analgesics (e.g., Darvocet, Tylenol with Codeine, Vicodin, OxyContin) is occasionally prescribed for more severe pain, but less likely with nonspecific low back pain. Narcotic analgesics are addictive and usually avoided. Antiepileptic medications, such as Neurontin, and antidepressants are sometimes used to help control symptoms of chronic low back pain.

In addition, injection therapy is sometimes used for symptom control. Typical injections consist of myofascial trigger point, intra-articular (facet), or epidural injections and nerve blocks. Myofascial trigger points can be injected with an anesthetic to relieve pain and spasm. Intra-articular injections, epidural injections, and nerve blocks consist of local injections of a mixture that typically includes steroids and anesthetics into a specific area under x-ray (fluoroscopy) guidance. These injections are used both diagnostically and as therapy. That is, if the symptoms are relieved, the injection was treatment. If the symptoms were not affected, then presumably the injection sites were not the sources of pain. Intra-articular injections are made directly into the offending lumbar joints relieve pain and inflammation. Epidural injections consist of injecting into the epidural space close to the affected area. Epidural injections are used for patients with nerve root irritation, or compromise, and presumably decrease inflammation of nerve roots and relieve pain. A lumbar sympathetic nerve block involves injecting around the sympathetic nerves to “block” neuropathic pain. Blocks can also be selective nerve root blocks for specific spinal roots. In severe cases, injections are used to permanently destroy nerves to relieve pain. The efficacy of injection therapy is inconclusive (13).

PHYSICAL INTERVENTION

Physical intervention consists of a broad range of treatments that might be categorized as thermal modalities, electrotherapeutic modalities, mechanical modalities, orthotics, protective and supportive devices, manual therapy, and exercise. In general, the evidence supporting use of various physical interventions is inconclusive or found to be useful only during specific stages (i.e., acute or chronic) and for patients who fit well into current treatment-based classifications. The Philadelphia Panel Evidence-Based Clinical Guideline on Selected Rehabilitation Interventions for Low Back Pain (50) provided the status of the information on the effectiveness of various management strategies for use with adults with low back pain, but did not include evidence for the effectiveness of manipulation in their review.

Thermal modalities are physical agents that use heat, cold, sound or light energy to decrease pain, increase tissue extensibility, reduce soft inflammation, decrease swelling, remodel scar tissue, and so forth. Ultrasound (which has both thermal and mechanical effects), hydrotherapy, hot packs, and cold packs are examples of thermal modalities used in treatment of low back pain. Typically, thermal agents, if used, are used in the acute stages of low back pain or as adjunctive interventions to other physical interventions, such as using heat combined with stretching. Generally, the effectiveness of thermal therapy has not been substantiated.
Electrotherapeutic modalities consist of physical agents that use electricity to decrease pain, reduce soft tissue inflammation, decrease muscle spasm and guarding, and assist in muscle re-education. Examples of electrotherapeutic modalities include alternating direct and pulsed current, transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS), low level laser, neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES), and surface electromyography (SEMG). Again, electrotherapeutic modalities, if used, are typically used in conjunction with other physical interventions. However, evidence is insufficient to make recommendations for usage.

Mechanical modalities include traction, compression, tapping, and continuous passive motion. Mechanical modalities are typically intended to decrease pain, stabilize or mobilize an area, apply distraction or compression, or increase range of motion. The effectiveness of mechanical modalities has not been adequately studied.

Orthotics, protective and supportive devices, used in treating low back pain consist primarily of shoe inserts or lifts and various back supports, corsets, and braces. Corrective foot orthotics are sometimes prescribed for patients who have back pain in standing or walking and who do so for long periods. Shoe lifts might be used to correct a fairly large leg length discrepancy. Back supports, corsets, and braces can be used as adjunctive treatment to restrict movement and provide support. The selection of the type of brace depends on the degree of immobilization required and the region of the spine requiring stabilization. Evidence for use functional immobilization has not been adequately studied.

Manual therapy consists of several techniques including, but not limited to, spinal manipulation or mobilization, muscle energy technique, myofascial release, exercise, and soft tissue mobilization or massage. Manual therapy is used by a number of different practitioners, primarily osteopathic physicians, physical therapists, and chiropractors. Massage therapists also may perform some deep-tissue techniques. Manipulation, or mobilization, is defined as a continuum of skilled passive movements to joints and related soft tissues that are applied at varying speeds and amplitudes. Manipulation is typically thought of as a localized thrust of high velocity, small amplitude therapeutic movement (27); whereas, mobilization is usually considered a nonthrust technique. The general objectives of manipulation and mobilization are to regain pain-free movement and restore function. Evidence suggests that manipulation is effective treatment for selected patients with a recent onset (<16 days) of low back pain, especially patients who have no symptoms distal to the knee, demonstrate hypomobility with intervertebral (spring) testing, and have low Fear Avoidance Behavior Questionnaire scores (42,44,45). Use of manipulation with patients with radiculopathy is controversial. Muscle energy technique is an active procedure in which the patient helps correct a movement by contracting muscle in a controlled direction against a counterforce supplied by a clinician. Muscle energy technique can be used to mobilize joints, and relax, lengthen, or strengthen muscle (31). Myofascial release and soft tissue mobilization may serve as a prelude to other procedures. These techniques are intended to mechanically stretch skin, fascia, and muscle to improve extensibility, increase circulation, and decrease muscle guarding and spasm.

Exercise includes physical activities to increase mobility, stability, muscle performance, balance, coordination, posture, neuromuscular control, cardiovascular and muscular endurance, and movement patterns. Exercises are used to relieve pain; to improve physical function, health status, activity and participation; and to prevent complications and future impairments or functional loss. Exercise is also believed to reduce fear-avoidance behavior and facilitate function despite continued pain (1,52). Exercises will be considered in more detail in the section about exercise prescription and programming, below.

In summary, in general, well-designed randomized, controlled trials for whether to use, or not use, many physical interventions are lacking. Clinically important benefits have been demonstrated for continuing normal activity and for therapeutic exercise for subacute, chronic and postsurgical patients (50). In addition, evidence supports the use of manipulation for selected patients in the acute stage of the disorder (45), and for stabilization exercises with selected findings (46).

EDUCATIONAL AND COUNSELING INTERVENTION

Educational and counseling interventions can take many forms: informal or formal, group or individual, verbal or written, solicited or unsolicited, individualized or generic, to name a few. Nonspecific low back pain may seem common and routine for the clinician, but the patient can fear pain, damage, harm, and permanent functional limitations and disability. Information is critical in allaying these fears that naturally accompany low back pain. Another key aspect of relieving fear is providing reassurance, comfort, and caring. Pain, after all, is a sensory and emotional experience for people, not their spines.

The Joint Clinical Practice Guideline from the American College of Physicians and the American Pain Society (31) recommended that patient education include evidence-based explanations about the diagnosis, expected course of the disorder, prognosis, safe and effective methods of symptom control, use of diagnostic procedures, general course of care, and recommendations to stay active (54). Advice can also consist of the use, discontinued use, or presumed effectiveness of various treatments or products (e.g., supports, mattresses, herbals), and the Dos and Don'ts of general, occupational, social, and leisure activity.
Modifications. Bedrest is not recommended for most cases of simple, nonspecific backache (55). If used, rest should not exceed 2 days for persons without neuromotor deficits (56).

To paraphrase a saying attributed to Hippocrates, “healing is often a matter of time and opportunity.” Modifying various positions and activities is frequently recommended as a means of providing the opportunity for healing. It is difficult to heal that which is constantly being irritated. Patients may need individualized guidance on the position and activity modifications appropriate to their disorder, behavior and severity of symptoms, age, general health, and typical physical demands. For example, merely teaching a patient who experiences pain with spinal extension when returning to upright from spinal flexion to initiate movement from the hips versus the spine, may relieve all symptoms associated with that activity. Some positions and activities may be deemed irritating and, therefore, temporary or permanent lifestyle changes may be recommended.

Specific position and activity modifications are based primarily on the patient’s report of the behavior of the symptoms and on known mechanical spine stressors, such as lifting. For example, if patients complain of pain during sitting, they may be advised to temporarily limit or interrupt periods of sitting. Likewise, if patients complain of pain during running, they may be advised to limit running. However, patients complaining of symptoms after running, may be able to continue running, but may need to modify the activity they do after running, that is, when they feel the pain (frequently sitting). Patients are generally encouraged to continue routine activities and working and to gradually increase their physical activities over a period of a few days or weeks (55).

Although evidence supporting effectiveness is limited, another area of patient education focuses on ergonomic and work and home site recommendations. Patients may need information on types of chairs and adjustments, sitting supports (e.g., lumbar rolls), pillows, shoes, standing surfaces, seating positions, desk arrangements, computer heights, lifting, and so on. Providing patient-specific information based on his or her report of “what aggravates” and “what eases,” is presumably more effective than providing generic information.

Structured patient education through back schools has been somewhat effective in the workplace (54) and may include work site-specific education. Behavioral interventions, cognitive therapies, and pain management clinics are more often recommended for patients dealing with chronic pain syndrome.

In addition to individualized and group education, various pamphlets, books, magazines, and information from relatives, friends, strangers, and websites are readily available. Frequently, patients need help in interpreting this information relative to their situation and in judging the quality of the information.

COMPLEMENTARY AND ALTERNATIVE INTERVENTION

An ever-increasing number of complementary and alternative medical (CAM) interventions for treating low back pain have evolved, largely based on anecdotal and extrapolated evidence, and on real or perceived failures of conventional medical care. Some of the more common complementary interventions (i.e., used with conventional medical care) and alternative interventions (i.e., used instead of conventional medical care) for low back pain at this time are acupuncture, acupressure, biomagnets, selected mind–body techniques, herbs (e.g., devil’s claw, white willow bark), and supplements (e.g., glucosamine-chondroitin sulfates, omega-3 fatty acids). Increased popular use of these complementary and alternative interventions has sparked interest in scientific circles. At this time, most of these interventions have inadequate high-quality evidence to warrant recommendation.

SURGICAL INTERVENTION

Surgical intervention is not typically indicated for nonspecific low back pain, but is indicated with progressive neurologic deficit and with some serious disorders. Surgery is also used in some cases of severe pain and in cases with significant neurologic deficit. A number of different surgical approaches and techniques are available and constantly evolving. Common types of surgeries are fusions, artificial disc replacements, and decompressions. A trend now exists to perform more minimally invasive spine surgeries, which consist of performing selected surgeries through small incisions usually with endoscopic visualization. The advantages are less muscle-related damage and speedier recoveries.

Spinal fusion is performed to eliminate motion at one or more vertebral segments. Spinal fusion involves adding bone graft to an area of the spine that then grows between the segments to eliminate motion. Fusions may also be instrumented, that is augmented by implanting fixation implements, such as screws and rods, to further stabilize the area. Interbody fusions are common and consist of a fusion through the disc spaces. This can be accomplished by an anterior lumbar interbody fusion (ALIF), laterally using an extreme lateral interbody fusion, or posteriorly with a transfacet interbody fusion (TLIF) or posterior lumbar interbody fusion (PLIF). Other techniques are posterior or posterolateral, anterior-posterior, and lumbar cage fusions. Fusions can be performed for conditions such as degenerative disc disease, iatrogenic segmental instability, and spondylolisthesis.

Artificial disc replacement surgery (ADR) can be used to replace degenerated discs while preserving spinal motion. Currently, ADR surgery is used mostly for patients with one symptomatic disc without bone disease (e.g., osteoporosis) or other selected disorders. An additional type of experimental spine surgery is the prosthetic...
disc nucleus (PDN) that also restores disc height and permits movement, but replaces only the nuclear material and not the entire disc.

The general purpose of decompressive spinal surgery is to relieve neural impingement by creating more space. Foraminotomy is used to increase the size of the neural foramen to relieve nerve compression. Decompressive laminectomy is a common procedure to treat lumbar spinal stenosis. Two examples of decompressive surgeries for neural impingement caused by disc herniation are microdiscectomies and discectomy (removal of the herniated disc material) via laminectomy. Percutaneous and endoscopic disectomies and intradiscal electrothermal therapy (IDET) are other less invasive surgical techniques for lumbar disc herniation.

OUTCOMES OF INTERVENTION

Successful outcomes from management of an episode of low back pain are typically measured using minimally clinically important differences (MCID) on standardized pain and disability scales, with patient-specific functional scales and with patient satisfaction questionnaires. Scales should be validated for individuals as well as groups. Given the high rate of recurrence, patients should be provided with knowledge of warning signs and self-management strategies, or first aid (e.g., ice, specific movements), for future episodes. In addition, patients should be taught individualized risk reduction (Table 13.1) and preventive strategies (see section on Preventing Low Back Pain). Exercise and cognitive interventions that boost confidence and reduce fear avoidance behaviors may provide improved outcomes for patients on the path toward chronic pain syndrome. Ideal success would be happy, fully functioning and actively participating individuals without recurrence or future reliance on the healthcare system.

EXERCISE, FITNESS, AND FUNCTIONAL TESTING

A variety of testing exists for measuring exercise, fitness, and function for patients with low back pain. The reliability, validity, specificity, sensitivity, likelihood ratios, and responsiveness of these tests and measures vary and, in all cases, are population-specific. As indicated, some tests are valid for individuals and others are only valid for groups. Therefore, the selection of tests should be based on the purpose of the test and applicability to the patient. Selected tests and measures associated with low back disorders are presented in Table 13.4.

CLINICAL EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY

To understand the exercise prescription and programming, a brief description of trunk muscle function is included, followed by a brief description of acute and chronic responses to exercise.

Functionally, the lumbopelvic muscles can be divided into local stabilizing (or deep) muscles and global stabilizing muscles. Two of the primary, so-called, local stabilizing muscles are the transversus abdominis and the multifidi. These muscles have been hypothesized to contribute to lumbar spine stiffness and to control intersegmental motion. A contraction of the transversus abdominis reportedly precedes movement of an extremity (56,57). Onset of premovement activity in the transversus abdominis has been shown to be delayed in patients with low back pain. Evidence suggests that poor endurance of the multifidi and segmental fibers of the erector spinae may be a predictor for recurrent low back pain (59). Further, and importantly, the multifidi apparently do not automatically recover full strength after the first episode of low back pain without directed exercise (60).

In addition to the suspected key roles of the transversus abdominis and the multifidi in trunk stability, the pelvic floor muscles (PFM) may also be a critical component. Neumann and Gill (60) confirmed a synergistic relationship between the PFM and the deep abdominal muscles. The PFM may be necessary for developing intra-abdominal pressure (IAP). Further work on the role of the PFM is ongoing. Likewise, the diaphragm, as the upper muscular component in the torso, may also be important in spinal stability.

Muscles of the global stabilizing system consist of the erector spinae, quadratus lumborum, rectus abdominis, and internal and external obliques. These muscles not only move the spine, but also function to transfer external loads applied to the trunk to minimize load on the lumbar spine and its segments. The global stabilizing system needs strength and endurance; however, the global muscles presumably cannot control shear forces at the segmental level. Overemphasis on exercising the global system in the presence of an inadequate local stabilizing system may create a potentially harmful imbalance (62). Evidence suggests that stabilization exercise programs should be based on assessment of need and should target the appropriate stabilizing system or systems (63). Furthermore, the rectus abdominis is primarily a trunk flexor and of less importance in rehabilitating patients with low back pain.

Acute and chronic responses to exercise are usually not altered by nonspecific low back pain without concomitant diseases. However, the stage of the disorder, severity of symptoms, goals, and positions for exercising are important considerations. Certain exercises may aggravate the symptoms, especially in the first 2–3 weeks after onset of low back pain. Nonetheless, patients should be kept as active as possible to prevent debilitation secondary to inactivity. Notably, “exercise therapy” does not equal “staying active.” Exercise guidelines are discussed in the next section.
### TABLE 13.4. POTENTIAL TESTS AND MEASURES FOR DETERMINING EXERCISE, FITNESS, FUNCTION, ACTIVITY, AND PARTICIPATION OF PATIENTS WITH NONSPECIFIC, MECHANICAL LOW BACK PAIN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TESTS</th>
<th>MEASURES</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aerobic Capacity and Endurance</td>
<td></td>
<td>• 12-lead ECG, heart rate, RPE, blood pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Treadmill</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Distance walked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cycle (bikie or recumbent)</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Arm ergometer</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Testing may be warranted if risk of, or symptoms of, CAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 6- or 12-minute walk test</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Usually select low-impact test methods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 10-m walk test</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Choice of test method may be dictated by patient's symptoms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Testing is usually not applicable within the first 2-6 weeks of onset when activity may be curtailed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Fitness indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posture and Anthropometry</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Symmetry, curvature, flexicurve measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Alignment and position</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Body mass index or calipers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(dynamic and static)</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Stadiometer and scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Body composition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Height and weight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremes/Range of Motion</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Lumbar extremes of motion (deg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinal</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Schober's Lumbar Flexion Method, Extension Method (cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Dual goniometry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• BROM (In FN)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tape measure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremities</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Joint angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Goniometry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility/Extensibility</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Joint angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Goniometry</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Especially two-joint muscles in lower extremities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength (Trunk &amp; Extremities)</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Peak torque/force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Isometric, isotonic or</td>
<td></td>
<td>• One RM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isokinetic dynamometry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Weight lifted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscular Endurance</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Maximum repetitions at 60% peak torque/force or 10 RM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Isometric, isotonic or</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Specific timed trunk extensor endurance tests (e.g., Sorenson's, Ito's)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>isokinetic dynamometry</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Isometric tests need a minimum 5-sec holding contraction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Weight lifted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Trunk extensor endurance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articular Stability/Mobility</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Segmental mobility/stability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Spring testing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Prone instability test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Torsion testing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuromuscular</td>
<td>• Observational analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Gait analysis</td>
<td>• Observations, ADL scales</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Locomotion</td>
<td>• Balance scales, force platforms, timed tests</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Stability (balance)</td>
<td>• Observations, ADL scales and indexes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Transitional movements</td>
<td>• Observations of recruitment patterns, substitutions, movement quality, compensation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e.g., sit-and-stand)</td>
<td>• Kinesiologic EMG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Motor control</td>
<td>• Real-time ultrasound</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(continued)*
EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION AND PROGRAMMING

A consumer publication survey (63) of 46,000 readers reported that 66% of the respondents with back pain had tried exercise and ranked exercise “among the treatments receiving the highest marks for back pain.” Interestingly, a systematic review of the use of exercise in acute, non-specific low back pain (64), did not find that exercise was successful in relieving low back pain. Certainly, this is not the first time that popular opinion differed from research-based evidence. However, exercise is apparently helping some people. The lack of evidence of the effectiveness of exercise because of methodologic flaws in studies is not equivalent to proof of the lack of effectiveness. In addition to inappropriate design and limited, or diverse outcome measures, the problem is also one of differing definitions and lack of clarity and specificity (i.e., “back pain” is generic, “exercise” is generic, and “relieving” is generic).

What exactly is back pain? As discussed in the section on pathophysiology, spinal pain has numerous causes and may even arise from different areas: lumbar, thoracic, or sacral. The diagnosis of low back pain includes a heterogeneous group of disorders, and we know that not all causes of spinal pain can be helped by exercises. To further complicate the problem, the effectiveness of exercise interacts with the stage of the disorder. Abdominal strengthening may not help relieve acute low back pain, but a chronic problem might be helped. And what is exercise? Exercise could be walking, weight training, stretching, self-manipulation, a standardized routine (e.g., William’s flexion exercises), stabilization exercises, a self-directed program, or a specifically prescribed regimen. And, as noted, exercises appropriate for one type of disorder may not be appropriate for another. Further, exercises appropriate for the disorder, but applied at the inappropriate time in the stage of the disorder may not be effective. Compliance also affects the reported success of exercise. And finally, what is relief? Is relief the absence of pain, occasional pain not interfering with activities, or even continued pain but the ability to return to work and leisure activities? Is the goal of exercise only to relieve pain, or is it also to restore function, prevent disability, and promote health? We have a lot to learn. The question, then, is not only does exercise work or not, but also on whom, to what extent, and under what conditions?

TABLE 13.4. POTENTIAL TESTS AND MEASURES FOR DETERMINING EXERCISE, FITNESS, FUNCTION, ACTIVITY, AND PARTICIPATION OF PATIENTS WITH NONSPECIFIC, MECHANICAL LOW BACK PAIN (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TESTS</th>
<th>MEASURES</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Functional Performance</td>
<td>• Ergonomics</td>
<td>• Work simulations, impairment ratings, task analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Body mechanics</td>
<td>• ADL scales, observations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Functional capacity</td>
<td>• FCEs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ADL</td>
<td>• Lift capacity (with different types of lifts) and projections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lifting</td>
<td>• FCEs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sports performance</td>
<td>• Screening, simulations, observations, task analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Functional status</td>
<td>• Roland-Morris Questionnaire, Oswestry Low Back Pain Disability Questionnaire, Patient-Specific Functional Scale</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Psychosocial

• Beck Depression Index
• Fear Avoidance Behavior

Special Considerations

• Testing may not be reliable in the presence of pain owing to submaximal patient effort.
• Testing may need to be modified owing to age, stage of the disorder, comorbid conditions, pain severity, and patient needs.
• Testing may need to be terminated or deferred in the presence of increasing pain.
• Timing of testing postoperatively is at the surgeon’s discretion based on patient status and type of surgery.

ADL, activities of daily living; BROM, back range of motion; ECG, electrocardiogram; EMG, electromyelogram; FCE, functional capacity evaluation; RM, repetition maximum; RPE, rating of perceived exertion.
intervention; therefore, general exercise intervention strategies are difficult to describe. Further, in the absence of better guidelines, the clinician is required to “integrate” information from a number of sources, each diverse, yet similar, and each with varying scientific and empiric support. Figure 13.2 presents this author’s composite algorithm for exercise intervention for patients with nonspecific low back pain. The algorithm was compiled and integrated from several sources (20,26,39,42,43,65) in an attempt to reconcile and consider seemingly different approaches, all of which appear to offer credible (all-be-it still somewhat limited) evidence for clinical effectiveness. Not all patients need to proceed through each stage of rehabilitation. Patients should “enter” the model at their appropriate stage. Therefore, guidelines to staging, based loosely on Fritz and George (66) will be discussed first.

**STAGING NONSPECIFIC LOW BACK PAIN**

With the current absence of evidence-based criteria for accurate staging, appropriate staging is mostly a matter of patient self-assessment and clinician-judgment. Although insurance company representatives and others prefer to consider stages as merely the passage of time, passage of time is not the sole consideration. This is analogous to advancing students in school based on passage of time (i.e., grade levels) without meeting the criteria for passing the grade level. Patients may need to learn to control somatic symptoms (stage I) regardless of the duration of their symptoms. Perhaps “graduating” from each stage (if needed) is necessary to decrease the recurrence rate of low back pain. The length of time a patient spends in each stage varies according to severity and the speed with which the patient accomplishes the goals of each stage. Some people need only spend a few days in each stage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Categorization</th>
<th>General Recommendation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red flagged serious conditions</td>
<td>Follow exercise recommendations by qualified practitioners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific spinal conditions (nerve root pain/stenosis)</td>
<td>Follow exercise recommendations by qualified practitioners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonspecific, mechanical low back pain</td>
<td>Consider stage, irritability, acuteness, degree of severity, functional limitations, functional capacity, and individual patient needs, but, in general, continue and gradually increase activity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*See Table 13.6

Stage I (Symptom-Control) can correspond to the “acute” stage in the sense of passage of time and with persons presenting with higher symptom severity, greater symptom irritability, and more major functional limitations. Persons in Stage I might have problems performing basic activities of daily living (ADLs), such as sitting, standing, bending, and walking. They may demonstrate consistent direction-specific symptoms with active or passive movements or with prolonged positions of the spine or extremities. Stage II (Reactivation) might include persons with medium symptom severity and more moderate functional limitations. With regard to duration, this stage might represent the early part of the “subacute” or “recurrent” stage. However, again, passage of time may not be an important consideration. Persons in stage II might have difficulty performing more demanding home, occupational, and recreational activities (e.g., vacuuming, lifting, gardening). Stage II may include persons with difficulty with local static trunk (“core”) stabilization and control. Stage III (Restoration) can be chronologically in the latter part of the “subacute” or “recurrent” stage. Persons in Stage III can have low symptom severity (and typically more intermittent symptoms), less symptom irritability, and more minor functional limitations. Exercises in stage III are started as the goals of stage II are accomplished to help patients return to full activity and participation.

**GOALS AND EXERCISES FOR EACH STAGE**

Providers or clinicians, for the most part, are ethically responsible for judging their own qualifications for subclassifying and staging cases of low back pain and for determining their ability to prescribe, assess, and progress exercise. Persons presenting with high symptom severity and major functional limitations (stage I) may need referral to clinicians with specific training. Stage, classification of low back pain, the general goals for each stage, and examples of exercises for selected stages are provided in Table 13.6

**Stage I: Symptom-Control Exercises**

The goals of exercises for persons in stage I are to relieve symptoms, increase function, prevent disability, and progress to stage II exercises. Stage I interventions include self-performed movements and specific exercises to centralize peripheral symptoms if the centralization phenomenon is present, manipulation for selected movement restrictions, if present, or stabilization via supports and specific exercises for clinical instability, if present. A common thread among interventions in stage I is that they are direction-specific, that is, specific movements and positions tend to aggravate symptoms and others ease symptoms. As the goal at this stage is more symptom relief, repetitions and prolonged holding of stabilizing muscle contractions are typically emphasized versus loading or resistance training for persons with clinical instability.
FIGURE 13-2. A composite algorithm for clinical diagnosis and intervention for persons with nonspecific, mechanical low back pain. *DSM = Directional Susceptibility to Movement; **AROM = Active Range of Motion
Adapted primarily from Delitto (43), DeRosa (26), Flynn (45), Fritz (42), Hicks (46), McKenzie (65), Sahrmann (39), Waddell (20) and their colleagues.
With patients exhibiting the centralization phenomenon, pain or paresthesia is abolished or moves from the periphery toward the spine with specific movement and exercises, usually spinal flexion or extension. The test movements are part of the musculoskeletal scan examination and consist of the effect of standing, supine, prone, and perhaps quadruped movements on symptoms. Movements that centralize symptoms are used as the patient's initial exercise program. For example, if extension movements centralize symptoms from the leg to the lumbar spine, prone-lying, or prone press-ups may be prescribed. The patient's response to the movements determines the exercises and the progression. Exercises that centralize the symptoms are continued and those that cause peripheralization to the leg, in this example flexion, are initially avoided. In other cases, flexion movements may centralize the symptoms and extension is initially avoided. Flexion movements might consist of double knees to the chest, progressing to flexion in sitting and finally to flexion in standing. Once symptoms are centralized, the patient can progress through the initially offending movements and on to stage II. For more information on centralization and mechanical treatment, the reader is referred to McKenzie and May (65) and Donelson et al. (67).

As mentioned previously, some patients in stage I, specifically those with symptoms for less than 16 days, hypomobility with spring testing, no symptoms distal to the knee, and low Fear Avoidance Belief Questionnaire scores will benefit from manipulation (41). Manipulative techniques are beyond the scope of this chapter.

Other patients will benefit from stabilization exercises and movement system rebalancing exercises to restore alignment and precise movement of specific segments to relieve musculoskeletal pain (38). Test movements of the spine and extremities during the movement system examination will identify the primary movement impairment. These movement impairment syndromes are sub-

### TABLE 13.6. EXAMPLES OF VARIOUS EXERCISES BY REHABILITATION STAGES AND GENERAL GOALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAGE</th>
<th>SUBCLASSIFICATION, GENERAL GOALS AND EXAMPLES</th>
<th>EXAMPLES OF POTENTIAL EXERCISES AND PROGRESSIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| I. Symptom Control | Specific Exercise Centralization  
• Extension  
• Flexion  
Stabilization  
• Extension-Rotation (59)  
Segmental stabilization (local muscles) (60)  
• Recruit transversus abdominis  
• Recruit lumbar multifidi | Prone lying, prone-on-elbows, press-ups, and standing backbends  
Supine single and double knees-to-chest, sitting flexion  
Must be individualized to impairments, but might include an abdominal progression starting supine with leg sliding with abdominal stabilization, supine bent knee fall-outs with abdominal stabilization, side-lying hip lateral rotation with stationary pelvis, prone knee flexion with abdominal stabilization, quadruped backward rocking with movement correction, wall slides with abdominal stabilization (38)  
Abdominal drawing in or hollowing, hollowing with arm and leg movements, hollowing with bridging  
Quadruped co-contraction with transversus abdominis, quadruped with single arm/leg lifts, quadruped with opposite arm/leg lifts |
| II. Reactivation | Stabilization  
Incorporation of motor skill into light functional tasks (61)  
• Recruit quadratus lumborum  
• Recruit oblique abdominals  
Hip flexibility  
Aerobic conditioning | Horizontal side support lifts with abdominal hollowing knees flexed, progress to knees extended  
Horizontal side support lifts with abdominal hollowing, bent knee fall-outs, curl-ups with trunk rotation, leg lowering, hanging leg lifts  
Static stretching with neutral spine (co-contraction) as needed for hamstrings, hip flexors, and so on. Standing flexion from hip with neutral spine  
Low impact: walking or cycling |
| III. Restoration | Stabilization  
Dynamic stabilization: Incorporation of motor skill into heavier functional tasks (61)  
Work/sport conditioning | Neutral spine (co-contraction) with progressive gymnastic ball exercises, e.g., arm and/or leg lifts, bridging on ball, upper back lifts over ball, etc. Can be combined with weights, pulleys.  
Simulations |
classified in the overall category of stabilization by this author (Figure 13.2), because, although the identified movement impairments can be caused by stiff, short, weak, or imbalanced muscles or by poor patterns of muscle recruitment and motor control, the pain is presumably caused by the clinical instability or the area of compensatory movement (i.e., the directional-susceptible movement [DSM]) (68). Further information on the diagnosis and treatment of movement impairment syndromes can be found in Sahrmann’s text (39).

Hicks et al. (46) performed a clinical prediction rule study to determine those persons with low back pain who may best respond to stabilization exercises using the deep stabilizing muscles (transversus abdominis and the lumbar multifidi). Based on current evidence, factors favoring success with these segmental stabilization exercises appear to all or some of the following: younger age (<40 years), greater general flexibility (average SLR >91 degrees), a positive prone instability test, aberrant motions during lumbar flexion and extension range of motion, hypermobility with spring testing, three or more episodes of low back pain, and increasing frequency of episodes (42).

Static stabilization is retraining the local stabilizing muscles, primarily the transversus abdominis, the multifidi, and maybe the PFM. According to Richardson and Jull (69), functional demands suggest that isometric exercise (a prolonged tonic holding at a low maxima voluntary contraction [MVC]) is most beneficial for re-educating these local stabilizing muscles. Initial positions used to recruit these muscles are quadruped and prone.

Asking the patient to “draw in,” or hollow, the lower abdomen activates the transversus abdominis. No movement of the spine, ribs, or pelvis should occur, and the patient should be able to breathe normally. The multifidi is thought to co-contract when the patient is able to maintain the normal lumbosacral curve during the exercise. Asking the patient to “swell out,” or contract, the muscles in the lumbar spine while the practitioner palates the multifidi can encourage further, isolated contraction of the multifidi. Substitution of global muscles, such as breath-holding and spinal movement, should be corrected. Exercise for the local stabilizing muscles is to be repeated several times a day. The progression is to first increase the holding time of the co-contraction (arbitrarily to 10 seconds) and to increase the number of repetitions to at least 10.

**Stage II: Reactivation Exercises**

The goals for cases of stage II are to further develop trunk stabilization and endurance of the local stabilizing muscles, learn the neutral spine position, control the stabilizing muscles during progressive hip mobility and limb movements, return to low-impact aerobic conditioning activities, increase function, prevent disability, and progress to stage III activities. The progression of stabilization exercises is to perform them with gradually increasing external loads, and then to co-contract the deep muscles during dynamic functional movements of the trunk.

When the patient can perform these contractions in quadruped and prone, this retraining is practiced in other positions (e.g., standing, during low levels of leg loading) and in light functional tasks. Examples of exercises might be supine bent-knee fall-outs, supine single or double leg sliding in supine, bridging, and opposite arm and leg lifts from a quadruped position while maintaining the neutral spine position. Patients also learn to contract these deep stabilizing muscles while performing trunk movements that usually aggravate their pain.

Again, the noteworthy implication, reported previously, is that activating the global muscles with poor local muscle control actually inhibits the deep stabilizing muscles and is potentially harmful. This finding suggests that performing exercises using the global muscles without proper local stabilization is actually contraindicated (61).

After patients have developed adequate lumbar stabilization, hip stretching (e.g., of the hip flexors, hamstring) may be added while the patient activates the deep stabilizing muscles. In other words, traditional stretching techniques can be used, but the patient is taught to perform the stretches with the spine maintained in the neutral posture.

Additional stage II exercises may include continuation, progression, or initiation of the movement rebalancing exercises from stage I, postural alignment, and additional stabilizing exercises emphasizing the static stabilizing elements. For example, exercises to recruit the quadratus lumborum and the oblique abdominals (also stabilizing muscles), such as the horizontal side support lifts, can be initiated. In this exercise, the patient lies on the side with knees bent and the upper body supported on the elbow and forearm. The patient incorporates the “drawing in” contraction of the transversus abdominis and then lifts the body upward from the surface. Extending the knees increases the difficulty of the exercise. Oblique abdominal exercises can gradually be incorporated and might consist of curl-ups with trunk rotation and unilateral or bilateral leg lowering.

Low-impact aerobic activities, such as walking, “light,” or de-weighted, treadmill walking (i.e., using a harness system to reduce the amount of compressive forces during walking), bicycling, and aquatic exercises are encouraged. Even at this stage, the choice of activities may have some directionality. For example, if symptoms occurred with sitting, bicycling may not be the best choice for an aerobic activity. Likewise, not all patients can tolerate walking because of the more extended lumbar spine. The guidelines for aerobic exercises in this stage are similar to those of a healthy individual resuming an activity or for individuals new to aerobic exercise.
Stage III: Restoration Exercises

Persons with low back pain have been shown to have deficits in dynamic control of the trunk, such as decreased spinal proprioception, increased reaction time, and increased postural sway (70). The goals of stage III are to develop dynamic trunk stabilization and trunk strength using the local and global stabilizing muscles, use the neutral spine position in dynamic activities, progress aerobic conditioning activities, prevent disability, and return to full function, if possible. In stage III, isometric exercises for the deep stabilizing lumbar muscles are combined with dynamic exercise for other parts of the body, that is, local muscle retraining is incorporated into more dynamic activities that require both local and global trunk muscles. Dynamic stabilization programs often use unstable surfaces, such as large gymnastic balls. Here again the patient should maintain the neutral spine by contraction (“drawing in”) of the transversus abdominis during all exercises. The patient can sit on the ball and perform arm and leg movements maintaining the neutral spine. Additionally, the patient can lie supine on a surface and put his or her legs on the ball and bridge, or the patient can maintain a bridging position lying with his or her back on the ball and feet on the floor. Catching and throwing activities, wobble boards, and trampolines can be used. Activities should also incorporate patient-specific sport, leisure, or work activities, such as lifting and weight training.

Evidence suggests that it may take several months to accomplish the goals of an exercise program and, further, that low back exercises may be more effective when performed daily (71).

PREVENTING LOW BACK PAIN

Interestingly, just as much of the evidence for clinical care of persons with low back pain is of unsubstantiated effectiveness, interventions to prevent primary (first episode) or recurrent low back pain are also of unsubstantiated effectiveness. We know a little about what has not been found helpful. In a review article, Krismer and van Tulder (12) reported that pharmacologic treatment has no demonstrated effect in preventing nonspecific low back pain or preventing it from becoming chronic. Likewise, the use of lumbar supports in preventing low back pain has not been effective.

Investigators have associated higher levels of cardiovascular fitness with a decreased incidence of low back pain (72) and with effective interventions for both acute and chronic low back pain (53,73). Therefore, patients are typically encouraged to continue with an aerobic exercise program. This may or may not reduce the likelihood of recurrence, but does provide general health benefits. In addition, some individuals should be encouraged to continue other specifically selected exercises based on their individual movement impairments, and encouraged to use the protective neutral spine position, especially in activities that stress the lumbar spine, such as lifting.

Other recommendations (based on associated versus causal data) that may be helpful in preventing low back pain are to quit smoking, change positions frequently, lose weight, and to comply with safe lifting standards and general ergonomic guidelines.

SUMMARY

General recommendations for treatment of adults with acute or recurrent low back currently consist of individualized patient education, acetaminophen, NSAIDs, spinal manipulation for patients without radiculopathy, activity modifications, rest for up to 2 days for patients without leg pain, gradual resumption of activity, trunk exercises, and aerobic activities. General nonpharmacologic recommendations for adults with chronic low back pain currently consist of supervised, individualized general exercise programs that incorporate stretching and strengthening. Intensive interdisciplinary rehabilitation may be justified. Although evidence from large randomized controlled trials indicating the role of particular exercises in the treatment and prevention of low back pain is increasing, it is still limited and fairly general. Research in this area is a high priority because of the exorbitant cost of low back pain and findings that suggest that surgery may not be the better option in a large number of cases.

Thus far, the key points with respect to exercise programs seem to be to (a) relieve symptoms with individualized direction-specific exercises, manipulation, or stabilization exercises; (b) retrain and increase the endurance of the core stabilizing muscles, as needed; (c) introduce more dynamic stabilization activities only after successfully training and recruitment the deep stabilizing muscles; (d) maintain a neutral spine position with co-contraction of the rectus abdominis, pelvic floor, and lumbar multifidi during activities that stress the spine; (e) develop extremity mobility and flexibility and strength; and (f) condition aerobically.

Meanwhile, we continue our quest for the right thing, for the right person, at the right time, done the right way.
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CHAPTER
14

EPIDEMIOLOGY AND PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

Amputations have historically been described in two major categories: upper extremity and lower extremity. Most (80%) of lower-extremity (LE) amputations are the direct result of peripheral vascular disease and diabetes (1), with trauma (e.g., vehicular accidents or job-related accidents) being the second most prevalent cause. Major causes of upper-extremity (UE) amputations are vehicular accidents, severe lacerations from tools or machinery, and frostbite. Curative treatment of tumors, such as a malignant osteogenic sarcoma that has not yet metastasized, and congenital limb anomalies are additional causes for both upper- and lower-extremity amputations. Amputations caused by infection have been significantly reduced since the advent of antibiotics, improved aseptic surgical techniques, and sepsis control.

LOWER-EXTREMITY AMPUTATIONS

Major lower extremity amputations are classified into the following categories:

- Syme’s (transsection of distal tibia and fibula through cancellous bone with preservation of the calcaneal fat pad)
- Transtibial, previously known as below-knee (amputation through the tibia and fibula)
- Transfemoral, previously known as above-knee (amputation through the femur)
- Hip disarticulation (separation of femur from the acetabulum)
- Transpelvic amputation, previously known as hemipelvectomy (removal of any portion of the pelvis and all distal parts)
- Translumbar amputation, previously known as hemi-corpectomy (removal of the entire pelvis and all distal tissue)

Lower extremity amputations, as well as upper extremity amputations, can be further classified as involving one limb (unilateral) or both limbs (bilateral). For instance, a person could have a unilateral transtibial amputation (one leg, below-knee) or bilateral transtibial-transfemoral amputations (one leg below-knee, one leg above knee).

It is important to note that the energy expenditure when walking with a prosthesis is greater and walking speed slower for LE amputees when compared with persons with intact extremities, and the increased energy cost is directly related to the level and cause of amputation (2–6). That is, the more LE involved (transstibial versus transfemoral, unilateral versus bilateral) and if the cause of amputation was vascular (i.e., not traumatic), the greater the energy expended at a given walking speed and the slower the walking speed. It has been demonstrated, however, that energy expenditure of ambulation can be lowered when LE amputees are involved in an exercise program that improves cardiovascular fitness (7).

UPPER-EXTREMITY AMPUTATIONS

Amputations of the upper extremity are commonly categorized as either below-elbow or above-elbow amputation. Within these two major categories are several subcategories that are listed in Table 14.1. Upper-extremity amputations have little effect on the individual's ambulatory capacity and, therefore, have much less effect on activity level. Upper-extremity amputees have no greater risk of cardiovascular disease, hypertension, obesity, or adult-onset diabetes than able-bodied individuals (8,9).

CLINICAL EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY

Risks and complications from amputations are divided into preprosthetic (or postoperative) and postprosthetic types. Preprosthetic complications include delayed healing, which can be caused by inappropriate amputation-level selection, suboptimal operative technique, inadequate postoperative management, and infection. The closure site of the amputation must have an adequate amount of soft-tissue envelope to decrease the risk of the underlying bone adhering to the skin on the residual limb (i.e., stump). The risk of flexion contractions increases when the patient maintains a flexed limb posture for long periods, which is generally the position of comfort. Flexure contracture of the knee and hip is common for both below-knee amputations and above-knee amputations, respectively. Contracture of the shoulder to a position of glenohumeral adduction and forward flexion is common in UE amputees. Flexion contracture of the
elbow is common in a below-elbow amputation. Early, aggressive range-of-motion (ROM) exercises must be instituted, as soon as the postoperative pain has decreased to a tolerable level, to prevent these contractures. If postoperative pain is not controlled early, pain medications may be warranted to allow the patient to gain valuable ROM in this critical time period.

It is important to improve muscular strength of the residual limb to prepare for the prosthesis. This can be done by manual resistive isometric and isotonic training. In most cases, it is best to begin treatment with a static isometric hold techniques, alternating isometrics, progressing to submaximal isotonic exercise. Isotonic exercise training allows the patient to move the residual limb through the full ROM as the assistant provides manual hand resistance to the movement. This improves muscular strength at the knee and hip or at the elbow and shoulder for all movements required of the below-knee and above-elbow amputations, respectively.

Postprosthetic complications can be the result of residual limb pain, adherence of skin to bone, insensitive skin leading to overuse and tissue breakdown, poor prosthetic fit, and body or bone overgrowth in children. These complications for LE amputations present a major obstacle for weight-bearing movements and, therefore, limit activities of daily living (ADL). Although these complications may only be temporary (i.e., days to weeks), the patient's overall physical capacities (aerobic power, muscle flexibility, muscle strength, and endurance of uninvolved limbs) could significantly deteriorate. It is recommended that, in addition to ROM exercises, limited or partial weight-bearing exercises (e.g., upper or lower-body ergometers, such as the Schwinn Air-Dyne, arm crank ergometers, swimming) be performed to prevent overall physical deconditioning during recovery times.

Prosthetic use for UE amputation is encouraged as soon as pain is tolerable to enable the individual to have prehension (grabbing or seizing of an object) from the involved extremity and ultimately to restore body image. Functional use of the upper extremity is paramount to most UE amputees. Normal functioning of the involved upper extremity, including dexterity and coordination of the prosthetic arm and hand, involves daily training and practice. In addition to dexterity and coordination, the ability to learn tactile sensation, proprioception, pressure, and position sense of the involved limb is equally important. As with LE amputations, the greater the length of the UE residual limb, the better the prosthetic fit and, therefore, more functional ability is maintained. Therefore, a patient with a below-elbow amputation will fare better than a patient with an above-elbow amputation.

One biomechanical problem of concern for the amputee is the change in his or her center of gravity. The center of gravity is the one single point in the body where every portion of body mass is equally distributed. This point for an able-bodied adult is positioned slightly anterior to the second sacral vertebra (10). The loss of a limb will shift this position to the contralateral side of the body (i.e., the side opposite the amputated limb). This shift in the center of gravity will require greater muscular strength and endurance as well as better balance on the opposite side of the body to compensate for this shift. Balance and proprioception exercises will assist with center of gravity changes and help with gait. Weight shifting (side-to-side, forward-backward, and diagonal) will allow patients to better assess their balance limits as well as gain independence for activities, such as walking independently. Advanced activities, such as timed single-leg stance, side-stepping, braiding (carioca), and forward and backward walking all enhance ambulation abilities.

Regardless of the level of amputation, therapeutic exercise is needed to help decrease pain and swelling; increase residual limb muscular strength, endurance, and ROM; and maintain neuromuscular patterns, kinesthesia, proprioception, and balance.

Therapeutic exercise for LE amputations that incorporates the involved extremity should be performed for cardiovascular endurance, muscular strength, and endurance and for ROM, proprioception, and balance. An LE amputation will hinder, to varying extents, the amputee’s ability to run or jog, and, in some cases, walk. Therefore, cardiovascular fitness is generally more affected by an LE amputation than by a UE amputation because the UE amputee still has full function of his or her lower extremities. LE amputees who find it difficult to perform LE cardiovascular exercise with a prosthesis can perform such modes of exercise as swimming, swimming, and aquatic resistance training.
combined upper- and lower-body cycle ergometers, or arm ergometry.

One of the most important, yet most overlooked, regions of the body, which also needs strength and ROM exercises for LE amputees, includes the lower back, abdomen, hip–pelvic girdle, and upper thigh musculature. A recent study found that chronic low back pain was found among 89.6% of 37 patients following lower limb amputation (11). The strength of this body region is crucial for LE amputations because it provides a base that maintains both static and dynamic stability. Without proximal stability of the abdomen, hips, and upper thighs, coordinated or noncompensated movements of the distal extremities will be limited. Therefore, during both pre- and postprosthetic phases, stretching and strengthening exercises for these areas of the body are essential. Stretching of the lower back and hip muscles can be performed using the single and double knee-to-chest stretches, lower trunk rotation stretch, and hip flexor, quadriceps, and hamstring stretches. Trunk and hip stability and strength can be gained by performing partial abdominal curl-ups, pelvic tilt, straight-leg raise, and any other core stability training exercise. Proprioception and balance training can be performed initially on a stable base, then progress to a moveable surface, such as a dynamdisk (i.e., wobble board) or theraball (i.e., big bouncy Swiss-ball). Exercises can also incorporate devices, such as elastic tubing, medicine balls, or manual resistance movements, with the therapist. Excellent resources that describe balance, agility, coordination, endurance, stretching, and strengthening exercises for LE amputees are found in the following three texts: Stretching and Strengthening for Lower Extremity Amputees (12); Balance, Agility, Coordination and Endurance for Lower Extremity Amputees (13); and Home Exercise Guide for Lower Extremity Amputees (14). Therapeutic exercises of this type may appear easy, but to the LE amputee recovering from trauma or surgery, they can be very fatiguing. Therefore, sufficient recovery time should be included between daily exercise sessions.

Coordinated movement of the arms for the UE amputee depends on the shoulder girdle. These joints include the sternoclavicular joint, acromioclavicular joint, scapulothoracic joint, and the glenohumeral joint. With the exception of a shoulder disarticulation amputation, all four of these joints remain intact with most UE amputations. Initially, full active ROM must be provided through stretching exercises for all the joints listed to ensure adequate excursion of the prosthetic equipment. Exercises to increase muscular strength surrounding these joints include rows, shrugs, overhead press, bench press, and dips. Rotator cuff exercises with elastic tubing can include shoulder abduction, flexion, extension, and internal and external rotation. These exercises can be performed in straight-plane patterns or diagonal patterns. The diagonal pattern will help increase neuromuscular timing and coordination. Common exercises for muscles of the elbow for below-elbow UE amputees include elbow curls and elbow extensions. As with all of the above exercises, they can initially begin as isometrics, progressing to isotonic strengthening.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS

The physical examination should start by observing the stump. Skin of the stump is susceptible to problems owing to conditions caused by shear and stress forces or damp or wet stump socks (i.e., caused by perspiration) while wearing the prosthesis (16). Soap, lotion, or topical preparations, as well as the sock or liner used with the prosthesis itself, can cause skin irritation (17). Observation of the skin can reveal numerous problems, such as acroangiomegatissitis (caused by chronic venous insufficiency), contact dermatitis, bullous desease (caused by subepidermal bullous autoimmune disease against autoantigens in epidermal basement membrane zone), eczema, epidermal cysts, epidermal hyperplasia, bacterial and fungal infections, discoloration, scarring, or drainage.

Second, different sensations should be tested over dermatome regions. This evaluation should be performed with the patient’s eyes closed. A light sweep of the examiner’s hands across the skin of the involved limb will determine if the individual can feel light sensation. Vials of warm and cold water should be used to determine temperature sensation, and tactile sensation to a sharp object can be assessed with a paper clip or pinwheel.
Third, the active and passive ROM of the residual limb should be assessed, with special consideration of the proximal joints (which are critical to optimal function of the limb) using a goniometer. Active ROM gives the examiner an indication of the muscles’ ability to move the joint, the ROM of that joint, and the patient’s willingness to move the extremity. During passive ROM, the examiner moves the extremity through the available ROM while the patient is relaxed. Passive ROM assesses inert structures, such as ligaments, bursa capsules, and cartilage.

Flexibility of the muscles should also be examined because flexibility measurements do differ from ROM measurements. Flexibility measurements place the extremity in specific patterns of movement in an attempt to stretch a specific muscle. These measurements are important, for instance, for an LE amputee who is at risk of developing contracture of the anterior hip musculature, which results in the hip remaining in a slightly flexed position at all times.

And last, manual muscle testing should be assessed to determine the relative strength of the residual limb and the proximal joint. Generally, the manual muscle testing is performed in a static position so that inert tissues will not be involved. Manual muscle testing is usually graded with a 5/5 indicating full strength to 0/5 indicating no strength at all (18).

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL TREATMENTS

The recommended resource for this section is *Atlas of Limb Prosthetics: Surgical, Prosthetic and Rehabilitation Principles* (19).

DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES

Diagnostic techniques pertain to amputees with vascular, hematologic, or metabolic (i.e., diabetes) conditions, and not necessarily to the amputation. Therefore, this is not within the scope of this chapter.

EXERCISE/FITNESS/ FUNCTIONAL TESTING

The basic principles for exercise testing stated in ACSM’s *Guidelines for Exercise Testing and Prescription* (20) provide the foundation for this section and the section on, *Exercise Prescription and Programming*. When not otherwise stated, these principles will apply. Special situations created by amputation will be covered in this section.

LOWER-EXTREMITY AMPUTATION

Cardiovascular

For those with unilateral transtibial and transfemoral amputations, bilateral amputations involving both legs below-knee, and bilateral amputations involving one leg above-knee and one leg below-knee the recommendation for all is to use an ergometer that involves both upper- and lower-body musculature as a mode of testing to determine aerobic fitness. The Schwinn Air-Dyne ergometer would be an example of such a mode. Depending on comfort, above-knee amputees can perform the test with their prosthesis on or off.

The amputee should first practice at work levels of 25 W (150 kpm) and 50 W (300 kpm) for 2 minutes at each level, or until the amputee feels comfortable with the movement. Amputees with peripheral vascular disease, diabetes, deconditioning, or other secondary conditions should start their initial workload at 25 W for 2 minutes, then increase incrementally 12.5 W every minute until volitional exhaustion. Younger or older physically fit amputees can begin at 50 W for 2 minutes and increase incrementally 25 W every minute until volitional exhaustion.

The recommended mode of testing for bilateral, above-knee amputees is the arm crank ergometer (ACE). The ACE should be positioned so that the pedal shaft is level with the amputee’s acromioclavicular joint and the ergometer is placed sufficiently far from the patient to allow slight flexion of the elbow at the furthest point of the pedal stroke. If the amputee is deconditioned, owing to a sedentary lifestyle, initial workload should start at 0 W at a constant cadence of 50 rpm for 2 minutes (warm-up) with increases of 5 W every 2 minutes until volitional exhaustion. Younger or more active bilateral above-knee amputees should begin at 5 W for 2 minutes with increases of 5 W every 2 minutes until volitional exhaustion.

Unilateral amputees with peripheral vascular disease (PVD), especially those whose amputation was the result of PVD, may have difficulty with any mode of exercise that involves their lower extremities. ACE has been shown to be a safe and effective alternative for these individuals in detection of coronary artery disease and prescribing safe levels of exercise (21). The same method of testing should be followed as outlined above for bilateral above knee amputees.

Strength, Range-of-Motion, and Endurance Testing

Most upper-body measurement techniques, used (a) to assess range-of-motion, and upper-body strength and endurance test protocols and (b) to evaluate able-bodied individuals, can be performed by LE amputees. It is suggested that the LE amputee be seated or lie on a bench to allow the amputee to concentrate on his or her performance without concern of maintaining balance while standing. Variations for LE testing protocols depend on the level of amputation and leg involvement. For instance, a unilateral amputee could perform most test protocols used to evaluate able-bodied individuals. Knee
flexion and extension tests can be measured for most below-knee amputations, depending on the length of stump, but not above-knee. Except for complete hip disarticulation, hemipelvectomy, or shortness of stump, most hip measurements (e.g., flexion, extension, adduction, abduction) used to evaluate able-bodied individuals can also be used for LE amputees. For upper-body measurements, the amputee should be sitting (as in knee or hip flexion and extension measurements) or prone (as in leg press) to maintain balance. Standing test measurements, such as a squat, should be performed with caution for unilateral amputees and are contraindicated for bilateral amputees.

**UPPER-EXTREMITY AMPUTATION**

**Cardiovascular**

As with able-bodied individuals, the treadmill and bicycle protocols outlined in ACSM’s Guidelines (20) are applicable to UE amputees.

**Strength, Range-of-Motion, and Endurance Testing**

A UE amputation presents the opposite situation as with an LE amputation. Most ROM measurements and strength and endurance tests that are used to evaluate able-bodied individuals can be used for UE amputees. The same considerations and limitations are applied to UE amputees for upper extremities as are applied to LE amputees with one exception: The feet and legs for the UE amputee are paramount for balance and stability when performing upper-extremity measurements. Therefore, UE amputees should perform upper-extremity measurements while standing and, if sitting, allow their feet to be in contact with the floor.

**EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION AND PROGRAMMING**

**LOWER-EXTREMITY AMPUTATIONS**

Few studies have been published concerning the effects of exercise for LE amputees, but those few do report positive results. James (22) reported that, for healthy male unilateral above-knee amputees, one-legged (noninvolved leg) bicycle ergometry training improved cardiovascular fitness of the participants. Improvement in cardiovascular fitness was also seen for healthy unilateral below- and above-knee amputees, and bilateral below- and above-knee amputees using a Schwinn Air-Dyne ergometer (7). Additionally, following a treadmill training program, a 63-year-old bilateral below-knee amputee with class IV cardiac and restrictive-obstructive pulmonary disease improved cardiovascular fitness, improved cardiac class IV to class II, and therapeutically improved from class E (bedrest) to class C (moderate exercise restriction). An exercise protocol using ACE for LE amputees with PVD was shown to be a safe and effective method in improving upper body work capacity (23). This suggests that amputees, healthy or with secondary disabilities, can improve their fitness levels with exercise using different modes of exercise.

An essential resource for any professional involved in training LE amputees for sport or health is the publication by the Department of Veterans Affairs, *Physical Fitness: A Guide for Individuals with Lower Limb Loss* (24). The publication represents a guide for prescribing exercises that will improve all aspects of physical fitness, including cardiovascular, flexibility, muscular strength and endurance, and motor skills. The publication includes illustrations for calisthenics, stretching exercises, as well as specific muscle strength and endurance exercises for arms, shoulders, legs, abdominals, chest, and back. It also includes training programs for walking, running, aerobic dance, swimming, cycling, rowing, cross-country skiing, and a variety of sports (e.g., basketball, hockey, soccer, squash). Another good resource for sports and recreation for those with LE amputation is the publication by Kegel (25).

The prescribed number of sets and repetitions for muscle strengthening should be adjusted to the needs of the amputee. The proper frequency, duration, and intensity of cardiovascular exercises should follow those prescribed by ACSM Guidelines (20).

It is important that an amputee have a comfortable prosthetic limb that is suited for the activity or exercise. Activities or exercises such as walking, bicycling, rowing, StairMaster, Body Trec, and other aerobic machines do not require special adaptations to standard artificial limbs. Such activities and exercises, such as running, sprinting, and swimming, do require special adaptations, and these special adaptations are addressed in the text by Burgess and Rappoport (24). It is recommended that amputees work with their prosthetist to obtain any adaptations needed for their prosthetic device.

**UPPER-EXTREMITY AMPUTATION**

Upper-extremity amputees, because of their intact lower extremities, are not as limited to modes of exercise as LE amputees. All activities and exercises involving the lower extremities that can be performed by able-bodied individuals are applicable to UE amputees.

**EDUCATION AND COUNSELING**

*Phantom limb pain* is pain (burning, electric shocks, stabbing sensations) coming from the lost limb; *residual limb pain* is ongoing discomfort at the amputation site; and *phantom limb sensation* is the feeling that the missing limb is still there. Phantom limb sensation is not painful, but sometimes uncomfortable, such as tingling and itching.
Study designs using retrospect surveys have reported that most amputees suffer from this phenomenon, whether the amputation was owing to trauma, surgery, or congenital limb deficiency (26–28). Phantom pain is a part of “the luggage” that comes with amputation for most amputees. Amputees know the difference between pain emitting from the stump (i.e., residual pain) and phantom pain. Pain from the stump usually occurs owing to hair follicle infections, skin or scar tissue breakdown, or from excessive pressure from the prosthetic device. Pain from the stump is recognized by the sensory cerebral hemisphere as pain from the stump, not from that portion of the anatomy that has been amputated. Indeed, the sensory cerebral hemisphere recognizes phantom pain as actually originating from the amputated areas of the limb (29).

Although the cause of phantom pain remains an enigma for the amputee, the phenomenon is very real, and it is more common in LE amputations than in UE amputations and more common in proximal than in distal amputations. Amputees have identified exercise, objects approaching the stump, and cold weather as the primary triggers of phantom sensation (27). For instance, LE amputees are more likely to have phantom pain on days when the amputee has used his or her prosthesis (e.g., standing, walking, mowing the lawn) for long periods of time. These activities might also intensify phantom pain. However, aerobic exercises using such non–weight-bearing exercise modes as swimming, stationary bicycle ergometry, and rowing ergometry should not cause or intensify phantom pain (author’s [KHP] personal experience). If weight-bearing modes of exercise (e.g., jogging, fast walking, StairStepper) are increasing the incidence of phantom pain, it is suggested to substitute non–weight-bearing modes of exercise in their place. Of importance is the need for the LE amputee not to use phantom pain as a reason for eliminating exercise from his or her lifestyle.

Depression has been related to a higher incidence of phantom pain and, therefore, can be a potential barrier to exercise. In a study by Lindesay (30), it was found that many of the amputees with long-standing phantom pain were more depressed when compared with a group of amputees that did not report problems with phantom pain.

Skin breakdowns (blisters) or hair follicle infections can significantly affect the activity level of any amputee. Practicing good hygiene for both the residual limb (stump) and the inside lining of the prosthetic limb will help prevent skin problems. Stump socks should be changed daily, and determining the right size and number of stump socks for proper fit is essential to prevent skin irritations and blisters. Amputees have found that the use of nylon sheaths can significantly reduce friction between the skin and the wool or cotton stump sock. Socks should always be changed when damp or wet. Managing body weight is also important to minimize stress on stump and weight-bearing surfaces.

CASE STUDY

Jessica C. Roberts

The following patient was referred for exercise testing for functional assessment and evaluation for a prosthesis. She is a 15-year-old girl who was diagnosed with osteogenic sarcoma. She had a left-arm, above-the-elbow amputation 6 months before the assessment and is currently receiving chemotherapy and radiation treatments. Her stump is still healing, and she has had continuous phantom pains since the operation. She frequently complains of fatigue, has a poor appetite, and spends most of her time in her room watching TV or sleeping.

Throughout her childhood and adolescent years, she participated in organized softball and basketball and, before her diagnosis and operation, had been looking forward to playing for her high school softball and basketball teams.

RESTING DATA

An ECG showed normal sinus rhythm, with a heart rate of 72 bpm and a blood pressure of 118/76 mm Hg.

EXERCISE RESPONSE

The patient performed a modified Bruce Protocol (2-min stages), and the test was terminated after 9 minutes, 13 seconds when the patient reported fatigue and wanted to stop.

The maximal heart rate was 160 bpm and maximal blood pressure was 150/82 mm Hg with normal sinus rhythm.

INTERPRETATION

Although the treadmill test did not identify any cardiac anomalies, the patient is experiencing significant adjustment issues following her diagnosis, amputation, and cancer treatment. The patient has lost 10 pounds, her hair has fallen out, and she has become increasingly withdrawn from her family and friends. It has been determined by her medical staff that the patient has several psychosocial issues to resolve secondary to her amputation. The patient expresses little interest in

Jessica C. Roberts
being fitted for a prosthetic arm because of her concern how friends would respond to the prosthetic device (i.e., altered body image). The patient continues to keep her stump covered in public and in the presence of her family, even though it has healed. She has expressed concerns that people look at her as a “freak” when she is in public because she feels that everyone stares at her amputated arm.

Clinical Implications
The patient’s clinical presentation suggests several areas that should be addressed. The patient is experiencing significant grief and loss issues secondary to her amputation and may be clinically depressed. Referral to a pediatric psychologist to work on these adjustment issues is indicated. The patient’s difficulties with changed body image place her at risk of rejecting the use of an artificial limb. It is recommended that her physical therapist help her accept the changed body image by allowing the patient to unwrap and manipulate her stump during physical therapy sessions. This will increase her exposure to, and acceptance of, her changed physical appearance. The physical therapist will also play a crucial role in educating her concerning the importance of maintaining upper-body strength and ROM by prescribing a “training schedule” that will maintain the muscle tone, muscle strength, and flexibility of (a) the shoulder and upper arm to prevent flexion contracture of the shoulder; and (b) the hip on her involved side to maintain posture and upper-body control. Also, the “training schedule” should incorporate balance exercises designed to help her re-establish her center of gravity.

The patient’s adjustment to her amputation can be facilitated by introducing her to other adolescents and young adult amputees. Support groups, sports specific for amputees (e.g., paralympics), and written or visual materials about the many options that amputees have in life could help lay the groundwork for a positive transition to prosthetic use. All of these will help the patient come to a realistic evaluation of her situation and will provide her with role models in coping with the challenges in the areas of sports and vocation.
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Cells that grow out of control and form a mass are called a tumor or neoplasm (i.e., “new growth”). Some tumors, referred to as benign, grow and enlarge only at the site where they began. Other tumors, called malignant or cancerous, have the potential to invade and destroy the normal tissue around them and to spread throughout the body. Cancer is not a single disease, but rather a collection of many different diseases. What cancer cells typically share, however, is changes in the genes that regulate cell division, programmed cell death, and cell mobility. These genetic changes lead to the characteristic features of cancer, namely (a) accumulation of abnormal cells, (b) invasion of nearby tissues, and (c) spread to distant sites. Cancers are classified into several groups, depending on the kind of normal cell from which they arise. The most common cancers develop from epithelial cells that line the body’s surfaces. These cancers are called carcinomas and they include prostate, breast, colon, lung, and cervical cancers. Cancers can also arise from the cells of the blood (i.e., leukemias), the immune system (i.e., lymphomas), and bone and connective tissues (i.e., sarcomas).

Epidemiology

More than 1.4 million Americans will be diagnosed with cancer in 2007 (Table 15.1) (1). The lifetime probability of being diagnosed with cancer in the United States is about 42% (Table 15.2) (1). Moreover, cancer is the second leading cause of death in the United States after heart disease, with about 560,000 deaths from cancer expected in 2007. The four most common cancers—prostate, lung, breast, and colorectal—account for more than 50% of all new cancer cases and deaths (Table 15.1) (1). In terms of disease burden, men are slightly more likely to develop and die from cancer than women, and older adults are significantly more likely to develop and die from cancer than children or younger adults (Table 15.2) (1). More specifically, about 80% of all cancers are diagnosed in persons aged 60 and older.

Early detection and improved treatments for some cancers have resulted in increased survival rates over the last few decades (1). The current 5-year relative survival rate (adjusted for normal life expectancy) is estimated to be about 66%, although this figure varies considerably, depending on the type of cancer and stage of the disease at diagnosis (Table 15.3) (1). For example, if detected early, the 5-year relative survival rate is more than 90% for common cancers, such as prostate, breast, and colorectal. The high incidence and good survival rates have resulted in more than 10 million cancer survivors in the United States. As defined by the National Coalition for Cancer Survivorship, a cancer survivor is any person diagnosed with cancer, from the time of diagnosis and for the balance of life.

Etiology and Risk Factors

Although the causes and risk factors for human cancer are diverse—ranging from genetics, to behavior, to the environment—lifestyle factors appear to be paramount. The Harvard Report on Cancer Prevention (2) concluded that nearly two-thirds of cancer mortality in the United States can be linked to tobacco use, poor diet, and lack of exercise (2). Moreover, only 5%–10% of most types of cancer are caused by defects in single genes that run in families, and only a similar small percentage are because of occupational and environmental exposures.

Physical inactivity as a risk factor for cancer has received increased research attention based on a number of plausible biological mechanisms. Over the past decade, mounting evidence has indicated that physical activity may significantly reduce the risk of some cancers (3). The general consensus is that physical activity is (a) convincingly associated with the reduced risks of developing colon (4) and breast (5) cancers, (b) probably associated with the reduced risk of endometrial cancer (6), and (c) possibly associated with the reduced risks of prostate (7) and lung (8) cancers. Moreover, evidence is also available to suggest that physical activity may have a protective effect against ovarian (9), kidney (10), and pancreatic (11) cancers, although definitive conclusions cannot be made at this time. Evidence for other cancers (e.g., lymphomas, testicular, stomach) is currently too sparse to make even tentative conclusions.
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COMMON SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS

Because cancer is not one disease, the common signs and symptoms of cancer are not generic but rather are cancer-specific. Most of the signs and symptoms of cancer, however, are similar to those of other medical conditions, and so their presence is not necessarily indicative of cancer. Nevertheless, when these symptoms do occur, it is important to have them checked by a physician. Table 15.4 summarizes the major signs and symptoms for the most common cancer sites.

SCREENING AND DIAGNOSIS

A key to improving survival rates from cancer is early detection of the disease. Screening is the process of identifying disease in people who are asymptomatic. The major advantage of screening is that it can identify abnormalities that may be cancer at an early stage before physical signs and symptoms develop. Screening tests are available for many of the most common types of cancer, including breast, colorectal, prostate, and uterine. No effective screening tests currently exist for lung cancer. The recommended screening procedures for cancer in general and for the most common cancers in particular are provided in Table 15.5.

TABLE 15.1. ESTIMATED NEW CANCER CASES AND DEATHS FOR THE MOST COMMON CANCERS IN THE UNITED STATES BY SEX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SITE</th>
<th>ESTIMATED NEW CASES</th>
<th>ESTIMATED NEW DEATHS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>MALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Sites</td>
<td>1,444,920</td>
<td>766,860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate</td>
<td>218,800</td>
<td>218,890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung and Bronchus</td>
<td>213,380</td>
<td>114,760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>180,510</td>
<td>2,030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon</td>
<td>112,340</td>
<td>55,290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectum</td>
<td>41,420</td>
<td>23,840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary Bladder</td>
<td>67,160</td>
<td>50,040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanoma</td>
<td>59,940</td>
<td>33,910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hodgkin lymphoma</td>
<td>63,190</td>
<td>34,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uterine Corpus</td>
<td>39,080</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovarian</td>
<td>22,430</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


TABLE 15.2. PERCENTAGE OF THE UNITED STATES POPULATION DEVELOPING THE MOST COMMON INVASIVE CANCERS OVER SELECTED AGE INTERVALS BY SEX

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SITE</th>
<th>BIRTH TO 39</th>
<th>40-59</th>
<th>60-69</th>
<th>70+</th>
<th>BIRTH TO DEATH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Sites</td>
<td>Male 1.42</td>
<td>8.69</td>
<td>16.58</td>
<td>39.44</td>
<td>45.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female 2.03</td>
<td>9.09</td>
<td>10.57</td>
<td>26.60</td>
<td>37.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate</td>
<td>Male 0.01</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>7.08</td>
<td>13.38</td>
<td>17.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female 0.03</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>6.76</td>
<td>8.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>Male 0.04</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>6.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female 0.48</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>3.65</td>
<td>6.84</td>
<td>12.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breasts</td>
<td>Male 0.07</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>5.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female 0.07</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>5.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorectal</td>
<td>Male 0.02</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>3.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female 0.01</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary</td>
<td>Male 0.13</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female 0.21</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanoma</td>
<td>Male 0.14</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female 0.08</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hodgkin lymphoma</td>
<td>Male 0.06</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female 0.06</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>2.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 15.3. FIVE-YEAR RELATIVE SURVIVAL RATES FOR THE MOST COMMON CANCERS IN THE UNITED STATES BY STAGE AT DIAGNOSIS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SITE</th>
<th>ALL STAGES (%)</th>
<th>LOCAL (%)</th>
<th>REGIONAL (%)</th>
<th>DISTANT (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prostate</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>83.1</td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorectal</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>90.4</td>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary bladder</td>
<td>80.8</td>
<td>93.7</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanoma</td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>64.9</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uterine corpus</td>
<td>83.2</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>66.9</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovarian</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>29.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Rates are adjusted for normal life expectancy and are based on cases diagnosed from 1996 to 2002 followed through 2003. (Adapted from the American Cancer Society. Cancer Facts & Figures 2007. Atlanta, GA: American Cancer Society, 2007.)

signs and symptoms, double contrast barium enema, and colonoscopy. The most definitive test for colorectal cancer is a colonoscopy, which involves visualizing the internal surface of the rectum and large bowel using a flexible fiberoptic tube. Screening tests for prostate cancer include DRE and prostate-specific antigen (PSA) testing. PSA, a substance produced only by the prostate, is measured by a blood test.

Screening tests are only suggestive of cancer; they do not diagnose it. An actual diagnosis of cancer requires analysis of a tissue sample. By examining cells under the microscope, a trained pathologist can almost always distinguish malignant cells from their benign (i.e., nonmalignant) counterparts. The pathologist looks for cells that are frequently dividing, are invading normal surrounding tissue, or have unusual cellular features, such as large and disorganized nuclei. Increasingly, it is possible to prove that suspicious cells are truly malignant by identifying cancer-related genetic mutations using the techniques of molecular biology.

**STAGING**

After the initial diagnosis, it is important to learn the extent to which the disease has spread or progressed. Cancer staging is essential in determining the choice of therapy and assessing prognosis. Cancer stage is determined by patient history, physical examination, laboratory testing, and diagnostic imaging (e.g., chest radiography; computed tomography [CT]; magnetic resonance imaging [MRI]). A number of different staging systems are currently used to classify tumors, but the most common is the Tumor (T), Node (N), Metastasis (M) system (13). The TNM system stages cancer based on the size of the primary tumor (T), the involvement of regional lymph nodes (N), and the presence or absence of distant metastases (M). Once the T, N, and M are determined, a “stage” can be assigned, generally ranging from I (least advanced) through IV (most advanced) and often including many substages (e.g., Ia, Ib, IIa, IIIa, etc.). In general, regionally confined cancers are stage I and II, locally advanced cancers are stage III, and cancers with overt distant metastases are stage IV.

**MEDICAL AND SURGICAL TREATMENTS**

Cancer treatments may be used to cure cancer, to prolong life when a cure is not possible, or to improve symptom management and quality of life. The three primary cancer treatment modalities are surgery, radiation therapy, and systemic therapy (i.e., drugs). Surgery is the oldest and most frequently used modality in cancer therapy and is the treatment of choice for most localized carcinomas and sarcomas. Cancer operations can be classified as either radical or conservative. Radical resections, which attempt to encompass all gross and microscopic tumor in a single operation, are performed with curative intent. These operations commonly involve excision of tumor and draining regional lymph nodes as a single specimen. Conservative surgeries are usually performed to minimize the volume of tissue removed and preserve organ function. In general, conservative surgeries require additional nonsurgical treatment with radiotherapy, systemic therapy, or both to eradicate residual cancer cells. Some common cancer operations and their sequelae are described in Table 15.6.

Radiation therapy is the treatment of cancer using ionizing radiation. It is considered a local/regional treatment, with the goal to irradiate the known tumor volume while sparing adjacent radiation-sensitive tissues. Several types of radiation are used in the clinic, but most radiotherapy treatments are external beams of high-energy photons produced by linear accelerators or from the decay of...
TABLE 15.5. SUMMARY OF THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY’S RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE EARLY DETECTION OF CANCER IN ASYMPTOMATIC PEOPLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SITE</th>
<th>RECOMMENDATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>During regular health examinations, a cancer-related portion should include health counseling and, depending on a person’s age, might include examinations for cancers of the thyroid, oral cavity, skin, lymph nodes, testes, and ovaries, as well as for some nonmalignant diseases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>Women 40 and older should have an annual mammogram, an annual clinical breast examination (CBE) by a healthcare professional. The CBE should be conducted close to the scheduled mammogram. Women ages 20–39 years should have a CBE by a healthcare professional every 3 years and should know self-breast examinations are an option. Woman with increased risk should have additional tests, more frequent tests, or tests done at a younger age.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorectal</td>
<td>Men and women aged 50 or older should follow one of three examination schedules: (1) an annual fecal occult blood test and a flexible sigmoidoscopy every 5 years, (2) a colonoscopy every 10 years, or (3) a double-contrast barium enema every 5–10 years. A digital rectal examination (DRE) should be done at the same time as sigmoidoscopy, colonoscopy, or double-contrast barium enema. People who are at moderate or high risk for colorectal cancer should talk with a doctor about a different testing schedule.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate</td>
<td>A prostate-specific antigen (PSA) blood test and a DRE should be offered annually to men 50 and older who have a life expectancy of at least 10 years and to younger men (i.e., 45 years) who are at high risk.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Uterus        | Cervix: All women who are or have been sexually active or who are 21 and older should have an annual Pap test and pelvic examination. After three or more consecutive satisfactory examinations with normal findings, the Pap test may be performed less frequently; however, given certain risk factors, a Pap test may need to be performed more frequently.  
Endometrium: At the time of menopause woman should be informed of the risk of endometrial cancer. Annual screening using an endometrial biopsy beginning at age 35 for women at risk for hereditary nonpolyposis colon cancer. |


cobalt. These photons penetrate into tissue and produce ionized (electrically charged) particles that damage DNA. This DNA damage usually inhibits cell replication and often leads to cell death. Radiation therapy is delivered in repeated small doses over an extended period of time to kill cancer cells without undue damage to normal cells. A total dose of 60 grays (Gy), for example, may be “fractionated” into 2 Gy every weekday for 6 weeks in the treatment of breast cancer. A full course of external beam radiotherapy can range from 8 weeks of low-fraction therapy administered each weekday (given with curative intent) to a single high-dose treatment (given to palliate a

TABLE 15.6. COMMON CANCER OPERATIONS AND THEIR SEQUELAE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPERATION</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION TYPE</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SEQUELAE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary lobectomy</td>
<td>Removal of one lobe of one lung</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>Reduced lung capacity and function, dyspnea, deconditioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumonectomy</td>
<td>Removal of one entire lung</td>
<td>Radical</td>
<td>Reduced lung capacity and function, dyspnea, deconditioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radical neck dissection</td>
<td>Removal of cervical lymphatics</td>
<td>Radical</td>
<td>Reduced neck ROM and muscle strength; occasional CN XI palsy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastectomy and axillary node dissection</td>
<td>Removal of breast tumor and</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>Chest wall pain, reduced arm ROM, draining lymphatics; occasionally arm lymphedema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumpectomy and axillary node dissection</td>
<td>Removal of breast tumor and</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>Reduced arm ROM, occasional arm sparing remaining breast, arm lymphedema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radical prostatectomy</td>
<td>Removal of prostate, seminal</td>
<td>Radical</td>
<td>Urinary incontinence, erectile dysfunction vesicles, and ampullae of vasa are common, deconditioning deferentia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominoperineal resection</td>
<td>Removal of rectum and draining</td>
<td>Radical</td>
<td>Patient may require ostomy, deconditioning lymphatics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemicolecotomy</td>
<td>Removal of involved colon</td>
<td>Radical</td>
<td>Patient occasionally requires ostomy, draining lymphatics; deconditioning, diarrhea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limb amputation</td>
<td>Removal of tumor with margin of normal tissue</td>
<td>Radical</td>
<td>Occasional chronic pain syndromes, deconditioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limb-sparing surgery</td>
<td>Removal of tumor and some tissue</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>Post operative casing leads to decreased joint ROM and muscle atrophy, occasional chronic pain syndromes, deconditioning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CN, cranial nerve; ROM, range of motion.
patient with a painful bone metastasis). Although malignant cells are typically more radiosensitive than normal cells, normal tissue toxicity does occur and is entirely dependent on what part of the body is irradiated (Table 15.7).

Because cancer cells frequently metastasize beyond the primary site and regional lymph nodes, systemic therapy (i.e., drugs) is prescribed for many advanced solid tumors. Moreover, systemic therapy is the mainstay of curative treatment for leukemia and lymphoma, where cancer cells are only rarely regionally confined. Cancer chemotherapy exploits biological differences between normal and malignant cells to preferentially kill malignant cells. Most of the currently used chemotherapy drugs have been selected to be toxic to proliferating cells (Table 15.8). However, newer anticancer drugs are being developed for their abilities to kill more slowly growing tumors. Increasingly, it is being realized that anticancer drugs trigger apoptosis—programmed cell death—and that cancer cells may be more susceptible to these triggers than normal tissues.

In general, curative chemotherapy requires combinations of several chemotherapy drugs, given in repeated courses or cycles 2–4 weeks apart, for 3–6 months. Adult cancers often cured by chemotherapy include acute leukemias, Hodgkin lymphoma, some non-Hodgkin lymphomas, and testicular cancers. Because the goal of treatment is cure, most patients are willing to accept the mul-

**TABLE 15.7. COMMON ADVERSE EFFECTS OF RADIATION THERAPY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RADIATION SITE</th>
<th>COMMON CANCERS</th>
<th>COMMON SIDE EFFECTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>All cancers</td>
<td>Redness, pain, blistering, and reduced elasticity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain</td>
<td>Brain cancers and metastases</td>
<td>Nausea and vomiting, fatigue, loss/thinning of hair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharynx</td>
<td>Upper respiratory cancers</td>
<td>Mouth ulceration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salivary gland</td>
<td>Upper respiratory cancers</td>
<td>Xerostomia (dry mouth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorax</td>
<td>Breast, lung, lymphoma</td>
<td>Some degree of irreversible lung fibrosis, heart may receive radiation causing pericardial inflammation or fibrosis; premature atherosclerosis; cardiomyopathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdomen</td>
<td>Pancreas, stomach, lymphoma</td>
<td>Vomiting and/or diarrhea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelvis</td>
<td>Prostate, uterine cervix</td>
<td>Diarrhea, pelvic pain, bladder scarring, and occasionally incontinence and sexual dysfunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joints</td>
<td>Sarcomas, bone metastases</td>
<td>Connective tissue and joint capsule fibrosis; may decrease range of motion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 15.8. CLASSES OF SYSTEMIC THERAPY FOR CANCER AND THEIR COMMON ADVERSE EFFECTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>EXAMPLES</th>
<th>COMMON ADVERSE EFFECTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antimetabolite chemotherapy (intravenous)</td>
<td>Methotrexate, fluorouracil, gemcitabine</td>
<td>Fatigue, anorexia, nausea, anemia, neutropenia, thrombocytopenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antitubulin chemotherapy (intravenous)</td>
<td>Taxol, taxotere, vinorelbine, vincristine</td>
<td>Fatigue, muscle pain, sensory and motor peripheral neuropathy, ataxia, amenia, neutropenia, thrombocytopenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alkylator chemotherapy</td>
<td>Cyclophosphamide, chlorambucil</td>
<td>Fatigue, anorexia, nausea, neutropenia, thrombocytopenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthracycline chemotherapy (intravenous)</td>
<td>Doxorubicin (Adriamycin), Mitoxantrone 5% of patients</td>
<td>Fatigue, cardiotoxicity (cardiac failure in &lt; Mitoxantrone 5% of patients), nausea, vomiting, amenia, neutropenia, thrombocytopenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum salt chemotherapy (intravenous)</td>
<td>Cisplatin, carboplatin</td>
<td>Fatigue, nausea, sensory and motor peripheral neuropathy, amenia neutropenia, thrombocytopenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-dose chemotherapy with bone marrow/stem</td>
<td>Combinations of 2-4 chemotherapy drugs in cell transplantation</td>
<td>Loss of muscle mass, deconditioning, maximally tolerated doses nausea, vomiting, neuropathy, amenia, neutropenia, thrombocytopenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucocorticoid hormonal therapy (oral)</td>
<td>Dexamethasone (Decadron), prednisone</td>
<td>Fat redistribution (truncal and facial obesity); proximal muscle weakness, osteoporosis, edema, infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antiestrogen hormonal therapy (oral)</td>
<td>Tamoxifen</td>
<td>Weight gain, fatigue, hot flashes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antiandrogen hormonal therapy (oral)</td>
<td>Flutamide</td>
<td>Weight gain, fatigue, loss of muscle mass, hot flashes, osteoporosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leutenizing hormone-releasing hormone agonists (subcutaneous injection)</td>
<td>Goseralin, buserelin</td>
<td>Weight gain, fatigue, hot flashes, osteoporosis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cancer and its treatments can damage healthy tissue in addition to destroying cancer cells, which can disrupt the body systems over the course of treatment. This can result in a wide array of side effects that can have a negative impact on the physiologic and psychological well-being of cancer survivors resulting in significant reductions in quality of life. Some of the common psychological sequelae that may result from cancer treatments include depression, anxiety, and stress (14). The physical and functional effects of cancer treatments may include reduced cardiovascular, immune, and pulmonary function; muscle weakness, wasting, and atrophy, and weight change; difficulty sleeping; and fatigue, nausea, vomiting, and pain (15,16). Although these side effects tend to peak during treatment, therapy-related symptoms can persist months or even years following treatment (17). More recently, it has been recognized that cancer treatments can also result in long-term chronic effects (i.e., effects that remain even after cancer treatments are stopped) and late effects (i.e., effects that only emerge many months or years after the treatments are stopped) (18). Table 15.9 (18) summarizes some of the most common late effects of cancer treatments that will be important to exercise professionals working with cancer survivors who have completed treatments. The above evidence suggests that it is possible that all of the health-related fitness components of the cancer survivors may be negatively impacted at some point after diagnosis.

Cardiorespiratory fitness may be reduced by the effects of cancer treatments on the cardiovascular, respiratory, and musculoskeletal systems of the body in combination with deconditioning owing to periods of reduced physical activity (15,16,18) (Table 15.9) (18). Cancer treatments can have a negative impact on body composition in a number of ways, including an increased fat mass, decreased lean (i.e., muscle) mass known as cachexia, and decreased bone density. Approximately 50%-96% of female breast cancer patients experience weight gain following diagnosis, consisting of an increase in fat mass and a decrease in lean mass (19). Men diagnosed with prostate cancer and receiving androgen deprivation therapy have also been shown to gain fat mass and lose lean mass (20). To contrast, cachexia affects approximately 50% of all cancer survivors and can result in the loss of both fat and lean mass (21). Cancer survivors may be at risk for bone mineral density loss caused by the cancer itself and its treatments (18,22). Cancers involving the bone and some hematologic malignancies can affect the quality of the bone (15). Androgen deprivation therapy, some chemotherapies, selective estrogen-receptor modulators, aromatase inhibitors, glucocorticoids, stem cell transplantation, and radiation have all been associated with bone loss (22). This loss of bone mineral can lead to functional limitations, osteopenia or osteoporosis, and a greater risk of fracture and poorer recovery in cases of fracture (15).

Muscle wasting and weakness can occur during cancer treatments, which can reduce both muscular strength and endurance. The causes of this loss in lean mass can include cachexia, neuropathy, steroid treatments, and de-
conditioning owing to physical inactivity (15,16,21). Surgery and radiation can affect flexibility through soft tissue damage, temporary or permanent nerve damage, fibrosis, or pain, which can result in impaired mobility and function of the specific joint or area of the body that was treated (23). Impaired shoulder function is often seen following mastectomy and axillary dissection and radiation for breast cancer (23) and is also a well-recognized surgical complication of neck dissection procedures (24).

It is probable that a combination of the above decrements in all of the fitness components over the course of cancer treatments contributes to a reduced level of physical functioning often described in cancer survivors (25). More recently, Bennett at al. (25) have suggested the importance of a multidimensional representation to conceptualize and measure physical functioning in cancer survivors. Their model attempts to encompass the interactions between cancer itself and its treatments, the effect of these treatments on subjective and objective physical function and the health-related fitness components, and the relationship between physical function and fitness components. This stresses the importance of considering the cancer survivor’s entire experience in examining the health-related fitness components.

### The Cancer Control Continuum

Exercise interventions can take place at various time points across the cancer control continuum (26). We will discuss the potential role of exercise during four distinct postdiagnosis time points: pretreatment, treatment, survivorship, and end of life. Pretreatment includes the period after a definitive cancer diagnosis until first treatment is initiated, which can range from weeks to several years for some cancers (e.g., watchful waiting in non-Hodgkin lymphoma or prostate cancer). The treatment period usually includes the primary cancer treatments, such as surgery, radiation therapy, chemotherapy, and biologic therapies. The time spent in the treatment phase can last months or years. Survivorship is the period following first diagnosis and primary treatments and before the development of a recurrence or death. The end of life time period focuses on those survivors with a limited life expectancy receiving palliative care. The goals, motives, barriers, benefits, risks, types, volumes, progression, periodization, and context of exercise are all likely to vary across the cancer control continuum.
CLINICAL EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY

Recent research is beginning to dispel many of the early fears over the safety, efficacy, and feasibility of exercise during and following cancer treatment. Mounting evidence now indicates that exercise can have a positive impact on body composition, cardiorespiratory fitness, muscular fitness, flexibility, and quality of life (QOL) for cancer survivors, both during and following treatment. Schmitz et al. (16) completed a systematic review and meta-analysis addressing exercise as an intervention for cancer survivors during and following treatment (16). In total, 32 controlled trials were included, 27 of which were randomized. A variety of physiologic and psychosocial outcomes were analyzed in 12 studies during cancer treatment and 20 studies following cancer treatment. During treatment, physical activity interventions demonstrated small to moderate positive improvements on physical activity behavior, cardiorespiratory fitness, physiologic outcomes, symptoms or side effects, and immune variables (16).

A recent large scale, multicenter randomized controlled trial investigated the effects of different types of exercise training in 242 patients with breast cancer initiating adjuvant chemotherapy (27). Usual care was compared with supervised resistance training or supervised aerobic training. Results showed that aerobic training was superior to usual care for improving self-esteem, aerobic fitness, and percent body fat. Resistance training was superior to usual care for improving self-esteem, muscular strength, lean body mass, and chemotherapy completion rate. Although no significant improvements were noted in the patient-rated outcomes of QOL, fatigue, depression, or anxiety, the changes favored the exercise groups. Further, no lymphedema or adverse events were caused by exercise training and adherence to the intervention was around 70%.

Segal et al. (20) studied the effect of resistance training in 155 men with prostate cancer receiving androgen deprivation therapy. In this randomized, controlled trial, fatigue, QOL, and muscular fitness were evaluated. Following the 12 weeks of supervised resistance training three times a week, men in the exercise group experienced significantly improved health-related QOL as well as fatigue compared with the usual care group. Further, the exercise group had significantly higher upper and lower body muscular fitness than the control group. These differences remained regardless of whether men were treated with curative or palliative intent, or whether androgen deprivation therapy had been received for less than or greater than 1 year.

Following treatment, physical activity has been found to have a positive impact on cardiorespiratory fitness, vigor and vitality, body image, confusion, body size (avoiding arm volume gain), and multiple constructs of mental health (16). Among these, strong consistent evidence is found of the positive effect of physical activity on cardiorespiratory fitness and QOL.

A recent randomized, controlled trial examined the effect of an 8-week aerobic exercise intervention when compared with exercise-placebo or usual care in 108 breast cancer survivors 1–3 years after treatment (28). Following 8 weeks of training, the exercise group had significantly, and clinically meaningful, higher QOL than the usual care group. The exercise-placebo group did not report meaningful improvement in QOL compared with the usual care group. Significant improvements in several psychological health outcomes, such as depression, were also evident with both exercise training and exercise-placebo. These improvements in psychological health remained at the 24-week follow-up.

The issue of whether postdiagnosis exercise may influence tumor growth, disease progression, recurrence, or survival remains an open question. Preliminary evidence indicates, however, that exercise following cancer treatment is associated with better clinical outcomes for certain cancers, such as breast (29,30) and colorectal (31,32). In a prospective cohort study, colorectal cancer survivors with higher levels of postdiagnosis exercise were shown to have a significant reduction in cancer recurrence and overall mortality (31). Research in breast cancer has shown that women who are physically active following breast cancer diagnosis, walking 3–5 hours/week at an average pace, had a reduced risk of death from breast cancer (29).

Although current research in exercise and cancer is promising, a paucity of research has been done in some areas of the cancer continuum, such as pretreatment, long-term survivorship, and end of life. High-quality research trials are required before clear conclusions about the effects and efficacy of exercise can be made in these groups.

EXERCISE AND FUNCTIONAL TESTING

Before the completion of any exercise testing, it is prudent that each cancer survivor undergo a comprehensive medical evaluation. This should include a complete medical history to determine any preexisting health issues (i.e., comorbid conditions) and a thorough cancer history (time since diagnosis, type and stage of disease, type of surgery and adjuvant therapy, and known or suspected side effects of treatment), a physical examination to determine current health status, and physician clearance to undergo the fitness assessment (15). This medical evaluation will ensure the safety of the cancer survivor, identify those who require further diagnostic testing before completing fitness assessments, and assist in choosing the appropriate type and mode of testing for each individual. We recommend that, at a minimum, the initial exercise testing of a cancer survivor be medically...
supervised. This is in line with recommendations for fitness assessments in individuals with other chronic illnesses for which extensive guidelines have been laid out (33–35). These guidelines provide an outline that may be helpful when completing exercise testing in cancer survivors. Furthermore, exercise testing in cancer patients and survivors requires special precautions and considerations (15). These special precautions arise from the significant morbidity experienced by cancer patients during and following individual or combined modality therapies.

Exercise testing to assess the health-related fitness components at specific times across the cancer control continuum can serve a number of purposes (15). At the time of diagnosis and before any cancer treatment, exercise testing may provide insight to the impact (if any) of the development of cancer on any of the components by comparing values with age and gender specific norms. Testing at the completion of treatment would allow for quantification of the impact of cancer treatments on the fitness components. Further assessment(s) following the completion of cancer treatments would allow for the determination of recovery (or lack) of the fitness components, and also the impact of any long-term or late treatments effects. In more general terms, exercise testing of cancer survivors at any stage of the continuum can provide their current physical and functional status, aid in prescribing an exercise program to maintain or improve fitness, possibly elicit any underlying comorbid conditions (either preexisting or treatment related) that may preclude further exercise testing or training (15), and determine the fitness benefits of a prescribed exercise program. To obtain a comprehensive physical and functional assessment of the cancer survivor, it is ideal to assess each of the health-related fitness components, especially because they may all have been impacted by cancer treatments (16). As an exercise professional, this will also allow prescribing an exercise program aimed at maintaining or improving each of the components and will result in the greatest overall benefit for the cancer survivor (15). However, if assessment of all of the components is not possible, particular attention should be paid to those that are known or likely to be directly affected by the particular cancer treatment.

The gold standard test to determine cardiorespiratory fitness is the assessment of maximal oxygen consumption (VO₂max) (33). If direct measurement of (VO₂max) is not possible, however, a number of indirect methods are available. These include a number of submaximal and field testing protocols designed to indirectly estimate VO₂max by the use of varying testing modes and protocols (33,36). It is important to note that many submaximal tests are limited because they rely on the assumption of “normal” exercise responses for an accurate maximal estimation, which may not be accurate for cancer survivors who currently are, or have already have, completed chemotherapy (15,33). Whichever test is chosen to assess cardiorespiratory fitness, it is desirable that it stresses the cancer survivor to the intensity that will be experienced in any subsequent exercise training to ensure that any symptoms that arise do so in a medically supervised situation (15).

When assessing muscular strength, the one repetition maximum testing (1-RM), which is the heaviest weight that can be lifted one time for a particular exercise with proper technique is often used (33,34). If safety of the 1-RM is a concern, submaximal testing such as 6- or 10-RM tests can be performed to estimate an individual’s 1-RM. A number of options to assess muscular endurance exist, including maximal repeated contraction, standard load, and static contraction tests (33,34). Classic maximal repeated contraction tests are the sit-up and push-up tests. The standard load test determines the number of repetitions completed at a fixed submaximal load for a given exercise, and sometimes matched to a specific cadence (33,34). The static contraction test determines the length of time that a submaximal load can be held for on a given exercise. Isokinetic dynamometers may also be used to assess muscular fitness, but requires the use of expensive equipment (34,37).

Body composition is most accurately assessed with CAT, MRI, and dual-energy x-ray absorbance (DXA) scans (34). The additional benefit of the above methods for cancer survivors is that they can be used to determine bone mineral density, which as previously mentioned can have been negatively impacted by a number of cancer treatments (22). Despite being the ideal methods to assess body composition, these techniques require expensive equipment and highly specialized training to be carried out. Less expensive and technically demanding means of assessing body composition carry a greater amount of measurement error and cannot determine bone density (34). These include hydrodensitometry (underwater weighing), air-displacement plethysmography, skinfold analysis, and bioelectrical impedance analysis (34). At a minimum, basic anthropometry, including circumferencemasure (e.g. waist and hip), and height and weight, which can be used to determine body mass index (BMI), should be completed to assess body composition (34).

General flexibility tests that can be used to assess flexibility include the sit-and-reach test and shoulder elevation tests (33,34). Flexibility and range of motion (ROM) of a specific joint can be assessed using a universal goniometer (33,34). These are likely to be of greater use in cancer survivors who have had specific joints affected resulting from their cancer treatment, usually following surgery or radiation (15).

As stated, the combined fitness component changes experienced by cancer survivors related to their treatments will likely result in a reduction in their overall physical function. It has been suggested that the cancer
survivor's physical function can be divided into three components: (a) their self-report of “difficulty” in participating in life or role activities, (b) their self-report of “difficulty” in carrying out physical actions, and (c) objective assessment of physical actions by measured performance tests (25). Important in the context of exercise testing is this final suggestion to assess objectively the cancer survivor's ability to perform tasks specific to daily activities and functions. Although many such tests exist, two test batteries that objectively assess a number of dimensions relevant to functional actions include the Senior Fitness Test and Continuous Scale Physical Functional Performance (CS-PFP) Test. The Senior Fitness Test consists of six test items (chair sit-to-stand, arm curls, chair sit-and-reach, back scratch for flexibility, 8-ft up and go, and 6-minute walk test) that measure the underlying physical parameters (i.e., health-related fitness components) associated with functional ability (38). The CS-PFP (16 items) and the 10 item version (PF-PF-10) of this test include an assortment of tests of increasing difficulty designed to mimic activities of daily living (ADL) and objectively measure upper body strength, lower body strength, flexibility, balance and coordination, and endurance (39). It is important to note that, because these tests have been designed for use in older adults, other tests may be more appropriate when dealing with younger cancer survivors, or when dealing with a group of survivors across a wide age range.

EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION AND PROGRAMMING

Appropriately, early research took a cautious approach to exercise in cancer patients consistent with the physician’s rule “First, do no harm.” As evidence has emerged in support of the efficacy and safety of exercise, both during and following cancer treatment, there has been an upsurge in the number of research studies and interest in the development of clinical exercise programs for cancer patients and survivors. To date, more than 40 controlled clinical trials have been performed examining exercise interventions for cancer patients and survivors. To date, more than 40 controlled clinical trials have been performed examining exercise interventions for cancer patients and survivors. The optimal form of exercise training for cancer patients and survivors, however, remains undefined (40,41) and further investigation is needed to determine the response to variations in exercise programming in terms of dosage, timing, and type of exercise.

Although physical exercise may be an effective QOL intervention for many cancer patients and survivors, it is important to recognize that mitigating factors may make it unwise or even dangerous for some cancer patients to exercise. Besides the general contraindications that are relevant for any older population (42), additional contraindications apply to cancer patients (15). This cautionary note is not meant to imply that cancer patients with such conditions could not benefit from an appropriately designed and supervised exercise program, but only that the risk-to-benefit ratio may be higher and close medical supervision may be required.

Prescribing exercise for cancer survivors is complex because the ability to exercise, especially during cancer treatment, may differ, depending on the type of cancer and cancer treatment, and may be limited by factors, such as the survivor's age, overall health and fitness and the presence of a comorbid condition(s). Therefore, the exercise program should be prescribed individually for each survivor using all available clinical data, and should also consider the survivor's needs, goals and abilities. The exercise program may be designed to increase, maintain, or prevent declines in the cancer survivor's overall fitness, and to address specific disease or treatment-related deficits. In general, exercise programs for cancer patients and survivors have closely followed the American College of Sport Medicine's Guidelines (43) (Table 15.10).

CARDIORESPIRATORY FITNESS

Traditionally, exercise programs have followed the standard prescription of continuous aerobic exercise in the form of walking or cycle ergometry. The key point when prescribing activity mode in cancer patients and survivors is to take into account any acute or chronic physical impairments that may have resulted from medical treatment. For example, swimming should be avoided by those patients with nephrostomy tubes, non–in-dwelling central venous access catheters, and urinary bladder catheters. Swimming is not contraindicated for patients with continent urinary diversions, uterotomies, or colostomies, but patients should wait 8 weeks post-surgery and avoid open-ended pouch appliances. High-impact exercises or contact sports should be avoided in cancer patients or palliative care patients with primary or metastatic bone cancer. From a clinical perspective, it is probably safest to prescribe walking or cycle ergometry; however, no evidence suggests one type of aerobic exercise is superior to another in the general rehabilitation of cancer patients and survivors.

Most studies have prescribed moderate-intensity exercise performed 3–5 days per week for 20–30 minutes per session. During cancer treatment, however, many patients will not feel like exercising at certain times during their chemotherapy cycles. These so-called “down days” are different for each patient and may even vary from cycle to cycle. The key point is to build flexibility into the exercise prescription so that cancer patients are able to modify the frequency, intensity, or duration of their exercise, depending on how well they tolerate treatment. Results from studies examining aerobic exercise in breast cancer survivors have shown improvements in the range of 10%–20% consistent with improvements reported in the general population (41,43).
From a duration perspective, it is likely that many cancer patients will not be able to tolerate 30 minutes of continuous exercise at the start of their treatments, especially if they were previously sedentary. Researchers have used intermittent or interval training (i.e., alternating short bouts of exercise and rest) for patients preparing for cancer surgery (44), during chemotherapy treatment (45,46), or immediately following bone marrow transplantation (47,48) as a way of accumulating exercise volume and improving cardiorespiratory fitness. This approach allows for short work periods of higher intensity than would be possible with a continuous exercise protocol and has been shown to improve outcomes, such as body composition and functional capacity, and to reduce days in hospital (40).

After treatment, for the less active and the more deconditioned cancer survivor, the exercise prescription may start by simply encouraging a more active lifestyle (e.g., take the stairs, walk instead of driving) with the goal of increasing daily physical activity to levels advocated by public health guidelines. The potential health benefits of increased physical activity have been long recognized, although minimal changes in cardiorespiratory fitness occur (49). This lower intensity exercise can be easily incorporated into the individual’s lifestyle and increases in physical activity can be accomplished through education and behavior change modalities. As an example, Vallance et al. (50) examined the effects of breast-cancer specific print materials and step pedometers on physical activity and QOL in breast cancer survivors. The authors reported increased physical activity, improvements in QOL, and reductions in fatigue in survivors receiving both the print material and step pedometer when compared with survivors receiving standard physical activity recommendations.

**RESISTANCE TRAINING**

The evidence for the efficacy of resistance training is only beginning to emerge, with several studies examining resistance exercise alone or in combination with aerobic exercise. Resistance exercise may be prescribed to improve muscular strength and endurance, physical function, and to address changes in peripheral muscle as a result of the cancer or cancer treatment. As many leisure-time activities require lifting, moving or carrying, resistance exercise may prove beneficial in addressing the long-term limitations in physical performance reported among cancer survivors (51).

Standard recommendations for resistance training include a minimum of 1 set of 8–10 exercises that work the major muscle groups. Although these recommendations may be appropriate for many cancer survivors, resistance exercise programs for some survivors may need to focus on specific muscles or muscle groups, or postural correc-

**TABLE 15.10. EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION CONSIDERATIONS FOR CANCER PATIENTS AND SURVIVORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical activity for health</th>
<th>30 minutes of physical activity, 5 or more days of the week</th>
<th>Remain as active as possible during treatment</th>
<th>Increase volume of exercise through repeated bouts of 10 minute exercise sessions</th>
<th>The disease may limit ability to walk and may necessitate other forms of exercise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exercise to improve cardiorespiratory fitness</strong></td>
<td>Moderate intensity exercise (e.g. 40%-60% HRR) 20–45 minutes, 3–5 days per week</td>
<td>Symptom limited: modifications to workload to adjust for ‘down days’. Consider interval training for those unable to perform continuous exercise.</td>
<td>Slower progression and longer course of treatment for older, sedentary, or more deconditioned survivors.</td>
<td>Assess and monitor for any acute, chronic and long-term side effects of treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exercise to improve muscular strength and endurance</strong></td>
<td>8–10 exercises of major muscle groups of upper and lower extremities and trunk 10–15 repetitions, 1–3 sets, 2–3 days per week</td>
<td>Symptom limited: may have difficulty maintaining exercise volume/progressing through latter stages of treatment. May consider incorporating functional activities in program.</td>
<td>May need to start with low-intensity resistance (e.g. lightest weight on rack or alternatively at 30% of 1 repetition maximum [1-RM]) and progress to standard prescription of 60%-70% of 1-RM.</td>
<td>Avoid exhaustion: monitor symptoms of pain and fatigue, delayed muscle soreness; reduce/adjust workload if worsening of symptoms with exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exercise to improve flexibility</strong></td>
<td>2–4 stretches of each major muscle group Each stretch held for 10–30 seconds, Frequency: 2–3 days per week</td>
<td>May need to prevent/address specific deficits in range of motion or tissue constriction caused by cancer treatment.</td>
<td>May need to increase frequency of stretching to 5–7 days per week to address soft tissue tightness owing to surgery or radiation therapy.</td>
<td>Avoid stretching exercises if acute reaction to radiation therapy (e.g., severe burn/blistering) in region</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HRR, heart rate reserve.

(ACSM: American College of Sports Medicine.)
tion. For example, Shamley et al. (52) examined muscle cross-sectional area and electromyographic activity of the muscles of the shoulder in 74 women with breast cancer. The authors reported altered muscle activity in upper trapezius, rhomboids, and serratus anterior; reduced muscle size in pectoralis major and minor; and subjective reports of pain with carrying objects and lifting the arm. The results suggest that some breast cancer survivors may need a more focused exercise regimen to address these specific muscles of the upper extremity.

FLEXIBILITY

Stretching and ROM exercises may very likely prove to be important components in the optimal exercise prescription of cancer patients and survivors. Surgery and radiation therapy may result in musculoskeletal problems, such as loss of strength and ROM in the region of the cancer. Moreover, late effects of tissue fibrosis and muscle atrophy can develop in the field of radiation therapy and may limit extensibility of the affected tissue (53). In some cancer patients and survivors, a flexibility training program may need to include a regular set of exercises intended to progressively increase ROM in a joint or to lengthen shortened muscles in a region (e.g., restriction in neck ROM following surgery and radiation therapy for head and neck cancer) or to address the functional needs of the individual (e.g., reaching overhead).

Traditionally, the recommended stretching prescription has consisted of slow, static stretches held for 10–30 seconds. More recently, Lee et al. (54) examined the effect of long duration static stretches to prevent radiation-induced tissue constringtion in the ipsilateral pectoral muscles of breast cancer patients undergoing radiation therapy. Although this type of stretching intervention holds promise, in the short term, no significant differences were found between the group performing standard ROM exercises and the group performing long duration static stretching. A number of studies have shown benefit from yoga and Tai Chi movements as alternative exercise methods for the cancer survivor to improve flexibility, as well as balance and agility (55–57).

It is also important to recognize that cancer patients exercise as much for psychological health as for physiologic health (58). Consequently, it is important to take psychological benefits into account when prescribing exercise for cancer patients. As a general guideline, exercise professionals should prescribe exercise that is enjoyable, builds confidence, facilitates perceptions of control, develops new skills, incorporates social interaction, and takes place in an environment that engages the mind and spirit. The overall goal is to encourage and support exercise behavior that results in lifetime physical activity.

EDUCATION AND COUNSELING

Exercise adherence is a major challenge for health professionals, regardless of the demographic profile of the group or the purpose of the exercise. Nevertheless, the significant morbidity caused by cancer and its treatments makes exercise adherence even more difficult for cancer survivors, especially during difficult adjuvant therapies. Not surprisingly, research has documented that a significant decline occurs in the volume of exercise during cancer treatment that is not recovered even years after treatment is completed (58). Research, however, has started to examine the major incentives and barriers to exercise in cancer survivors, which is reviewed by Courneya, et al. (58). Although some general conclusions can be made, the specific incentives and barriers are likely to vary, depending on the type of cancer, extent of disease, type of medical treatment, existence of other comorbid conditions, point along the cancer control continuum, and other personal factors. Table 15.11 lists some of the common incentives and barriers to exercise for several cancer survivor groups.

Overall, studies have indicated that cancer survivors have diverse motives and barriers to exercise, some of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 15.11. COMMON EXERCISE MOTIVES AND BARRIERS FOR CANCER SURVIVORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOTIVES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain a normal lifestyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cope with treatments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain control over cancer/life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cope with stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get mind off cancer/treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feel better/improve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve immune function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve energy level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve well-being</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve energy level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recover from treatments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce risk of recurrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve strength and fitness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relieve stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor weather conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control/lose weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve self-esteem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve cardiovascular health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feel better/improve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>well-being</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
which are unique to the cancer experience and some of which are common to other populations. Not surprisingly, motives and barriers vary by treatment status. Barriers to exercise during treatment often reflect the well-known side effects of treatments (e.g., sickness, nausea, diarrhea, fatigue) (59), whereas barriers during survivorship tend to realign with barriers in the general population (e.g., lack of time, too busy). It is also apparent that exercise motives and barriers vary by cancer survivor group, reflecting the unique profile of the particular disease. For example, weight loss is the most common exercise motive in endometrial cancer survivors where obesity rates are high (60) and deconditioning is a major exercise barrier in non-Hodgkin lymphoma survivors where poor physical conditioning is common (61). The key point for fitness professionals is that cancer survivors will have unique incentives and barriers to exercise that need to be understood and addressed. Creative exercise programming and adherence strategies for this population will be required.

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION**

More than 10 million Americans are cancer survivors, and this number is increasing. Moreover, cancer treatments are intensive and cause significant morbidity that results in acute, chronic, and late effects on physical functioning, disease risk, health, and QOL. Good evidence exists for promoting exercise in cancer survivors. Currently, more than 40 studies have addressed this issue using primarily intervention designs. Despite limitations in the studies, the evidence suggests that exercise will improve a broad array of physical and psychosocial functioning parameters, both during and after cancer treatments, and may even reduce the risk of the disease coming back. Exercise testing and prescription in cancer survivors must take into account the morbidity caused by treatments. Guidelines for exercise prescription in this population include moderate-to-vigorous intensity exercise performed 3–5 times per week for 30–60 minutes in an environment that optimizes psychosocial health. Finally, facilitating exercise adherence among cancer survivors requires a good understanding of the unique incentives and barriers in this population and the application of creative behavior change strategies.

**REFERENCES**

Interest in the effects of exercise on immune function arises from several directions (1). First, athletes and coaches believe that athletes experience frequent illness while training intensely. Epidemiologic evidence supports this perception that athletes are susceptible to upper respiratory tract infection (URTI; e.g., common cold, “flu”) during prolonged periods of intense training and after major competition. Second, regular physical activity is recommended for the prevention of a number of diseases with significant lifestyle-associated factors, such as cardiovascular disease, osteoporosis, or type 2 diabetes. Interest exists in whether regular exercise may also help prevent other diseases with lifestyle-associated risk factors, such as cancer; epidemiologic evidence suggests that physical activity lowers the risk of some types of cancer, in particular colon cancer, and possibly reproductive system cancers (see Chapter 15). Third, exercise has become an integral part of treatment or management of several diseases with significant immune system involvement, such as human immunodeficiency virus or acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (HIV/AIDS), rheumatoid arthritis, multiple sclerosis, and cancer. Although exercise is often an adjunct therapy to alleviate debilitating symptoms of disease or treatment (e.g., muscle wasting in HIV/AIDS; nausea in cancer patients), it is also useful to understand the immune system response to exercise in healthy individuals and patients. Such information is important to determine whether exercise has any positive or adverse effects on the disease process, and to best tailor exercise prescription for particular patients. Finally, physical and psychological stressors influence immunity to disease, showing the close interaction between the neuroendocrine and immune systems, which share many messenger molecules and hormones. Studying the immune response to a quantifiable physical stress, such as exercise, leads to further understanding of the overall regulation of immune function.

OVERVIEW OF THE IMMUNE SYSTEM

The immune system most likely evolved as a means of self-identification, as a way for the body to distinguish its own cells from those originating outside the body. In theory, the immune system is capable of defending the host against infinite environmental challenges, including foreign cells, proteins, and microorganisms, such as viruses, bacteria, or parasites. To accomplish such a formidable
task, the immune system has evolved as a complex system that incorporates complementary and overlapping functions.

One of the most important functions (although not the only one) of the immune system is to prevent or combat infection by pathogenic microorganisms. The immune system works at several levels to prevent infection: Physical barriers such as the skin and mucous membranes, and chemical barriers provided by substances contained in saliva, tears, and other body fluids, maintain the body’s structural integrity to prevent entry by most pathogens. If these defenses are breached, several different cellular mechanisms may be activated to counteract the pathogen: Cells engulf and degrade the pathogen (a process called phagocytosis), other cells directly kill the pathogen or infected cells (cytotoxicity), yet other cells produce antibodies that may neutralize the foreign agent, and many types of cells produce soluble factors that may assist in killing the pathogen. In most instances, this combined effort is sufficient to eventually overcome infection, although at times the body’s response is ineffective or inappropriate.

### TABLE 16.1. DISEASES, CONDITIONS, AND MEDICATIONS THAT MAY ALTER IMMUNE FUNCTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISEASES</th>
<th>CONDITIONS</th>
<th>MEDICATIONS OR TREATMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Some bacterial infections (e.g., staphylococcus)</td>
<td>Malnutrition</td>
<td>Corticosteroids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some viral infections (e.g., measles virus, human immunodeficiency virus [HIV])</td>
<td>Physical stress (e.g., intense exercise)</td>
<td>Cytotoxic drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anemia</td>
<td>Psychological stress (e.g., bereavement)</td>
<td>Radiation therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inherited immunodeficiency</td>
<td>Trauma, burns</td>
<td>Surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tissue or organ transplantation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoimmune diseases (e.g., type 2 diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Items in italics indicate that immunosuppression may result.

### GENERAL SUMMARY OF THE IMMUNE RESPONSE

A simplified scheme of the immune response to a pathogen, such as a virus or bacterium, is depicted in Figure 16.1. The immune response is initiated when a pathogen penetrates the chemical and physical barriers, and is engulfed by phagocytic cells, which degrade the foreign proteins (called antigens). Once degraded, parts of these antigens are displayed on the surface of antigen-presenting cells (e.g., monocytes, macrophages, dendritic cells), along with special self-recognition proteins (termed major histocompatibility complex [MHC] proteins) and costimulatory proteins (CD80/86) that allow communication between different cells of the immune system. Antigen recognition and upregulation of MHC and CD80/86 proteins are coordinated by transmembrane proteins known as toll-like receptors (TLRs). Fragments of the degraded antigen are presented on the MHC proteins to specialized immune cells called T lymphocytes. T lymphocytes are then activated to produce factors that stimulate other...
immune cells to divide and produce substances to further combat the pathogen. B lymphocytes produce antibody to the foreign proteins, other T lymphocytes may directly kill the foreign cells or infected cells, natural killer (NK) cells may directly kill infected cells, and various cells produce soluble factors that assist in killing or neutralizing the pathogen. During the initial encounter with the pathogen, special “memory” T and B cells are produced, and these respond rapidly to subsequent infection by the same agent (the basis of immunization). Obviously, such a complex response requires close communication between the various effectors of immune function (immune cells and messenger molecules).

Cells of the Immune System

Leukocytes, called white blood cells in the blood, are immune cells produced by several lymphoid tissues. Leukocytes originate from a common stem cell found in the bone marrow and then differentiate into specific immune cells in various lymphoid tissues. Immature and differentiated cells migrate throughout the body through the blood and lymph circulations. At any given time, only about 1%–2% of the body’s total leukocytes are found in the blood. This point should be remembered when reviewing the literature on exercise and human immune function; because of obvious ethical limitations in research on humans, cells can be obtained only from the peripheral blood circulation.

Table 16.2 presents a summary of the major types of leukocytes found in the blood. Leukocyte subsets are identified by a unique combination of proteins expressed on the cell surface. Because proteins are antigenic (i.e., an antibody can be raised to them), these cell-surface proteins can be identified and quantified using commercially available monoclonal antibodies. By international consensus, these cell-surface proteins and the cells they identify are now designated by the prefix CD, which stands for clusters of differentiation. For example, helper or inflammatory T lymphocytes are defined as CD3⁺CD4⁺ cells, that is, they are identified by the CD3 and CD4 antigens expressed on the cell surface. Table 16.3 summarizes the major CD antigens used in the exercise immunology literature.

In the past decade, immunologists have also identified 11 different toll-like receptors, named TLRs 1–11, that are expressed on the surface of monocytes, macrophages, and dendritic cells. As mentioned, these receptors detect and recognize antigens, and form an integral link between the innate and acquired branches of the immune system (2). Increasing attention has also focused on the intracellular expression of heat shock proteins (HSPs) on leukocytes. HSPs are highly conserved proteins that are synthesized in response to a wide variety of environmental, pathologic, and physiologic stimuli. The HSP70 family represents the most conserved and well-known HSPs. The inducible form HSP72 acts as an intracellular

### Table 16.2. Description and Normal Values for Major Types of Circulating Leukocytes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CELL TYPE</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE OF CELLS (%)</th>
<th>REFERENCE NORM (X 10⁹/L)</th>
<th>MAJOR FUNCTION(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Granulocyte, mainly neutrophil</td>
<td>60–70</td>
<td>3.0–6.0</td>
<td>Phagocytosis, chemotactic factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monocyte</td>
<td>10–15</td>
<td>0.15–0.60</td>
<td>Phagocytosis, antigen presentation, cytokine secretion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphocyte</td>
<td>20–25</td>
<td>1.0–2.5</td>
<td>Antigen recognition, antibody production, cytokine secretion memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T cell 60–75 of lymphocytes</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.0–2.5</td>
<td>Antibody production, memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD4 T cell 60–70 of T cells</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5–1.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD8 T cell 30–40 of T cells</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3–0.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B cell 5–15 of lymphocytes</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural killer cell 10–20</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1–0.5</td>
<td>Cytotoxicity, cytokine secretion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 16.3. CD Antigens Used to Identify Leukocytes in the Exercise Immunology Literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CD ANTIGEN</th>
<th>CELL TYPE IDENTIFIED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CD2</td>
<td>T, natural killer (NK) cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD3</td>
<td>T cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD4</td>
<td>Helper, inflammatory T cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD8</td>
<td>Cytotoxic T cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD11b/CD18 (Mac-1)</td>
<td>Neutrophils, macrophages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD14</td>
<td>Monocytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD16</td>
<td>NK cells, neutrophils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD19</td>
<td>B cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD25</td>
<td>Activated T, NK cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD45</td>
<td>Leukocytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD45RO</td>
<td>Activated T, B cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD45RA</td>
<td>Naive T, B cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD56</td>
<td>NK cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD69</td>
<td>Activated T, NK cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD80/86</td>
<td>Activated monocytes, dendritic cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD95 (Fas)</td>
<td>Apoptotic lymphocytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD122</td>
<td>NK cells, subset of T cells</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

molecular chaperone of naïve, aberrantly folded or mutated proteins, and also exerts cytoprotective effects (3).

Enumeration of leukocyte and various subset concentrations in the blood is important to clinical diagnosis and monitoring of treatment for many conditions. Cell counts may be disturbed by a number of factors, including trauma (e.g., burns, surgery), medication (e.g., corticosteroids), bacterial infection, hematologic disorders (e.g., leukemia, infectious mononucleosis), immune disorders (e.g., HIV infection), treatment (e.g., chemotherapy), inflammation, and allergy (Table 16.1). Monitoring leukocyte and subset numbers may also be useful in assessing the patient’s response to treatment (e.g., chemotherapy) or prognosis in immune disorders (e.g., HIV infection). Moreover, acute or chronic stress may also influence circulating immune cell number. As will be discussed later in this chapter, circulating leukocyte number and the ratio of various subsets are dramatically altered during and for up to several hours after intense exercise. Extreme exercise can also induce a systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) that shares some common characteristics with trauma and infection (5).

**Leukocyte Subsets**

Polymorphonuclear leukocytes, or granulocytes, are large (10–20 μm) leukocytes containing granules that can be seen with a light microscope. These cells are among the first to react to infection or inflammation. Neutrophils, the most prevalent granulocyte, are phagocytic cells important to early defense against bacterial and viral infection. Neutrophils live only a few days, but are quickly mobilized to sites of infection or inflammation (e.g., damaged tissues). It is thought that neutrophils play a role in degradation and repair of tissues, such as skeletal muscle injured during exercise. Monocytes (in blood) and macrophages (monocytes localized to tissues) are relatively large phagocytic cells crucial to the early response to infection.

Monocyte and macrophage activities include ingesting and killing microorganisms (phagocytosis), presenting antigen to and thus stimulating T cells, and secreting cytokines (regulatory molecules) that further stimulate activity of other immune cells.

Lymphocytes are composed of several subsets with specialized functions. B lymphocytes (or B cells) are small cells (6–10 μm) that produce antibody. Memory B cells rapidly produce antibody in response to previously encountered pathogens. T cells (CD3+) are small (6–10 μm) cells involved in initiating and modulating virtually all aspects of the immune response. T-cell functions include stimulating B cells to differentiate and produce antibody; directly killing some pathogens, tumor cells, and virally infected cells; and secreting cytokines that regulate the activity of many other types of immune cells. The two main subsets of T cells are called helper or inflammatory T cells and cytotoxic T cells (identified by the CD4 and CD8 antigens, respectively). CD4 T cells are central to regulation of immune function, as shown by the devastating effect on immunity by HIV infection, which destroys these cells. CD4 helper cells stimulate B cells to produce antibody; CD4 inflammatory T cells stimulate monocyte or macrophage antibacterial activity. Both types of CD4 cells produce several types of cytokines. CD8 T cells help combat viral infection by killing infected cells.

Natural killer cells may represent a distinct cell lineage. NK cells are defined as non-T cells (CD3−) that express NK-specific markers CD16 and CD56. Because NK cells are capable of recognizing and killing certain tumor and virally infected cells, it is believed that these cells function in the early defense against tumor growth and viral infection. NK cells also release some cytokines.

**Soluble Factors**

Soluble factors are found in blood and other body fluids, and act as mediators of a wide range of immune functions. These factors may act directly, for example, by killing or neutralizing pathogens, or indirectly, as chemical messengers between different types of immune cells. The major classes of soluble factors relevant to exercise immunology include cytokines, immunoglobulin and antibody, acute-phase proteins, and complement; their major functions are listed in Table 16.4. More recently, immunologists have identified extracellular HSP72 as an important soluble factor that mediates innate immunity (3).

**Cytokines.** Cytokines are polypeptide messenger molecules central to cellular communication and immune regulation. Primarily growth and regulatory factors, cytokines are produced mainly but not exclusively by immune cells. Also, naturally occurring factors exist that inhibit and, thus, help regulate cytokine activity. The major types of cytokines examined in the exercise immunology literature are the interleukins (IL-), interferons (IFN-), and tumor-necrosis factor (TNF). Interleukins, numbered IL-1 through IL-33 (at present) (6), are unrelated cytokines produced primarily by T cells, monocytes, and NK cells, and are involved mainly in the regulation of lymphocyte activation and proliferation. Interferons (α, β, and γ), produced mainly by T and NK cells, exert antiviral activity and stimulate NK cell and macrophage cytotoxicity. TNF-α, produced by macrophages, NK cells, and T cells, is an important mediator of defense against viral infection and tumor growth. Some cytokines are classified as type 1 or type 2 cytokines. Type 1 cytokines (e.g., IFN-γ, TNF-α) are produced by type 1 T helper lymphocytes and activate macrophages and cytotoxic T cells, which protect against viral infections. Type 2 cytokines (e.g., IL-4, IL-5, IL-10, and IL-13) are generated by type 2 helper lymphocytes and stimulate antibody production (humoral immunity) against extracellular pathogens, eosinophil activity, and IgE-mediated allergic reactions.
Several cytokines, in particular IL-1, IL-6, and TNF-α, act as mediators of inflammation. Besides involvement in general inflammation, such as in soft-tissue or joint injury, these inflammatory cytokines are also linked to atherosclerosis. It is thought that leukocytes localized to atherosclerotic plaques may release inflammatory cytokines, which act as mediators of damage to the arterial wall. Some anti-inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-4 and IL-10, may be protective against atherosclerosis. As discussed later in this chapter, prolonged weight-bearing exercise induces release of some of these cytokines, which may reflect inflammation within damaged skeletal muscle.

**Immunoglobulin and Antibody.** Immunoglobulin (Ig) is a class of glycoproteins produced by resting and mature B lymphocytes. Ig is expressed on the B-cell surface and is also found in serum and other body fluids, such as tears and saliva. Because of the unique structure of the Ig molecule, it is able to bind specifically to various foreign proteins or antigens. Antibody is an Ig molecule that binds specifically to a particular antigen; each antibody binds specifically to only one type of antigen. All antibodies are Ig molecules, but not all Igs exhibit antibody activity. Antigen–antibody binding initiates further immune responses by other lymphocytes and cytotoxic cells. Antibody acts in many ways, both directly to inhibit pathogens from entering the body and indirectly by stimulating phagocytosis and cytotoxicity by other immune cells.

There are five classes of Ig—IgA, IgD, IgG, IgE, and IgM—each with different complex structures and functions. IgG is most prevalent in serum, whereas IgA is the major Ig in mucosal fluids, such as saliva and tears. IgA in mucosal secretions plays a major role in preventing infection by viruses that gain entry through mucosal surfaces of the mouth, eye, nose, and respiratory, genitourinary, and gastrointestinal tracts.

**Acute Phase Proteins.** Acute phase proteins (APPs) are unrelated glycoproteins released from the liver in response to infection or inflammation. Proinflammatory cytokines IL-1, IL-6, and TNF-α stimulate release of APPs. The concentration of APPs increases in the blood following trauma, such as bacterial infection, surgery, and myocardial infarction, and during chronic inflammation. Some APPs stimulate immunity by binding to bacteria and by activating complement and phagocytosis. Others lower serum iron and copper concentrations, inhibiting bacterial growth by limiting availability of these metals. Still other APPs inhibit protein degradation in skeletal muscle and neutralize free radicals.

**Complement.** Complement represents a complex group of diverse plasma proteins produced in response to infection and inflammation. Complement acts in three main ways: by recruiting immune cells to the site of infection or inflammation; by binding to pathogens and, thus, stimulating phagocytes to kill the pathogens; and by directly killing pathogens, such as bacteria.

**Extracellular HSP72.** Extracellular HSP72 is a highly conserved protein that is released from many different cell types (including T and B lymphocytes, macrophages and dendritic cells) into the extracellular milieu within exosomes through a nonclassic protein transport pathway that requires intact lipid rafts (3,4). The release of extracellular HSP72 is thought to serve as a “danger signal” to the immune system. It binds to cytotoxic T lymphocytes, NK cells, and antigen-presenting cells to activate intracellular

### TABLE 16.4. SOURCES AND MAJOR FUNCTIONS OF SOLUBLE FACTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACTOR</th>
<th>PRODUCED BY</th>
<th>MAJOR FUNCTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Immunoglobulin and antibody | Antigen binding         | Resting and mature B lymphocytes  
|                     |                         | Complement activation  
|                     |                         | Inhibition of pathogen entry into the body  
|                     |                         | Neutralization of bacterial toxins  
|                     |                         | Passive immunity in newborn  
| Cytokines           | Various leukocytes and other cells (e.g., fibroblasts, endothelial cells) | Immune system regulation  
|                     |                         | Cellular communication  
|                     |                         | Activation of immune cells to proliferate and differentiate  
|                     |                         | Antiviral activity  
|                     |                         | Cytotoxicity (cell killing)  
|                     |                         | Chemotaxis (attracting cells to sites of inflammation/infection)  
| Acute Phase Proteins | Liver                   | Binding to bacteria  
|                     |                         | Binding serum metals, thus limiting bacterial growth  
|                     |                         | Complement activation  
|                     |                         | Stimulation of phagocytosis  
|                     |                         | Chemotaxis  
| Complement          |                         | Direct killing of bacteria  
|                     |                         | Stimulation of phagocytosis  
|                     |                         | Chemotaxis  


(Compiled from)
signaling cascades that lead to the expression of costimulatory molecules, and the synthesis of proinflammatory cytokines, chemokines, and nitric oxide (3).

**METHODS TO ASSESS OR QUANTIFY IMMUNE FUNCTION**

Because of the immune system’s complexity, there is no single measure of “immune function,” and many different types of assays are used to assess particular immune parameters. Only those most commonly used in the exercise immunology literature will be briefly described in this chapter. Assays can be simplistically classified as those quantifying the concentration of a particular factor (e.g., antibody concentration, cell number in the blood) and those measuring the functional status of particular cells (e.g., neutrophil antibacterial activity, lymphocyte proliferation). In humans, most functional assays are performed in vitro because of ethical issues and to specifically measure one parameter independent of the effects of others. Obviously, some limitations exist to applying data from in vitro experiments to in vivo function.

**MEASURING CELL COUNT**

In the human, leukocytes can be isolated from peripheral blood using density centrifugation. Whole blood is layered over a gradient and centrifuged, which separates the peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from red blood cells and granulocytes. PBMCs include lymphocytes and monocytes. Lymphocytes can be further separated from monocytes by incubating PBMCs in plastic culture dishes; monocytes adhere to the plastic, and the lymphocytes are removed in the culture medium. Cells obtained from peripheral blood may then be used to quantify cell number or function (discussed further below). Leukocytes may also be isolated from sites of inflammation by aspiration (e.g., peritoneal cavity, synovial fluid in rheumatoid arthritis) or, less frequently, by biopsy or surgery. (Animal models are not limited by mode of cell sampling as are humans, and cells may be obtained from various lymphoid tissues.)

Automated electronic cell counters are used to assess blood leukocyte and subset number. In the electronic counter, a stream of blood is passed through a narrow orifice one cell at a time, triggering an electronic signal for each cell. A leukocyte “differential” count gives the number of total leukocytes, as well as neutrophils, lymphocytes, monocytes, basophils, and eosinophils per volume of blood; clinical reference norms for these cell concentrations in blood are given in Table 16.2.

Lymphocyte subsets can be identified and quantified using flow cytometry. In this technique, fluorescently labeled antibodies to specific cell-surface markers (e.g., CD antigens discussed above) are incubated with whole blood or isolated cells, allowing the labeled antibody to bind specifically to the cells through cell surface proteins. Antibodies specific to a variety of cytokines are now available to assess intracellular cytokine production and, therefore, to identify different types of T lymphocytes using flow cytometry. The sample is then passed in front of a special laser that excites the fluorescent dye. The signals are sent to a computer, which calculates a number of variables, cell subset number and proportion relative to other subsets (based on the number of positively stained cells), cell size (based on how cells scatter light), and the density of cell-surface marker per cell (based on the intensity of fluorescent dye bound to the cells). Recent advances allow the detection of up to four different dyes simultaneously; this permits recognition of cell subsets identified by multiple surface markers.

**MEASURING THE CONCENTRATION OF SOLUBLE FACTORS**

Techniques to quantify the concentration of soluble factors can be broadly divided into those directly assessing concentration and those indirectly assessing concentration by measuring the biological activity of the substance of interest (called a bioassay). Immunoassays are used widely to measure the concentration of immunoglobulin, cytokines, hormones, peptides, and many other proteins. Two commonly used immunoassays are the radioimmunoassay (RIA) and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). In these assays, the molecule of interest (antigen) is incubated with an antibody directed against it. The antibody binds the antigen in a specific and quantifiable way. In the RIA, a radioactively labeled antibody is used, and the amount of labeled antibody is detected by counting radioactivity. In the ELISA, an enzyme is attached to the antibody, which develops color when incubated with an appropriate substrate. The amount of radioactivity (RIA) or color developed (ELISA) is directly proportional to the amount of antibody bound to antigen, which in turn is proportional to the concentration of the molecule of interest.

Since the introduction of specific and sensitive immunoassays, bioassays are used less frequently to assess the concentration of soluble factors. In a bioassay, the concentration of the substance of interest is assessed in vitro by incubating that substance with a cell line that requires it for cell growth. Cell growth is then quantified, and the amount or activity of the substance of interest is inferred from the amount of cell growth. The sensitivity of a bioassay may be limited by other growth or inhibitory factors in the sample, which may alter cell growth.

Cytokine gene expression may be assessed by reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). Because cytokines may act locally and are rapidly removed from the circulation, measuring levels in blood may not give an accurate measure of cytokine production. In RT-PCR, messenger RNA (mRNA) is isolated from cells of
interest (e.g., leukocytes, skeletal muscle) and reverse transcription used to make multiple copies of complementary DNA (cDNA) to the mRNA. The cDNA is then amplified chemically and quantified. The amount of cDNA is proportional to the amount of mRNA, which gives a measure of cytokine gene expression. This technique has been applied in studies trying to determine the source of cytokines appearing after exercise (discussed below).

**MEASURING LYMPHOCYTE PROLIFERATION**

Once activated by an encounter with a pathogen, the lymphocyte proliferates to produce more cells to combat the infection. This process can be simulated in vitro by incubating whole blood or isolated lymphocytes with substances that induce proliferation. These substances are called “mitogens” because of their ability to induce mitosis in lymphocytes. When studying human cells, the most commonly used mitogens include phytohemagglutinin (PHA) and concanavalin A (conA), which stimulate T-cell proliferation, and pokeweed mitogen (PWM), which stimulates T-cell–dependent B cell proliferation. After incubation with the mitogen for a given period of time, DNA synthesis is measured either by quantifying the uptake of radioactively labeled thymidine (used to synthesize DNA) or dyes that bind to newly synthesized DNA, which can be detected using colorimetry or fluorometry.

Because lymphocytes are first activated before proliferating, cell proliferation may also be assessed by expression of activation markers on the cell surface. Monoclonal antibodies to these activation markers are incubated with whole blood or lymphocytes, and flow cytometry is used to quantify the number of cells expressing the activation marker.

**MEASURING CELL-MEDIATED CYTOTOXIC ACTIVITY**

Both NK cells and cytotoxic T cells can directly kill certain tumor and virally infected cells. Cytotoxic (killing) activity of these cells can be assessed by two general methods. In the standard $^{51}$Cr release assay, target cells (those killed by the cytotoxic cells, usually a tumor cell line) are first incubated with radioactively labeled chromium, which is taken up and retained by the target cells. The labeled target cells are then incubated with whole blood or isolated effector cells, during which time the effector cells of interest (either NK or cytotoxic T cells) kill a number of target cells. On death of the target cells, $^{51}$Cr is released into the fluid medium. Radioactivity in the fluid medium is proportional to the number of target cells killed, which gives a measure of cytotoxic activity.

Cytotoxicity can also be assessed using flow cytometry. Target and effector cells are incubated together, and dead target cells are identified with a fluorescently labeled dye that distinguishes dead from live target cells.

**MEASURING MONOCYTE AND NEUTROPHIL FUNCTION**

Monocytes and neutrophils exhibit a wide range of functions, including phagocytosis and killing of pathogens, such as bacteria and viruses. Phagocytosis is a complex process involving several steps, each of which can be assessed independently. The ability of phagocytes to ingest microbes can be assessed in vitro by incubating cells with fluorescently labeled beads (e.g., latex) and then quantifying the amount of internalized beads histologically or with flow cytometry. Once activated or “primed” to kill, phagocytes exhibit an oxidative burst that can be quantified in vitro as production of reactive oxygen or nitrogen species (which are toxic to microbes), or as an increase in respiratory rate. Neutrophil activation can also be assessed by the appearance of proteolytic enzymes, such as elastase released into the incubation medium, the plasma concentrations of myeloperoxidase and calprotectin, or by expression of certain cell-surface markers, such as the complement receptor CD11b.

**USING IN VIVO ASSAYS IN HUMANS**

In vitro assays are important in studying particular immune parameters. However, methodologic concerns limit the extrapolation of these data to understanding immune competence in the intact body. First, only 1%–2% of all immune cells are in the circulation at any given time. Second, leukocyte function is influenced by hormones, cytokines, and neurotransmitters, and the plasma concentrations of these agents can change in response to exercise. Therefore, measuring the function of isolated leukocytes without these agents present in the incubation medium does not necessarily reflect leukocyte function in vivo. Finally, alterations in blood temperature and pH that may occur during exercise are often also neglected during in vitro studies of isolated leukocyte function. Some of these limitations are overcome when studying immune function in whole blood (7). On the other hand, ethical considerations limit the types of in vivo tests that may be applied in humans. In vivo tests of immune function commonly used in humans involve exposure to a particular antigen and then measuring the response. An antigen can be injected (as in immunization) and the amount of antibody produced to that antigen measured in the blood. Alternatively, the antigen can be applied to the skin (as in the tuberculin test), and the size of the skin reaction gives an indication of T-cell function; this is called delayed-type hypersensitivity.

**EXERCISE AND THE IMMUNE SYSTEM**

The exercise immunology literature has focused on the effects of exercise on illness, as well as the responses of key components of immunity, such as cell number and function, levels of soluble mediators, and other factors.
that may influence immunity. As described above, the immune system is very complex, and a physical stress such as exercise can influence immune function at any number of points. Moreover, as will be discussed below, responses can vary between different immune parameters, between acute and chronic exercise, and between trained and untrained individuals.

**EFFECTS ON RISK FOR UPPER RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTION**

Athletes and coaches have long perceived an association between intense exercise and increased risk of upper respiratory tract infection (URTI; e.g., common cold, sore throat). This perception is supported by several epidemiologic studies on distance runners, which show increased risk of URTI during the 2 weeks after major competition such as a marathon or ultramarathon (8–10). Of runner, 50%–70% may experience URTI symptoms after a race (8–10). Moreover, the risk of URTI has been related to competition pace (9) and average training distance (8,11).

In contrast to these findings, a recent study reported that the incidence of self-reported URTI in a 3-week period following a marathon race did not differ from the incidence of URTI in the 6 months before the race (12). In addition, the incidence of URTI in the 3 weeks after the race was not related to the training volume before the race. The incidence of URTI after the race was 16% in runners who were free of URTI before the race compared with 33% in runners who experienced URTI before the race. This finding suggests that, in some runners, the stress induced by the race may have reactivated a virus that was responsible for URTI before the race.

A threshold of exercise appears to exist, below which risk of URTI does not increase. For example, the risk of URTI is not elevated in those participating in “fun runs” of 21 km or less (13). Similarly, moderate exercise training (e.g., brisk walking) does not increase, and may even reduce, the incidence of URTI (14–17). Based on these data, a “J-curve” model has been proposed that suggests that the risk of URTI is reduced by regular moderate exercise, but increased by intense exercise. It is not known whether this relationship holds true for other types of athletes, such as sprinters or power athletes, or for the general public. The minimal and optimal amounts of exercise needed to enhance resistance to infectious illness are also currently unknown. From the public health and clinical perspective, however, no evidence suggests that, at least in healthy individuals, resistance to infectious illness is compromised by regular moderate exercise as recommended for long-term health. Recent data also suggest that not all upper respiratory illness in athletes is caused by infectious pathogens. Similar symptoms may result from noninfectious stimuli (e.g., allergies, air-borne pollutants, airway inflammation) (17) or reactivation of a virus (discussed further later in this chapter).

Aerobic exercise capacity and muscular strength decline during febrile viral illness, suggesting that physical performance may be temporarily impaired during illness with fever (18). The athlete is advised not to continue intense exercise training during the active stages of viral infection, because this has been associated with an increased risk of developing viral myocarditis (18) or chronic fatigue syndrome (19). On the other hand, moderate exercise training (e.g., 40 minutes at 70% heart rate reserve, 3 sessions per week) does not influence the severity of mild, experimentally induced URTI (19).

Moderate exercise appears to improve survival rates in mice following injection with influenza vaccine (21). An acute bout of cycling 45 minutes before influenza vaccination improves antibody responses to the vaccine in women, but not in men, at 4 and 20 weeks after vaccination (22). An acute bout of eccentric exercise (lengthening muscle contractions) 6 hours before influenza vaccination also improves antibody responses to the vaccine in women at 6 and 20 weeks after vaccination, and enhances cell-mediated immunity in men at 8 weeks after vaccination (23). Another recent study indicated that elderly individuals with high physical fitness (VO2max >47 mL·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹) produce more antibodies in response to influenza vaccination than do elderly individuals of low physical fitness (VO2max 21 mL·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹) (24). These studies indicate that moderate levels of both acute and chronic exercise enhance immune responses in vivo.

Athletes are advised to follow the “above the neck” rule—if illness is mild, without fever, and affects only the mouth, nose, and throat, as in a common cold, then exercise training is permitted, perhaps with slightly reduced intensity or duration. In contrast, systemic illness (e.g., swollen glands) or illness involving fever should be evaluated by a physician before any intense exercise is performed. All individuals should resume normal physical activity patterns gradually after illness.

**EFFECTS ON PERIPHERAL BLOOD LEUKOCYTE NUMBER**

Acute exercise causes dramatic changes in the number and relative distribution of circulating leukocyte subsets as reviewed by Mackinnon (1). Changes in cell number are mediated primarily by stress hormones, such as cortisol, epinephrine, and growth hormone, and cytokines, such as IL-6. The magnitude of change is a function of exercise intensity, duration, and mode, and the time of blood sampling after exercise (Table 16.5).

Leukocytes, neutrophils, monocytes, and lymphocytes all increase in concentration during and immediately after exercise. Cell numbers are higher, and remain elevated for longer, after intense or prolonged compared with moderate exercise. Exercise with an eccentric bias (e.g., downhill running) causes greater perturbation of
The relationship between leukocyte responses and muscle damage may depend on adaptation to previous muscle damage (26).

Leukocyte and neutrophil numbers may increase threefold immediately after prolonged exercise and continue to increase further for several hours. In contrast, brief, intense exercise elicits a biphasic response: Cell number first increases during exercise, returns to resting levels by 1 hour postexercise, and then increases again 1–3 hours after exercise. Lymphocytes also exhibit a biphasic response, but the response follows a different pattern. Lymphocyte numbers increase during and immediately after exercise, but decline and remain below baseline levels between 1 and 5 hours after exercise. T, B, and NK cell counts follow a similar pattern. Normal cell counts are generally restored by 24 hours after exercise. T, B, and NK cell counts follow a similar pattern. Normal cell counts are generally restored by 24 hours after exercise.

The postexercise increase in the number of leukocytes does not result from synthesis of new cells, but rather reflects a redistribution of cells between the circulation and other sites (recall that, at any given time, only 1%–2% of all immune cells are in the circulation). Increased cardiac output and release of cells from marginated pools in underperfused tissues (e.g., lungs, bone marrow) and the spleen are all sources of cells appearing in the circulation after exercise. It is not currently known where cells go after leaving the circulation, when normal blood levels are restored during recovery after exercise. The stress of exercise may stimulate the postexercise uptake of lymphocytes into lymphoid tissue and bone marrow (27).

Exercise training appears to have minimal chronic effects on circulating leukocyte number because athletes generally exhibit clinically normal cell counts at rest. Two possible exceptions: Total leukocyte and NK cell numbers may decline during prolonged periods of very intense exercise training. Leukocyte numbers reportedly decreased to clinically low levels after 4 weeks of intensified training in distance runners (28). In a study of elite swimmers, NK cell number declined after 7 months of swim training despite no changes in other cell counts (29). A brief period (6 days) of intense training also attenuates the leukocyte response to acute exercise (30). It is not known whether these changes reflect increased cell turnover or migration of cells out of the circulation, nor whether there are any long-term implications.

Clinicians who treat physically active patients should be aware of both acute and chronic exercise-induced changes in circulating immune cell counts because these data are often used to diagnose or to make decisions about treatment. If an accurate leukocyte differential count is needed for clinical purposes, physically active patients should refrain from exercise for at least 24 hours before blood sampling.

### EFFECTS ON LEUKOCYTE FUNCTION

Despite only transient perturbation in circulating leukocyte number, good evidence shows both acute and chronic effects of exercise on immune cell function. Neutrophil and monocyte functions, NK cell cytotoxicity, and lymphocyte proliferation are all affected by intense exercise.

### EFFECTS ON NATURAL KILLER CELL FUNCTION

Natural killer cell cytotoxic activity (NKCA) increases during and immediately after moderate and intense exercise; the magnitude of change is directly related to exercise intensity and duration. NKCA returns to resting levels soon after moderate exercise, but declines below baseline values between 1 and 6 hours after intense prolonged exercise. The mechanisms responsible for these changes in NKCA during and after exercise are complex. The increase in NKCA immediately after exercise appears to result from the rise in NK-cell number in the blood. The reasons for the delayed decrease in NKCA have been debated, which is reviewed by Mackinnon (1), and it is beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss this issue fully. Briefly, it appears that this delayed decline in NKCA reflects both decreased number and suppressed killing activity of NK cells in the blood. Given the role of NK cells in defense against viruses, it has been suggested that prolonged suppression of NKCA after intense exercise may provide an “open window,” during which the athlete may be susceptible to infection (31).

Despite this apparent suppression of NKCA acutely after intense exercise, NKCA does not appear to be adversely affected by intense exercise training over the long
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ululation, phagocytosis, and respiratory burst activity. Stimulation may last for several hours after prolonged exercise, possibly as a result of the recruitment of younger, more active neutrophils into the circulation (34). After exercise, neutrophils infiltrate tissues such as nasal mucosa (35) and skeletal muscle (36), and this has been suggested to cause local inflammation by release of reactive oxygen species and chemotactic factors, which attract inflammatory cells (37).

Although neutrophil function is stimulated by acute exercise, chronic exercise appears to downregulate this response. Athletes undergoing intense training exhibit lower resting and postexercise neutrophil function compared with nonathletes and their own values obtained during moderate training (38,39). This apparent downregulation of neutrophil function may be protective by limiting neutrophil involvement in inflammation associated with daily intense exercise (1,34). Whether such downregulation of neutrophil activity increases susceptibility to illness is not known. One report found no association between depressed neutrophil function and the incidence of URTI in elite swimmers (39). Moderate exercise training appears to have little effect on neutrophil function.

EFFECTS ON LYMPHOCYTE PROLIFERATION

Lymphocyte proliferation is sensitive to exercise intensity and duration. Acute moderate exercise has little or a slight stimulatory effect on proliferation. In contrast, intense exercise appears to suppress proliferation for up to 3 hours after exercise. The mechanism responsible is not fully known and is likely to be complex. Some, but not all, of the suppression can be attributed to increased catecholamine release and fewer lymphocytes in the blood during recovery after exercise (40). A decrease in the number of circulating type 1 T lymphocytes may contribute to lower lymphocyte proliferation after exercise (41). Decreased lymphocyte proliferation following prolonged exercise may also be caused by an increased rate of death of CD4 and CD8 T lymphocytes (42). Exercise training, regardless of intensity, has little effect on resting lymphocyte proliferation, indicating that any effects are transitory and perhaps of limited clinical significance. Exercise training has been associated with increased ex-
pression of lymphocyte activation markers, suggesting that chronic exercise may enhance the ability of these cells to respond to immune challenges.

EFFECTS ON SOLUBLE MEDIATORS OF IMMUNE FUNCTION

The exercise immunology literature has explored the effects of exercise on diverse soluble mediators of immune function, focusing mainly on cytokines, immunoglobulin, and antibody, and to a lesser extent on complement and acute phase proteins.

Effects on Cytokines

Intense, prolonged exercise induces release of several cytokines. The plasma concentrations of proinflammatory cytokines (e.g., IL-1 and TNF-α) increase slightly (up to threefold) after exercise (43), whereas those with anti-inflammatory activity (e.g., IL-2, IFN-α/β) generally remain unchanged. In contrast, the concentrations of IL-6 increase more than 100 times, anti-inflammatory cytokines (e.g., IL-10, IL-1 receptor antagonist) increase up to 50 times, and chemokines (e.g. granulocyte-colony stimulating factor, monocyte chemotactic protein-1, macrophage inhibitory protein-1β) increase up to 30 times following prolonged, strenuous exercise (43,44).

In response to intense exercise, the percentage of circulating type 1 T lymphocytes decreases, whereas the percentage of circulating type 2 T lymphocytes remains unchanged (30,41). These effects may be mediated by epinephrine and IL-6 (41). This indicates a shift toward type 2 T-lymphocyte responses following intense exercise. Recall that type 1 T lymphocytes regulate cell-mediated immunity and protection against viral infection, whereas type 2 T lymphocytes regulate humoral immunity and IgE-mediated allergic reactions. A shift in favor of type 2 T-lymphocyte responses may increase risk of viral infection in athletes, while also increasing the risk of asthma and allergic reactions.

Initial research suggested that muscle damage is a major stimulus for cytokine production during exercise (45), but more recent research suggests that muscle damage plays a relatively minor role (46). Other factors, such as low blood glucose concentration, muscle glycogen depletion, calcium signaling, and oxidative stress, appear to have a greater influence on the cytokine response to exercise (47–49). The time course of cytokine production in response to exercise differs between cytokines. Early release of inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-1 and TNF-α, after distance running is balanced by later release of other cytokines, such as IL-10 and IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1ra) that inhibit the inflammatory cytokines (43). IL-6 is now recognized as an anti-inflammatory cytokine during exercise because it inhibits the production of TNF-α, possibly by stimulating the production of IL-10 and IL-1ra (50).
Cytokine production is not always apparent from blood samples, because cytokines act locally and are rapidly removed from circulation. For example, IL-1β and TNF-α mRNA levels increase to a greater extent in skeletal muscle during exercise (51,52) than does the plasma concentration of these cytokines (53). Skeletal muscle is a major source of IL-6 and accounts for most of the IL-6 circulating during exercise (47,48). IL-8 and IL-10 mRNA are also expressed within skeletal muscle following exercise (52). Because these cytokines are produced in skeletal muscle, they have been termed ‘myokines’ (47). Whereas some evidence suggests that muscle cells generate IL-6, it is not known whether other myokines are synthesized by muscle cells or other cell types resident in muscle (e.g., leukocytes, fibroblasts, endothelial cells). Recent data suggest that leukocytes present in skeletal muscle may be a source of mRNA for IL-1ra, IL-8, and IL-10 (54). Cytokines are cleared rapidly from the circulation and are detected in urine for up to several days after prolonged exercise (55).

Exercise training may alter the amount and pattern of cytokine release, possibly by downregulating proinflammatory processes and upregulating anti-inflammatory processes (50). This response may have positive implications for individuals with chronic heart failure (56–58), obesity and diabetes (59), and chronic kidney disease (60). Downregulation of TLRs on circulating monocytes may contribute to lower systemic levels of proinflammatory cytokines and C-reactive protein following exercise (2).

It is not clear whether acute or chronic exercise-induced changes in cytokine levels influence immune function. A shift in the type I/type 2 cytokine balance toward dominance of type 2 cytokine production may, however, contribute to the overtraining syndrome in athletes (61) and may be one possible mechanism for the higher incidence of URTI symptoms experienced by athletes training intensely or when overtrained, as discussed earlier. The overtraining syndrome is characterized by fatigue, hormonal disturbances, performance decrements, weight loss, and mood changes. Data on changes in resting cytokine levels in response to brief periods of intensified training are equivocal, however. Some research suggests that 1–2 weeks of intensified training increases resting plasma IL-6 concentration (62) and suppresses the number and percentage of T lymphocytes producing IFN-γ (30), whereas other research has reported no change in resting plasma concentrations of IL-6 or TNF-α after a short period of overreaching (63). Alterations in plasma IL-6 concentration during intensified training may depend partly on the degree of muscle damage incurred during exercise (62).

**Effects Immunoglobulin (Ig) and Antibody**

Serum and mucosal immunoglobulin serve different functions and are regulated independently; exercise appears to affect serum and mucosal immunoglobulin differently (1). Serum immunoglobulin concentration remains relatively unchanged after both acute and chronic exercise, although clinically low concentrations of some IgG subclasses were observed in elite athletes undergoing months of intense training (64). However, the ability to mount a specific antibody response (i.e., to a specific antigenic challenge or immunization) is normal in athletes (65,66); it is not clear whether there are clinical implications of the low levels of serum IgG subclasses in athletes. Recent research indicates that physically fit elderly individuals generate less IgG1 and tend to produce more IgG2 than elderly individuals with low fitness (24).

Mucosal IgA is a major effector of host defense against viruses causing URTI. Low mucosal IgA concentration has been observed in some athletes and low levels may be predictive of risk for URTI (67). Salivary IgA concentration declines after brief or prolonged intense exercise but is unaffected by moderate exercise. Salivary IgA concentrations decrease over long-term training (>6 months), but may not change appreciably over shorter training periods (67). These observations are consistent with the “J-curve” model (discussed above), in which the risk of URTI increases with exercise intensity or volume, and may partially explain the elevated risk of URTI in endurance athletes. Salivary IgA concentration in athletes may depend on fitness level. It is difficult, however, to assess the biological significance of changes in salivary IgA concentration in groups, as interindividual variation tends to obscure trends in individuals (67). The following questions relating to mucosal immunity await further investigation (67): (a) does mucosal immunity reflect overall immune status, (b) does the type of exercise influence acute changes in mucosal immunity, (c) what factors influence responses to long-term training, (d) does moderate exercise enhance mucosal immunity, (e) can markers of mucosal immunity be used to monitor overtraining and (f) what therapeutic and dietary factors influence mucosal immunity?

**EFFECTS ON HSP72**

Endurance exercise increases intracellular expression of HSP72 in monocytes and granulocytes (68). The intracellular expression of HSP72 is reduced in endurance trained athletes compared with untrained individuals, suggesting an adaptive response to the stress imposed by regular exercise (68). Exercise also increases the extracellular release of HSP72, as indicated by an increase in plasma or serum HSP72 concentration (69–72). Sources of extracellular HSP72 release during exercise include the brain (4) and hepatosplanchnic tissue (69). Extracellular HSP72 is released within exosomes through a nonclassic protein transport pathway (3, 4). The stimuli for the release of extracellular HSP72 may include oxidative stress.
(72) and reduced blood glucose availability (70). The biological significance of changes in extracellular HSP72 during exercise is not immediately clear at present, but extracellular HSP72 may serve as a danger signal to activate the innate immune system (3).

EFFECTS ON TOLL-LIKE RECEPTORS

In recent years, increasing attention has focused on changes in the expression of TLRs on circulating monocytes following acute exercise and chronic training. Acute exercise in hot conditions (34°C) suppresses the expression of TLR1, TL2, and TLR4, but not TLR9 on the CD14+ monocytes. Exercise also suppresses the expression of MHC II, co-stimulatory molecules CD80 and CD86 and lipopolysaccharide-stimulated IL-6 on CD14+ monocytes (74). Cross-sectional studies have indicated that TLR4 expression on the surface of CD14+ monocytes is lower in physically active individuals compared with sedentary individuals. These findings have also been confirmed in longitudinal studies of exercise training in previously untrained individuals (2). The biological significance of alterations in the expression of TLRs following strenuous acute exercise and chronic training is unclear at present. Downregulation of TLRs after acute exercise may increase the risk of URTI following strenuous exercise (74). Long-term downregulation of TLRs after training may reduce chronic low-grade infection (2). More research is needed to investigate these possibilities.

ARE ATHLETES IMMUNOCOMPROMISED?

As mentioned above, athletes experience high rates of URTI during intense training and after major competition. Viral URTI appears to be the only illness to which athletes are at increased risk, suggesting that, from a clinical perspective, any suppression of immune function is relatively mild. On the other hand, the occurrence of URTI at a particular time in the athlete’s training cycle or competition may be critical to the athlete’s career.

Thus, although athletes are not considered clinically immune deficient, evidence discussed above suggests that mild suppression of several immune parameters occurs during intense training. It is possible that, in athletes, the combined effects of small changes in several immune parameters may compromise resistance to minor infectious agents or cause reactivation of some viruses. For example, overtrained athletes show some evidence of reactivation of Epstein-Barr virus, a common virus to which most adults are exposed, which causes symptoms of upper respiratory tract infection (75–77). In a double-blind, placebo-controlled study from the same laboratory, an antiviral agent (Valtrex) decreased the Epstein-Barr virus load but did not decrease the incidence of URTI symptoms, when given to elite distance runners over a 4-month period (78). Thus, it is unclear whether the symptoms of URTI associated with overtraining and prolonged periods of intense training are caused by an infectious agent. It is possible that the localized symptoms of the infection may have an inflammatory rather than an infectious origin (17).

In contrast, moderate exercise training appears to have either no effect, or may slightly enhance, resistance to URTI, possibly by stimulating immune function. Although competitive athletes must train intensely on a regular basis, monitoring athletes’ adaptation to training, allowing adequate recovery between sessions and after major competition, and attention to other factors, such as proper nutrition and stress management, may help athletes avoid immune suppression and associated illness (Table 16.6).

EXERCISE AND IMMUNE FUNCTION UNDER ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS

Unaccustomed environmental stress during exercise, such as cold or heat exposure and altitude, places considerable demands on muscle metabolism, in addition to the thermoregulatory, cardiovascular, and pulmonary systems of the body. Such stress also modifies neuroendocrine responses to exercise, which in turn may influence immune function. Exercise in hot conditions increases the concentration of circulating leukocytes and cytokines, whereas the effects of heat on neutrophil, lymphocyte, and NK cell function are variable (79, 80, 81). Immune changes during exercise may contribute in part to exertional heat illness (82). Although current research suggests that exercise in the heat does not significantly impair immune function, most of this research has been performed under tightly controlled laboratory conditions. Strenuous exertion under conditions in the field where ambient temperature is likely to be higher than in the exercise laboratory (e.g., military operations, fire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 16.6. PRACTICAL ADVICE FOR ATHLETES WISHING TO AVOID IMMUNE SUPPRESSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Avoid Overtraining</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Schedule rest days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Include periodization and recovery training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Allow adequate rest after competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Avoid too frequent competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limit Exposure to Potential Sources of Illness</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Limit exposure to crowds during and after competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Avoid extended air travel immediately before and after competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ensure Adequate Nutrition</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Total energy, protein, carbohydrates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Iron, vitamin C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Avoid rapid weight loss (e.g., wrestlers, lightweight rowers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rest or Only Light Exercise During Systemic Viral Illness</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Seek medical advice for all but simple head cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Avoid exercise when febrile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Return to training or competition only when asymptomatic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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fighting) may pose a greater risk to immune function (79).

Less is known about the effects of exercising in cold conditions and at altitude. During exercise in cold conditions, circulating leukocyte concentrations may be lower (83), whereas NK cell activity (84) and salivary IgA concentration are unaffected by the cold (79). Insufficient evidence currently exists to evaluate whether exercise in the cold increases the risk of URTI (79). Simulated hypoxia during exercise increases circulating NK cell counts but does not influence NK cell activity (85). Tentative evidence suggests that the combination of living in simulated altitude (2,500–3,000 m) while training at lower altitude (1,200 m) tends to reduce salivary IgA concentration (86). The findings of this study (86) should be interpreted cautiously because of limitations in the experimental design and the lack of significant differences in salivary IgA concentration between the experimental and control groups. Symptoms of URTI are often confused with symptoms of acute mountain sickness, which makes it difficult to assess whether exercising at high altitude the increases risk of infection (79).

**IMMUNE CHANGES AFTER REPEATED BOUTS OF EXERCISE**

Professional athletes often train more than once per day. Repeated bouts of exercise without sufficient recovery can result in fatigue and neuroendocrine disturbances that may influence some immune variables. Shorter recovery time (3 versus 6 hours) between two bouts of endurance exercise is associated with a greater increase in serum catecholamine concentration following the second bout of exercise. In contrast, the length of recovery time does not influence changes in concentrations of serum growth hormone and testosterone, and circulating leukocyte, plasma IL-6, and IL-1ra following a second bout of exercise (87,88). Resting concentrations of plasma IL-6 and IL-1ra, and neutrophils and lymphocytes return to baseline more slowly after exercise when recovery time is shortened (87,88). Therefore, athletes and coaches need to be aware that the recovery time between training sessions influences the sympathetic nervous system and may delay the recovery of some immune variables after exercise. This may have important implications if athletes are exposed to infectious pathogens between training sessions.

**DIET, EXERCISE, AND IMMUNE FUNCTION**

Proper nutrition is essential to a competent immune system. Malnutrition is the most common cause of immune suppression throughout the world, primarily in less-developed countries (6). In developed countries, where malnutrition is less of an issue, nutrition has relevance to immune function in various groups, including athletes, the elderly, and obese individuals attempting to lose weight.

Optimal immune function depends on adequate intake of a number of factors. Deficiency in immune function can result from inadequate intake of total energy, protein, minerals (e.g., zinc or iron), vitamins (e.g., vitamin C or E), or other antioxidants. On the other hand, it is questionable whether supplementation with any of these substances enhances immune function in the absence of deficiency. It is beyond the scope of this chapter to fully discuss the relationship between diet, exercise, and immune function, and only a brief discussion of some relevant aspects is included.

Physical work capacity may be compromised by inadequate diet. It is well known that athletes may have special dietary needs: Dietary carbohydrate supplementation either before or during prolonged exercise may delay the onset of fatigue, endurance exercise performance is compromised in iron-deficient athletes, and endurance and power athletes require additional protein intake compared with the sedentary population. Athletes are avid consumers of a range of dietary products purported to enhance physical performance or immunity to infection, such as vitamins, minerals, antioxidants, carbohydrate or protein supplements, and glutamine.

**DIETARY CARBOHYDRATE**

During prolonged exercise, depletion of muscle glycogen and blood glucose contributes to the onset of fatigue. Consumption of a high carbohydrate (CHO) diet in the days before, or CHO-containing fluids (e.g., sports drink) during prolonged exercise helps maintain blood glucose levels and may delay the onset of fatigue. Maintaining blood glucose levels through dietary CHO manipulation also attenuates some of the exercise-induced changes in immune parameters. This is thought to occur by preventing the rise in IL-6 and in stress hormones, such as catecholamines, cortisol, and growth hormone, during exercise.

Ingestion of CHO during prolonged exercise attenuates the changes in blood leukocyte and lymphocyte counts, and cytokines such as IL-6, IL-1ra, and IL-10 (51–53). CHO attenuates plasma IL-6 concentration following exercise by reducing the release of IL-6 from skeletal muscle (89). The effects of CHO on IL-6 gene expression in skeletal muscle depend on the mode of exercise (51,52,89). CHO also reduces IL-8, IL-10, and IL-1ra gene expression in leukocytes (54).

The effects of CHO ingestion on other aspects of immune function vary. Some research has indicated that CHO supplementation during exercise reduces salivary IgA concentration (90), increases NKCA (91), and prevents
a decline in T-lymphocyte proliferation (42). Other research has, however, reported different effects or no effects on these immune variables (52,92). Some of this variability may be related to differences in intensity, duration, and mode of exercise; CHO supplementation; and fitness levels of study participants. CHO prevents a decrease in lipopolysaccharide-stimulated elastase release from neutrophils following exercise (93). More recent research has demonstrated that CHO prevents the suppression of IL-6 concentration following exercise (99), but it attenuates the effects of exercise on neutrophil respiratory burst activity (100).

Various diseases or treatments may influence iron status. For example, cancer therapy can induce anemia and low red blood cell counts (discussed further in Chapters 15 and 19). It is possible that immune suppression may result, although these patients will be taking other medications that may also contribute to impaired immunity (e.g., cytotoxic drugs). Certainly, the clinical exercise physiologist should consider, among other factors, the possible adverse effect of iron status on immune function when prescribing exercise for these patients.

**IRON AND ZINC**

Iron and other minerals (e.g., zinc, selenium) are required for normal immune function. Iron deficiency is associated with impaired lymphocyte proliferation, NKCA, and phagocytic function (95,96). Iron is lost from the body during exercise through sweat and the destruction of red blood cells; endurance athletes may have increased iron requirements because of increased turnover of red blood cells. Menstruating female endurance athletes may be especially susceptible to iron deficiency because of additional losses each cycle. The prevalence of iron deficiency among athletes of either sex is not known because the expansion of plasma volume in response to endurance training (a positive adaptive response) can lead to artificially low blood hemoglobin concentration (“pseudoanemia”). This topic is discussed in detail in Chapter 19. Severe zinc deficiency is associated with increased risk of infection, altered cellular immune responses, reduced numbers of blood lymphocytes, and defective neutrophil chemotaxis (97). Similar to iron, zinc is lost from the body during exercise through sweat. Some athletes may also be at risk of low dietary zinc intake because of lower consumption of protein-rich foods coupled with high carbohydrate and fiber intake, which limits zinc absorption.

The relationship between iron and zinc status and immune function has not been studied extensively in athletes. A preliminary report noted lower NKCA in female runners with low compared with normal serum ferritin concentration (98). In this study, 8 weeks’ iron supplementation (100 mg elemental iron/day) had no effect on NKCA in the low ferritin runners despite increasing serum ferritin concentration toward normal levels. Eight weeks’ supplementation may have been insufficient to alter NKCA. Plasma zinc concentration is lower in endurance runners than in sedentary individuals (97). This lower zinc status does not, however, appear to influence resting leukocyte numbers or lymphocyte proliferation during a moderate increase in training volume (97). Zinc supplementation does not influence changes in plasma IL-6 concentration following exercise (99), but it attenuates the effects of exercise on neutrophil respiratory burst activity (100).

**ANTIOXIDANT VITAMINS**

A diet rich in antioxidants is thought to protect against cancer, although it is unclear whether such protection directly involves the immune system. Immune cells are susceptible to damage by oxidants, such as free radicals produced in oxidative metabolism, and normal leukocyte function (101). Neutrophils release reactive oxygen and nitrogen species, which are toxic to pathogens but may also cause inflammation and damage within normal cells. Increased oxidative metabolism (as occurs in prolonged exercise) produces reactive oxygen species. This suggests that free-radical–induced damage to leukocytes is one mechanism by which prolonged exercise may impair immune function. Evidence suggests that programmed cell death (apoptosis) occurs in lymphocytes after intense exercise (42). If this hypothesis is correct, then it is possible that antioxidant supplementation prevents or limits exercise-induced immune suppression.

One antioxidant vitamin, vitamin C, has long been purported to be prophylactic against the common cold. Despite years of scrutiny, however, the evidence is still equivocal in normal populations, and it appears that any effect of supplementation can occur by decreasing the duration and severity of symptoms rather than by reducing the incidence (92). On the other hand, evidence does suggest that vitamin C can prevent the common cold in certain conditions, such as physical stress (92). For example, in a double-blind study, 84 distance runners and 73 nonrunners consumed either 600 mg/day of vitamin C or placebo for 3 weeks before a 90-km ultramarathon race (10). In the 2 weeks after the race, the incidence of URTI symptoms was reduced by more than half in runners who took supplements compared with those consuming placebo. In contrast, vitamin C supplementation had no effect on the incidence of symptoms in nonrunners. Vitamins A and E had no effect on URTI incidence after an ultramarathon (103). The mechanisms by which vitamin C protects against URTI are unknown, but it has been suggested that any effects may relate to the vitamin's...
antioxidant activity and protection against reactive oxygen species produced by activated neutrophils (94). The influence of vitamin C and other antioxidants (e.g., vitamin E, N-acetylcysteine) on exercise-induced changes in other aspects of immune function, such as salivary IgA secretion, lymphocyte production, and cytokine production, is negligible and inconsistent (95,96). One month of daily supplementation with a combination of vitamin C (500 mg), γ-tocopherol (130 IU) and α-tocopherol (290 IU) completely attenuates the release of extracellular HSP72 during exercise (72).

**GLUTAMINE**

Glutamine is the most abundant amino acid in the body; skeletal muscle provides the largest source of glutamine. Proliferating lymphocytes require glutamine as an energy source and for nucleotide synthesis. A decrease in glutamine levels during physiologic stress, such as surgery, burns, and trauma, has been associated with immunosuppression. Glutamine supplementation helps restore immunity in these conditions (107).

Plasma glutamine concentration declines acutely and remains low for up to several hours after prolonged exercise (108), decreases during intense exercise training, and is lower in overtrained compared with well-trained athletes (107). More recent data indicate no change in plasma glutamine concentration followed a period of intensified training (63). Low plasma glutamine concentration may compromise lymphocyte function and thus impair immunity to infection (107). A brief report suggests the possibility that glutamine supplementation can prevent URTI after endurance competition (distance running) (109). Other data, however, do not support a role of glutamine in preventing immune suppression after exercise. For example, despite significantly lower plasma glutamine concentration in overtrained compared with well-trained swimmers, glutamine concentration did not differ between athletes who developed URTI and those who did not during 4 weeks of intensified training (110). Research findings on the relationship between changes in plasma glutamine concentration and immune changes after exercise are also inconsistent (107,108,111,112). The effects of glutamine may depend on the nature of exercise and may be specific to certain aspects of immune function.

**OTHER DIETARY AND PHARMACOLOGIC INTERVENTIONS**

One month of supplementation with a probiotic supplement containing Lactobacillus acidophilus has been reported to improve the production of interferon-γ in fatigued athletes presenting with reactivation of Epstein-Barr virus (75). Ingestion of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs before and during an ultramarathon race increases plasma cytokine concentrations after the race (44), whereas anti-inflammatory drugs and analgesics generally do not influence the inflammatory response to exercise-induced muscle damage (46).

**DIET, EXERCISE, AND IMMUNE FUNCTION IN THE ELDERLY**

Aging is associated with immunosenescence, which refers to dysregulated immune function, rather than impaired immune function. Aging is associated with a number of changes in immune function, including increased mortality rate owing to infection; decreased NK cell number, killing activity, and proliferation; decreased T-cell proliferation, B-cell number, plasma cell differentiation capacity, and the proportion of functional antibody; and an imbalance between type 1 and type 2 cytokines (112). It is unclear, however, whether such changes are inevitable or result from diseases that increase in prevalence with aging, such as cardiovascular disease and cancer, or other factors, such as increased body fat or inactivity. One viewpoint is that, in the absence of disease, age-related changes in immune function are relatively small, as shown in studies of healthy centenarians (people ≥100 years of age). It has been suggested that a “continuous remodeling” of the immune system occurs from birth, during which some immune variables change whereas others are maintained during senescence (114).

The immune response to acute exercise is preserved in the elderly, but it is quantitatively smaller. Cross-sectional studies provide tentative evidence that, compared with sedentary elderly individuals, physically active elderly individuals have slightly higher NKCA (113). In addition, physically active elderly individuals produce more IgG and IgM, generate a stronger lymphocyte proliferative response following vaccination (115), and have a stronger delayed-type hypersensitivity (116). Most prospective studies indicate that a minimum of 6 months of exercise training is necessary to improve immune function in elderly individuals (113). One exception to this trend is that 10 weeks of resistance training in older postmenopausal women does not influence CD4+, CD8+, or NK cell counts, but improves NKCA after an acute bout of resistance exercise (117). Ten months of moderate aerobic exercise training (3 days/week, 25–30 minutes, 65%–75% maximal heart rate) reduces the severity of URTI in elderly individuals (112). Aerobic training increases T-cell activation and CD23 expression (IL-2 receptor-α) in elderly individuals, whereas a combination of resistance and flexibility training is less effective (113). Exercise training also increases salivary IgA concentration and secretion rate (118), increases IL-2 and IL-2 receptor expression (119), downregulates TLR4 expression on CD14+ monocytes, and reduces the plasma concentrations of C-reactive protein and cytokines (113).
The inflammatory response to exercise-induced muscle damage is impaired in elderly compared with young individuals (44,120).

The mechanisms by which exercise training alters immunosenescence require further clarification. Other issues that await further investigation include (113) (a) whether aerobic exercise has different effects than resistance training, (b) the optimal amount of exercise necessary to counter immunosenescence, and (c) whether the benefits of exercise are restricted to certain aging populations.

Whereas the aging process may be responsible for changes in immune function in the elderly, poor nutrition may also play a role; for a number of reasons, including economic, the elderly are often mildly deficient in protein and key vitamins and minerals (121). Daily supplementation of micronutrients may improve immune function in the healthy elderly. For example, 17 weeks of dietary supplements, with or without regular exercise, increases blood indicators of nutritional status (e.g., vitamin, ferritin concentrations) in elderly subjects (121). The combination of exercise and dietary supplements also induces a greater decrease in serum C-reactive protein concentration than does exercise alone (121).

**EFFECTS OF WEIGHT LOSS ON IMMUNE FUNCTION**

Obesity is associated with a higher incidence of infection and cancer, suggesting impairment of immune function, although it is not clear whether this results directly from obesity or indirectly from other factors, such as a sedentary lifestyle or nutritional imbalance. Obesity has been linked with high circulating leukocyte concentrations (primarily neutrophils and monocytes) and cytokines, reduced T- and B-lymphocyte proliferation, and lower NKCA (14,56,121). It would seem logical, then, that weight loss may enhance immune function in the obese, although evidence for this view is equivocal. Some studies have shown enhanced immune parameters after weight loss in obese subjects, whereas others have shown the opposite. It appears that the model of weight loss and immune parameters assessed can both influence the results of these studies. For example, in a study of 22 healthy obese women, diet alone (900 kcal/day liquid diet for 8 weeks) resulted in significant declines in NKCA and IL-2 receptor expression by PBMC (122). In contrast, in the same study, a combined diet plus exercise regimen (same diet plus mild aerobic and resistance exercise 3 times/week) prevented the decreases in NKCA and IL-2 receptor expression, despite similar loss of body mass in both regimens (11–12 kg). In another study of 91 obese women, lymphocyte proliferation declined similarly after weight loss regardless of the method (12-week diet alone, exercise alone, or diet plus exercise) compared with controls who did not lose weight (14). Other immune parameters, such as NKCA and phagocytosis, did not change with weight loss, however. Compared with the former study (122), the latter study (14) induced less energy restriction (1200 versus 900 kcal/day), more gradual weight loss (2–8 kg over 12 weeks versus 11–12 kg over 8 weeks), and more exercise (5 versus 3 days/week), which may partially explain the different results. A more recent cross-sectional study reported an inverse relationship between weight loss over a period of 20 years and NKCA in healthy, overweight, sedentary postmenopausal women (123). Another study of middle-aged obese men, with and without type 2 diabetes, indicated that 60 minutes of aerobic exercise five times per week for 12 weeks reduces resting plasma IL-6 concentration without reducing body mass (59). Some evidence suggests that more than 4% loss of body weight in judo athletes over 1 month of training impairs resting lymphocyte function (124).

The mechanisms responsible for changes in immune function after weight loss are unknown at present. It is unclear which factors associated with weight loss influence the immune system: energy deficit, changes in body composition, changes in metabolism, or some combination of factors. At present, it would appear that gradual weight loss induced by moderate dietary restriction and exercise, as generally recommended for good health, may avoid or attenuate any adverse effects on immune function. Certainly, compelling health reasons exist for weight reduction in the obese and overweight (e.g., reduced risk of cardiovascular and metabolic diseases), and any possible mild impairment of immune function does not negate the general recommendation for all individuals to maintain a healthy body weight.

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS**

The human immune system is a complex system with overlapping and complementary functions requiring extensive communication and coordination between its various effector cells and messenger molecules. Immune function can be altered by a variety of conditions, including disease, medication, surgery, trauma, dietary imbalance, and physical or psychological stress. Physical stress, such as strenuous exercise, causes an influx of immune cells into the peripheral circulation and may induce changes in immune cell function; most effects are transitory, and normal levels are generally restored within 24 hours. Long-term moderate exercise training appears to have little effect on, and may slightly enhance, immune function. In contrast, prolonged periods of intense exercise training may induce mild suppression of several immune parameters. Although athletes are not considered clinically immune deficient, this mild suppression of immunity may contribute to the high incidence of URTI in endurance athletes. Inadequate nutrition, obesity, and
rapid weight loss may also compromise immunity. Dietary supplementation may be of value in some individuals, such as the elderly, or in those with specific deficiencies. Moderate exercise training attenuates adverse effects on immune function resulting from weight loss in obese individuals. The clinical exercise physiologist should be aware of the immune response to exercise in healthy individuals. The clinical exercise physiologist should be aware of the immune response to exercise in healthy individuals.
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HIV/AIDS: A GLOBAL PANDEMIC

Since the first cases of acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) were reported in 1981, infection with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) has grown to pandemic proportions, resulting in an estimated 63 million infections and 25 million deaths worldwide. In 2005 alone, an estimated 38.6 million people were living with HIV, more than any previous year. An estimated 4.1 million people became newly infected with HIV that year and an estimated 2.8 million died from AIDS (1). Although the pandemic is global in nature, HIV disproportionately affects certain geographic regions. Sub-Saharan Africa is experiencing a generalized epidemic, which is defined as HIV prevalence consistently remaining greater than 1% in pregnant women. Southern Africa, in particular, represents the epicenter of the global pandemic with almost all countries experiencing HIV prevalence rates higher than 10%. Women are disproportionately affected by this generalized epidemic. Other regions, including parts of Asia and eastern Europe, are experiencing concentrated epidemics whereby HIV prevalence has consistently exceeded 5% in at least one defined subpopulation. These disproportionately affected subpopulations include injection drug users, sex workers, and men who have sex with men. Yet other regions are experiencing low level epidemics whereby HIV prevalence has not consistently exceeded 5% in any defined subpopulation. In the United States, 1.2 million people were estimated to be living with HIV in 2005, one-quarter of whom were women (1).

Overall, the proportion of people living with HIV in the world (i.e., global prevalence) is leveling off because of decreasing rates of new infections in some countries in combination with rising AIDS mortality rates. The total numbers of people living with HIV has continued to rise, however, because of population growth and, in recent years, the life-extending effects of HIV treatments known as highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART). First developed in the mid-1990s, HAART is the combination of three or more antiretroviral drugs that together impede different stages of the HIV replication cycle, thus slowing the progression to AIDS. HAART is a treatment as opposed to a cure or vaccine. For those who can access and tolerate these drug regimens, HIV can be transformed, however, from a swiftly fatal disease into a chronic illness characterized by long periods of relative wellness or fluctuating episodes of wellness and illness.

Historically, access to HAART has been grossly inequitable, with high levels of coverage in developed countries (with low level epidemics) and little to no access to treatment in poor countries (with generalized and concentrated epidemics). Since the early 2000s, however, HIV/AIDS has helped drive a global revolution in the delivery of complex treatment in developing countries. Between 2001 and 2005, the number of people on HAART in low- and middle-income countries increased from 240,000 to approximately 1.3 million. Expanded treatment access has been estimated to have averted up to 350,000 AIDS deaths between 2003 and 2005. Globally, however, antiretroviral drugs still reach only one in five in need (1).

WHY EXERCISE MATTERS FOR PEOPLE LIVING WITH HIV

For those who are able to benefit from the life-prolonging effects of HAART as well as those who do not have access to these treatments, exercise may be sought as a tool for minimizing the disablement associated with HIV disease. Goals of exercise may be to restore the body after an HIV-related illness or to combat side effects from HAART. Others may look to exercise as a secondary prevention tool for building up strength, endurance, and body composition to ward off the sequelae of HIV. Exercise might also be pursued for psychological benefits and for body image reasons. This chapter provides a comprehensive overview of the evidence regarding the effects of exercise on the physiology of people living with HIV. We begin by providing a general overview of HIV and AIDS followed by a discussion of exercise physiology in this population. Next, we summarize the research on the effects of aerobic exercise and progressive resistive training in people living with HIV. Finally, we present recommendations for exercise prescription with this population.

CHARACTERISTICS AND CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS OF HIV/AIDS

OVERVIEW

Human immunodeficiency virus is transmitted through direct contact of a mucous membrane or the bloodstream...
with a bodily fluid containing HIV. As such, transmission can occur through sexual contact, blood transfusions, contaminated needles, or from mother to baby during pregnancy, delivery, or breastfeeding. HIV is not transmitted through the air, casual contact such as kissing, or contact with sweat, tears, or saliva. After initial HIV infection, people may experience a syndrome typical of an acute viral infection, such as the flu. Symptoms usually resolve quickly, followed by a long asymptomatic phase during which HIV is replicating in lymphoid tissue. Throughout this phase, HIV is slowly destroying CD4 lymphocytes (also known as T-cells), which are required for healthy functioning of the immune system. As the number of CD4 cells declines, individuals are increasingly susceptible to a number of opportunistic infections (e.g., lung or brain infections), malignancies (e.g., Kaposi’s sarcoma), or syndromes (e.g., wasting syndrome or AIDS dementia complex), which are all considered to be AIDS-defining conditions. As such, HIV disease can manifest in myriad ways and in almost all body systems. Furthermore, the rate of clinical disease progression varies widely among individuals. As such, exercise prescription depends on the unique presentation and stage of disease for each person living with HIV.

For both HIV and AIDS, disease progression can be estimated through the use of two surrogate markers: CD4 count and viral load. A CD4 count of higher than 500 cells/mm$^3$ indicates mild or early disease, whereas a CD4 count between 200 and 499 cells/mm$^3$ represents mid-stage disease. A CD4 count below 200 cells/mm$^3$ indicates that an individual’s immune system is severely compromised and is considered to be definitive for AIDS. Viral load, measured in number of copies of HIV per milliliter of blood, indicates the amount of virus circulating in the blood. As the virus replicates in the body, the measure of HIV viral load increases. A viral load test can also be reported as undetectable, which gives the optimistic message that the amount of virus in the circulating blood is below the threshold of the test.

**METABOLIC AND ANTHROPOMETRIC CHANGES ASSOCIATED WITH HIV/AIDS**

Along with the AIDS-defining conditions described above, HIV and the side effects of HAART are associated with a range of metabolic and anthropometric complications that have relevance to exercise, including muscle wasting, adipose tissue redistribution, lipid abnormalities, insulin resistance or glucose intolerance, bone abnormalities, mitochondrial abnormalities, and hyperlactatemia (2,3). Two common syndromes are HIV wasting and lipodystrophy.

An early identifying clinical manifestation of HIV infection is HIV wasting. The traditional definition of AIDS wasting is an involuntary loss of more than 10% of baseline body weight in combination with diarrhea, weakness, or fever (4). Studies have shown, however, that a more subtle decline in weight (e.g., 5%) during a 4-month period can predict poor outcomes in people with AIDS (5). Moreover, the severity of illness in AIDS wasting may relate more to changes in body composition (i.e., proportion of fat and muscle) than to changes in weight (6). Wasting occurred in 10%–20% of people with AIDS in the United States before the advent of HAART and is still a common and serious occurrence despite the benefits of HAART (7). Wasting in people living with HIV is an important predictor of mortality and it is also associated with poor physical functioning, presumably reflecting the loss of skeletal muscle (8,9). The etiology underlying AIDS wasting is complex and may reflect increased energy expenditure, decreased energy intake, impaired absorption of energy substrate, and hormonal factors (10).

Lipodystrophy is the term for a collection of symptoms that have been seen in people living with HIV since the advent of HAART. These symptoms include metabolic changes, such as insulin resistance or glucose intolerance, diabetes, and hyperlipidemia. These symptoms often occur in combination with adipose tissue redistribution characterized by the accumulation of visceral fat in the abdomen, breasts, and neck; a “buffalo hump” on the back of the neck; and a loss of subcutaneous fat in the face and extremities. The pathophysiologic mechanisms underlying lipodystrophy syndrome are unclear and a causal link to certain drugs is uncertain (2,3). Body composition changes can have an impact on quality of life because they can lead to social stigmatization, increased psychological stress, lower self-esteem, and reluctance to initiate antiretroviral therapy (3). The metabolic and fat distribution abnormalities that characterize the lipodystrophy syndrome could also represent a potential health risk (11). A recent study determined the acute myocardial infarction rates and cardiovascular risk factors in 3,851 people living with HIV compared with 1,044,589 HIV-negative people in two tertiary care hospitals (12). Acute myocardial infarction rates per 100 person years were greater in people living with HIV (11.1) versus those who were HIV-negative (6.7), and more so in women than men. In addition, the HIV-positive cohort had significantly higher proportions of hypertension (21.2 versus 15.9%), diabetes (11.5 versus 6.6%), and dyslipidemia (23.3 versus 17.6%) than the HIV-negative cohort.

Given the health risks and potential for decreased self-image with changes in body composition, various strategies attempting to reverse these changes have been tested, including pharmacologic therapies, such as anabolic steroids and growth hormone (13). Because of the side effects associated with pharmacologic therapies, healthcare professionals have turned to changing exercise and dietary habits as a way of combating lipodystrophy syndrome and the associated increased health risk (14).
To date, however, no evidence indicates that exercise can reverse the fat redistribution process associated with this syndrome.

**DISABLEMENT IN HIV/AIDS**

Along with the medical diagnoses described above, individuals may experience various forms of disablement as a result of HIV/AIDS, their sequelae and the side effects of treatments. The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health provides a framework for classifying such health-related consequences of disease according to three concepts: impairments, activity limitations, and participation restrictions. Impairments describe problems of physiologic functioning or anatomic structure, such as muscle wasting or decreased endurance that can occur after HIV infection. Activity limitations are defined as difficulties in executing a task or action, such as climbing stairs or getting dressed. Participation restrictions are challenges relating to life situations, such as may occur during work or parenting (15) (Figure 17.1).

A study of people living with HIV in the province of British Columbia in Canada found that more than 90%, 80%, and 93% of respondents reported experiencing one or more impairments, activity limitations, and participation restrictions in the past month, respectively (16). For example, 40%–50% of respondents reported that they experienced the impairments of weakness, decreased endurance, chronic fatigue, or poor concentration within the previous month. Approximately 40% and 70% reported that they were either “somewhat limited” or “unable to perform” the activities of moderate or vigorous physical activity, respectively (16). These high levels of disablement among people living with HIV highlight the potential importance of incorporating exercise and physical activity as a therapeutic strategy.

**EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY AND HIV/AIDS**

The study of exercise physiology and HIV/AIDS is a relatively new field of research. The first published studies of exercise responses in people with HIV during cardiopulmonary exercise testing appeared in the early 1990s (17,18). Also during this period, a number of aerobic or progressive resistive training (PRE) training programs were evaluated in adults living with HIV, primarily to determine their safety, efficacy, and physiologic impacts (19,20). Although the participants in these early studies were primarily men who were having sex with men, more recent research has begun to examine the effects of exercise training in women, people of varied ethnocultural backgrounds, and people who have experienced other mechanisms of HIV transmission (i.e., heterosexual, intravenous drug use) (21,22). In most of these studies, the participants were not reported as being diagnosed with AIDS; only a small number had an AIDS-defining diagnosis or AIDS-related wasting. However, participants’ immune status and symptoms varied widely within and between studies. The mean entry CD4 cell counts of participants across studies varied from approximately 40–900 cells/mm3 (18,22–48) (Figure 17.2). Other more recent developments include the use a greater variety of assessment tools, including cardiopulmonary exercise testing, neuromuscular assessments, muscle biopsies, and imaging technologies to address physiologic limitations to exercise performance and training-induced adaptations in the HIV population (22,30,39,43). These assessments will help to elucidate whether exercise training can minimize the metabolic complications and long-term health risks associated with HIV and HAART.

**AEROBIC INSUFFICIENCY IN HIV/AIDS**

Cardiopulmonary exercise testing, which includes the direct measurement of oxygen uptake and carbon dioxide production, can be used to determine whether exercise intolerance primarily reflects limitations of the ventilatory, cardiovascular, or muscular systems. In addition, subtle indicators of deconditioning, dyspnea, opportunistic infections, and training-induced adaptations can be deduced from data gathered during cardiopulmonary
Maximal oxygen uptake ($V_{\text{O}_2\text{max}}$), the gold standard measurement of exercise capacity, reflects oxygen delivery by the cardiorespiratory system and oxygen utilization by the exercising muscles (i.e., $V_{\text{O}_2} = \text{heart rate} \times \text{stroke volume} \times (\text{arterial} - \text{venous}\text{ oxygen content difference})$). In addition, the ventilatory anaerobic threshold can be determined from gas exchange measurements to provide an indication of the work rate (or $V_{\text{O}_2}$) at which there is an acceleration of anaerobic metabolism. An individual's health and performance are associated with his or her aerobic capacity and ventilatory anaerobic threshold. Hence, poor exercise performance can be attributed, in part, to a low $V_{\text{O}_2\text{max}}$ and ventilatory anaerobic threshold.

The $V_{\text{O}_2\text{max}}$ values reported in people living with HIV and HIV-negative controls are shown in Figure 17.3, many of which were determined as part of exercise training studies (24,26,31,35,38,43,44,46–48,52,53–56). Only a few investigators (17,18,22,39) directly compared the exercise capacity of people who were HIV-negative with people who were HIV-positive, despite survey findings suggesting the latter are limited in their ability to perform energy-demanding activities (16). The findings indicate that maximal work rate and $V_{\text{O}_2\text{max}}$ are approximately 10%–40% lower in HIV-positive adults compared with those who are HIV-negative, although the difference between the groups was significant in only two studies (18,22).

Johnson et al. (17) characterized the cardiorespiratory responses during maximal cycle ergometer exercise in 32 active members of the army who were in the early stages of HIV infection and 22 members who were HIV-negative. Most participants in each group reported engaging in regular aerobic training. Overall, cardiorespiratory differences between the groups during maximal exercise were relatively modest. The group of adults living with HIV had lower values for $V_{\text{O}_2\text{max}}$ (2.6 versus 2.8 L/min), although not significantly so ($P>0.05$), and lower ventilatory anaerobic threshold (49% versus 62% of $V_{\text{O}_2\text{max}}$) compared with the controls. However, a
subgroup of adults living with HIV with ventilatory anaerobic thresholds less than 43% of the \( V\cdot \text{O}_2\text{max} \) (the two-tailed 95% confidence interval [CI] for the controls), demonstrated larger deficits in work rate and \( V\cdot \text{O}_2\text{max} \), and a steeper slope of heart rate–\( V\cdot \text{O}_2\text{max} \) relationship compared with the controls. More of the participants in the subgroup were smokers (8/9) than the remaining participants living with HIV (11/23), but immunologic stage of the disease and prevalence of anemia were similar between the groups. The investigators concluded that large deficits in maximal aerobic power result from a limitation of oxygen delivery to the exercising muscles.

In a subsequent study by this group, nine people living with HIV underwent exercise right-sided heart catheterization to determine presence of cardiac dysfunction (37). Compared with HIV-negative controls, those living with HIV had higher pulmonary capillary wedge pressure and right atrial pressure at similar oxygen consumption, a finding indicative of cardiac disease or dysfunction. One patient underwent endomyocardial biopsy with findings consistent with a cardiomyopathy, including myofiber loss and atrophy. These findings suggest that low ventilatory anaerobic threshold and \( V\cdot \text{O}_2\text{max} \) values may reflect cardiac disease in people living with HIV.

Pothoff et al. (18) compared pulmonary function and exercise capacity in three groups of patients with advanced HIV-infection (CD4 count <200) and HIV-negative controls. Participants living with HIV in group 1 had no history of respiratory disease or current lung disease; group 2 had a previous episode of \textit{Pneumocystis carinii} pneumonia (PCP), but no current lung disease; and group 3 had current bronchopulmonary complications, including PCP. Lung-diffusing capacity, \( V\cdot \text{O}_2\text{max} \), maximal work rate, and ventilatory anaerobic threshold were all lower in all patient groups compared with the controls, with the largest deficits observed in group 3. No obvious evidence indicated that exercise limitation was related to the decrease in lung diffusing capacity; however, because neither spirometric nor exercise parameters suggested ventilatory limitation or arterial desaturation in any of the patient groups. In addition, the slope of the relationship between oxygen uptake and heart rate during exercise was similar among all groups. In contrast to the conclusion of Johnson et al. (37), this finding suggests that low exercise capacity, at least to the levels tested in these patients, may not result from heart disease. The end exercise maximal heart rates were much lower in the patients (\( \sim 140 \) bpm) than the controls (\( \sim 165 \) bpm) despite similar ages, a finding reported in those in earlier stages.
of HIV infection (22, 27, 39). This observation suggests exercise intolerance in HIV patients may reflect poor effort, neuromuscular fatigue, or a combination of both factors. Most studies, however, did not record the rating of perceived exertion and respiratory exchange ratio, and some did not provide maximal heart rate (HRmax), during exercise testing, making it difficult to assess effort level of the participants.

Cade et al. (27) measured cardiac output (rebreathing method) and estimated the arterial-venous oxygen content difference (indirect Fick method) during a maximal treadmill test among adults living with HIV and a group of HIV-negative controls. The VO2max and peak exercise arterial-venous oxygen content difference were lower in the adults living with HIV (25 mL/kg/min and 10.8 vol%) compared with the controls (32 mL/kg/min and 12.4 vol%), whereas stroke volume and cardiac output were similar between the groups. Furthermore, deficits in aerobic capacity and arterial-venous oxygen content difference were more pronounced among participants living with HIV taking HAART compared with HIV-negative participants (58). The authors suggested that the deficit in aerobic capacity in the HIV-positive participants reflected their smaller arterial-venous oxygen content difference, which, in turn, may be owing to limited oxygen extraction and utilization by skeletal muscle. Collectively, the above studies suggest that exercise intolerance with HIV may reflect a combination of poor cardiovascular fitness because of decreased cardiac output and deficits in neuromuscular function. However, the degree to which these limitations can be ascribed to deconditioning owing to a decline in physical activity versus HIV- or HAART-induced pathology remains unclear.

NEUROMUSCULAR DYSFUNCTION IN HIV/AIDS

A number of skeletal muscle abnormalities have been reported in people with HIV/AIDS. HIV and HAART can cause muscle myopathy that is associated with weakness, elevated creatine phosphokinase, myofibrillar damage, fiber necrosis, and inflammation (59). Several agents, including nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor (NRTI) drugs, have been shown to induce a mitochondrial myopathy and adversely affect cellular bioenergetics (60). The relationship between these muscle abnormalities and exercise performance in vivo is not known, however. For example, no studies have determined whether muscles of individuals with HIV are more fatigable than the muscle of people who are HIV-negative.

In a recent study, Scott et al. (43) measured the cross-sectional area, strength, and neuromuscular (central) activation level of the quadriceps and dorsiflexor muscles in 27 men living with HIV who were taking HAART. Supramaximal tetanic stimulation was applied to the muscle during a maximal voluntary isometric contraction to determine central activation. Of the 27 participants, 11 had an impaired ability to activate the quadriceps as revealed by a mean central activation ratio of 0.72. A greater proportion of these participants had higher viral loads and a history of AIDS-defining illnesses compared with the other 16 participants who could fully activate the quadriceps. The investigators suggested that impairment of central motor function, rather than atrophy, may be a predominant factor compromising muscle performance in the era of HAART. The impaired activation could, however, reflect a lower effort level of these 11 participants during the strength test rather than any real deficit in output from the motor cortex or motor neuron activation. No deficits in activation occurred in the dorsiflexor muscles of these individuals, although this model is less sensitive at detecting activation impairment (61).

HYPERLACTATEMIA IN HIV/AIDS

Resting venous lactate levels are elevated in some adults living with HIV who are taking HAART compared with people who are HIV-negative (62). Higher lactate levels and lipodystrophy may be linked through mitochondrial dysfunction as a result of HAART medications from the NRTI class (31). In theory, elevated blood lactate levels could reflect excessive muscle lactate production via accelerated glycolysis or a defect in mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation, a reduction in clearance rate from the blood, or a combination of these factors. The clinical significance and impact on exercise performance of elevated lactate levels in people living with HIV remains unclear, however. At issue is whether elevated lactate levels at rest will lead to early fatigue during exercise (39).

One small study compared eight healthy controls with eight people who were living with HIV, taking HAART, and who had lipodystrophy or elevated lactate (n = 3). All participants exercised until exhaustion on a cycle ergometer (39). Blood lactate and biopsies of the quadriceps were taken before and after exercise. Maximal work rate was lower and VO2max tended to be lower (P = 0.11) in the people living with HIV (171 W and 2.1 L/min) compared with the controls (235 W and 2.9 L/min). However, the two groups were similar in terms of the slope corresponding to the change in VO2 for a given change in work rate, respiratory exchange ratio, maximal lactate and recovery lactate levels, and oxidative enzyme capacity of the biopsy. The investigators concluded that the lower maximal work rate was caused by a decline in physical fitness rather than mitochondrial dysfunction.

Tesiorowski et al. (63) compared the cardiorespiratory responses in 28 HIV-positive adults with hyperlactemia (>2.1 mmol/L) and 8 HIV-positive controls with normal blood lactate levels during symptom-limited maximal cycle ergometer exercise. No difference was seen in maximal work rate, minute ventilation, or VO2 between the groups. However, the hyperlactemia patients had a higher...
respiratory quotient (VCO₂/VO₂max) and tended to have a lower ventilatory anaerobic threshold (% of VO₂max; P = 0.078).

Furthermore, Duong et al. (31) compared 24 people living with HIV with elevated lactate levels with 27 people living with HIV who had normal lactate levels during cycle ergometer exercise. They found that maximal work rate, peak VO₂max, and arterial-venous oxygen content difference were all lower in the participants with hyperlactemia than in those with normal lactate levels. In addition, the calculated ratios corresponding to the changes in cardiac output relative to VO₂ and ventilation relative to VO₂ were greater in participants with hyperlactemia (8 and 49, respectively) compared with the controls (6 and 42).

Bauer et al. (64) examined the kinetics of lactate metabolism in four groups after submaximal (to a heart rate of 200−age) cycle ergometer exercise: (a) people living with HIV who were taking HAART and had normal blood lactate; (b) people living with HIV who were taking HAART and had hyperlactemia; (c) people living with HIV who were not taking HAART; and (d) HIV-negative controls. Maximal lactate levels after exercise were similar in all groups. However, patients with hyperlactemia had the slowest rate of lactate recovery compared to the other three groups. Hence, elevated baseline lactate does not lead to higher end-exercise lactate but is associated with a delayed decline in lactate after exercise, possibly reflecting impaired lactate clearance. The investigators also found that the rate of lactate recovery was slower in the HIV-positive participants taking HAART compared with HIV-negative controls, implying that HIV infection in itself may influence lactate levels.

**AEROBIC CAPACITY IN OLDER ADULTS LIVING WITH HIV/AIDS**

With the life-prolonging effects of HAART, many people are aging with HIV/AIDS. The proportion of people with AIDS in the United States who are 50 years of age or older has grown from 19% in 2000 to 27% in 2004 (22). Although 50 years of age is not considered old when referring to the general population, current convention in HIV and aging research categorizes this group as older adults (65). Older adults with HIV may have to contend with age-related decrements in physiology and function in addition to the effects of HIV and its treatments. Hence, this population also may benefit from exercise. Only a few studies, however, have examined the physical activity levels or exercise responses in people living with HIV who are older than 50.

Oursler et al. (22) assessed grip strength, the 6-minute walk test, and VO₂(peak)max during a treadmill test in younger (40−49 years, n = 12) and older (50 + years, n = 20) men living with HIV and in 47 age-matched healthy controls. Mean maximal aerobic capacity was lower in the older (19.1 mL/kg/min) versus the younger (25.2 mL/kg/min) men with HIV, but 6-minute walk distance was similar in the two groups. The VO₂max and 6-minute walk distance were 41% and 8% lower, respectively, in the men living with HIV compared with the age-matched controls. Regression analysis revealed, however, that the rate of decline in aerobic capacity was similar in the two groups, suggesting that primary aging has a comparable effect in both HIV-positive and general populations.

**EXERCISE TRAINING AND HIV/AIDS**

**AEROBIC EXERCISE TRAINING IN PEOPLE LIVING WITH HIV/AIDS**

Most HIV and aerobic exercise studies have examined the effects of approximately 12 weeks of thrice weekly aerobic training alone, or in combination with resistance training, on measures such as CD4 count, VO₂max, endurance time, body composition, and psychological health (19). Aerobic training sessions commonly consisted of 20−40 minutes of continuous or intermittent stationary cycling or walking or running on a treadmill (track). In some cases, stair-climbers, rowing, or cross-country ski machines were used. The intensity of exercise was usually set at 60%−80% of the maximal heart rate.

Results of a recent systematic review suggest that performing aerobic exercise at least three times per week for at least 4 weeks appears to be safe and may lead to significant improvements in cardiopulmonary and psychological outcomes for adults living with HIV (19). Meta-analyses reported statistically significant improvements in VO₂max of 1.64 mL/kg/min and depression-dejection symptoms of 7.68 points on the Profile of Mood States (POMS) scale among participants engaged in constant or interval exercise compared with nonexercisers. Greater improvements in VO₂max of 4.3 mL/kg/min were found among participants exercising at heavy intensity compared with those exercising at moderate intensity. No changes in CD4 count or viral load were demonstrated with exercise groups, suggesting that this activity is safe for people living with HIV who are medically stable (Figure 17.2).

Other studies that used a cross-sectional design suggested that regular exercise may be associated with improved immunologic and virologic status. For instance, Mustafa et al. (66) conducted an epidemiologic study of exercise behaviors and disease status in 415 men who have sex with men. They found that HIV-infected participants who reported exercising at least three to four times per week had 107.5% higher CD4+ counts compared with HIV-positive men who denied exercise participation. Regular exercisers also displayed slower disease progression to AIDS, less symptomology, and decreased rates of mortality compared with nonexercisers. Bopp et al. (67) examined the relationship between physical activity levels, viral load, and CD4 cell count in 66 HIV-positive
participated. They found a significant inverse relationship between physical activity level and viral load; however, no correlation was seen between activity and CD4 counts.

Results from individual studies support findings from the meta-analyses demonstrating improvements in cardiopulmonary, body composition, and psychological outcomes. Specifically, submaximal and maximal exercise performance (VO2max) improved posttraining, along with reductions in body fat and an increase in quality of life scores. MacArthur et al. (35) investigated the changes in 25 men living with HIV after 24 weeks of aerobic training. Only six participants were compliant with the exercise program (>80% of the planned sessions attended). Similar to training-induced adaptations in HIV-negative persons, these six participants showed significant increases in VO2max and minute ventilation and reductions in heart rate, rate pressure product, and rating of perceived exertion during a submaximal exercise test. A trend was also noted for improved mental health scores (General Health Questionnaire) among the compliant exercisers.

Perna et al. (36) examined the effects of a 12-week aerobic training program on cardiopulmonary function in symptomatic adults living with HIV. They reported that the compliant exercisers (11/18 participants, >50% of the planned sessions attended) increased their VO2max, minute ventilation, and maximal work rate. Smith et al. (44) studied 60 men and women living with HIV who were randomized to a thrice weekly aerobic exercise group or control group for 12 weeks. Training intensity was 60%–80% of the VO2max for at least 30 minutes. Training improved the VO2max by 7.5% (P = 0.09) and endurance time on the treadmill by 1 minute (11%). In addition, training-induced reductions in body mass index (BMI), subcutaneous fat (skinfolds), and abdominal girth were found.

Baïgis et al. (24) conducted a 15-week home-based aerobic exercise program with adults living with HIV. Results showed no improvement in VO2max or health-related quality of life posttraining. The lack of improvement in aerobic capacity may have been owing to their relatively high initial VO2max (30 mL/kg/min). Individuals with low levels of fitness usually show the largest gains after training. Other reasons for the lack of aerobic gains may have included the short training sessions and that participants exercised on a ski machine but were tested on a treadmill.

Stringer et al (46) investigated aerobic exercise regimens of varied intensity in 26 men and women living with HIV. The moderate- and high-intensity exercise training groups exercised at work rates that were below and above the ventilatory anaerobic threshold, respectively, three times per week for 6 weeks. The high-intensity group performed a proportionally shorter bout of exercise while maintaining the total work per session identical to that of the moderate-intensity group. The ventilatory anaerobic threshold increased in both groups, but VO2max and maximal power increased only in the high-intensity group, suggesting that intensity of exercise may be more effective in improving aerobic capacity than the amount of exercise in this population. In addition, both groups showed improvements in their quality of life after training based on a self-administered questionnaire.

In another study of aerobic exercise intensity, men and women living with HIV completed a 12-week program of treadmill walking at a moderate intensity (60% of HRmax) or treadmill running at a high intensity (75%–85% of HRmax) (68). The aerobic capacity (maximal treadmill time) increased in both groups, but the improvement was greater in the high-intensity group (190 seconds) than the moderate-intensity (70 seconds) group. Training had no effect on body fat percentage or depression scores.

**PROGRESSIVE RESISTIVE EXERCISE IN PEOPLE LIVING WITH HIV/AIDS**

Progressive resistive exercise has been used to combat muscle wasting and improve strength in people who are aging and in numerous clinical populations, including patients with renal failure or rheumatoid arthritis (69,70). Given the adverse effect of wasting associated with HIV, investigators have examined the physiologic and psychological effects of PRE alone or in combination with aerobic exercise or androgenic therapy (e.g., testosterone) in people living with HIV (20). For the most part, PRE interventions have consisted of 4–10 isotonic exercises (machines or free weights) of the major muscle groups three times per week for 6–16 weeks. Three sets of 8–12 repetitions were performed for each exercise. The maximal amount of weight that could be lifted once, or the one repetition maximum (1-RM), was determined for each exercise at the start of the program and intermittently throughout the study. The training intensity was set at 50% of the 1-RM during the first few sessions and then increased to 80% of the 1-RM for the remainder of the program.

Results from a systematic review that investigated the effect of PRE in people living with HIV found statistically significant increases in mean body weight of 3.3 kg and mean arm and thigh girth of 7.3 cm among participants engaged in PRE or combined PRE and aerobic exercise compared with nonexercisers (20). Given many of the participants in the individual studies included in this review were diagnosed with AIDS-related wasting syndrome, these increases in weight and body composition were interpreted as favorable outcomes. Despite statistical nonsignificance, results showed a trend toward improvements in cardiopulmonary fitness (HR submax). Similar to the aerobic exercise review (19), no significant changes in CD4 count were reported. Individual study results support findings from the above
Testosterone levels are generally lower in men living with HIV, and even more so in people with wasting. Low testosterone levels correlate with deficits in muscle mass and disease progression. Of the various therapies being considered for the treatment of HIV-associated weight loss, testosterone and exercise are attractive because they are relatively inexpensive and safe. In a 12-week trial, Sattler et al. (42) examined the effects of the anabolic steroid, nandrolone, alone or in combination with PRE in men living with HIV without wasting. Both groups showed increases in body weight, body cell mass, thigh muscle area, and strength. The steroid plus PRE group showed greater increases than the steroid-only group in lean body mass and strength. Although this study did not employ placebo or PRE-only control groups, it suggested that exercise combined with steroids might be a more effective treatment for increasing mass and strength than steroids alone.

The effects of 8 weeks of thrice weekly PRE, with or without an anabolic steroid (oxandrolone), were compared in a group of HIV-positive men who had experienced at least a 5% weight loss over the preceding 2 years (45). They found that PRE increased weight, nitrogen retention, lean body mass, and strength, and that these improvements were greater in those who took the steroid. High-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol declined in the steroid group, however, which suggests a detrimental effect of this treatment on blood lipid profile. Bhain et al. (25) examined the separate and combined effects of 16 weeks of PRE and testosterone supplementation on strength and body composition in a group of men living with HIV who also had wasting and low serum testosterone levels. Both testosterone and PRE individually produced significant increases in body weight, strength, and thigh muscle volume, but no added benefit was found with the treatments in combination. Grinspoon et al. (32) compared the effects of 12 weeks of thrice weekly exercise (20 minutes of aerobic training and PRE) and testosterone supplementation in men with wasting. Testosterone or exercise alone increased arm and leg muscle area and muscle mass, but the two treatments combined did not enhance these gains. Levels of HDL cholesterol increased in response to training, but decreased in response to testosterone therapy.

Collectively, the evidence suggests that PRE can result in increases in strength, body weight, lean body mass, HDL cholesterol, and improvements in quality of life measures, whereas nonexercising controls showed little change in these measures. Hence, in addition to increasing lean body mass, PRE is also associated with a potential cardioprotective effect. When androgenic therapy is added to PRE, minimal improvements were noted in strength and body composition over those achieved with PRE alone, but HDL cholesterol did not increase (25,32,42).

**EXERCISE TRAINING EFFECTS ON METABOLIC COMPLICATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH HIV AND HAART**

Exercise training and physical activity are well-known to reduce central adiposity, blood lipids, and carbohydrate disorders in people who are HIV-negative. It remains inconclusive whether exercise and physical activity have similar benefits for people with HIV and lipodystrophy. Gavrilova et al. (72) examined 117 men and 13 women with HIV infection on HAART, in which the patients self-reported habitual exercise and diet. They found that the total exercise index (equal to exercise intensity × duration of exercise × number of exercise sessions per week) was inversely correlated with triglycerides and insulin resistance.

Intervention studies that determined the effects of exercise training on metabolic outcomes in people with HIV and lipodystrophy are in their infancy (13). These studies have a number of methodologic limitations, including the lack of a nonexercising control group, small sample sizes, short training durations, and variable criteria used to define lipodystrophy. Hence, positive outcomes that are noted below should be interpreted cautiously until more rigorous controlled studies are completed. Yarasheski et al. (73) examined whether 16 weeks of PRE reduced hypertriglyceridemia in HIV-positive men on HAART. PRE increased lean body mass (1.4 kg) and thigh muscle area, but did not reduce adipose tissue mass. However, serum triglycerides were decreased at the end of training. Similarly, Jones et al. (33) found that 10 weeks of aerobic and PRE training decreased the waist-to-hip ratio, body fat percentage, total cholesterol (18%), and triglycerides (25%) and increased body mass.
and arm and leg girths in six participants (one women) with HIV lipodystrophy.

In another study, Thoni et al. (48) reported improvements in body composition and blood lipids after a 4-month program of aerobic cycling exercise in lipodystrophic adults. They found that total abdominal fat (13%), visceral abdominal fat (12%), total cholesterol (23%) and triglycerides (43%) all decreased, and HDL (6%) increased. More recently, Driscoll et al. (30,74) conducted a prospective randomized controlled trial on the effects of receiving the diabetic drug metformin alone or in combination with 12 weeks of exercise training (aerobic and PRE) in 25 HIV-infected patients with fat redistribution and insulin resistance. They found that exercise plus metformin resulted in greater reductions in waist-to-hip ratio, thigh adiposity, blood pressure, and fasting insulin, and larger increases in muscle area and exercise time compared with subjects receiving metformin alone. Moreover, reductions in trunk fat and thigh adiposity were associated with lower insulin levels. Neither intervention, however, altered blood lipid levels (triglycerides, total cholesterol, low-density lipoprotein [LDL] and HDL), a finding also reported by others (26,47). The authors concluded that exercise may improve glucose and insulin metabolism in addition to improving cardiovascular disease indices and body composition in people with HIV lipodystrophy. The absence of an effect on blood lipids may relate to the unique pathophysiology of lipid abnormalities in HIV infection or an ongoing effect of antiretroviral treatment that may prevent positive training-induced adaptations of lipid metabolism in some individuals.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION AND PROGRAMS

No specific guidelines exist for exercise prescription in people living with HIV. However, the aerobic and PRE programs prescribed in previous exercise intervention studies appear to be safe among adults with HIV who are medically stable. These programs were in accordance with guidelines developed by the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) for apparently healthy people (75). It should be noted, however, a number of limitations in the existing HIV and exercise literature should be taken into account. Studies were often fraught with large drop-out rates of exercise participants and adverse effects were not reported in some studies. The excessive drop-out rates highlight the importance of focusing on strategies to promote exercise adherence. One such strategy is to recommend a qualified personal trainer, particularly for those who have little experience with exercise. Another approach that may improve exercise adherence is to promote exercising in groups or with a partner. Research results should also be interpreted cautiously for women living with HIV because women comprised such a small proportion of the participants in the studies reviewed.

Despite the limitations, the most prudent exercise prescription strategy for people living with HIV to follow is the general ACSM guidelines developed for apparently healthy people. However, these guidelines should be tailored to each person’s overall health and fitness, specific medical conditions, goals, and practical concerns. In addition, special exercise programming considerations developed by ACSM for people who have conditions such as type 2 diabetes, dyslipidemia, metabolic syndrome, or osteoporosis may need to be consulted when those with HIV have these or related conditions. The exercise professional should have at least a rudimentary knowledge of HIV infection and an understanding of the person’s medications and their potential effects on exercise performance. In addition, he or she may need to work closely with or consult other members of the patient’s healthcare team to discuss potential adverse effects of exercise and to clarify treatment issues that may have an impact on exercise tolerance.

Two examples illustrate potential approaches for exercise prescription with this population. Client A, who is HIV-positive with lipodystrophy and is new to exercise, may want to become more active to improve her health and reduce the level of truncal adipose tissue. A program for this person ought to focus more on health-related fitness; an “active living” program that emphasizes more daily activity, such as walking or climbing stairs, could be promoted. One goal would be to accumulate a certain amount of activity per week to improve insulin sensitivity and reduce blood lipids. A simple home-based PRE program could be included once the client has completed several weeks of increased physical activity. One of the goals of an exercise intervention for patients with lipodystrophy is to optimize body composition and offset the potential deleterious health effects associated with central adiposity. Hence, a combination of PRE and aerobic exercise can be recommended for persons with lipodystrophy.

Client B is HIV-positive but does not have lipodystrophy. He is active in sports and is interested in a general conditioning program. In this case, a program centered on improving performance-related fitness may be appropriate. Hence, depending on the client’s initial fitness, aerobic training for 3–5 days per week lasting for 30–60 minutes at an intensity of 70%–85% of the HRmax may be suitable for this individual. PRE for this client could be incorporated two times per week using free weights and machines to focus on the major muscle groups for 2–3 sets of 8–10 repetitions.

SUMMARY

For people who can access and tolerate HAART, HIV has evolved from a fatal disease to a chronic condition with associated metabolic abnormalities. Studies indicate that
people living with HIV have lower aerobic capacity and ventilatory (or blood lactate) anaerobic threshold compared with noninfected controls. These deficits in aerobic fitness may reflect the direct effects of HIV and HAART on body cells (i.e., dysfunctional muscle mitochondria) as well deconditioning of the cardiovascular and neuro-muscular systems. These physiologic deficits provide some explanation for impairments, such as weakness and decreased endurance, commonly experienced by people living with HIV, and highlight the need for exercise training in this population. Further studies in the HIV population should determine both exercise physiology and functional measures in the same individual before and after exercise training to more fully understand their interdependence.

Exercise training in adults living with HIV has demonstrated positive outcomes similar to those observed in the HIV-negative population. For example, aerobic exercise training increased maximal aerobic capacity, reduced body fat (i.e., waist-to-hip ratio, skinfolds) and showed improvements in anxiety, depression, and life satisfaction. Moreover, PRE alone or in combination with aerobic training increased strength and lean body mass, particularly in those with wasting, and provided an additional potential cardioprotective effect as reflected by increased HDL levels. The addition of androgen therapy to exercise training may not add much benefit over exercise training alone and may prevent the exercise-induced increase in HDL. Exercise training studies in adults with HIV and lipodystrophy also showed increases in strength, lean body mass (muscle area), and reduced trunk fat, but inconsistent effects on blood lipids after training, possibly reflecting the effects of HAART. The cardioprotective effects of increased aerobic fitness, reduced trunk fat, and lower blood lipids may be particularly important to counteract the increased risk of heart disease in people living with HIV who are on HAART.

Aerobic training, PRE, or a combination of both, appears to be safe for adults living with HIV who are medically stable, as demonstrated by the lack of change in immunologic or virologic status with the exercise interventions. In many studies, however, participants who withdrew from exercise programs were not included in the final analysis of the data. This raises concerns about the safety and effectiveness of exercise among participants who stopped exercising. Future studies should make an effort to include all participants in an intention-to-treat analysis, which involves reporting findings for all subjects who withdraw from exercise programs.

Most studies assessed groups of individuals with widely ranging stages of HIV disease progression. Few investigators grouped participants according to disease stage. Hence, the impact of illness stage on the acute or chronic responses to exercise are not well understood. Most participants in studies of HIV/AIDS and exercise have been men between 30 and 40 years of age. Relatively few women, older adults, or children have been studied, despite gender- and age-related differences in exercise responses in the HIV-negative population. In addition, when both men and women living with HIV were included as study participants, the results were presented as one group without examining gender differences in exercise responses. Additional studies should attempt to study more homogenous subject groups, particularly those who are more severely immunocompromised and older adults. These individuals may demonstrate the lowest fitness reserves and, thus, may benefit most from exercise training. As well, greater numbers of women should be studied and findings should be presented by gender in samples that are sufficiently large to power appropriate analyses.

Despite the limitations of previous studies, sufficient evidence supports the advice that people living with HIV should be encouraged to increase their daily physical activity and participate in a formal aerobic, PRE exercise program, or both, if interested. Exercise should be tailored to meet the particular needs of individuals and should follow ACSM guidelines. Hence, the exercise professional should consider the stage of the disease, symptoms, drug side effects, functional ability, and the frequency, intensity, duration, and the exercise mode.
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A cluster of symptoms and signs of abnormal functioning that have no discernible medical cause define chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS). The major patient-reported symptom is a prolonged and debilitating feeling of fatigue that is not improved with rest and is often worsened after even minimal mental or physical stress.

The term CFS arose out of four reports in the first half of the 1980s concerning patients suffering from a chronic and recurring complex of symptoms of unknown origin that included severe fatigue, fever, tender lymph nodes, sore throat, decreased memory, confusion, and depression (1–4). Preliminary clinical serologic investigation revealed that many patients exhibited antibody profiles consistent with mononucleosis-associated Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) infection. This illness came to be called the chronic EBV syndrome or the chronic mononucleosis-like syndrome. Data from two subsequent scientific investigations cast doubt on EBV as the syndrome's etiology by indicating that these patients would be just as likely to have serologic profiles consistent with infections by cytomegalovirus, herpes simplex virus types 1 and 2, or the measles virus (5,6).

CASE DEFINITION

In 1988, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) formulated a working case definition for the syndrome discussed above and named it CFS. This was done in an attempt to help identify the illness, prevent association with a specific unproved etiology, and provide guidelines for investigators concerned with ascertaining its true etiology and pathology. This working definition states that a diagnosis of CFS can be made if a patient exhibits a new onset of severe fatigue that has persisted or relapsed for at least 6 months, caused at least a 50% reduction in premorbid activity, and cannot be attributed to known medical conditions. The patient must also exhibit eight or more of the following symptoms: mild fever, sore throat, painful lymph nodes, muscle weakness, myalgia, severe fatigue after mild exercise, headaches, migratory arthralgia, neuropsychological complaints, sleep disturbance, and sudden onset of symptoms. Diagnosis is to be excluded with any presence or history of psychiatric disease or personality disorder (7).

Additional case definitions were also developed (8,9). The Oxford or British definition accounts for the fact that in many patients, psychological symptoms, such as depression, anxiety, and loss of interest, cannot explain the severe fatigue reported and may actually have developed as a result of the chronic illness. Therefore, this definition does not exclude for many psychological conditions (9).

In 1991, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) recommended that revisions be made in the CDC guidelines for diagnosing CFS to accommodate for the premorbid and comorbid presence of certain psychiatric disorders, diseases, or syndromes. Also, the NIH recommended specific laboratory and psychological tests to help rule out a diagnosis of CFS in the presence of known causes of fatigue (10).

An international working group, including representatives from the CDC, NIH, United States, Britain, and Australia, convened in 1994 to amend the CDC case definition and research guidelines. The result was the most widely accepted case definition (11). Here, a diagnosis of CFS is established

"...by the presence of the following: 1) clinically evaluated, unexplained, persistent or relapsing chronic fatigue that is of new or definite onset (has not been lifelong); is not the result of ongoing exertion; is not substantially alleviated by rest; and results in substantial reduction in previous levels of occupational, educational, social, or personal activities; and 2) the concurrent occurrence of four or more of the following symptoms, all of which must have persisted or reurred during 6 or more consecutive months of illness and must not have predated the fatigue: self-reported impairment in short-term memory or concentration severe enough to cause substantial reduction in previous levels of occupational, educational, social, or personal activities; sore throat; tender cervical or axillary lymph nodes; muscle pain, multi joint pain without joint swelling or redness; headaches of a new type, pattern, or severity; unrefreshing sleep; and postexertional malaise lasting more than 24 hours" (11; p 936).

This definition has gone a long way in providing research guidance and clarity in the identification process of patients with CFS. Many ambiguities remain, however, as evidenced by the existence of groups of patients that
meet the criteria for CFS but have different degrees of fatigue and heterogeneity of symptoms. An international group of experts has published specific recommendations to address these problems. They provide a clarification of the inclusion and exclusion criteria and a descriptive list of questionnaires and medical diagnostic techniques that have been shown to be valid for use with patients with CFS (12).

**THEORIES OF ETIOLOGY AND PATHOPHYSIOLOGY**

Volumes of data from research studies investigating possible causes of CFS have been published, but a definitive cause or marker has not been identified. Therefore, it is somewhat difficult to separate the etiology and pathophysiology of this illness.

The first suspected etiology of CFS was a viral or bacterial infection, which originated from patients reporting that fatigue symptoms started suddenly after a “flu-like” illness. Many viruses have been suspected, such as human herpesvirus-6 (HHV-6), which often becomes latent after early infection, can be reactivated, and affects a number of body systems. In one study, CFS patients (57%) were found to have higher HHV-6 blood antibody levels when compared with healthy controls (16%) (13). In a study of 22 pairs of twins where one twin was diagnosed as having CFS while the other remained healthy, no significant differences were found in assays for several viruses, including HHV-6 (14). A multitude of viruses and bacteria have been investigated, but to date, no single infectious organism has consistently been found in patients with CFS such that it would be considered a marker for the illness. Data have been presented indicating that a variety of viruses may precipitate the development of CFS in a significant number of postinfective patients (15).

Because so many different viral agents have been implicated and patients seem to have an exaggerated response to infections, many theorize that an abnormal immune system may be the origin of CFS. Data exist to support a possible chronic immune activation (16) or an insufficient immune response in patients with CFS (17). Often reported are abnormal CD8+ cytotoxic T-cell activation (16) and a depression of natural killer (NK) cell activity (17). Others, however, have reported no abnormal blood concentration or activation of lymphocyte cell surface markers in CFS (18). Several authors have reported immune activation associated with interleukins (i.e., IL-1, IL-2, IL-4, and IL-6) and tumor-necrosis factor (TNF), as well as other cytokines (19). However, others have not found a difference in the cytokine levels in patients with CFS when compared with healthy control subjects (20). In an attempt to clarify these inconsistencies, a systematic review of the CFS immunologic literature was conducted. This review rated the various studies on the quality of the reported methodology. No consistent pattern of immuno-

logic abnormalities in CFS was identified as a result of this review process. However, immune dysfunction, particularly T cell changes, could not be definitively ruled out as a potential factor in the etiology of CFS (21).

Neuroendocrine abnormalities have also been implicated in the etiology of CFS. The research here has centered primarily on the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPA). The HPA is considered the primary axis in response to both physical and psychologic stress. Deficiency of glucocorticoids released by the adrenal gland can result in fatigue, and evidence of low glucocorticoid levels in patients with CFS has been presented, which may be caused to a blunted release of corticotropin (22). The adrenal glands in patients with CFS have also been shown to have a low secretory reserve when stimulated and to be reduced in size (23). Many reports, however, have not found HPA hypoactivity in patients with CFS (24). Some investigators have concluded that, although no specific dysfunction of the HPA axis causes the onset of CFS, the illness may perpetuate an abnormally functioning HPA axis, which in turn, may be one of many factors contributing to the exacerbation of symptoms during the progression of the disease (25).

Because the symptoms of CFS are so heterogeneous and the illness seems to affect numerous body functions, many speculate that the nervous system must be involved, either as a primary or secondary cause. Neurologic studies have shown that, when compared with controls, patients with CFS had significantly more abnormalities in the cerebral white matter (26), brainstem hypoperfusion (27), decreased regional cerebral blood flow (27), decreased serotonin activity (28), and alterations in the processing of motor activities (29,30). Others have reported, however, no neurologic abnormalities in patients with CFS. For example, no difference was found in resting regional brain blood flow in twins with CFS when compared with their healthy co-twins (31).

Investigations of the autonomic nervous system have revealed both parasympathetic and sympathetic abnormalities in patients with CFS, whereas others have found normal autonomic activity. Some reports have indicated a high percentage (90%) of patients with CFS who exhibit neurally mediated hypotension (NMH) during tilt-table testing (32). Conversely, data have shown no difference in the percentage of patients with CFS with orthostatic intolerance when compared with healthy sedentary controls (33). Furthermore, when NMH was successfully treated in patients with CFS no significant improvement was seen in their fatigue (34).

Psychological factors are significantly involved in many CFS cases. Some physicians feel that patients with CFS are suffering from primary psychiatric disorders or psychophysiological reactions. Suggested psychological causes of chronic fatigue include depression, anxiety disorder, somatization disorder, and dysthymia and grief (35). High premorbid and comorbid incidences of these
disorders are associated with CFS. For example, comorbid major depression has been indicated in 50% of patients with CFS (35). In some investigations, 66% have been found to have a history of major depression at sometime during their lives (35). This may not be unexpected owing to significant lifestyle disruption. Arguably, comorbid presence of symptoms of depression does not necessarily indicate a cause for fatigue, because these symptoms may result from being chronically ill and physically compromised. Also, it has been pointed out that the biological abnormalities found in depression differ from those found in CFS. Furthermore, a significant number of patients with CFS have no indication of psychopathology (36).

The proposed causes and pathologies discussed above are just a small sample of those reported in the medical and scientific literature concerned with CFS. Also, several unifying theories of the origins of CFS have been suggested, but up to date, none are supported by sufficient clinical evidence to be validated as the true etiology.

PREVALENCE AND INCIDENCE

Estimates of the incidence of CFS in the general population are difficult to make because no definitive marker exists and, therefore, estimates must be approached with caution. A population-based study conducted in Wichita, Kansas found the prevalence of adult CFS to be approximately 0.24% (37). In San Francisco it was found that 0.2% of adults satisfied criteria for CFS (38). In a randomly selected sample of the general population of Chicago, Illinois, the prevalence rate for CFS was higher (0.42%), with the highest rates found among women, minority groups, and the less educated (39).

In a rigorously controlled population study of the prevalence of CFS in metropolitan, urban, and rural Georgia, investigators estimated that 2.54% of the adult population experiences CFS. No differences were found in the prevalence rates in the three population stratifications for the women, but men in the rural areas had a significantly higher rate (2.89%) when compared with men in the metropolitan area (0.42%). Metropolitan women had a rate that was 11.2 times that of metropolitan men. No significant differences were found for prevalence rates for white and black persons. The researchers attributed the increased prevalence rates found in their study to different screening criteria and the use of more sensitive and specific measures of CFS (40).

RISK FACTORS

No health organization, such as the NIH or CDC, has published or endorsed a list of risk factors for CFS. One risk factor that seems to be consistently reported, however, is being female, for which the relative risk has been estimated to be between 1.3 to 1.7 per 100,000 (41). Childhood trauma and psychopathology have also been shown to be important predisposing factors (42). Other risk factors which have been indicated in the CFS scientific literature include genetics, neuroticism, introversion, childhood inactivity, and inactivity after mononucleosis (43).

FUNCTIONAL CONSEQUENCES

Data concerned with the degree of disability in CFS are biased by the fact that one primary criterion for diagnosis is a substantial reduction in daily activity. However, on the Medical Outcomes Study Short-Form General Health Survey (SF-36) (44) when comparing individuals with chronic fatigue, major depression, acute infectious mononucleosis, and healthy controls, patients with CFS scored lowest on physical functioning, role functioning, social functioning, general health, and body pain subscales (45). In a population-based study, patients diagnosed with CFS and patients with severe fatigue associated with comorbid conditions had similar reductions in energy and time spent on hobbies, schooling, or volunteer work when compared with nonfatigued controls (46). Electronic activity monitors have indicated that daily activity levels of patients with CFS were approximately 15% less when compared with healthy sedentary control (47).

In the U.S. population of patients with CFS, it is estimated that there is an overall reduction in employment of 27%, with a 37% decline in household productivity, and a 54% reduction in labor force productivity. This lost productivity is projected to cost the U.S. economy $9.1 billion per year representing about $20,000 per person with CFS (48).

The functional limitations reduce the individuals’ social and vocational opportunities and result in varying degrees of isolation (9). When the illness is severe, the functional impairments can cause school and work absenteeism, social isolation, and an eventual breakdown of a normal family life (43). Additionally, data from community-based studies suggest that women, minorities, and those nonworking individuals who have CFS experience greater functional disability and severity of symptoms than men, whites, and Working individuals (49).

PROGNOSIS

Nothing indicates that untreated CFS is a fatal condition, but the prognosis for patients is not very promising in terms of complete recovery (50,51). However, during the progression of the illness, patients with CFS will often have periods where symptoms will get better and then relapse. A systematic review of studies concerned with CFS prognosis indicated that the median full recovery rate was 5% (range: 0–31%), at follow-up the median proportion with improved symptoms was 39.5% (range: 8–63%), and the return to work was 8%–30% (50). Factors related to a poor prognosis have been reported to be old age, chronic illness before diagnosis of CFS, comorbid psychiatric disorders, and patients holding on to the belief of a physical cause for their illness (51).
DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES

To date, no diagnostic tests definitively establish the presence of CFS. Therefore, establishing if the 1994 CDC case definition, described earlier, applies to an individual patient ruling out any definable medical cause of the fatigue must be done to make a diagnosis of CFS. A flow chart of the suggested diagnostic steps to take when evaluating a patient and further subgrouping for research purposes is presented in Figure 18.1 (11).

Because many patients presenting themselves to a clinic express fatigue as a symptom, the first diagnostic step is to

FIGURE 18.1. Evaluation and classification of unexplained chronic fatigue. ALT, alanine aminotransferase; BUN, blood urea nitrogen; CBC, complete blood count; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; PO4, phosphorus; TSH, thyroid-stimulating hormone; UA, urinalysis. (Reprinted with permission from Fukuda et al. The chronic fatigue syndrome: A comprehensive approach to its definition and study. Ann Intern Med 1994;121:953–959, the American College of Physicians—American Society of Internal Medicine.)
make a distinction between prolonged fatigue lasting for at least 1 month and chronic fatigue lasting or relapsing for at least 6 months. Next, specific clinical and laboratory tests are recommended when attempting to rule out medically definable causes of the fatigue (Figure 18.1) (11).

A diagnosis of CFS is excluded if a patient has a clinically defined and treatable illness that is known to cause fatigue (Table 18.1). Reeves et al. (12) describe the need to clarify further the exclusionary criteria to improve the uniformity of diagnosis. Their recommendations include (a) organ failure, including lung, cardiac, or renal failure; (b) rheumatic or inflammatory diseases, such as lupus, Sjögren’s syndrome, rheumatoid arthritis, or irritable bowel syndrome; (52) chronic infections, such as acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) or hepatitis; (d) neurologic diseases, such as multiple sclerosis, cerebrovascular accidents, or traumatic brain injury; (e) systemic treatments, such as chemotherapy or radiation; (f) major endocrine diseases, such as hypopituitarism or adrenal insufficiency; and (g) primary sleep disorders, such as apnea or narcolepsy.

Reeves et al. (12) also describe several temporary medical conditions that are treatable but over time could contribute to the fatiguing illness and, therefore, should be monitored. These conditions may include medication effects, sleep deprivation, untreated hypothyroidism, diabetes, or active infection. These temporary medical conditions might also include those that resolve, such as pregnancy including the postpartum period, the 6-month period following major surgery and 3 months following minor surgery, restless leg disorders, 5 years following major conditions such as myocardial infarction or heart failure, and finally, morbid obesity (body mass index [BMI] ≥ 45).

Permanent psychiatric conditions are exclusionary, including a lifetime diagnosis of bipolar affective disorders, schizophrenia, delusional disorders, dementias, organic brain disorders, and substance abuse within 2 years of the onset of fatigue. Reeves et al. (12) note that the Composite International Diagnostic Instrument (CIDI) (53) can be a useful tool for the determination of psychiatric disorders by allowing for national comparisons of psychiatric prevalence while not requiring neuropsychologists for implementation. The CIDI can be administered by general medical personnel and is supported by the World Health Organization (WHO) (34). The National Institute of Mental Health Diagnostic Interview Schedule (55) and the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID) (56) are two of the psychological tests recommended for diagnostic or subgrouping purposes (11). Instruments, such as the SF-36 (44) and the Sickness Impact Profile (SIP) (57), are recommended to assess functional status (11). For research purposes, subgrouping patients with CFS may also be based on factors such as gradual or sudden “flu-like” illness onset, fatigue severity ratings, or functional status, which may help in ascertaining disease etiology (11).

Afari and Buchwald (58) also describe several overlapping conditions such as fibromyalgia, multiple chemical sensitivities, irritable bowel syndrome and tempromandibular joint disorders. Fibromyalgia syndrome is characterized by tender points and chronic, diffuse pain (59). Several authors report the relationship of CFS and fibromyalgia, with estimates of 20%–70% of patients having overlapping symptoms (60–62).

### PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

A crucial part of the evaluation of a patient with CFS is the medical and psychosocial history, given the chronicity of the illness. Qualitative research indicates problematic relationships between patients with CFS and healthcare practitioners, where patients often report feeling unaccepted, marginalized, and not prioritized (23). Doctors and healthcare practitioners also feel helpless and
skeptical when dealing with this syndrome owing to its uncertain etiology (23). Thus, it is the professional’s responsibility to acknowledge the patient’s subjective experiences, despite the lack of objective signs (63).

When beginning the physical examination, the professional must realize that the clinical presentation of fatigue is the hallmark of CFS. Defining symptoms and ruling out medical conditions play such major roles in diagnosing this illness that physical examinations of the patient are often uneventful. Several scales have been adopted to measure fatigue. These include the Chalder Fatigue Scale (64) or the Krupp Fatigue Severity Scale (16). Along with severe fatigue, the patient with CFS may express any number of symptoms. The most frequent complaints cited from the symptoms listed in the case definition, secondary to fatigue, are sleep disturbances, impaired memory or concentration, and postexertional fatigue (38). Sleep disturbances can be measured using instruments such as the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (65) or the Sleep Assessment Questionnaire (66). Psychological testing can be done using the CIDI, whereas neurocognitive function can be measured with instruments such as the Cambridge Neuropsychological Test Automated Battery (12,67). It is important to document postexertional fatigue. Many patients report excellent preillness fitness and energy (26) before an abrupt onset of fatigue after a flu-like illness (27,30). Following the flu-like illness, minimal physical exertion appears to be required to exacerbate fatigue. Recording those activities that tend to worsen fatigue, identifying other symptoms, noting how long they persist and what resolves these symptoms is key. Attention should also be given to whether a stressful event has recently occurred because this may have an impact on symptoms. Many individuals complain of frequent fevers; however, an increase in body temperature greater than 100.4ºF may be a sign of acute infection. In these cases, the recommendation is to limit physical activity and prescribe rest until the infection is treated and the fever is resolved (68).

Many of these chronically ill patients are extremely inactive and tend to rest for long periods of time. This inactivity can result in extreme muscle weakness, muscle wasting, orthostatic intolerance, and loss of balance. It is suggested that the patient with CFS should be tested for these conditions and perhaps be prescribed physical rehabilitation (68). Significant functional limitations exist, depending on illness severity. Several scales measure functional limitations. The Medical Outcomes Short Form-36 measures the effect of symptoms experienced by persons on their health perception (44). The Sickness Impact Profile questionnaire measures disability in different areas of functioning such as home management, leisure activities, and sleep (57). Objective information can be obtained utilizing diaries where patients record their physical activity and by monitoring individuals using an activity monitor (actigraphy) (47).

The Chronic Fatigue Syndrome/Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (CFS/ME) working group from London (69) proposed a four-stage functional classification system that ranges from mild to very severe. A mild rating denotes a person who is mobile and able to carry out basic daily activities. A moderate rating identifies a person with reduced mobility and a limited ability to carry out activities of every day life. A severe rating describes the patient who uses a wheelchair and is restricted to very simple activities such as face washing. Very severe, on this scale, describes the patient who is bedridden and unable to care for self in any way. Incidentally, the individuals rated as severe are unable to participate in research activities or even seek clinical care. Many patients with CFS have become unemployed and have withdrawn socially, thus it is important to identify realistic vocational goals and socialization activities, which should become an early part of the recovery prescription.

PHARMACOLOGY

No universal pharmacologic regimen is prescribed or recommended for CFS. However, patients with CFS use various over-the-counter and prescribed drugs to help relieve specific symptoms. Many pharmacologic therapies that are based on the different theories of the etiology of CFS have been investigated, but the results have been inconclusive or have shown no significant effect (70). These include antidepressants (e.g., fluoxetine and pheneizine), corticosteroids (e.g., hydrocortisone and fludrocortisones), immunologic therapy (e.g., intravenous immunoglobulin G and interferon-alpha), and nutritional supplements (e.g., ginseng and essential fatty acids) (70).

When compared with nonfatigued controls, patients with CFS take a significantly larger amount of pain relievers, supplements and vitamins, hormones, antidepressants, gastrointestinal agents, central nervous system drugs, and benzodiazepines (71). The CDC recommends the use of as few drugs as possible, careful monitoring of drug side effects, and individualization of pharmacologic therapy. Furthermore, because many patients with CFS are very sensitive to medications, especially to those that affect the central nervous system, medication regimens should begin by using below standard doses and be titrated up to an effective level (72).

Over-the-counter drugs, such as antihistamines or sleep products, can be used to treat sleep disturbances after nonpharmacologic therapies have failed. If these do not help, sleep-initiating and sleep-sustaining drugs may be prescribed. Pain drug therapy can range from analgesics, aspirin, or nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs to narcotics, depending on specific patient complaints. Because depression is a common comorbid condition in CFS, various antidepressant drugs may be prescribed. Stimulants may also be prescribed for cognitive problems in some patients with CFS (72).
Because of the heterogeneity of CFS complaints and that pharmacologic treatment of CFS is based on relieving specific symptoms expressed by the patient, a thorough medication list should be obtained before exercise testing or prescription. In most cases, the dose of antidepressants prescribed for patients with CFS is small and may have no effect on exercise performance. In therapeutic doses, however, some antidepressants, especially tricyclic antidepressants, can increase heart rate, decrease blood pressure, and cause electrocardiographic (ECG) changes (52). Most patients with CFS with suspected or demonstrated orthostatic intolerance are prescribed fludrocortisone or increased salt intake for treatment. A smaller number of these patients, however, may be given β-blockers that can affect exercise by decreasing heart rate and blood pressure, reducing exercise capacity in patients without angina (52).

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL TREATMENTS

No medical treatments for CFS have been found to be universally effective, and no therapy can be endorsed on the basis of sound clinical research. Many pharmacologic, immunologic, and nutritional therapies have been studied, but have demonstrated limited results. Also, survey data indicate that a significant number of patients with CFS turn to complementary and alternative medical therapy, such as massage therapy, homeopathic remedies, and osteopathy (73). However, these therapies have been shown to be of little or no benefit in the treatment of CFS (70). Other treatments investigated have included prolonged rest, cognitive behavioral therapy, and graded exercise training. Prolonged rest has not been shown to be an effective treatment. Some evidence suggests that prolonged rest after a viral infection may perpetuate or worsen fatigue and CFS symptoms (74).

The CDC recommends that treatment of CFS should be directed toward relief of the most disabling symptoms after the possible underlying causes of these symptoms have been ruled out. For example, with unrefreshing sleep they recommend good sleep hygiene techniques as the initial treatment strategy. The use of drug therapy is only suggested if the implementation of good sleep hygiene techniques does not alleviate the sleep problems. When cognitive problems are present, the CDC suggests encouraging activities that stimulate the mind, such as puzzles and games. Other symptoms commonly treated include pain, depression, and orthostatic instability (72).

The CDC also suggests counseling to assist with anxiety and other psychosocial factors. Cognitive behavioral therapy can help individuals manage their condition and form effective coping mechanisms. Nutritional guidance can be important, not only to assure that patients are getting a well balanced diet, but also to make sure they are not using supplements that can worsen symptoms or adversely interact with other medications. Exercise therapy and guidance is recommended to prevent too little or too much physical activity, both of which can exacerbate fatigue (72).

CLINICAL EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY

PHYSIOLOGIC RESPONSES TO ACTIVITY AND EXERCISE

A number of studies have investigated the aerobic capacity and cardiopulmonary functioning of patients with CFS during a graded exercise test to exhaustion. Most have found patients with CFS to have low normal [over-dot]VO2 peak values with comparatively normal cardiopulmonary responses (75–77). Mullis et al. (78) found, however, that the patients with CFS they tested only achieved 77% of age-related predicted maximal heart rate. On close inspection, the data do not seem to indicate heart chronotropic problems in patients with CFS as much as they indicate an early voluntary termination of the maximal test, because the average respiratory exchange ratio was only 0.93, with no one achieving greater than 0.97 (78). Other researchers have found significantly reduced aerobic power in patients with CFS when compared with controls, which they have attributed to low maximal heart rates (79). In contrast, other researchers found that during an incremental exercise test to exhaustion, 80% of patients with CFS achieved higher than 90% of age-related predicted maximal heart rate with no evidence of an abnormal heart rate to [over-dot]VO2 relationship in these patients (80).

Some of the variability in these data may be explained by different testing methods, the inclusion of both men and women in some of the comparison groups, or control groups not being properly matched to CFS according to activity levels. Additionally, the heterogeneity of symptoms found within the CFS patient population may be a confounding factor. Vanness et al. (81) found that stratifying patients with CFS according to aerobic capacity may help in the interpretation of responses to exercise. Furthermore, Cook et al. (75) found that patients with CFS who had concurrent symptoms of fibromyalgia had significantly lower aerobic capacity and different physiologic responses during the test when compared with controls. These differences were not seen when comparing patients with only CFS symptoms with control participants (75).

Many studies of aerobic capacity report a significantly higher rating of perceived exertion (RPE) at every workload by patients with CFS when compared with healthy controls (82,83). The conclusion is that the limiting factors in the exercise capacity of patients with CFS may be central in origin as opposed to peripheral. Reported, however, is that when an RPE at a relative percentage of peak oxygen uptake is compared, patients with CFS and
sedentary healthy controls do not indicate a difference in perception of effort (77,84).

Limitations in muscle strength and endurance for patients with CFS were not observed in earlier studies (85,86). In contrast, using twitch interpolated voluntary isometric contractions investigators found that patients with CFS had significantly weaker quadriceps muscle when compared with controls. These differences were attributed to deconditioning (87).

Some studies have reported limitations in muscle endurance (88); however, many of these studies did not normalize exercise levels to maximal strength. Kent-Braun et al. (89) found increased fatigue in muscles with superimposed electrical twitches and explained this phenomenon as a drop in neural activation rather than a change in muscle function. Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) studies suggest that a subpopulation of patients with CFS have muscle metabolic abnormalities, such as abnormally high or low adenosine diphosphate (ADP) levels during steady exercise, which represents the degree of mitochondrial activation (90). Additional MRS studies have shown that some patients with CFS have abnormal phosphocreatine (PCr) recovery rates after exercise, which are related to increased muscle acidification (91). One study utilizing both MRS and near-infrared spectroscopy revealed a reduced muscle oxygen delivery capacity in patients with CFS (92). In a follow-up investigation, which added Doppler ultrasound measurements, the data showed evidence of decreased control of muscle blood flow but no deficiencies in muscle metabolism (93). The lack of blood flow control could be a result of decreased autonomic function; however, many of these abnormalities have been associated with deconditioning in healthy volunteers, which suggests that many of the deficiencies seen in the muscle functioning of patients with CFS could be the result of deconditioning.

Much of the earlier data indicated that the occurrence of muscle pathology is rare (94) and, therefore, was thought not to play a significant role in CFS. More recent reports indicate, however, that DNA damage, lipid oxidative damage, and increased activity of the antioxidant enzymes have been seen in the muscles of patients with CFS (95,96). Additionally, these same researchers presented evidence that the fluidity of the muscle membrane is adversely affected by CFS. These data suggest that oxidative damage may be a potential organic origin of CFS (95,96).

During a 12-week graded aerobic exercise program which increased gradually until patients were working for 30 minutes per day at 60% VO2max 5 days per week, self-reported symptoms of fatigue and functional well-being scores improved in persons with CFS (97). At least two additional studies have indicated beneficial effects of graded aerobic training on CFS symptoms and work capacity (98,99). Furthermore, graded exercise training was not associated with a worsening of CFS symptoms (98).

**SUPERVISION AND MONITORING**

A heart rate monitor allows for independent monitoring of the prescribed target heart rate range during exercise sessions. Also, it is important to monitor heart rate during recovery from exercise. The typical response of a slow return to resting heart rate owing to deconditioning is not always the case. Some individuals with CFS demonstrate an abnormally rapid decline in heart rate during the postexercise period and should be instructed to continue low-level exercise to lower the heart rate more gradually. Blood pressure monitoring can be used for those individuals who demonstrate postural hypotension. In this case, blood pressure monitoring provides the practitioner and the patient with feedback about those postures producing undesirable responses. For example, exercises may have to be done supine, progressing to semireclining, sitting, standing, and finally walking while monitoring blood pressure. Blood pressure responses help to determine whether or not exercises can be progressed or if the patient needs to return to a reclined position.

Early on during exercise intervention, monitoring should occur every other day or twice a week, but as patients begin to learn the management of their symptoms, exercise supervision may be more protracted. If individuals with CFS demonstrate serious cognitive difficulties, more frequent supervision may be needed to correct exercise errors. Providing written and pictorial exercise reminders is extremely important in these situations.

**EXERCISE/FITNESS/ FUNCTIONAL TESTING**

As a group, patients with CFS tolerate standard cardiopulmonary and strength testing fairly well and without signs of muscle damage (91), compromised immune system (86), or severe signs of a worsened disease state (78). Patient complaints of fatigue are increased for several days after testing (77), however, and there are some signs of decreased cognitive abilities. It is recommended that patients adjust their daily affairs so that they do very little physical activity before testing and have time to rest afterward. Also, it would be helpful for a patient to be accompanied by someone to provide assistance after the exercise testing.

Because of the heterogeneity of symptoms, the variety of prescribed medications, and the fluctuation of illness severity, the history and physical examination before testing are very important. Cardiopulmonary testing with metabolic measurements is often used to help rule out known causes of the fatigue. However, one should not assume that heart disease has been specifically ruled out, and the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) Guidelines for Exercise Testing and Prescription (52) should be applied. Despite that many physicians doubt the existence of chronic fatigue as a distinct illness and
that the syndrome's etiology is unknown, these patients are ill and do present symptoms. Medical clearance and clinical exercise tests are recommended for these individuals before they participate in an exercise program.

Standard protocols may be utilized when measuring aerobic power on either a cycle ergometer or a treadmill. Workload increments are typically 20–25 W or 1–2 metabolic equivalents (METS). A ramping protocol may be appropriate. Interpretation of gas exchange data and measurement of aerobic power can reveal signs of possible underlying vascular, metabolic, or muscle disease. Additional specialized diagnostic testing may then be recommended. Because one of the primary goals of an exercise program used in the treatment of CFS would be to increase the patient's functional capacity, tests of daily activities, such as the continuous-scale physical functional performance test (100), could be used to evaluate a patient's progress. Also, questionnaires, such as the SF-36 (44), can be used to evaluate the subjective effects of the prescribed exercise program. Reeves et al. (12) have suggested several valid instruments that can be used to evaluate such variables as fatigue, accompanying symptoms of the illness, functional capacity, and activity levels in patients with CFS.

EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION AND PROGRAMMING

Various treatments for CFS have been subjected to randomized, controlled trials. To date only two classifications of treatments, cognitive behavioral therapy or graded exercise therapy, have been scientifically proved to benefit people with CFS (101,102). Both interventions address a paced approach so that the patient may acquire control over their symptoms. Cognitive behavioral therapy addresses the fatigue-related cognitions, along with a gradual increase in physical activity, and the graded exercise therapy exposes the patient to individually adjusted structured exercise (43,97,99). When patients experience exercise that is too strenuous, compliance falls; therefore, a graded approach appears to be most beneficial. One recent research clinical trial found that a graded exercise program improved measures of fatigue, physical functioning, and depression compared with relaxation and flexibility (98). It is important to note that follow-up studies reveal that the improvements seen with cognitive behavioral therapy appear to be sustained at least 8 months after the intervention (103).

MULTIDISCIPLINARY TREATMENT INTERVENTION

The management strategy for individuals with CFS should be individualized. The first principle that must be applied to most patients with CFS is that exercise training must be very light to light and progress extremely gradually. Probably the greatest error that occurs when providing an exercise regimen for individuals with CFS is to approach the exercise regimen as if it is a case of simple deconditioning. This conclusion leads to the erroneous approach that a standard strengthening and conditioning program will return the patient to healthy functioning. This is most definitely not the case.

Individuals with the diagnosis of CFS have been chronically ill for at least 6 months and often longer. They have most likely attempted to return to their previous level of exercise either on their own or with assistance from healthcare professionals or personal trainers. These efforts have often met with little success and sometimes with detrimental results. The term “kinesophobia” or fear of movement has been described in a group of Dutch patients with CFS (104). This study utilized kinesophobia and activity questionnaires and maximal graded exercise testing. A significant association was seen between kinesophobia and decreased activity but not with maximal exercise capacity. Therefore, the possible negative effects associated with approaching patients with CFS with a standard strengthening and reconditioning program include an exacerbation of flulike symptoms, severe fatigue for days to weeks, and cognitive dysfunction, leading to a fear of movement or exercise.

This is not to imply that exercise of any form is unbeneficial to the patient with CFS. Fulcher and White (97) evaluated aerobic exercise versus flexibility and relaxation exercise. Nearly twice as many patients reported feeling better as a result of the aerobic exercise than from the flexibility and relaxation exercises. These authors acknowledge the benefits of graded aerobic exercise in the management of CFS. Gradual and careful pacing of an exercise program can be a key to its success. Wallman et al. (98) suggest that patients with CFS reduce exercise on days that symptoms are worse and not increase exercise beyond the prescribed amount on their good days which could make them more susceptible to relapse. It is important to recognize that CFS is a multifactorial illness, and consequently, the treatment intervention should be multidisciplinary. Patients with CFS may have anxiety or affective disorders, sleep disorders, pharmacologic management requirements, difficulties in pacing activity, and family difficulties as a result of the illness. Therefore, exercise alone will not usually help the patient manage the overall illness. Communication with other professionals, such as psychologists, physical and occupational therapists, vocational counselors, and physicians, is essential. Marlin et al. (103) reported that a significant number of patients returned to work or functioned at a level equivalent to gainful employment when a multidisciplinary intervention was applied. This intervention entailed optimal medical management; pharmacologic treatment of the affective, anxiety, or sleep disorder; activity management; and “coping” techniques.
PROGRAM GUIDELINES AND INITIAL EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION

Establishing Goals

Goals should be patient-focused in the areas of self-care, whether it is in-house or not; productivity for either school or work, and leisure activity. Basic self-care goals might include activities of daily living (e.g., morning hygiene, walking within the house, and meal preparation). Intermediate self-care goals might include activities such as stair climbing, walking longer distances, and activities that involve leaving the home environment. It is advisable for the patient to make a regular weekly commitment to exercise as soon as possible. This might include social activity, such as visiting a friend; educational activity, such as attending a lecture; or other leisure activities that demand only a very low intensity of physical activity. To avoid a relapse, care should be taken when attempting to integrate more intense leisure activity, such as golfing or dancing with the exercise program.

Breathing and Relaxation Exercises

Patients with CFS often have an apical breathing pattern and are susceptible to hyperventilation (94,106). Therefore, proper diaphragmatic breathing exercises, coupled with relaxation techniques, may help to reduce these problems. Some individuals with CFS also have a concomitant history of panic attacks. Teaching proper breathing and relaxation exercises is extremely successful in reducing panic attacks and giving the individual a sense of control over his or her condition. Breathing and relaxation exercises are recommended during any time of stress, even during challenging exercises. In particular, these exercises should be recommended at night to promote sleep.

Stretching and Flexibility Exercises

Individuals with CFS are typically sedentary and often experience significant muscle aches and pains lasting several months to years. Posture is usually faulty and cannot be corrected without incorporating a stretching routine into their daily activity. Stretching exercises should focus on the anterior chest wall and neck region. Gentle stretching of the anterior and posterior neck region can provide great relief for common headache complaints. Stretching exercises should be done daily. Stretching performed on waking allows for an improved sense of mobility and vitality when the day begins.

Strengthening Exercises

During the initial stages, strengthening exercises should address active motion with gravity-only resistance. When adding weight training to the exercise routine, exercises should first focus on trunk stability, followed by extremity-strengthening exercises. It is recommended that weight be added only when the individual can perform three sets of 15 repetitions. Sometimes, individuals fatigue and relapse if the entire exercise routine is done in one bout, in which case they should be encouraged to split the tasks between the morning and afternoon. Depending on the patient's response to exercise, it is recommended to alternate days of strengthening with submaximal aerobic exercise. Particular attention should be paid to pacing with the patient, first beginning with just a couple of exercises which are added every week or two as they adapt (98,107). Again it is recommended (98) that on days when symptoms are worse, reduce the workout, and on days when symptoms are less do not do any more than the prescribed program to avoid relapse.

Submaximal Aerobic Exercise

Aerobic exercises should begin at a low level and increase in duration before increasing the intensity. The decision to increase exercise intensity or duration is often based on the individual's current level of activity. For example, if an individual is bedridden or extremely sedentary, walking on a treadmill may, at the start, be limited to 1 minute or less. Conversely, if daily activities are more frequent, treadmill walking may initially be prescribed for 5 or 10 minutes. It is important for individuals to monitor their heart rate and stay within the prescribed range. If individuals are extremely ill and fatigued most of the time, working at 50% of the age-predicted maximal heart rate is not unreasonable. Exercise intensity is usually increased to 55%, 60%, and 65% of maximal heart rate. Higher-functioning patients may be able to progress to 70%–85% of maximal heart rate. A rating of perceived exertion scale where patients should keep their intensity at a level they feel is very light to moderate can be useful (107). Patients should be reminded to breathe properly during all exercises. They should also be advised to avoid exercise if other significant duties are to be conducted that day.

Exercise Progression

Once an initial level of exercise intensity is determined to be tolerated, better results are more often achieved if there is no additional increase in intensity within a 1-week period. This time allows for an adjustment period during which unexpected exacerbations of the patient's condition may occur. If this does occur, a decrease of exercise intensity is recommended. If an exercise program is progressed every session, it becomes unclear whether it was the exercise intensity that was too extreme for the patient or whether the exacerbation was caused by the cumulative effect of the exercise program. During this initial period, it is important to point out to patients that their other daily activities should not be significantly
altered. Altering several activities simultaneously makes it difficult to determine the impact of the increased intensity of the exercise regimen apart from that of an increase in home or social activity. After submaximal aerobic exercise reaches 30 minutes, patients are usually ready for an increase in exercise intensity. Again, the use of ratings of perceived exertion can be important indicators of how well patients are coping with the current protocol and when they are ready to progress the exercise intensity (107). Initially, supervised exercise is best administered approximately twice per week. Clapp et al. (108) determined that approximately 15 minutes of discontinuous low level treadmill exercise was the upper limit before patients with CFS indicated a significant increase in their acute fatigue level. Their data also indicated, however, that these patients could complete a 30-minute aerobic exercise session, where the protocol was 10 minutes of exercise followed by 3 minutes of rest, and their CFS symptoms were not exacerbated immediately following or up to 7 days after exercise. This allows for exercise adaptation to the volume of work.

EXERCISE CONSIDERATIONS AND SYMPTOM RELAPSE

Patients with CFS must understand that they will continue to have periods of worsening symptoms, but should be informed that with graded exercise, which includes pacing techniques, as well as energy-conservation techniques, these symptoms should occur less frequently and be less severe. Smith (109) described the course of recovery for patients with CFS: The symptom severity decreases and periods of symptom exacerbation become more predictable. This information provides a psychological benefit to the patient by demonstrating the practitioner’s understanding of the recovery trajectory and increasing the patient’s hope of eventual recovery to an improved state. It is very important that patients with CFS learn how to manage their activity during a period of relapse, recognizing that rest is needed and excess mental or physical exertion can cause further deterioration. Some simple exercises can be performed based on the individual’s symptoms. These can include breathing, relaxation, and stretching exercises. If symptoms are worsening, simple strengthening exercises that the patient is already familiar with should be done but with less intensity, frequency, or duration than usual.

STRATEGIES FOR PROMOTING ADHERENCE

Patient education about the need to interrupt the continuous downward cycle of inactivity, relapse, rest, and deconditioning is usually sufficient to promote exercise adherence, provided the patient is given a manageable program that does not result in frequent relapses. Most patients with CFS want to feel better and welcome guidance on how to enhance recovery. It is important for the patient to learn self-management of symptoms to avoid frustration. For example, if severe headaches limit activity, teaching relaxation, breathing, and neck-stretching exercises to reduce pain will lead to a sense of control over the illness. This improvement in control reinforces the use of treatments prescribed, and patients are often quite willing to proceed with exercise maintenance and progression. It is advisable to remind patients that as they begin to feel better, it is common to overdo other activities, because they may not be viewed as exercise. In fact, all daily activities must be taken into account when determining how strenuous the exercise should be. When daily activities are significant, exercise might be skipped altogether for that day. Patients should be encouraged to take control of their activity planning and be given permission for lapses in their planned exercise regimen owing to other required activities or responsibilities.

PRECAUTIONS

Patients with CFS often report a relapse of severe symptoms following acute and even mild exercise for hours (82,110) to days (47,77). Furthermore, there appears to be no clear warning of the point at which too much exercise will trigger a relapse (106). In other words, by the time the individual reports that he or she feels tired enough to stop exercising, it is likely to be too late to avoid exacerbation of symptoms. Using only the patient’s response as an end limit to exercise bouts is likely to prove unsuccessful. Setting exercise intensity thresholds using a rating of perceived exertion scale can serve as a safety mechanism to prevent over-exertion (107). Therefore, a structured mild and gradually progressed exercise regimen usually helps to avoid most severe relapsing.

EDUCATION AND COUNSELING

Patients with CFS should be instructed about fitness as a lifetime goal as well as the detrimental effects of deconditioning, and informed that increases in the fitness regimen should be taken on gradually. Patients should stay on track and avoid the tendency to overdo the workout because of the immediate sense of well-being. This is a common problem that results in significant frustration. Patients should be instructed not to increase the intensity and duration of fitness exercises more than once a week. To avoid relapse in very patients with severe CFS, sometimes a 2-week period of exercise adaptation is needed. Also, the frequency of exercise should always allow for a rest day in between sessions. For example, an individual could begin an independent outdoor exercise program by walking one block every other day and monitoring the time needed to complete the walk. This walking may be increased to include longer distances and consequently requiring a longer time to complete. Generally,
when 30 minutes of continuous exercise is achieved, then patients can be instructed to modify their walking pace to a faster speed, thereby covering a greater distance in the same amount of time. Patients should be instructed to increase their program as tolerated, but energy should be saved for leisure, social, and work activities.

Patients should be counseled to self-manage symptoms while continually but gradually raising the level of exercise intensity. These management instructions can be in the form of home exercise programs. The home exercise program should include relaxation, stretching, strengthening, and aerobic exercises. When designing these exercise programs for the home, it is important to keep the directions simple and concise, while graphics should be used to demonstrate stretching and exercise techniques.

Patients with CFS may experience barriers to exercise. Sometimes, these individuals may demonstrate avoidance of exercise because of somatic complaint (111). This is often learned behavior resulting from those times when exercise attempts have failed and serious exacerbation has occurred. Cognitive limitations may also preclude patients with CFS from completing tasks according to the exercise guidelines recommended. For example, individuals may not comply owing to their inability to recall and follow instructions. When patients are limited by serious exacerbation, they should be encouraged to rest and be reminded that in time, the exacerbation will become less severe and shorter in duration. Many patients also require a significant number of medical visits that consumes their energy and may result in an inability to comply with an exercise regimen. Patients should be reminded to set aside a few minutes for gentle exercises on these days to avoid getting out of the habit of regular exercise.

Finally, patients with CFS must advocate for themselves. As a group they are, and should continue to be, well-informed and generally have a strong community network. Self-help and support groups can provide patients with information and a sense of community. Care should be taken to be sure that the information obtained from these sources is consistent with evidence-based medicine (112). Patient advocacy groups also promote research on CFS as well as addressing the social and medical and treatment implications of labeling CFS as a medical or psychiatric disorder.

CASE STUDIES

The examples illustrate the management of a severe and a moderate-to-mild case of CFS. The cases do not represent the only mechanism for management of CFS but are an attempt to illustrate the complexity and uniqueness of exercise prescription.

CASE 1

A 35-year-old woman complains of severe fatigue for 2 years. The onset occurred after she had suffered a week-long bout with the flu. The fatigue from the flu only partially subsided. Fatigue and cognitive problems are her primary complaints. She reports a history of seeing a variety of doctors and psychologists who were unable to make an affirmative diagnosis until 6 months ago, when she received the diagnosis of chronic fatigue syndrome by an immunologist.

Since her initial illness, she has become extremely weak and unable to sustain everyday activities for longer than 15 minutes at a time, less if there is a significant cognitive demand. Her strength tests are within the normal range; however, she complains of a lack of vigor and inability to complete more than one repetition of antigravity limb exercises. She complains that her greatest difficulty is carrying heavy objects, especially up a flight of stairs.

She is able to walk within her house for short intervals and avoids out-of-house activities altogether. She requires the assistance of friends and relatives to do her shopping and errands. She has become depressed because of an inability to participate in even minimal activities socially.

Before her illness, she was a competitive jogger, and she has attempted exercising on her own several times since. Each time she exerted herself even at a minimal intensity, she would suffer from worsening fatigue a day or two later. This was true although she did not experience any deleterious effects during the exercise. This exacerbation of fatigue would often last several days, during which most of the time was spent in bed. Because of her long bouts of rest during the day, her dietary and hydration habits were poor. Medications caused significant weight gain and resulted in dry mouth and eyes.

S: Easy fatigability with minimal exertion
O: Range of motion and strength when tested statically were within normal limits. Unable to repeat antigravity limb exercises more than once. Heart rate was 80 bpm at rest and increased to 100 during standing activities. Able to walk on a treadmill at 1 mph for 5 minutes, however, this resulted in worsening fatigue reported at the next visit. Peak VO₂ is 20 mL/kg/min. Blood pressure was 120/80 mm Hg in sitting and lying but dropped to 100/60 initially on standing. Medications include Florinef to improve postural...
hypotension and Paxil to reduce anxiety. Occasionally, Halcyon was taken at bedtime if sleep was difficult.

A: Low endurance and conditioning; hypotension upon standing

P: 1. Gentle antigravity exercise strengthening and conditioning
   2. Gentle aerobic conditioning

**EXERCISE PROGRAM**

**Goal:** Increase antigravity exercise endurance repetitions for trunk and limbs.

**Mode:** Antigravity exercise without weights, treadmill, and sitting or supine cycle ergometry; calf strengthening, and/or elastic stockings to promote venous return during standing activities; may have to exercise initially in sitting or lying.

**Intensity:** Active exercise without weights with arms, legs, and trunk to tolerance to establish initial repetition level (i.e., 3–5 repetitions for each muscle group; treadmill at 0.5 to 1 mph or leg cycle ergometry at 20 to 25 W).

**Frequency:** Every other day; reevaluate weekly to determine if repetitions should be decreased or increased.

**Duration:** 10–20 minutes of active exercise; 5 minutes on treadmill or cycle ergometry on alternate days from active exercise days, monitoring exercise and recovery heart rate.

Time course of supervised exercise: 3 months

**Note:** Exercise intensity should be evaluated weekly to determine any exacerbation of symptoms of fatigue or flulike symptoms. If symptoms are present, intensity should be reduced or exercise bouts should be more spaced. With no symptoms, exercise intensity should be increased slightly and reevaluated again each week.

**CASE 2**

A 30-year-old woman complains of severe fatigue for 2 years. The onset was after suffering a week-long bout with the flu. The fatigue from the flu only partially subsided. Her primary complaints are fatigue and cognitive problems. She claims that she has seen a variety of doctors who were unable to make an affirmative diagnosis until 6 months ago when she received the diagnosis of chronic fatigue syndrome by a neurologist. She was previously a regular exerciser and jogged three times per week to total approximately 15 miles per week.

She is able to work her full-time job, but when she comes home and on weekends, she is unable to do anything but sleep until the next morning. Her strength tests are within the normal range; however, she complains of lack of vigor and inability to concentrate on mental tasks during complex multisequencing tasks. She complains of difficulty carrying heavy objects. She requires the assistance of friends and relatives to do her shopping and errands. She has become depressed owing to inability to participate in even minimal activities socially outside of work.

She has attempted exercising on her own several times since, before her illness, she was a competitive jogger. Each time she exerted herself at what she considered a minimal amount, she would still suffer from worsening fatigue a day or two later, although she did not experience any deleterious effects during that exercise. This exacerbation of fatigue would often last several hours.

A: Easy fatigability with minimal exertion

O: Range of motion and strength when tested statically were within normal limits. She was unable to repeat antigravity limb exercises more than 10 times. Heart rate was 70 bpm at rest, and she was able to walk on a treadmill at 2.5 mph for 15 minutes; however, this resulted in worsening fatigue reported at the next visit. Her peak VO₂ is 33 mL/kg/min. Blood pressure was 120/80 mm Hg in sitting and standing. Medications include Paxil to reduce anxiety and Flexeril for muscle pain.

P: 1. Low endurance and conditioning
   2. Gentle strengthening and conditioning

**EXERCISE PROGRAM**

**Goal:** Increase antigravity exercise endurance repetitions for trunk and limbs

**Mode:** Antigravity exercise without weights, treadmill, and sitting or supine cycle ergometry

**Intensity:** Active exercise without weights with arms, legs, and trunk to tolerance to establish initial repetition level (i.e., 10–15 repetitions for each muscle; treadmill or cycle ergometry at an intensity of 2.5 to 3 METS).

**Frequency:** Every other day; reevaluate weekly to determine if repetitions should be decreased or increased.

**Duration:** 20 minutes of active exercise; 5–10 minutes on treadmill or cycle ergometry on alternate days from active exercise days, monitoring exercise and recovery heart rate.

Time course of supervised exercise: 1–5 months

**Note:** Exercise intensity should be evaluated weekly to determine any exacerbation of symptoms of fatigue or flulike symptoms. If symptoms are present, intensity should be reduced and/or exercise bouts should be more spaced. With no symptoms, exercise intensity should be increased slightly and reevaluated again each week.

S, subjective data; O, objective data; A, assessment; P, plan of action.
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CHAPTER 19

Hematologic Disorders

IRON DEFICIENCY

Epidemiology and Pathophysiology

At a global level, iron-deficiency anemia is the most commonly occurring nutritional deficiency. In developing countries or among high-risk groups, iron deficiency can affect 30%–40% of the population, whereas the prevalence of iron-deficiency anemia in the general community is typically 1%–3%. Recently, athletes have come under scrutiny as one such high-risk group. During the 1970s, exercise scientists commented on some interesting differences in the hematologic characteristics of long-distance runners. Endurance athletes were seen to have reduced plasma hemoglobin concentrations, a characteristic that seemed unfavorable for the performance of events reliant on the delivery of oxygen to working muscles (1). After study, this phenomenon was found to be a dilutional anemia, resulting from the increase in plasma volume that accompanies aerobic training (2). It is not considered to be a pathologic state and is not disadvantageous to performance, does not limit the production of red blood cells, and does not respond to iron-supplementation therapy (3).

The Role of Iron

About 3–5 g of iron is found in the body in three main pools: storage iron (ferritin and hemosiderin) found predominantly in the spleen, liver, and bone marrow; transport iron (transported through the plasma and extravascular fluids by the carrier, transferrin); and oxygen-transport iron (within the active centers of hemoglobin in the erythrocyte and myoglobin in the muscle). Most iron in the body is recycled, with iron from senecent erythrocytes being salvaged for storage or reincorporation into new reticulocytes. Iron status is a result of the balance between the small amounts of dietary iron that are absorbed each day and small iron losses from skin, sweat, and the gastrointestinal and urinary tracts. It should be noted that, apart from blood loss, no mechanism exists to remove excess iron from the body. Important functions of iron and iron-related compounds in the body are as follows:

- Transport of oxygen in the blood (hemoglobin) and muscle (myoglobin)
- As a component of enzyme systems, such as the electron transport chain, ribonucleotide reductase (required for the production of DNA), catalase, and succinate dehydrogenase
- As a catalyst in the production of free oxygen radicals

Whereas a small percentage of the population (usually male) suffers from the clinical effects of hemochromatosis, or iron-overload disease, whereby excessive amounts of iron are absorbed and deposited in major organs, the more common problem related to iron status is iron depletion. (For further reviews of iron metabolism, see references 16, 19, and 49.)

Reduction in iron stores is thought to progress through a number of stages with different functional and diagnostic criteria. These stages are summarized in Table 19.1. The end stage of iron-deficiency anemia is detected by a hemoglobin level below the reference range in association hypochromic, microcytic red cells, and iron-related parameters consistent with iron deficiency. At this stage, inadequate iron is available in the bone marrow for the normal manufacture of hemoglobin and erythrocytes. Interference with oxygen transport and enzyme function leads to clinical symptoms associated with the impairment of muscle metabolism, brain metabolism, immunity, and temperature control.

Causes of Iron Deficiency

Iron deficiency occurs in athletes and people who exercise for the same overall reason that it occurs in sedentary populations: iron requirements or losses exceed iron intake over a sufficient period of time. Iron requirements are increased during periods of growth, reflected by the higher recommended daily allowances for iron during adolescence and during pregnancy (Table 19.2). Iron needs are higher in females of reproductive age than in males because of the monthly menstrual blood losses (Table 19.2).

Increased iron losses can also occur through conditions or problems that cause substantial or prolonged blood loss, such as tumors, gastrointestinal ulcers, surgery, or severe bruising. Given the individual characteristics of athletes, it...
is not possible to make general recommendations for iron requirements of people who exercise; however, generally, an increase occurs in iron requirements and iron turnover in those who undertake prolonged and heavy training. It is believed that iron losses are greater in athletes because of increased iron losses through sweating (4), gastrointestinal blood loss (5), and mechanical trauma to red blood cells (6). Although these losses might seem small and inconsequential, over a prolonged period they can lead to iron depletion unless a compensatory increase in iron intake occurs. Although undetected blood losses are generally the cause of iron deficiency in older populations, at a global level, inadequate intake of iron is the major cause of iron deficiency. This is probably also true in the sports world.

Iron is found in a range of plant and animal food sources, with the iron density of a mixed diet being 5–6 mg/1,000 kcal. Dietary iron is found in two forms: as heme iron, found only in flesh or blood containing animal foods, and organic iron, which is found in both animal foods and plant foods (Table 19.3). Whereas heme iron is relatively well absorbed from single foods and mixed meals (15%–35% bioavailability), the absorption of nonheme iron from single plant sources is low and variable (2%–8%) (7). The bioavailability of nonheme iron is affected by the presence of enhancing or inhibiting factors in foods eaten during the same meal. Enhancing factors include vitamin C (found in citrus, tropical, and berry fruits, and some vegetables), peptides from meat, fish, or chicken (often called the meat-enhancement factor), alcohol, and some foods with a low pH owing to fermentation or the presence of citric or tartaric acids (3). Inhibiting factors include phytate (found in whole-grain cereals and soy protein), polyphenol (found in tea and red wine), calcium (found in milk and cheese), and peptides such as soy protein (found in plants) (3). Until recently, the absorption of heme iron was considered to be relatively unaffected by other dietary compounds; however, updated study techniques have shown that other meal components, such as calcium and plant peptides, may reduce heme iron bioavailability (8). The absorption of both heme and nonheme iron is increased as an adaptive response in people who are iron deficient or who have increased iron requirements. It should be noted that iron bioavailability studies from which these observations have been made have not been undertaken in special groups, such as athletes. However, it is generally assumed that the results can be applied across populations of healthy people.

### TABLE 19.1. DIAGNOSTIC VALUES OF IRON-RELATED PARAMETERS FOR FOUR LEVELS OF IRON STATUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iron Status</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Storage Iron Depletion</th>
<th>Iron Deficient Erythropoiesis</th>
<th>Iron Deficiency Anemia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hemoglobin</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>&lt;22 μg/L</td>
<td>&lt;22 μg/L</td>
<td>Reduced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferritin</td>
<td>Normal (≥22 μg/L)</td>
<td>Normal (1.5–2.75 mg/L)</td>
<td>Normal (≥2.75 mg/L)</td>
<td>&gt;2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sTfR</td>
<td>Normal (&lt;1.8)</td>
<td>≥1.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>≥2.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sTfR, soluble transferrin receptors.

Reproduced from reference 18.

### TABLE 19.2. RECOMMENDED DIETARY ALLOWANCES FOR IRON FOR INFANTS (7–12 MONTHS), CHILDREN, AND ADULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Males (mg/day)</th>
<th>Females (mg/day)</th>
<th>Pregnancy (mg/day)</th>
<th>Lactation (mg/day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7–12 months</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–3 years</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–8 years</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9–13 years</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14–18 years</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19–50 years</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51+ years</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from reference 63.

### TABLE 19.3. DIETARY SOURCES OF IRON

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Serving</th>
<th>Iron (mg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANIMAL SOURCES: Containing Both Heme and Nonheme Iron</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver (beef, cooked)</td>
<td>3.5 oz (100 g)</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver pâté</td>
<td>1 oz (30 g)</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean cooked beef steak</td>
<td>3.5 oz (100 g)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean cooked roast lamb</td>
<td>3.5 oz (100 g)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean cooked chicken breast</td>
<td>3.5 oz (100 g)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean cooked chicken drumstick</td>
<td>(50 g)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oysters</td>
<td>1/2 oz (100 g)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canned tuna</td>
<td>6.5 oz (185 g)</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish, white flesh</td>
<td>3.5 oz (100 g)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sliced ham (lean)</td>
<td>1 oz (30 g)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PLANT SOURCES: Containing Nonheme Iron

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Serving</th>
<th>Iron (mg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fortified oat flakes cereal</td>
<td>2/3 cup (30 g)</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonfortified cornflakes</td>
<td>1 cup (30 g)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porridge</td>
<td>3/4 cup (170 g)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole wheat bread</td>
<td>1 slice (24 g)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White bread</td>
<td>1 slice (24 g)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baked beans in sauce</td>
<td>8 oz (225 g)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lentils</td>
<td>2/3 cup (100 g)</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raisins</td>
<td>2/3 cup (100 g)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almonds</td>
<td>1 oz (30 g)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinach (cooked)</td>
<td>1/2 cup (90 g)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple</td>
<td>small (140 g)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from reference 64.
In a mixed diet where lean meats are consumed regularly, heme iron may provide about half of the absorbable iron. In many western countries, such as the United States and Australia, cereal products such as bread and breakfast cereals are the single greatest source of total dietary iron because of the fortification of these products with additional iron and the frequency with which they are consumed (3). Assessment of total dietary iron intake is not necessarily a good predictor of iron status; the mixing and matching of foods at meals plays an important role in determining the bioavailability of dietary iron intake. For example, in two groups of female runners who reported similar intakes of total dietary iron, the group who reported regular intake of meat was estimated to have a greater intake of absorbable iron and showed higher iron status than a matched group of runners who were semivegetarian (9).

**PREVALENCE OF IRON DEFICIENCY IN ATHLETES**

Finding the true prevalence of problematic iron deficiency in people who exercise is dependent on answering the following questions:

1. Can the reference standards for biochemical and hematologic parameters used to diagnose the stages of iron deficiency in normal populations be applied to athletes?
2. At what stage of iron depletion are impairments to exercise performance observed?
3. What is optimal iron status for an athlete, particularly an endurance athlete?

Changes in iron status associated with exercise are shown in Table 19.4. Our current understanding of these issues will be discussed later in this chapter. When examining the literature related to iron deficiency in athletes, it should be noted, however, that the prevalence was overstated in earlier times because of different interpretations of this information. In fact, there are a number of ways in which acute or chronic exercise itself alters iron status parameters independently of true iron status. According to the review by Haymes (10), the prevalence of anemia reported among groups of athletes ranges from 0 to 12.5%, whereas low ferritin levels might be expected in 0–44% of an athletic group. Because many studies lack control groups for comparison and use different cut-off values to designate low or suboptimal levels, it is hard, however, to gain an overview of the true problem. Fogelholm (11) has also undertaken a sophisticated summary of the literature, in which only those studies that included control groups were evaluated. He concluded that the reported prevalence of iron-deficiency anemia is quite low (~3%) and similar between athletes and untrained individuals. Meanwhile, the pooled mean prevalence of low serum ferritin was 37% (range: 13%–50%) in male and female athletes and 23% (range: 10%–46%) in controls. The highest prevalence of low ferritin levels was seen in endurance sports, and among female and adolescent athletes, irrespective of the type of sport and intensity of training (11).

**CLINICAL EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY**

**EFFECT OF ANEMIA ON EXERCISE PERFORMANCE**

The effects of iron deficiency anemia on aerobic capacity and exercise performance have been frequently demonstrated and have been summarized in a recent review (12). In cases of severely reduced hemoglobin levels, individuals may be unable to carry out everyday activities and work tasks and may report a noticeable breathlessness on even the mildest exertion. This results from impairment of oxygen transport in blood and muscle and impaired functioning of iron-related enzymes; however, reductions in cognition, temperature control, and immunity may also exacerbate the impaired exercise tolerance.

Although the effects of gradually reduced hemoglobin on performance have not been systematically studied, it is believed that even a small decline in hemoglobin levels (e.g., 1–2 mg/100 mL) will reduce the competition performance of athletes (13). Because the range of “normal” hemoglobin levels is reasonably wide, it is possible that an athlete may show a level that is within reference standards, but is below the level that is “usual” for him or her, and below that required for his or her optimal performance. If this were to occur, however, a specific clinical reason should exist for it and this could be detected by recourse, initially, to the characteristics of the red cells and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 19.4. REPORTED CHANGES IN IRON STATUS PARAMETERS IN CONDITIONS ENCOUNTERED BY EXERCISE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRANSFERRIN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma volume expansion in response to aerobic training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dehydration at the time of testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infection (URTI, flu, virus) or inflammation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After acute strenuous exercise (after 24 hours)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the presence of a reticulocytosis and later to the results of other investigations, such as iron studies. Although a low hemoglobin level may be relatively easy to detect, it is difficult to confirm optimal iron status from a single blood test. Great value is seen in establishing a history of iron status results from individual athletes to establish a feel for what is normal for them, and how parameters may vary even when steps are taken to prevent or interpret these fluctuations (see below).

Athletes often believe that the “more is better” principle applies to hemoglobin levels per se. In the absence of hematocrit owing to dehydration, very high hemoglobin levels are usually explained by genetic individuality or drug use (e.g., erythropoietin [EPO]) and are not possible for most athletes to achieve.

**EFFECT OF REDUCED IRON STATUS WITHOUT ANEMIA ON EXERCISE PERFORMANCE**

Serum ferritin is almost universally used to assess iron storage status in both athletes and the general population (14,15). Generally, in healthy individuals, serum ferritin is the most sensitive test of iron deficiency (16) with values of <12 μg/L indicating absence of iron stores (17). Serum ferritin, however, does not accurately reflect tissue iron deficiency when stores are nearly or completely exhausted and, in this situation, soluble transferrin receptor is a more accurate indicator of iron status (18).

The transferrin receptor is a transmembrane glycoprotein expressed on the surface of erythroid and other cells, with about 80% of the total number of receptors present on cells of the erythron (19). It binds transferrin and is endocytosed releasing inorganic iron into the cytoplasm for use in erythropoiesis (20). The number of transferrin receptors on the cell surface reflects the intracellular iron requirement and iron deprivation rapidly induces transferrin receptor synthesis by interaction between iron responsive elements and iron regulatory proteins (21,22). Control of transferrin receptor synthesis appears to be mainly posttranscriptional, mediated by the iron responsive element in the messenger RNA (mRNA) for the receptor (23).

Concentrations of plasma or soluble transferrin receptors (sTfR) have a constant relationship to tissue receptors (24) and have been correlated with increases in reticulocytes (25). Increases in sTfR occur in conditions of increased red cell production and in iron deficiency (26), with increases in the concentration of this protein being suggested as a sensitive measure of tissue iron deficiency (27,28). sTfR is not an acute phase reactant and this has relevance in assessment of iron status in patients with conditions in which this might be a consideration and in the assessment in those involved in exercise.

Of recent interest and some controversy has been the effect of iron depletion in nonanemic persons on performance. Iron supplementation studies, based on reduced levels of serum ferritin (generally less than 20 μg/L) as markers for iron depletion, generally failed to show increases in aerobic capacity after supplementation (29–33). Friedmann et al. (34) demonstrated, however, a significant increase in VO\textsubscript{2} max in young, nonanemic athletes with serum ferritin concentration <20 μg/L after 12 weeks of supplementation with 200 mg of ferrous iron per day. Endurance capacity was found to be increased in the studies by Rowland et al. (32) and Hinton et al. (35), but not in those of Klingshirm et al. (29) and Zhu and Haas (33). It should be noted, that in the study by Hinton et al. (35), multiple regression analysis suggested that increases in both iron stores and hemoglobin were associated with the improvement in performance.

More recently, three randomized, placebo-controlled trials of iron supplementation in iron-depleted, nonanemic women using soluble transferrin receptor as an indicator of iron depletion have been published (36–38). Brownlie et al. (36) studied 41 iron depleted (serum ferritin <16 μg/L) nonanemic women before and after receiving either 100 mg iron sulphate or placebo for 6 weeks. Supplementation for 6 weeks led to an increase in VO\textsubscript{2} max and serum ferritin in the iron group but no change in sTfR (36). After stratification by baseline sTfR (>8.0 mg/L vs. ≤8.0 mg/L), it was shown that the improvement in fitness was owing to changes in iron status in the subjects with poor baseline iron status. A separate report from the same study noted that all subjects trained on a cycle ergometer for 5 days per week for the last 4 weeks of the supplementation (37). Endurance capacity was assessed by a 15-km time trial on a cycle ergometer. Significant treatment effects were found for time to complete the time trial, work rate, and percentage of maximal oxygen uptake in subjects with a serum transferrin receptor concentration of more than 8.0 mg/L.

Finally, Brutsaert et al (38) studied 20 iron-depleted (serum ferritin <20 μg/L) women performing static, maximal, voluntary contractions (MVC) in the quadriceps and dynamic knee extensions to fatigue, before and after iron supplementation. After treatment, the rate of decrease in MVC was attenuated in the iron group but not in the placebo group. The improvement was not related to changes in iron status indices or tissue iron stores.

The main conclusion to be drawn from these studies is that, in women in the absence of anemia, decrements in performance may be caused by tissue iron deficiency sufficient to cause an elevation in sTfR greater than 8.0 mg/L. This has implications for iron supplementation to avoid decrements in performance. As iron stores in athletes are generally measured by assessment of serum ferritin, knowledge of the level of this parameter at which sTfR is greater than 8.0 using this method of analysis is important.
The normal range for the Ramco Laboratories method for determination of sTfR used in the studies by Brownlie et al. (39) is 3–8.2 µg/L. This suggests that the athletes who are not anemic and who benefit from iron supplementation are those who are at the verge of, or who have, iron deficient erythropoiesis. Although the serum ferritin concentration at the upper limit of normal of sTfR has not been specifically determined using the method used by Brownlie, other studies, using other analytic methods, suggest that the upper limit of normality for sTfR lies at a serum ferritin concentration of approximately 22 µg/L (18,40).

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SUPPLEMENTATION

Despite much having been published on iron deficiency in athletes, recommendations relating to a cut-off value for iron supplementation in athletes are remarkably hard to find and are generally related to serum ferritin concentrations. The exact basis on which some of these recommendations have been made is unclear.

Neilsen and Nachtigall (41) reported on a survey of 26 sport centers in Germany and found that, for females, 50% recommended supplementation at a serum ferritin concentration less than 25 µg/L and 71% at less than 35 µg/L and for males, 21% recommended supplementation at 20 µg/L and 57% at less than 30 µg/L. Their recommendation was for “supplementation for all athletes with serum ferritin <35 µg/L.” Chatard et al. (42) suggested that “in normal training conditions, with no infection or inflammatory syndrome, as long as ferritin levels are above 20–30 µg/L, and the degree of saturation of the transferrin above 16%, iron supplements are not necessary.” Other more recent reviews of hematologic issues in sport have not offered a recommendation (43,44).

Based on published research, an athlete with iron deficiency anemia would clearly be treated. It would also be unwise to wait until iron stores were fully depleted, a condition correlated with a serum ferritin concentration of less than 12 µg/L. Despite the controversy over some of the studies of supplementation of nonanemic, iron-depleted female athletes, it would be prudent to avoid levels in the range of 16–20 µg/L.

Iron deficient erythropoiesis should also be avoided and, based on the work of Suominen (18), using the Orion test method, this occurs at a serum ferritin level of less than approximately 22 µg/L. Although this level was derived in a nonathletic population, it was exactly the level above which sTfR was not elevated, using the Roche method in the elite athlete sample studied by Pitsis et al. (40).

Some margin for error is appropriate as the day-to-day total variability of venous serum ferritin has been demonstrated to be 27.4% in young women and 14% in young males (45). In a group of female athletes, the average day-to-day error for ferritin concentration was found to be 46%, compared with 21.6% in a control group (46). Indeed, this degree of variability suggests that more than one assessment should occur before a clinical decision is made. In addition, a conservative approach is prudent, particularly when screening new athletes, when considering the 25% reduction of serum ferritin found to be associated with the onset of rigorous daily training in an elite program in both weight-bearing and non–weight-bearing sports (47).

Taking all of the above into account, it would seem reasonable to suggest that at least assessment and correction of dietary iron intake, exclusion of medical disorders which might lead to iron loss and, generally, oral iron supplementation should occur in all athletes with serum ferritin concentrations less than 30 µg/L. Again, in relation to the avoidance of iron deficient erythropoiesis, athletes with an increase in sTfR beyond the upper limit of normal should be placed on iron supplementation.

Based on sensitivity and specificity data from Pitsis et al. (40) and the conclusion of Mast (48) that “measurement of sTfR does not provide sufficient additional information to ferritin to warrant routine use,” it appears that serum ferritin will remain the standard method of assessment of iron status in athletes. Measurement of the soluble transferrin receptor will, however, be useful in situations in which assessment of iron status is undertaken in the presence of an acute phase response, such as in athletes with intercurrent infections, disorders associated with inflammation, or close in time to the types of exercise which have been shown to induce this response.

In addition, a number of athletes, usually female, appear habitually to have low levels of serum ferritin, some returning relatively rapidly to these levels following a course of supplementation. Clearly, these athletes have normally low levels of serum ferritin. Demonstration of normal levels of soluble transferrin receptor in these athletes will lead to reassurance for both the athlete and coach and avoidance of repeated, unnecessary course of supplementation and blood testing.

PRESENCE OF OTHER RISK FACTORS

Support for an assessment of low iron status and, in particular, a substantial reduction in blood parameters of iron status, can often be found by looking for the presence of risk factors for iron drain or negative iron balance. Important risk factors are listed in Table 19.3.

PHARMACOLOGY

Iron Injections

A rapid reversal of iron depletion and an increase in iron stores can be achieved via intramuscular injections of
iron. This is sometimes provided in cases of extreme iron depletion, which carry a significant penalty to the individual involved, or where oral iron intake is not tolerated. In some athletic circles, however, it has become popular as a more “high-tech” method of supplementation and is even known to be used in cases where iron deficiency has not been characterized. Iron injection does not provide a superior technique of iron repletion per se, particularly as a significant proportion of the iron remains in the buttck, unabsorbed. Because it carries a risk of anaphylactic shock as well as iron overload, it should not be regarded as the first choice of treatment or a benign therapy. Iron injections will not increase hemoglobin levels or other iron parameters in people who are not otherwise suboptimal in iron status (49).

**IRON SUPPLEMENTS**

Oral iron supplements provide part of the usual therapy recommended to treat iron deficiency and anemia. Most authorities recommend that such therapy should be prescribed on a case-by-case basis, as part of a treatment plan involving strategies to reduce or prevent unusual iron losses, and dietary counseling to maximize the intake of bioavailable iron (3,50). The recognized therapy is a daily dose of 100 mg elemental iron (which may be equal to 500 mg of ferrous sulphate), taken on an empty stomach.

Many people take a vitamin C supplement or juice with their supplement to enhance the absorption of this organic iron. A 3-month period of supplementation is needed to restore depleted iron stores (50). In some cases, when it is not possible to enhance dietary iron intake sufficiently, it may be necessary to continue iron supplementation at a lower dose, or as a 1–2 times per week intake to prevent ongoing iron drain.

Although iron supplements are available as over-the-counter medications, there are dangers in self-prescription as a “tonic,” or long-term supplementation in the absence of medical follow-up. Iron supplementation is not a replacement for medical and dietary assessment and therapy, because it fails to correct underlying problems that have caused iron drain. In many cases, a diet that is inadequate in iron will also fail to meet other sports nutrition goals. Chronic supplementation with high doses of iron carries a risk of iron overload, especially in males in whom clinical expression of hemochromatosis is more frequent. Iron supplements can also interfere with the absorption of other minerals, such as zinc and copper. Some individuals experience gastrointestinal side effects arising from the use of iron supplements.

**DIETARY PRESCRIPTION AND COUNSELING**

The major goal of dietary counseling is to increase the person’s intake of bioavailable iron, with eating patterns that are compatible with his or her other nutritional goals (e.g., achieving fuel requirements for sport, achieving desired physique). This is often a specialized task, requiring the expertise of a dietitian. Key dietary goals are summarized below:

- Consume sufficient energy to allow nutritional goals to be met. Avoid chronic periods of energy restriction and severe weight loss.
- Include small amounts of lean red meats in meals at least 3–4 times each week. Meat can be added to a high-carbohydrate meal to achieve overall sports nutrition goals (e.g., sandwich with roast beef, pasta with meat sauce, lamb kabobs with rice, beef stir fry with vegetables and noodles). The presence of meat enhances iron absorption from other foods at the meal.
- Add chicken and pork at other meals to provide a reasonable source of iron and to enhance iron absorption at the meal.
- Consider shellfish or liver (e.g., pâté) as an alternative to red meat.
- Make use of cereals that are iron fortified (e.g., many commercial breakfast cereals).
- Include iron-rich foods, such as whole grains, dried fruit, legumes, eggs, nuts, and seeds, in meals, and use with an iron-absorbing food (meat or vitamin-C–containing food) to enhance the bioavailability of
CASE STUDIES

CASE 1
A female crosscountry skier presented with moderate anemia. Ferritin and other parameters were normal, eliminating chronic iron-deficiency anemia, but suggestive of acute blood loss. She began iron therapy, and her hemoglobin increased from 10.2 to 12.5 g/100 mL in 3 weeks. Symptoms of fatigue abated, leaving her ready to compete. It was subsequently found that she had suffered from gastric bleeding as a result of self-directed use of a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug to treat an injury.

CASE 2
A female basketball player presented for a routine blood screen. Hemoglobin level was just below the normal range. On questioning, she revealed symptoms of lethargy and poor recovery between training sessions. She reported that she had been following a strict weight-loss diet over the previous 3 months and was avoiding the intake of all meats, which were considered to be "too fatty." Further blood tests were taken on the suspicion of low iron status, which was confirmed by a low ferritin level. She was referred for dietary counseling to allow her to achieve body fat goals, while increasing her intake of well-absorbed iron. Simultaneously, she was started on a 3-month course of oral iron supplements. Review after 3 months showed an increase in ferritin levels from 8 to 42 ng/mL and improvement in well-being. After assessment of high iron eating patterns, iron supplementation was ceased, and a further blood and dietary review was organized for 6 months.

CASE 3
A female swimmer was reviewed by a new doctor in the sports medicine clinic after her routine blood tests revealed a ferritin concentration of 28 ng/mL. She reported training well and performing well. She had been eating all her meals in an athlete dining hall for the previous year and reported eating a varied menu, including meat-containing meals at least 3 times a week. All other hematologic and biochemical tests were normal. Her medical history showed that ferritin test results from the previous 2 years, during similar periods of training, were 29, 32, 27, and 35 ng/mL; soluble transferrin receptor concentrations were also within the normal range. It was concluded that the present results represented normal iron status for this swimmer, and no therapy was needed.

EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION

Exercise prescription for people with iron deficiency depends on the degree to which reduced iron status interferes with exercise capacity and the possibility that exercise is increasing the iron depletion. Because fatigue is one of the principal symptoms of anemia and possibly also iron deficiency without anemia, it may reduce the ability to undertake or enjoy exercise. Therefore, it is prudent not to commence or increase an exercise regimen for an iron-deficient person. Rather, exercise prescription should achieve a level that is comfortable for the individual and his or her symptoms of fatigue. Depending on the individual, the duration, frequency, and intensity of exercise sessions should be considered. These factors may need to be reduced or modified until iron-replacement therapy has progressed sufficiently to abate the feelings of fatigue or poor recovery between sessions. This may be simple for the recreational exerciser but is likely to require careful planning in the case of the serious athlete, so that long-term fitness and competition goals are minimally compromised.

Exercise prescription should also consider the possibility that activity patterns can cause iron losses that are adding to the iron drain. In this case, it may be prudent to modify exercise patterns or associated activities to provide an opportunity for iron status to be improved. A sudden increase in exercise load, particularly involving foot strike damage, blood loss, or contact injuries, may exacerbate iron drain in individuals with low iron intake and precarious iron balance. Although iron-replacement treatment and improved iron intake are the cornerstones of therapy, it also makes sense to monitor exercise patterns to avoid excessive iron losses. Tactics may include choosing a slower rate of introducing or increasing a training program, finding softer surfaces to run on, replacing worn shoes with footwear that offers better cushioning, and avoiding activities with a high risk of blood loss or substantial bruising. Some activities associated with exercise, such as the use of certain nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs to manage pain or overuse injuries, may need to be examined for their possible role in causing gastrointestinal blood losses. Again, the modification of an exercise program may be simple in the case of the recreational exerciser, but compromise and creativity are often needed for the care of the serious or elite athlete.
CASE 4
A male triathlete presented with tiredness and a history of mild to moderate diarrhea persisting over the previous month. The triathlete reported being under the care of a sports dietitian and was following a high-carbohydrate diet, with attention to a good intake of bioavailable iron. History revealed that the gastrointestinal problems had begun after completing a triathlon swim in a dam in an area where *Giardia lamblia* infestation was common. Cultures confirmed this problem, and a course of treatment was commenced. A blood screen also showed, however, a ferritin level of 23 ng/mL, in comparison to his previous test results of 85 ng/mL. Hemoglobin levels were within the normal range. Iron supplementation was prescribed to replete iron stores, and a 3-month follow-up check was organized.

SICKLE-CELL ANEMIA

EPIDEMIOLOGY AND PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

The most common structural hemoglobinopathy, sickle-cell anemia, was first recorded by James Herrich of Chicago in 1910 (51). He described crescent-shaped “sickle cells” in a young black student from the West Indies. The greatest prevalence of sickle-cell anemia is in Africa; however, the gene is also common in northern Mediterranean countries; North, Central, and South America; the Middle East; and India. The heterozygous form (sickle-cell trait-HbAS) is found in up to 8%–10% of blacks and, in some regions of Africa, may reach as high as 40% (52). The prevalence of HbS in professional football players (53) and high school athletes (54) has been shown to be nearly identical to the prevalence in the corresponding general population. In a study conducted in the Ivory Coast, the incidence of the gene was 12% (55). The homozygous form (HbSS) has an incidence of up to 1.3% (52). It is of interest that the gene occurs most frequently in areas where malarial infection caused by the parasite *Plasmodium falciparum* is common. This suggests a selective advantage, and immunity to this form of malaria may exist in these individuals; consequently, the gene frequency has built up over time.

HbSS usually presents as a moderate to severe anemia and, consequently, affected individuals cannot perform at a level consistent with elite competition because of the low total Hb mass. Conversely, heterozygous sickle-cell anemia (sickle-cell trait) with normal hemoglobin levels allows affected individuals to compete at the elite level. Evidence collected since the early 1970s suggests, however, that individuals with sickle-cell trait are at increased risk of exertional rhabdomyolysis and sudden death, after exercise (51,56–58). This is a significant issue, given the prevalence of the gene in the black population.

Hemoglobin S (HbS) is the mutant hemoglobin produced when nonpolar valine is substituted for polar glutamic acid in the β-chain. The solubility of HbS in the deoxygenated state (sickled cells) is markedly reduced, producing a tendency for deoxyhemoglobin S molecules to polymerize into rigid aggregates, causing occlusions in the capillaries. Exercise, which can substantially influence temperature, hypoxia, acidosis, and dehydration, can potentially trigger changes in hemoglobin of individuals with HbS, by promoting deoxygenation and the formation of HbS polymers. The hypoxic, acidic, and hypertonic microenvironments of the kidney, spleen, and retina also promote HbS polymerization and sickling, and intense exercise may exacerbate this (52).

The concentration of hemoglobin also influences sickling. The more concentrated the HbS within the red blood cell, the greater the potential for HbS aggregates to form. Some have speculated that hydrating the cells can prevent sickling (52).

Polymerization of deoxyhemoglobin S begins when the oxygen saturation of hemoglobin falls below 85% and is complete at about 38% oxygen saturation. Altitude exposures for training or acclimatization purposes are important issues to consider in individuals with HbS (52).

The oxygen affinity of HbS may result in important physiologic changes in vivo. HbS has reduced oxygen affinity. The 2,3-diphosphoglycerate levels of homozygote HbS are increased, and hence, the right shift in the oxygen dissociation curves means more oxygen is released to the tissues. This results in an increase in the concentration of deoxyhemoglobin S, promoting the formation of sickle cells. This may occur in the heterozygous state; however, the presence of HbA ensures that any polymers formed are weak (52).

CLINICAL EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY

Ample evidence suggests that individuals with HbS (sickle cell trait) can perform at levels normal or near normal in relation to exercise capacity and maximal oxygen uptake when compared with appropriate control individuals (58). In a half-marathon held in the Ivory Coast, no significant differences were seen in the rankings of...
HbS individuals and healthy individuals (59). One HbS individual finished second; however, it was later determined that he was a double heterozygote HbS/alpha thalassemia. The authors noted that of all the internationally ranked runners in the race, none had HbS, and that this may indicate that HbS is a limiting factor in endurance performance. They also made the point that presence of double heterozygoticity may be a performance-enhancing factor.

PHARMACOLOGY

HbS, because it is generally a benign condition, no agents or drugs are used to treat it. There are, however, pharmacologic agents that can reduce intracellular sickling in patients homozygous for HbS. Hydroxyurea and butyrate are drugs currently used to prevent sickling. These agents elevate fetal hemoglobin (HbF) levels, causing a decrease in intracellular polymerization of HbS.

MEDICAL TREATMENT

Aside from sudden collapse during exercise, other signs of exertional rhabdomyolysis include muscular weakness, muscle swelling, or cramping with darkened urine. In advanced cases of exertional rhabdomyolysis and sickling, appropriate emergency medical care is required to alleviate symptoms and prevent renal and other organ failure.

In acute cases of sickling, which can lead to significant morbidity and mortality, the most effective treatment regimen to minimize organ damage is to remove the stimulus precipitating sickling, such as dehydration or altitude exposure.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

In homozygous HbSS individuals, a physical examination may reveal findings associated with sickling, such as anemia, splenomegaly, and dyspnea. In heterozygous HbS, the physical findings are not so obvious, and only an adequate history and appropriate blood tests would identify such individuals. Diagnostic tests include hemoglobin electrophoresis, where up to 35%–45% of the total hemoglobin is made up of HbS; a sickling test, where red blood cells are induced to sickle in the presence of a reducing agent, such as sodium metabisulphite; and a solubility test, in which HbS is deoxygenated with dithionite.

EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION

Between 1977 and 1981, the sudden, unexplained exercise-induced deaths of 62 recruits involved in basic train-

---

**TABLE 19.6. SUGGESTED STRATEGIES FOR THE PREVENTION OF EXERTIONAL Rhabdomyolysis IN ATHLETES WITH HbS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SICKLE CELL TRAIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Develop and implement conditioning programs before resuming intense training or competition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Develop and implement aggressive hydration policies before, during, and after all activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Avoid the use of beverages that have diuretic effects (e.g., caffeine, alcohol).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Avoid strenuous exercise in hot, humid conditions, and at altitudes of 2,500 feet or higher.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Modify activities during or following viral illness, particularly when vomiting and diarrhea has occurred.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Modify activities during periods of poor sleep or general fatigue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Avoid stressful exercise routines, such as time trials or repeated high-intensity interval sessions with brief recovery periods.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reproduced from reference 56.
**CASE STUDIES**

**CASE 5**
In 1991, a 22-year-old football player suddenly collapsed after completing an 800-m run. The athlete had been training intensively for 4 weeks and had passed a preevent physical. Despite aggressive and immediate treatment for exertional rhabdomyolysis, the athlete died 46 hours after his collapse. It was subsequently found that the athlete had HbS (62).

**CASE 6**
In a 20-year-old black football player with HbS, bilateral pain in the lower back, hamstrings, and calves after completing a timed 1–1.5-mile run resulted in his hospitalization. The diagnosis was exercise-induced asthma and rhabdomyolysis. Blood chemistries, excluding creatine kinase, were normal, and he was allowed to return to supervised training and within 2 weeks had returned to full practice except distance runs. He was “aggressively” hydrated before, during, and after all activity. He completed the season with no other adverse health effects (60).

**CASE 7**
A black cross-country runner with HbS collapsed suddenly on two separate occasions. After the first incident, the athlete vomited and complained of shortness of breath, abdominal pain, nausea, and leg cramps. He also reported that he had taken a decongestant the previous evening. Although recovering without complications, he was advised to discontinue competitive running. He continued running until a second incident a year later. He collapsed and required mouth-to-mouth resuscitation and was transported to the local emergency facility. He was diagnosed with rhabdomyolysis and renal insufficiency. After regaining consciousness, he was disoriented and complained of severe leg cramps. He was discharged 1 month later with some residual renal damage, and he no longer runs competitively (56).
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THE ORIGINS OF CLINICAL EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY

Their names ring through the corridors of exercise science departments and exercise physiology laboratories throughout the world—Borg, Astrand, Saltin, Buskirk, Faulkner, Costill, Naughton, Robinson, Kasch, Wilmore, Brooks, Bruce, Balke, Fox, Haskell, and Pollock. These are just some of the many pioneers who helped originate and shape the field of exercise physiology, within which clinical exercise physiology now serves as a subspecialty. They came from many professions, as physicians, academicians, scientists, epidemiologists, kinesiologists, physical educators, physiologists, and biologists, all with a common interest in exercise. Their research and passion to teach and train others were central to the development of the knowledge base that led to the creation of the guidelines, protocols, and materials that resulted in the clinical certifications now offered through the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM). Specifically, the Clinical Exercise Specialist (CES) and Registered Clinical Exercise Physiologist (RCEP) certifications.

In the 1950s and 1960s, exercise physiology was, for the most part, an academic discipline and not a profession (1). Exercise physiologists during those early years were more focused on developing proper exercise training programs for healthy adults and athletes than applying their trade to patients with a clinically manifest disease (2). At that same time, however, the use of exercise as an adjunctive treatment in medicine began to emerge, along with academic training programs such as those found at the University of Wisconsin at La Crosse, the University of South Carolina, Wake Forest University, Penn State University, and San Diego State University. Many of the academicians working in these programs, and others, integrated their teaching into what quickly became (and remains to this day) a gold standard reference source for the field: Guidelines for Graded Exercise Testing and Prescription, first published in 1975 (3).

WHAT IS A CLINICAL EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGIST?

In the 1970s, the question of “What is an exercise physiologist?” surfaced and was subsequently defined by the ACSM as a “doctoral-level research scientist” who studied mechanisms of biological function in relation to the exercise state (2). Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, some confusion remained regarding the nature of the required training and the practice areas that are unique to those who apply exercise physiology in the clinical setting. Specifically, was it necessary for this emerging allied health professional to be doctorally prepared or was the ACSM Exercise Specialist certification sufficient, regardless of academic degree?

In the mid-1990s the ACSM undertook the arduous task of defining the scope of practice for the clinical exercise physiologist (CEP), which quickly led to the development of the RCEP certification. With a clear delineation of the knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) for the CEP now in hand, including the required amount of practical experience and emergency skills, the foundation was set up similar to what physical therapists, respiratory therapists, nurses, dietitians, and occupational therapists experienced in the evolution of their professions.

Although the CEP now has standardized academic and examination requirements (Box 20.1) as provided by the Clinical Exercise Physiology Association (CEPA), some questions persist regarding the job duties of this professional. Fortunately, owing to the hard work and coordinating efforts of numerous individuals and much research demonstrating the favorable effects of exercise therapy in patients with various chronic diseases, the CEP has become well-integrated into the healthcare team.

JOB DUTIES OF THE CEP

The skills and duties unique to the training of the CEP include: (a) prescribing safe and effective cardiorespiratory and musculoskeletal exercise in patients with a chronic disease; (b) evaluating and interpreting the acute cardiorespiratory and metabolic adaptations of patients to a single bout of submaximal or maximal exercise; and (c) establishing and evaluating behavioral, functional, clinical, and physiologic outcomes that result from participating in a chronic exercise training regimen. Some of the roles that a CEP undertakes in the practice of these skills include the following:

• Supervise noninvasive exercise testing laboratory personnel (e.g., manage the clinical exercise and cardio-
vascular technologists who perform ultrasound studies, nuclear imaging studies, Holter monitor scanning, pacemaker analysis, and graded exercise testing.

• Supervise and perform all forms of graded exercise testing in the clinical setting, including nuclear exercise tests, exercise echocardiographic studies, metabolic studies using measured gas analysis, and pharmacologic nuclear imaging studies;

• Develop, implement, and supervise the exercise components of cardiac and pulmonary rehabilitation programs, exercise oncology programs, and similar programs developed for patients with obesity, diabetes, chronic kidney disease and peripheral arterial disease;

• Serve as personal trainers for both healthy participants and those with a chronic disease or comorbid conditions;

• Work in the corporate fitness setting, screening employees for clinically covert disease and developing individualized exercise programs for employee health and wellness; and

• Work in the work-hardening setting, helping to train individuals with medical limitations or those who have been injured to regain their work skills in a particular active job setting.

**WHAT FALLS WITHIN AND BEYOND THE SCOPE OF THE CEP?**

To better appreciate the duties of the CEP, we encourage the reader to review closely the 2008 scope of practice for the RCEP as outlined by the ACSM (Box 20.2). Note that, as discussed in Boxes 20.1 and 20.2, the duties performed by a CEP are linked closely to treating patients with a chronic disease in which exercise has been shown to provide therapeutic benefit. This duty, among others, rests at the core of what we as CEPs do every day. Relative to what tasks should be avoided, we encourage the CEP to research and review the scopes of practice for registered dietitians, physical therapists, nurses, respiratory therapists, and athletic trainers. Just as with the CEP, each of these allied health professionals are academically prepared to provide KSAs that are unique to their field of study (4).

KSA 1.3.2-RCEP: Conduct a brief physical examination, including evaluation of peripheral edema; measuring blood pressure, peripheral pulses, and respiratory rate; and auscultate heart and lung sounds.

**BOX 20.2 Scope of Practice for the Registered Clinical Exercise Physiologist by the American College of Sports Medicine**

The Registered Clinical Exercise Physiologist is an allied health professional who works in the application of exercise and physical activity for those clinical and pathological situations where it has been shown to provide therapeutic or functional benefit. Persons for whom RCEP services are appropriate may include, but are not limited to those individuals with cardiovascular, pulmonary, metabolic, orthopedic, musculoskeletal, neuromuscular, neoplastic, immunologic, or hematologic disease. The RCEP performs exercise screening, exercise and fitness testing, exercise prescription, exercise and physical activity counseling, exercise supervision, exercise and health education/promotion, and measurement and evaluation of exercise and physical activity related outcomes. The RCEP works individually or as part of an interdisciplinary team in a clinical, community, or public setting. The practice and supervision of the RCEP is guided by published professional guidelines, standards, and applicable state and federal regulations.
KSA 1.3.21-RCEP: Discuss patient test results with other healthcare professionals.
KSA 3.3.4-RCEP: Recognize and respond to abnormal signs and symptoms to exercise in individuals with pulmonary diseases.

SUPERVISION OF GRADED EXERCISE AND METABOLIC TESTING

As mentioned above, one of the duties that the CEP is trained to perform is the supervision of noninvasive graded exercise testing. Clinical internships and sufficient on-the-job training can well prepare CEPs to supervise graded exercise tests performed on both apparently healthy people and patients with clinically manifest disease. Thus, the job of safely performing or supervising graded exercise tests is a common occurrence in the United States. Concerning safety, CEPs routinely perform or supervise graded exercise tests on low-, intermediate-, and even high-risk populations with stable disease (5,6). Although it has also been shown that other nonphysician health professionals can safely supervise graded exercise tests (7,8), utilization of CEPs does offer one important advantage—much of the graduate course work that a CEP undertakes specifically addresses normal and abnormal cardiorespiratory responses to graded exercise.

Therefore, one opportunity for a career in exercise physiology is that of manager of a cardiac noninvasive laboratory, or supervisor of graded exercise or nuclear pharmacological testing. For the latter, the CEP usually performs the test with adjunct staff who are responsible to acquire the initial history and prepare the patient for testing (e.g., attach electrocardiographic [ECG] electrodes, measure resting vital signs). The CEP supervises the test and, once completed, he or she makes the initial written interpretation of the test and then consults with the supervising physician who makes the final clinical interpretation and follow-up recommendations for the patient (9).

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ACSM CERTIFICATIONS

Certifications offered through the ACSM continue to represent a “gold standard” for exercise professionals—one that many hospitals and medical fitness facilities often inquire about when they interview an employee candidate. In fact, many organizations now require ACSM certification for employment, or at the least, require an employee to gain ACSM certification within the first year of employment.

The ACSM certification process began in the mid 1970s, coinciding with the publication of the first ACSM Guidelines for Graded Exercise Testing and Prescription in 1975 (3). In the late 1970s and throughout the 1980s, the ACSM developed what was then referred to as the Clinical Track and the Health Fitness Track certifications. Included in the Clinical Track certifications were the Exercise Test Technologist (ETT), the Exercise Specialist (ES, now titled Clinical Exercise Specialist) and the Program Director (PD). Included in the Health Fitness Track certifications were the Exercise Leader (EL), the Health Fitness Instructor (HFI) and the Health Fitness Director (HFD) certifications.

Clinical Track certifications were designed for exercise professionals who worked with individuals with cardiac, pulmonary and metabolic diseases (e.g., diabetes), typically cared for in a cardiac or pulmonary rehabilitation program. A certification through the Health Fitness Track was designed for exercise professionals working in the fitness fields, such as personal trainers, exercise leaders in health fitness facilities and directors of YMCAs or corporate fitness programs. The goal of each certification is to assess the cognitive and practical proficiencies and skills of the aspiring exercise professional.

During this period, the ACSM also developed certification workshops at various colleges and universities around the country (10). These workshops were not designed to provide test materials for the candidate, but rather were structured to educate the applicant in most areas of the particular certification that he or she was going to take. For example, the ES workshop provided a number of courses taught by Master’s- and Doctorate-prepared exercise professionals that covered areas such as pharmacology, exercise testing, injury prevention, pathophysiology, kinesiology and exercise prescription for special populations—all topics that were included on the ES written and practical examinations.

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the ACSM tied each certification examination to a set of learner objectives or KSAs, which to this day, still provide the framework on which each certification is based. Questions on each examination are prevalidated, with each one testing a specific KSA. Every 3 years the KSAs are revalidated or revised, using a survey technique called a Job Task Analysis (JTA). The JTA is completed by a representative sample of professionals currently working in the field to ensure all KSAs are contemporary and important.

In response to market forces, in the late 1990s the ACSM consolidated its certifications. As a result, several of the examinations and their related credentials were eliminated (i.e., ETT, PD, EL, and HFD). Those who hold these certifications still must complete continuing education credits to maintain these certifications and each continues to be recognized and valued in the health profession.

The certification process for the exercise professional residing in the United States still represents a dynamic journey that continues to this day. Two relatively recent and important milestones for the ACSM along the way were
the elimination of the practical component from the certification examination and use of computer-based testing in place of the traditional paper-and-pencil format. The latter modification in the process is consistent with the certification examinations given to other professionals throughout the United States. A primary reason for the above changes was a realization that assessing the practical skills of each candidate could not easily be made uniform nationwide. To correct this, practical skills are now incorporated into the computer-based examination using case studies, vinettes, and video loops that require the applicant to identify the correct and incorrect method for completing a task. This approach was an important step that allowed the entire ACSM certification program to become certified by the National Commission of Credentialing Agencies (NCCA). The use of the computer-based examinations also gives applicants the opportunity to have immediate feedback on whether they passed or failed the examination, as well as the ability to sit for the examination at any one of thousands of testing locations throughout the world.

**THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ACSM RCEP EXAMINATION**

The development of the ACSM RCEP certification was a long and arduous process, with a remarkable amount of dialog and debate along the way. On one side were those who were opposed to this certification, seeing it as a certification that might conflict with the ES (retitled Clinical Exercise Specialist in 2008) and PD certifications. On the other side were those who felt that a new certification was needed to accommodate the expanding role and use of exercise in the care and treatment of patients with other chronic diseases (e.g., neuromuscular, musculoskeletal, immunologic, oncologic). Today, the RCEP certification is now available exclusively to Master’s-prepared individuals trained in exercise physiology. At the same time, it was agreed that the CES examination would continue to be made available to a wide range of professionals, including nurses, physical therapists, and Bachelor’s-prepared exercise professionals.

Highlighted below is a brief summary of the time line depicting the development of the RCEP:

- May 1996: The CEP scope of practice is adopted by the ACSM.
- October 1997: *ACSM’s Exercise Management for Persons with Chronic Diseases and Disabilities* is first published, providing a strong impetus for the development of a certification for an exercise professional proficient in prescribing safe exercise for patients with a multitude of medical conditions.
- May 1998: The ACSM Fellows vote to establish an RCEP Registry Board.
- November 1998: The RCEP KSAs are completed for the pilot year (1998) by expert panels for each practice domain and are approved by the Registry Board.
- June–September 1999: The first RCEP written pilot examinations are given, totaling 87 participants.
- June 2000: The first official written RCEP examination is given at the national ACSM meeting in Indianapolis, IN with 33 participants.
- February 2002: *ACSM’s Resources for Clinical Exercise Physiology: Musculoskeletal, Neuromuscular, Neoplastic, Immunologic, and Hematologic Conditions* is first published (Myers, Herbert, and Humphrey senior editors; Figoni, Neiman, and Pitetti section editors)
- January 2006: The inaugural RCEP workshop is offered at Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit, MI. Two other workshops are held that year, one at Henry Ford and the other at the University of Louisiana at Monroe, Monroe, LA.
- May 2006: The first on-line, computer-based RCEP examination is offered at multiple sites across the United States.

The RCEP examination is unique in that it covers areas not included in the CES examination. The six clinical practice areas of the RCEP include the cardiovascular (30% of test questions), pulmonary (10%), metabolic (20%), orthopedic/musculoskeletal (20%), neuromuscular (10%), and oncologic, immunologic and hematologic (10%) domains. Currently, to be eligible to take the RCEP examination applicants must have: (a) a Master’s degree in an approved clinical exercise science field, (b) ACSM CES certification (current or expired) or 600 hours of broad-based clinical experience involving diseases germane to the RCEP examination, (c) submission of Master’s degree transcripts, and (d) verification of current Basic Cardiac Life Support (BLS) certification. The RCEP certification continues to gain popularity and is now required for CEPs due to the broad range of disease states encountered in daily practice.

**ACADEMIC STANDARDIZATION AND CURRICULUM ACCREDITATION**

For years, healthcare professionals and hospital administrators relied heavily on anecdotal comments from other practitioners and individual academic centers to discern the quality of the many exercise science academic programs around the country (11,12). In 2002, the ACSM introduced the University Connection (UC) program, which served for several years as an endorsement program for undergraduate and graduate studies that prepared individuals for the ACSM credentials. Although initially quite popular, this program was ultimately supplanted by the Committee on Accreditation for the Exercise Sciences (CoAES; www.coaes.org). Working under the auspices of the Commission on Accreditation of Allied Health
Education Programs (CAAHEP), the CoAES is composed of nine sponsoring organizations, all charged with the task of initially establishing and now maintaining the standards and guidelines for academic curriculum in the exercise sciences. Presently, the nine professional organizations that co-sponsor the CoAES are as follows:

- American College of Sports Medicine
- American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance
- American Association of Cardiovascular and Pulmonary Rehabilitation
- American Council on Exercise
- American Kinesiotherapy Association
- Medical Fitness Association
- National Academy of Sports Medicine
- National Strength and Conditioning Association
- The Cooper Institute (Institute for Aerobics Research)

Although not exclusive to ACSM credentials, the CoAES offers standards and guidelines that are consistent with the KSAs for the ACSM CES, RCEP and other ACSM certifications relevant to the health-fitness field. The CoAES recognizes four professional categories specific to the exercise practitioner (12):

- **Graduate programs for the CEP**—practitioners who work under the direction of a physician in the application of physical activity and behavioral interventions in clinical situations where they have been scientifically proven to provide therapeutic or functional benefit.

- **Graduate programs for the applied exercise physiologist**—practitioners who manage programs to assess, design, and implement individual and group exercise and fitness programs for apparently healthy individuals and individuals with controlled diseases.

- **Undergraduate programs in exercise science**—practitioners of undergraduate exercise science programs who are trained to assess, design, and implement individual and group exercise and fitness programs for individuals who are apparently healthy, as well as those with controlled diseases. These individuals are skilled in evaluating health behaviors and risk factors, conducting fitness assessments, writing appropriate exercise prescriptions and motivating individuals to modify negative health behaviors and to maintain positive lifestyle behaviors for overall health promotion.

- **Certificate and Associate degree programs for the personal fitness trainer**—practitioners who work with a wide variety of client demographics in one-on-one and small group environments. Certified personal trainers are familiar with a wide variety of exercise interventions to improve and maintain overall health. They are also proficient in leading and demonstrating safe and effective methods of exercise and motivating individuals to begin and continue with healthy behaviors.

They consult with appropriate health and medical professionals when the client’s physical condition exceeds the expertise of the personal trainer’s level of education, training and experience.

Over the next several years, as more and more graduate programs become accredited through CAAHEP, the graduates from these programs will bring into the profession a uniform level of training and preparation that will do much to further standardize the role and use of the CEP within healthcare. Moreover, graduating from a CAAHEP accredited program will help define for human resource personnel working in healthcare, the specific nature of the training completed by those who apply for exercise-related job openings.

**THE PROFESSION TAKES SHAPE**

Although it has taken some 30 years to reach the point of professionalization that the CEP enjoys today, many of the key elements are now in place. A standardized curriculum exists at the Master’s level for universities to adopt through CAAHEP; a professional organization (CEPA) is in place to address relevant policy issues and to advocate on behalf of the profession; a standardized examination (RCEP) exists to evaluate proficiencies on completion of graduate studies; and several textbooks (bodies of knowledge) are published that apply the practice of clinical exercise physiology across a broad array of patients with chronic diseases and disabilities.

Of all of these, perhaps the greatest ongoing force in the continued shaping of the profession rests with CEPA (www.ACSM-CEPA.org). This professional organization is now responsible for continuing to address the issues important to the field, advocating on behalf of the profession, providing its members with continuing education and training, and working with other organizations and public policy makers to ensure that CEPs are fully integrated into the healthcare delivery team.

**LICENSURE ISSUES FOR THE CLINICAL EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGIST**

Another important issue that deserves to be discussed addresses the question: “Should the CEP be licensed to practice their profession?” (9,11,13–27). In a 1993 survey of ACSM members, 94% were in favor of licensure for practicing exercise professionals. In a 2007 survey of North Carolina exercise physiologists, an almost identical percentage of practitioners favored pursuing licensure. Currently, in the United States only Louisiana requires licensure for exercise physiologists (signed into law on June 20, 1995). Other states such as West Virginia, Massachusetts, and California have tried unsuccessfully to develop state licensure for CEPs. The major hurdle in California was that no quantitative studies could be cited demonstrating, as scientifically as possible, that licensure was
needed to safeguard the consumer (22). States such as North Carolina are still in the early stages of investigating licensure issues.

Within any discussion of licensure, it is first necessary to distinguish the differences between licensure, accreditation, and professional certification (13,14,27). Licensure is granted by a political or governmental body in a particular state to individuals applying for licensure (not programs) and provides a legal basis to engage in or practice a profession. In turn, the practice is usually defined with very specific and delimited authorizations. A license is the minimal qualification required to practice in a regulated area and, conversely, if a CEP wishes to practice in a state then licensure is required. Because statutory requirements for licensure vary from state to state, when a licensed professional moves from one state to another, he or she must first become licensed in that state before practicing in the field. Accreditation refers to a special recognition or status granted to academic programs (not individuals) offered at schools, colleges, institutes, or universities by an association, organization, or commission (e.g., CAAHEP) that has developed and established eligibility and performance standards. Certification, or in the case of the ACSM a registry examination, is granted by an association to an individual who meets predetermined qualifications and competency standards established by the granting agency (e.g., the RCEP). Accreditation, certification and registry are voluntary processes that do not necessarily advantage or restrict an individual's employment.

The language in the Louisiana bill was simple and clearly defined the CEP, their qualifications for licensure, and the “grandfathering” of current practitioners. The process took approximately 14 months (April 1994 to June 1995) and was made possible by a core group of practicing CEPs in Louisiana. Their licensure requirements now include the following (24):

1. Have a Master of science or Master of education degree in an exercise studies curriculum from an accredited school.
2. Be certified as an ACSM CES.
3. Successfully complete an internship of 300 hours in a cardiopulmonary program under the supervision of a CEP.

The bill also includes provisions for those exempt from licensing requirements, such as those employed or supervised by a physician to perform graded exercise testing, exercise science students performing an internship under the supervision of a licensed CEP, and CEPs employed by federal or state agencies.

Although this was a landmark step for the profession, much work remains both within that state and elsewhere. Salaries for CEPs continue to remain low when compared with other allied health practitioners and state health officials and hospital administrators rarely look to this qualification in matters related to provision of exercise services in healthcare. Given that Louisiana licensure has been in existence for less than 15 years, it is possible that more time is required before the CEP achieves the level of recognition that is commensurate to that of other allied health professionals.

In addition to Louisiana, another template for state licensure is underway in Massachusetts through the Massachusetts Association of Clinical Exercise Physiologists (MACEP). This model uses the RCEP examination as the state licensure examination. The process began in 2001 and in 2009, a fifth attempt will be made.

Four important license-related issues that needed to be addressed became evident through the CEP licensure initiative in Massachusetts (26):

1. Is there a technical basis for practice?
2. Is there a distinct scope of practice?
3. Is there a link between the practice, skills, and standards of training?
4. Is there public acceptance of the profession?

A key point of importance regarding CEP licensure in Massachusetts pertained to restricting the practice of clinical exercise physiology to persons meeting a minimal standard of practice. In this respect, the issue came down to a case of public safety, with the Council of State Governments indicating that four additional points needed to be addressed relative to securing licensure (28):

1. Whether the unregulated practice of an occupation would endanger or harm the health, safety, or welfare of citizens and whether the potential harm is recognizable and not remote;
2. Whether the practice of an occupation requires specialized skill or training and whether the public needs assurance of initial and continuing occupational abilities;
3. Whether the public is, or could be, effectively protected by other means; and
4. Whether the cost and economic effectiveness of regulation outweighs any anti-competitive or detrimental effects to the public.

Given the experiences of the MACEP, CEPs in other states must carefully evaluate their needs, including the potential cost of regulation and possible resistance from other health professional groups. Additionally, another possible disadvantage of state licensure is that licensing may mean some loss of professional autonomy and possible regulation and restriction of practice. There may also be an increased risk of exposure to malpractice claims and litigation, making malpractice insurance essentially mandatory for the CEP (25).

For example, in the proposed licensing bill in Massachusetts, licensed CEPs would be required to work under the authority of a physician, seeing only those clients with a physician’s referral. How this applies to the CEP who also wishes to provide and be compensated for
personal trainer services he or she renders is unsure. A major advantage of state licensure is that it restricts those people who are not qualified or who call themselves CEPs without proper academic training from incorrectly dispensing exercise recommendations or advice, thereby lessening the chance of harming the client or patient.

**SAFARIES FOR CLINICAL EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGISTS**

The annual starting salaries for CEPs in the United States vary widely by area of the country. In general, this level of compensation is less than that paid to other allied health professionals (e.g., physical therapists, nurses, and respiratory therapists.) Part of the discrepancy is owing to the fairly recent origin of the profession and the prior absence of a well-shaped and defined profession. In this respect, registration and licensure efforts, as well as the work of the CEPA, have greatly added to the credibility of the profession, providing a far more defined scope of practice than previously. Nevertheless, the “base pay” for the CEP during his or her first year of full-time employment has yet to catch up with what is paid to other allied health professionals.

The most comprehensive survey of salaries for exercise physiologists to date was published by Porcari in 1996 in the AACVPR News and Views (29). In this three-page document, he summarized the compensation of 242 exercise physiologists, based on degree of education, years of work experience, ACSM certifications and region of the country. Salaries for exercise physiologists who served as a director of a cardiac rehabilitation program ranged from $28,421 with a Bachelor’s degree and less than 3 years experience to $59,112 for those with an EdD/PhD and more than 10 years experience. Exercise professionals with ACSM certification made approximately $2,000–$3,000 more per year than those who did not have ACSM certification. Among the general staff, exercise physiologists with a Master’s degree made approximately $5,000–$6,000 more per year than those with a Bachelor’s degree, varying by region of the country.

**THE FUTURE OF CLINICAL EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY**

Despite wide-spread public health efforts to the contrary, many Americans experience and remain at increased risk for the development of chronic lifestyle-related diseases or disorders. Specifically, heart disease, hypertension, certain cancers, diabetes, arthritis, peripheral arterial disease, and obesity remain important health concerns that have all been shown to benefit from regular, safe exercise. As unfortunate as these disease trends may be, they do suggest that the future for the CEP remains optimistic—one that is full of growth potential for the professional properly trained to use exercise to improve clinical outcomes and reduce future risk. This need is magnified by the fact that the baby boomer generation continues to expand, increasing the number and percentage of people age 60 years and older.

Moreover, while Americans are now living longer, we are also currently in obesity and diabetes “epidemics” resulting from sedentary living, poor dietary habits, high stress lifestyles, and overall lack of physical activity in our daily lifestyles. The need for the expertise of the CEP is now greater than ever before! With the passage of the Pulmonary and Cardiac Rehabilitation Act of 2008, the CEP will now be valued and treated as an equal with all other allied health professionals who work in cardiopulmonary rehabilitation and health/wellness programs. Clearly, a favorable work-force environment awaits the practicing CEP.
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APPROPRIATE SCREENING METHODOLOGIES, TESTS, AND OBSERVATIONS TO GUIDE THE NECESSITY OF A REFERRAL

FIRST DO NO HARM

The American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) defines the scope of care for a Clinical Exercise Physiologist (CEP) as follows:

The CEP works in the application of exercise and physical activity for those clinical and pathological situations where it has been shown to provide therapeutic or functional benefit. Patients for whom services are appropriate may include, but not be limited to those with cardiovascular, pulmonary, metabolic, musculoskeletal, neuromuscular, neoplastic, immunologic, and hematologic diseases and conditions. The CEP applies exercise principles to groups such as geriatric, pediatric, or obstetric populations, and to society as a whole in preventive activities. The CEP performs exercise evaluation, exercise prescription, exercise supervision, exercise education, and exercise outcome evaluation. The practice of CEPs should be restricted to clients who are referred by and are under the continued care of a licensed physician (1).

Anytime the results from an assessment indicate that a needed treatment falls outside the CEP's scope of care, a referral should be initiated. Failure to practice within one's scope of care can lead to allegations of malpractice and potentially serious legal ramifications (2). A careful, well-planned assessment of a patient's medical history and current health status, as well as a thorough discussion with that person will reveal a wealth of information including the presence of cardiovascular disease risk factors, orthopedic limitations, medication use and drug allergies, and exercise and physical activity history. Obtaining a complete history is extremely important for the appropriate and safe planning of an individual's exercise program, as well as to guide decisions about the need for a possible medical referral.

Problem-focused client assessment should always precede any treatment. The plan for any exercise treatment recommendations should be, to a large extent, the result of a thorough assessment that includes, but may not be limited to, functional capacity, musculoskeletal strength and endurance, balance and gait, and body composition. Depending on the person's age, medical history, and present health status, additional tests may be requested from either the referring physician or the primary care physician. For those above the age of 45 years for men and 55 years for women, a graded exercise test may be recommended to determine the cardiovascular risk associated with increasing physical activity. Additionally, a measure of fasting blood glucose may reveal the need for diabetic counseling and will help to identify individual who have the metabolic syndrome.

If an abnormal finding is observed, either during the course of taking a client's history or other fitness assessment, it may become necessary to request additional information from the referring physician or, possibly, refer the client back to the referring physician. Signs or symptoms suggesting the need for physician referral include, but may not be limited to, persistent muscle or joint pain, claudication, and chest, jaw, back, or arm pain associated with exertion. The use of an appropriate screening tool, such as the Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q) (3) or modified American Heart Association (AHA)/ACSM Health/Fitness Facility Preparticipation Screening Questionnaire (4), may help determine global risk and possible need for exercise testing or exercise therapy.

REFERRAL FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY

Physical therapists provide services to persons who have physical impairments, functional limitations, disabilities, or changes in physical function and health status resulting from injury, disease, or other causes (5). During the assessment of an individual by a CEP, a test may reveal the need for specific skills related to the practice of physical therapy. For example, an initial assessment of gait and balance may have revealed that the person has balance issues that place him or her at higher risk for falls. A more advanced assessment of gait, balance, and fall risk may require the skills of a physical therapist. Persistent musculoskeletal complaints, such as knee pain with mild to moderate exertion, may require a physical therapy evaluation. Additionally, the need for advanced treatment for musculoskeletal injuries and inflammation generally requires the skills of a physical therapist.
REFERRAL FOR NUTRITIONAL COUNSELING

The typical western diet is associated with increased risk for chronic diseases, such as coronary artery disease (CAD) and certain types of cancer and stroke. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), 14% of all deaths in the United States can be attributed to poor diets, sedentary lifestyle, or both 20% from CAD and stroke, and 30% of cancers may be prevented by eating an appropriate diet. Additionally, the CDC estimates that 30% of type 2 diabetes cases can be prevented through dietary intervention and obesity control. Hypertension can be reduced with added consumption of fruits and vegetables and bodyweight reduction. The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Economic Research Service estimates that improved dietary patterns could save upwards of $43 billion in medical care costs and lost productivity resulting from disability associated with CAD, cancer, stroke and diabetes in the United States each year (6).

An assessment of dietary status, blood lipids, and fasting blood glucose can assist the CEP with the decision regarding the need for a referral. Dietary assessment tools, such as the Diet Habit Survey (7) or MedFicts (8), can guide the decision-making process by providing information on the adequacy of the present eating pattern and the need for a referral.

All persons who present with a diagnosis of diabetes (type 1 or type 2), renal disease, CAD, or pulmonary disease should be referred to a registered, licensed dietitian for assessment and dietary intervention. The cornerstone of treatment for all of the above-mentioned conditions is dietary in nature. Commitment to appropriate dietary modifications or treatments is often difficult because of the many social situations that revolve around food consumption, which may require the additional services of a behaviorist in addition to a dietitian.

REFERRAL FOR WEIGHT MANAGEMENT

During the past 20 years, Americans have become increasingly overweight and obese. The CDC now estimates that 127 million Americans more than 20 years of age are considered overweight (body mass index, [BMI] >25 kg/m²) (6). The assessment of weight-related risk should be a part of all initial evaluations related to beginning an exercise program and increasing a person’s habitual level of physical activity. Relatively simple strategies that should be part of all initial assessments include the calculation of BMI, abdominal adiposity (circumference measures), and percent body fat estimates. Although limitations exist to the use of BMI, it remains an essential first tool for the risk stratification of weight-related issues.

Risk stratification by BMI category allows the CEP to grossly determine if a person is obese (BMI >30 kg/m²) and determine the necessity for referral to other disciplines, including, but not necessarily limited to, a registered or licensed dietitian and behaviorist. Abdominal adiposity has been shown to increase the risk of developing CAD and diabetes and accelerates the risk of progression of those diseases. For screening purposes, abdominal adiposity can be estimated by obtaining the “waist” girth. Accurate use of the “waist” girth as a surrogate measure of abdominal adiposity depends on the location and measurement of that girth. The National Cholesterol Education Program (NCEP) in the Adult Treatment Panel (ATP) III guideline (12) recommends that the girth be measured at the iliac crest. Use of this waist girth to estimate abdominal adiposity and to assess for the risk of the metabolic syndrome requires an accurate site determination and an accurate measurement using an appropriate tape measure with a known constant tension. Determination of the percentage body fat is somewhat more difficult to estimate accurately and requires the use of skinfold calipers in the hands of a well-trained technician, water or air displacement technologies, or the use of radiologic tests such as the dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) scan.

REFERRAL FOR STRESS MANAGEMENT AND PSYCHOSOCIAL COUNSELING

Psychosocial distress is now well documented as a major risk factor for death, nonfatal myocardial infarction, ischemia, angina, and noncompliance to therapeutic lifestyle changes, such as exercise training, smoking cessation, and diabetic treatment regimens (9). Depression alone is responsible for more than $44 billion in lost productivity and absenteeism each year, and is the number one cause for disability claims. The average annual cost of medical treatment per depressed patient is $8,600 (6).

The ability to adhere to any lifestyle modification, including exercise training, often depends on an individual’s psychosocial status at the time of treatment. In particular, depression, anxiety, and hostility have been shown to dramatically affect the ability to comprehend and act on recommended lifestyle changes, such as exercise training. An assessment of psychosocial status such as the Beck Depression Inventory (10) or the Anger Inventory section of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2 (MMPI-2) (11) may assist the CEP on the need for referral to a mental health specialist.

REFERRAL TO HOME OR COMMUNITY-BASED PROGRAMS

The goal of the exercise intervention is long-term health enhancement. The major consideration for home or
community-based referral is safety of the individual with secondary concerns around that person's ability to achieve and or maintain the evidence-based medicine goals that will lead to overall risk reduction and health enhancement. Home programs can be effective if they are appropriately designed to match an individual's physiologic status and psychological make-up. The CEP will probably find it easier to prescribe the mode, intensity, duration, and frequency of the exercise intervention than to determine the likelihood of long-term adherence and success. Because the goal is long-term health enhancement, however, factors such as motivation and self-efficacy must be carefully considered and may require the assistance of a behavioral specialist.

When determining to refer an individual to a home program, multiple factors need to be taken into consideration, including the patient's ability to self-monitor, activity preferences, time constraints, equipment needs, and preferences as related to an individual or group environment. Generally, home programs should be restricted to low- or moderate-risk individuals. Both low- and moderate-risk patients should be able to verbalize a complete understanding of their exercise prescription and monitor heart rate and perceived exertion, recognize signs and symptoms of exercise intolerance, and have a plan in place should an adverse event occur. Moderate risk patients also should have an exercise partner who is trained in cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and a heart rate monitor to assist with exercise intensity control. Additionally, an informed consent for home exercise that clearly explains the risks and responsibilities of the client should be carefully reviewed and signed by the client.

Home and community based programs with little or no trained supervision should be limited to persons with a low to moderate level of risk for the development of adverse events, particularly cardiovascular events. The ACSM has developed a simple tool for the assessment of cardiovascular risk that stratifies patients' risk into low, moderate, and high and should be used to risk stratify a client before entrance into any exercise program (4). Additionally, those with moderate to high risk who chose a community-based program should discuss their risk status, the level of training of the supervising staff, and the emergency plan for that facility with the staff of the community program. They should plan with the supervising staff to wear some mutually agreed on type of distinguishing clothing, such as a red hat or arm band, to allow for quick identification in case of an adverse event.

Certain types of psychosocial issues, such as depression, may determine the recommended level of supervision necessary to maximize the likelihood of success of a home or community-based exercise program. Persons with even mild to moderate depression or health-related anxiety may benefit from a more structured environment and at least a moderate level of supervision. It is also important to determine the type of facility and equipment needed to match the client's health status and preferences. For example, clients with no muscular or orthopedic issues may be able to achieve their goals with a relatively simple program of walking with a minimal amount of equipment needed for strength and flexibility training. The only facility and equipment needs would be a suitable place to walk, a heart rate monitor, a pedometer, and some resistance bands for strength training. On the other hand, a patient with significant orthopedic limitations may need to be referred to a community-based aquatic program to minimize weight-bearing musculoskeletal stress.

Program affordability and travel requirements also are important issues that need to be considered when recommending a community-based exercise program. Even relatively low cost programs may place considerable strain on an individual's financial resources. Therefore, it is important to discuss financial limitations with the client before designing or recommending a home or community-based program.

Typically, persons are willing to travel up to 30 minutes one way to participate in a community-based program. A travel time of greater than 30 minutes may be time and cost prohibitive and may adversely affect adherence. An individual's ability to drive must also be considered. If the person does not drive, the availability and cost of public transportation must also be taken into consideration.
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Demonstrating Functional Outcomes for Health and Fitness

The Clinical Exercise Physiologist (CEP) provides professional service and advice to a variety of individuals with a broad range of chronic diseases and disabling conditions. These services, which include health screenings, fitness assessments, exercise testing, exercise prescriptions, and physical activity counseling, are increasingly being performed outside of hospital-based facilities. In this regard, the ability to accurately assess and document pre- and postexercise functional outcomes is particularly important in the long-term clinical and exercise management of these patients. This chapter briefly addresses important skills for assessing and reporting functional outcomes that can be used for a variety of clinical conditions and chronic health problems.

WHAT IS FUNCTIONAL OUTCOMES REPORTING

Documentation is a familiar term to anyone working in the healthcare industry. With the increasing complexity of interventional medical practices, third-party reimbursement, and federal privacy laws (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, HIPAA) (46), the need for careful, focused documentation and reporting of clinical and functional outcomes has received increased attention. Functional outcomes reporting is a method of documentation that emphasizes the patient’s medical condition relative to his or her ability to perform activities of daily living (ADLs). Adapted from the SOAP format of note writing (S—Subjective; O—Objective; A—Assessment; P—Plan) (49), functional outcomes reporting is increasingly being used by various health professionals to improve the quality and continuity of patient care and improve communication between the medical community and third-party payers. These outcomes provide important information regarding a person’s ability to perform basic ADLs considered essential for daily self-care. In addition, healthcare providers and third-party payers are interested in a person’s ability to perform activities that are considered instrumental to maintaining functional independence within their homes, workplace, and other social environments. See Table 22.1 for examples of basic and instrumental ADLs.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR REPORTING FUNCTIONAL OUTCOMES

To ensure high-quality patient care, the CEP must consider the target audience for whom the report is being written (patient versus physician versus third-party provider). Accurate and concise documentation is essential to bridge the gap between services provided, medical management, and third-party reimbursement. Several factors, including prior and current levels of function, description of current impairments (and how they affect function), goals and expected outcomes, and the exercise plan (frequency, intensity, duration, modes), should be included in the initial documentation (Fig. 22.1). Follow-up documentation, or progress reports, should summarize the exercise intervention provided, describe any changes in functional status, and update patient goals and exercise recommendations. Therefore, the CEP should consider several objective (O) and subjective (S) areas when reporting functional outcomes:

- Physical examination findings and test results (O)
- Past and current medical history (O)
- Patient complaints and symptoms (S)
- Goals and expected outcomes (S)
- Prior and current levels of physical function (S)

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION FINDINGS AND MEDICAL HISTORY REVIEW

Although the details of the clinical evaluation lie beyond the scope of this text, several key components are particularly important for the CEP working in preventive and rehabilitative settings. The physical examination is typically performed by a licensed physician or other qualified licensed healthcare provider. CEPs working in clinical settings should, however, understand the importance of the physical examination for identifying abnormal findings and evaluating the severity of patient symptoms or complaints during any exercise assessment or intervention they may plan, implement, and supervise for their client. When used in conjunction with appropriate exercise and functional assessments, these findings may provide valuable information concerning the beneficial outcomes of various treatments, including exercise.
In addition to reviewing the findings from the physical examination, the CEP should integrate some form of standardized Health History Questionnaire (HHQ) to evaluate the patient's past medical history and current health status, including cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk factors, symptom history, medication use and drug allergies, orthopedic problems, and exercise or physical activity history. Many standardized screening questionnaires are available, including the Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q) (7) and modified American Heart Association (AHA)/American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) Health/Fitness Facility Preparticipation Screening Questionnaire (2). Both screening tools are helpful in identifying individuals who would benefit from medical consultation before beginning an exercise program; however the AHA/ACSM questionnaire provides greater detail regarding CVD risk factors, symptoms, and other important diagnoses the patient may have. Because no single form for preparticipation health screening can cover all conditions or situations,
TABLE 22.2. KEY COMPONENTS OF THE MEDICAL HISTORY AND PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEDICAL HISTORY</th>
<th>PHYSICAL EXAMINATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medical Diagnosis and Reason for Referral</td>
<td>Anthropometric Measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular, pulmonary, metabolic, musculoskeletal, neuromuscular, immunologic, neoplastic, hematologic</td>
<td>Height, weight, body fat distribution, girth measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family History of Disease or Early Death</td>
<td>Blood Pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Including postural changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous Physical Examination Findings</td>
<td>Pulse Rate and Rhythm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal heart or lung sounds, blood lipids, blood glucose, hypertension, edema, or other significant laboratory abnormalities</td>
<td>Peripheral pulses (carotid, abdominal, femoral, popliteal, pedal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptom History and Pain Assessment</td>
<td>Auscultation of Heart and Lungs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discomfort in the neck, chest, back, arms; shortness of breath, dizziness or syncope; rapid heart rate or palpitations; transient numbness, tingling, or weakness</td>
<td>Breath sounds (presence of rales, wheezes, other breathing sounds)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart sounds (presence of murmurs, gallops, clicks, rubs)</td>
<td>Orthopedic Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examination and Palpation of the Abdomen</td>
<td>Musculoskeletal strength, endurance, flexibility, balance, gait, posture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent Illness, Hospitalizations, Surgeries</td>
<td>Neurologic Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Including depression/other mental health issues</td>
<td>Reflexes and cognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthopedic Problems</td>
<td>Skin Inspection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthritis, joint swelling</td>
<td>Peripheral or central edema, skin ulcers, lesions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise and Work History</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitual level of activity, current or expected physical demands, stress</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptom History and Pain Assessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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provide valuable information about the need for further medical evaluation and in decision-making regarding implementation of an exercise plan, relative to intensity, frequency, duration, and modes.

GOALS AND EXPECTED OUTCOMES

Information obtained from the medical history review, physical examination, and other baseline evaluations will assist in understanding the patient's functional limitations and allow the CEP to theorize on the relationship between these limitations and findings from other objective (functional) assessments. Furthermore, this information will help establish appropriate and attainable goals, which will be useful in structuring an exercise program that is specific to the needs of each patient. When evaluating patient complaints related to daily functional tasks, it is helpful to consider the various components required to complete each task. The CEP should break down the functional task in terms of individual and related components to identify areas of deficiency that could be related to the objective findings or to client complaints and related symptoms. For example, when climbing stairs, cardiorespiratory fitness, muscular strength, muscular endurance, and balance are all required components of the functional task. Therefore, aerobic activities (stair stepping), strength training (lower extremity exercises), and proprioceptive activities (one-leg standing drills) would be appropriate modes to include in the exercise program.

Depending on the patient's diagnosis, prognosis, and length of involvement with the CEP, both short- and long-term goals should be established. In many cases, the short-term goals are steps toward achieving the long-term goals. In particular, the long-term goals should identify the functional level the patient is expected to reach by the time he or she is discharged from services. In this regard, each goal should be reasonable and measurable within a specified time period, and expressed in functional terms, when possible. For example, if a person's main functional complaint is the need to take at least two breaks when walking up a flight of stairs, an appropriate goal (and successful functional outcome) would be walking up three flights of stairs, without a single rest break. At regular intervals, the CEP should determine if the functional outcomes have been achieved, need to be revised or upgraded, or if the current exercise plan needs to be discontinued or altered based on the achievement of previously stated functional outcomes.

REPORTING OUTCOMES RELATED TO PHYSICAL FUNCTION

Aerobic Capacity

The assessment of aerobic exercise capacity (VO_{2pk}) using open-circuit spirometry is generally accepted as the gold standard for assessing cardiorespiratory fitness. Objective and subjective data obtained from maximal exercise testing provide important diagnostic and prognostic information in a wide variety of clinical settings and can effectively aid physician decisions regarding medical and surgical management in a broad range of patients. For the CEP, exercise testing provides valuable information for activity counseling, exercise prescription, return to work evaluations, disability assessment, and the evaluation of exercise training outcomes (2). When performed appropriately, the VO_{2pk} test is a valid tool for assessing all-cause mortality and prognosis relative to CVD events. Therefore, the CEP should consider several factors when performing exercise tests (and interpreting results), including type and extent of disease, exercise test procedures (e.g., maximal versus submaximal, estimated versus measured VO_{2pk}, test end-points, exercise modes), and other clinical and demographic factors (e.g., age, physical activity status, presence of comorbid conditions, smoking history, medications).

Despite the numerous benefits, maximal cardiorespiratory exercise testing is underutilized in the evaluation of patients with chronic disease. Explanations for this include additional cost, patient discomfort, perceived risk-to-benefit ratio, and resource availability. When direct measurement of maximal oxygen uptake is not possible or indicated based on clinical evaluation, VO_{2pk} can be predicted from steady-state or graded submaximal exercise tests (walking, running, stepping, arm/cycle ergometry) (2). These equations have limited precision, however, owing to factors such as subject habituation, fitness level, presence of heart disease, patient motivation or anxiety, handrail holding, and choice of protocol. This error is amplified in individuals with reduced exercise capacities. Submaximal exercise testing, however, remains useful clinically for patients with a high probability of serious dysrhythmias, as well as for making appropriate physical activity recommendations, modifying the medical treatment regimen, and for identifying the need for further interventions in the early post-myocardial infarction or postsurgery period (9,33). Individualized, low-level protocols (no more than one metabolic equivalent [1-MET] increment per stage) should be used to optimize information obtained from submaximal exercise testing. Test endpoints for submaximal testing have traditionally been arbitrary, but should always be based on clinical judgment. A heart rate limit of 140 beats/minute and a functional capacity greater than 7 METs are often used for patients younger than 40 years of age; limits of 130 beats/minute and MET level of 5 are frequently used for patients older than 40 years. For patients taking beta-blockers, a perceived exertion level of 7–8 (Borg 1–10 scale) or 15–16 (Borg 6–20 scale) are appropriate endpoints (16). Additional information on maximal and submaximal exercise testing, including common tests and protocols, measurements, and contraindications to
exercise testing can be found in Chapters 4 and 5 of *ACSM’s Guidelines for Exercise Testing and Prescription (GETP)*, 7th edition (2).

**Muscular Strength and Endurance**

Musculoskeletal disorders are among the leading causes of disability in the United States. Arthritis and rheumatism, back and spine problems, and extremity and limb weakness account for 38.2% of all disabilities (8). Poor muscular strength and flexibility can result in considerable pain and discomfort, loss of income, increased disability, and premature retirement. As such, several professional health organizations consider resistance training a key component of an overall physical fitness program for both apparently healthy and many patients with chronic disease (1,22,36,44). When performed properly (and regularly), resistance training is a safe and effective method for the development of muscular strength and endurance, which may help preserve bone mass and fat-free mass, improve glucose tolerance and musculotendinous integrity, and enhance a person’s ability to live a functionally independent lifestyle (1,15,17).

Before exercise testing or training, the CEP should identify any major areas of patient discomfort and self-reported limitations related to muscular movement. Several factors, including orthopedic conditions, presence (and severity) of neuromuscular disease, inadequate muscular strength and endurance, muscle imbalances, reduced flexibility, or abnormalities in gait, balance, or posture could partially explain patient complaints and physical restrictions of movement. Performing muscular strength and endurance tests before exercise training will provide important information about the patient’s muscular fitness level and help the CEP identify areas of muscle weakness or imbalance. Combined with information obtained from the HHQ, results from baseline muscular fitness assessments can serve as a basis for designing individualized exercise training programs and a means to monitor patient improvements as a result of the training program.

Several muscle function tests are available to evaluate muscular strength and endurance; however, these tests are specific to the muscle group tested, the type of contraction, velocity of muscle movement, type of equipment, and joint range of motion (ROM). Furthermore, the results obtained from any one test are specific to the procedures used and no single test exists to evaluate total body muscular strength and endurance (2). Muscular strength can be assessed statically or dynamically and is often expressed as the amount of resistance lifted. Isometric or static strength can be measured using cable dynamometers or handgrip dynamometers that record the maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) of a muscle group at a specific joint angle. Special computer-controlled isokinetic testing equipment can assess strength of a muscle throughout a joint’s ROM at a specific angular velocity (e.g., 30 degrees/second). In addition, these devices can be used to measure muscular power (the ability of the muscle to work at a certain rate). Muscular power can be particularly important to assess, because research has demonstrated that leg muscle power is more important than strength for older adults performing daily activities, such as walking, rising from a chair, and stair climbing (3,4) and could aid in the prevention of falls and fractures in older adults (13).

The equipment required to perform specialized muscle function testing is expensive compared to other methods (19), however and it is often unavailable to many medical professionals, including physicians and therapists. In clinical settings, manual muscle testing (MMT) is frequently used to evaluate and grade muscular strength (30). Because MMT is subjective, practice and appropriate training is essential for obtaining accurate and reliable measures (27). For CEPs (and other health or fitness professionals), the one repetition maximum (1-RM), the greatest resistance that can be moved through a complete ROM, remains a popular and commonly used test for evaluating dynamic muscular strength. When administered properly, reports of cardiovascular events and injuries from maximal strength testing in older adults are no more frequent than those experienced by younger individuals (14,23). However, the CEP should pay particular attention to medical contraindications that may preclude vigorous exercise, including high blood pressure, musculoskeletal injury, neuromuscular disorders, and heart disease. Multiple repetitions of submaximal loads, such as the 6-RM or 10-RM to momentary muscle fatigue, can be used with individuals where maximal strength testing is less appropriate and may provide a safer index of strength changes over time. Procedures for administering the 1-RM (or multiple RM) test are provided in *ACSM’s GETP*, 7th edition (2).

Muscular endurance refers to the ability of muscles to perform repeated contractions over a period of time sufficient to cause muscular fatigue. Most of the devices for measuring strength also can be used for assessing muscular endurance. As with muscular strength, no single test, however, exists to evaluate total body muscular endurance. Relative muscular endurance can be assessed using a percentage of the patient’s RM capability before and after testing (e.g., 50% of 1-RM), whereas absolute muscular endurance is determined using the same resistance before and after testing. For example, the YMCA bench press test (18), which uses an absolute weight (35-pound barbell for women; 80 pounds for men), is considered highly reliable because it controls for repetition duration and posture. Other simple and easy to administer field tests can be used to evaluate static or dynamic muscular endurance. The curl-up (crunch) test and the...
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maximum number of push-ups to fatigue are commonly used to evaluate endurance of the abdominal and upper body muscles, respectively. Normative data and procedures for performing these tests are provided in ACSM's *GETP*, 7th edition (2).

**Flexibility**

Flexibility is joint specific and is defined as the ability to move a joint through its complete ROM. Inadequate flexibility can hinder ROM, contribute to poor posture and alignment, and impede a person's ability to perform common daily tasks. Limitations can be caused by ligament or tendon restrictions or the distensibility of the joint capsule itself. Common tools used to measure flexibility or joint ROM include goniometers, inclinometers, tape measures, or visual estimation of ROM. Directly measured ROM is preferred to visual estimates of ROM; measures can include flexibility of neck and trunk, hip, lower extremity, and shoulder, and postural assessment. Precise measurement of joint ROM can be assessed with the proper use of a goniometer and strict adherence to guidelines for its use (10,34). Experience, proper training, and an extensive knowledge of anatomy are essential to improve the accuracy of measurements obtained (2).

During the initial evaluation, the CEP should consider how an individual's limitations in ROM or flexibility affect function. Can the patient reach overhead to retrieve items on a top shelf or get a serving platter out of a high cabinet (shoulder flexibility)? Can the person reach down and tie his or her shoes, or pick up an object from the floor (low back or hip-joint flexibility)? The sit-and-reach test is frequently performed in the health and fitness industry to evaluate low back and hip-joint flexibility. However, its ability to measure low back flexibility or predict the incidence of low back pain is questionable (25,26). Regardless, it likely will remain a component of flexibility assessment until a more valid measurement tool of low back flexibility is available. The CEP should use this test cautiously, particularly in persons with limb-length discrepancies, arthritis, or a history of low back pain. When reporting improvements in flexibility and ROM, it is important to provide functional examples in the notation. For example, after completing the exercise program, the patient now exhibits hamstring flexibility "within normal limits," and reports less low back discomfort while walking.

**Gait and Balance**

In many older adults and patients with neuromuscular disorders, altered balance and gait abnormalities increase the risk for falls and significant injuries, such as bone fractures, hematomas, and head injuries. At a minimum, these injuries can result in a diminished ability to carry out common daily activities, such as dressing or bathing. Severe injuries resulting in significant disability are associated with high morbidity and mortality, and can result in expensive medical intervention. The initial interview should include a review of patient complaints related to difficulties performing daily activities. For example, does the patient require the assistance of a walking device for any (or all) activities? Can the patient balance sufficiently well to safely step into or out of the bathtub without aid? For the CEP, this information is particularly important when making decisions for exercise testing (protocols and modes) as well as exercise programming. During visual observation of the patient, look for noticeable difficulties performing common tasks (e.g., standing up from a chair, walking around the room, stepping over objects). Any obvious abnormalities in gait (or balance) should be evaluated by a qualified licensed professional.

Several simple, inexpensive, and easy-to-administer global or practical tests of musculoskeletal function are available to evaluate the extent of impairment and functional limitations (5,11,29,43,47). The Timed Up and Go test (TUG) (29) is a reliable assessment tool that correlates well with other validated measures of gait and functional status (50) and is able to distinguish between recurrent fallers and nonfallers (43). For the TUG test, the time to rise from a chair, walk 3 m, turn around, walk back to the chair, and sit down is measured. A total time of 16 seconds has been found to be predictive of future falls in older adults (32). The Functional Reach test (11) evaluates forward balance by measuring the maximal distance a person can reach forward while standing upright and bending forward with the shoulder flexed 90 degrees. The inability to reach 6 inches beyond arm reach is associated with an increased risk for recurrent falls (adjusted odds ratio, 4.0) (12). The Berg Balance Scale (5) and Tinetti Balance Assessment tool (45) provide a quantifiable index of balance and gait by evaluating specific functional tasks (sitting–standing balance, rising from a chair, sitting down, turning 360 degrees) with the patient receiving a score based on criteria met within each task. Both are easy to administer and require minimal equipment and space. The CEP should pay particular attention to procedures and safety considerations when performing balance assessment tests because of the increased risk for falls, particularly in older adults and patients with neuromuscular disorders.

**Functional Task and Return to Work Evaluations**

Increased aerobic capacity, muscular strength, endurance, and flexibility can greatly affect overall health and performance in persons with chronic health conditions. When reporting functional outcomes, the CEP should pay particular attention to the motivating
factors that prompted the healthcare provider to make the referral and the third-party payer to support the intervention. A primary goal for physicians and CEPs is the patient's safe return to an optimal functional status and not necessarily to normal strength, ROM, or exercise capacity. For some, this involves the ability to perform routine work-related lifting, climb several flights of stairs, or simply walk for extended periods without rest. For most patients, the traditional VO₂pk test provides sufficient information necessary to assess functional tolerance for resumption of normal work activities. When maximal exercise testing is not indicated (or available), however, or if the job demands are substantially different from that evaluated with the traditional exercise test, the CEP should consider other tests in the exercise evaluation that provide sufficient information regarding the patient's ability to return to work safely and perform routine activities important to daily living.

For example, can the patient carry two bags of groceries to upstairs to his or her apartment without needing to rest? Can the person lift a 50-pound crate at work and carry across a distance of 40 feet, 6 times in 1 hour without low back pain? Tasks that simulate work (or daily living) requirements can be administered when additional information is needed regarding a patient's ability to resume physically demanding activities safely. Certain tasks require activities, such as lifting, pulling, pushing, or carrying, that elicit disproportionate myocardial stress compared with the traditional graded exercise test (GXT). Additionally, some tasks require intermittent heavy work or are performed under stressful environmental conditions (extreme temperatures, altitude, air pollution). Inclusion of additional functional assessments may benefit patients with lower aerobic exercise capacities (relative to job or activity demands), ischemia at submaximal levels, left ventricular dysfunction, complex dysrhythmias, or those hesitant about returning to work (21, 42, 48). Work simulator tests are available (51), as well as other simple, inexpensive tests that can be modified to evaluate work activities not evaluated with traditional exercise testing. Weight carrying and repetitive weight-lifting protocols that combine static and dynamic work activities have been published and can be individualized to evaluate specific job activities (42). Additional information on occupation and functional task assessments can be found in Chapter 18 of the ACSM's Resource Manual for GETP, 5th edition (41).

Walking tests, such as the 6-minute walk test (total distance walked in 6 minutes) are useful for patients incapable of performing maximal exercise tests. In addition to being well accepted by patients, they are inexpensive, require minimal training, are highly reproducible, and are relevant to many daily activities and functional abilities. Previous research has demonstrated that walking tests may be a better indicator of a patient's ability to perform challenging physical ADLs compared with traditional tests performed by cycle ergometry (20). In this regard, choosing the appropriate exercise test mode (principle of specificity) is important in the evaluation of clinical populations. When indicated, similar tests could be implemented for stair climbing, cycle- or arm-ergometry, and wheelchair ergometry. Reductions in submaximal cardiopulmonary measures (heart rate, blood pressure, ventilation, oxygen uptake) and perceived exertion (RPE) can provide further evidence to suggest improvements in functional capacity.

The Senior Fitness Test (SFT) (38) and Physical Performance Test (PPT) (37) were developed in response to a need for improved functional assessment tools in older adults. The SFT has been shown to correlate well with other muscular fitness tests such as the 1-RM; the PPT has been shown to be a reliable and valid instrument for use in other clinical populations (28, 35, 40). Each of these tests incorporates a series of simple functional task tests designed to evaluate important physiologic measures (strength, endurance, balance, and agility) associated with common everyday functional tasks. For example, two tests in the SFT, the 30-second chair stand and the single arm curl, can be used by CEPs safely and effectively to assess muscular strength and muscular endurance. When evaluated concurrently, results from maximal exercise testing and other functional tests may provide important information about a patient's physical capacity for performing daily living and work activities that would be particularly important to referring physicians and third-party providers.

**SUMMARY**

The changing healthcare system requires that all health professionals exhibit proficient documentation and outcome reporting skills. Accurate and concise documentation can strengthen the quality of patient care by providing a link between services provided, healthcare, and third-party providers. Properly stated goals (and expected outcomes) should be established from evaluating the patient's current abilities and limitations from performance on both standardized tests and functional task evaluations. Results from these tests can assist other healthcare professionals in making decisions about the need for further diagnostic evaluation or modifications to the treatment plan. When reporting functional outcomes, the CEP should relate the patient's medical history, symptoms and complaints, physical examination findings, and results from other objective and subjective assessments to the limitations that affect functional tasks. In addition to providing evidence of improvement from standardized tests, supplementing the documentation with functional examples offers helpful insight to the referring physician regarding the safe return to daily activities.
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A variety of legal and ethical considerations, as well as a number of practical concerns, have an impact on the delivery of client services by Clinical Exercise Physiologists (CEPs). CEPs have been providing service for many years in a number of settings, including fitness, healthcare, and clinical venues. Unlike other healthcare professionals, such as physicians, nurses, physical therapists, dietitians and others, CEPs are currently licensed only in the state of Louisiana; however, efforts are underway in other states to license CEPs (e.g., Massachusetts HB 2252, an act relative to the licensure of exercise physiologists) (1). Perhaps because of the lack of licensure or other substantive governmental regulation, most health insurance carriers do not pay for services rendered by CEPs unless payment is made through otherwise permissible means, such as billing through physician provider billing authorizations on a delegation of service basis. As a consequence of all of the aforementioned, the legal “rules” and “regulations” surrounding the delivery of service by CEPs can be somewhat broad.

HEALTHCARE PRACTICE REGULATION

In the United States, the more established healthcare professions are typically governed by the statutes and regulations of each respective state or region. These statutes define “scopes of practice,” which specify the types of service each respective profession is authorized to provide. Although each of these professions has defined scopes of practice, situations arise where particular scopes of practice overlap with other healthcare provider statutes and regulations so that who can do what is sometimes called into question. Typically, each professional community or organization “guards” its own scopes of practice to protect the interests of their membership.

Physicians are at the top of the healthcare provider practice list and typically have very broad legislative and administrative authority to provide service to patients. All other providers have narrower practice authorizations and function in more specific roles. Almost all CEPs and some others within the fitness and wellness compendium have no statutory or administratively defined scope of practice to examine by reference to governmental action. Therefore, any analysis related to the delivery of service by CEPs must look to general legal principles and statutes and regulations pertaining to other healthcare providers to see what CEPs may lawfully do in their delivery of certain services. If healthcare services are rendered, then the authority of CEPs to engage in such practices must depend on whether the care they provide is properly delegated.

PROVIDER OVERSIGHT AND DELEGATION OF DUTIES

Typically, healthcare providers, especially physicians, have the ability to delegate lawfully the delivery of service rendered to patients by other licensed and even nonlicensed providers. Although such service delegation may occur, providers are always responsible for the delivery of delegated services and must exercise supervision and oversight in accordance with statutory authorization or rules and regulations promulgated under those statutes. In some states, such as Texas for example, physicians are provided with legislative authorization related to the delegation of services provided to patients. The related physician practice statute in Texas providing this right is the following:

§157.001. General Authority of Physician to Delegate

(a) A physician may delegate to a qualified and properly trained person acting under the physician’s supervision any medical act that a reasonable and prudent physician would find within the scope of sound medical judgment to delegate if, in the opinion of the delegating physician:

(2) the act:

(A) can be properly and safely performed by the person to whom the medical act is delegated;
(B) is performed in its customary manner; and
(C) is not in violation of any other statute; and

(3) the person to whom the delegation is made does not represent to the public that the person is authorized to practice medicine.

(b) The delegating physician remains responsible for the medical acts of the person performing the delegated medical acts.

Statutes such as the foregoing one in Texas and in Ohio (Box 23.1) are often subject to determinations made by
BOX 23.1 Administrative Rules for Physician’s Delegation of Medical Task
(Ohio Revised Code Section 4731.053)

(A) As used in this section, “physician” means an individual authorized by this chapter to practice medicine and surgery, osteopathic medicine and surgery, or podiatric medicine and surgery.

(B) The state medical board shall adopt rules that establish standards to be met and procedures to be followed by a physician with respect to the physician’s delegation of the performance of a medical task to a person who is not licensed or otherwise specifically authorized by the Revised Code to perform the task. The rules shall be adopted in accordance with Chapter 119 of the Revised Code and shall include a coroner’s investigator among the individuals who are competent to recite the facts of a deceased person’s medical condition to a physician so that the physician may pronounce the person dead without personally examining the body.

(C) To the extent that delegation applies to the administration of drugs, the rules adopted under this section shall provide for all of the following:

(1) On-site supervision when the delegation occurs in an institution or other facility that is used primarily for the purpose of providing healthcare, unless the board establishes a specific exception to the on-site supervision requirement with respect to routine administration of a topical drug, such as the use of a medicated shampoo;

(2) Evaluation of whether delegation is appropriate according to the acuity of the patient involved;

(3) Training and competency requirements that must be met by the person administering the drugs;

(4) Other standards and procedures the board considers relevant.

(D) The board shall not adopt rules that do any of the following:

(1) Authorize a physician to transfer the physician’s responsibility for supervising a person who is performing a delegated medical task to a health professional other than another physician;

(2) Authorize an individual to whom a medical task is delegated to delegate the performance of that task to another individual;

(3) Except as provided in divisions (D)(7) to (11) of this section, authorize a physician to delegate the administration of anesthesia, controlled substances, drugs administered intravenously, or any other drug or category of drug the board considers to be inappropriate for delegation;

(4) Prevent an individual from engaging in an activity performed for a handicapped child as a service needed to meet the educational needs of the child, as identified in the individualized education program developed for the child under Chapter 3323. of the Revised Code;

(5) Conflict with any provision of the Revised Code that specifically authorizes an individual to perform a particular task;

(6) Conflict with any rule adopted pursuant to the Revised Code that is in effect on April 10, 2001, as long as the rule remains in effect, specifically authorizing an individual to perform a particular task;

(7) Prohibit a perfusionist from administering drugs intravenously while practicing as a perfusionist;

(8) Authorize a physician assistant, anesthesiologist assistant, or any other professional regulated by the board to delegate tasks pursuant to this section.

state medical boards to whether particular services may be properly delegated. Consequently, because of variations in state regulation pertaining to the delegation of service delivery to, among others, CEPs, particular state statutes and regulations where CEPs provide service must be consulted to determine what can be permissibly done by them in the referring physician’s recommendation of healthcare services. If services are provided that are not healthcare, then such laws and regulations do not apply.

UNAUTHORIZED PRACTICE AND LIMITATIONS ON PRACTICE

Even in those states where the provision of service may be properly delegated by licensed healthcare providers to CEPs, CEPs must be cognizant of their potential liability for engaging in practices that might violate particular laws or applicable regulations. Virtually all jurisdictions have statutes that prohibit the unauthorized practice of medicine, physical therapy, nursing, and so forth by those
BOX 23.2 Unauthorized Practice (Ohio Revised Code Section 4731.34)

(A) A person shall be regarded as practicing medicine and surgery, osteopathic medicine and surgery, or podiatric medicine and surgery, within the meaning of this chapter, who does any of the following:

1. Uses the words or letters, “Dr.,” “Doctor,” “M.D.,” “physician,” “D.O.,” “D.P.M.,” or any other title in connection with the person’s name in any way that represents the person as engaged in the practice of medicine and surgery, osteopathic medicine and surgery, or podiatric medicine and surgery, in any of its branches;

2. Advertises, solicits, or represents in any way that the person is practicing medicine and surgery, osteopathic medicine and surgery, or podiatric medicine and surgery, in any of its branches;

3. In person or, regardless of the person’s location, through the use of any communication, including oral, written, or electronic communication, does any of the following:

   a. Examines or diagnoses for compensation of any kind, direct or indirect;

   b. Prescribes, advises, recommends, administers, or dispenses for compensation of any kind, direct or indirect, a drug or medicine, appliance, mold or cast, application, operation, or treatment, of whatever nature, for the cure or relief of a wound, fracture or bodily injury, infirmity, or disease.

(B) The treatment of human ills through prayer alone by a practitioner of the Christian Science church, in accordance with the tenets and creed of such church, shall not be regarded as the practice of medicine, provided that sanitary and public health laws shall be complied with, no practices shall be used that may be dangerous or detrimental to life or health, and no person shall be denied the benefits of accepted medical and surgical practices.

(C) The use of words, letters, or titles in any connection or under any circumstances as to induce the belief that the person who uses them is engaged in the practice of medicine and surgery, osteopathic medicine and surgery, or podiatric medicine and surgery, in any of its branches, is prima-facie evidence of the intent of such person to represent the person as engaged in the practice of medicine and surgery, osteopathic medicine and surgery, or podiatric medicine and surgery, in any of its branches.

who are not licensed in that particular practice domain. For example, in the state of Ohio, the unauthorized provision of such service is defined in Box 23.2. Although the unauthorized practice of medicine may generally be enjoined by an injunction action, the unauthorized practice of medicine is also a crime. As of mid-2007, a violation of Ohio practice act 4731.41 (Box 23.3) is a felony of the fifth degree on a first offense and one of the fourth degree on a subsequent offense. The penalties applicable in Ohio to a fifth-degree felony include a prison term of up to 1 year, whereas a fourth-degree felony can be up to 1.5 years (Ohio Revised Code Section 2929.14); in addition, fines of up to $5,000.00 may be imposed for a felony of the fourth-degree offense and of up to $2,500.00 for a

BOX 23.3 Practicing Medicine without Certificate (Ohio Revised Code Section 4731.41)

No person shall practice medicine and surgery, or any of its branches, without the appropriate certificate from the state medical board to engage in the practice. No person shall advertise or claim to the public to be a practitioner of medicine and surgery, or any of its branches, without a certificate from the board. No person shall open or conduct an office or other place for such practice without a certificate from the board. No person shall conduct an office in the name of some person who has a certificate to practice medicine and surgery, or any of its branches. No person shall practice medicine and surgery, or any of its branches, after the person’s certificate has been revoked, or, if suspended, during the time of such suspension.

A certificate signed by the secretary of the board to which is affixed the official seal of the board to the effect that it appears from the records of the board that no such certificate to practice medicine and surgery, or any of its branches, in this state has been issued to the person specified therein, or that a certificate to practice, if issued, has been revoked or suspended, shall be received as prima-facie evidence of the record of the board in any court or before any officer of the state. (16)
patients have in the United States is the right to exercise.

One of the most fundamental and valued rights that all healthcare professionals must respect is the right to informed consent. Every patient who is to undergo a medical procedure has the right to receive information about that procedure, the risks and benefits associated with that procedure, and on the basis of that information to make a decision—to exercise free will and choose whether or not to undergo that procedure. If sufficient information has been conveyed to enable a reasonable person to make such a choice on the basis of that information, then the process has been completed. If the process is flawed in some respect, a legal action based on a failure to secure such an informed consent can be filed. Such actions are usually based on negligence principles rather than on breach of contract type claims.

All CEPs have the obligation legally and in accordance with ACSM’s KSAs to participate in the informed consent process associated with the provision of service. From a legal and risk management perspective, pertinent issues associated with informed consent typically arise in the exercise testing process. In particular, some unauthorized practice cases have focused on alleged failures to disclose the risk of untoward cardiovascular incidents during exercise testing, such as with a Veteran’s Administration exercise testing area. Such an informed consent can be filed. Such actions are usually based on negligence principles rather than on breach of contract type claims.

Although instances have occurred wherein certain practitioners have been charged with violations of unauthorized practice acts and even more serious criminal offenses, given the multitiered combination of healthcare services delivered by healthcare providers and a plethora of others, sometimes under cost containment restrictions and in efforts to speed the delivery of reasonably available care, such concerns should be minimal for CEPs. Providers, including CEPs, need to remember, however, that if their conduct should be judged to be limited to provision by a healthcare provider and they are not so licensed, that care may well be judged in a civil personal injury or wrongful death litigation by reference to the presumed care expected of a licensed provider—a situation which an unlicensed provider could never meet.

The American College of Sports Medicine’s (ACSM’s) knowledge, skills and abilities (KSAs) applicable to, and expected of, CEPs do not include the examination, diagnosis, treatment, or administration of healthcare for conditions limited for provision by licensed healthcare providers. For example, although KSA 1.3.2 provides that a CEP be able to “Conduct a brief physical examination including evaluation of peripheral edema, measuring blood pressure, peripheral pulses, respiratory rate and auscultating heart and lung sounds,” the process is to be used to present and discuss these matters with other healthcare professionals. This type of examination provides a screening mechanism wherein the CEP is acting as a “suspectitian” and not a “diagnostician.” Moreover, although KSA 1.3.1 and 1.3.21 provide for CEPs “to evaluate functional capacity, strength, and flexibility in patients with (specific conditions)” the CEP is not called on in the KSA to diagnose or treat. Indeed, as properly interpreted and applied, all of the ACSM’s KSAs are written and drafted to enable CEPs to “work in cooperation” with “physicians and physician assistants” and other healthcare providers to meet the specific needs of “patient populations.”

INFORMED CONSENT

One of the most fundamental and valued rights that all patients have in the United States is the right to informed consent to what particular healthcare procedures will be done to them. This cherished right involves a process, not just the provision, of a written document authorizing the performance of a particular procedure. Every patient who is to undergo a medical procedure has the right to receive information about that procedure, the risks and benefits associated with that procedure, and then on the basis of that information to make a decision—to exercise free will and choose whether or not to undergo that procedure. If sufficient information has been conveyed to enable a reasonable person to make such a choice on the basis of that information, then the process has been completed. If the process is flawed in some respect, a legal action based on a failure to secure such an informed consent can be filed. Such actions are usually based on negligence principles rather than on breach of contract type claims.

The performance of the informed consent process is not limited to the execution of a document, the use of written informed consents can greatly assist in not only ensuring that the process is regularly and consistently followed, but also in providing tangible evidence of compliance with the process in the event that later complaints are made. Patient chart records should also be complete as to the process to provide notations as to completion of the process and to document the question and answer opportunity associated with the process, all of which can provide evidence of legal compliance with the process.

NEGLIGENCE AND MALPRACTICE

In law, a cause of action based on negligence is predicated on the proof of certain elements. These elements of proof are (a) duty; (b) breach of duty; (c) proximate cause; and, (d) damage. These basic requirements for negligence actions are the same in relatively all jurisdictions and for all kinds of actions, such as personal injury actions in automobile accident cases, or slip and fall cases, to actions against physicians and other professionals, which are referred to as malpractice cases. Although proof of duty and breach thereof in automobile accident type negligence...
cases may be predicated on proof of the violation of particular traffic laws, negligence cases against professionals, such as physicians and others similarly situated, including probably, CEPs, are almost always predicated on testimony provided by other experts who offer their opinions on the standard of care and breach of that standard in these cases. Standard of care opinions are generally based on a reference to what other providers would do in like circumstances.

When expert opinion is provided on standard of care issues in these cases, professionals almost always refer to published evidence related to the appropriate delivery of service. These opinions may be based on practice statements promulgated and published by professional associations or similar groups which have developed and distributed information about particular parameters of practice relating to the provision of professional service.

For CEPs, standards of practice have been developed primarily by the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) (6,7), the American Association of Cardiovascular & Pulmonary Rehabilitation (AACVPR) (3), the American College of Cardiology (ACC), and the American Heart Association (AHA) (2). A number of these standards statements have been used in litigation to evaluate, through expert witness testimony, the actual care rendered to particular patients who claimed to have been the victims of malpractice, or in other words, substandard care. These claims have dealt not only with alleged deficiencies in the aforementioned consent process as previously reviewed, but with alleged failures, properly and timely, to terminate exercise stress testing (8), mishaps occurring during treadmill procedures (9), and deficiencies in a variety of emergency response cases (10).

Sometimes issues also arise to which professionals should be allowed to provide expert testimony in malpractice cases against other professionals. The issue of whether or not exercise physiologists should be permitted to testify as experts in particular cases has even been judicially determined at least in that jurisdiction (11). Although published standards and guidelines were originally developed to minimize the importance of individual expert testimony in negligence and malpractice cases, the lack of truly uniform and singularly authoritative guidelines has precluded the abrogation of at least some individualized expert opinions in some cases. More truly uniform guidelines might assist in the application of more relatively constant determinations in particular cases.

**RISK MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AND INSURANCE**

Although a number of potential legal concerns are related to the provision of various services by CEPs, also a number of techniques and strategies can be utilized as tools to reduce the applicable risks through the proper prospective application of risk management techniques. Risk management is a consistently applied, forward-looking process, modified by time and experience used to:

1. Identify applicable legal risks
2. Reduce legal risks so identified
3. Eliminate those risks which are possible to eliminate
4. Minimize applicable risks which cannot be eliminated
5. Transfer relevant risks which cannot be eliminated or minimized

The risk management process is really designed to reduce and curtail the occurrence of untoward events that can lead to patient or participant injury and legal claim and lawsuit. Perhaps the foremost risk management tool for all CEPs is the recommendation to adhere to the best standard of care toward those served by consistent application of care in accordance with ACSMs KSAs and authoritative standards from prominent, professional associations, such as ACSM, AHA, ACC and the AACVPR. Secondary measures to apply in this risk management process would seem to include the use of program documentation for required and necessary components of service delivery, such as written informed consent documents, express assumption of risk forms, and where permissible, the use of prospectively executed waivers of liability—so-called releases, the provision of appropriate liability insurance coverage to transfer risks that cannot be eliminated to third parties, and adherence to proper emergency response protocols where needed. The provision of care within legally permissible statutes and regulatory frameworks in the particular state where service is provided would also seem to be a necessary risk management step to avoid relevant concerns.

The use of prospectively executed waivers, or so-called releases, those exculpatory documents signed by participants in advance of the potential occurrence of an untoward event whereby the participant releases the provider from legal responsibility for such events and from provider negligence, are recognized in a number of states. There are a few states where such documents are not recognized either by statute in particular situations, as in New York State, or where such documents are deemed to be against public policy, as in Virginia (12). As a nearly universal rule, however, release documents executed prospectively in advance of the occurrence of untoward events are almost never recognized nor given legal effect in healthcare settings. The judicial system has determined that the use of these documents in such a setting where anyone should be entitled to unrestricted medical care, which should be provided in accordance with acceptable standards of care, should not “encourage” substandard care by allowing those who provide substandard service to escape the legal consequences of their own misdeeds through the use of such documents. As a consequence, where CEPs are providing service within a healthcare or medical setting, prospectively executed release docu-
ments will probably not be effective as a risk management tool to avoid the legal consequences of untoward events. In other settings, however, where medical care is not involved, such documents may well be effective in transferring the legal consequences of untoward events, including those which arise out of negligent acts or omissions.

Any risk management plan must also include the provision of liability insurance to cover those risks which can not be eliminated, minimized, or transferred through other means. It is important that such insurance meet the potential claims that may be involved with the provision of service and provide both a defense (insurance paid legal counsel) and indemnification (payment of any claim or judgment) arising out of any potential lawsuit. The services of attorneys and insurance professionals may be necessary to ensure that appropriate coverage is secured and provided for particular CEP practices.

**ETHICAL CONCERNS**

All CEPs have the benefit of, and are subject to, a Code of Ethics established by the Clinical Exercise Physiology Practice Board/ACSM. Others, including the Clinical Exercise Physiology Association (CEPA), an affiliate society of ACSM, also have established Codes of Ethics for exercise physiologists (13,14) and other similar exercise professionals (15). The State of Louisiana has also passed legislation to provide for a Code of Ethics for the CEPs licensed in that state. Presumably, a violation of any applicable Ethical Code may lead to disciplinary action and even loss of certification or licensure where applicable.

**SUMMARY**

Whether licensed, certified, or otherwise providing service in the healthcare or fitness fields, CEPs are presented with a variety of opportunities to provide diverse services. From a legal perspective, some of these opportunities have not yet been clearly defined. As a consequence, any analysis of the practice provided by CEPs depends on both the setting within which services are rendered and certain delivery concerns, such as whether services are provided through a permissible licensed healthcare provider delegation.

Services rendered by CEPs are subject to provision in accordance with the so-called standard of care which is usually set in the legal arena by reference to state statutes and regulations. As a consequence, healthcare-related service as delivered by CEPs will be evaluated from a legal perspective by reference to state statutes and regulations to determine if services are permissibly rendered by nonlicensed persons and in case of an untoward event by reference to malpractice and negligence principles evaluated by standard of care statements. Therefore, CEPs need to ensure that their services are properly rendered in accordance with state laws and regulations and standard of care statements. CEPs who render service within a healthcare model need to conform to healthcare provider type requirements, such as informed consent. Codes of Ethics must also be followed to maintain professional standing as well as licensure or certification, whichever the case may be.
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This appendix details information about American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) Certification and Registry Programs, as well as a complete listing of the current knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) that comprise the foundations of these certification and registry examinations. The mission of the ACSM Committee on Certification and Registry Boards is to develop and provide high-quality, accessible, and affordable credentials and continuing education programs for health and exercise professionals who are responsible for preventive and rehabilitative programs that influence the health and well-being of all individuals.

ACSM CERTIFICATIONS AND THE PUBLIC

The first ACSM clinical certification was initiated over 30 years ago in conjunction with publication of the first edition of the Guidelines for Exercise Testing and Prescription. That era was marked by rapid development of exercise programs for patients with stable coronary artery disease (CAD). ACSM sought a means to disseminate accurate information on this health care initiative through expression of consensus from its members in basic science, clinical practice, and education. Thus, these early clinical certifications were viewed as an aid to the establishment of safe and scientifically based exercise services within the framework of cardiac rehabilitation.

Over the past 30 years, exercise has gained widespread favor as an important component in programs of rehabilitative care or health maintenance for an expanding list of chronic diseases and disabling conditions. The growth of public interest in the role of exercise in health promotion has been equally impressive. In addition, federal government policy makers have revisited questions of medical efficacy and financing for exercise services in rehabilitative care of selected patients. Over the past several years, recommendations from the U.S. Public Health Service and the U.S. Surgeon General have acknowledged the central role for regular physical activity in the prevention of disease and promotion of health.

The development of the health/fitness certifications in the 1980s reflected ACSM’s intent to increase the availability of qualified professionals to provide scientifically sound advice and supervision regarding appropriate physical activities for health maintenance in the apparently healthy adult population. Since 1975, more than 35,000 certificates have been awarded. With this consistent growth, ACSM has taken steps to ensure that its competency-based certifications will continue to be regarded as the premier program in the exercise field.

The ACSM Committee on Certification and Registry Boards (CCRB) Publications Sub-Committee publishes ACSM’s Certified News, a periodical addressing professional practice issues whose target audience is those who are certified. The CCRB Continuing Professional Education Sub-Committee has oversight of the continuing education requirements for maintenance of certification and auditing renewal candidates. Continuing education credits can be accrued through ACSM-sponsored educational programs, such as ACSM workshops (ACSM Certified Personal Trainer, ACSM Health/Fitness Instructor, ACSM Exercise Specialist, ACSM Registered Clinical Exercise Physiologist), regional chapter and annual meetings, and other educational programs approved by the ACSM Professional Education Committee. These enhancements are intended to support the continued professional growth of those who have made a commitment to service in this rapidly growing health and fitness field.

In 2004, ACSM was as a founding member of the multiorganizational Committee on Accreditation for the Exercise Sciences (CoAES), and assisted with the development of Standards and Guidelines for educational programs seeking accreditation under the auspices of the Commission on Accreditation of Allied Health Education Programs (CAAHEP). Additional information on outcomes-based, programmatic accreditation can be obtained by visiting www.caahep.org, and specific information regarding the Standards and Guidelines can be obtained by visiting www.coaes.org. Because the standards and guidelines refer to the KSAs that follow, reference to specific KSAs as they relate to given sets of standards and guidelines will be noted when appropriate.

The ACSM also acknowledges the expectation from successful candidates that the public will be informed of the high standards, values, and professionalism implicit in meeting these certification requirements. The College has formally organized its volunteer committee structure and national office staff to give added emphasis to informing the public, professionals, and government agencies about issues of critical importance to ACSM. Informing these constituencies about the meaning and value of
ACSM certification is one important priority that will be given attention in this initiative.

**ACSM Certification Programs**

The ACSM Certified Personal Trainer is a fitness professional involved in developing and implementing an individualized approach to exercise leadership in healthy populations and in those individuals with medical clearance to exercise. Using a variety of teaching techniques, the ACSM Certified Personal Trainer is proficient in leading and demonstrating safe and effective methods of exercise by applying the fundamental principles of exercise science. The ACSM Certified Personal Trainer is familiar with forms of exercise used to improve, maintain, and optimize health-related components of physical fitness and performance. The ACSM Certified Personal Trainer is proficient in writing appropriate exercise recommendations, leading and demonstrating safe and effective methods of exercise, and motivating individuals to begin and to continue with their healthy behaviors.

The ACSM Health/Fitness Instructor (HFI) is a degreed health and fitness professional qualified for career pursuits in the university, corporate, commercial, hospital, and community settings. The HFI has knowledge and skills in management, administration, training, and supervising entry-level personnel. The HFI is skilled in conducting risk stratification and physical fitness assessments, and in interpreting results; and in constructing appropriate exercise prescriptions and motivating apparently healthy individuals and individuals with medically controlled diseases to adopt and maintain healthy lifestyle behaviors.

The ACSM Exercise Specialist (ES) is a health care professional certified by ACSM to deliver a variety of exercise assessment, training, rehabilitation, risk factor identification, and lifestyle management services to individuals with or at risk for cardiovascular, pulmonary, and metabolic disease(s). These services are typically delivered in cardiovascular or pulmonary rehabilitation programs, physicians’ offices, or medical fitness centers. The ACSM Exercise Specialist is also competent to provide exercise-related consulting for research, public health, and other clinical and nonclinical services and programs.

The ACSM Registered Clinical Exercise Physiologist (RCEP) is an allied health professional who works in the application of physical activity and behavioral interventions for those clinical conditions where they have been shown to provide therapeutic and functional benefit. Persons for whom RCEP services are appropriate may include, but are not limited to, those individuals with cardiovascular, pulmonary, metabolic, orthopedic, musculoskeletal, neuromuscular, neoplastic, immunologic, or hematologic disease. The RCEP provides primary and secondary prevention strategies designed to improve fitness and health in populations ranging from children to older adults. The RCEP performs exercise screening, exercise and fitness testing, exercise prescription, exercise and physical activity counseling, exercise supervision, exercise and health education and promotion, and measurement and evaluation of exercise and physical activity related outcome measures. The practice and supervision of the RCEP is guided by published professional guidelines, standards, and applicable state and federal regulations.

Certification at a given level requires the candidate to have a knowledge and skills base commensurate with that specific level of certification. In addition, the HFI level of certification incorporates the KSAs associated with the ACSM Certified Personal Trainer certification, the ES level of certification incorporates the KSAs associated with the CPT and HFI certification, and the RCEP level of certification incorporates the KSAs associated with the CPT, HFI, and ES levels of certification, as shown in Table 1.

**Table 1. Requirements and Recommended Competencies for the ACSM Registered Clinical Exercise Physiologist**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Recommended Competencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACSM Registered Clinical Exercise Physiologist®</td>
<td>• Master’s Degree in exercise science, exercise physiology or kinesiology from a regionally accredited college or university&lt;br&gt;• Current certification as a Basic Life Support Provider or CPR for the Professional Rescuer (available through the American Heart Association or the American Red Cross).&lt;br&gt;• Minimum of 600 clinical hours or alternatives as described in the current issue of ACSM’s Certification Resource Guide. Hours may be completed as part of a formal degree program.</td>
<td>Demonstrate competence in the KSAs required of the ACSM Registered Clinical Exercise Physiologist®, Exercise Specialist®, Health/Fitness Instructor® and ACSM Certified Personal Trainer® as listed in the current edition of ACSM’s Guidelines for Exercise Testing and Prescription.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Recommendation of hours in Clinical Practice Areas**

Cardiovascular: 200<br>Pulmonary: 100<br>Metabolic: 120<br>Orthopedic and musculoskeletal: 100<br>Neuromuscular: 40<br>Immunological and hematological: 40
In addition, each level of certification has minimal requirements for experience, level of education, or other certifications.

ACSM also develops specialty certifications to enhance the breadth of knowledge for individuals working in a health, fitness, or clinical setting. For information on KSAs, eligibility and scope of practice for ACSM specialty certifications, visit www.acsm.org/certification or call 1-800-486-5643.

HOW TO OBTAIN INFORMATION AND APPLICATION MATERIALS

The certification programs of ACSM are subject to continuous review and revision. Content development is entrusted to a diverse committee of professional volunteers with expertise in exercise science, medicine, and program management. Expertise in design and procedures for competency assessment is also represented on this committee. The administration of certification examinations is conducted through Pearson VUE authorized testing centers. Inquiries regarding examination registration can be made to Pearson VUE at 1-888-883-2276 or on-line at www.pearsonvue.com/acsm.

For general certification questions, contact the ACSM Certification Resource Center:
1-800-486-5643
Web site: www.acsm.org/certification
E-mail: certification@acsm.org

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND ABILITIES UNDERLINING ACSM CERTIFICATIONS

Minimal competencies for each certification level are outlined below. Certification examinations are constructed based on these KSAs. For the ACSM Health/Fitness Instructor and the ACSM Exercise Specialist credentials, two companion ACSM publications, ACSM's Resource Manual for Guidelines for Exercise Testing and Prescription, sixth edition, and ACSM's Certification Review Book, third edition, may also be used to gain further insight pertaining to the topics identified here. For the ACSM Certified Personal Trainer, candidates should refer to ACSM's Resources for the Personal Trainer, current edition and ACSM's Certification Review Book, third edition. For the ACSM Registered Clinical Exercise Physiologist, candidates should refer to ACSM's Resources for Clinical Exercise Physiology, current edition and ACSM's Resource Manual for Guidelines for Exercise Testing and Prescription, sixth edition. Neither the ACSM's Guidelines for Exercise Testing and Prescription nor any of the above-mentioned resource manuals provides all of the information on which the ACSM Certification examinations are based, however. Each may prove to be beneficial as a review of specific topics and as a general outline of many of the integral concepts to be mastered by those seeking certification.

CLASSIFICATION/NUMBERING SYSTEM FOR KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND ABILITIES (KSAs)

All the KSAs for a given certification or credential are listed in their entirety across a given a Practice Area or a Content Matter Area for each level of certification. Within each certification's or credential's KSA set, the numbering of individual KSAs uses a three-part number as follows:

First number–denotes Practice Area (1.x.x)
Second number–denotes Content Area (x.1.x)
Third number–denotes the sequential number of each KSA (x.x.1), within each Content Area. If there is a break in numerical sequence, it indicates that a KSA was deleted in response to the recent job-task analysis from the prior version of the KSAs. From this edition forward, new KSAs will acquire a new KSA number.

The Practice Areas (the first number) are numbered as follows:

1.x.x General Population/Core
2.x.x Cardiovascular
3.x.x Pulmonary
4.x.x Metabolic
5.x.x Orthopedic/Musculoskeletal
6.x.x Neuromuscular
7.x.x Neoplastic, Immunologic, and Hematologic

The Content Matter Areas (the second number) are numbered as follows:

x.1.x Exercise Physiology and related Exercise Science
x.2.x Pathophysiology and Risk Factors
x.3.x Health Appraisal, Fitness and Clinical Exercise Testing
x.4.x Electrocardiography and Diagnostic Techniques
x.5.x Patient Management and Medications
x.6.x Medical and Surgical Management
x.7.x Exercise Prescription and Programming
x.8.x Nutrition and Weight Management
x.9.x Human Behavior and Counseling
x.10.x Safety, Injury Prevention, and Emergency Procedures
x.11.x Program Administration, Quality Assurance, and Outcome Assessment
x.12.x Clinical and Medical Considerations (ACSM Certified Personal Trainer Only)
The Registered Clinical Exercise Physiologist is responsible for the mastery of the ACSM Certified Personal Trainer KSAs, the ACSM Health/Fitness Instructor KSAs, the ACSM Exercise Specialist KSAs, and the following ACSM Registered Clinical Exercise Physiologist KSAs:

**GENERAL POPULATION/CORE: EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY AND RELATED EXERCISE SCIENCE**

1.1.1 Describe the acute responses to aerobic, resistance, and flexibility training on the function of the cardiovascular, respiratory, musculoskeletal, neuromuscular, metabolic, endocrine, and immune systems.

1.1.2 Describe the chronic effects of aerobic, resistance, and flexibility training on the structure and function of the cardiovascular, respiratory, musculoskeletal, neuromuscular, metabolic, endocrine, and immune systems.

1.1.3 Explain differences in typical values for oxygen uptake, heart rate, mean arterial pressure, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, cardiac output, stroke volume, rate pressure product, minute ventilation, respiratory rate, and tidal volume at rest and during submaximal and maximal exercise between sedentary and trained persons with chronic diseases.

1.1.4 Describe the physiologic determinants of $\dot{V}O_2$, $m\dot{V}O_2$, and mean arterial pressure and explain how these determinants can be altered with aerobic and resistance exercise training.

1.1.5 Describe appropriate modifications in the exercise prescription owing to environmental conditions in individuals with chronic disease.

1.1.6 Explain the health benefits of a physically active lifestyle, the hazards of sedentary behavior, and summarize key recommendations of U.S. national reports of physical activity (e.g., U.S. Surgeon General, Institute of Medicine, ACSM, American Heart Association [AHA]).

1.1.7 Explain the physiologic adaptations to exercise training that might result in improvement in, or maintenance of, health, including cardiovascular, pulmonary, metabolic, orthopedic, musculoskeletal, neuromuscular, and immune system health.

1.1.8 Explain the mechanisms underlying the physiologic adaptations to aerobic and resistance training, including those resulting in changes in, or maintenance of, maximal and submaximal oxygen consumption, lactate and ventilatory (anaerobic) threshold, myocardial oxygen consumption, heart rate, blood pressure, ventilation (including ventilatory threshold), muscle structure, bioenergetics, and immune function.

1.1.9 Explain the physiologic effects of physical inactivity, including bedrest, and methods that may counteract these effects.
1.1.10 Recognize and respond to abnormal signs and symptoms during exercise.

**GENERAL POPULATION/CORE: PATHOPHYSIOLOGY AND RISK FACTORS**

1.2.1 Describe the epidemiology, pathophysiology, risk factors, and key clinical findings of cardiovascular, pulmonary, metabolic, orthopedic, musculoskeletal, neuromuscular, and NIH diseases.

1.2.2 Conduct a brief physical examination, including evaluation of peripheral edema, measuring blood pressure, peripheral pulses, and respiratory rate; and auscultating heart and lung sounds.

1.2.3 Calibrate laboratory equipment used frequently in the practice of clinical exercise physiology (e.g., motorized or computerized treadmill, mechanical cycle ergometer and arm ergometer), electrocardiograph, spirometer, and respiratory gas analyzer (Metabolic cart).

1.2.4 Administer exercise tests consistent with U.S. nationally accepted standards for testing.

1.2.5 Evaluate contraindications to exercise testing.

1.2.6 Appropriately select and administer functional tests to measure individual outcomes and functional status, including the 6-minute walk, Get Up and Go, Berg Balance Scale, Physical Performance Test, and so forth.

1.2.8 Interpret the variables that may be assessed during clinical exercise testing, including maximal oxygen consumption, resting metabolic rate, ventilatory volumes and capacities, respiratory exchange ratio, ratings of perceived exertion and discomfort (chest pain, dyspnea, claustrophobia), electrocardiogram (ECG), heart rate, blood pressure, rate pressure product, ventilatory (anaerobic) threshold, oxygen saturation, breathing reserve, muscular strength, muscular endurance, and other common measures used for diagnosis and prognosis of disease.

1.2.9 Determine atrial and ventricular rate from rhythm strip and 12-lead ECG and explain the clinical significance of abnormal atrial or ventricular rate (e.g., tachycardia, bradycardia).

1.2.10 Identify ECG changes associated with drug therapy, electrolyte abnormalities, subendocardial and transmural ischemia, myocardial injury, and infarction, and explain the clinical significance of each.

1.3.1 Identify ECG changes associated with drug therapy, electrolyte abnormalities, subendocardial and transmural ischemia, myocardial injury, and infarction, and explain the clinical significance of each.

1.3.11 Identify SA, AV, and bundle branch blocks from a rhythm strip and 12-lead ECG, and explain the clinical significance of each.

1.3.12 Identify sinus, atrial, junctional, and ventricular dysrhythmias from a rhythm strip and 12-lead ECG, and explain the clinical significance of each.

1.3.14 Determine an individual’s pretest and posttest probability of coronary heart disease (CHD), identify factors associated with test complications, and apply appropriate precautions to reduce risks to the individual.

1.3.16 Identify probable disease-specific endpoints for testing in an individual with cardiovascular, pulmonary, metabolic, orthopedic, musculoskeletal, neuromuscular, and NIH disease.

1.3.17 Select and use appropriate techniques to prepare and measure ECG, heart rate, blood pressure, oxygen saturation, RPE, symptoms, expired gases, and other measures as needed before, during, and following exercise testing.

1.3.18 Select and administer appropriate exercise tests to evaluate functional capacity, strength, and flexibility in individuals with cardiovascular, pulmonary, metabolic, orthopedic, musculoskeletal, neuromuscular, and NIH disease.

1.3.19 Discuss strengths and limitations of various methods of measures and indices of body composition.

1.3.20 Appropriately select, apply, and interpret body composition tests and indices.

1.3.21 Discuss pertinent test results with other health care professionals.

**GENERAL POPULATION/CORE: EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION AND PROGRAMMING**

1.7.3 Determine the appropriate level of supervision and monitoring recommended for individuals with known disease based on disease-specific risk stratification guidelines and current health status.

1.7.4 Develop, adapt, and supervise appropriate aerobic, resistance, and flexibility training for individuals with cardiovascular, pulmonary, metabolic, orthopedic, musculoskeletal, neuromuscular, and NIH disease.

1.7.6 Instruct individuals with cardiovascular, pulmonary, metabolic, orthopedic, musculoskeletal, neuromuscular, and NIH disease in techniques for performing physical activities safely and effectively in an unsupervised exercise setting.

1.7.7 Modify the exercise prescription or discontinue exercise based on individual symptoms, current health status, musculoskeletal limitations, and environmental considerations.

1.7.8 Extract and interpret clinical information needed for safe exercise management of individuals with cardiovascular, pulmonary, metabolic, orthopedic, musculoskeletal, neuromuscular, and NIH disease.
1.7.9 Evaluate individual outcomes from serial outcome data collected before, during, and after exercise interventions.  
GENERAL POPULATION/CORE: HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND COUNSELING  
1.9.1 Summarize contemporary theories of health behavior change, including social cognitive theory, theory of reasoned action, theory of planned behavior, transtheoretical model, and health belief model, and apply techniques to promote healthy behaviors including physical activity.  
1.9.2 Describe characteristics associated with poor adherence to exercise programs.  
1.9.3 Describe the psychological issues associated with acute and chronic illness, such as anxiety, depression, social isolation, hostility, aggression, and suicidal ideation.  
1.9.4 Counsel individuals with cardiovascular, pulmonary, metabolic, orthopedic, musculoskeletal, neuromuscular, and NIH disease on topics such as disease processes, treatments, diagnostic techniques, and lifestyle management.  
1.9.6 Explain factors that can increase anxiety before or during exercise testing and describe methods to reduce anxiety.  
1.9.7 Recognize signs and symptoms of failure to cope during personal crises such as job loss, bereavement, and illness.  
GENERAL POPULATION/CORE: SAFETY, INJURY PREVENTION, AND EMERGENCY PROCEDURES  
1.10.1 List routine emergency equipment, drugs, and supplies present in an exercise testing laboratory and therapeutic exercise session area.  
1.10.2 Provide immediate responses to emergencies, including basic cardiac life support, automated external defibrillator (AED), activation of emergency medical system (EMS), and joint immobilization.  
1.10.3 Verify operating status of emergency equipment, including defibrillator, laryngoscope, oxygen, and so forth.  
1.10.4 Explain Universal Precautions procedures and apply as appropriate.  
1.10.5 Develop and implement a plan for responding to emergencies.  
1.10.6 Have knowledge of advanced cardiac life support procedures.  
GENERAL POPULATION/CORE: PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION, QUALITY ASSURANCE, AND OUTCOME ASSESSMENT  
1.11.1 Describe appropriate staffing for exercise testing and programming based on factors such as individual health status, facilities, and program goals.  
1.11.2 List necessary equipment and supplies for exercise testing and programs.  
1.11.3 Select, evaluate, and report treatment outcomes using individual-relevant results of tests and surveys.  
1.11.4 Explain legal issues pertinent to health care delivery by licensed and nonlicensed health care professionals providing rehabilitative services and exercise testing and legal risk management techniques.  
1.11.5 Identify individuals requiring referral to a physician or allied health services, such as physical therapy, dietary counseling, stress management, weight management, and psychological and social services.  
1.11.6 Develop a plan for individual discharge from therapeutic exercise program, including community referrals.  
CARDIOVASCULAR: EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY AND RELATED EXERCISE SCIENCE  
2.1.2 Describe the potential benefits and hazards of aerobic, resistance, and flexibility training in individuals with cardiovascular diseases.  
2.1.4 Explain how cardiovascular diseases can affect the physiologic responses to aerobic and resistance training.  
2.1.5 Describe the immediate and long-term influence of medical therapies for cardiovascular diseases on the responses to aerobic and resistance training.  
CARDIOVASCULAR: PATHOPHYSIOLOGY AND RISK FACTORS  
2.2.1 Describe the epidemiology, pathophysiology, rate of disease progression, risk factors, and key clinical findings of cardiovascular diseases.  
2.2.2 Explain the ischemic cascade and its effect on myocardial function.  
2.2.4 Explain methods of reducing risk in individuals with cardiovascular diseases.  
CARDIOVASCULAR: HEALTH APPRAISAL, FITNESS AND CLINICAL EXERCISE TESTING  
2.3.1 Describe common techniques used to diagnose cardiovascular disease, including graded exercise testing, echocardiography, radionuclide imaging, angiography, pharmacologic testing, and biomarkers (e.g., troponin, creatine kinase [CK]), and explain the indications, limitations, risks, and normal and abnormal results for each.  
2.3.2 Explain how cardiovascular disease can affect physical examination findings.  
2.3.4 Recognize and respond to abnormal signs and symptoms, such as pain, peripheral edema, dyspnea, fatigue, in individuals with cardiovascular diseases.  
2.3.5 Conduct and interpret appropriate exercise testing methods for individuals with cardiovascular diseases.
CARDIOVASCULAR: MEDICAL AND SURGICAL MANAGEMENT

2.6.2 Explain the common medical and surgical treatments of cardiovascular diseases.

2.6.3 Apply key recommendations of current U.S. clinical practice guidelines for the prevention, treatment, and management of cardiovascular diseases (e.g., AHA, American College of Cardiology [ACC], National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute [NHLBI]).

2.6.4 List the commonly used drugs (generic and brand names) in the treatment of individuals with cardiovascular diseases, and explain the indications, mechanisms of actions, major side effects, and the effects on the exercising individual.

2.6.5 Explain how treatments for cardiovascular disease, including preventive care, may affect the rate of progression of disease.

CARDIOVASCULAR: EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION AND PROGRAMMING

2.7.2 Design, adapt, and supervise an appropriate Exercise Prescription (e.g., aerobic, resistance, and flexibility training) for individuals with cardiovascular diseases.

2.7.4 Instruct an individual with cardiovascular disease in techniques for performing physical activities safely and effectively in an unsupervised setting.

2.7.5 Counsel individuals with cardiovascular disease on the proper uses of sublingual nitroglycerin.

PULMONARY (e.g., Obstructive and Restrictive Lung Diseases): EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY AND RELATED EXERCISE SCIENCE

3.1.1 Describe the potential benefits and hazards of aerobic, resistance, and flexibility training in individuals with pulmonary diseases.

3.1.2 Explain how pulmonary diseases can affect the physiologic responses to aerobic, resistance, and flexibility training.

3.1.3 Explain how scheduling of exercise relative to meals can affect dyspnea.

3.1.5 Describe the immediate and long-term influence of medical therapies for pulmonary diseases on the responses to aerobic, resistance, and flexibility training.

PULMONARY: PATHOPHYSIOLOGY AND RISK FACTORS

3.2.1 Describe the epidemiology, pathophysiology, rate of disease progression, risk factors, and key clinical findings of pulmonary diseases.

3.2.3 Explain methods of reducing risk in individuals with pulmonary diseases.

3.3.1 Explain how pulmonary disease can affect physical examination findings.

3.3.3 Have knowledge of lung volumes and capacities (e.g., tidal volume, residual volume, inspiratory volume, expiratory volume, total lung capacity, vital capacity, functional residual capacity, peak flow rate, diffusion capacity) and how they might differ between healthy individuals and individuals with pulmonary disease.

3.3.4 Recognize and respond to abnormal signs and symptoms to exercise in individuals with pulmonary diseases.

3.3.5 Describe common techniques and tests used to diagnose pulmonary diseases, and explain the indications, limitations, risks, and normal and abnormal results for each.

3.3.6 Conduct and interpret appropriate exercise testing methods for individuals with pulmonary diseases.

PULMONARY: MEDICAL AND SURGICAL MANAGEMENT

3.6.3 Explain how treatments for pulmonary disease, including preventive care, can affect the rate of disease progression.

3.6.5 Explain the common medical and surgical treatments of pulmonary diseases.

3.6.6 List the commonly used drugs (generic and brand names) used in the treatment of individuals with pulmonary diseases, and explain the indications, mechanisms of actions, major side effects, and the effects on the exercising individual.

3.6.7 Apply key recommendations of current U.S. clinical practice guidelines (e.g., American Lung Association [ALA], NIH, NHLBI) for the prevention, treatment, and management of pulmonary diseases.

PULMONARY: EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION AND PROGRAMMING

3.7.2 Design, adapt, and supervise an appropriate exercise prescription (e.g., aerobic, resistance, and flexibility training) for individuals with pulmonary diseases.

3.7.4 Instruct an individual with pulmonary diseases in proper breathing techniques and exercises and methods for performing physical activities safely and effectively.

3.7.5 Have knowledge of the use of supplemental oxygen during exercise and its influences on exercise tolerance.
4.1.1 Explain how metabolic diseases can affect aerobic endurance, muscular strength and endurance, flexibility, and balance.

4.1.2 Describe the immediate and long-term influence of medical therapies for metabolic diseases on the responses to aerobic, resistance, and flexibility training.

4.1.3 Describe the potential benefits and hazards of aerobic, resistance, and flexibility training in individuals with metabolic diseases.

4.2.1 Describe the epidemiology, pathophysiology, rate of disease progression, risk factors, and key clinical findings of metabolic diseases.

4.2.2 Explain the probable effects of dialysis treatment on exercise performance, functional capacity, and safety, and explain methods for preventing adverse effects.

4.2.3 Explain the probable effects of hypo- or hyperglycemia on exercise performance, functional capacity, and safety, and explain methods for preventing adverse effects.

4.2.4 Explain methods of reducing risk in individuals with metabolic diseases.

4.3.1 Describe common techniques and tests used to diagnose metabolic diseases, and explain the indications, limitations, risks, and normal and abnormal results for each.

4.3.2 Explain appropriate techniques for monitoring blood glucose before, during, and after an exercise session.

4.3.3 Recognize and respond to abnormal signs and symptoms in individuals with metabolic diseases.

4.3.4 Conduct and interpret appropriate exercise testing methods for individuals with metabolic diseases.

4.6.5 Explain how treatments for metabolic diseases, including preventive care, can affect the rate of progression of disease.

4.7.2 Design, adapt, and supervise an appropriate Exercise Prescription (e.g., aerobic, resistance, and flexibility training) for individuals with metabolic diseases.

5.1.1 Describe the potential benefits and hazards of aerobic, resistance, and flexibility training in individuals with orthopedic or musculoskeletal diseases.

5.1.4 Explain how orthopedic and musculoskeletal diseases can affect aerobic endurance, muscular strength and endurance, flexibility, balance, and agility.

5.1.5 Describe the immediate and long-term influence of medical therapies for orthopedic and musculoskeletal diseases on the responses to aerobic, resistance, and flexibility training.

5.2.1 Describe the epidemiology, pathophysiology, risk factors, and key clinical findings of orthopedic and musculoskeletal diseases.

5.2.2 Describe the probable effects of medical therapies for orthopedic and musculoskeletal diseases on exercise performance, functional capacity, and safety, and explain methods for preventing adverse effects.

5.2.3 Describe the probable effects of medical therapies for orthopedic and musculoskeletal diseases on exercise performance, functional capacity, and safety, and explain methods for preventing adverse effects.

5.2.4 Explain methods of reducing risk in individuals with orthopedic or musculoskeletal diseases.
5.6.2 Explain the common medical and surgical treatments of orthopedic and musculoskeletal diseases.

5.6.3 Apply key recommendations of current U.S. clinical practice guidelines (e.g., NIH, National Osteoporosis Foundation, Arthritis Foundation) for the prevention, treatment, and management of orthopedic and musculoskeletal diseases.

5.6.4 Explain how treatments for orthopedic and musculoskeletal diseases can affect the rate of progression of disease.

ORTHOPEDIC/MUSCULOSKELETAL: EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION AND PROGRAMMING

5.7.1 Explain exercise training concepts specific to industrial or occupational rehabilitation, which includes work hardening, work conditioning, work fitness, and job coaching.

5.7.2 Design, adapt, and supervise an appropriate Exercise Prescription (e.g., aerobic, resistance, and flexibility training) for individuals with orthopedic or musculoskeletal diseases.

5.7.3 Instruct an individual with orthopedic or musculoskeletal disease in techniques for performing physical activities safely and effectively in an unsupervised exercise setting.

5.7.4 Adapt the Exercise Prescription based on the functional limits and benefits of assistive devices (e.g., wheelchairs, crutches, and canes).

5.7.5 NEUROMUSCULAR (e.g., Multiple Sclerosis, Muscular Dystrophy and Other Myopathies, Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s Disease, Polio and Postpolio syndrome, Stroke and Brain Injury, Cerebral Palsy, Peripheral Neuropathies): EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY AND RELATED EXERCISE SCIENCE

6.1.1 Describe the potential benefits and hazards of aerobic, resistance, and flexibility training in individuals with neuromuscular diseases.

6.1.4 Explain how neuromuscular diseases can affect aerobic endurance, muscular strength and endurance, flexibility, balance, and agility.

6.1.5 Describe the immediate and long-term influence of medical therapies for neuromuscular diseases on the responses to aerobic, resistance, and flexibility training.

6.2.1 Describe the epidemiology, pathophysiology, risk factors, and key clinical findings of neuromuscular diseases.

6.3.1 Recognize and respond to abnormal signs and symptoms to exercise in individuals with neuromuscular diseases.

6.3.2 Describe common techniques and tests used to diagnose neuromuscular diseases.

6.3.3 Conduct and interpret appropriate exercise testing methods for individuals with neuromuscular diseases.

NEUROMUSCULAR: MEDICAL AND SURGICAL MANAGEMENT

6.6.1 Explain the common medical and surgical treatments of neuromuscular diseases.

6.6.2 List the drugs (generic and brand names) commonly used in the treatment of individuals with neuromuscular disease, and explain the indications, mechanisms of actions, major side effects, and the effects on the exercising individual.

6.6.3 Apply key recommendations of current U.S. clinical practice guidelines (e.g., NIH) for the prevention, treatment, and management of neuromuscular diseases.

6.6.4 Explain how treatments for neuromuscular disease can affect the rate of disease progression.

6.7.1 Adapt the Exercise Prescription based on the functional limits and benefits of assistive devices (e.g., wheelchairs, crutches, and canes).

6.7.3 Design, adapt, and supervise an appropriate Exercise Prescription (e.g., aerobic, resistance, and flexibility training) for individuals with neuromuscular diseases.

6.7.4 Instruct an individual with neuromuscular diseases in techniques for performing physical activities safely and effectively in an unsupervised exercise setting.

NEOPLASTIC, IMMUNOLOGIC, AND HEMATOLOGIC (e.g., Cancer, Anemia, Bleeding Disorders, Human Immunodeficiency Virus [HIV], Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome [AIDS], Organ Transplant, Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, Fibromyalgia): EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY AND RELATED EXERCISE SCIENCE

7.1.1 Explain how NIH diseases can affect the physiologic responses to aerobic, resistance, and flexibility training.

7.1.2 Describe the immediate and long-term influence of medical therapies for NIH on the responses to aerobic, resistance, and flexibility training.

7.1.3 Describe the potential benefits and hazards of aerobic, resistance, and flexibility training in individuals with NIH diseases.

NEOPLASTIC, IMMUNOLOGIC, AND HEMATOLOGIC: PATHOPHYSIOLOGY AND RISK FACTORS
7.2.1 Describe the epidemiology, pathophysiology, risk factors, and key clinical findings of NIH diseases.

NEOPLASTIC, IMMUNOLOGIC, AND HEMATOLOGIC: HEALTH APPRAISAL, FITNESS AND CLINICAL EXERCISE TESTING

7.3.1 Recognize and respond to abnormal signs and symptoms to exercise in individuals with NIH diseases.

7.3.2 Describe common techniques and tests used to diagnose NIH diseases.

7.3.3 Conduct and interpret appropriate exercise testing methods for individuals with NIH diseases.

NEOPLASTIC, IMMUNOLOGIC, AND HEMATOLOGIC: MEDICAL AND SURGICAL MANAGEMENT

7.6.1 List the drugs (generic and brand names) commonly used in the treatment of individuals with NIH disease, and explain the indications, mechanisms of actions, major side effects, and the effects on the exercising individual.

7.6.2 Apply key recommendations of current U.S. clinical practice guidelines (e.g., American Cancer Society [ACS], NIH) for the prevention, treatment, and management of NIH diseases.

7.6.3 Explain the common medical and surgical treatments of NIH diseases.

7.6.4 Explain how treatments for NIH disease can affect the rate of progression of disease.

NEOPLASTIC, IMMUNOLOGIC, AND HEMATOLOGIC: EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION AND PROGRAMMING

7.7.1 Design, adapt, and supervise an appropriate exercise prescription (e.g., aerobic, resistance, and flexibility training) for individuals with NIH diseases.

7.7.4 Instruct an individual with NIH diseases in techniques for performing physical activities safely and effectively in an unsupervised exercise setting.

NOTE: The KSAs listed above for the ACSM Registered Clinical Exercise Physiologist are the same KSAs for educational programs in Clinical Exercise Physiology seeking graduate (master's degree) academic accreditation through the CoAES. For more information, please visit www.coaes.org.
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